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This study of Roman Catholicism in Oxford- 
shire begins with the identification of the 
Catholics, including the priests who served 
them. This section, covering four chapters, 
forms the essential framework or foundation 
of the thesis. Chapter II deals with most of 
the more important gentry families; Chapter III 
deals with the mass of the Catholic population, 
of what contemporaries would have called 'the 
inferior sort', but also includes a certain 
number of gentry families, some which were less 
important (mainly in the sense of not bulking 
large in the records), others which did not 
fit into the pattern of family and other 
relationships set up in Chapter II. 
The remaining chapters describe and comment 
upon certain aspects of the life of the Oxford- 
shire Catholics. Chapters V and VII, those 
dealing with the martyrs and with 'Treason and 
Plot', might appear in most recusancy theses. 
The other topics singled out are more distinctive: 
it may be doubted, for example, whether any 
other county would provide as much material 
on converts (VI). Most of them were born in 
Oxfordshire or nearby, and all of them had 
some connection with the University. One 
chapter (IX) is devoted to the University of 
Oxford and another centres upon the Bodleian 
Library (X). These chapters are important for 
a major theme of the thesis, the extent to 
which Catholics remained an integral part of 
the community. Sir Alexander Colepeper's 
relation of his imprisonment in Oxfordshire 
and elsewhere and the Black Assizes, in which 
Catholics and Protestants alike fell victims 
to what the mythology of the day would make 
either a popish plot or an act of vengeance 
by a Catholic God (VIII) provide further 
illustrations of this point. The last chapter 
shews Catholics engaged in what a later mythology 
would make a purely Protestant pursuit, and 
largely so engaged with royal approval. 
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Introduction. 
Oxfordshire has long been accepted as a 
county strong in recusancy: 
1 H. E. Salter suggested 
that the Catholic gentry probably held a third 
2 
of the county's manors. The present thesis 
provides a more detailed documentation of such 
claims, but it does not pretend to provide any 
very precise estimate of numbers. 'The counting 
of Catholics (or Protestants)', as R. R. Manning has 
recently remarked, 
3 'is an approach to Reformation 
social history that is fraught with even greater 
dangers than the attempt to measure the wealth 
of the gentry by the counting of manors'. Many 
of the problems will be illustrated and discussed 
in the succeeding pages, but it may be as well 
that some comment should be made here by way of 
both introduction and conclusion. 
Any estimate of numbers would have to be 
based upon the many contemporary lists, ranging 
from the Recusant Rolls to odd scraps of paper 
1. See, for example, V. U. ii. II, 1907,43; L. Pullan, 
Religion since the Re rmation, 1923, p. 41; M. S. 
en erson, T eben ur es 3n North Oxfordshire, 1902, p. 156. 
2. V. C. H. llo. cit. 
3. IT=. - a' ning, Reli ion and society in Elizabethan Su.. ex, 1969'p. . 
3 
recording a few names. These lists are never 
comprehensive. The Recusant Rolls record by 
definition only the more intransigent Catholics, 
ignoring those who parted religion between 
their consciences and their purses. 
' In 1612 
after an intensive search for Catholics it was 
claimed that there were 508 in Oxfordshire, 
including a few who had been indicted but not yet 
convicted, but of this 508 no less than 156 were 
gentry, an impossible proportion. 
2 Twenty-six 
years earlier it had been claimed that there were 
300 'Catholiks of Accompt' in Oxfordshire. 
3 
A comparative study of the lists might be 
interesting. One Elizabethan table 4 credits 
Oxfordshire with 151 recusants, broken down into 
1. B. M. Harl. MS 1122ýf. 65v. There is no guarantee 
gist Ze Recusant Rolls will contain all the 
more intransigent, but they do contain far 
more Catholics than Manning suggests, op. cit., 
p. 254. 
2. Trinit College. Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6, see Appendix .T is numanuscrip on y lists the 
gentry, but see C. R. S. LX, 1968. 
3" B"M. Harl "Ma. 60, art. . This was a Catholic cTäim repea e by a Protestant. 4. SP 12/119/20. 
4 
1 lady, 3 esquires, 30 gentlemen, 18 gentlewomen, 
and of the inferior sort, 68 men and 31 women. 
Only two other counties on the same list have 
more than 100 recusants: Lancashire had only 39; 
Warwickshire had 3. Other lists break down in a 
similar fashion. The list of recusant offers to 
compound in May 1586 
1 
contains 26 counties, 
no though/ names are entered under one county, 
Warwickshire. Oxfordshire dominates the list with 
more than 
2 54 names; Berkshire comes second with 
more than 42 names; Sussex is third with more 
than 37 .3 Lancashire has only 9 and 11 other 
counties have less than 10 names. 
4 Another list 
1. SP 124189/54. 
2. That is, not counting wives and unnamed children 
separately. 
3. But of these 2 were beyond seas, 4 were in 
Hampshire, 5 were dead, etc. 
4. Comparison of the amounts involved would give 
a different arrangement: Middlesex offered the 
most, but the Middlesex list included Lord 
Vaux, Sir Thomas Tresham, Sir John Arundell, 
Lady Paulet, John Towneley and other 
'foreigners'. There were four entries offering 
more than £200, of which Oxfordshire was the 
fourth, offering 0202 15S. The highest 
value certified as distinct from offers made 
was that of Suffolk SP 12/189/55. See W. E. 
Trimble, The Catholic Lai- inElizabethan 
'full 
1 61ZT e 
ýseý or a sull analysis o 
these lists: he takes such 
lists somewhat too seriously. 
5 
giving the yearly rents end revenues of recusants 
in 1587 has 15 names for Lancashire and 22 for 
Oxfordshire. 1 Clearly such figures are not 
even approximately correct. To use them as 
the basis of an estimate for the Catholic 
population would be to suppose that a large number 
of incorrect answers added together somehow 
give a correct answer. All that the lists and 
other similar sources of information can do is to 
convey a rough impression of the quantity and 
quality of the recusant population9 Did the 
Catholics in Oxfordshire remain 'as they 
remained elsewhere, a very small, scattered and 
fluctuating minority' 
2 
or did they form at the 
very least a significant proportion of the 
population, a minority, no doubt, but a minority 
of sufficient size to become a majority in 
propitious circumstances? The thesis as a whole 
supplies my answer. Indeed, it may be doubted 
if theses could be written, at least on those 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. , art. 69" 2.7. ec ingsa e, 'The Characteristics of the Tudor North', Northern Histor , IV, 1969, 78. Beckingsa e speaks 'the dominantly 
Anglican North', which begs another question, 
cp. page 491, 
G 
terms in which they are written, on such 
small minorities as Beckingsale and others 
have imagined. 
It has also been a matter of general 
agreement that the south of Oxfordshire was 
more Catholic than the north. Again, no reason 
has been found to upset this traditional view. 
But there were Catholics in all parts of the 
county, including two in Claydon, Oxfordshire's 
'North Pole'. The Mores and Bustards of 
Adderbury, the Catesbys of Chastleton, the Ardens 
of Cottisford, the Appletrees of Deddington and 
the Fermors of Godington, Hardwick and Somerton 
were all of North Oxfordshire. Central Oxford- 
shire was more Catholic than the north, if less 
Catholic than the south. But there is nothing 
elsewhere in the county to equal the southern 
strongholds in that tract of country dominated 
by the Stonors and such allied families as the 
Chamberlaynes, the Symeons, the Belsons, the 
Plowdens and the Blounts. 
So far as these gentry families were concerned, 
the Catholic population was relatively stable. 
Of the 38 families dealt with in Chapter II, the 
-7 
Plowdens, Fermors, Stonors, Chamberlaynes, 
Fettiplaces of Swyncombe, Appletrees, Symeons, 
Belsons, Hildesleys, Nappers and Powells were 
Catholic throughout the period studied, as 
were the families of Browne, Rainolds and Cheriton 
who entered the county during that period. The 
Shirleys conformed but not in the person of Sir 
Thomas of South Newington who had inherited the 
family's Oxfordshire estate. The Owens, the 
Stanleys of Eynsham, the Bromes, the Poures, 
the Babingtons, the Throckmortons and the 
Catesbys died out (at least in the male line) or 
left the county, as the Bethams may have done. 
The Blounts and the Fortescues became and 
remained Catholics. The Cursons became Protestants 
but later returned to Catholicism. The Dormers 
threatened to conform and the Wenmans and the 
Clerkes, who had never been properly Catholic 
families, did so. The Lenthalls, the Ansleys, 
the Vachells and one branch of the Greenwoods 
conformed, and the Molyns and Pitts families, 
like the Ardens and the Etheridges, may have 
done so. The Knollys family, having been leading 
Protestants under Elizabeth, seem to have come 
very close to Catholicism a generation later. 
R 
It might be thought that the Visitations 
could be used as the basis for an estimate 
of Catholic strength. A rough computation 
gives the sort of figures one would expect: 
rather more than a third of the families entered 
in the Visitation of 1566/74 were 'Catholic', 
rather less than a quarter of those in 1634 were 
'Catholic'. Two historians have written of the 
1634 Visitation that 'at this the number of 
gentle families in the county was apparently 
reduced from 120 to 97, only 29 of the original 
list appearing in the second. No amount of 
laxity on the one side or of evasion on the other 
can account for the whole of this difference: 
which is attributed partly to the oppression of 
the Catholics, but mainly to the practice of the 
lesser gentry selling their lands and engaging 
in trade'. 
1 
Evasion, however, accounts for a 
sufficient number to make any detailed analysis 
worthless. 18 of the 38 families dealt with in 
Chapter II do not appear in either Visitation, 
including such important families as the Brownes 
1. J. H. Browne and W. Guest, A History of Thame, 1935, pp"97-98. 
9 
and the Fermors. Some of these, however, 
appear in the Visitations for other counties, 
which raises the problem of what weight 
to give to Catholic families or individuals 
from other counties who had property in Oxfordshire 
on which they may or may not have resided. 
1 
My intention has been to describe and 
illustrate rather than to enumerate. Oxfordshire 
lends itself to this approach since the presence 
of the University allows of the examination of 
a number of special topics. 
A Note on Sources. 
The Bodleian Library provides a natural 
centre for any Oxfordshire study. So far as 
manuscript sources are concerned, however, it 
has not been the most important repository. 
There is one large collection of family papers, 
those of the Belsons (MSS. d. d. Barrett) and a 
vast mass of less important family material, 
1. The most important family of this type was 
that of the Sheldons who had property in 
Worcestershire, Warwickshire and Oxfordshire. 
Their property interest would have justified 
their inclusion in Chapter III, but their many 
other connections with Oxfordshire and with 
other Oxfordshire Catholics have led to their 
appearance in most chapters. 
is 
much of it secondary, from which one might 
single out the Wood MSS. One manuscript 
provided the source of half of one chapter, 
Sir Alexander Colepeper's account of his 
sufferings for religion (Tanner 118, ff. '128 et sec. ). 
The Bodleian also serves as the repository 
for the Oxford diocesan records but these have 
not been used. Some have been published 
and there is also a useful modern transcript 
of ecclesiastical court records (Top. Oxon. c. 6): 
since a detailed study of Oxfordshire persecution 
was not one of the purposes of this thesis, 
these proved adequate. 
The papers of the Blount family are stored 
in the Bodleian but remain in private 
ownership. The present owner will not permit 
further access to them until they have been 
properly catalogued. Although it is a very 
large collection, it would appear to be of 
mainly eighteenth century interest. Access is 
also barred to the Stonor collection, which 
remains in the hands of the family, at Stonor. 
The papers of the Brownes of Kiddington are in 
the Oxfordshire County Record Office and a 
further selection of Belson papers are in the 
Berkshire County Record Office (also presented 
by the Barrett family). 1 
The most important collections of manuscripts 
are in the British Museum and the Public Record 
Office, including the many lists, examinations 
and spies' reports which must form the main 
source for any recusancy thesis. The Recusant 
Rolls in the Public Record Office form the most 
significant single source. A manuscript that 
might be singled. out is B. M. Add. MS. 34765, 
'A Booke of Entries of all such Recusants as haue 
been granted by his majesties letters under 
the Signet 1606,1607,1608,1609,1610,1611' .2 
One major list of Oxfordshire Catholic 
gentry in 1612 has found its way to Trinity 
College, Cambridge (1E. R. 5.14, art. 6). Its value 
was somewhat lessened by the publication of a 
more complete list for the same year and of similar 
provenance (now in the United States) by A. G. Petti. 
3 
1. See C. R. S. XLI,? 948,1. 
2. See Essex Rec t, XI, '1969,42-5l. 
3. 
iIl 
This latter list, however, although it is a 
full list of Oxfordshire recusants, gentry and 
others, does not include the Church Papists 
who found their way into the Trinity College 
list, including Sir Richard Fermor and Sir 
Francis Fortescue. In 1633 the government sent 
a list of Catholics whose fines were outstanding 
to Oxford; the list has been printed by H. E. Salter 
from the manuscript in the possession of the 
city of Oxford. 
1 It is virtually a copy of the 
Recusant Rolls. 
The Archives of the Archbishop of Westminster 
were consulted primarily for material on 
George Napper, martyred in 1610. They are not as 
yet catalogued although there is a very 
inadequate handlist. 2 The great public collectiorA 
whether at oxford or in London, are of course 
mostly well catalogued or calendared but it should 
be noted that even a calendar does not always 
reveal the presence of matter of Oxfordshire 
1. H. EI.: Salter, ' Recusants in Oxfordshire 1603-1633', 
Oxfordshire Archaeological Society, Report 
for , Pp. /71. 2. The present archivist, Miss Poyser, is the first 
professional to have charge of these documents. 
Her kindness and increasing knowledge of the 
collections goes far to make up for the lack 
of an adequate catalogue. 
13 
recusant interest: there may still be much 
material to be found. 
There is an excellent guide to one major 
class of printed material: E. H. Cordeaux and D. H. 
Merry, A Bibliography of Printed Works Relating 
to Oxfordshire (O. H. S, N. S. XI, 1955). This has 
proved invaluable for such works as parish 
histories. Unfortunately, the parish histories 
themselves haue not proved invaluable. Every- 
thing in Cordeaux and Merry that looked at all 
promising has been consulted: a comparison with 
the bibliography of the present thesis, which 
contains only works actually cited, will shew 
how far that promise has been fulfilled. The 
Victoria County History of Oxfordshire is 
incomplete but where available has been used for 
such matters as manorial descent. Mrs. Stapleton's 
history of Oxfordshire Catholicism 
1 
should 
be mentioned. It is too inaccurate to warrant 
frequent citation but has been a useful guide. 
The inaccuracies begin on the first page where a 
1. M. H. C. Stapleton, A History of the Post- 
Reformation Catholic iss ons iri Oxfordshire 
with an account of the Families connected with 
, 
ý9ý -"-, - r- 
ILý 
document supposedly taken from Foley does 
not follow Foley - and neither Foley nor 
Stapleton reproduces the document correctly. 
The form of the thesis has made necessary 
as wide a reading as possible in contemporary 
literature, particularly for Chapter VI. 
As with parish histories, more has been read 
than could be reasonably and profitably used, 
but in this case works not directly used have 
still been of value. 
i's 
Chapter I 
Some Features of the Recusant Background. 
While it seems most convenient to deal with most 
of the recusant gentry in a chapter of brief family 
histories, followed by a chapter of, as it were, 
brief parish histories, there remain a number of 
points and comments which, while belonging to 
that context of family and parish history, ought 
to be treated together and in a separate chapter. 
Basically, however, the present chapter is an 
introduction to the next two; and in order to 
emphasise this basic character the points made have 
been illustrated, so far as possible, by reference 
to a relatively small family group drawn from the 
succeeding chapter. 
At the trial of Henry Garnet for alleged 
complicity in the Gunpowder Plot, Attorney-General 
Coke rehearsed the entire history of English 
recusancy up to 1605, plot by plot. But he began 
by denying the existence of recusancy before the 
Bull Reg in Pýxc_, elais, 'For from the yeare 1. 
Eliz. vnto 11-all Papists came to our Church and 
seruice without scruple. I myselfe haue seene 
Cornewallis, 
_Beddingfield, 
& others at Church... ' 
/Cm 
After Regnans in Excelsis, 'Then did they all 
forthwith ref raine the Church, then would they 
haue no more societie with vs in prayer: So that 
Recusancie in them is not for Religion, but 
in an acknowledgement of the Popes power, and a 
plaine manifestation what their judgement is 
concerning the right of the Prince in respect of 
regall power and place'. 
' The speech (and the 
topic) make a convenient starting point, for, 
according to another report of the speech, besides 
Bedingf ield, Coke mentioned Edmund Plowden, a 
'learned and good man' apart from his recusancy, 
who 'refused not to goe to Church; Nay till that 
tyme there were none of your great Recusants in 
England but went to Church'. 
2 
It is unneccessary here to attempt to trace 
in very great detail the history of this theory. 
Presumably it did not originate with Coke and. 
3 
certainly it did not end with him. Sir Robert 
1. A Trve and Perfect Relation of the Whole 2ro- ceedin sä pa ns hem moil barbarous Traitors, 
Gar i e, an his Con e`dera s, , un pg ated. 2. B. d. 
,'8: 
" ee also araman, f! 'enr`arne 
, 4, p. 398. 3. The aisföry of an analogous notion, also used by 
Coke in his 1606 speech, is examined by H. O. Evenett, 
'On Rome and the English Prayer-Book', Dowwnside 
Reývieww, XLVII, 1929. 
1-7 
Cotton, for example, produced a more balanced, 
but also more idiosyncratic, version in 1613, 
saying, 'It was not the hanging up of the Bull 
of Pius Quintus on the Bishopp of Londons doares, 
or the forbearing to hange up Priests that haue 
wrought this Apostacie; but the Idlenes and 
insufficiencie of many Teachers, conspiring with 
the peoples colld zeale, that hath bene the 
Contriver of this unhappie webb. Until the 11th 
yeare of Queene Elizabeths Raigne, a Recusants 
name was scarcelie knowne. The reason was, because 
that the zeale begotten in the time of the Marian 
Persecution was yet fresh in memory... '1 
Garnet, when allowed to reply, had no 
difficulty in showing that the fact stated by Coke 
was incorrect, and Coke had no difficulty in 
accepting the correction. When he remarked, 
'That Garnet said, hee knew some, who before the 
Bull came, went not to Church, it may be true 
perhaps in some one or two peruerted & peruerse 
men like himself e', 
2 he was agreeing with Cotton 
that there were very few recusants indeed before 
1. Bodl. Jones I1S. 28, g. 44. 
2. rV-e an eft Relation. 
19 
the Bull. It 
was this more 
convenient to 
detail the po, 
Oxfordshire. 
Caravan, 
is necessary to consider how correct 
balanced statement, and it is 
begin doing so by examining in 
Bition of Edmund Plowden of Shiplake, 
with remarkable carelessness, comments 
'Certainly Edmund Plowden (1518-85), who for 
religious reasons refused Elizabeth's offer of 
the Chancellorship, never went to church services'. 
1 
This is to twist the facts far more desperately than 
Coke. On 12 November 1569 the Sheriff of 
Berkshire John Fettiplace received orders from 
the Privy Council to administer to the local 
J. P. s a special form of subscription to the 
Anglican Settlement. 22 Some met at Abingdon on 
November 17th and all present save Plowden 
conformed, 'And the said Edmund Plowden saide that 
before our comying thither he hadd nott hearde 
of the saide letter & of the contents therof butt 
1. P. Caraman, loc. cit., n. 1. The measure of his care- 
lessness may bee' 'nown by consulting the Jesuit 
periodical The Month Aug"1956, where H. E. G. Rope, 
in an essay on owen, discusses the problem of 
Plowden's 'occasional conformity'. Sir Thomas 
Cornwallis Was also a church-goer: see P. V. McGrath 
and J. Rowe, 'The Recusancy of Sir Thomas Cornwallis', 
Suffolk Institute Archaeolö ;,, XXVIII, 1961, pp. 226-262. 
-Knd 2. ex-J. P«s. John Yate`, an ex-J. P. did not 
bother to turn up. 
1q 
the matter was sodayne to harm'. He was given 
time to consider till the second meeting, at 
Reading, on November 25th, where he said that he 
had 'fully considered' the matter, 'And further 
saide that as towchyng comyng to churche & 
hearing divine service according to the saide 
boke & statute he hadd ever sithence this service 
vsed cumen to the Churehe And hearde the same 
service & prayers accordinge to the same booke And 
saide that as he thought no man in this realme of 
his profession in the common lave & havinge as 
modre busyness as he bathe had in terse tyme. & 
oute of the terme had oftener or dulier come to 
the churche & heard divine service according to 
the saide booke then he bathe done', 1 but he would 
not subscribe. Instead he entered 'into bande of 
CC marks for his good abearing & apparaunce before 
your lordshippes' on December 20th for one year. 
2 
It should be noted also that this refusal 
came before Re naps in Excelsis, which was dated 
1. The plea of pressure of legal work was also 
put forward as an excuse for irregular church- 
going by Thomas Greenwood, SP 12/60/70. 
2. SP 12462/47 
, 22 December 15669. By then the sheriff was am Forster. Despite the Berkshire 
location of these evants Plowden is described as 'Edmundus Plowden de Shiplake in com. Oxon' in 
ii. H. N. Birt, The the bond itself, SP 12/6944 
Elizabethan Religious e ement, 1907, pp. 519 520 
notes a ow en'a re usa was not altogether 
typ ical: many Catholics did subscribe, though 
others joined Plowden, including Sir Henry 
Bedingtie ld. 
2C 
25 February 1569/70. Ten years later it was 
said of Plowden 'that he came to church untill 
the Bull came in that ffelton was executed for 
and the Northerne Rebells arose uppon and after 
that he bath utterly refused booth service 
Sacramente & euery other meane to comunicate 
with the church', which, presuming that his 
refusal to subscribe marked the end of his church- 
attendances, is not quite true. However, 
whether or not there is any definite connection 
with the Bull, it remains true that until about 
1570 Plowden was a church-goer, and yet, as his 
behaviour at the end of 1569 shews, he was among 
the stauncher Roman Catholics. His motive for 
church-going can hardly have been fear for his 
life or goods. He did not wait for the coming of 
the seminary priests or the Jesuits before 
making open declaration of his faith. But if he 
was among the stauncher Roman Catholics, he 
was also among the better educated: he was not 
one to have drifted into the churches through 
failure to undz1stand the changes that had been 
made. What was the intellectual and practical 
background against which such behaviour was 
1. SP 12/144/45,2 December 1580. 
21 
possible on the part of such a man? 
The official Catholic position was eventually 
more uncompromising: for example, in the early 
17th century, Ralph Buckland makes God address 
the Church Papist, in such words as these, 'your 
exteriour open worship, is whole to Baal, and 
not to me', 'If Baal be God follow him wholy'; if 
I be God, follow him not at al, but me: halt 
no longer betweene both', 'Goe to the Synagogues 
of Sathan, sit with the malignant in their Church, 
and wot wel that you shal be judged for so doing'. 
But it took both a long controversy and much 
exhortation to establish this rigidity. In the 
first years of Elizabeth the majority of 
Catholics, at any rate in the south of England, 
went to church; the seminary priests and the 
Jesuits when they arrived provided an alternative 
and made it increasingly clear that it was not 
lawful for a Catholic to attend Protestant church 
services. 
2 The Jesuits were particularly forward 
1. R. Buckland Priest, An Emba ssage from Heaven, (1606-10) , Pp . 77 & 1'f5 . 2. Though it should be noted that Allen had already lived and worked in oxfordshire, see page 373. 
He was not then a priest. 
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in this latter respect. From about 1580, then, 
rather than from 1570, the 'good Catholic' is 
increasingly a recusant proper, refusing all 
attendance at Anglican services. But not all 
Catholics are recusants at any time within the 
period covered in this thesis. ' The Church Papist 
proper, that is, a man who is more or less 
obviously a Catholic but who attends church, 
continues to flourish: he may appear on lists as 
a Catholic, he may educate his sons abroad, his 
daughters may enter convents, his wife may be 
(in fact, she almost invariably will be) an open 
recusant, but he is technically, and up to a 
certain point, a conf ormist. 2 
The first ten years or so of Elizabeth's 
reign were marked not only by skilful pressure 
upon English Catholics to conform, but also by 
an almost total neglect of them by Rome. 
3 They 
1. I would imagine that the equation Roman Catholic 
equals recusant only becomes valid after 1688. 2. Sir Richard Fermor of Somerton, whose sister 
married Plowden's son, might serve as the perfect 
example of this sort of Catholic. His second 
wife was a daughter of Sir William and grand- daughter of Sir Thomas Cornwallis. 
3. A. O. Meyer, England and the Catholic Church under 
ueen Elizaans. by 3. c ee, with an 
n roduc on b J. Bossy, reprinted 196?, pp. 65 
et ýse, 
g J. J. Scarisbrick says the same of the Aenrcian Reformation, Henry VIII, 1968, p. 328. 
3 
lacked even adequate guidance as to the proper 
attitude of a Catholic towards the Elizabethan 
Settlement. The situation, paradoxically, was 
complicated by being both old and new. It was 
new in that there was a new liturgy, new doctrines. 
But the Catholics, while realizing with sufficient 
clarity that these were not their liturgy and 
doctrines, did not understand so well how far 
it was permissible to accept them. Either for 
fear of penalties or even (for the Catholic also 
could not altogether avoid being influenced by 
the sentiments of his time) out of respect for 
the wishes of the sovereign they continued to go 
so to church. 'If', wrote Rishton, 'in/doing there 
was any sin, that must be laid at tho queen's 
door, not at theirs, for they were of opinion 
that the straits they were in somehow or other 
might be held to excuse them'. ' But it was old 
in that for a generation religion in England had 
changed so often and in such unusual circumstances 
that it is still very difficult for the historian 
to say what it was at any particular time. 
The confusion of contemporaries, especially of 
1. N. Sander, Rise and Growth of the ýAn lican 
Schism... w3Týa con nua ion oT he history by E. Rishton, Trans. and ed. by D. Lewis, 1877, p. 265. 
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those who had personally held (or. at least, 
subscribed to) three or four different creeds, 
must have been far greater than that of the 
historians. Moreover, they could still hope 
for the next change: 
1 in tract of time, on a 
day, they argued, the Catholic faith would be 
restored. Was it necessary, in the meantime, to 
risk fines or imprisonment by refusing to conform? 
And it is surprising how long this hope survived. 
Directives were issued by 'Rome', but the 
circumstances make it necessary to use the inverted 
commas. The Council of Trent, in answer to an 
appeal from some of the English Catholics, decided 
that attendance was not lawful, but it was not 
the Council as a whole that so decided, only 
a committee, and the decision is only known from 
works written some years later, such as Gregory 
Martin's A Treatise of schism (1578). The Holy 
Office, presided over by the future St. Pius V, 
made the same ruling when another version of 
the same appeal was diverted to Rome. 2 If such 
1. Or fear its as did the Protestant clergy and 
bishops. T. A. Lacey, The Reformation and the 
People , 1929, p. g3poinTs o it that- s--fear explains the eagerness of the new hierarchy to persecute. 
2. C. G. Bayne, png1o-Roman Relations 1558-1565,1913, 
pp. 159 t . sta. 
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decisions reached the English Catholic at all, he 
could still argue that they were neither sufficiently 
well authenticated nor sufficiently authoritative. 
1 
As late as 1581 Edward Stransham, an Oxford-born 
priest, brought to England the opinion (sic) of 
Francisco de Toledo or Toletus, later the first 
Jesuit cardinal, on the unlawfulness of attending 
Protestant churches. 
2 By 1581 there were Jesuits 
on the spot and some part of the controversy into 
which they plunged can be learnt from Persons. 
Persons tells us that divers 'were very 
indulgent in this behalte at the beginning' and 
that Allen 'had a principall hand' in deciding the 
matter, even before he left England. 
3 He makes it 
clear, however, that the decision was not universally 
acceptable. On the arrival of the Jesuits in 
1580, several leading Catholics were imprisoned, 
including Lord Paget, Lord Compton, Sir William 
Catesby and Ralph Sheldon. Paget, Compton, 
Catesby and Sheldon all had or acquired either 
1. An argument that could definitely have been 
used against Allen in the 1560a. 
2. C. R. S. V, 1908 121-2. 
3. CR. II, 1906,61-62. 
2ý 
property or family connections with Oxfordshire. 
1 
Paget and Sheldon were persuaded to go to church 
by a book that proved to have been written by 
Alban Langdale 'that lived with the Lord Mounteacute, 
and permitted him as was said to have 
English service in his house for his servants, 
though himselfe went to Masse'. 
2 
Compton and 
Catesby soon followed Paget and Sheldon. 
Persons also wrote a book: 
3 in it he gave nine 
reasons against church-going, most of them cogent, 
not to say obvious. One cannot help wondering 
whether any of them had occurred to such as 
Piowden. They were: peril of infection; seandal 
'which is a sinn more mentioned, more forwarned, 
more forbidden, more detested, more thretned in 
the Scripture, then any sinn els mentioned in 
the same, except it be Idolatrie'; denial of the 
Catholic religion, since church-going was, in England 
1. For Compton see Bodl. MS. To . 0xon.. cý,. ý1 , 
1ýý , f. 8. 2. C. R. S. I1,1906,180; cp. ý. H" . IV, 
19O'7 5. Lady 
on ague s biographer states that Langdale made 
Montague. briefly a Church Papist, 'supposing it expedient something to give to the time', and 
that he was dissuaded by his next chaplain. Lady 
Montague herself (Magdalen Dacre) had been a Church 
Papist at the beginning of the reign thron h 
'defect of instruction', A. C. Southern (ed. 
), 
An 
Elizabethan Recusant House, 1954, pp. 19,41. They 
were e paren" of 3r eery Browne of Kiddington 
and Sir George Browne of Shefford, Berks. 
3. A Brief Disco_ co tayning certayne Reasons Why 
Catholi ues Refuse to Goe to urc , 1=$ÖTt 
was pr ne se' ecretiy in " ngiana.. 
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made the test 'betwyxt a Catholicke, and a 
Schismatyke'; schism; participation, involving 
the risk that the Catholic's presence 'may be 
interpreted by God to be a Consent vnto their 
doing: and soe he be made partaker of their 
punishment'. 
Persons' sixth reason deserves separate 
treatment,, especially in view of the popular 
reputation of the Jesuits in general and Persons 
in particular. He claimed that the Catholic 
'cannot come without dissimulation. The which, 
in matters of Conscience and religion, is trecherie 
to God almightie, and a very dangerous matter'. 
One may compare this with Garnet's statement that 
for a priest to deny his priesthood before a 
magistrate would appear to some 'trntamount to 
denying Christ'. 
1 Under the heading of dissimulation 
occurs one of the best passages in the book, a 
bitter commentary on Acts V, 40, transposed into 
Elizabethan terms. It should be read by every 
student of recusant history. Seventhly, the 
Anglican service 'is nought and dishonerable to 
God'. Persons gives (whether he meant to or no) 
1. P. Caraman, 92_ri_rZ Garnet, 1964, p. 55. 
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a possible explanation of much early conformism. 
The Christian service, he says, should be said, 
and sacraments administered, by priests. 
'But nowe that ether all, or the moste parte of 
mynisters of Englande, be meere lave men, 
and noe preistes... ': that is to imply, surely, 
that there was some justification for attending 
the Anglican service as said by a conformist 
priest, one ordained by the Catholic rite. 
Eighthly, the conformist loses 'al the benefit 
of his owne religion'; and lastly, to go to 
church against one's conscience is to ignore 
the example even of the very infidels and heretics. 
However, even Persons admits, following the 
Council of Trent, that there are circumstances 
in which a Catholic may go to church: he may 
go for purely temporal reasons, such as to meet 
in Council or to bear the sword of state. 
1 
Presumably this concession was not meant, either 
by-Trent or by Persons, to mean very much, but, 
once made, it might come to mean a great deal. 
Finally, all that Persons is concerned with 
is church-going 'for as for swearinge, and 
1. R. Persons, pk. cit., ff. 24v, 62. 
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receauinge, I thincke noe Catholicke this day 
in Europe thincketh it lesse then damnable'. 1 
It is worth looking at one of Ralph 
Sheldon's experiences in more detail. A document 
ascribed to the year 1587 describes the reluctance 
of the Grand Jury in Worcestershire to find an 
indictment against Ralph Sheldon, who was 
certainly a great and was probably a popular 
local magnate. When asked why they had failed 
to treat him as they had already treated other 
recusants, they answered 'that one of theire owne 
companye coulde testifye that Mr Sheldon hadd 
bene at Churche within the years'. But he could 
not do so to the satisfaction of the Court: he 
had been at Sheldon's, presumably at Beoley in 
Worcestershire, two or three years previously, 
and had then seen Sheldon go to evening-prayer 
'in his howse Chappell'. Another juror then 
testified that he had seen Sheldon accompany 
the now Archbishop of Canterbury, then Bishop 
of Worcester, 
2 'into a Cathedrall Churche vppe 
towards the quyer'. He could not say whether 




Sheldon had gone into the choir, but a prebendary 
present in the court could; Sheldon had not. 
A third witnessed that about a year ago 'or 
more... he went with Mr Sheldon to a parishe 
Churche and lefte Mr Sheldon there before service 
begann'... But he could not say whether Sheldon 
had stayed. Then the Chief Baron said to the 
High Sheriff, 'somtyme beinge servaunte to Mr 
Sheldons ffather and a greate famyliar of Mr 
Sheldon' t that if any of Sheldon's servants, 
many of whom were present at the Assizes, would 
testify upon oath that they had seen him 'at 
Common prayer in enge parishe Churche or Chappell 
accustomed for Common prayer within one yeare 
laste paste, he sholde be harde and the Gravnde 
Jurye dyscharged concernynge him'. A steward 
came forward but could only testify that Sheldon 
had been bound 'in a great bonde' before the 
Privy Council to come to church, and he presumed 
Sheldon would not forfeit his bond. 
' But the 
Court would not so presume. Finally, the Chief 
Baron appealed to the High Sheriff as 'a deere 
1. This refers to his temporary conformity 
described above. See A. P. C. XII, 254,301. 
ýi 
frende and great famyliar with Mr Sheldon' 
to witness, again on oath, but he could not, 
'And afterwardes did saye to the Cheif Baron, 
he wished that Mr Sheldon wolde in that matter 
conforme hymself'. And so, on the last day of 
the Assizes, the Grand Jury found an indictment 
against Sheldon. 
1 
Since the witnesses were clearly unwilling 
to perjure themselves, we may assume the 
substantial accuracy of their statements, and 
accept the picture of Ralph Sheldon as a man 
who, even as a convinced recusant, had Rome 
contacts with the established Church. One would 
give a great deal to be able to overhear the 
conversation as Bishop Whitgift and the recusant 
walked into church. Perhaps if it were an 
unfriendly meeting, and Sheldon eventually 
flung off the bishop's arm, the friendly juror 
would not have brought it in as evidence. Even 
if the bishop had hot been, within whatever 
limits, his friand, 2 it is clear that Sheldon 
had friends. The sheriff, William Child, 
was correctly described as a former Sheldon 
1. SP 124206/83. 
2. The bishop of Worcester in 1587 was favourably 
disposed towards Ralph and his brother William, 
see Worcestershire Recuisant_, I, 1963,37-38. 
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dependent and associate: 
deal between Sheldon and 
of Kiddington concerning 
Broadway, Worcestershire 
with Sheldon, conveyed L 
he acted as witness to a 
Sir William Babington 
the tithes of 
1 in 1675 and later, 
and in Broadway to 
Robert and William Logan of Little Tew, Oxf ordshire. 
2 
A Worcester clothier, one Thomas Morley, had 
protested to Sir Francis Walsingham that 'two 
of the gentlemen now in election for Sheriffe 
in the County of Worcester are reputed and knowen 
very greate and vehement papistes viz William 
Sheldon and William Childe and are also in 
great kynred affinitie and alliance to diuers 
of that countrye and of the better sorte for 
hability, beinge knowen favorers of the Romishe 
religion... '3 His words at the Assizes make it 
obvious either that Child had conformed or that 
1. Birmingham Reference Library MS. 167610. 
2. Birmingham e erene rary M . T67500. 3" " 
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Morley was misinformed, but, unless he had 
been very badly misinformed, Child can hardly 
have been a very good risk. 
The office of sheriff was not always greatly 
desired, 1 but it seems hardly an appropriate 
office, however unpopular, for a man whose 
loyalty to the new order was at all aispect. 
Yet running one's eye down the list of Oxford- 
shire sheirffs from the beginning of Elizabeth's 
reign to the Civil War, one counts some twenty 
names that suggest Catholic loyalties, and 
although most of these may be found on examination 
to be hardly Catholic in any meaningful sense, 
some, notably Sir Francis Stonor (bis), Sir 
Richard Fermor, Benedict Winchcombe, Sir John 
Curson and Sir Richard Blount, were undoubtedly 
Catholics in every reasonable sense, though 
their legal position might vary. 
2 The explanation 
may be that the authorities had less of a 
1. D. Mathew. James 
, 
I, 1967, p. 130 writes, 'To obtain 
a seat ' 
zn PärTiament) was not an objective 
sought or among the great body of the country 
gentry; the somit of their ambition was quite 
naturally the post of sheriff in their county. It 
was for this annual office that the senior lines of 
the leading families strove together'. But many (perhaps mainly those who sought parliamentary 
seats)were prepared to petition and to procure 
patronage to avoid the off ice: see, f or example, HNC Hatfield II, 530; IV, 416; X, 383,386; XI, 495,498,583" 
2. Tfie five men named appear in Trinity College Cambridge 
MS. R.. 14, art. 6 as non-communicants (exc ept - 
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grasp of the situation than is often supposed. 
One point must be made clear, and these 
non-communicant-Oxfordshire sheriffs serve to 
introduce it. There was, as Persons rightly 
said, very little question of the less extreme 
Catholic's communicating in the Protestant church. 
It happened that Catholics did receive Protestant 
communion early in Elizabeth's reign, but by 
and large, and certainly in the recusant period 
proper, after the arrival of the seminary priests, 
this was formal apostacy, When the Catholics 
asked, in effect, to be allowed to attend 
services, nothing was said about communion, 
'which was evidently regarded as outside the pale 
of any possible concession'. 
2 In an evidently 
misdated document that mentions. Cornwallis as 
a non-communicant and Bedingf ield as a complete 
recusant, Lady Jerningham is described as 
..... Stonor, 
'Indicted') with recusant wives. Cp. 
R. B. Manning, 'Catholics and Local office Holding 
in Elizabethan Sussex', Bulletin of the Institute 
of Historical Rej earch, XX5ff-, TW, 7-; '! " 
1. But, one imagines, generally from ex-Catholic 
priests. See page2s above. Cp. Rishton's story that 
Catholics sometimes received hosts 'consecrated 
according to the rite of the Church'at a 
Protestant service, N. Sander, oD. cit., p. 267. 
2. C. G. Bayne, o-Roman Relations 8-156 , 1913, p"164" In their support. e Qua ra, who was a bishop, 
exaggerated the penalties involved, pp. 174-6. 
3S 
persuaded that in receiving the communion she 
had damned herself. 1 Fortunately there were 
lawful means of avoiding the communion. Thus 
Richard East of 'Suncombe' (Swyncomb) reported 
on 20 June 1584 that although he had no scruples 
in religion he had not communicated at Easter 
'byecause his conscience was troubled bye the 
ewill speeche of Katherine Ginacre'. 2 Moreover 
it should be noted that the communion service 
was rarely said. 
3 
Against this background of 'occasional 
conformity', it is hardly surprising that (a) 
the authorities should themselves have extended 
the definition of Catholicism and that (b) there 
should have grown up an idea, a far less 
official idea, 
4 that Catholics, or some Catholics 
at least, were actually allowed by Rome and 
more particularly by the Jesuits to attend 
Protestant services in order to protect their 
1. HMC Hatfield I, 165. See also W. R. Trimble, Tfie ao is Lait_y in Elizabethan England 
8- ,6I _13-15. --__ý 2. rin worth, Archdeacon's Court: Liber Actorum, 
1584 (O. R. S. XXII , 1,29; 
p.!, 1 "and- 
O. R. S. XXIV, 1946, II, 142-3, '145. The excuses might, 
of course, be genuine. 3. See pages t-41-3. 
4. Though Ralph Sheldon was questioned on it in 1594, HMC Hat field, IV, 618-9. 
3( 
property and in order to act in some sort as a 
protection to others. ' Along with this latter 
idea, there grew up the notion that Catholics 
made no account of any oath. There was no 
excuse. whatsoever for this latter belief, 
which ran directly counter to observed facts. 
If it were true, as John Gee claimed, that, 
'As for Oaths l to the most of them, they are 
no other than Collars for Tß_ es; which, vpon 
dispensation of Superiors, they slip off their 
necks at their pleasure', 
2 there would have been 
fewer martyrdoms, perhaps none. But there was 
some excuse for the belief that Catholics were 
allowed to attend the church services. It 
was hardly excuse enough to permit such a 
positive statement as 'The wise Jesuits preuented 
all daungers; they freely permitted Catholikes 
to goe to Church with Protestants, and made no 
sinne nor scruple thereof. Yea, the Jesuit es, 
1. See R. Lloyd, Dorset Elizabethans, 1967, p. 106 for a recent appeara ce o. is notion. Why the others could not also be dispensed has 
never been explained. 
2. J. Gee, The Foot out of the Snare, 4th ed., l624, p. 18. Cp. M. J: ýävran, The rat=o ics in Caroline 
England 
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father Bosgraue, and father Langdale, went to 
Church thenselues'. 1 It is difficult to 
believe that the author, Thomas Bell, himself 
an ex-priest, can have believed this, although 
it is only fair to point out that, as with 
Coke's speech, there was some foundation of 
truth, though it could hardly bear the argument 
built on it. Whether Bell believed his own 
statement or not, the existence of the Church 
Papists, who were undoubtedly Catholics, was 
bound to lead to some suspicion. 2 
On 12 August 1599 Sir Arthur Throckmorton 
wrote to Sir Robert Cecil advising him that 
not only recusants but those who had recusant 
wives should be restrained and disarmed, saying 
that the latter were the more dangerous. 
3 This 
1. T. Bell, The Anatomie of Popish ýT rannie, 1603, 
p. 5. KinTey ac ua ly ma e Campion and Persons 
go to church and, in writing that 'Evan torgans 
and Morgan Evans... crammed up the rubrics 
beforehand', forgot that both were, technically, 
ex-Anglicans, and that Campion had been a deacon 
in the Church of England. 
2. For a general and poetic description of the Church Papist, eee T. Dekker, The Double PP., A Pa ist in 
Armes.. .. +1606 unpaginae , but see under 
äpist 
Passant' and 'A Papist variant'. 
3. HMC Hatfield, Ig, 291. Sir Arthur deserves some credit 
or raising the subject, since, as we shall see, once 
raised, it could extend to persons with less intimate Catholic connections-And Sir Arthur was on 
excellent terms with his Catholic kinsmen, including Anthony Throckmorton of Chastleton, and employed 
at least one Catholic doctor, perhaps two, and a Catholic dancer, see A. L. Rowse, Ralegh and the Throckmortons, 
1962, assim. 
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advice was not really needed. On 12 February 1587, 
for example, Lord Buckhurst had transmitted 
the Council's opinions to the Sussex deputy 
lieutenants, who had asked for guidance as to 
what should be done with men who were not 
recusants but who were known to be Catholics. 
1 
On the other hand, since the Council's advice 
on that occasion was not rigorous, perhaps 
Throckmorton's was needed. However that may be, 
by 1612 at least the principle was recognized 
and those who had wives, children or servants 
who were recusants or non-communicants were 
ordered to be disarmed. 
2 
We may be quite sure 
that the order was not carried out. Besides the 
immediate household, the order extended to those 
who had recusant or non-communicant tenants. 
3 
It would be interesting to discover how many 
members of the Privy Council could, by an over- 
zealous official, have been disarmed on these 
grounds. It is clear, in the light of such 
1. B. M. Harl. MS. 0 , art. 33. The question of pens t on was raised. 
2. Bodl. Tanner M0.24 , f. 3. February 
28th, Privy 
ouncil to HIj eriff, etc. of Norfolk. The same 
order, addressed to all counties, can be found in A. A. W. A. Series, 11, art. 27. 
3. There had, however, to be an extraordinary number 
of these. 
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sweeping orders, why the 1612 Oxfordshire 
list of Catholics is so extensive e 
To appear on the Recusant Rolls is not, 
then, the only test of a man's (or woman's) 
Catholicism. There is, in fact, no adequate 
test: many, rich and poor, who concealed 
their faith from the authorities at the time, 
still conceal it from the historian, or at 
least leave the historian to guess. 
It may be worth examining one doubtful 
case in detail here. On Michaelmas Eve 1589, 
James Crofts or Croft was supping with John, 
Henry, Alice and Margaret Arden at Kirtlington. 
He was the third husband of Margery Wentworth, 
widow of Lord Williams of Thame, and while he 
was at Kirtlington, Henry 2nd Earl of Lincoln, 
who had married into the same family, raided 
Crofts' home at Weston-on-the-Green near 
Bioester, which Lincoln claimed through his 
wife and which Crofts occupied, after his wife 
Margery's death, by permission of her heir, 
Lord Norri5. " It is probable that when 
Crofts counterattacked he was accompanied 
1. Though it should he noted that no Oxford- 
shire men appear on the list of those Catholics in office against whom the Commons 
petitioned in 1626, B. M. Harl. MSS. 160, art. 15. 
U, ("N bt- 
by John Arden. The counterattack was successful 
and the matter was then removed to the lawcourts, 
where Lincoln claimed, irrelevantly, that he 
and his followers were 'honester men than eyther' 
James Crofts 'or any such papist in England 
as he ys'. N. J. O'Conor 
1 
comments on this 
accusation that it 'seems without foundation; 
he does not appear in the rolls containing the 
names of Roman Catholics then paying fines to the 
Government because of their faith'. There is 
no very cogent reason to suppose that Crofts, 
who was a Justice of the Peace, was a Catholic. 
Linc&'s evidence is worthless, as worthless as 
the man himself. That Crofts was friendly with 
the Catholic Ardens of Kirtlington is not 
evidence of his being himself Catholic in 
sympathy: it would not even serve to prove 
conclusively that he was not a Puritan. It is 
only enough to make one look at the man with 
interest, to see whether there is any otter 
evidence. He was a Croft of Croft Castle, 
1. N. J. O'Conor, Godes Peace and the ueenes, 1934, 
p. 81; see pp. 70-. 9 ff'otiieÄr s, an e book 
as a whole for the background to the quarre.. 
Lincoln's words on Crofts are quoted from Star Chamber ber 5, C 67/10. 
4ý 
Herefordshire, 1 a family with a somewhat 
complicated religious history. According to 
the family history, one member of it was 
probably a martyr under Henry VIII. 2 Two nephews 
of Sir James the Privy Councillor were being 
sought after in August 1586, apparently for 
reasons connected with their Catholicism. 3 But 
all that Crofts' family background can do is 
predispose the student to accept more cogent 
evidence. 
If O'Conor had confined himself to saying 
that Lincoln's accusation 'seems without 
foundation', there would be nothing more to say. 
It may even be that what I am now saying is 
partly unjustified, that the second part of his 
sentence is not, as I have read it, meant as 
the explanation of the first, but rather a 
piece of additional, relevant information. 
4 
But it is certainly true that the absence of 
clear proof of Catholicism, of actual, recorded 
1. O. G. S. Croft, The House of Croft of Croft Castle, 1949, p, 77.199, p. 77. ý'ý -rri 
2. O. G. S. Croft 




also art. 30,28 April ¶5o. See aIso @O Pag@8 S72,1- 
ac-4. It would still be inaccurate, as the recusants 
did not necessarily pa the fines recorded in the Rolls, but that is a minor quibble. 
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recusancy, is often tOo readily taken as a 
proof of Protestantism. Similarly, it is too 
often true that a neutral act or word is mis- 
interpreted in the same way. For example, towards 
the end of his life Thomas Vachell of Ipsden 
subscribed towards an Anglican church bell, 
a neutral act, but interpreted by the family 
historians as seeming 'to imply at that date 
a conformity on his part with the Established 
Church after so many years of trial on account 
of his faith'. 
1 One might quote better 'evidence' 
still for a member of the Arden family itself. 
When Aflne Arden of Cottisford died, her son 
James declared that she 'was at Church three 
monthes since & is nowe dead & before her death 
desired to be absolved'. 
2 
She was on the Recusant 
Rolls at the time she died, as was James. While 
it is possible that she repented her Catholicism 3 
in her last days, either from conviction or fear, 
there is an alternative explanation, which 
fits in better with the general character of her 
1. I. & A. C. Vachell, A Short Account or History of 
the Family of Va hell, f9ÜÜ, p. . 2. Boo JMS ., ýo, Z . 
Uxon. c., f . 24., 31 January 1606/7- 3. She must 11 ve forsworn actual recusancy, if she 
went to church, as James claimed (and such a 
claim could be checked). 
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life. If she died an excommunicated papist, 
her death involved James in a certain 
embarrassment. 
1 It would be easy enough for 
him to avoid this by telling a lie, a lie of 
the same order as those discreetly phrased pleas 
for time to consider made by other Catholics. 
The most searching examination will hardly 
turn up all the Catholics in a particular area: 
even open recusants may escape notice. 
2 The 
Greenwoods of Chastleton and the Greenwoods of 
Brize Norton, and, even more, the Nappers of 
Holywell and the Nappers of Temple Cowley 
illustrate the problem. 
3 One accepts the Greenwoods 
of Chastleton as conformists, but only because 
one has no reason not to do so. One accepts the 
Nappers of Holywell as Catholics because of what 
seems overwhelming circumstantial evidence. In 
either case, one might be wrong. Clearly, in 
order to be at all viable a recusancy study must 
depend largely on such sources as the Pipe and 
Recusant Rolls and the miscellanefous lists in 
the State Papers and elswhere. But the needs of 
1. See page 365 ; cp. Downside Review, XIV, 1895,291-2. 
2. To return to Cro s, ere seem to have been only 
about half a dozen fine-paying recusants in 
Oxfordshire in 1588-9, E 372/434. 
3. See pages 199-e0s, 
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the historian should never be confused with the 
realities of history. As A. G. Dickens has 
recently remarked with reference to the 
attempted statistical tables of R. G. Usher, 
'Unfortunately neither the British Museum nor 
the Public Record Office possessed what Usher 
really needed: a series of confidential public- 
opinion polls of Elizabethan England and a 
psychologist's report on every adult subject of 
Gloriana'. 
I Bearing in mind also the problem of 
Church Papistry, to say that because a man 
does not appear in some surviving, and preferably 
official, context as a Catholic, therefore he 
was not one, is as unrealistic as to say that 
because a man does not appear in any police 
records today, therefore he is not, say, dishonest. 
Moreover, it is important that the 
available records should actually be examined 
before any judgment or conclusion is attempted. 
For example, when dealing with the Wenmans of 
Thame Park, 
2 the Victoria Co History records 
1. Journal of Ecclesiastical History , XIX, 1968, 25. Huron the other Mild, Dickens' contrary 
emphasis in the first two of his valuable 
articles on Yorkshire recusancy is also open 
to criticism partly provided in the third article: 
Yorkshire Archaeological JournalXXXV, 1940-3, 
- ,2 XäV111,1952-5, - 82; 
524-8- 
2. See pages 231-3. 
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their relationship with John Gerard and their 
involvement in the Gunpowder Plot, but the 
section begins, 'The Wenmans of Thame Park are 
on no recusant lists, but Agnes, the first wife 
of Sir Richard Wenman, was the daughter of 
Sir George Fermor of Easton Neston (Northants. ), 
and therefore a member of a leading recusant 
family'. 
' But Lady Agnes does appear in 1612 
as a recusant, though not, it may be noted, as 
a convicted recusant. 
2 
The error itself may be 
excusable 
3 
but the form of it, the manner in 
which it is made, is not. Recusancy is only 
one of the many concerns of the Victoria County 
Histor , and a secondary concern at that. For 
the Oxfordshire volumes at least, even the 
Recusant Rolls have not been directly consulted. 
This is not only excusable: it is in some sort 
inevitable. No one can consult all the possible 
sources. But when one has made a selection, one 
cannot dismiss those sources one has been forced 
1. V. C. H. VII, 1962,211. The Fermors of Easton Neston 
were hardly a leading recusant family, nor 
(strictly) were the Fermors of Somerton. 
2. Trinity 
_, 
Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6. 
She is called a yT-one . 
3. The V. C. H. volume appeared in 1962: W. O. Hassall 
aff-ention to the Trinity Manuscript in 1948 
(Oxoniensia, XIII, 77); and there is a modern 
transcript of it in the Bodleian. 
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to neglect as though they were non-existent. 
The Wenmans were connected through Jane. West 
with the Sheldon s. Lawrence Stone writes of 
nine leading gentry families, including the 
Sheldans, that they 'had none of them any 
industrial or mineral interest that I am aware 
of'. 
1 The form is irreproachable. The Sheldons 
introduced the large-scale manufacture of 
tapestries, set up the first tapestry factory, 
which surely counts as an industry, and they 
owned or leased a coal-mine. 
2 Stone is not, 
after all, omniscient. The important thing is 
that he laid no claim to omniscience. 
Fortunately, in Lady Wenman's ease, since the 
other evidence is given, no harm is done; it 
is less fortunate that the same 1612 list should 
also contain George Etheridge, 
3 
although 'there 
is no later record' than 1600 of Etheridge 
recusancy. 'There is no record of any Roman 
Catholics', 'No recusants are recorded', etc. are 
standard form in these volumes, though occasionally 
modified to the quite proper 'No record has 
1. L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1 58- 
1641,1965 ,P"3 79. 
2. E A. B. Barnard, The Sheldons, 1936, pp. 6-7. 
3. See pages 23s-6. 
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been found'. In most cases no actual harm need 
be done, the records consulted proving adequate, 
but the principle is false. 
Another constant factor has been disclosed, 
though not discussed, in these pages. Several of 
the persons chosen to illustrate the points 'made 
were kinsmen - notably Edmund Plowden, Sir 
Thomas Cornwallis, Sir Thomas' granddaughter 
and her husband Sir Richard Fermor, and 
Plowden's brother-in-law Ralph Zheldon. In 1612 
the ex-priest Richard Sheldon wrote, '0ne of the 
most speciall practices of the Pontificians in 
England, to enlarge their religion, is to 
procure matches in mariages'. 
1 With the 
important difference that such marriages were 
designed to preserve and not, as Sheldon says, 
to extend Catholicism, it is undoubtedly true 
that Catholics increasingly tended to marry 
Catholics. But how far had the tendency gone? 
How soon was a norm established? It is easy to 
1. R. Sheldon, The Motives of Richard Sheldon Fr. 
for his iusT. vo and Benounc ng öf 
communion with the Bisho of Rome, Pavl the 5. and 
fi' sa , 'I&f27 o the r tiaa an CE-ari a%ie 
Bader. 
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suggest that the Elizabethan Catholics had 
already begun a policy of intermarriage 
between themselves. One pedigree, indeed, may 
seem to prove the point so far as Oxfordshire 
is concerned, that of the Chamberlaynes of Shirburn. 
Here is a much simplified form of the Elizabethan 
generation: 
Sir Leonard C. m. 3 or 4 Dorothy Newdigate 
Francis George Maria John Cecily Dorothy 
I 




Sir Leonard's own generation counted two 
Scudamore marriages and one Gifford. 
1 Dorothy 
Newdigate was a sister of the Carthusian martyr 
Sebastian, and another sister, Jane, married Sir 
Robert Dormer and was the grandmother of Jane 
Dormer, Duchess of Feria. But it is this latter 
relationship to the Dormers which suggests the 
first flaw in the argument, for if the Duchess 
1. Boil. Wood MS. F. 1, ff. 76V, 77. Lady Dorothy was not qo course, e mother of all those children 
of Sir Leonard shewn in the pedigree: she was 
the mother of Cecily Stonor. 
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of Feria's grandmother was a Newdigate, her 
mother was a Sidney. 
1 The simplified genealogy 
looks impressive, containing as it does the 
two most prominent Oxfordshire recusants, the 
man Richard Owen and the woman Cecily Stonor. 
Here surely is the 'religious apartheid' of 
which Lawrence Stone has written. 
2 In fact, and 
it is the most obvious statement one could 
possibly make about the period, the few hundred 
peerage and gentry families were all inter- 
related to a degree hard now to understand. It 
has been said that in the House of Commons of 
1563-7, ninety-eight members could be included in 
one family tree 'if it could be extended far 
enough': 
3 in this case the Bacons, Cecils, Cookes, 
Mildmays, Walsinghams and Wentworths provided the 
largest single, manageable grouping. Into that 
'family', though not into the House, one might 
1. See H. Clifford, The Life of Jane Dormer, Duchess 
of Feria, ed. by J evenson, 1887 pp 12-14, 
iEere lese and other relationships are given, 
not always accurately. 
2. L. Stone, 'Marriage among the English Nobility in 
the 16th and 17th Centuries', Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 961,193. 
3. WE's-fract of e"s'iýs` TBulle in of the Institute 
of s orical Research, XXIV, 195T 273: N. M. Fuidge, 
rThe Personnels the House of Commons, 1563-7'. 
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inject an equally impressive list of recusants, 
headed by the Southwells, Copleys, Shelleys 
and Gages. These, especially the Shelleys and 
the Gages, would also bring in several of the 
Oxfordshire Catholic families, notably the 
Belsons and the Lenthalls. 
On the other hand, Cecily Chamberlayne 
chose (or had the choice made for her by her 
parents) to marry Francis Stonor: the Cecils 
did not necessarily choose their recusant 
cousins to the nth degree. One cannot help 
feeling, however, that the Elizabethan situation 
is, in this respect, as in others, more fluid 
than might be supposed. How far could an 
apartheid policy be held to in a time of Church 
Papists? The Chamberlaynes might be set beside 
the Fiennes: that Elizabethan Richard Fiennes, 
Is jure and later de facto Lord Saye and Sele, 
gaoler to recusants, was the son of Ursula 
Fermor, of the more conformist Easton Neston 
branch of that family, and he himself married 
firstly Constance Kingsmill, whose mother was a 
member of the Catholic Raleigh family, of 
Oxfordshire and Warwickshire. Constance Fiennes 
was Catholic in sympathy in least, though, as 
we shall see, it was left to Sir Richard himself 
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to plead that this unsuited him for the post 
of gaoler: if the authorities knew, it did 
not trouble them. 
Richard Fiennes was born about 1557 and 
his first marriage took place in or before 1581. 
In 1610 Archibald Campbell, 7th Earl of Argyll, 
married Aline, daughter of Sir William Cornwallis 
and sister to Lady Cornelia Fermor. Argyll 
was apparently not a Catholic when he married 
but was one by 1618, an open Catholic in Spanish 
service and a proscribed traitor. 
l 
This last example is a useful one in that 
Anne Cornwallis and for that matter her sister 
Cornelia, ought not to have been Catholic. 
Sir Thomas Cornwallis' second daughter, Lady 
Kitson, was a recusant, but, we are told, 
'neither William nor Charles ever showed the 
slightest inclination to follow their father's 
religion'. 
2 It may be that Anne and Cornelia 
were brought up Catholic by their mother, or it 
1. For Fiennes and Argyll, see G. E. C. David Mathew 
describes Argyll as a weak man, James 1,1967, 
p. 52. It is evident that he did not ack moral 
courage. The first Marquess of Argyll, 
Archibald's heir, was not Anne's son. 
2. P. V. McGrath and J. Rowe, art. cit., p. 238, n. 36. 
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may even be that Sir William was a sufficiently 
canny Church Papist to have escaped even 
from the historian. 1 Did Argyll know that he 
was marrying a Catholic? Was he marrying a 
Catholic? For Anne herself may not have been 
a Catholic at the time of her marriage. 
It may be as well to examine a little more 
carefully Lawrence Stone's apartheid statement. 
'In the late sixteenth century', he writes, 
'religious factors began to influence the choice 
of partners. After about 1570 the great Catholic 
families began increasingly that practice of 
religious apartheid that was to cut them off 
from the main stream of the English landed 
classes for four hundred years. The growth of 
puritanism further emphasised this tendency... '2 
Whether or not it was as widespread a practice 
1. Sir Charles at least was said by John Chamberlain 
to have gone to Spain as Ambassador 'popishly 
affected' and with seven Catholic servants, six 
of whom he reclaimed when Spanish 'hipocriticall 
superstition' had converted him, SP 14 2' 2 
Chamberlain to Dudley Carleton, 5 October 9606. 
And for Sir William see P. V. McGrath and J. Rowe, 
cQ2. ., p"245, n. 68. See also A. z. Dearn, 'Maryland 
Point and Maryland II. S. A. ', Essex Recusant, Vll, 
1965,86-88 for Sir William's a oIic son, Thomas. 
2. L. Stone, loc. cit. Four hundred years seems excessive, 
and is, iniee7j. dropped from this sentence as it 
appears in L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocrat 
1 8-1641,1965, p. 61 Tea ter work, w jc read 
after writing the present chapter, contains other 
modifications of t1 e argument found in the article, 
but the inapposite word apartheid is retained. 
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as is suggested, surely some of the responsibility 
must rest with the Protestants who passed 
laws that, if they did not actually forbid 
mixed marriages, at least made them unwise. 
Nor is it necessary to use such a highly 
charged word as apartheid. It is totally 
inapplicable to any period before 1829, and only 
partially applicable thereafter. It is unnecessary 
to suppose that there was any conscious policy. 
There were practical reasons why both Protestant 
and Catholic should hesitate at a mixed 
marriage. The Catholic knew that it could only 
be with the connivance of his or her marriage 
partner that he or she could practise his or 
her religion, that, in effect, the Protestant 
partner had to be a bad Protestant! The 
Protestant knew, if a man, that a Catholic wife 
might disqualify him from public service and 
office an& that she would ämost certainly, 
on paper at least, be a financial liability. 
A Protestant woman knew that a Catholic husband 
might be fined or imprisoned for his faith, 
even executed. As Dr. Barlow put it, it would 
be rather like marrying someone with the plague. 
l 
But in the absence of these practical reasons 
or rather when they were outweighed by others 
1. Though he had in mind rather the danger of 
infection; that is, conversion, Bodl. Sancroft MS. 19, 
p. 26. 
Si 
more practical, such as a large dowry, there 
was in fact no universally accepted doctrine 
of apartheid to prevent a marriage. 
' 
Of course there were ideological arguments 
that could be evoked especially perhaps on 
the Protestant side, often arising out of 
the most important mixed marriage of the 
century, that of Charles I. George Hakewill, 
Archdeacon of Surrey and Rector of Exeter College, 
Oxford, found arguments in the Old and New 
Testaments, Councils, Fathers, 'latter 
Writers on both sides', and human reason to 
shew, 'That it is not vnfitt only, but vnlawfull 
for a professed member of the Church of England, 
but especially those of the highest ranke and 
most eminent degree, to contract marriage 
with any Idolater, and in speciall with a 
professed member of the Church of Rome..., 
2 
Under the last head, that of reason, he warned 
1. John Evelyn's brother-in-law, William 
Glanville, sought the hand of a presumably 
rich Catholic widow in 1670. When he proved 
unsuccessful, he remarked 'our souls could 
never unite', W. G. Hiscock, John Evelyn his and 
Family Circle, 1955, PP"76-8. 
2. r071. ones r. Thar Wedding Robc, f. 306. 
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that he 1 who married a heretic or an idolatress 
'can not but incur a threefold hazard of suspition, 
of infection of malediction: of suspition 
from others, of infection in himself, and 
lastly of malediction and punishment from 
God, '2 and he warned also against the danger 
to the children. So far as Charles I was 
concerned, he was proved right in most respects. 
Dr. Thomas Barlow brought forward a more 
pressing argument. 'How', he asked, 'can my 
Wife (if a papist) love me a protestant with 
any other, than a carnal & sensual love? 
Seing (if she beleeve her own Religion to be 
true) she must beleeve me to be a Heretick, 
3 
extra Ecclesiarn, & a damn'd person'. Barlow, 
writing after the Anglo-French match, accepted 
that the mixed marriage was lawful, however 
inconvenient. But he pointed out that the 
papists were idolators, or rather, that an 
Anglican, 'if he beleeve his own Religion to be 
1. It seems generally to have been assumed 
that the Catholic partner would be the woman, 
perhaps because the writer was usually a man, 
perhaps because it was royal marriages that 
the writer had at least at the back of his mind. 
2. Bodl. Jones M8.14, f. 313. 
3. bdL ancro .1 , p. 26. 
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true', must believe them to be so. 
1 
The most interesting argument I have seen 
emanated from our present 'cousinage', from 
Sir Charles Cornwallis, Cornelia Fermor's 
uncle. As Ambassador in Spain, he had an 
immediate interest in the problem - as it affected 
Prince Henry. Sir Charles was Convinced (or 
said he was convinced) that there was no 
subtantial difference between the two religions: 
England and Spain were both Christian, 'differinge 
in some poynts of Ceremonie, and Circumstance, 
yet f irmelie and wholie agreeinge in all or 
most poynts of the fundamentall partes of faith 
or Doctrine'. 
2 
1. Bodl. Bancroft MS. 19, pp. 29-30. 
2. BodI'. NS: 3ý. sö . Oxon. c. 124, art. 7, f. 20. See also 
B. I Harl. 1°GS. ,. 
, but cp. f. 63 where he 
recognises e difficulties. It is interesting to 
see that James Wadswortb, Cornwallis' chaplain, who 
became a Catholic in Spain (B. M. Harl. MS. 18 , ff. 80-81v), tried to follow those wo bel eve at 
England and Rome were still 'all one in essential 
points'. He found, though, that 'it could neuer 
sinke into my braine how these two could be 
descendent', The Copies of Certaine Letters which 
have p ssed e.. 
be 
_ne §pa. ne an WIan' n ma er 
of Reli ion... e weenee a" ster Tames a esworTE... 
end 1... ' 1624, p. 7. Bedell agreed ih 
orni8 , pp. 160 1. It is quite possible that 
Cornwallis influenced Wadsworth. The subject is an 
important one. If a large number of Anglicans - of 
High Churchmen, perhaps one should say - really 
believed this, it adds a further factor to an already, 
sufficiently complex problem. Such a belief will 
not square with those of Hakewill and Barlow. It is 
easy to amass evidence of the sort provided here. 
But Cornwallis was a special case - the Spanish 
believed at one time that he was a Catholic (B. M. Harl. 
MS. 18 , ff. 66 &. 68). And Bedell was sui generis..... 
S7 
What is most interesting about his argument 
is that he goes into more detail about the 
probable consequences of a mixed marriage. 
The Catholic partner, he says, was more likely 
to convert the Protestant, since the former has 
Church, Councils and Doctors on his (or rather, 
her) side, even if he has not the Scriptures 
'and practise of the firste planted Churches'. 
The Protestant, that is, fights 'in the plaine 
f Bilde, in his dublett and hose'; the Catholic 
has 'Bulwarke & repayres', 'an invincible 
fortresse'. 
1 
And the woman, in this case the Infanta, is 
much more likely to convert the man, Prince 
Henry. The reasons given under this head, which 
are not complimentary to the sex, controvert 
those given under the previous head. Sir Charles 
was no logician. 
He goes on to prove the lawfulness of such 
a match and in the course of his argument cites 
six old Testament examples of mixed marriages 
and eight under the law of grace, the latter 
..... Both, at any rate, were arguing to a brief. The two examples of the thing that come first 
to mind, Charles I and Bishop Goodman, are 
equally unpromising. The subject demands a thesis, 
not a footnote. 
1. Bodl . MB . Týo . Oxon. c124, art . 7, f . 14v. But what a marriage. 
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ranging from St. Monica and Patricius to the 
somewhat more recent marriage of the daughter 
of a King of Poland to John, King of Sweden. 
He assumes that such a match will lead to 
greater toleration for English Catholics, and 
suggests it may lead to re-union 'or at least 
breed Charity'. 
His arguments were clearly directed towards 
Spain, not England. But, all the same, some 
of them are surprising in a Protestant. 
Who else could a man in the position of 
Charles marry? He had few social equals. And 
it was somewhat the same on the other social 
levels. Until the Catholics were edged out 
no one could altogether afford to ignore, on 
grounds of religion, rich widows, heirs to 
peerages or next-door neighbours as marriage 
partners. There was even love: in about the 
middle of the 17th century, Sir John Oglander 
wrote of his father's first marriage in 1575, 
'in those times men married more for love than 
money'. For his second wife Sir William 
Oglander chose an Oxfordshire woman, Eleanor 
daughter of Sir Christopher Brome of Halton, a 
Catholic. She persuaded him to appoint a former 
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servant of hers his undersheriff, and the 
man embezzled money and then fled to Rome: Sir 
John had to find the money and there is no 
further record of Catholicism in the family. 
' 
But even Sir John's staunch Protestantism 
could not prevent his accidental acquiring of 
Catholic kinsmen through his own marriage to 
Frances More, Mrs. Donne's sister: apartheid . '. 
just was not possible. 
Over and over again one finds these two 
themes exemplified, first, that it is possible 
to be a Catholic without being a recusant and 
that Catholic sympathies can appear very late 
and in unexpected places; second, that 
Catholics, open and concealed, were not excluded 
from the general stage and that they were 
still friends, neighbours and kinsmen to the 
Protestants. 
1. F. Bamford (ed. ), A Ro alist's Notebook, The 
Commonplace Book or John Oglander KT-of 
u w-e , 6, pp. 1' -2 -Oglander pro abI knew 
e ter than to say 'in those times', f or his own 
'aughter Bridget married against his will, 
presumably for love, p. 130. Besides which, he 
clearly loved his own wife. Sir Christopher 




It is simpler to deal with the bulk of the 
Catholic gentry in Oxfordshire in terms of 
families rather than of parishes, since so many 
of them owned property in more than one parish. 
The present chapter, therefore, contains some 
forty families, 
1 beginning with the family of 
Edmund Plowd. en, who dominated the previous 
chapter, and proceeding, as far as possible, in 
terms of family relationships. 
2 This approach 
through relationships, while solving the 
practical problem of arrangment of the thesis 
material, also serves to emphasise the point 
that the families were nearly all related, 
though it is not maintained that this relationship 
1. The families of Ansley, Appletree, Arden, 
Babington, Belson, Betham, Blount, Brome, 
Browne, Catesby, Chamberlayne, Cheriton, 
Clerke, Curson, Dormer, Etheridge, Fermor, 
Fettiplace, Fortescue, Greenwood, Hildesley, 
Knollys, Lenthall, Molyns, Napper, Owen, 
Pitts, Plowden, Poure, Powell, Rainolds, 
Shirley, Stanley, Stonor, Symeon, Throckmorton, 
Vachell and Wenman are dealt. with, thirty-eight 
families in all, but a number of others are 
mentioned in passing. 
2. For convenience in reading, each family appears 
under a separate heading, but essentially the 
chapter forms a piece of more or less continuous prose. 
ýf 
was necessarily significant. The method 
chosen also means that no attempt has been 





2 (1517-85) came of an old 
Shropshire family, but although he inherited 
the family estate of Plowden, he also acquired 
in 1573 a lease from the Crown of property in 
Shiplake in the extreme south of Oxfordshire, 
near Henley and Reading, and from then until 
nearly the end of the 17th century Shiplake was 
the chief family estate, Plowden of Plowden 
normally appearing as Plowden of Shiplake. 
Edmund himself, as we have already seen, appeared 
1. The space devoted to each family is, naturally, 
governed by the nature and amount of the 
information available and is also no criterion 
of importance. 
2. For Edmund Plowden see H. W. Woolwrych, Lives of 
Eminent SOP'eants-at-Law of the Englis ar"7869; 
,, u l van, Edmund owd`en, 'rg 2 "ö. 'suITrvan 'A Great Elizabethan awyer', The Listener, Aug. 13, 
1953; " H"E"G. Rope, 'Edmwsd Plow 3e'n', e onth, Aug. 
1956. Fr. Rope has written, but not yef published, 
a fuller biography, see Recusant Newsletter, VIII, 
1966, p. 32. For the Plow en am is in general see 
B. Plowden, Records of the Plowden Famil_y, 1887; 
E. J. Climenson, Iäke, 'i8 . L. iýor`orthy, 'The 
Plowden Interes in ordshire', Transactions of 
the Shropshire Archaeological 
M-1900 
Socze s, "x, 19 8; 
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as such in 1569, four years before the lease, 
and he had been a Berkshire J. P. at least since 
the beginning of the reign. 
' What brought 
him to the area was probably his association 
with the Marian Privy Councillor and Elizabethan 
exile, Sir Francis Englefield, whose family had 
owned Shiplake for centuries. Engleffield's 
lands 
2 
passed to the Crown, though not without 
difficulty, and Edmund Plowden, who had also 
obtained, through the Earl of Pembroke, the 
wardship of Sir Francis' nephew and heir, later 
the first baronet, emerged from the confusion 
as owner of Shiplake, as well as of some former 
3 
Englefield land in Berkshire. Naturally enough 
there were accusations of sharp practice, and 
these were answered 
4 by Andrew Blunden, Plowden's 
nephew, who followed his uncle from Shropshire 
to Shiplake: he died there on 5 December 1607 
5 
1. Sp 12/2/17. Shiplake is on the Oxfordshire / 
er s re border. There seem to have been some 
earlier links between his family and Shiplake. 
2. Sp 12/2/28 & 29, SP 12/35/25 give lists of his 
properties. 
3. The Plowdens also held a farm at Burghf ield in 
Berkshire on a lease from the famous recusant John 
Talbot of Grafton, PCC 54 Brudenell, 1 Rutland. 
4. There is a transcript of his answer in Bodl. 
Blakewa MS. , printed 
in the article cited below. 
5. av s, arochial Collections', ©__., xi, 
1929,256. 
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as manager for his cousin Edmund Plowden II. 
The accusations need not concern us as such, 
though it is of interest that a notorious Papist 
should have been able to obtain some of the 
lands of another notorious Papist from queen 
Elizabeth. Blunden's defence provides other 
interesting information. For example, Pembroke 
had not been eager to procure the Englefield 
wardship for Plowden: he had promised him, 
presumably as a reward for legal services, a 
wardship or something of the sort worth x', 500 but, 
in this case, he suspected that Plowden as a 
former servant of the Englefields would refuse to 
profit-' He slay have been right. When the 
younger Francis was 21, some time therefore in 
1583, Plowden told him at Shiplake that 'my old 
lo: mountague (as your selfe & your frinds maye 
knowe) hath offered me for you 2000 l i' but 
that he freely granted rnglefield his. own marriage. 
2 
1. Bod1. Bla. kewa, MS. ,f. 254. 2. ood1. BIakewa Ma. , f. 255v. Englefield, who later sett 1e near Rea ng, did marry Jane Browne, 
granddaughter of the old Lord Montague. 
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Also present were Mrs. Englef ield, her brother- 
Francis Fitton, Francis Perkins, Plowden's son- 
in-law, 'ould : ". r Wollascott', Edmund Plowden II, 
Humphrey Sandford 
I 
and Blunden himself. All 
these seem to have been Catholics. William 
Wollascot, Edmund Plowden's half-brother, settled 
at Tidmarsh in Berkshire, where his family 
naturally acquired links with Oxfordshire, 
includi*g the all but inevitable Fettiplace 
marriage. Laud supposed that in 1638 he had 
converted the then heir of the Wollascot family, 
whom he placed at Wadham College, but he was 
apparently wrong. 
2 
Richard O'Sullivan has called Plowden 'the 
greatest lawyer in a century of great lawyers' 
3 
and although Plowden could not as a Catholic 
1. Another Shropshire Plowden nephew. He had 
served the elder Sir Francis Englefield abroad at 
Plowden! s expense. The younger Sir Francis later 
broke faith with the Sandfords over a Shropshire 
lease: Thomas Vachell of Coley and Walter Hildesley 
were among those brought into the dispute. The 
Sandfords were also related to Lord Chancellor 
Bromley; for the family see J. B. Blakeway, 'History 
of Shrewsbury Hundred or Liberties', Transactions of 
the Shro shire Archaeological Society, s er. , Ix, 1 2. J . 
$. lakeway, oc , p. 192. 
Three members of the 
family were a GTcester Hall in 1610 and 1614. 
3. R. 0'Sullivan, 'A Great Elizabethan Lawyer', The 
Listener, Aug. 13,1953, p. 257" He quotes contemporary 
Tu-cTg-m-ents to the same effect: for example, 
Serjeant Lovelace justified a legal opinion on 
the around 'that Mr Plowden's hand was first unto 
it, and that he supposed he might in anything mellow 
St. Augustine', Edmund Ploowwd_en, 1952, p. 13. 
6ý 
accept 
1 high legal office under Elizabeth, he 
enjoyed a wide legal practice. He did not 
hesitate to appear for his co-religionists, 
notably Bishop Bonner 
2 
and Francis Tregian. 
3 
But he also appeared for Dean Goodman in 1566 to 
defend the right of sanctuary in Westminster 
Abbey, for Archbishop Grindal in 1578, and for 
Elizabeth herself in 1579. Apart from these 
more important cases, he may be met with in 
various byways: for example, he received twenty 
shillings in 15? 9 from the Abingdon Corporation 
'for councell about th'eleckcyon of Mr. Tesdall'. 
4 
His chief claim to fame lies in his Reports, first 
published in 1571. He was Treasurer of the 
Middle Temple until 1570, and continued to 
1. I have assumed he was of fered the Lord 
Chancellorship: there does not seem to be any 
evidence apart from the famous and perhaps not 
perfectly authenticated letter of refusal. The 
otfer, if made, is all the more surprising in that, 
despite his inclusion in Woolrych, he was not a 
Serjeant because Elizabeth never confirmed the 
appointment, wkt h had been made just before 
Mary's death. 
2. H. W. Woolrych, op. cit., p. 119. Wray and Lovelace 
appeared with im* 
3. P. A. Boyan and G. R. Lamb, Francis Tregian: Cornish 
Recusant, l955, pp. 62,64 & 70. 
4.. D. Macleanel'A History Q_f Pembroke lle e-3 
(O. H. S. XXXIII, 18971155" Tesdale, an Oxfordshire 
resident -though born in Berkshire, was inadvertently 
co-founder of Pembroke. 
Cý 
exercise considerable influence there, 
influence which, according to a complaint 
made on 2 December 1580, he used 'to suppress 
religion and the professors thereof and to 
preferr-e papists and their supersticon', so 
that through him 'the Midle Temple is pestred 
with papists'. He was buried in the 'Temple 
Church, as his wife had been and as he had 
stipulated in his will. 
2 
Even his mild engagement in the affairs of 
Mary, Queen of Scots, does not seem to have 
done him any harm. William Barker, questioned 
on 18 October 1571, said that he had heard 
from the Bishop of Ross that Mr. Plowden had been 
among those who gave advice on two books 
on behalf of the Queen of Scots. 
3 Plowden 
himself wrote a treatise on the succession 
1. SP 12/144-/45. Among the Middle Temple papists 
in novem er 1577 was Walter Curson of Water- 
perry, SP 12 118 68. 
2. PCC 54, ru ene interesting feature of this 
document (made 2 Jan. 1582 and proved 23 Nov-1585) 
is the bequest of ten shillings to the parson of 
Burghf ield and thirteen shillings and fourpence 
to the parson of Shiplake for neglected tithes. 
His on Edmund II made similar provisions, PCC 
1 Rutland. 
3. HMC Hatf ield, I, 542. Another Oxfordshire man, 
W! Ti am Har of Eynsham, was also implicated in 
the Bishop of Ross' affairs at about this time, 
though even more indirectly, HMC Hatfield, I, 500. 
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after the Duke of Norfolk had asked him for 
his opinion: it was ready for print when an 
act of 13 Eliz. forbade all discussion of the 
succession problem. 
' 
By Katherine Sheldon, Ralph's sister, he 
had six children: the eldest surviving son, 
Edmund II2 succeeded at Plowden and Shiplake, 
but died in 1586. He received a licence to go 
overseas for three years on 20 March 1579,2 
was still 'in the Partes beyond the Seas' in 
1581,3 and, as we have seen was back at Shiplake 
by 1583. He was unmarried and his heir was 
his brother Francis (1562-1652). Francis 
married Mary Fermor, Sir Richard's sister, in 
about 1588, but he did not acquire the Fermor 
immunity. 
4 He seems to have been less attached 
to Shiplake: when the profits of his recusancy, 
1. Bodl. Don. MS. c. 4 . The manuscript is prefaced by a 'let er from Francis Plowden to James I. 
Another politico-religious work has been 
attributed to Plowden - Leicester's Commonwealth! 
See T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections . 
S. 
XLIII, 1902) YI, 7 . 
2 SP 12/1 . 
3. .. This latter manuscript in damaged 
an one would not know from it whether to include 
Plowden with such as Lord Percy absent with 
licence or with such as Thomas Williams (the 
Jesuit) absent 26 years without licence. 
4. L. L. Norsworthy, op. cit., p. 183 describes the Fermors 
as a family tha 'gave the Crown much trouble' 01 
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with those of Christopher Sandford, were 
granted to Robert Hales on 12 July 1608, he 
appeared as a Shropshire man. 
' He spent some 
time abroad under James I and on his return 
about 1610 settled at Plowden, leaving his son 
Francis at Shiplake. He died at Shiplake however. 
Of the lawyer's daughters, Anne, the eldest, 
married Francis Perkins 
2 
of üfton in Berkshire, 
a Catholic, and another, Nary, married Richard 
White of Essex 
3 
and was the mother of the 
notorious priest, Thomas White, friend of Tobie 
Mathew, Keneim Digby and Galileo. 
Francis and Mary Plowden are said to have 
had twelve children, though the family pedigrees 
only record seven: Francis II, Edmund III, 
Thomas, Mary, Katherine, Anne and Margaret. 
4 
1. B. M. Add. MS. 46 , f. 26. It is not perhaps 
erv i-empor an : in March 1587 he was described 
as Mr. Plowden of Shiplake, Berks., B. M. Lansd. 
MS. , art . 58 ,f . 165v . 2. Rot, as sometimes stated, Edmund or Edward: 
see Harleian Society LVI, 119 and PCC 54 Brudenell. 
For per ns see B. . itus MS. B IIIiff. 71-72. 
3. sp 12/214-8/11. Exämfna on of Richard White by 
R-1-chard Young, 18 May 159. Francis Perkins, 
Thomas Vachell, William Wollascot and Andrew 
Blunders were appointed by Plowden to see that 
Mary married wisely, PCC 54 Brudenell. Edmund 
II specified the amount and sources of her 
marriage portion and the latter included the 
Plowden lease of the parsonage of Shiplake, 
PCC I Rutland. 
y.. B. Plowden, op. cit., p. 37" 
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Mary married Sir Henry Kerville of Wigan Hall, 
St. Mary's, Norfolk and Katherine, John 
Chamberlayne of Shirburn. Chamberlayne was 
one of Tobie Mathew's executors. Anne married 
Sir Arthur Lake, son of James I's Secretary of 
State, Sir Thomas Lake. Margaret entered the 
convent of Augustinian Canonnesses at St. Monica's, 
Louvain, where she was professed on 1 April 
1625, along with Mary Benlowes, daughter of 
Andrew Benlowes of Brent Hall, Essex 'whose 
father and grandfather were both judges, but 
he was a good Catholic'. 
1 Margaret's mother 
brought her over 'being but 12 years of age', 
and left her among friends, including her 
kinswoman Mary Scudamore, Sir Richard Fermor's 
niece. 
Francis II (1588-1661) married first 
Elizabeth Butler and second Katherine Audley, 
both Catholics. If his father left him at 
Shiplake, it may have been he who appeared on the 
1612 list, even though designated armiger: 
that Francis Plowden, whether father or son, 
1. A. Hamilton, The Chronicle of the Eh lish 
Augustinian anoesses Re ü? ar of the Lateran, 
a. onica snL ouva n, , 
T57 in fact, 
TWe thron c er 70"a='m3- ton) is slightly unfair 
to the Benlowes family, see H. W. Woolrych, oQ. cit., 
1,98 and below. 
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was already a convicted recusant. His 
younger brothers are of greater interest, 
Thomas the Jesuit and Edmund, Earl Palatine of 
New Albion. 
I 
Francis' heir, Edmund IV, was born at 
Shiplake on 1 February 1616 and married in 1637 
Elizabeth Cotton. 
Fermor. 
The family caution already alluded to 
perhaps stemmed from the experience of Richard 
Fermor of Easton Neston (d. 1552) who was 
deprived of his property by Henry VIII for 
relieving an imprisoned priest. Will Somers, 
the King's jester, is said to have been formerly 
in Richard Fermor's service and he is also 
said to have procured a pardon for Richard, though 
it was not until after Henry VIII's death that 
his lands were returned. 
2 
Richard married the 
daughter of Sir William Browne, Lord Mayor of 
London; she married secondly, John Tyrell and 
thirdly, the 1st Lord Petre. He was the 
1. See pages 4.22., 711-3. 
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founder of the Easton Neston, Northamptonshire 
branch of the family. His brother William left 
Somerton to one of Richard's younger sons, 
Thomas, 1 who was the father of Richard of 
Somerton, knighted in 1603. The two lines, 
although gradually diverging in faith, remained 
on good terms. Jerome Fermor, Thomas' brother, 
who died in 1602 left the reversion of his 
Oxfordshire lands after the death of his wife 
to Richard of Somerton, and of his Worcestershire 
lands to Sir George of Easton Neston. In the 
next generation Nicholas Fermor, son of Sir 
John of Easton Neston was one of the executors 
of Thomas of Somerton's will: the overseers, 
incidentally, included Sir Thomas Lucy and 
Richard Fiennes, but perhaps this was not very 
significant at the time, 15 June 1580.2 The 
endowment of a school at Somerton was among the 
minor provisions of this will. Lucy and Fiennes 
1. For the Fermor pedigree see J. J. Howard and H. Y. 
Burke, Genealogical Collections, Pt. 1, I, 1887. 
Richards son on ofEas on eston married Maud 
Vaux and this line continued to make marriages into 
Catholic families, includ ing that of Curson of 
Waterperry: a daughter of this latter match 
embarrassed Richard Wenman in 1605. But they would 
appear to have been-entirely Protestant long 
before the Civil War. 
2. PCC 30 Arundell. The other executors were George 
Shirley, Richard Fermor, Benedict Winchcombe and 
Thomas Fermor's servants William Mercer and James 
Smith. The will was drawn up by another of the 
overseers, the Catholic lawyer Ferdinando Poulton. 
II 
must have approved of Thomas Fermor's intention 
that it should be 'a meane to rayse unto 
god, a greate nomber of faithfull servaunts, 
vnto the Prince severall necessarie Subiects, 
and to'the CommonWealthe manye good members' and 
of the arrangements for the appointment of a 
schoolmaster. This appointment was to be 
referred by the executors of the will to an 
imposing list of dignitaries, beginning with 
the bishops of oxford and ending with the 
parson of Somerton. But they could ignore these 
pillars of the establishment and consult instead 
simply the owner of Somerton - who would, of 
course, be Thomas Fermor's heir Richard. Fermor 
entrusted the care of his daughter Mary and 
his heir Richard to his cousin George Shirley. 
Thomas Fermor's first marriage had also 
brought him into Shropshire, of which county 
he was sheriff in 1559, and it was there that 
his familiarity with Sir Thomas Stanley of Tong 
Castle led to his being delated as a papist by 
a local Puritan"1 Sir Richard of Somerton 
ý. W. Phillips, 'Papers Relating to the Trained 
Soldiers of Shropshire in the Reign of Queen 
Elizabeth' Shropshire Archaeological Society, 
Ser. 2, II, l89 0,255-b. 
I3 
continued the Shropshire connection, taking as 
his first wife Jane, daughter of Rowland Lacon 
of Willey. His brother-in-law Sir Francis Lacon 
of Kinlet is worth a mention: Sir Francis 
married into the most open of all recusant 
families, the Brownes, but he was Sheriff of 
Shropshire, 
I 
J. P. and M. P. for Bridgnorth. 
Sir Richard's daughter Cornelia and niece 
Mary Scudamore have already been mentioned. 
William Percy a Yorkshireman who entred the 
English College, Rome in 1618, aged 21, reported 
that most of his immediate family were heretics 
or schismatics but that he counted amongst his 
kinsmen Richard Fermor, Francis Plowden and 
William Winchcombe, who were Catholics. Percy 
had been a heretic till 17 'but after that 
period, living with my relative Sir Richard 
Fermour, knight, I gradually inclined towards 
the Catholic faith'. 
2 
But despite his evident 
Catholicism, Sir Richard avoided conviction as 
a recusant and on the one occasion when he was 
1. In 1612, the year when Sir Richard Fermor was 
listed as a non-communicant. 
2. C R. S. LIV, 1962,320. 
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'listed' it was as a non-communicant with, 
however, a recusant wife. 
1 
Sir John Fermor, knighted in 1624, died in 
1625, before his father. He was one of those 
to be summoned to take the oath of allegiance 
in 1612.2 His widow, Cecilia Compton, married 
Lord Arundell of Wardour and was one of the 
two Lady Arundells who defended Wardour in the 
Civil War. She was the daughter of Sir Henry 
Compton and granddaughter of Robert Sackville, 2nd 
Earl of Dorset by his first wife Lady Margaret 
Howard. Sir John Fermor left what property might 
come to him through his wife from the Countess 
of Dorset to his father Sir Richard. 
3 
Shirley. 
Cornelia Fermor and Mary Scudamore at Louvain 
joined their cousin Elizabeth Shirley, who had 
been professed of the Flemish house of St. Ursula's 
in 1596 and was one of the founder-members of 
1. Trinity Go1lege, Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6. This 
was his second wire, Corne a Cornwallis. 
2. SP 14/70/9. 
3. Clarke. Dorset's second wife was a 
Spencer and they were married at Yarnton, C. J. 




1 The Shirleys were not only by 
and large Catholic and related to the Fermors, 
they also owned land in Oxfordshire. Jane 
Lovell, whose mother was a Fermor of Easton 
Neaton, married John Shirley in 1558, and 
eventually brought to her son, Sir George 
Shirley, Bt., the manor of South Newington, 
near Banbury. Sister Elizabeth was Sir George's 
sister. By residence Sir George was mainly a 
Northamptonshire man, by faith he was a Church 
Papist. Besides a sister at Louvain, he had 
one brother Ralph 'who dedicated himselfe to the 
Churche, but dyed before he had taken holy 
Orders', and another, John, of Trinity College, 
Oxford and the Inner Temple, who 'dyed, in the 
Warrs in fflaunders of a Shott in the knee, one 
the parte of the Kinge of Spaine'. 
2 
Sir George 
studied at Hart Hall, served under Leicester in 
the Low Countries, was sheriff of Northants. in 
1. As was Mary Scudamore* Elizabeth Shirley was 
the first, but temporary, Superior: she died in 
September 1645 and was 'a Person of great Piety, 
Prudence & Courage', M. Add. . 5813, f . 32. - 2. ar . MS. , . 103. Ralph studied at the Wngliisi Col ege, ome. For John see also 
B_M. Harl. MS. 042, f . 166. 
ý(:. 
1603 and in 1611 became the fourth English 
baronet. ' When his career is described in these 
words, it is perhaps rather a surprise to find 
that his armour was confiscated in 1612 on 
the ground that he was a recusant. Sir George, 
if not surprised, was very indignant, and, 
indeed, managed after some years to obtain 
restitution. His first wife Frances Berkeley, 
daughter of Henry Lord Berkeley, was certainly 
a Catholic: she died in 1595, attended by 'a 
ffamous and holy Preiste' and recommending to 
her husband that their children should be 
brought up 'in the fare of god, and true 
Catholicke Religion'. 
2 Sir George's second 
wife, by whom he had no children, was the widow 
of Sir Henry Unton of Faringdon, the Elizabethan 
ambassador. In his will he names, amongst other 
Catholics, Francis Plowden, Richard Permor and 
Benedict Winchcombe: he died in 1622 'in the 
bosome of his Mother the Romayne Catholique Church',, 
3 
1. He was wealthy enough, of course, to support the 
dignity, but one may note also that either Sir 
Thomas Shirley of Wiston, Sussex or Sir Robert 
Cotton, whose mother was a Shirley of Staunton 
Harold, is credited with suggesting the idea of 
baronets to James I. 
2. B. M. Harl. MS. 4928, f. 106. 
3. R. aý PGS, 4928, f. 108. $ 
1- 
His eldest son, Sir Henry, was also educated 
at Oxford and was also a Sheriff. 
I His father 
had married him in 1615 to Dorothy Devereux, 
daughter of the 2nd Earl of Essex, not a 
Catholic match, though Sir Richard Fermor of 
Somerton and Sir Basil Brooke of Madeley, 
Shropshire, were parties to the marriage settle- 
ment. 
2 Sir Henry also died 'in the Lappe of 
his Holy Mother the Catholike Apostolike Roman 
Church' in 1633" 
It was his younger brother, Sir Thomas, 
born about 1590 and knighted in 1622, who 
inherited S. Hewington, along with estates in the 
counties of Huntingdon, Gloucester and Warwick: 
Sir Richard Fermor and Sir Basil Brooke were 
again parties to the conveyance. 
3 Sir Thomas 
was, in his own words, 'a singular Louer and 
sercher of Antiquities' 
4 
and the author of the 
Harleian manuscript here quoted 
5 
and of other 
1. Of Leicestershire, 1625. 
2. B. M. Harl. MS. 4 28,2.28%x. Sir George's aunt Anne 
had märrie TM n Brooke of Madeley. 
3. B. M. garl. MS. 4928, f. 295v. 
4. T. T. ar MS 4'f . 108v . 
5. esi es B-_. ar1. ii8.4928, see also 4 023,4028,6680. 
ý1 ý 
manuscripts now at Queen's College, Oxford, 
including The Catholick Armourist which has 
been described as 'a singular attempt to unite 
the science of heraldry with the peculiar 
doctrines of the Church of Rome'. 
' The same 
authority describes Sir Thomas as 'a virulent 
and bigoted Roman Catholic' who, 'from his own 
account... suffered... "losses, dishonours, 
disgraces pecuniary, (which were very great, ) 
and imprisonment for the love of God" 1.2 
He married into 'the Antient & Catholique ffamilie 
of the Harpurs of Rushall' :3 his father-in-law, 
Thomas Harpur, had property at Chinnor. Sir 
Thomas died in 1653 at the Leicestershire 
house of his Protestant nephew Sir Robert: 
despite his 'bigotry', he seems to have conformed 
at least once in an effort to protect his 
estates, all of which 'passed from his name and 
4 
family before the Restoration'. 
1. E. P. Shirley, Stemmata Shirleiana, 2nd ed., 1873, p. 125. 
2. E. P. Shirley, op. ci ., 
p. 21 q of ng Queen's College 
MS. K. 1, p. 279. Mr. 9hirley was, of course, a 
v ru ent and bigoted Protestant. In fact, as an 
antiquary at least, Sir Thomas was on excellent 




1eS. 4 28, f . 108v. 
y, oc. cit. 
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Sir Robert, who succeeded his brother 
Sir Charles, eldest son of Sir Henry, in 1646, 
is described as 'the first Protestant of his 
race'. 
' He had been brought up by his mother 
Dorothy Devereux and 'the Devereux family 
had early renounced the errors of the Church 
of Rome'. 
2 Sir Charles was only ten when Sir 
Henry died and was also brought up under the 
Devereux wing, under the guardianship of the 
3rd Earl of Essex, who sent him to Merton 
College, but he, it seems, was a Catholic. Sir 
Robert went to Cambridge. Moreover, Sir Robert 
became a staunch Royalist Anglican, sheltering 
sequestered parsons, including Peter Gunning, 
and rebuilding the church at Staunton Harold: 
Gilbert Sheldon was one of the executors of his will. 
Other branches of the Shirley family 3 
came within the Oxfordshire circle. Thus one 
of the last of the line of the Shirleys of 
Wiston, Sussex, wished to be buried at Pyrton: 
there is no evidence that he was a Catholic. 
1. G. E. C., Cop late Baronetage, I, 1900,6. 
2. it ey, oP. cl ., ppX3-4. 
3. To which James M rley the Catholic dramatist 
and schoolmaster was not related. 
RC 
A Shirley of Preston, Sussex, Thomas, son of 
Anthony of Preston and Woodhill, Bucks., took 
as. his third wife, in 1615, Elizabeth Stonor, 
a widow, daughter of John Stonor, of North 
Stoke. 
1 Elizabeth was a cousin of the Mary 
Stonor who married the Protestant William Gibbes, 
so that her marriage can hardly be regarded 
as any proof of Thomas Shirley's recusancy: 
one of his brothers was in Anglican orders. 
Another Sussex Shirley, Francis of West 
Grinstead, married Barbara, second daughter of 
Sir Richard Blount the elder of Mapledurham: 
their eldest son, Thomas, was certainly not 
a Catholic, his will (proved; 1607) demonstrating 
him 'to have been one of the most inveterate 
Calvinists upon record'. 
2 
Blount. 
It is difficult to say at this date whether 
or not a Blount marriage may be taken as a 
1. B, M. Harl. MS'f. 137v; R. J. Stonor, Stonor, 
2 e"d 1, pedigree between pp. 2 g-I. 
2. E. P, Shirley, op. cit., p. 303, quoting one Cartwright. 
The reference is To Thomas' assurance that he 
was one of 'the select saints of God'. 
surprisingly, he married a Caryll, to which 
famous recusant family West Grinstead passed, 
though by purchase, not inheritance. 
ný 
possible indication of Catholic sympathies. This 
is natural enough: the same might be said of 
many Elizabethan families. There are certain 
features of the Blount position which make 
a much closer examination profitable. The 
Blounts of Mapledurham belonged to a great 
medieval family which counted among its ranks 
at this time several Catholics and several 
persons whose relations with Catholics and 
Catholicism are suggestive: chief among these 
were Sir Christopher Blount and Charles, Lord 
Mountjoy. Moreover, the family was, as we shall 
see, still well-knit. The Blounts of Maple- 
durham definitely belong in the group 
possessing suggestive Catholic associations, 
some of which are well-documented, some of 
which are not so well-documented. Lastly, 
Mapledurham possessed (and still possesses) a 
hide or priests' hole which, according to 
Michael Hodgetts, the expert on this subject, 
was almost certainly constructed before 1610. 
Hodgetts was emba$assed by the general 
belief that the Blounts of Mapledurham were not 
Catholic until Sir Charles, who inherited in 
1628.1 But there is documentary evidence that 
1. M. H. Long, A History of the Manors of Ma ledurham 
Gurney and ae u-E amZä_zed xYör CL B. Lltt. 
es s) 5 'P" " 
ýl 
his father, Sir Richard, was at least a 
Church Papist. Sir Richard inherited in 
1610 so that the real problem - so far as the 
hide is concerned - is, what was his father, 
Sir Michael? Long states 'Sir Michael, Lieutenant 
of the Tower under Elizabeth, could not have 
been a Catholic'. 
' It is difficult to see 
why not. The Tower, like other institutions, 
such as the University of Oxford, the 
College of Physicians and the Privy Council, 
was not immune from the infection of popery. 
Reporting on the conversion of Cecily Hopton 
by John Stonor, a spy remarks, 'I cannot learne 
what the Liftenaunts tiryfe is but he is sound'. 
2 
Some year.. earlier, in 1572, there had been 
a more general complaint against Sir Owen 
riopton, that suggested, somewhat confusedly, 
that perhaps he was not sound. 
3 Shortly before 
Sir Michael became Lieutenant (1590) someone 
reported on 'sondrie disorders in the Tower', 
noting that 'diuers of the waighters and of Mr 
1. M. H. Long o . cit., p. 150. 2. SP 12/1 
A 1. 
3. N+ ns_. 14, art. 18. 
W3 
Lieutenants seruants' were corrupted 'and 
Instruments bothe for the Erle 1& other 
prisoners'. 
2 And Sir Michael Blount was not 
merely complained against, he was dismissed 
in 1595 for 'lewd behauiour'3 and himself 
imprisoned for a while. He was accused 
4 
of 
holding treasonable conversations with his 
prisoners, saying that, in the event of the 
Queen's death, he would make King whom he list. 
The accusation may well have been false: 
somehow the accuser, Edmund Neville, does not 
inspire confidence. Also, although Neville 
himself was a Catholic, there is nothing to 
suggest that the plot, if plot there was, was 
itself necessarily Catholic: Blount had praised 
Wentworth and his own candidate was apparently 
the Earl of Hertford. At least, the whole 
episode destroys: the image of a monolithic 
rectitude inhering in a Lieutenant of the Tower. 
5 
1. Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel. 
2. Sp 12 217Z61.26 October 1588. 
3. a field V 476.28 November 1595. 
4. T. e ._ .7_, arts. 1,2,3,4; MS. 80, art. 20. 5. !ur iIe was to be sheriff of Oxfordshire 
for a second time in 1598-9, so his disgrace 
was not final. He had been a member of Parliament 
in 1553 and in 1563, and his brother Richard, who 
settled in Sussex, sat for Lymington in Hampshire as 
late as 1593: he seems to have been a Puritan. 
g4 
There is one other feature of Sir Michael's 
Lieutenancy which demands attention, his 
relations with certain of his prisoners. 
He is remembered as the man who shewed 'very 
hard measure' to Philip Howard, Earl of 
Arundel, but he should also be remembered as 
the man who asked Arundel to forgive bim for 
that harsh treatment: this was a few weeks before 
his own dismissal. 
1 Arundel had been in 
his charge since he took office in 1590. 
Robert Southwell was brought to the Tower on 
18 July 1592, and he seem to have been always 
well treated by Blount, who, according to 
Garnet, would speak of him as 'that saint'. 
2 
On 6 April 1593 Southwell sent his appeal to 
Cecil that he should be brought to trial, and 
in it stated that he had not previously been 
allowed to write, and was only then so allowed 
as a favour from Blount. 
3 Neither of them may 
have been aware of it, but they were (or were 
to be) distantly related by marriage. 
4 
1. The Lives of Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel, and 
ö; "Anne acre s, s wife , 18517'7. Lay Wunde l fiäd earl er ee'nTmp' risoned in the house of Sir 
Thomas Shirley at Wiston, where 'she was 
courteously used by that Knight and his Lady', 
o . cit., p. 187. 2. 'De`vfin, The Life of Robert Southwell, 1956, p. 254. 
3- R. Southwi=., Thoems , 
ed. by . .c onald and N. P. Brown, 197p. xxxii, quoting Polger MS. V. a. 421. 
llMosee 
joY was a so 4. involvedý'w'2it 
ihc-'tS_oüthwe6 
out, pp. 261,317-8,323-4. 
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Against these episodes must be set Blount's 
role in the affairs of a priest, Bost, whom 
he cozened in the approved Cecilian manner. 
1 
Evidence of this sort would fit very well with 
the theory that Sir Michael possessed the 
Catholic sympathies common to his blood#' 
2 
He 
was in touch with other members of the family: 
in 1594 he and John Croke of Studley 
3 bound 
themselves to pay Mountjoy £20 yearly in 
consideration of the surrender of certain lands. 
4 
His third son, Sir Charles, moved in Mountjoy's 
circle, dying on his way to Ir&and in 1598, a 
circle that included Sir Christopher and his 
brother Edward, Nountjoy's 'good fellow papist'. 
All this is hardly sufficient to prove that Sir 
Michael was a Catholic, but joined to the 
evidence of the hide, it is at least suggestive. 
It must be admitted that the hide could 
have been constructed in Sir Michael's lifetime 
without his having to be a Catholic: born about 
1529, he would probably have been in his seventies 
1. HMC Hatfield IV, 411,416,432. On one occasion To-st-wanted to communicate with 'Person 
Warcoppe in Oxfordshire'. 
2. C. Falls, Moýt , 1955, p"122. 3. His son- n- law and George Napper's judge. 
4. Bodl. MS. a. 3.. Blount b 3. Sir Michael unsuccessfully 
c aiwie oun o'y baron - on Devonshire's 
(Mountjoy's) death. 
Y& 
at the time. In Elizabethan and early Stuart 
circumstances, one does not even have to 
postulate senility: he may have been a Catholic, 
a Catholic sympathiser, or he may just have 
been prepared to let his son and his son's 
wife attend to household affairs. In 1612 his 
son, Sir Richard, was reported as a 'non 
Comunicant' with a convicted recusantWife, Cecily 
Baker, daughter of Sir Richard of Sissinghurst. 
1 
Later, 
2 he married Elizabeth, daughter of the 
lawyer Sir Francis More of Fawley, thus counting 
among his kinsman by marriage Cary of Torr Abbey 
and the Jerninghams. 
Unfortunately, Sir Richard's later religious 
history is less clear. When one Robert Barnes 
preached a sermon at Henley on 27 April 1626, 
he addressed Sir Richard, then sheriff of 
Oxfordshire, as one who had an 'vnfained 
affection to the truth, when as for it you haue 
in a manner forsaken your owne, and followed 
I. Trinity Col Camb idle MB. R. . 14, art. 6. 
2. ere is some dispute as to e oFler of these 
marriages. In the present context, and in view 
of my inability to make a proper study of the 
Blount papers, I have preferred not to enter 
upon it. There are other confusions in the 
family tree. 
P 
S. Ierome advise to Furia, Honour thy father 
if he doe not separate thee froth (sic) the 
true father. Otherwise, licet parvulus: and as 
he speakes in another place to Heliodorus: 
Though thy little Nephewe should hang vpon thy 
necke, though thy mother with hir haire about 
her eares.., though thy father should lye on the 
threshold... It is the chiefe point of piety to 
shew thy seife cruell in such a matter'. He went 
on to thank God that such men were selected 
for such offices: 'I am sure then Religion shall 
suffer the lesse. '1 This is clear enough 
evidence that Sir Richard had conformed by 1625 
when he was pricked sheriff, but it also suggests 
that he had earlier been Catholic and that his 
family background was also Catholic. However, 
when he came to make his will 
2 two years 
later, on 9 May 1628, Sir Richard spoke of 
hoping to be saved by the merits of Christ 
'and by noe other meaner whatsoever, accordinge 
1. R. Barnes, A Sermon preached at Henle at the 
Vieitation`on e-2 .o prilT 
7= 
1 19767-. 
2. P1 ue Barrinýgön. Tfiew 11 was proved on 
11 November 1628. 
9w 
to that faith and Religion which I haue alwaies 
professed and benne brought vpp in', a 
statement which can hardly have been literally 
true in view of his status in 1612. 
His son and heir, Sir Charles, was an 
open recusant, appearing first as Charles 
Blount of Bicester. 
1 He was killed (according 
to some accounts, murdered) at Oxford in 1644.2 
His son Michael also died by violence, in 
1649. Somewhat ironically, since Sir Michael 
Blount's cozening of Bost had touched the 
Brownes, 
3 Sir Richard's daughter married 
George Browne of Caversham, the nearest neighbour 
to Mapledurham. 
Before turning to the Brownes, another 
Blount marriage may be considered: in the 
mid-1650s Walter Blount, brother and heir of 
that Michael who was killed in 1649, married 
Philippa Benlowes. She was a Catholic and 
came of an Essex Catholic family, but her uncle, 
1. E01. Sit Michael Blount acquired 
Ices er land through his marriage to a Moore 
of Bicester. 
2. BBodl. &. B.. Blount MS. c. 209. One of his two 
e%ecu ore was is ao is kinsman Walter Blount 
of Soddington, Worcs., PCC 146 Twisse. 
3. EMC Hatfield IV, 4432. 
ýý 
the poet Edward Benlowes, was an ex-Catholic, 
who had left the Catholic Church some time 
in the 1620s or early 1630s, after a Cambridge 
education. As a Protestant, Benlowes 'was 
to take an exaggerated interest in religious 
controversy and to wage it with a bitterness 
he showed in nothing else'. 
' One of his most 
bitter anti-Catholic poems, Papa Perstrictus, 
for example, was written in part as a protest 
against the tolerance of Sir Thomas Browne's 
Religio Medici. This virulent bigot mortgaged 
his estates to provide a dowry of £6,000 
for his niece and heiress the Catholic Philippa 
on her marriage to the Catholic Walter Blount. 
Some years before the marriage, Benlowes sent 
a copy of his magnum opus, Theophila, to 
Blount. The poem was praised by D'Avenant and 
Wat Montague. A few years later he was penniless2 
and forced to live at Mapledurham for a short 
period: he then settled at Oxford for the sake 
of the Bodleian, and enjoyed some friendship 
1. H. Jenkins, Edward Benlowes, 1952, p. 17. 
2. No doubt his generosity to his niece had not 
helped him to right his affairs, but his 
difficulties stemmed from the Civil War. 
Somewhat surprisingly in view of his anti- 
Catholicism, he was a Royalist. 
IC) 
with Anthony Wood. 
1 
He was buried at Oxford 
in 1676. Through the Smyths (or Nevilles) of 
Crossing Temple and the Gages, the Benlowes 
were related to the Belsons, and also, through 
Southampton, to the Brownes. 
Browne. 
The Brownes were probably the most prominent 
of all Catholic families in the Elizabethan 
period and for a short while afterwards. The 
first Viscount Montague had been the staunchest 
opponent of Protestantism in Elizabeth's first 
parliament. Il Schifanoya reported on one 
occasion, 'The Earl of Pembroke, the Earl of 
Shrewsbury, Viscount Montague, and Lord Hastings 
did not fail in their duty like true soldiers 
of Christ! 
2 Hastings had no direct heir, the 
Pembrokes were soon Protestant, the Shrewsburys 
were markedly undecided: only Montague and 
his family continued as they had begun. 
3 A 
younger son George was knighted in 1591 at 
1. Not a close enough friendship to enable Wood 
to give an accurate report of his religious 
history in the Fasti. 
2 CSP Venetian 'I 5g. - 0, P-52. 
3. ,u see page 
2.6. 
Cl' 
Cowdray, along with Sir Robert Dormer, who 
married Elizabeth Browne. Sir George owned 
property at Shefford in Berkshire and at Caversham, 
then in Oxfordshire. He also owned land in 
Kent and Wiltshire, his property in the latter 
county being a third of his total possessions, 
and he chose Sir Thomas Metham of Metham, 
Yorkshire and Sir John Curson of Waterperry, 
Oxfordshire as his executors, with the control 
of his Berkshire and Kent lands for thirty-one 
years-' It was his son, also George of 
Caversham, who married Elizabeth Blount, and 
their sons were Sir George, K. B. and Sir John, Bt. 
Joanna or Jane Browne, daughter of the first 
Sir George, was one of the first companions of 
Mary Ward. 
2 
Sir George's younger brother, Sir Henry, 
settled at Kiddington, an estate formerly 
in the possession of another Catholic family, the 
Babingtons. Sir Henry purchased the manors 
FCC 61 Rudd. The will was made on 21 November 
1614 and proved on 10 June 1615. 
2. M. C. E. Chambers, Mary Ward, I, 1882,236,246-8, II, 1885, 
161,424; M. Philip, Companions of Mary Ward, 1939, 
pp. 66 et se . ThrougTher mother, Mary yrwhitt, 
Jane was related to the Wards. Also, Edmund Lee, 
brother of Fr. Roger (see page 392), married a Browne, 
F. G. Lee, Thame, 1883, p. 561. Two more of Sir George 
Browne's daughters were nuns, Frances (for whom see 
below) and Elizabeth, PCC 61 Rudd. 
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of Over Kiddington, Nether Kiddington and 
Asterley, with the advowson of Nether Kiddington 
in1 609,1 figuring then as Sir Henry Browne of 
Henley Park, Surrey, the home of his uncle 
Francis. The actual vendor was Philip, Earl of 
Montgomery, who had acquired the estate in 1607 
from Henry Babington and his mother Meriall. 
2 
Sir Henry arrived in Oxfordshire in time for the 
1 612 list, upon which he is described as 'non 
Comunicant', whilst his wife is 'recusant' but 
not 'Convicted'. She is not named, save as 'Ladie 
his wiefe' ,a fact of little inherent interest, 
perhaps, but it seems appropriate, when we 
learn from printed sources that her name was 
Mary Hungate and from the family papers that 
her name was Elizabeth Hungate. 
3 Sir Henry may have 
1. Not 1613 as in T. Warton, History and Antiquities 
of Kiddin ton, 1815, p. 45and. R. P. Norwood, Au rears 
or more than six hundred years..., ý9 , ). 
7; 
aple on, pp. 2 g! ves two reasons for rejecting 
1613 as too late, but, rather curiously, they 
are both incorrect. 
2. Oxford County Record Office Acc. No44, Browne MS. 
B/1/7-and i "; seeasooýfierpapers 
in the 
same collec ion. 
3. Warton and Norwood say that she was Mary, daughter 
of Sir Philip Hungate and widow of Sir Marmaduke 
Grimston. Trappes-Lomax says she was Mary, daughter 
of Sir William Hungate. Her name is given as 
Elizabe roughout the family papers and she is 
called the daughter of Sir Philip in B IV 6: Sir 
William appears in other documents, t ough not 
as Elizabeth's father. 
13 
chosen a retiring, almost obscure wife in 
contrast to his first wife, Anne, daughter of 
Sir William Catesby, who had, through her 
brother Robert, carried Sir Henry into the 
fringes of the Gunpowder Plot. The marriage 
had taken place by 1610 
1 
and brought the 
Brownes property in Yorkshire at Little Smeaton 
and Brickley in Allerton. 
2 
Sir Henry's two daughters by Anne Catesby, 
Anne and Magdalene, were educated at -3t. (mer 
and themselves later joined the convent of Poor 
Glares at Gravelines, 
3 
perhaps influenced by 
their cousin Jane: Anne was later Abbess of 
the Dunkirk community. 
In 1635 Sir Henry married his heir (by 
Elizabeth) to Margaret, daughter of Sir Henry 
Knollys Of Grove Place, Hampshire. 
4 Margaret 
was or became a Catholic, but Sir Henry Knollys, 
1. B IIIa, 2,15 April 1610. 
2. a, B1rIVý6. 
3. ... ,1 JI7*+ & 55: Magdalene was professed 
on 'March 1619, Anne on 22 August 1621. See also 
M. C. E. Chambers, op. cit., I, 247. Mary Ward founded 
the house at Gravelfnes: a kinswoman of the Brownes, 
the Duchess of Feria, helped her procure 'the 
severest rule of St. Clare extant in the Church', 
o , cit., 
I, 170. 
4.1 et sew. 
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one presumes, was not: certainly he presented 
to the rectory of Kiddington in 1639, which 
suggests he was a Protestant used to conceal 
1 
what was actually a Catholic presentation. 
Sir Henry made his will in 1636, leaving his 
soul to 'my deare Redeemer Jesus Christ' and his 
body 'to bee interred in the Chappell belonging 
to the owners of this house and Lordship of mine 
in the parish Church of Kiddington... ' and 
because he was the first of his line to be 
buried there, left L40 for a monument. 
2 The will 
named the Earls of Northampton, Pembroke, Danby, 
Southampton and Carnarvon, and the sons of the 
Earl of Worcester and Lord Petre: Northampton 
and Sir Henry's son Peter were to be executors. 
1. The Babingtons presented four times after 1559: 
in 1611 one Henry Moore presented one Walter 
Browne who 'was so strongly attached to the 
Church of England that he got into some trouble, 
it being suspected that he was a Papist', R. P. 
Norwood, op. cit., p. 26. I am nor aware of any 
relationship between Walter Browne and the Montague 
family. See T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections 
(O. H. S. XLVIII 1906) VII, 1 7 ro' wfia was (at - 
least in the 18th century) the normal practice of 
Catholic holders of advowsons. Browne MS. B I1A 
is a letter, dated 3 February 1656, from ä lawyer, 
explaining that since the 11 year old Henry 
Browne, son of the Royalist Sir Peter, is, by 
definition not a recusant convict, there can be no 
doubt but 'that the presentacon to the said 
Church does cleerely belonge to the said Henry'. 
2. Browne MS. B 1/48. 
Q5 
Sir Henry Browne obviously 'belonged', recusancy 
or no. At about the time he made his will, 
he received protection against the consequence 
of that recusancy from Charles I. 
' 
One item in Sir Henry's will deserves 
separate mention: he left £20 a year to his 
daughter Margaret 'dureing her life and not 
otherwise being shee kath fondly married 
without my consent or good likeing'. This 
Margaret would appear to be the Margaret Powell, 
'daughter to Sir Henry Brown of the family of 
Lord Montague', at whose house the Franciscan 
martyr Thomas Bullaker 
2 
was taken in 1642 'at 
Masse'. It is harder to identify Mr. Powell. 
Since Margaret Browne came from Oxfordshire, one 
might expect her husband to be a Powell of 
Sandford, or a Powell of Foresthill. The latter 
family was Protestant, as was, it seems, 
Margaret's husband. But I have not been able to 
find any further evidence. Margaret was sentenced 
to death, but reprieved. She retired to Oxford. 
1. W. prynne, The popish Royall Favourite, 1643, p. 12. 
2. T. J. McCanri of the SuussexReecorr Office is 
preparing a study of Bullaker and kindly allowed 
me to see his notes. 
Cý 
Bullaker was a Sussex man, which may explain 
his contact with a Browne: his father, John, 
dedicated the English Expositor to Jane Sackville, 
wife of the 2nd Viscount Montague. Thomas, 
whose name in religion was John Baptist a S. 
Bonaventure, was titular guardian of Oxford in 1640, 
but the title need not imply any actual contact 
with the area. It may be significant that both 
the Powells of Sandford and the Nappers of Holywell, 
who intermarried with them, were Franciscan families. 
' 
Sir Henry's objection to his daughter's 
marriage might be based upon either disparity 
of rank 
2 
or disparity of religion. Or he may 
not have liked young Powell's face. It would be 
more interesting, in view of Mary Powell of 
Foresthill's marital misadventures, to know whether 
or not Margaret's marriage was a success. 
Sir Henry died in 1638. His son, Sir Peter, 
was mortally wounded at Naseby and died at Oxford. 
It was one debt Charles II did not forget and 
Sir Peter's heir, another Henry, was created 
a baronet, gratis, before the Restoration. 
3 
1. See pages 207 213. 
2. One thinks d all those Earls. 
3. See Brrowne MS. B zI July 1559. 
Ti 
The records of the Benedictine nuns at 
Cambrai speak of a Frances (in religion Ebba) 
Browne, who was born in 1609, entered the convent 
on 5 September 1628, was professed in 1629 and 
died on 22 September 1631, and describe her 
as the daughter of Sir Peter Browne of Kiddington. 
l 
This can hardly be correct. A document in 
the oxford County Record Office refers to 
Frances Browne the younger, daughter of the first 
Sir Henry: 
2 
either she or Frances the elder 
(one imagines, her sister) might be D. Frances 
Ebba, more probably Frances the elder, as she, 
like her half-sisters the Poor Clares, is not 
mentioned in the document. Sir Henry the first 
baronet also had two daughters called Frances. 
3 
But there remains a possibility that D. Frances 
Ebba was not a Browne of Kiddington at all, since 
1. C. R. S. XIII, 1913,42 & 74. Although the relation- 
ship 'to Sir Peter is elaborated in the editor's 
notes, it appears in the original. Cf. H. N. Birt, 
Obit Book of the English Benedictines, 1913 p. 213" 
may"ýe Rot-t a the Cam ra records also call 
Sir Peter a baronet. 
2. Browne MS. B I 6,27 November 1621. The other 
augi er mentioned here, Mary, was presumably 
the Mary Browne of Kiddington, spinster, who was 
in receipt of an annuity from James, Earl of 
. Northampton in 1659, B/I/52 
3. Browne NS. /I/7. Sir Henry's w 1: writing in 1685 
e ma es alternative bequests to his daughters 
Katherine and the younger Frances, according to 
whether they become nuns before the age of 21: they 
are to have £500 if they do not, 9300 if they do, ... 
IP 
one of Sir George Browne of Caversham's daughters 
was also called Frances and was a nun. 
Unfortunately, she was a nun in 1614 when Sir 
George's will was made, so that the dates 
given above seem to fit her little better than 
the supposed daughter of Sir Peter .1 
Other members of the family had occasional 
contacts with Oxfordshire. M idalen, Viscountess 
Montague was writing to Julius Caesar from 
Oxford in 1S97.2 There were the Dormer 
marriages of Anthony, father of the 2nd Viscount, 
and his half-sister Elizabeth. Another sister, 
Jane, married Sir Francis bacon, Sir Richard 
Fermor's brother-in-law. 
(n. 3 contd. ) 'the other: 'two hundred pounds to bee 
payd that of my daughters who is noe religious 
woman when at age of One and Twentie'. This 
was one small advantage which the recusant 
gentry possessed: convents were cheaper than 
sons-in-law. 
1. Yet another Frances Browne, daughter of the 
second George of Caversham and Eleanor Blount, 
became a Franciscan nun in 1648, C. R. S. XXIV, 
1923,30- 
2. B_ N. La, 
_, 
nsd. MS_ ,f .1O. She was his godmother. 
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Stonor. 
One Sussex Shirley married a Blount of 
Mapledurham; another married a Stonor of North 
Stoke, a cadet line of the best known of all 
Oxfordshire recusant families. It is probable, 
however, that the Stonors owe half their fame 
to Sir Francis Stonor's wife, Cecily, daughter 
of Sir Leonard Chamberlayne, hostess of the 
Jesuit press and author of one of the most 
memorable justifications of recusancy. Julian 
Stonor says her speech was delivered before the 
judges at Oxford a few years before 1581.1 
Henry Clifford, who was present in Oxford 'being 
a boy', says that it was about 1581, and 
presumably it was after the discovery of the 
Stonor press in August 1581. Here is Clifford's 
report: 'When she was reprovedfor her constancy 
in the Catholic Religion, (which was punishable 
by the laws of England, ) she answered: "'I was 
born in such a time when Holy Mass was in 
great reverence, and brought up in the same 
Faith. In King Edward's time this reverence was 
neglected and reproved by such as governed. In 
1. R. J. Stonor, St_onor, 2nd ed., 1952, p. 259. 
I Co 
Queen Mary's time, it was restored with much 
applause; and now in this time it pleaseth 
the state to question them, as now they do me, 
who continue in this Catholic profession. The 
state would have these several changes which I 
have seen with mine eyes, good and laudable. 
whether it can be so, I refer it to your 
Lordships' consideration. I hold me still to 
that wherein I was born and bred; and find 
nothing taught in it but great virtue and 
sanctity; and so by the grace of God I will live 
and die in it". 
" 
I do not know if there is any earlier source 
than Clifford's book for the speech. If there 
is not, then these fine phrases may perhaps 
be as much his as Lady Cecily's. The judges, it 
seems, made no attempt to answer them and 
diedissed Lady Cecily upon ordinary sureties. It 
should be noted that Lady Cecily speaks of the 
Mass only, not of the Papacy. 
1. H. Clifford, The Life of Jane Dormer, Duchess 
of Feria, 1887p. 3a3j-. Cliff rdj was born about 
1570. On 3 June 1606 Sir Charles Cornwallis 
wrote of him that he was 'a man of much more 
mallice than witt', Bodl. MS. Eng. hist. c. 208, 
p. 
79. 
It was presumably theaame enry`ý'CIi ford, ' r, of 
Antwerp, who married Catherine, daughter of Thomas 
Tempest and grand-daughter of Robert of Holmeside, 
Co. Durham: Catherine's aunt Anne Tempest married 
Robert Belson of Aston Rowant, A. Harmilton, oP. cit., 
II, 134-8. 
Ict 
Lady Cecily also claims, at least by 
implication, never to have changed her faith, 
never to have temporized. As we have seen, 
Catholic recusancy in the full sense was by no 
means always the immediate response to the 
Elizabethan settlement: most families, most 
individuals began by compromising. The family 
with an unbroken record of resistance was very 
rare. Even Lady Cecily's eldest son, Sir 
Francis, conformed for part of his life. But 
few could have had a prouder tradition of 
resistance from which to draw strength than 
Lady Cecily, whether viewed as a Stonor or a 
Chamberlayne. Blessed Sebastian Newdigate, 
Blessed Adrian Fortescue, Blessed Margaret Pole 
and Thomas Fitzgerald, 10th Earl of Kildare, 
'Silken Thomas' had all, in their different ways, 
resisted and suffered death in the first years 
of the Reformation and all were kin to Lady 
Cecily or the Stonors. A 15th century marriage, 
that of Sir William Stonor (d. 1494) to Lady Anne 
Neville, daughter of John, Marquess of Montague, 
brought the Stonors onto the fringes of the 
families of Neville, de la Pole, Plantagenet and 
Tudor, and the marriage of Anne Stonor to Adrian 
pox 
Fortescue added the Boleyns to the list. A 
later marriage made them kin to the Bacons and 
the Cecils. 
Stonor itself is in S. Oxfordshire, a little 
north of Henley and close to the border with 
Buckinghamshire. 'Surely', runs a 19th century 
account quoted by Julian Stonor, 'if there 
be a far-removed place of security, this inland 
spot must be it'. 
1 The place was raided after 
Campion's capture, not before. 
Sir Francis Stonor married Cecily 
Chamberlayne in 1552. He died in 1570 and 
Cecily did not re-marry, somewhat to the surprise 
of Henry Clifford, 
2 but lived on at Stonor. 
She appears on the 1577 list of recusants 
3 
as of Bix, a nearby Stonor manor, and is said 
to be worth £300 in lands and £200 in goods: 
for what the figures are worth, this is the 
highest assessment in the county. Also on 
the same list is her sister-in-law the wife of 
1. R. J. Stonor,. cit., p. 245. 
2. H. Clifford,. o,,, p . c'E., p. 39. 
3. SP 12/119/ 51. 
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Henry Stonor of North Stoke. 
1 Four years 
later came the capture of Campion and the 
discovery of the Stonor press: Lady Cecily's 
younger son John now joined his mother as a 
notorious papist. He wr, s imprisoned in the 
Tower, where he converted the Lieutenant's 
daughter, Cecily Hopton. 
2 He was soon released 
into the custody of his elder brother Francis 
3 
and by 1583 was at Douai: he lived the rest of 
his life in exile, though he tried to return 
to England on the death of Elizabeth. 
4 Although 
not a soldier, 
5 he entered Spanish service 
6 
And in 1596 he joined Charles Paget, John 
1. Julian Stonor says that Henry Stonor died in 
1574,2p. cit., pedi¬; ree between pp. 240-1, but he 
was oraere3 to confer with the Vicar of North 
Stoke in June 1593 (Bod_l. MS. Top. O( 
f 
c. 6, f. 10) 
and made his will onBocaber 1603 
Windebanck); it was proved on 17 June 1608. He left 
20 shillings towards the repair of the church of 
North Stoke. His overseers were one John Rowlles, 
John Symeon of Brightwell, and his kinsmen 
William Hildesley and Richard t,: intershul. Henry 
Stonor gives his wife's name as Jane: Julian 
Stonor says she was Margery hovelace. 
2. SP 1216821. 
-8 WP -, r2 1 3. . 
y... onor, op. cit., pp. 261-3,267-8. 
5. A. J. Loomie, ýe anish Elizabethans, 1963, pp. 259-60. 
6. SP 12/185420; SP . In the Tatter 
ocumen (1587) he is accompanied by his cousin 
Francis Owen, son of Richard Owen of Godstow, who 
had then been ten years in Spanish service, and 
was 'a resolute ffelowe'. 
ti04 
Pauncefoot, Charles Neville, Earl of Westmorland 
and others in opposing the Jesuits. 
' Either 
he changed his mind or else his opposition to 
the Jesuits was limited to politics, since when 
he died at Louvain in 1626 he left them 10,000 
florins. 
2 
Meanwhile, Lady Cecily lived on as a recusant 
in Oxfordshire: in 1585 she was required to pay 
X25 for the furnishing of a light horse. 3 She 
paid, as did her brother-in-law Richard Owen; 
Thomas Vachell was required to pay £50, but 
paid only X25: these three head a list of nineteen, 
4 
paying and not paying. In 1586 when the 
recusants were asked to compound for their fines, 
Lady Cecily offered £15, £5 below the largest 
Oxfordshire offer. 
5 A year later, her rents and 
1. A. A. W. A Series, 5, arts. 57,95. Guy Fawkes was among 
those who supported the Jesuits. 
2. Foley, VII, 1179,1475-7. 
3. SP 12/183/331. 
4.0/61, April 1587. 
5.2/18577. William Lenthall, Edmund and Francis 
ow en o ntly? ), Lady Babington and Richard 
Owen offered X20. Most of the offers seem rather 
derisory. What one might call the credibility gap - the difference between what the government should 
have received and what was offered - is 0527 5s, 
sP 12/1§2/55. 
{o-; 
revenues were given as £100 and her goods as 
£30, only Richard Owen and Lady Babington 
being judged to possess more. 
1A list of 
recusants in the Hatfield Calendar records that 
in 1592 she was in prison. 
2 She was still 
alive in 1594 when she paid £9 2s 2d to the 
Exchequer. 
3 
By this time, Francis, the head of the family, 
had, it seems, chosen the Catholic side. He 
still enjoyed a terra as sheriff in 1593 and 
another in 1621, was Member of _'arliament for 
New Woodstock in 1586 and received his knighthood 
from the parsimonious Elizabeth, not the extra- 
vagant James, in 1601. James knighted his 
twenty-two year old son, Henry of Blount's 
Court in Rotherf leid Peppard. As late as 1612 
Sir Francis appeared as 'Indicted desiers tyme 
to be aduised to receaue', along with his 'non 
Comunicant' son Sir Henry. 
4 His kinsmen of the 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. , art, 69,8 November 1687. In 
x or sl re, at is. Sir Thomas Cornwallis 
(Suffolk) is judged at ¬800 and 200 marks; Edmund 
Bedingf ield (Suffolk) at £2,000 and £2,000, and 
so on. But John Talbot of Grafton is judged, 
though only for two named estates, at only £107 
6s 6d and 9240. 
2. HNC Hatf ie ld, IV 270. 
3. ; ar . 69A, f . 164. 4, rn -C-IIo ehe-, Cambridge MS14, art. 6. 
ICS 
North Stoke line were all convicted recusants, 
John, Henry and James. 
I 
But it was the women 
who again stood out. Thomas Chamberlayne wrote 
to Ellesmere, on 16 August 1612, that he had 
gone with the justices to Sir Francis Stonor's 
'whey his Ladie, the Ladie Lentall his daughter, 
Mrs. Crowch his sister, and the Ladie Lentall's 
woman, refused to take the othe of allegeance, 
and theareuppon wee committed them all to prison 
(the Ladie Stonner and Mrs. Crowch being 
recusants convicted)'. They then went on to 
Sir Henry utonor's, but he told them that his 
wife was gone 'because shee would not take the 
othe of allegeance'. 
2 
Sir Francis' lady was Martha Southcote, 
daughter of the Judge, and her daughter-in-law, 
Sir Henry's wife, was Elizabeth, daughter of 
Sir Henry W'odehouse of Waxham, Norfolk, and 
grand-daughter of Sir Nicholas Bacon. One of 
these, presumably the elder, Lady Martha, was 
reported by the Earl of Northampton as having 
1. I have assumed that Henry and James are the 
unnamed sons of John of North Stoke in Julian 
stonor's pedigree o . cit., pp. 240-1. ý, 
2. J. Payne Collier (e); Tfie Egerton Papers. Camden 
Society, 1840, p. 453. See also C`S -LX, 1968,209. 
1C-7 
taken the oath of allegiance later in 1612: 
'The Justices of Oxfordshir haue aduertised 
that my La Stonar in Oxf ordshir and eeme e4l! iep 
Z-s is after two refusalles of the oath of 
allegiance hath taken it and that it hath bens 
taken by some others. Again that some haue 
repaired to thir church since this sharpe course 
of procedinge that befor could not be drawne to 
it... ' Northampton goes on to say that Banbury 
Castle was held the fittest prison for the 
recusants 'as it was in the Q. time' 
1 
and it was 
in Banbury Castle that Lady Elizabeth was later 
imprisoned for some years. 
2 
She was not finally 
released till the reign of Charles I. 
Lady Elizabeth was summoned to appear in 
court at Oxford in June 1630, but sent a servant 
to say that she was 'so infirme & weake & ill 
at ease' that she was not able to come. Then 
in October the same servant reported that she 
was not able to ride and that her coach was 
1. SP 14/ZO/54. 
2. Lady Stonor 'and some fyue other gentellwomen 
of our Cuntrey' were committed to Banbury, to 
the discomfiture of Lord Saye's tenant: Sir 
Anthony Cope to Sir Julius Caesar, B. M. Laannsdd. 
MS. 11, f. 310. 
c) 2 
broken. The court seems then to have given up. 
1 
In 1638 she received royal protection from 
further molestation: 
2 Julian Stonor suggests 
that Dr. William Gibbes may have helped, as 
physician to the Queen, in procuring this protection. 
Gibbes had married Sir Henry's sister "ary. 
Their son, James, was the Imperial Poet Laureate 
to whom Oxford granted an honorary medical degree. 
Sir Henry predeceased his father and Sir 
Francis' third son, Williams succeeded to the 
family estates in 1625, the second son, Francis, 
being passed over for some reason. 
3 
William 
married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Thomas Lake, 
Secretary of State, whose son, Sir Arthur, married 
Anne Plowden, daughter of the elder Francis. 
Anne Plowden's sister Katherine married John 
Chamberlayne of Shirburn Castle, a Stonor 
connection. 
1. Bodl. MS. TO-B. Oxon. c_56, ff. 35,39; R. J. Stonor, op. cit., 
p-. 272 
2. W. Prynne, The Popish Royall Favourite, 1643, p. 6. 
This pardon de`sc'ribesheras 'a wea e and sickly 
women'. 
3. R. J. Stonor, op. cit., p. 273. The date for Sir Henry's 
death givenTne pedigree (1637) is therefore 
wrong. It may be that Francis was disinherited 
because Sir Francis was a tricky or bloody-minded 
character; see B. M. Add. MS. 41140, f. 106, a letter 
(dated 9 SeptemFe`r% in which Lady Elizabeth 
informs her uncle, Sir Nathaniel Bacon, of Sir 
Francis' schemes to swindle his eldest son. It is 
another salutary reminder that the recusants had 
an: ordinary history as well. See also C. R. S. hX, 1968, 
34-36. 
tog 
The arrangements for William Stonor's 
succession had already been made by 1625 and 
Sir Thomas Lake was one of the three trustees 
appointed by Sir Francis. The other two were 
Thomas Erskine, Earl of Kellie and Thomas 
Wentworth of Lincoln's Inn. 
' Kellie's second 
wife, widow of Sir Edward Norris; had been 
buried at Englefield in Berkshire. Wentworth 
was a member of the famous Puritan family of 
Lillingstone Lovell, then in Oxfordshire. 
His mother was Elizabeth, sister of Sir Francis 
Walsingham. He had also succeeded Robert 
Atkinson (d. 1607) as Recorder of Oxford and 
Atkinson's son, Henry of Stowell, Gloucestershire, 
had married Sir Francis Stonor's daughter, 
Ursula. Somewhat confusingly, one of Atkinson's 
daughters, Anne, had married William Wentworth 
of Wentworth Woodhouse, Yorkshire, and was the 
mother of Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Stafford. 
2 
1. PCC 130 Clarke; see D. N. B. and G. E. C. for 
Kellie, Lake and Wen -wor h. The overseers of 
Sir Francis' will were Kellie, Sir John Curson 
and William Hildesley. 
2. Harleian Society XXI, 5; the Oxfordshire and 
ors re 1 en worths were of the same original 
stock. For Robert Atkinson, see page S27. Sir 
Francis Stonor mentions his daughter Atkinson in 
his will and he is himself mentioned in Robert 
Atkinson's will - if either Sir Francis or his 
son-in-law Henry Atkinson attempted to upset any 
of the conditions of Atkinson's will, then the 
bequests made to Henry were to be void, PCC 
87 Huddleston. 
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Elizabeth, sister of the elder Sir 
Francis Stonor, married Richard Wintershul of 
Little Stoke. She was a widow by the time of 
the 1585 light horse assessment and claimed 
that she was 'vtterlie vnable to awnswere the 
charge imposed vpon her', having sold her 
goods to pay her husband's debts, leaving 'but 
one bare annuitie of Thirtye sixe pounds to 
maintaine her and her iiij childhenn'; besides 
this, she owed £80.1 The Richard Wintershul 
who was an overseer of Henry Stonor's will 
and Henry Wintershul who was a convicted 
recusant in 1612 were her sons. 
2 Her daughter 
Bridget 'who sometime served the Lady 
Hungerford at Lovayne' was with Thomas Bloke 
when he was taken passing overseas at the end 
of 1593 or early in 1594. She and one Mrs. 
Hawley, gentlewoman were allowed to pass: as 
farre as I remember shee is a barkshire woman. '3 
Chamberlayne. 
Lady Cecily Stonor was the daughter of 
Sir Leonard Chamberlayne. Sir Leonard, of 
1. SP 12 18 ii. She is there said to be of hec en on. g MM. Lansd. MS. , art. 69 (1587) gives her as worth 0n goods. 
2. Harleian Society V, 184. 
3.12724M. Iq-January 1593/4. Anne, wife of r Walter Hungerford was the sister of the Duchess of Feria. For Blake see page 246 
Shirburn and elsewhere in Oxfordshire, was 
1 
Keeper of Woodstock Park and Governor of 
Guernsey. He was employed in the Tower of 
London in 1549, that is in the reign of Edward 
VI, a fact which may seem to support H. E. 
Salter's claim that he was 'an ardent Puritan' 
at the time, although a Catholic under Mary 
and Elizabeth till his death in 1561.2 To 
historians of the Channel Islands he is 'the 
bigoted Roman Catholic' to whom Dean Amy and 
Bailiff Gosselin offered up the Cauches family 
as a proof of their orthodoxy. 
3 His sons 
continued the connection with the Islands, a 
fact of interest on two counts: firstly, the 
Channel Islands were the last of the Queen's 
dominions in which a foreign spiritual 
1, As with so many others, the histories of the 
Chamberlayne family rarely agree: fortunately, 
it need not concern us when or how the family 
came to Oxfordshire, but see below for other 
confusions. 
2. Bodl. MS. T_o Oxon. c. 206, H. E. Salter, Some 
a erTäls for the or 
of 
Shirburn, p. 295" 
3, : ý, a rey, _, _s_s_a_ s on Guernsey 1 , 1936, pp. 70,76; J. UttIy', T he Story oe Channel 
Islands, 1966, p. 86. Cagierrine C_aucEe's and her 
aug er were burnt on 19 July 1556. 
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jurisdiction was recognized. 
' Secondly, it 
throws an odd light upon the Elizabethan polity 
that members of a Catholic family should have 
been placed in a position to help an invader. 
Sir Leonard's eldest son Francis succeeded him 
on Guernsey; his second son George obtained a 
grant of Alderney from the queen in 1560 but 
later 'fled to Flanders to organize Catholic 
plots', 
2 
and the grant later passed either to the 
third son John or else, in 1586, to his son Sir 
John of Longcombe, Oxfordshire-3 The Alderney 
interest was sold to the Earl of Essex in 1590 
or 1591, but he leased it back to William 
Chamberlayne, presumably the son of Sir Leonard's 
youngest son, William. 
1. That of the Bishop of Coutances, recognized (in 
principle) by the Privy Council in 1565. There 
is no record of their being brought to book for 
this breach of their Oath of Supremacy. Alexander 
VI had transferred the Islands to the see of 
Winchester in 1499, but this order had been 
ignored. 
2. J. Uttley, 2k. cit., p. 98. According to Salter this 
flight was 'uppon the rebellion in the Forth', 
Bodl. MS. Top. O_xon. c. 206, p. 82. 
3. =. . A: ýold. 1ng and 3. rance, A History of and Guide 
to Alderne , n. d., p. 92i J. UttTey, looc. `ci7says the Fran was in 1584 to the third son Join, the 
date may be more correct but the elder John was 
not a knight. Both Johns were killed, the father 
at Rouen, the son in Ireland. 
fl3 
Shirburn passed from father to son till 
1615, but this main branch of the family would 
notice 
appear to have either avoided /as Catholics 
in Oxfordshire or else to have avoided Oxford- 
shire altogether. John, Sir Leonard's third 
son, figured on the 1577 list of recusants as 
'late of St. Aldates and nowe of Godstoe', and 
was said to be worth 9,6,000: the report 
continues, 'He bordeth in his house suche as be 
enemies. As one Hord, MIr Mathewe &ee'. 
1 
In 1610 Sir Robert Chamberlayne of Shirburn 
acquired a licence to travel abroad for three 
years 'with 3 servants 2 naggs and C50 in money': 
the licence was renewed in 1613 for 2 years. 
2 
His absence from England may explain his absence 
from the 1612 list of Catholics. He visited 
his kinswoman Jane Dormer, Duchess of Feria on 
22 January 1613/4, then on her death-bed. He 
asked for her blessing and she told him, 'cousin, 
1. SP 12/118V-32. He had married Elizabeth Owen of 
os ow. In"B. N. Harl. MS. 60 art. 1 he, if it be 
he, appears as of Kid ing on, a mile or two away 
from Godstow; also in SP 12/119/6. He is included 
in a 1574 list of Catho cs, apparently compiled 
in the interest of Mary Queen of Scots, C. R. S. XIII, 
1913,102,120, along with his brothers William 
and George, his nephew Robert, and Richard Owen 
of Godstow. 
2. Bodl. MS. T2. Oxon. c. 206, p. 69. He left Sir 
rancTs S ono-r--fo erect his servant Thomas Deane 
in the care of Shirburn. 
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you see my speech begins to fail me; but what 
I wish you is, that you look to it, to stand 
strong and firm in the Catholic faith'. 
1 He 
never returned to England, being drowned or 
murdered in 1615 or 1616 'between Tripoli and 
the Isle of Ciprus, as is conceived'. 
2 He left 
no children, and his brother and his sister, 
Lady Anne Simeon, died about the sarge time, 
also without issue. 
This left as the next heir George, son of 
George, Sir Leonard's second son. This 
George Chamberlayne was the future Bishop of 
Ypres and executor of the will of John Stonor 
of Louvain. He was not the last male of his 
line and he did not renounce his claim to the 
Chamberlayne inheritance in favour of his 
'sister', Lady Abergavenny. 
3 Failing George, 
excluded either through his own act or because 
he was an alien and a Catholic ecclesiastic, the 
next heir was John, son of George's cousin 
Sir John Chamberlayne. John married Catherine 
1. f. Clifford, op. cit., p. 19k. 
2 Bod1. MS. T, op. Oxon. c. 206, pp.? 0,82,295. 
3. : 
",: S nor, off.. c t., p. 277" Gillow spares him the 
relationship bünot the renunciation in her 
favour. Stapleton makes John, the father of the 
heiresses, die in the reign of James I and brings 
in the Bishop's renunciation in the form of a 
passage from the Athenae Oxoniensis, Stapleton, p. 
268. Wood ought noýtoo have ma ee`-eiich a -mistake. 
ilti 
Plowden, was penalised for his faith in 1649 
and died in 1650 
1 
or 1651,2 and left two 
daughters. Of these, the elder, Mary, married 
Sir Thomas Gage of Firle, Sussex and the 
younger, Elizabeth, married Lord Abergavenny: 
and Shirburn passed to the Gage family until 1716. 
There were other Chamberlaynes in Oxford- 
shire, as Sir Thomas, Chief Justice of Chester, 
Justice of the King's Bench and Richard, 
Clerk of the Court of Wards. Richard, who 
owned land in Warwickshire and who settled in 
Oxford after the Civil War and the Restoration, 
has been described as a member of the Shirburn 
family. 
3 This seems unlikely. Both, however, 
and it is of some interest that this should 
be the case, could claim some remote kinship 
with the Catholic Chamberlaynes of Shirburn: 
Sir Thomas married a Fermor of Easton Neston 
4 
and Richard was less creditably attached to 
Susan Lucy. 
S 
1. Bodl. Wood NS. P31, ff. 76v, 77. 
2. $o . op. ßxon. c. 206, p. 295. 3: , BT1_, 
An ntro uc on to the Histor and Records 
of the Court of Wards and-Tiveries, , pp. 2 
. 
4.3-. J. F0-war an ara am Burke, Genealogical 
Collections, Pt. 1: I Fermor, pp. 4-5. 
5. air. ax- ucy, Charlecote and the Luc s, 1958, PP" 
1 C7-8. The ref erence -is to o erT-C am erlayne, but 
he is called a Clerk in the Court of Wards. The 
Lucys could claim kinship to various Catholic 
Oxfordshire families, through (for example) the 
Spencers and the Fermors. Sir Thomas Lucy had been 
an overseer of the will of his kinsman Thomas 
Fermor of Somerton, PCC 30 Arundell. 
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Owen. 
Richard Owen, who married Nary Chamberlayne, 
Lady Cecily Stonor's sister, and whose own 
sister married John Chamberlayne, was the 
eldest son of the royal physician George 
Owen. 1 George reveived various monastic 
lands in Oxfordshire as payment for his 
services. Many of these were soon sold, some 
to the University, but Godstow, a mile or 
two to the north of Oxford, was retained as 
the family seat. Richard, as we have seen, 
was among the wealthier Oxfordshire recusants, 
and he was, also, beyond question, the most 
tenacious - among male recusants at least. 
And yet every penny that he paid out in fines 
had been taken from the Catholic Church in 
the first place. Whether a family could prosper 
on such a foundation long remained a matter 
for debate. In 1720 Sir Philip Sydenham told 
Thomas Hearne that ever since his family had 
acquired Church lands they had been decreasing 
1. George Owen was Member of Parliament for 
Oxford in 1558, as was his second son William 
in 1572. William died in 1580 and no evidence 
has been found of his religion. 
11-1 
but before flourishing and increasing. 
'He justly observes', says Hearne, 'that 
Sacrilege is certainly a Canker to all 
Estates'. Later Charles Eyston of East 
Hendred told Hearne that this did not apply 
where the owners were Roman Catholics and 
some years later still, another Catholic friend, 
Mr. Kimber of Holywell, told him the same. 
' 
In 1573 Richard and Mary obtained a 
licence to travel overseas for two years. 
2 
A list of persons overseas compiled in 1531 
gives Richard's son William as either at 
Rheims or Rome with the privity of his father. 
3 
Unfortunately the Harleian pedigree of the 
Owens does not record a William, son of 
Richard, although it was a family name. 
4 
The 1581 list goes on to record that Elizabeth 
and Margery, daughters to '4 e se. i4 #eäep4 
@Wen [sic % William Hart of Eynsham gent' 
1. T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (O. H. S. 
XLVIII andL, 1906-7'f'V =, -, '7M7 and VIII, 148. 
. 2. SP 12/154V5 
3" Sp 12/150/9 " 4. ar eian ociety V1127-8. 
'I 
were nuns 'at Roan in Normandy', which is 
not very helpful: again, according to the 
Harleian pedigree, Richard did not have two 
such daughters. It is true that such pedigrees 
were not infallible. It is also true that 
there were other Owens on the Continent. The 
Mrs. Owen of Oxfordshire and Holborn who had 
a son, Robert, at Rome about 1580 
1 
was 
presumably not Mary of Godstow. 
Mary and Richard did have a son at Rome 
about this time, of whom Persons writes 'that 
little Christofer Owen (I thinke you know him; 
he is Mr Owens sonne of Godstow) having halfe 
an ague in his chamber, came running downe 
and would go out too, and said, Uolo potius 
mergi in Tiberim, quam sine istis hic manere', 
2 
this when many of the students at the English 
College were preparing to leave it in protest 
against the system there. He died shortly 
afterwards. The Harleian pedigree does record 
a Christopher Owen. It also records a 
1. Sp 12/146 1 37. There was a priest of this name. 
2. R. , , 61. Persons is addressing William Good. 
lt 
Francis, the 'resolute ffelowe' who was in 
Spanish service. 
1 
Richard appears on the 1577 list as worth 
£100 in lands and £100 in goods. 
2 Three 
years later he was in prison in London, 
eventually being released in 1583, after 
discharges on bond and returns: 
3 
at one time 
during this period, someone helpfully jotted 
on one prison list, 'Quaere if he be not 
committed about newe matters concerninge 
eyther the Erle of Arundell or Sir John 
Arundell'. 
4 
In the 1585 assessment on recusants for 
light horse, Owen was charged with furnishing 
one light horse, that is, with payment of £25, 
which he paid. 
5 In May 1586 he offered £20 
to compound for his recusancy fines, being 
then judged to be worth £160.6 Owen had 
paid for a light horse before, as a landowner, 
1. SP 12 206 8, and see page 103 ; A. J. Loomie, 
o. ci ., p. 5. 
2.11 i. 
3. , , 62; C. R. S. II, 1906,222; B. M. Harl. 3O, arts. 1,30. Thus he was convic etc. or 
recusancy in London from 6 October 1581, 
E 322 426, rotulet 45. 
4 ; Pt '11 . 1581? 
59 1; SP 12/200/61; SP 12/206/8. 
6. . 
I )c 
not as a recusant: in 1570 he appears on a 
list of fourteen Oxfordshire gentlemen, four 
of whom were rich enough to supply a demi-lance, 
the rest light horsemen. The four were Sir 
Richard Wenman, Sir Christopher Brome, 
Simon Harcourt and Thomas Gibbon. The list was 
made too early for it to be worth while to 
attempt to say exactly how iriany were Catholics, 
how many not, but, very roughly, it is about 
seven to seven. 
In 1588, the year of the Armada, the 
authorities collected all supposedly dangerous 
recusants for internment, such as Lord Vaux, 
Sir Thomas Cornwallis and Sir Thomas Tresham. 
In July Richard Owen of Godstow found himself 
at Ely. Dean Willis of Worcester was responsible 
for sending him and presumably Owen had been 
imprisoned under his charge for some time 
previously - since the previous Noveiber, perhaps, 
if he was arrested at the same time as Sir 
Alexander Colepeper. From Ely, the prisoners 
were removed to London, where they remained 
2 
under house arrest. Owen did not accompany 
1. SP 12/67/351. 
2. _. Manner MS. 1'18, ff. 12Q-131. See pages 6Io-62o. 
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Colepeper to Broughton in 1590, but he was at 
Banbury in 1592.1 In the meantime, in 1591, 
John Snowden had written to Robert Cecil, 
'my L. Vauz Sir Tho Tressam Mr Talbot Mr Owen 
& Mr Townesley are accounted very good subiects, 
& greate aduersaryes of the Spaynyshe practises, 
& these I take to be the most markable 
Catholiques, & hyt is sayde amonge them that yf 
euer occasion be offered they wyll requyte the 
relaxation which now is afforded them... '2 Also 
in 1592 he appears on a list of recusants 
bound over by the Archbishop of Canterbury. 3 
Imprisonment is one sign of his local 
importance. The major sign is his towering 
domination of those Oxfordshire Catholics 
unfortunate enough to find their way onto the 
recusant rolls and unfortunate enough also to 
have up to two thirds of their property 
sequestrated. In the third recusant roll property 
of Thomas Vachell, who was primarily a Berkshire 
1. B. M. Add. MS. 2092, f. 138,24 September 1592. 
See also HMC atý, IV, 267,270. 
2. SP 12/297. 
3. B. M. ar M. 042, f . 21Ov. 
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landowner, is recorded as paying 913 4s 8d, of 
William Bourne £'13 6s 8d, of Thomas Horde 
£27 14s 8d, 1 of Lady Stonor £30 
2 
and of 
Richard Owen £65 15s 64d. Eight others owed 
sums ranging from 3s 4d to £4.3 In the eleventh 
roll, Horde was at first paying 127 14s, but 
this went up to £55 13s 21-d; Vachell was now 
paying £25 15s 9d; and Richard Owen was paying 
£159 2s 2d and j of ld. 
k It went down to #; 133 
6s 8d later, but even with that concession 
Owen was the only Oxfordshire recusant who was 
clearly paying a crippling fine for his faith, 
though, of course, smaller sums may have been 
crippling to those who paid them. 
His wife Mary was not required to take 
the stand that her sister Cecily did: the head 
of the Owen family was a recusant and she 
was not a widow. But on at least one occasion 
she appeared before the ecclesiastical 
1. Thomas Horde married Dorothy Chamberlayne, 
sister of Lady Cecily Stonor and Mary Owen. 
2. Francis Stonor was the 'farmer' thereof. 
3, E Owen owed the same in E 377/1. 
4,1. An indication that the assessment 
ce above was, as one would expect, low. 
But see W. R. Trimble, oa. cit., p. 219. George Owen 
was now 'the farmer'. 
ll3 
commissioners in London at the same time 
as her husband. 
1 The list in question ends 
with the note, 'Many others haue byn conuented 
before the Comission that have geven bond for 
their conformytie and yet the same is very 
donbtfull to haue byn performed of many of 
them'. Whatever else the Elizabethan 
authorities were, they were not complete fools. 
Mary Owen was dead by November 1597 when 
George Chamberlayne, the future bishop, wrote 
to Creswell, asking him to tell the Duchess 
of Feria 'that I was sorry I could not come in 
time to do her commendations to my aunt Owen; 
for she died a little before I arrived. '2 
George Owen, whom we have seen 'farming' 
his father's land, was Richard's heir. He 
and his wife Jenerosa were the only Owens to 
appear on the 1612 list, he as a non-communicant, 
she as a convicted recusant. John Owen the 
traitor is dealt with in another chapter. 
Jane Owen who wrote An Antidote against Purgatory 
was of the Godstow family 
3 but it is not clear 
1. B. M. Harl. MB. 60, art. 30,28 April 1580. 
2. RM ufie 1,474. 
'Än 
.ioe against 
Pur ato ... Written by that 3ý nr uo , annd or Gentle-wo-man (e 
onour -0 
r exe of r Learning in l_aýni 
' 
Mrs. 
ane wen, T to of GOdStow, n xrrdsll r , -'{c eceased, 
ancý'now ý ssýee T aft er her dea ,. Te wor önt ins noT-u-r%fier iogr phica=detail. 
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exactly who she was, though it has been claimed 
that she must have been the wife of John 
the traitor. 
Fortescue. 
H. L. Salter considered it possible 'that 
it was Sir Adrian Fortescue who originally 
was the cause of the strength of the Roman 
Catholics in Oxfordshire in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries'. 
2 
His previous re; nark 
that the Stonors, made Catholic by the memory 
of Sir Adrian, whose first wife had been Anne 
Stoner, then persuaded other county families 
'e. g. the Symeons and the Chamberlains' is less 
acceptable: Cecily Chamberlayne had more 
influence upon the Stonors than any Stonor had 
upon the Chamberlaynes. But it is true that 
the Catholic gentry in Oxfordshire could look 
to an example that few other counties shared. 
One of their number, a kinsman of many of them, 
had been among the very few who had refused all 
1. H. E. G. Rope, A Forgotten Booklet', The Venerabile, 
XVIII, 1956,28. 
2. V_C. H. II, 190?, 31. 
I I,:;, 
truck with the new religion from the very start. 
There is no evidence to shew that his 
memory exerted any such local influence, but 
one can agree with Salter that it is possible. 
The history of Sir Adrian's immediate 
descendants shews that that influence, if it 
existed at all, was certainly not automatic. 
His eldest son, Sir John Fortescue of Salden, 
would appear to have completely. ignored his 
father's example, or perhaps rather to have 
learnt from it a very different lesson. 
Simultaneously 
I Master of the Great Wardrobe, 
Under Treasurer of the Exchequer, Chancellor 
of the Exchequer and Chancellor of the Duchy 
of Lancaster, he was an important Elizabethan 
official. His sister Elizabeth married Sir 
Thomas Bromley, the Lord Chancellor. But his 
brother Sir Anthony, Sir Adrian's youngest son, 
married Katherine, daughter of Sir Geoffrey 
Pole, and in 1561 entered upon a conspiracy 
1. From 1601. James I replaced him in 1603 as 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Several other 
members of the family, including Sir John's 
son Francis, were Members of Parliament. 
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with his brothers-in-law Arthur and Edward Pole. 
1 
Sir John took as his first wife Cicely, 
daughter of Sir Edmund Ashf ie ld of Ewelme. 
2 
They were married not later than 1556, so the 
marriage is no sign of Sir John's secret 
Catholicism. She died in 1570, so that one 
cannot easily attribute the Catholicism of her 
son, Sir Francis, to any Ashfield influence. 
Sir Adrian's Oxfordshire estates included 
Brightwell, Shirburn3and Stonor. Other 
causes besides his attainder took most of 
these away from the family. Sir John took as 
his chief seat Salden in Buckinghamshire, which 
he began to acquire in 1559,4 but, whether or 
not he inherited any Oxfordshire land when he was 
1. Sir Anthony's eldest son, also Anthony, was 
accused of helping the Earl of Arundel to leave 
the kingdom in 1585; his second son, John, had a 
marginal association with the Gunpowder Plot, 
T. Fortescue, Lord Clermont, A Hin78see 
To 
Y. -F. ison, 'John Gerard and the Gunpowder Plot', 
Recusant His tor V. 1959,43-58. This John was at 
one time con used with Sir John the Privy 
Councillor, see J. Morris, The Troubles of our 
Catholic Forefathers , I, 1872(4 -7,, I 71 . 
ÄnoFFer 
o escues of Cookhill, was questioned 
as to his knowledge of the Plot, T. Fortescue, op. cit., 
p. 17. Sir Thomas Knyvett, who arrested Guy Fawls, 
married the daughter of Sir Adrian's widow. 
2. Another family connected with the Gunpowder 
plot $ SP 14/2_16/132. 
3. V. C. H. . 4. ortescue, op. cit., p. 313. 
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restored in blood, he also acquired several 
Oxfordshire estates. In 1560 his cousin 
Elizabeth made him. Keeper of Cornbury Park 
and in 1588 and 1598 the grant was renewed, 
along with the Keepership of Wychwood Forest, 
to Sir John and his heir Francis, first for 
their lives and then to their heirs .1 In 1565 
he leased from the Queen the manor of Swyncombe, 
with other lands in the same parish: the 
Swyncombe lease passed to the Fettiplaces, one 
of whom purchased the manor outright in 11627.2 
Towards the end of Elizabeth's reign he bought 
Burford from the Crown. Burford was soon re- 
sold to Sir Laurence Tanfield and from the 
Tanfields it passed tc Lucius, 2nd Viscount 
Falkland, who sold it to the Lenthalls. 
3 
There was much property elsewhere, especially 
in Gloucestershire and Buckinghamshire, 4 but 
1. V. J. Watney, Cornbury and the Forest of 
ýW chwood, 191 , p0 p. xvi-xii n tea , Eoth 
passed to Henry Danvers in 1615. 
2. J. S. C. Bridge, A Short History of Swyncombe, 
1955, pp. 46948, 'b7,9" 
3. M. S. Gretton, Burford Past and Present, 1945, pp. 63, 
78. 
4. Sir Francis sold two Gloucestershire manors to 
the Cravens in 1620 and several Buckinghamshire 
manors to Buckingham in 1619, T. Fortescue, 22. 
cit., p. 278. 
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Sir Francis inherited a sufficient interest in 
Oxfordshire . 
Sir Francis was a Catholic. His wife, 
Grace Manners, was one of John Gerard's 
converts, and Sir Francis himself knew Gerard 
and heard his sermons, but Gerard implies 
that Sir Francis was already a Catholic, 'Fe 
was a schismatic (that is, a Catholic by 
conviction), but there was no hope of converting 
him'. 
' He had plenty of Catholic connections. 
In 1612 he was listed as a non-communicant and 
a note was added 'and most of the officers under 
him neare the fforrest of Wahichwoode & 
corneburie parke conuicted recusants or non 
comunicants'. 
2 
Sir Francis' eldest son Sir John, created 
a baronet in 1636, made another Oxfordshire 
Catholic marriage, to Frances Stanley, daughter 
of Sir Edward of Eynsham and sister of Venetia 
Digby. A younger son, Adrian, was a Jesuit, 
and used the alias Talbot. There are two points 
to notice about Fr. Adrian: firstly, in 1653 he 
1. J. Gerard, The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, 
ed. by P. Caräman, ,5 , P. 
` -' 
2. Trinity Co11eRe, Camb e MS_R. 5.14, art. 6. 
1ýg 
was buried at Iluddington in the parish church, 
complete with memorial brass; 
1 
secondly, 
Lord Clermont's family history does not 
record Adrian's profession. There are family 
and parish histories which discreetly ignore 
papistry, but Lord Clermont's is not of this 
sort: he gives full details of Sir Adrian's 
martyrdom, even noting the desire of 19th 
century Catholics to procure his canonization, 
and he records the Catholicism of Sir Adrian's 
younger son's family, as also of another 
Fortescue line, that of Cookhill. What he 
knows about the religion of the Salden line, 
he puts down, as that Frances was a nun at 
Louvain. That there is a great deal that 
even a conscientious historian does not know 
about the religion of his own family is itself 
an historiographical fact of some interest. 
Of Sir Francis' daughters, one, Dorothy, 
married Sir Robert Throckmnorton of Coughton, 
another, Mary, married John, 10th Earl of 
1. '. Humphreys, Studies in Worcestershire 
Histor , 1938, p. rKdrian s niece rances 
ao was the first wife of Sir George 
Wyntour of Huddington. 
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Shrewsbury, and a third, Frances, became a nun 
at St. Monica's, Louvain. Once again, her 
entry involved something of a family reunion: 
she was professed on 19 June 1622 along with 
S. Augustine Bedingf ield, whose mother was a 
Fortescue of Lordington, 
' 
and S. Mary Pole. 
Mary Fortescue, Sir Anthony's grand-daughter, 
had been professed in 1617, 'her father of no 
great estate but of ancient family'. 
2 
Sir John, the first baronet, died in 1656. 
The next generation was, as even Lord Clermont 
was aware, unequivocally Catholic. The 
second baronet's second wife was a Stonor. 
Nicholas Fortescue, of another branch of 
the family, was Groom Porter to Henry VIII and 
obtained monastic lands in Worcestershire and 
Gloucestershire. He also bought land in 
Warwickshire and married a Warwickshire wife, 
Katherine Skinner, perhaps related to Francis 
plowden's friend. His son William of Cookhill, 
1. A. Hamilton, The Chronicle of the En lish 
Au ustinian Canonesses Re u-ar of the Lateran 
t. Monica s in Louvain, - 4T+ ( 40. 
2. iami oil n, p c3E. -, J, 160. 
I 31 
Worcs. married Ursula, daughter of Richard 
Newport, a marriage which may have brought 
these Fortescues further into our Catholic 
cousinage. 
1 Certainly William's son Sir 
Nicholas of Cookhill was a Catholic and when 
he died in November 1633 the executors of his 
will included Sir Basil Brooke of Madeley 
and Francis Plowden of Shiplake. 
2 
He was also 
surveyor general of the King's lands in 
Worcestershire and Chamberlain of the Exchequer, 
maugre his Catholicism. In the next generation 
one younger son, Francis, married Frances 
Peyton, an Oxfordshire girl, and another, 
Nicholas, 
3 became a Knight of Malta, his kinsmen 
Sir John Fortescue of Salden and John, 10th 
Earl of Shrewsbury vouching for his nobility. 
John Fortescue, younger son of Sir Anthony 
and Katherine Pole, who was or was not involved 
in the aff airs of the Gunpowder Plotters, 
4 
was 
1. See the pedigrees at the back of A. Keen and R. 
Lubbock, The Annotator, 1954. But I am not sure 
who RicharcTNewport was. 
2. T. Fortescue, op. cit., p. 26. 
3. He was at the-EngTish College, Rome at the same 
time as John Milton and was later killed either 
at Preston or Marston Moor. 
4. See page 1226. 
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at that time the occupant of a house in 
Blackfriars. In 1613 this house was purchased 
by William Shakespeare. Shakespeare leased 
the house to John Robinson, whose father, 
also John, had been in the service of Sir John 
Fortescue, the Privy Councillor. The family 
was Catholic and Shakespeare's relationship 
with his tenant does not seem to have been 
a purely business one. 
1 Moreover, Shakespeare 
in 1612 composed verse epitaphs for Sir Thomas 
Stanley of Tong, Shropshire, whose grand- 
daughter Frances married Sir John Fortescue. 
2 
Two intriguing coincidences, if coincidences at all. 
Stanley. 
Sir Edward Stanley, grandson of Edward, 
3rd Earl of Derby, held Eynsham, which had 
been settled on his father, Sir Thomas, 
3 
and 
which, by a private Act of Parliament of 1606-7, 
was to revert to the Earls of Derby on Sir 
Edward's death. He is said to have lived 
1. H. Mutschmann and K. Wentersdorf, Shakespeare 
and Catholicism, 1952, p. 139. 
2. Mrs. Es ai e, akespeare's Verses in Tong 
Church, Sh ropsý Archaeolo ical Society, 4th 
series: L 19 16; u sc mann and 
K. Wvntersdorf, op. cit., p. 174. 
3. Sir Thomas die'rin 1576 and was then of Tong in 
Shropshire. He left his property equally between 
his wife Margaret Vernon and his son Edward, 
PCC 39 Carew. 
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elsewhere, 
1 but he was included on the 1612 
list of Oxfordshire Catholics as a non- 
com7nunicant, 'but the minister saieth that 
hereafter he haue promiseth to shoe all 
christian dueties'. 
2 
He also described himself 
as of Eynsham in his will and was buried 
there. 3 He died in 1632, leaving his estate 
to his unmarried daughter Petronella. His 
wife was Lucy Percy, daughter of Thomas, 7th 
Earl of Northumberland (Blessed Thomas Percy). 
Wherever Sir Edward himself lived, his daughter 
Venetia was brought up at Eynsham, where the 
young Kenelm Digby used to visit her. 
Since the Earls of Derby retained their 
interest in Eynsham and were prepared to go 
to law about it, and since they also held the 
1. E. Chambers E nsham under the Monks (O. F. S. 
XVIII, 19363 , see 
alsoS 4 5, where he is 
described as of Winwick, Lancs. Sir Tomas had 
received a lease of the rectory of Winwick in 1563 
from his kinsman Bishop Stanley. When the rector 
tried to cancel the lease in 1618, the Earl of 
Worcester, Sir John Fortescue and his wife Frances, 
and her sister Petronella Stanley held it, 
V. C. H. Lancs. IV, 1911 , 127-8n. 2. rnt Colleg e, Cambrid ge MS. H. 5.14, art. 6. 
122 Audley ;O Iý, 'i ,1q. 2. 3.15 
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manor of Bicester until 1597,1 it is 
necessary to say something about their 
religious position. It was not a simple one. 
The Earls themselves conformed, actively 
conformed, but many of their close relations 
were open Catholics, and more important, since 
they could not necessarily help their relations, 
so were many of their friends and followers. 
2 
For example, another Sir Edward Stanley was 
taken at a Mass said at Lady Morley's chamber 
by Aldgate on 4 April 1574.3 The 3rd Earl, Sir 
Thomas Stanley's father, married, as his second 
wife, Margaret Barlow, sister of Alexander Barlow 
of Barlow, Lancs. 
4 Barlow, who was an executor of 
his brother-in-law's will, died in prison or 
shortly after his release from prison in 1584; his 
daughter, Jane, was a nun; and his grandson Ambrose, 
a Benedictine, was executed in 1641.5 Nor did the 
1. V. C. H. VI, '1959,22; J. Dunkin, Bicester, 1816, p. 164. 
2.7' Leatherbarrow, The Lancashire Elizabethan 
Recusants (Chetham Socie y, N. .C , 1947) 977 
. ev n, 
Hamlet's Divinity and other essays, 
1963, p"82. 
3. B. M. Lansd. MS. 19, art. 21. Lady Morley was also 
af'tanley. 
4. G. E. C. To Countess Margaret, her stepson Sir 
Thomas was 'the good Stanley', Palatine Note-Book, 
IV, 1884,229. 
5. Palatine Note-Book, IV, 1884,205-214; B M. Harl. MS. 0rß'} : f6 . 
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Earls themselves entirely escape suspicion. ' 
In 1583 Henry, 4th Earl of Derby was said to 
be contributing to the relief of papists in 
prison. 
2 What also adds a certain piquancy to 
the family's somewhat equivocal position is 
that the Earls of Derby were themselves heads 
of a Protestant church, that of the Isle of 
Man, whose bishop, for example, they and their 
heirs continued to appoint until the reign of 
George III. 
3 
Such was the Elizabethan position. By the 
17th century the Derbys had shaken off their 
dubious allegiance to the old religion and James, 
seventh Earl, 'embraced the vocation of an 
Anglican martyrdom'. 
4 The Church of England is 
not fortunate in its martyrs and Earl James is 
said to have been converted or reconciled to the 
Church of Rome by Cuthbert Clifton, a Jesuit, 
on his way to the scaffold. 
5 The story is an 
unlikely one, but it is not impossible: in 
recusant history, nothing is. 
1. See J. S. Leatherbarrow, op. cit. 1p. 43; H. Aveling, Northern Catholics, 196b-, p 5; E. H. Stenning, 
or ra 
BR 
the le of Man, 1958, pp. 50-51. 
2. SP 1 
3. ee . enning, o . cit., pp G6,70 et sec. Elizabeth, however, assumed the rdship of Man herself on the 
death of Ferdinando, fifth Earl, and it was not 
restored to the Stanleys until 1610. 
4. J. S. Leatherbarrow, ýo . cit., p. 33. Eynsham was then held by his wife CharT tte de is. Tremouille. 
5. Cher Society, LXVII, 1867, ccclxi-ccclxix. 
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Fettiplace. 
The Fettiplaces had an equally complex 
history. There were so many of them spread 
over Oxfordshire and Berkshire that it was 
inevitable they should have Catholic kin and 
not at all unlikely that some of them should be 
Catholics themselves. One branch at least 
was Catholic, that of Swyncombe, Oxfordshire, 
Others crop up here and there, 
' 
although perhaps 
the most interesting ire those who do not 
crop up where expected: Catherine Fettiplace, 
wife of the exile Sir Francis Englefield, for 
example, was not a Catholic. And Basil 
Fettiplace, Sheriff of Berkshire, reported in 
1585, 'the Ladye ffetyplace (yf hit be the wyf 
of my good ffather deceasyde, your honors 
meanethe) you beleve, vppon my poore creditt 
shee is noe recusant'. 
2 
Swyncombe came into Fettiplace hands 
through the Fortescuesand the Ashfields. Francis 
Fettiplace bought the manor of Swyncombe itself 
1. For example, John Fettiplace of a Berkshire 
branch appeared on the 1586 list of recusant 
offers to compound, but only on behalf of his 
wife and two daughters, SP 12/189/54. 
2. SP 12/183/63. . It is easy to appreciate and share 
is s ig esitancy as to the identity of Lady 
Fettiplace. There is a volume of pedigrees, 
J. R. Dunlop, The Family of Fettiplace, 1918. 
1-2)-7 
in 1627. He inherited the Fortescue interest 
from his uncle, Sir Edmund of Swinbrook and 
his father, Alexander, had already inherited 
the Ashfield interest in 15'78. This Alexander 
had been brought up by Sir Edmund Ashfield, 
his grandfather, 
1 
and was a recusant: on 16 
May 1608 the benefit of his recusancy was 
granted to John Dixon and on 15 Deceiber 1609 
it was regranted to Edmund Roiden and others. 
2 
He was also among those called to take the oath 
of allegiance in 1612.3 He died in 1616. His 
heir Francis married Dorothy Yate of Lyford 
and his daughters, Jane and Elizabeth, married 
William Bishop of Brailes and Thomas Wollascott 
of Tidmarsh, Berkshire. The Yates of Buckland 
were already related to the Fettiplaces 
several times over. But since it was very 
difficult to avoid relationship with this 
prolific family, 
4 it would be too tedious to 
attempt to trace the full extent of their 
kinship with the various Catholic families - 
1. See Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, ff. 158v-159 for the 
Ashf ieIa re ations ip. 
2. B. M. Add. M, ff. 22v, 40. On both occasions 
fie was described as of Kingston, Berks. i. e. 
Kingston Winslow. On 15 June 1609 the recus, ncy of 
Thomas Fettiplace of Buckland and Christopher 
Fettiplace of Kingston was granted, f. 34v. 
ý. SP 14Z70/9,8 July 1612. 
y., iver Cromwell was perhaps the : cost important 
of their kin by marriage. 
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and, of course, non-Catholic families - of 
the area. 
Francis Fettiplace of ßwyncombe does 
not seem to have been molested but he was 
reported as a papist and Royalist by Sir 
Samuel Lul: e in 1642.1 His cousins of Swinbrook 
were not Catholics. 
Lenthall. 
If the Fettiplaces were remotely connected 
with Oliver Cromwell, the Lenthalls actually 
produced Speaker Lenthall. 
William Lenthall of Latchford in the 
parish of Great Haseley headed the list of 
Oxfordshire Catholics in 1586, along with his 
wife and two daughters, offering x, 20.2 His 
younger son William was also on the list, 
offering only 92. The elder William's first 
wife was Jane Brome, 
3 daughter of Sir John of 
Holton; his second, who was the mother of his 
children, was Isabel Bond. William made his 
will in February 1587 and it was proved on 6 
1. Journal of Sir Samuel Luke (O. R. S. XXIX, 1950) 71- 
2.1 8 
-2 3. o .. Berks. b. 2, f. 29v, pedigrees collected ry-V. arke ;_ aran Society jV, 1871 , 200. 
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November. 1 He desired that his body should 
be buried in the parish church of Great 
Haseley 'within my Chappell' and made a 
somewhat curious arrangement for prayers to 
be said there every year. Amongst the relations 
mentioned in his will were William and 
Robert Tempest, 'theire sister my neece Belson' 
2 
Nicholas Pigott and Robert and Constance 
Knightley. 
3 
William's eldest son John had died in 1581. 
He was a Catholic by the admittedly fallible 
marital test, his wife being Eleanor Lee, sister 
of Fr. Roger, S. J., and daughter of Avis Ashfield. 
Of John's children, one D. Anne Agnes, was a 
Benedictine nun at Brussels, and became 
Abbess of her convent in 1642.4 Another, Sir 
Edmund, a Trinity College man, married Elizabeth 
Stonor, daughter of the younger Sir Francis. 
Sir Edmund was a non-communicant in 1612 and 
1. PCC 68 Spencer. 
2. Anne Tempest, wife of Robert Belson of Aston 
Rowant. 
3. Edward Knightley of Offchurch, Warwickshire 
married Elizabeth, dau hter of William Lenthall 
(presumably the elder): their daughter Dorothy 
became a Poor Clare in 1610 and their son Andrew 
was a priest, C. R. S. XIV, 1914,37. 
4. C. R_S. XIV, 1914,178. 
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Lady Elizabeth was a recusant: l she was 
2 imprisoned with her mother. John Lenthall, 
Esq. appeared on the same list, presumably 
a younger brother. 
Sir Edmund died without issue in 1646 
and Speaker Lenthall's elder brother, Sir 
John of Cutslowe, succeeded to Latchford. 
Sir John, who was Marshal of the King's Bench 
Prison, was presumably not a Catholic, although 
he was a Royalist. His father, however, was 
the William Lenthall who offered to pay E2 
in 1586. On 12 June 1593 this William, described 
as of Wilcot in the parish of Northleigh, 
admitted in the bishop's court 'that he hath 
heretofore absented himself from church but 
he bath reformed himself thereof but for the 
receaving of the communion he is not yet 
satisfied in his conseyence' and was ordered 
to confer with the Vicar of Charibury, a 
nearby parish. 
3 Three days later Henry Stonor 
of North Stoke was making the same admission: 
it was a common gambit and does not necessarily 
1. Trinit Colýlege_, Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6. 2. ee page loa, 
3. Bod1. MS. Toý. O_. c. 6, f. 9. 
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mean that the person concerned was actually 
on the verge of conforming. Three years 
later, on 2 December 1596, William died and 
we are told he 'died in his faith', 
1 
presumably 
that faith in which he had lived until 1593 
so it is not unreasonable to suppose that 
the Vicar of Charlbury's arguments had proved 
unavailing. 
His younger son William, Speaker Lenthall, 
was then five. He was probably brought up 
as a Protestant, but it is possible that he 
received Catholic baptism, since the records 
of his Anglican baptism are very confused, 
suggesting that they do not record a fact at all. 
2 
It is still a little surprising that 
Sir John and Speaker William should have been 
Protestants, for their mother was Frances, 
daughter of Richard Southwell and sister of 
Robert the Jesuit poet-martyr. 
3 The Southwells 
were not altogether Catholic, but in view of 
1. Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, f. 53v. He 'lived in Gods 
feare, & iec 17 -'his faith' . 2. H. Paintin, Burford Priori and the Lenthall 
Faimil , l907, p. ; cp.. R. JStonor, op. ci ., pp. 273-4. The records cited by Painti n, b-esiTes placing 
the baptism in two different parishes, speak of 
William as the son of John Lenthall. 
3. Some pedigrees say she was the daughter of Sir 
Thomas Southweli, as does D. N. B., but Bodl. Wood. 
MS. E 1, f. 53v and C. Devlin, Robert Soü=weii, i956, 
p. 7 say Richard. 
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William's religion, it seems likely that his 
wife Frances was. At any rate, Speaker 
Lenthall was a kinsman, through the Southwells, 
of such Catholics as Sir Henry Gage the 
Royalist Governor of Oxford - though, for 
that matter, he was equally related to the 
apostate Dominican, Thomas Gage. It would be 
interesting to know what, if any, were his 
relations with his Catholic kinsmen: he did 
assist the ex-Catholic Patrick Cary in the 1650s. 
ß 
The Speaker was not a very interesting 
or worthwhile man. He has written his own 
epitaph. But he does serve us in sheaving not 
merely the futility but the positive dangers 
of the persecution of the Catholics. They 
were, ran the argument, a danger to the state 
and so must be persecuted, destroyed. There 
were contemporaries who realised, as we have 
seen, that it might well be the persecution 
that made them a danger, driving them to despair. 
But it could be equally dangerous to the state 
if the persecution was successful, producing 
'i. K. Weber, Lucius Cary Second Viscount Falkland, 
1940, pp. 3 . Accord n3ý g Pain n`, . yen a was related to the Carys by his own marriage: this 
would put four more nuns in the family tree. 
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disloyal Puritans in the place of loyal Catholics. 
It was part of the hopeless legacy that 
Elizabeth left to the Stuarts. 
The doctor and controversialist John 
Lenthall is said by Gillow to have been a 
member of this family. He was a convert to 
Catholicism. 
Brome. 
The Bromes of Holton were related to several 
Oxfordshire families besides the Lenthalls. 
Their name is often spelt as Browne, so that 
it is unfortunately easy to suppose them 
connected with the Viscounts Montague, Sir 
Christopher Brome succeeded his father Sir John 
in 1558 and died in 1589.1 He does not seem 
to have been a recusant: he was, for example, a 
J. P. as late as 1585.2 But there are sufficient 
indications of his sympathies. In 1582 James 
Lessman a Franciscan was examined concerning 
documents in his possession relating to Sir 
1. V. C. H"V, 1954,171. V. C. H. suggests that the 
presence of 'a few Roman Catholics' at Holton 
may possibly be accounted for by the nearness of 
Waterperry, having nothing to say of the Catholicism 
of the Bromes, save the recusancy of Margaret 
Brome of Forest Hill 
2. B. M. Harl"MýS. 4 4, f. 28. . Ferdinando Stanley, Lord dänge appears on the same list of Oxfordshire 
J. P. s. 
lu4 
Christopher, Edmund Ansley, a Mr. Badger and 
Bourne of Chesterton, all Oxfordshire men. 
1 
In a list of Catholics, Protestants and those 
indifferent compiled about the same time 
2 
Sir Christopher and his wife appear as Catholics. 
Two years earlier, April 1580, he had been 
bound in E300 for his wife 'that she shall come 
accordinge to the laves of the Realme to church 
and behave herselfe as becometh a good and 
obedient subiect'. 
3 She was his second wife, 
Eleanor Blount, sister of that Lady Elizabeth 
Paulet, widow of Sir Thomas Pope, who continued 
to influence the afAiirs of Trinity College until 
her death in 1593. Sir Christopher also st6od 
surety for Lady Elizabeth about this time. 
4 
1. SP 12/15519" The other three were Catholics. 
Bourne, incidentally, is also sometimes spelt 
Browne. 
2. SP 12/157/90t also printed in C. R. S. XIII, 1913,141. 
3. SP 1; SP 12 L205/13. 
4. ee ne l, 'Lady Elizabeth 
au e- Recusant or Church Papist? ', Essex Recusant, 
VIII, 1966,1-10, both for lady Elizabeth and for 
further information on Lady Eleanor: the latter 
was in the Gatehouse and in the Tower, 1577-8, 
together with her servant Elizabeth Barham. 
According to Harleian Society, V, 1871,229-230, Sir 
Christopher marrie irstly Elizabeth daughter of 
Sir Thomas Wenman and secondly Eleanor daughter 
of William, Lord Windsor, but this pedigree is not 
completely accurate since it leaves out Sir 
Christopher's son Edmund. Lord Windsor also stood 
surety for Lady Elizabeth Paulet and he is 
mentioned as owing Sir Christopher 920 in the 
latter's will. 
14`- 
Several Catholics are mentioned in Sir 
Christopher's wills' including Francis Poure and 
Abraham Horseman who were two of his overseers. 
Sir Christopher's eldest son George was 
a more open Catholic. He had been imprisoned 
in the Gatehouse about the same time as his 
mother, 
2and in 1586 he was described in a 
list of papists about London as 'A man much 
beloued of ye Papists'. 
3 Also in 1586 he 
figured in one of the more original episodes 
in recusant history, original and revealing, 
and therefore worth recounting in detail. 
On 23 August 1586 Hugh Davies, an Anglican 
clergyman, was examined before John Croke of Chilton, 
a Buckinghamshire J. P., concerning his relations 
with George Brome 'lienge in Borstall for the 
most parte theis two or thre yeres last past'. 
4 During 
that period Brome had 'bane often in hand with him 
to perswad_e, him to forsake the mynysterie and to 
1. PCC 65 Leicester, 9 April 1589. 
2. C. R. S. I, 1905,61. He is actually described as Tmy Ladie Brownes sonne'. 
3. B. N. Harl. MS. 60, art. 26. 
4.1 see also V. C. H. Bucks. I, 1905, 
313---6; is--a-11 the more surpr sing, there- 
fore, that V. C. H. Oxon. should ignore the 
Catholicism of the Bromes. 
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go over the Seas to Reigmes'; and had attacked 
the Established Church as but a political religion 
'or rather Macheviles religion'. He had lent 
Davies a Latin book by one John, a Spaniard, 
'his other name he remembreth not'. Others 
had joined Brome. Robert Atkins told him that 
he (Atkins) had confirmed George Brome's 
sister, Mrs. Dynham, in the Catholic religion. 
1 
And Henry Ferris or Ferrers, formerly a 
gentleman servant to Lady Brome and now servant 
to 'Mr fferris of Warwickshire cosen to the 
said George', gave him a volume of Bede, 'and 
promised to help him to suche books as would 
convdrte him if he would read them'. 
Davies endured this seductive battering for 
some two years. Was it a proof of Anglican 
tolerance? Was it a sign that the new ministers 
were devoid of real faith in their new 
religion? It was neither of these things. 
Davies listened to the arguments because he was 
1. The Dynhams of Boarstall owned land at 
Piddington in Oxfordshire. Katherine Dynham, 
probably the Mrs. Dynham mentioned here, held it 
in the early 17th century. She was a recusant. 
1L4. --ý 
'loath to displeas the said G Brome for that 
he had [a 7 livinge at his aommaundement. '1 
Few Catholics, perhaps, would have been so 
reckless as to argue in this fashion with a 
protestant cleric; few clerics, perhaps, would 
have been so craven as to listen. 
2 But the 
basic situation must have been repeated time 
and again. The Act depriving recusants of 
their right to present, passed surprisingly 
late in the day, was ineffective. 
Croke, with Alexander Hampden and John 
Dormer, went to search Boarstall on 27 August, 
on Privy Council instructions of 26 August. 
3 
They found Sir Christopher there, with two of 
his daughters, and one Clovell Tanfield, 
George Brome's cousin. Their searches 
revealed nothing treasonable, save a five year-old 
letter from Charles Paget. Asked why there 
were no other letters, George 'answered 
1. The Bromes held the advowson of Holton, 
though some other may be meant here. 
2. Davies may have been a genuine waverer, of course. 
He made his revelation shortly after the 
Babington conspiracy was denounced. Croke 
refers to the conspiracy in his covering letter. 
3. sß/19_ ? /54. 
1tß$ 
that he vsed to burne all his letres presentlie 
after he had red them'. But they did find 
books 1 and Croke sent up to the Privy 
Council twelve of the worst and most portable. 
And they did find Catholic furniture, 
including an Agnus Dei and some images 'which 
we presentlie defaced and burned'. 
George inherited Holton in 1589. On his 
death in 1613 it passed to his daughter 
Ursula who had married Sir Thomas Whorwood 
of Sandwell, Staffordshire. 
Margaret, wife of Sir Christopher's 
second son Edmund Brome of Forest Hill, was 
a recusant in 1608.2 Edmund, who died in 1628, 
leased Forest Hill to the Powells, and his son 
John turned the lease into a mortgage, 3 and 
later made an outright sale to Christopher 
Brome, who in turn sold to the Whorwoods. 
Poore. 
Vincent Poure of Bletchingdon married 
Dorothy Brome, Sir Christopher's sister. He 
1. See page 6Sa. 
2. E 377/16. The name is spelt Browne. She appears 
as are wife of Edmund Browne in the 1612 list. 
3. v. c. H. v, 1954,126. 
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died in 1558. His son Francis was a Catholic 
but a careful one; in old age he appeared as 
a non-communicant, but his wife Prudence 
'and most of his Children' were convicted 
recusants. 
1 Two of his children, Richard and 
John, with their wives, also appear on the 
1612 list, all four as convicted recusants. 
2 
Richard, Francis' heir, had a grant made of the 
profits of his recusancy on 14 January 1608/9 
and again a month or so later. 
3 
Towards the end of his life Francis settled 
his estates at Bletchingdon and Oddington on 
Richard; later still he changed his mind and 
left Richard with Oddington only, which Richard 
had already mortgaged. 
4 The end result was 
that, despite a loan of £3,000 from Edward Ewer, 
who had married Margaret Poure, Bletchingdon 
passed to Sir John Lenthall. It seems clear 
that this was not a consequence of crushing 
1. Trinit Colle e, Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6. I8 gives Prudence Gifford as his 
irs wife; see also Harleian Societý , V, 1871,180. He died in 1619: a second wife , n, ne Ferrers, is 
not impossible, but there may be the usual 
confusion here. 
2. For Richard, see also SP 14/70/9,8 July 1612. 
3. B_. M. Add. MS. 46 , ff. 29v, 3 e first Poure may be 
anotFer meýf the family; he is described 
simply as Poure of Bletchingdon, Berks. (sic). 
4. See V. C. H. VI, 1959,58 for fuller details. 
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recusancy fines. On the contrary 'the two 
marriages of Francis Poure (d. 1619) involved 
the family in a ruinous series of Chancery 
suits over the two properties'-' The activities 
of Francis Poure, therefore, which made him 
a prime target of the revolutionaries of 1596,2 
appear in their proper light as the last 
desperate expedients of a family which was not 
firmly entrenched. They were an old family 
but, through accident, mismanagement or a 
combination of the two, they failed to adapt 
to new conditions. 
Babington. 
Another daughter of Francis Poure married 
Hercules Babington, a member of another family 
that sold their Oxfordshire holdings at about 
the same time, though not, it would seem, 
for the same reasons. They were related, 
though very distantly, to the conspirator 
Anthony of Dethick. 
3 
1. V. C. H. VI, 1959,278; see also oP. cit., 282 for a 
c ancery suit fought over the OT Tngton 
advowson. Oxford University, one of several 
parties to the dispute, won, but only for a time. 
2. See page 564, 
3. M. D. Babington and G. T. Clark, The Pedigree of the 
Babingtons. According to this pe igree, Sir William Had also been Warden of the Fleet. 
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Sir William Babington of Kiddington was 
sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1575. Two years 
later he figured third after the then sheriff 
on the list of notabilities who had died 
at the Black Assizes. 
' 
If the Black Assizes 
be viewed as a judgment of God or a wicked 
plot of the papists, then inclusion on this 
roll of fatalities should be a sort of 
cachet of Protestantism. Be that as it may, 
those who died at this time escaped the new 
drive against recusants at the end of 1577 and 
they escaped the new resurgence of recusancy 
after the beginning of the Jesuit Mission. 
Whatever Sir William was, his widow was Edmund 
Campion's hostess. 
She was Margaret or Margery Croker by birth, 
daughter of John of Hook Norton and sister 
of Sir Gerard. 
2 The Crokers were not Catholics, 
but Lady Babington was one of the leading 
recusants in the county. 
3 The device of 
1. Bodl. Tanner ß, f. 182. For the Black 
ss zes see pages 69e"6to. 
2. For this family see M. Dickins, A Histor of 
Hook Norton, 1928, pp. 162 et seq. --t or ag 
Bab, 'ngtonsee also A. Davidson, 'Lady Babington, 
a peripatetic recusant', Essex Recusant, X, 
1968,102-7. She was Sir W =aM s'r se d wife and herself the widow of Anthony Strange, see M. D. Babington and G. T. Clark, oP. cit. 
3. B M. Lansd. M. S. 55, art. 58. 
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presenting as many as possible of the Oxford- 
shire Catholics as members of one family is 
a convenient working tool, but a case such as 
that of Margaret Croker is more than useful 
as serving to underline that the device is 
little more than that. The Catholic gentry 
were very closely linked, because the gentry, 
Catholic and Protestant, were very closely 
linked. The Crokers, for example, were also 
related to the Lees. 
Lady Babington did not appear on the 1577 
lists. It is possible she was one of Campion's 
'converts'. On 7 August 1581 the Privy 
Council instructed Lord Norrje,, Richard 
Fiennes and Anthony Cope to examine Lady 
Babington, Mrs. Pollard and Mr. Morrice 'in whose 
houses the said Campion hathe also confessed 
that he hath ben'. 
' On 30 August another 
Privy Council letter revealed that Lady Babington 
had been doubly Campion's hostess, 'in her 
1. A. P. C. XIII, 164. Richard Fiennes, father of 
is Richard, and William Babington had been 
among the overseers of John Croker's will, M. Dickins, op. cit., p. 164. The Pollards were 
related toýeTabingtons by a recent marriage. 
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house at Oxford and in the White Friers in 
London'. And a year or two later it was 
revealed that she had entertained William 
Harris at Twyford in Buckinghamshire, where 
he had said Mass, and that Harris had later 
escorted Campion to the Dormer household at Wing. 
2 
Already it is clear that Lady Babington 
both possessed and used estates in several 
counties. In 1585 she used them with 
consummate skill. It may be that she was very 
lucky, or it may be that she had friends. 
Whatever the true explanation, she is the finest 
Oxfordshire example of the practice of wealthy 
Catholics with estates in two or more counties 
hopping from one county to another to avoid 
the consequences of their faith. Usually 
the intention was to avoid conviction as a 
recusant, but in this case Lady Babington's 
recusancy was already established. She was 
required in 1585 to pay 950 for the furnishing 
1. A. P. C. XIII, 185. 
2. SP 17 168/2511$ 10 February 1583/4; see 
aso page-=4o7. 
V: 74 
of two light horse. 
1 In Oxfordshire only 
Thomas Vachell was asked to pay as much: he 
paid £25. In Buckinghamshire Thomas Throck- 
morton was asked for and paid £75 and William 
Fitton, assessed at £50, paid x, 25.2 
The sheriff of Buckinghamshire, Robert 
Dormer, reported that she had not been in the 
county 'these iij or iiij yeares, but remaineth 
as I vnderstande in Oxfordeshire'. The 
3 
sheriff of Oxfordshire, Owen Oglethorpe, reported 
that, as he was informed, she was 'either in 
Tuttle streate in Westminster at Mrs Cressbis 
or in the White ffryers neere fflett streete 
at my Lorde Dellawares'. 
4 
Someone reported her 
11 in Essex 'near Aybridge', 
5 but the sheriff of 
Essex, Henry Appleton, also failed to find her, 
though he made enquiry at other places 
6 
besides Aybridge. There does not seem to be 
any evidence that she ever paid. 
There is another factor of interest in her 







SP 1 where the assessmant appears under Bucks. 
ST-12/164/, 52. The Babingtons had had links with 
ssex, see V. C. H. Essex IV, 1956,31, v, 1966,159 and Lady 
Babington's e est son married one Uvedale of Markstey, Essex. 
1 S4; 
Henry Appleton were themselves three rather 
suspicious characters. The Appletvns of 
South Benfleet lie rather too far outside 
our present field of interest but in the 17th 
century, at least, they were a Catholic family. ' 
Owen Oglethorpe was reported to have with him 
one of the recusants sought for in Yorkshire, 
Henry Oglethorpe. 
2 Robert Dormer was already 
known to the authorities as a schismatic 
3 
and, as we have seen, he and Lady Babington 
had already been linked through Harris and 
Campion. The connection was underlined in 
1593 when Robert Gray confessed before Topcliffe 
that he had been at Wing in 1590, when, 
incidentally, the Montagues were there, and when 
there was also present 'one Mr Harryes a preest 
whome there he dyd hear that he had vsed much 
with the Lady Babbyngton: '.. 
4 
How hard could these three gentlemen be 
1. See Essex Recusant, VIII, 1966,120, IX, 1967,15; 
C. R. L. 7 I, ' ,. Sir Henry, the second baronet, 
mart ed a Sheldon, and his father Sir Roger married 
a Mildmay, closely related to the Mildmays of 
Ambrosden, see A. St. J. Mildmay, A Brief Memoir of the 
Mildm Famil ß1913, p. 24 and 
V. C. H.. V, +, p. ' 7. 
2. P8; see also H. Aveling, Post Reformation 
Catholicism 
- 
East Yorkshire 1 8- 9, , p. . 4. 
s 8,29 August 1593. 
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expected to look for Lady Babington? They 
might be prepared to do their duty but they 
could hardly be expected to shew the zeal of 
a Richard Grenville. 
Lady Babington did not play the same trick 
in 1586. She offered 120 to be excused the 
penalties consequent on her recusancy. 
1 Lady 
Stonor, as we have seen, offered x'15; the 
Lenthalls, the Plowdens and Richard Owen also 
offered £20. Lady Babington's income was 
given as 9150.2 According to W. R. Trimble 
this offer 'considering the unhappy notoriety 
of her family at this time, was undoubtedly 
reasonable'. 
3 Lady Babington's own family, 
the Crokers, were not notorious at all, and it 
is unlikely that the distant relationship by 
marriage to Anthony Babington of Dethick 
caused her any serious trouble. The only trace 
of anything of the sort in Oxfordshire seems 
to be the troubles of George Brome in 1586. 
No other member of the family had so far 
appeared on the lists with her, but there 
1 SP 12/I 8 4. But what penalties? 
2. . ee a so 
B I. Lansd. MS. , art. 69. 
3. W. R. Trimbe, ' Me Catholic Lait in Elizabethan 
Ermland i558-'13,19¬ ,p. '-' 
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were two on the first Recusant Roll, her 
own children Hercules and Jane. 1 Sir , William's 
heir by his first wife, Philip, married 
Meriel Godwin. Her father, Sir John, was 
regarded (by Catholics) as a Catholic in 1582: 2 
he also had business relations with the 
Sheldons. But the family seems to have learnt 
a lesson in caution from Lady Babington. 
Philip who died before 1607 
3 does not appear 
as a recusant at all and his widow does not 
appear until 1612.4- Their son Henry conveyed 
Kiddington to Philip, Earl of Montgomery in 
1607 and by 1611 was of Farthingo, Northents., 5 
and he does not appear as an Oxfordshire 
recusant. His daughter, Margaret, however, 
married an Appletree of Deddington. 
Sir Robert Dormer, incidentally, may have 
been the intermediary between the Brownes 
and the Kiddington estates: he appears in 
1. E1; C. R. S. XAVIII, 1916,257. 
2.0--Sir Christopher Brome was on 
the same list. 
3. Oxford CountyRecord Office Acc. No. 44, Browne MS. 'f0 Ji ne 160 - 
4. r nit Colle e, Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6. 5. Browne M 6.14 May 1611. According to 
ea ing on 
pedigree, 
he later moved to 
Northumberland. 
1ST 
several of the documents relating to the sale. 
It is one more slight indication that he 
may not have looked very hard for Lady 
Babington in 1585. 
Hercules Babington did not appear again 
in the Recusant Rolls until the 1620s, when 
he was described as of Handborough. 
2 
His 
brother Charles, who seems to have settled 
3 
in Oxford, was a recusant. There was also 
an Ursula Babington, widow, of Woodstock, 
perhaps Charles' widow. 
4 
Appletree. 
The Appletrees of Deddington make a 
convenient contrast to families which were 
selling out; they were digging in and rising 
from the status of husbandmen to that of 
gentlemen. From the mid-16th century they 
5 
1. Browne MS. B 11 ,B1 21, B 1 26, B 12 ,B11, B/1/34. fie last is a lease o the use of 
Eliza eth Browne, to which Southampton and Compton 
were also parties. 
2. E2,,. His wife Mary Poure was joined 
wIth ID n /30,3Z. 
3. E 14 'nuper eu ington'; E1 of 
t. Pe er's, Oxford. See also Trinity o ege, 
Cambrid e MS. R. . 14, art. 6. He was a younger son 
o Sir William byis first marriage. 
4. E 377/331 
5. o vin, A History of Deddin ton, Oxfordshire, 
1963, p. 85. 'Colvin ignores the recusancy o the Appletrees, oP. cit., p. 97. The Babington 
marriage is record-el-in Babington and Clark's 
pedigree. 
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leased one of the Deddington manors and in the 
17th century they also held the patronage 
of the vicarage. 
'1 Jane, wife of Thomas 
Appletree of Deddington, gentleman, was the first 
to appear as an Oxfordshire recusant 
2 but 
shortly before that in Berkswell, Warwickshire 
Jane the wife of Thomas Appletree, Ralph Appletree 
and two servants of Thomas Appletree were 
presented as recusants and Thomas Appletree 
himself was presented and indicted and then 
'offered conference with Mr Doctor Hynton, 
Archdeacon of Coventry, one of the Commission 
for this shire, which he accepted of' and 
then submitted. 
3 It seems probable that they 
were the same Appletrees of Deddington. If so, 
nearly the whole family followed Thomas, at 
least as far as Oxfordshire was concerned, for 
after Jane's appearance, the only other 
Elizabethan recusant was Margaret, spinster of 
1. H. M. Colvin, op. cit., Appendix II. 
2. E 377/3-* 
3. o getts, 'Certificate of Warwickshire 
Recusants', Worcestershire Recusant, V 1965,21; 
vI, 1965,16" e same (ý`ý; ý105 mentions 
a seminary priest, John Appletree. He was 
of the diocese of Oxford. 
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Deddington. 1 The next was Thomas Appletree 
in 1607: 2 again, there is a corresponding 
Warwickshire reference, 
3 
a grant of his 
recusancy profits to one John Kars. A Jane 
Appletree appeared next, rather curiously 
described as of Babington, not Deddington. 4 
The next entry would alao eeem to be an 
error, that of Thomas Appletree, sen., eoman. 5 
From then on, there are regular 
6 
appearances of the Appletree family in the Recusant 
Rolls: Anthony of Ledwell, 
7 Richard of South 
Newington, Thomas of Deddington. 8 
2.6. Unfortunately, throughout our 
per o, e head of the family was a Thomas: 
this could well be the son of the Elizabethan. 
3. BB.. N. Add. MS. 46 , f. 38v, 15 July 1609; 14747/349 15 July 1609, 
4. She was also called a spinster, but 
is need not carry its modern meaning. The 
mistake over Babington is a useful warning. 
Such records can be as confusing as the 
contemporary writings of foreigners with their Guatterralis, Antoncurts, etc. 
5. E 0. 
6. Spe Appleton, Appletree or Applebury according 
to the mood of the moment. 
7. E. He or another Anthony appears as 
0 ou' ewington in the nett Roll. 
8. E 37732,3, E etc. 
1. E 377/5. 
2.6. 
per o, e 
(61 
S meon. 
John Symeon of Pyrton married Elizabeth 
Stonor, sister of the younger Sir Francis 
and daughter of Lady Cecily. The Symeon 
lands, at Pyrton and at Brightwell Baldwin, 
lay in 'Stonor country', part of that 'tract 
of land 15 miles long by 5 miles wide'1owned 
or influenced by the Stonors, the Chamberlaynes 
and the Symeons. In 1612 Thomas Chamberlayne 
2 
moved easily from Sir Francis Stonor's and 
Henry Stonor's to 'Mr. Symonds, a man of 
great estate, whose wieffe being a recusant 
convicted, hee answeared us, that his wieffe 
was gone before our comming, for that shee 
would not take the othe of allegeance'. 
3 Since 
Sir George Symeon appears on the 1612 list as 
two 
a convicted recusant, one of only A nights in 
that position, but without a wife, 'Mr. Symonds' 
was presumably John Symeon, a non-communicant 
with a recusant wife, Anne. 
4 Unfortunately, 
John Symeon, Esq. in 1612 might be either Sir 
1. V. C. H. II, 1907,43. 
2. or w om see page 115. 
3. J. Payne Collier, The Egerton Papers (Camden 
Society, 1840) 457 
4. Trinity Co llege, Cambridge MS. R. 5.14, art. 6. 
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George's father or his younger brother, (Sir) 
John. The father is perhaps the more likely: 
he was the son of John and Elizabeth Stonor, 
and had married Anne Molyns, daughter of 
Anthony of Watlington. But the younger John 
had also married an Anne, Anne Sulyard. 1 
Anne Molyns was a recusant 
2 
and she was 
among those who, in 1585, entertained William 
Awder, as did her kinsman by marriage 
Christopher Betham of Adwelland her nearer 
kinsman Molyns. 3 
Sir George, who was born in 1580 and died 
in 1664, married into three Catholic families. 
His first wife was Mary Vaux, daughter of 
George Vaux and Elizabeth Roper, sister of 
Edward 4th Lord Vaux; they were married in 1604. 
Godfrey Anstruther 
4 
writes that she was 
dead before 1624, and, as we have seen, she 
actually died long before this, before 1612 
in fact. She had probably died a year or two 
2. Bod1. MS. T . O=on. c. 206, p. 245. E3 F77,112, 
3. Ha eld, III, 106. 
4a P ica Studies , 1,1951,122. 
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before 1612 itself, as in that year, Sir George 
married Anne, daughter of Robert Chamberlayne 
of Shirburn, and sister of the Sir Robert 
who disappeared in 1615.1 Lady Anne died in 
the October following her brother's disappearance 
and Sir George married Mary Molyneux, who at 
last (in 1641) gave him an heir, James. Of 
these three wives, a Vaux, a Chamberlayne and a 
Molyneux, only the last appears on the Recusant 
Rolls, 
2 
although one can be reasonably sure 
that all three were Catholics. As for Sir 
George himself, so far as such records are 
concerned, he might have conformed after 
1612. 
His marriage alliances suggest that he did not. 
one might note also, though it lies outside 
our present period, that his son Sir James was 
one of the victims of the Popish Plot, accused 
1. Bodl. MS. d. d. Weld I C6/1. The manors of Great 
Chi Twert , Little Ci worth and Combe were 
settled on Anne. Sir Francis Stonor was one of 
the parties; so was Sir George's father, John. 
This marriage is not recorded in the Symeon 
pedigree given in the same papers, but besides the 
document cited, see Bodl. MS. Top. Oxon. c. 206, pp. 
72,82. The faulty pedigree also records that Sir 
George's sisters married, respectively a Plowden, 
a Talbot (Shrewsbury) and a Stonor: the Plowden 
match is disclaimed, though not conclusively, by 
B. M. Plowden, Records of the Plowden Fa_ mily, 1887, 
p. 37 and the o 't'wo seem in e case. 
2. E 3j77/33, a very lengthy roll, 1 Chas. I. 
f6- Lj 
by Stephen Dugdale of subscribing money 
'for the carrying on a plot against ye Kings 




Margaret, daughter of Edmund Symeon and 
sister of the John Symeon who married 
Elizabeth Stonor, married Christopher Bebham 
of Adwell. Christopher, whose father, 
Nicholas of Long Crendon, Bucks., had acquired 
Adwell from John Marmion, himself sold the 
manor and advowson in 1580 and 1581.2 The sale 
did not immediately end the family's connection 
with the area but it may explain why the 
Betteams only appear as Elizabethan Oxfordshire 
recusants. 
3 On the other hand, they may 
have followed the example of Christopher's 
nephew Ralph and conformed. 
4 Christopher, his 
wife and their four children were recorded 
on the 1586 list as offering £4.5 Margery and 
three of the children, Robert, Nicholas and 
1. Bodl. MS. d. d. Weld III c. 13/1/2 & 3. The locus 
was S fforcisFi rie where one assumes Sir James 
had acquired an estate, and Dugdale's chief 
victim was of course the 3rd Lord Aston, his 
former master. Aston and Lord Molyneux held Chester 
for the King in 1688. The Astons were related to 
many Oxfordshire Catholics, through the Southcotes. 
See also P. R. B. Knell, 'Some Catholics of Standon, 
Herts. 1660-1688' Essex Recusant, IX, 1967,87-102. 
2 V. C. H. VIII, 1964, ý= . 
3. , 13ut see 
O. H. S. L, 1907,45, L-t(L P4ye 7'ßq. 
'ror 
whom see page k06. : SP 12/189/54. 
1 b15 
Joan or Jane, appear on the Pipe Rolls a year 
later. 1 That seems to be all that the official 
records have to tell us. Ralph Betham's 
report 
2 
provides various more intimate touches: 
his sister, Christopher's niece, in Dormer 
service and present when Campion preached at 
Wing and again present at a Mass in Sir Thomas 
Gerard's house in Fleet Street; Margaret, 
Christopher's wife, sometimes present at Masses 
said by Chapman at Robert Belson's house in 
Aston Rowant. Within two years of 1585, 
Christopher, then a friend as well as a kinsman 
of Ralph Betharn and then still dwelling at 
Adwell, told Ralph that ? ersons, 'a Jesuite 
the popes peintentiary at Rome (as I have 
Karde)', was in England on his way to Scotland 
or Ireland. 
3 
Mo lyns . 
Anne Symeon was one of those visited by the 
slightly mysterious William Awder in 1585, who 
took 'upon him divers personages: as sometimes 
E 372M.. See Bodl. NS. Top . Bucks. d. 4, f. 37 for 
.es pedigree 
T Te Betteams. 
2. SP 12/168125'1 and see pages 407-14.13, 
3. The document itself is undated. 
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of a schoolmaster, sometimes of a reading 
minister, and sometimes of a physician or 
chirurgeon'. 'But his cheifest conversation' 
was 'with Molyns, a most obstinate recusant, 
and one who, by his secret conferences with 
sundry persons not the best affected in 
religion, is thought, not only to have perverted 
divers in these parts, but also, both in 
private and public places, giveth out that he 
bath not to glory in any one thing more than 
that he is reckoned amongst the number of 
them who are infected with the opinion of 
Papistry'. 1 It is not quite clear who this 
Molyns was, save that he ought not to be Mrs. 
Symeon's brother, since she does not appear 
to have had one. 
2 The head of the family at 
this time was (Sir) Michael, a Berkshire and 
Oxfordshire landowner, with land in Watlington 
and elsewhere. He was a J. P. in 1575 
3 
and 
1. HMC Hatf ield, III, 106,19 August 1585. It is 
erica of e time that one at least of 
Lord Burghley's informants, Owen Oglethorpe 
the Sheriff of Oxfordshire, was himself 'infected'. 
2. V. C. H. VIII, 1964,200. But Owen Oglethorpe and 
o erick (Ralph? ) Warcop say she had, and imply 
that it was he who entertained Awder. 
3. SP 12/96/1. 
ßb'1 
sheriff in 1576, which does not preclude his 
being, in 1585, a prominent Catholic, but 
is not in itself evidence of that fact. 
The leading recusant Molyns was William 
of Mongewell: 
1 he seems a more probable host 
for Awder. The William Molyns, Esq. who was 
a non-communicant in 1612 with 'divers of 
his Children' recusants was probably this 
William's son, having appeared in 1604 as 
William Molyns, junior of Mongewell: 
2 
also on 
the 1612 list was Anne Molyns, widow, possibly 
the Anne of Mongmwell, spinster of 1604 and 
the widow of Watlington of a few years later. 
3 
Other recusants of this name were Dorothy 
who married John Smalebone of Lamborne, 
Berks., 
4 John, a yeoman of Piddington, 
5 
Humphrey of Little Milton, a gentleman, 
6 
and 




1909,41 where she is described as a 
5aug ter of William Molyns of Mongewell; see 
also E1. 
5, E ere was another yeoman Thomas in the 
are a sea in 1582, C. R. S. II, 1906,231. 
6. S. A. Peyton, The Churc wer ens Presentments in the 
Oxfordshire Tecu cars of orc es er, ame FEY- 
'116-nbury . . X, 1928)-'I6 ugu"s7''Ib15. 
70 . He was an esquire, perhaps the 
grandson o Sir Michael. 
Sp 12/119/51-P 1577; HMC Hatfield, IV, 270,1592, 
2. " 
4. , 1909,41 where she is described as a 
162 
There was also Isett who, born in 1616, was 
professed as a laysister, S. Angela, at the 
convent of Benedictine nuns at Cambrai in 
1640: 'It is credibly reported of her yt 
whilst a secular person shee led a very devout 
life & had a vision of ye soules in Purgatory 
& of what they suffered... '1 
Curson. 
Sir Francis Stonor the younger and Sir 
Francis Curson of Waterperry married sisters, 
Martha and Anne Southcote. 
2 
The Cursons were 
also related to the Poures, Belsons, Vachells 
and Dormers. Sir Francis succeeded his 
father Vincent at Waterperry in 1580: Vincent's 
brother Walter was a recusant at the Middle 
Temple in 1577.3 But the rest of the family 
seems to have escaped notice throughout the 
Elizabethan period apart from the solitary 
appearance of Lady Anne on the first Recusant 
Roll. Lady Anne was on the first Jacobean 
1. C. R. S. XIII, 1913,46,77" 
2. For The Southcote family see J. Morris, 
The Troubles of our Catholic Forefathers, 
ec.; see a so C. R. , 5, 
872,393 t7 
97-116 for lohn Southcote. 




and in 1611, when she was 
newly-widowed, the profits of her recusancy 
were granted away. 
2 She was on the 1612 list 
as a recusant, as was her daughter-in-law 
Magdalen, a daughter of the first Lord Dormer. 
Magdalen's husband Sir John was a non- 
communicant. Like his brother Richard, who 
died in 1610, Sir John had been educated at 
Oxford. 
Two of Sir John's sisters were Benedictine 
nuns at Brussels, D. Clare (baptismal name 
Elizabeth), professed on 12 May 1605 and 
D. Margaret, professed on 22 July 1612.3 Mary 
Curson of Rotherfield Peppard, a recusant in 
1612, was probably a third sister. 
4 
After this, it seems that at some time in 
the mid-17th century the Cursons conformed, 
either in the person of Sir John or, more 
probably, in that of his son, Sir Thomas, the 
ist baronet. 
5 Sir John's eldest daughter 
1. E 12, also E 377/1Z and E7. For her 
pos"connec ion with John erar , see page 395, 
2. B. M. AAdd. MS. 47651f. 481 12 January 1610/11, Sir 
r. ancis e In 1610. 
3. C. R. S. XIV, 1914,178,181. 
4,18. See Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, f. 228 for a Curson 
pe igree, whichds give ona sister Mary. 
5. Sir Thomas' marriage to one Elizabeth Burrough, an 
unfamiliar and presumably Protestant name after 
Southcote and Dormer, is perhaps significant. The 
marriage, howeverAwas contracted in Sir John's life- 
time, see Bodl. Ma. Tog. Oxon. c. 224, f. 95" 
i-70 
Elizabeth married Augustine Belson I and 
another, Frances, without parental consent, 
married William Gadbury of Wheatley, 
2 
a 
farmer, and was the mother of the astrologer 
John Gadbury. John the astrologer witnessed 
to the Protestantism of Sir Thomas and his 
wife. 3 Then, in the next generation, Sir 
John, 'marrying ['Penelope 7 Child of Worcester, 
a papist, he himself soon after turn'd papist'. 
4 
On Penelope's death, he married Anne Dormer, 
widow of Edmund Powell of Sandford. Why, 
if Sir Thomas had broken away from the Church 
of Rome and if Sir John had been brought 
up a Protestant, 
5 did the latter marry a 
Catholic? Possibly Sir John was brought up 
partly under the influence of his Catholic 
relations. 
Sir Francis, Sir John and Sir Thomas were 
each in their turn Sheriffs of Oxfordshire, 
Sir Thomas in 1674, an unlikely date for a 
Catholic. 
1. Bodl. MS. ToP. Oxon. c. 224, f. 95. This was the seconUCurson- Belson marriage. 
2. There are Gadburys in the Recusant Rolls. 
3. v. C. g. V, 1954,308. 
4. rood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXVI, 1894) 111,2. 
5, He matricü1ateTa Orie1 in 1671. 
fei 
Belson. 
Both the grandfather and the great-nephew 
of the martyr Thomas Belson married into the 
Curson family. Presumably also, Penelope 
Child, who may have converted her husband Sir 
John Curson, was the step-daughter of Edward 
Belson, who had married Elizabeth, widow of 
William Child. 
1 But other Belson marriages 
of this period brought the family into a 
different recusant circle, that of the Gages 
and the Shelleys. 
The Belsons had estates at Aston Rowant 
in Oxfordshire and Brill in Buckinghamshire. 
Thomas the martyr is usually said to have 
been of Brill, but it does not need his arrest 
and execution in Oxford to justify his being 
counted as an Oxfordshire recusant. For the 
family did not split into two branches, an 
Oxfordshire branch at Aston Rowant and a 
Buckinghamshire branch at Brill. 
2 Whether 
through failure of heirs in the threatened cadet 
1. Bod1. MS. d, 
_. 
d. Barrett a i. The: 
business re1a'ions between the 
Belsons, Bodl. MS. d. d. Barrett a 
2. There was, however, ä bran- ate 
which seems to have conformed, 
1964,40. 
re were already 
Childs and the 
/3/d. 5.8. 
ngs on Blount, 
V. C. H. VIII, 
112. 
line or through deliberate design, Brill and 
Aston Rowant both descended to the martyr's 
nephew, Augustine. The Belsons had been at 
Aston Rowant since the fifteenth century, but 
had only leased the manor itself in 1584; in 
1614 Augustine Belson transferred the lease, 
which had been made by Edward Unton to 
Augustine's father Robert, to Sir William 
Willoughby. 
1 About 1614, therefore, the Belsons 
left their Aston Rowant manor house to live at 
Brill. With one exception, a widow, they no 
longer appeared on the Oxfordshire lists of 
Catholics 
2 but they retained land in Aston 
Rowant and its neighbourhood, as the surviving 
family papers make abundantly clear. 
3 It 
seems reasonable, therefore, to ignore the 
distinction and to consider the Belsons throughout 
as an Oxfordshire family. 
1. Bodl. "S. d. d. Barrett a/2/n. 8. Willoughby had 
acquiredTUe on interest, V. C. H. VIII, 1964,22. 
It is suggested in V. C. H. (p. 4ü) that the 
Willoughbys may have been Catholic, but the evidence 
cited is unconvincing, even irrelevant: namely 
that they had business dealings with a Catholic 
family, the Pigotts, and that John Willoughby 'was 
granted a pass in 1614 to travel abroad provided 
he did not go to Rome'. 
2. Upon which they had never, in fact, been prominent. 
3. For example, in 1655 another Augustine Belson 
settled an annuity from Aston Rowant and other lands 
on his heir John and John's wife, Clare Gage, 
Bodl. MB. d. d. Barrett a/2/p. 1. 
173 
In the 1577 list of Oxfordshire Catholics 
only 'The wief of Robert Belson of Aston' 
appeared. 
' This was Anne Tempest, daughter of 
Robert Tempest of Holmeside, Durham and 
Margaret Lenthall. 
2 She belonged to a family 
that had risen with the Northern Earls in 1569: 
her father and her eldest brother went into 
e*ile; another brother, Robert, and two of 
her nephews, became priests; 
3 
a-third brother, 
William, settled in Oxfordshire. Catherine 
Tempest, widow of Henry Clifford of Antwerp, 
constituted Anne's grandson Augustine her 
'sole and only heigher as well in respect of 
the severall sumes of money by him allready 
disbursed for mee as alsoe what hee may disburse 
hereafter upon my accompt'. 
4 Before her death, 
Catherine gave him a power of attorney, 
5 
and, 
1. SP 124119/51. 
2. Harleian Societ , V, 1871,190,200; see also 8. 
3. One of e nep ews, Edward, escaped from 
Wisbech on 10 March 1600 with Robert Nutter, a 
priest who had worked and at one time been 
captured in Oxfordshire. This Edward Tempest had 
once had his priest's faculties revoked for 
visiting taverns and for other unspecified crimes, 
G. Anstruther, The Seminary Priests, 1968, p. 348. 
4. Bodl. NS. d. d. Barre t a/3/d, 2. The will itself 
was d e=0 Aug t 1649. Ralph Betharn came into 
contact with the Belsons through the Easts of 
Bledlow and one Henry East 'now servant to my 
cozen Augustine Belson' figures in Mrs. 
f d' 
5. 
_o_j.. R6. dsd: 'Mrrett a. 20. 
1`1L 
in the event, he was recognised as executor 
of her will by the Lord Protector, since 
both the executors named by Catherine herself 
were dead. One of the dead men was John 
Chamberlayne of Shirburn. 
Anne's husband Robert seems to have 
conformed sufficiently to avoid notice or 
penalty. In 1580 he was one of the six gentle- 
men who commanded the musters for the Chiltern 
Hundreds: Francis Stonor and Robert Chamberlayne 
were joined with him in this office, 
1 
as they 
were in religion. But Robert was not yet the 
head of the family. His father, Augustine I, 
was still alive and resident at Brill in 1585, 
when he was summoned to pay 9,25 for a light 
horse, and answered that he had 'neither landes 
goodes nor Cattle nor hathe not had at any time 
by the space of five yeres last past' save 
what his children allowed him. 
2 
The Privy 
Council was not prepared to accept his bare 
word and instructed the Sheriff of Buckingham- 
shire to examine into the matter. The Sheriff, 




who was Robert Dormer, reported that he had 
seen the deed of conveyance. 
' Consequently, 
the Belsons paid nothing on this occasion. 
In 1581 Augustine had had two of his 
sons with him at Brill, Thomas and William. 
On 23 September 1584 an Essex thatcher, one 
William Forrest, was examined at the Marshalsea 
as to his religious opinions and history. 
2 
He revealed 'that aboute two (sic) three 
Freres past he was servaunt with one Austen 
Belson of the parishe of Brill in the countie 
of Buckingham gent where and in whose house 
he was perswaded and drawen by the example and 
demener of the said Austen Belson and his 
houshould to absent himselfe from churche by 
the speciall perswacon of Thomas and William 
Belson sonnes of the said Austen, who neuer vsed 
to come to churche and sayed that yt was rather 
a hell then heuen to come to churche'. William 
. 1. SP 12/184 2 12 
2. I /173/29i; see also Essex Recusant, X, 1968, 
121-2. Forrest was one Of those arrested 
for words spoken in praise of Campion: he 
recanted. 
1-1 
Belson married Isabell Horseman and had two 
daughters; 
' Thomas was executed in 1589. 
It was accident that led to Thomas' 
martyrdom: even Robert, it seems, might have 
been taken in the company of a priest. But 
Thomas was otherwise the most active member of 
the family, the one best known to the authorities. 
He may have been at Oxford; and he was 
certainly at Rheims in 1584. He left Rheims on 
5 April 1584 in the company of Francis Ingleby, 
a future martyr. Shortly afterwards he was 
in the Tower. Thus, when the Crown was 
attempting to raise £25 from the recusancy of 
Augustine Belson, it was paying out 929 8d for 
the recusancy of Thomas Belson: 
2 
prisoners in 
the Tower were maintained at the expense of 
the Crown. In November 1586 it was resolved he 
should be banished; the resolution reveals 
his original crime, 'conveying intelligence 
betweene Bridges the priest and others beyonde 
the Seas, and some in this realm by unknowen 
meanes'. 
3 In 1589 he was still remembered as 
1. Harleian Soc, V, 1871,190. Thomas does not 
appear in this pedigree. 
2 C. R. S. III, 1906,21. 
3. , . 
II, 1906,264. 
i`11 
'a Conveyer of letres from beyonde the Seas'. 1 
Sir Francis Knollys added a postcript 
about the family to his letter of 5 July 1589: 
'the pursevuant, that brought downe theese 
Jesvytes to be proceded agaynst at this 
assises, can informe your Lordship of a receptakle 
howse at yxell lodge in the forrest of 
barnwodd for traytorous Jesvytts: the dwellers 
therin nowe is a father &a brother of one 
belson, that is exequted presently. Whyche 
dwellers ought to be removed... j2 Perhaps 
it was at this time that John Filby was 
'chased awaye' from Brill by a pursuivant 3 
Robert was dead by the 1590s, leaving as 
heir another Augustine, who came of age 
towards the end of the century and himself died 
in 1616. Augustine II married Mildred, 
daughter of Edward Gage of Bentley: the marriage, 
as has already been said, set up a new complex 
of relationships. There can be no better 
introduction to this new complex than a list 
1. E 351/542, mem. 128v. 
2 ". . ans . 
MS. 61, art. 47, Knollys to Burleigh. 
3. Th27 /i , see page 4a c.. 
I-1 R 
of 'Recusants stayed for the Erle of Southampton': ' 
Andrew Benlowes, Augustine Belson, Edward 
Gage of Wormesley, John Shelley, Edward Gage 
of Bentley, William Copley, Sir John Caryll 
2 the younger and Thomas Hoord. Most, if not 
all, of these recusants were related to each 
other and to the Earl of Southampton. 
3 The 
Belson family papers shew that the Gages, the 
Shelleys and the Belsons played a prominent 
role in each others' lives. But some of the 
other families mentioned are there in the back- 
ground. When Augustine III settled 9300 on 
his son John and his daughter-in-law Clare 
Gage, Henry and William Neville of Cressing 
Temple, Essex were parties to the agreement. 
4 They 
may well have been the reliable Protestant 
parties, such as were often brought in to safe- 
guard an agreement over Catholic property. And 
1. The list appears twice in the State Papers, 
SP 12/g76/209 and SP 14411123; neither list is 
a-aye--cL-and on y the first has the heading given 
above. See also B. M. Add. MB, ff. 15,46v, 
grants of the proTs Augustine Belson's 
recusancg. 
2. Thomas Hoord or Hord of Weston, Warwickshire 
owned land in Aston, E 1 et eq. and see pagan 2st-q, 
3. See, for example, the sage pe$igree in P. Revill 
and F. W. Steer, 'George Gage I and George Gage II'9 
Bulletin of the Institute of Historical 
rch, TYXT7958,142 T79 , and re pe grees in 
ev n, The Life of Robert Southwell, 1956, 
PP"7,15.121; ' 
4. Bodl. MS. d_d. Baarrrett a2 . 1. 
i-7 1 
Augustine III may have trusted them because 
they were related through the Benlowes 
family to his mother and his daughter-in-law. 1 
Southampton, Sir John Shelley 2 of 
Michelgrove, Sussex and John Thatcher 3 of 
Briesthawes, also in Sussex were the executors 
of the will of Edward Gage of Bentley 
4 
and 
responsible for transmitting a legacy of 
E600 from Edward to his daughter Mildred 
Belson. The three executors later acted as 
trustees for the benefit and behoof of 
Augustine II's younger children Edward and 
Ellen or Eleanor. 
5 Southampton had conformed 
by then and had become kncwn as an anti- 
Catholic 
6- but not, obviously, where his own 
1. H. Jenkins, Edward Benlowes, 1952, p. 9 and see 
p. 93 for the statement that they were 
Protestants. 
2. Sir John was the last of the first group of 
baronets created on 22 May 1611. 
3. 'My cosen Thatcher' appears in Bodl. MS. d. d. 
Barrett a a. A Thatcher of Pries äes also 
0o part i. n e transfer of Kiddington to the 
Brownes, Browne MS. B 11 -22,2.6-31. 
4. PCC 52 Lawe. age le marks-to Southampton 
'to buye him a Garter'. 
5. Bodl. MS. d. d. Barrett a /3/c-149 10 February 1616/7: 
: EFlv-s concerns to dispos ion of Augustine II's 
estate in the minority of his son, Augustine III, 
as ordered by William Knollys, Master of the 
Court of Wards. Thus, the fierce hostility of 
Francis Knollys may be said to have turned to a 
professional neutrality on the part of his son. And, 
later still, there would seem to have ben some closer 
link between Lady Banbury and the Belsons, 
Berkshire Record Officeet arrett Collection (un- 
CT=Ioguea 
6. A. L. Rowse, Shakespeare's Southampton, 1965, p. 185, --'" but see p.; 111-je. 
Ido 
family was concerned. 
The Belsons conducted one curious piece 
of business with another family much associated 
with their new kinsmen. In 1608 Augustine II 
obtained a licence 'to keepe one Taverne in 
ye towne of Stokenchurch', nominally on 
behalf of his sons Augustine III and Edward. At 
that time Charles, Earl of Nottingham and his 
son William, Lord Howard of Effingham held 
the monopoly of such licences, and it was 
their agents, Sir John Fearne, Arthur Ingram 
and James Colliraore, who granted the licence. ' 
There is nothing to suggest that any of the 
parties to the business noticed any impropriety 
in granting such a licence to a prominent 
Catholic gentleman 
2 
and one whose uncle had 
been taken in the company of two priests at an 
inn. But it was perhaps fortunate that the 
Howards took no personal interest in the 
1. Bodl. MS. d. d. Barrett a/2/m. 21-24, a/3/`c. 6. See 
a1sö di: l B, arre 
_2 
/ja where ere is 
reference T-0 7T-ränT-fromthe Earle of 
Nottingham to Mr Belson for the sale of Wood 
in Barnef orest' . 2. It is difficult to picture such a one, or his 
sons, actually running an inn, and in fact The 
George at Stokenchurch soon passed into other hands: the Bethams seem to have had an interest 
in it, Bodl. MS. d. d. Barratt a /3/a. 
i kI 
transaction. The first Lord Howard of 
Effingham, Nottingham's father, had clashed 
with Sir Thomas Copley in Surrey and had 
joined PZrs. Parker in persecuting him. ' 
Nottingham himself, as second Lord Howard of 
Effingham, had held the wardship of Southampton 
for a while, and had quarelled with the 
executors of the second Earl of Southampton's 
will, who were all Catholics and included a 
Gage. 
2 Nottingham may have remembered this 
quarrel when he obtained the lands of John 
Gage of Haling. 
3 These facts provide an 
interesting background to a simple business 
transaction. Augustine paid the Howards an 
unnamed sum of money down and promised an 
annual payment of forty shillings. 
Meanwhile, Augustine II and his family had 
abandoned Robert Belson's conformist policy, 
although, as usual, the women were more 
1. J. E. Neale, The Elizabethan H use of Commons, 
1949 pp-44: 7; ris ie, e . 
TT ee 
`ers of Sir Thomas Copley, 1897, p. xxiv. 
2. I. Z owse, . c. p. 45. 
3. P. Revill ao r . Steer, ýo . cit., p. 150. Nottingham 
died at Haling in 1624. T5bFICage' s wife. Thomas 
Copley 's daughter, was taken with Anne Line in 
1601, condemned and reprieved. Anne Line, who was 
hanged, is usually said to have been born at 
Dunmow, Essex, whence came the Jennings family who 
were linked with the Belsons through the Shelleys, 
see Berkshire Record Office. 
Hi a 
prominent. Robert's widow was a convicted 
recusant, and paid 913 6s 8d out of an annuity 
of £20; 
1 Margaret Belson, spinster of Aston 
Rowant, appeared once on the Recusant Rolls, 
2 
as did Mildred, Augustine II's wife. 
3 
Augustine himself avoided the Rolls, perhaps 
because the profits of his recusancy had been 
granted into private hands. He did appear 
on the 1612 list, with his wife and his mother: 
all three were then convicted recusants. 
The family figured in Thomas Chamberlayne's 
letter to Lord Ellesmere: from the Symeon 
household, 'Sir George Tipping and my seife 
went to Mr. Belson (hee and his wieffe being 
recusants convicted); he being not at home, 
his wieffe, his mother, the wieffe of one Mr. 
Lovett and one Mrs. Belson, an auncient mayde, 
all of them refused to take the othe of 
allegeanee, wheareuppon we committed them'. 
5 
1. See, for example, E 377/5,12,15,16,28. 
2. E. 37 . 
3.6. 
4. -must be understood that here, as elsewhere, 
only the Oxfordshire rotulets are meant. 
5. J. Payne Collier, The Egerton Pa ers (Camden 
Society, 1840) p. 437; -U-. L7, , 209. 
Augustine II's sister argaret married Francis 
Lovett of Weston Pinckney, Northants., Harleian 
Soviet , V, 1871,190. The 'auncient may ej mmiight 
e eanor, Robert's sister, C. R. S. LX 1968,213; 
she was still alive in 1617,11-0y'6T--MS. &. d. Barrett 
aZJZe-14- For Augustine II, see also 14 
1ý3 
Chamberlayne had been much concerned on 
this occasion with the Stonor family. There 
are signs of Stonor presence in the Belson 
papers. For example, after Augustine II's 
death, Mildred, his widow, sold some property 
to Sir Henry Guildford and Sir Francis Stonor. 
1 
One very useful document 
2 bears the heading, 
'A Booke contayning all the evidences and other 
wrightings of Mr Augustyn Belsons remayning 
in the howse of Sir ffrancis Stonor knight 
at Stonor and contayned in thre tronks'. Not 
all the 'evidences and wrightings' listed in 
the twenty-nine pages of this document have 
survived, and few of them are dated: they 
included 'St Bernards Verses translated into 
English'. 
Augustine III married first Elizabeth Curson, 
daughter of Sir John 
3 
and second Mary Bayley, 
widow of William Shelley, father of the 2nd 
k 
baronet of Michelgrove. Augustine III's 
1. Bodl. MS. d. d. Barrett a/? /`o. 5. Sir Henry was 
presumäbi9 a kinsman of Mildred Gage. Her uncle 
Thomas Gage and her great-grandfather Sir John 
married Guildfords. 
2. Bodl. MS. d. d. Barrett a /3/a. The documents in this 
ox arte not separate y numbered. 
3. Bodl. MS. Top. Oxon. c. 224, f. 95.0n 11 January 1655 
Sr Jöfinn Curon let land. in Waterperry to Augustine, 
a younger son of Augustine III, B odl. MS. d. d. Bar nett 
4. 
an_. d. d. Barrett a /3/i. 
12 L-A 
younger brother, Edward, was dead before 
29 November 1633.1 In 1627 he had been 
escorted from St. Omer to Douai by his kinsman 
George Gage II 
2 
and he died overseas. He 
may have been intended for the priesthood. 
Somewhat later, there was a Constantia 
Belson among the Augustinian Canonesses at 
Louvain. 
3 Augustine III went overseas for a 
time after or during the Civil War; he 
received a licence to travel for three years, 
for his health's sake, in 1647 
4 
and in 1654 
there is reference to 'his long residence and 
abode beyond the seas'. 
5 His lands were 
sequestrated, though some at least of them 
seem to have been farmed by a fellow Catholic, 
William P-lynne of Somerton. 
6 
Augustine III was in some demand as an 
executor. With several others, including a 
Thatcher and a Roper, he was one of the 
1. An inventory of his goods was taken on that 
day and is in the Berkshire Record Office. 
2. P. Revill and F. W. Steer, op. cit., p. 151. 
3. A. Hamilton, The Chronicle off`-the English 
Augustinian Canonesses Re- of the Lateran, 
a . Monica s in Louvain, , 19ý, 
'i'38". 
4. rodl. M .. arret a . 13. 
. 5. adoT. 
M3. 
. arre a/3/d. 8 
6, ToIT-i!. .c. arre a passim. Mynne and as Ciid were parties to the 1654 agreement 
cited above, which made fresh arrangements for 
Augustine's enlarged family. 
I Frs 
executors of Sir John Gage of Firle's will 
in 1633.1 Sir John Shelley, 1st baronet of 
Michelgrove, left the control of his grandson 
and heir' Charles, wholly and solely to his 
widow. Lady Shelley died soon afterwards, 
making Augustine Belson executor of her on 
will and transferring to him, and to Mary 
Shelley, her control of Sir Charles. John 
Jennings, who records the latter intention 
of Lady Shelley, makes the surprising comment 
that Lady Shelley was, by reason of her 
recusancy, incapable of the trust reposed in 
her by Sir John. Was not Augustine Belson 
equally incapable? Lady Shelley, incidentally, 
left £500 to pious uses'. 
2 
Sir Charles 
himself later appointed his uncle Augustine 
Belson an executor of his will and gave him 
joint control with Sir Charles' wife, Elizabeth 
1. Bodl. PNS. d. d. Barrett a/3/c. 2. Sir John's 
moEfier was a ui or and is wife's mother 
was a Kitson - that is, a Cornwallis connection. Sir John's heir, Sir Thomas second baronet, 
married Mary Chamberlayne of Shirburn. 
2. Berkshire Record Office, copy of Lady Shelley's 
will, memorandum of John Jennings. 
! r(L- 
Weston, 1over the marriage of their two 
daughters, Elizabeth and Christine. 2 
Catherine Clifford's will has already 
been mentioned. She and the Gages seem to 
have shared some friends: her will mentions, 
besides Augustine Belson, some members of the 
Roper family, John Chamberlayne and Edward 
Smith of Ashe in Durham. 
3 
George Bayley, 
another relative resident in the Low Countries, 
wished to make Augustine Belson his executor; 
but on 19 July 1646 Augustine appeared before a 
public notary in Brussels to renounce the 
eýtecutorship. 
4 Between these two, in 1650, 
Mary Delwes desired her 'beloued master Mr 
Augustine Belson' to act as her executor: she 
left her best gown and a pound to William 
Shelley's wife. 
5 
In 1661 Edward, Lord Vaux appointed Augustine 
Belson an executor of his will, and among 
1. That is, Sir Charles' first wife: this will 
was made in 1661. 
2. Bod1. MS. d. d. Barrett a /3/f. 16* There may have been a quarrels er see a /24f. 14: in this document 
it is stated that Lady e ey died intestate. 
3. One of Sir John :. Gage's executors was a Mr. Smith. 
4. Berkshire Record Office. In 1648 Mary Shelley, 
widow of John Shelley, was the surviving executrix 
of George Bay]q: she was his daughter, Bodl. MS. d. d. 
Barrett a . 12. -- 
5. $73n-. 7? "_;,, _. 
Barrett tt a/3/d. 3. 
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other bequests to the family left 'the 
little gold cross I wear about my neck' and 
some table linen 'to my Valentine, Mrs. 
Katherine Belson', presumably Augustine's 
daughter by Mary Bayley. 
1 
Hildesley. 
Margaret, aister of the elder Sir Francis 
Stonor and wife of William Hildesley, was 
another of the prominent recusants among the 
Stonor womenfolk. The Hildesleys or Illesleys 
acquired the manor of East Illesley in 
Berkshire from the Babingtons in 1605, though 
they had property there long before that date. 
2 
As Berkshire landowners, they were among the 
Catholic neighbours of Godfrey Goodman, Bishop 
of Gloucester, as listed by Geoffrey Soden. 
3 
1. G. Anstruther, Vaux of Harrowden, 1953, p. 475. See 
Bodl. MS. d. d. Barre tä for Katherine. There 
was a2lisTän re a ions ip between the Belsons and 
the Vaux, G. Anstruther, op. cit., p. 481. One of the 
Shelleys had been in Lores'Vaux's service, Bodl. MS. 
d. d. Barrett a /3/f. 18_ it was presumably as a 
ax armnot as a ollys that Lady Banbury knew 
the Belsons. 
2. D. Macleane, A History of Pembroke Colle e (O. H. S. XXXIII, 1897) 1c äd w% , 
founder of Pembroke College, was rector of East Illesley. In 
1582 Walter Hildesley, his wif e, Austen his manservant 
and Agnes his maid were listed undSr East Illesley 
as recusants, though not indicted, SP 124124/449 
3. G. I. Soden, Godfrey Goodman, 1953, p. 1 was, or 
example, fromeýs'ley that Goodman wrote in 1635 
to calm down the worried Francis Jones: Goodman had 
erected a crucifix at Windsor, Bodl. Ashmolean 
M-- 1126 9ff . 105-106v. 
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According to Soden, Goodman valued West 
Illesley, where he had succeeded none other 
than De Dominis in 1620, as being, with Windsor, 
a refuge from his own Puritan diocese. It is 
tempting to suppose some direct contact and 
influence, but there does not seem to be any 
evidence. The one faint indication, apart 
from the accident of proximity, is that a Mary 
Hildesley entered the Franciscan convent at 
Brussels in 1601,1 which may mean that the 
family was known to Goodman's friend Sancta Clara. 
. 
Besides this interest in East Illesley, 
the Hildesleys also possessed a small property 
in Crowmarsh Gifford, Newnham Moren and Howbery, 
upon the seized two thirds of which they paid 
a rent of 92 6s 8d. 
2 More important, though 
perhaps not obtained till a somewhat later 
date, was their property at Little Stoke. 
William died on 30 August 1576.3 Margaret 
was not listed as an Oxfordshire recusant in 1577 
1. C. R. S. XXIV, 1923,35" She was born at Stoke in 
x ordshire. 
2. E 377/1 et seq. The property was farmed for the 
rown y7eonard Wilmott and John Simonds and was 
the joint property of Margaret and her son Walter 
of East Illesley. 
3, C_R. S. II, 1920,106. 
IRS 
but she was assessed under Oxfordshire in 1585, 
as of Crowmarsh, assessed at £6 5s, a 
quarter of the sum paid by her relations 
Lady Stonor and Richard Owen. ' In 1584 she 
was before the Oxford Archdeacon's Court 
2 
and from 1587/8 appeared regularly on the Pipe 
Rolls 3 and Recusant Rolls. Her goods were 
valued at £30 in 1587 
4 
and in 1586 she had 
offered, along with her daughter, to compound 
for £3 6s 8d. 
5 
Her son Walter was also a recusant. On 15 6 
December 1609 the profits of his recusancy were 
granted to Edmund Roiden and others, along 
with that of his sister Katherine and one Ilsley 
(Hildesley) of Mutmere Park, Buckinghamshire. 7 
According to the Harleian pedigree, 
8 Walter 
married Dorothy, daughter of Humphrey Burdett 
of Sunning, Berkshire. The Burdetts were 
closely related to the Englef ields and therefore 
I. SP 12/18/33i; SP12/200 61 ; SP 12/206/8. 
2. E. . rin wo , Arctic eacon s Cour : TIE-er Actorum, 12L4 (O. R. S. XX11111942) I, 5. 
3.372 4 as of Crowmarsh. 
4. ns . MS. 53, f . 143. 
5.2/1619/-54 . "'finder Berkshire her son Walter and 
is wie offered £5. 
6. Besides his partnership with his mother in the 
Recusant Rolls, see B. M. Harl. MS. 6998 f. 164" 
Sp 12/254/44; SP 12/ 'f/ _'"_""' 
7ý dd. MS . L4 v. 
8, ar`leän 0c e_y, v, 1871,182-3. 
{etc 
involved in the affairs of the younger Francis 
Englef ield and Edmund Plowden. 1 Their 
one direct contact with Oxford was the gift 
by William of Sunning, Humphrey's son, of 31 
manuscripts to the Bodleian in 1608. Most of 
them came from Reading Abbey and others of 
the same provenance passed from the Burdetts to 
John Stonor of North Stoke, who presented them 
to St. John's. 
2 
The Burdetts were friendly 
with the Vachells, another Berkshire Catholic 
family that spread into Oxfordshire. 3 
Humphrey Burdett had also a rather curious 
interest in Illesley: the year after his probable 
presentation as a non-communicant, he procured 
the lease of an Illesley inn for two former 
Englef ield servants, against the resistance of 
the then occupier and with the approval of Cecil. 
4 
In 1605, however, Walter Hildesley's wife 
was Honor, daughter of Henry Cary of Hamworthy, 
Dorsetshire. Walter and his wife were with 
the Carys when Henry's son, also Henry, was 
1. Bod1. Blakewaý MS. 9, f. 255v. 
2. . . ham, Some noVes on the Library of Reading Abbey, ' Bodleian Quarterly Re cord, VIII, 1935-37, 
4.7-54. 
3. J. R. L.; op. cit., P"53" 
y.. ! Ha ft ieeT 7II, 19o, 215. 
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arrested for alleged complicity in the 
Gunpowder Plot. 
1 Walter himself was described 
as 'the man which sold Roockwood the Traytor 
a horse for 30 
li '. There is no doubt that 
these are Berkshire Hildesleys, since Honor 
said that the jewelled crucifix that she wore 
had been given to her by the Spanish 
ambassador 'when as the said Embassetor was at 
her howse at Elsley in Barksheir'. But it is 
possible that this Walter was Margaret's 
grandson, not her son, born in 1578. 
Of Margaret's other children, one, William, 
was probably the William Hildesley of Benham, 
Berkshire arrested with Campion at Lyford. 
2 
And also probably the William Hildesley arrested 
some years later for carrying into England 
some Catholic books 'delyverd unto him at 
Amyense by one ffarmer an Englisheman, to be 
delivered to Mr Renoldese of Corpus Christi 
Coiledge in Oxfforde in answer of a Booke sent 
by the sayed Ranolds to a brother of his beyon 
the seas'. 
3 He was living in London in 1587, in 
1. SP 14/18/1. 
2. mpson, Edmund Campion, 1867, p. 227. 
3. SpI 2/1_ 57/6W, un dated. 
(9z 
the same street, Fleet Street, as the younger 
Francis Englefield. 1 William was the 
youngest son and the youngest daughter, 
Katherine, already mentioned as a recusant 
in 16C'9, was apparently a nun. 2 
In 1612 the family was represented by the 
convicted Mary Hildesley, wife of John of 
Crowmarsh, presumably Walter's son, 
3 though, 
by the evidence of the Recusant Rolls, Walter 
was still alive: probably he was regarded, for 
the purposes of that list, as a Berkshire man. 
One Anne Hildesley had been a recusant in 16044 
but thereafter there is no further record of 
recusancyr5 in the family until the later 1620s 
and the 1630s, when William Hildesley of 
Checkendon begins to appear on the Recusant 
Rolls. 
6 In 1632 William Hildesley described as 
the father of Walter, Margaret Hildesley and 
1. SP 12/206/74 (1587). 
2. . ac eane, op. cit., p. 166. 3. Trinit Co h , Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6, and see 4 or the assurance ha se was of 
rowmars . The constant use of such words as 'presumably', 'possibly' and 'perhaps' is, of 
course, a stylistic blemish. But it is necessary. 
In the case of the Hildesleys, for example, 
Stapleton misses out at least one and possibly two 
generations after William and Margaret. 
4E. 
5. cu ing, that is , the continued farm of Walter's 





7 46 also records a Ulerve). 
{n3 
William of Checkendon appear. ' 
The Illesley estate passed to the Moores 
of Fawley in 1650, probably as a result of 
the family's Civil War losses. They retained 
possession of their Little Stoke property. 
Throckmorton, Catesby and Ansley. 
Certain Catholic families owed their 
membership of the cousinage rather to marriages 
made with families outside Oxfordshire. In 
particular, the Tappers of Holywell, the 
Powells of Sandford and the Greenwoods of 
Brizenorton, while related to each other, were 
connected with other Catholic families in 
Oxfordshire mainly through the Throckmortons, 
and that through a mid-17th century marriage. 
Not that this prominent Midlands family did 
not have more immediate links with Oxfordshire: 
William Catesby settled the manor of Chastleton 
on his wife Katherine Willington and, on his 
death, she carried the estate to Anthony 
Throckmorton, eighth son of Sir George of 
Coughton. As was not uncommon, 




2. one, The Crisis of the Aristocracy 1558-1641, 
1965, p"60 Inc entZly, Stone s re erence 
to Sir William Catesby, p. 442, should of course 
be to Robert. 
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by William Catesby, Sir William, married 
or was married into the Throckmorton family. 
Meanwhile, the Sheldons had followed the 
same course, William (d. 1570) having married 
Katherine Willington's sister and his son 
Ralph having married Anne Throckmorton, 
daughter of Sir Robert of Coughton: Ralph 
Sheldon was later to be for a period virtually 
one of the owners of Chastleton and, curiously 
enough, his family was closely associated 
with the Jones family, the Anglican successors 
of the Catesbys, one room in their newly- 
built house being called 'Mr. Sheldon's 
Chamber'*I 
Katherine and Anthony settled at Chastleton 
until his death in 1587 and hers in 1592. 
Anthony was assessed for a light horse as an 
Oxfordshire landowner in 1570.2 Two at least 
of their children remained in Oxfordshire: a 
daughter, Margaret, married Edmund Ansley of 
Chastleton and a son, George, described as of 
Chipping Norton, had the profits of his 
1. M. Dickins, Chastleton House, n. d., pp. 8-9. 
Walter Jones came originally from Worcester. 
2. SP 12/67/351. This was not, of course, a 
recusancy assessment. 
iýý 
recusancy granted away on 16 December 1610.1 
There was an earlier grant of him as of Tew 
2 
and he figures, along with his sister 
Margaret, on the 1612 list. He also seems 
to have been among the Throckmortons, including 
Francis the conspirator, who held or claimed 
to hold the advowson of Souldern. 3 Another 
Throckmorton, the Protestant Arthur, was sometimes 
a visitor at Chastleton, Anthony being his 
uncle. 
4 But, as A. L. Rowse points out, the 
most frequent visitor to Oxfordshire was Thomas 
of Coughton, 'in and out of Banbury Castle 
for recusancy'. 
5 
Sir William Catesby's connection with the 
county was hardly greater. He was lodging in 
Gloucester Hall in 1577 
6 
and he too suffered 
imprisonment in Oxfordshire, 
7 but he was 
never listed or fined as an Oxfordshire recusant. 
1. B. M. Add. MS. 6 , f. 47v. 
2. S T4-711/25; see also E 377/17. 
3. V. . H. , 
9,307. Soul ern seemed to attract Ca Frolic 'outlanders'. The Arundells and Lord 
Compton had owned land here. The later resident 
lords of the manor were also Catholics. 
4. A. L. Rowse, Ralegh and the Throckmortons, 1962, 
pp-75,96. Seeoma -so pages $7 6r6. 
5. A. L. Rowse, o . cit., p. 190. 
6. SP 12 118 . 
7. See page 615. 
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He seems to appear most often as of Surrey, 
where, for example, he offered to compound 
for 100 marks in 1586 and where he had been 
assessed at £75 towards light horse, the same 
sum as was required of Thomas Throckmorton: 
1 
both paid. 
Chastleton passed to Robert the 
conspirator, Sir William's son, who resided 
there. His son, for example, was baptised at 
Chastleton Church in 1595 
2 
and some of the 
Powder plotters met at Chastleton. By then 
Robert had mortgaged the estate beyond 
redemption. Sir Robert Dudley, Leicester's 
Catholic son, Ralph Sheldon and his son Edward 
of Steeple Barton, John Throckmorton of 
Gloucestershire, Sir Thomas Leigh, Robert Catesby's 
Protestant father-in-law, Thomas Spencer and 
Thomas Chamberlayne of Gray's Inn were at 
various times the mortgagees. 
3 The property 
passed to none of these, however, but to 
Walter Jones of Witney, a wool-merchant. The 
1. Assessed under Buckinghamshire. 
2. M. Dickins, o . cit., p. 6. 
3. M. Dickins ietor of Chastleton, Oxfordshire, 
1938, PP " 
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Jones family were Anglicans, as they 
demonstrated under the Commonwealth, when 
their neighbour Bishop Juxon is said to 
have performed the Anglican service in their 
house every Sunday. 
1 
The Ansleys or Annesleys owned another 
manor in Chastleton, that of Brookend. Edmund 
Ansley of Chastleton died in 1583, leaving 
a recusant widow Katherine, 
2 
and several 
children, of whom Edmund, the eldest son, 
married Margaret Throckmorton in 1588. Of 
the others, the second son, Henry, is presumably 
the same as Henry Ansley, a priest of the 
diocese of Oxford, who was born in 1561 and 
ordained at Rome in 1586. If the document 
were not dated 1580, he might possibly be the 
'Mr Hutchens brother to Edmond Ansley' who 
was then said to be 'about Oxford'. 
3 A 
daughter, Margaret, married into the Catholic 
1. M. W. Jones, Chastleton House and the Gunpowder 
Plot, 1909, P" . The Royalist Är iur Jones hid in 
a secret chamber from pursuing rebels after the 
battle of Worcester. One thinks immediately of 
priest-holes, but the house was completely rebuilt 
by Walter Jones shortly after his purchase. It is 
quite possible that he was Catholic in sympathy at 
that time, but I know of no evidence whatsoever of 
recusaney. 
2. SP 12/200(61; SP 12/2,51/53; E 372; E 37 1 , etc . ar .ý6, v; . aans3.. ,. 
3.1 6. The dating is mo ern, 
buu5 
I have 
no reason or rejecting it. 
I ICr J? 
Gainsfords of Idbury, Oxfordshire. Edmund was 
on Cecil's 1592 list, as was his younger 
brother James Ansley of Oxford. 1 Edmund and 
Margaret were before the Bi'shop's Court on 6 
July 1596 as recusants and, declaring them- 
selves 'not as yet resolved in conscience 
for to receyue the communion', were ordered 
to confer with the parson of Chastleton. 
2 it 
would be intersting to know how hard the un- 
fortunate cleric, surrounded as he was by 
Catholic gentry, tried to bring the Ansleys 
to conform: it is certain that The failed in 
Margaret's case but in 1612, when she was a 
convicted recusant, Edmund was listed simply 
as her husband; he was not even called a non- 
communicant. Margaret also appeared alone on 
the Recusant Rolls, though in 11603,3 she 
had the company of John Osbaston of Chastleton, 
4 
who was one of her husband's tenants. The 
1. HMC Hatfield, V, 270. James was at liberty upon 
bond: e appeared on a 1580 list of Catholics 
convented before the ecclesiastical commissioners, 
B. M. Harl. MS. '60, art. 30. 
2. '-071: U. T. Oxon. 
_cýý. 
5ý6, ff. 16-17. 
3,2; see almo '- 1. 
4. . is ns, A Histýýoýr of 
hastleton, 
Oxfordshire, 1938, 
p. 11. EdmunT nnsleey s sister married Rich ar 
Osbaldeston of Harbury, Warwicks., Harleian 
Societ , V, 1871,201. 
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family remained at Chastleton, but not as 
recusants. Possibly Edmund had been more 
worried, perhaps even shocked, by the fate of 
his kinsman Robert Catesby than influenced 
by the arguments of the local parson. 
Greenwood. 
Thomas Greenwood of Greenwood Lee, Yorkshire 
owned property in Steeple Aston in 1562 and 
married the sister of Christopher Mychell, 
Rector of Chastleton. His son, Thomas of 
Oxford, a lawyer, married Joan Napper, sister of 
the martyr. In 1569 it was reported of this 
Thomas that he 'hath seldome gon to the church 
by reason of multitude of Causes sins he was a 
practytioner' and that he had only received the 
Protestant Communion once since the Queen's 
accession, and that seven or eight years before 
1569.1 He died on 29 July 1577, a victim of 
the Black Assizes. 
2 Later in the year, his widow, 
then living in the parish of St. Giles, was 
1. SP 12/W70. ' 
2. T. earn, Remarks and Collections, ed. by C. E. 
Doble (0. ý 'ß$S8,; Bodl. 
Tanner MS. ,f . 182. 
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reported as not coming to church. She was 
worth £2000.1 Their second son George settled 
at Chastleton, where he married a daughter 
of Walter Jones, and, it would seem, conformed. 
George and Elizabeth Jones had a son Henry 
2 
who might easily be confused with the 
Benedictine Henry Paulinus Greenwood. 3 In fact, 
this Henry must have been morn more than thirty 
years after the priest. 
The eldest son of Thomas and Joan, another 
Thomas, 
4 
settled at Brize Norton, and married 
Grace More, daughter of Thomas More II, grandson 
of the martyr. 
5 Grace's eldest sister also 
married into an Oxfordshire family, the 
Moores of Haddon. 
The Brize Norton line was Catholic, though 
all of them save Grace escaped formal enrolment as 
1. SP 12 118 .; see also SP 12/15O/9,1581, 
a fist of ose with relations abroad. But here 
she is called Alice Greenwood, late of St. Giles. 
2. M. Dickins, op. cit., p. 15. He is not in the 
Harleian peigree. 
3. See page 417. 
4. Harleian S2ci*t7, V, 1871,256. The monumental 
nscr pion:; as cited by Hearne credits Thomas 
the lawyer with two sons John and George. 
5. Essex 111,1961,36; V, 1963, 
3D=5T, were the Greenwood role in the main- 
tenance of an Essex priest is described: Sir 
John Fortescue was also involved. This More 
marriage also made the Greenwoods related to 
the Gages and so to the Belsons. 
2ot 
such until 1625, when five of them appeared 
on the first Caroline Recusant Roll. Grace 
was a recusant nine years earlier, rather 
curiously described as 'spinster uxor Thome 
Greenwwood'. 1 The five of 1625 were Thomas 
and Grace and their children Thomas, Bridget 
and Clara. Thomas and Grace continued as 
recusants, intermittently joined by their 
children. 
2 
Bridget later married into another 
Essex family, the Whitbreds, and when her 
husband came to make his will in 1659 he left 
£5 each to his cousins Agnes and John Green- 
wood, children of the fourth Thomas, and also 
918, reduced on reflection to £10, to his other 
cousin, George of Chastleton, son of George and 
Elizabeth Jones. 
3 There was another connection 
between the two lines: in the later 'thirties 
George of Chastleton, presumably the elder, 
E 37 24. 'Spinster', of course, did not 
necessarily carry its modern connotation, but one 
might more profitably notice that Thomas, when he came to join her on the Rolls, was variously described as esquire, gentleman and yeoman in an 
age supposedly more conscious of these distinctions. 
2. For example, Clara, E377/33.35.40. Both Bridget 
and Thomas were listed , where in one place Bridget is given as omas' wife, 
another warning that the Rolls must be used 
with caution. See also E 377/4-4 for William 
Greenwood of Brize Norton, yeoman. 
3. M. M. Nolan 'Two Whitbret Wills', Essex Recusant, vII, 1965,1I15-125. 
2Gz 
was farmer of the sequestrated lands of the 
recusant Thomas of Brize Norton. ' The Whitbred 
will shews that this relationship must have 
been an amicable one. But there is always 
a great deal that we do rnt know about such 
matters. A document, say a grant of recusancy 
profits, may cover a piece of sordid persecution, 
or it may cover a piece of skilful protection. 
There is often no way of telling; the words 
are the same in either case. 
Thomas Greenwood of Brize Norton also had 
a connection with the Sheldons, acting in 1643 
as a trustee for them. 
2 
Na er. 
The Napiers or Nappers of Holywell and 
Temple Cowley claimed descent from the Earls 
of Lenox. 
3 Edward Napper, Fellow of All 
Souls, was this bene natur. In his will, made 
on 8 August 1552, Edward left certain properties 
in Somerset and Oxfordshire to that College 
IE4 4ý6,47. 
2. . irmingham-fite erence ýL_tib_he inrý_ar 
67531,18 May an Indenture or crease; of the 
portion of Elizabeth Sheldon and for other 
purposes. Other parties to the agreement included 
Sir Robert Throckmorton, and Sir Robert Dormer of Dorton, Bucks. and Ascot, Oxon., Sheriff of the latter county in 1628. This branch of the Dormer family was Protestant. 
3. Or at least had it claimed for them, see Bodl. Wood MS. D. 19(1 ), f . 21. 
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'soe if they keepe his obit yearly', besides 
several bequests in cash to the various 
officials of the College. 
' He died in 1558. 
Not unnaturally the College never returned 
the legacy, but it is possible that they and 
the University in general made some indirect 
return. The seminary priest, George Napper, 
himself possibly a former Fellow of Corpus 
Christi, the son of a College benefactor and 
a member of a fairly prominent local family, 
could hardly have worked in and about Oxford 
unnoticed by the University. But it was not 
the University nor any part of it which procured 
his arrest. 
Apart from the facts already cited, George's 
brother, Edward's elder son, William of Holywell, 
was the ward of Sir William Petre, a former 
Fellow of All Souls and the benefactor of 
Exeter College. The Nappers' Holywell property 
was leased from Merton College and that at 
Temple Cowley from Christ Church. One might 
perhaps add, in order to complete the picture, that 
1. Bodl. Bodle9 MS. 94, ff. 227v-228v; C. Grant 
oTer soon, A= Col , 1899, p. 63. 
'4 
when William married a Powell of Sandford, he 
acquired a remote connection with the Founder 
of All Souls, Archbishop Chicheley. 
Edward's second wife, the mother of William 
and George, was Anne Peto, niece of the 
Franciscan Cardinal. 
' George is dealt with else- 
where, as a priest and a martyr, though it is 
as well to note that he had already a certain 
history of lay recusancy behind him when he 
was ordained in 1596. One might also note, 
though the details are given else*here, that 
his family did their best to save him in 1610. 
His elder brother William of Holywell was 
a recusant in 1577, worth 'in lands leases and 
goods' £2000. He had married Isabel or 
Elisabeth Powell of Sandford, and the notice 
of William Napper, farmer of Holywell, in 1577 
continues 'Mr Powel of Sandford late pentionar, 
his wife, children and mother lie there and nevdr 
come to the churche and they are thought to haue 
a masse likewise'. William's sister Margaret 
i. For Napper pedigree and family history see 
HarlOian Societ , V, 1871,253; Wood, Life and Times M. 
. S. 
IR 1,191-4; J. Gillow (ec 
The Napper Family Register (C. R. S. I, 1905) 133-7" 
s0! 
ß 
had married one Gunnell, 'One Ginmel of St. 
Thomas parishe his wife and others in his 
hause come not to the churche. he is worth one 
hundred pounde. he is thought to haue the 
masse likewise'. Finally, Joan Greenwood, 
another of William's sisters, 'cometh not to 
the churche'. 
1 
We know a little of the mechanics of these 
Elizabethan Masses. William Napper let a piece 
of ground in Temple Cowley to one Badger a 
mason 'a R. Cath. as Napier was', of the parish 
of St. Peter's in the East, Oxford, who built 
a house there, towards the end of Elizabeth's 
reign, 'for a hiding hole of a priest or any 
other lay-cath. in times of persecution'. It 
later became 'a Common Ale house', continuing 
so till about 1678.2 
William remained 'a renowned and vertuous 
3 
catholicke', and on 9 February 1608/9 the 
1. SP 12/118/3?. William Napper, his wife and the 
owe s yenge there' also appear on the list 
for Oxfordshire, SP 12/119/51. 
2. Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, printed in Wood, Life and 
Times t?. H. I, 18945 III, 122. Johanna, wide 
of William Badger of Cowley, labourer, was a 
recusant, ýE7/5. 
See also M. Hodgetts 'Priests' 
Hiding Ho es ', the Venerabile, XIX, 195ý, 431-442. 
3, Sp 12/238/126, 'u see page 9. See also B. M. 
H ar l. , . 4; HMC Hatf ield, IV, 27C; C. ". XIII, T73 0: 59 - 
2,06 
profits of his recusancy were granted away, 
along with those of seven other Oxfordshire 
Catholics, including William Badger of 
Cowley. 1 Neither William himself nor his 
immediate descendants, with a few exceptions, 
appear on the Recusant Rolls. William's 
daughter Mary married a Protestant clergyman 
and Fellow of All Souls, one John Messenger, a 
2 
Gloucestershire man, and his grand-daughter 
Dorothy, married another Gloucestershire 
clergyman, one Crosby, though, according to 
Wood, these latter were the parents of a 
Jesuit and a Benedictine. 
William did not die until 1622, but only 
his sons are represented on the 1612 list. 
Edmund (or Edward) of Holywell and his younger 
brother Thomas of Temple Cowley were non- 
communicants, and their wives, Joyce Wakeman 
and Mary Collins, were convicted recusants. 
Joyce Wakeman was also from Gloucestershire 
and was imprisoned in Banbury Castle from 22 
1. B. M. tdd. MS. 46 , f. 29v. 
2, ood; ie an imes (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) 1,193. Mary, 
wife of JO Plessenger of Wolvercot, gentleman, 
was a recusant in 1625, E 37Y33. 
lao7 
October 1612 to 1? April 1613.1 Edmund had 
matriculated at Balliol on 24 July 1590, 
aged about eleven. Christopher and William, 
the remaining sons of William and Isabel 
Powell, were in Rome in 1632. 
Despite his non-communicant status in 
1612, Thomas of Temple Cowley with his wife 
Mary, was towards the end of James I's reign, 
and throughout that of Charles Ia convicted 
recusant. 
2 Edmund avoided such notice, but 
almost certainly remained a Catholic. Two 
of his sons were Franciscans, one of whom, 
William, narrowly escaped being the family's 
second martyr at the time of the Popish Plot; 
and one daughter is said to have been a nun, 
though Wood provides her with a husband and 
says nothing of his death and her subsequent 
entry into a convent. Another son Edmund (or 
Edward) having like his brother been educated 
abroad, returned to Oxford, married his brother 
1. C. R. S. I, 1905,133. Her mother was a Gifford 
C illington. For a curious story about 
another Wakeman, see Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. 
XXI, 1892) 11,72. 
2. Mary in 1620 (and also in 1607), both in 1621, 
Thomas steadily from 1629, E 377/28-30,33,39-41, 
4 4-4. 
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George's maid and became 'a popish schoolmaster 
in Magd. parish'. 
1 It was George who succeeded 
at Holywell. He married an Arden of 
Kirtlington, and, dying in 1671, left three 
daughters, one of whom carried Holywell to 
her husband, Henry Neville of Holt, Leicester- 
shire. 
It is a little curious that such a 
prominent Catholic family should make such a 
poor shewing as actual convicted recusants. 
An episode from this George's career may provide 
some explanation, though, strictly, it lies 
outside our present period of study. On 30 
July 1664 he and his wife were summoned before 
the Bishop's Court, where George explained 
that they had 'beene trayned up in the opinion 
of the Roman church and therefore hee humbly 
prayeth that they may haue a competent time 
allowed them to deliberate before they giue 
in theire positiue answere'. He must have been 
known for his powers of diplomacy, as two other 
Catholics had asked him to put in the same plea 
on their behalf. He was successful. It must 
2 
be admitted that it was not altogether an unusual plea. 
ý. Wood, Life and 
BTimes 
(O. H. S. XIX1891) 1193; ibid. 
(O. H. S. 7XV111 94) ýII, 124. The maid, Mary Mitcie? l, 
was sister of the keeper of the Dolphin Inn in 
Magdalen parish. 
2. Bodl. MS. T . Oxon. c. 56, f. 71. 
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Arden. 
The Ardens of Kirtlington and Cottisford 1 
have been mentioned elsewhere as friends of 
James Crofts. 
2 John of Kirtlington was listed 
as a recusant in 1577, worth £80 yearly in 
lands and worth 9300 in goods. A John 3 Arden 
of Kirtlington married Jane Berington in 1591" 
She was the widow of John Eyston of East 
Hendred, Berkshire 
4 
and the Recusant Rolls shew 
that her marriage brought the Eystons into 
Oxfordshire. In 1609, besides owing £6 13s 4d for 
two thirds of her property in Kirtlington and 
Tackley, and for property in East Hendred itself, 
Jane Arden also owed £2 4s 53d for land in the 
same places in the tenure of William Eyston. 
5 
William was her son, born about 1584. He 
was at Magdalen College in 1602 and also held 
land in Burford, which he parted with. Moreover, 
his widow, Mary Thatcher, married Benedict 
Winchcombe. 
6 
A grant of the profits of Jane Arden of 
Kirtlington's recusancy was made on 20 June 1609.7 
1. V. C. H. VI, 1959,106,223. 
2: See page . 39. 
3. John was the family name, but the 1577 John does 
not seem to have died till 1605. 
4. A. L. Humphreys, East Hendred, 1923, p. 103. 
5E 18; see also 12 21. 
6. A. Jj . ump reysýo . ci sPP" -. 
7. $ M. Add. MS. 4, j5v. 
2.1o 
Henry Arden of Kirtlington, apparently 
John's brother, was required to pay the fourth 
part of the furnishing of one light horse 
in 1585, that is £6 5s. 1 And in 1587, though 
said to be worth only ¬23 in goods, 
2 he 
offered to compound for ¬3.3 It was apparett. ly 
these two, John and Henry, and their then wives, 
that entertained James Crofts in 1589. Henry 
was on the first Recusant Roll, as were five 
other Ardens, all described as of Cottisf ord. 4 
There were four of the family on the 
1612 list, all convicted recusants: two Johns, 
one with his wife Anne, and one James, son of 
another Anne. 
5 Thereafter the only persistent 
recusant, listed on the Rolls throughout the 
twenties and thirties, was Mary, a Kirtlington widow. 
Powell. 
The Powells of Sandford, t1ibugh their 
relationship with the Nappers and their later 
friendship with both Wood and Hearne, count 
among the more memorable, at least, of Oxford- 
1. SP 12 18 . 
2. B. M . Lansd. Nsý, f. 143. 
3.1 
4. To be precise, three were described as of 'Cottesmore'. For Anne Arden described as wife 
of John of Cottesford see also E 372/433. 
5. Trinit Col leýe, Cambridge _. , ar. 
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shire Roman Catholics. A Welsh family, the 
Powells bought the manor of Sandford in 
1542.1 It was former Church property. 
2 
They 
were, as we have seen, joined in recusancy 
with the Mappers in 1577. But thereafter the 
family is not markedly prominent in the 
records of Elizabethan recusancy: in 1580 
Robert Powell of Sandford was among those 
persons convented before the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners in London and remaining abroad 
upon bonds. 
3 He was the second Edmund 
Powell's brother. 
4 A few years later, Edmund 
himself was placed on a similar list. 5 Edmund 
died in 1592 and his widow Thomasine (or 
Damazin) appeared on the first Recusant Roll. 6 
I. V. C. H. V, 1954,270. 
2. Tie Sandford cartulary passed 'we do not know how' from John Powell, the purchaser's great- 
great-grandson (and not, as Wood has it, great- 
grandson), to Anthony Wood and is printed by 
the Oxfordshire Record Societ 
, XIX, '1937 and xxiI. 1941. Wood used o vis Sandford 'on 
purpose to inquire of him about Antiquities', 
T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (O. H. S. XLVIII, 
1906) VIIn one occasion walking over in company with Francis Napper of Holywell, 
Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) 1,403. 
3. B. M. Harl. M .6 art-30. For whatever reason, Eias l st is heavily weighted with Oxfordshire 
names. 
4. Harleian So ciety, V, 1871,287. In 1577 he was 
is e as Inner Temple recusant, Sp 12/118/699 
5. B. M. MS. 60, art. 
1, undated, Probably 7586. 
6. " 
2- 1 2 
No member of the family appears on the 
Jacobean Rolls, unless it be again Robert: 
in 1604 a Robert Powell appears twice, as of 
the parish of St. Clement's, Oxford, yeoman 
and as of the parish of St. Nicholas, Oxford, 
glover. 
I This may be Robert of Sandford, 
despite the lack of signs of gentility, but 
there is no necessity for it to be he. The 
Robert Dudley of the parish of St. Nicholas, 
Oxford, carpenter, in the next Roll, for 
example, is clearly not the Duke of Northumberland. 
They did not escape the 1612 dragnet. The 
third Edmund 
2 is noted as a non-communicant 
and his second wife Cicely Fogg as a convicted 
recusant. 
There are other evidences. There are the 
continued Catholic marriages. The third 
Edmund's sister Isabel had married William 
Napper, brother of the martyr. According to 
a family tradition, Edmund himself was 
responsible for the burying of one of the 
martyr's quarters: it was thrown into the Thames 
and, 'A Miller at Sandford one Morning seeing it, 
1. E1. 
2. war n the manuscript, Trinity College, 
Cambridge MS. R. 5.14, art. 6. -' 
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acquainted Mr. Powell's Great Grandfather 
with it, who had it taken up and buried in 
the Chapell (now a Barn) on the South side 
of Sandford old Manour House'. 
' Edmund's 
second wife, as we have seen, was a recusant: 
his first, Frances Giffard of Chillington, 
may reasonably be presumed Catholic. In the 
next generation, the fourth Edmund married 
Winifred Throckmorton. In the next generation 
after that, John, Wood's friend and the father 
of Hearne's, married a Petre of Stanford Rivers, 
though there are other marriages at this time 
which may have been with Protestants. 
Much more significant are two of the 
daughters of the third Edmund, who became 
Franciscan nuns, Philippa in 1622 and Marie in 
1633, Philippa aged 16 and Marie 21. Philippa, 
S. Winifred, died on 6 July 1629 of smallpox, 
'leaving all the communitie most might/ilie 
aedified to see her most happy end'. 
2 Besides 
this and the Mapper Franciscan connections, a 
Margaret Powell was condemned with the Franciscan 
1. T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections, (O. H. S. L, 1907) 
VIII, 45. The r. Powll her mentioned was 'my 
Friend, John Powell, of Sandf ord, Esq. ', T. Hearne, 
o . cit. 





martyr Thomas Bullaker. 
1 Sir William Powell 
of Rolleston Park, Staffordshire, left an annuity 
to the Franciscans in his will, dated 12 May 
1654.2 He was a younger son of the second 
Edmund of Sandford. 
There is sufficient reason, therefore, 
notwithstanding Edmund's mildly conformist 
status in 1612, to believe that from at least 
the 1570s the Powells were a Catholic family. 
No one, indeed, has ever doubted it. But the 
evidence is hardly conclusive: the most 
surprising people had Catholic connections every 
bit as strong. Fortunately, in the case of the 
Powells, they return to formal, recorded 
reousancy in 1625, or, more precisely, the 
records then return to them. There are five 
powells on the first Caroline Roll: the third 
and fourth Edmunds and their wives, and 
Dorothy Powell, spinster, a daughter of Edmund 
and Frances Giffard. 
3 And once brought under 
I. See pages 9s-q6. 
2. Thaddeus, The Franciscans in 
_E_n_g _l_a_n __dý, 
1898, p. 89. According TWoo ,e died on ember 1656 in Derbyshire and was buried at Sandford, Wood, 
Life and Times (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) 1,210. 
3. .. 
meiere is some confusion over the 
wives, out both Cicely and Winifred appear in 
subsequent Rolls. 
2i5 
the eyes of authority, there they remained 
until 1640, and, presumably beyond, both 
Cicely, as a widow, and her son Edmund 
suffering the sequestration of part of their 
property. 
1 Besides these, Cicely junior 




If it had been possible to include within 
this thesis Oxfordshire Puritanism, even if 
only as a contrast to Oxfordshire Catholicism 
that section of the thesis would presumably 
have been dominated by three names, Cope, 
Fiennes and Knollys. The mildly equivocal 
position of the Fiennes family, at least in 
the 16th century, is dealt with elsewhere. 3 
Of the Copes, there is little that needs to 
be said. Sir Francis Knollys wrote of 
Anthony Cope, later 1st baronet, 'And Mr Cope 
neighbor to Mr Davers I maye signifye and 
figure to be the persons, that do passionatlyre 
I. E 4rg7 
2. " 
3- See pages 61c-q. 
z ýý 
leane to the stricte observacon of the 
duetifull maintenaunce of her Majesties 
supreame gouernmente, and of her honor and 
safftie therunto belonginge'. 
1 
No one 
acquainted with either Knollys or Cope, or 
with Puritans in general, will need to be 
told that this passage does not mean what it 
says, but it is a sufficient indication of 
Cope's Puritan standing, and, sofar as I am 
aware, there are no flaws in the family's 
Protestantism. 
2 
It is very different when we turn to 
Knollys himself. Benjamin Carrier once wrote, 
'You shal scarce Keare of a Puritan father, 
but his sonne proues either a Catholike, or 
an Atheist'. 
3 This is obviously not true as 
stated, but it contains sufficient truth to 
be worth remembering. The second son of Sir 
Francis Knollys, William, Earl of Banbury. 4 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. 61, art. 47,5 July 1589. 
2. Nabs, within the period of study. 
3. B. Carrier, A Carier to a King, 1632 ed., p. 70. 
He maintained aI o teat th-e Puritans, by their 
principles, were more. likely traitors than the 
Catholics. 
4. Created Baron Knollys 1603, Viscount Wallingford 
1616, Earl of Banbury 1626. 
21-1 
was neither Catholic nor atheist, but he was 
a member of the 'Howard, ' 'Spanish' or 
'Catholic' party in Jacobean politics. 
' 
And 
his second wife, Elizabeth Howard, was a 
Catholic. Trappes-Lomax suggests 'she was 
probably a Catholic all her life'. She was 
one in the 1620s when, in the time of Lady 
Falkland's 'being first a Catholic, my lady 
of Banbury (being herself one) shewed 
herself her great friend'. 
2 
She was presumably 
one in the 1630s when she offered Con the papal 
envoy the use of her country house: 
3 by then 
she was the wife of Edward, Lord Vaux and the 
house in question need not have been in Oxford- 
shire. Even if Elizabeth was always a 
Catholic, it seems unlikely that her sister 
Frances was ever one. According to David 
Mathew, Frances and her first husband, the 3rd 
Earl of Essex, 'seem to have avoided wholly 
1. C. H. Carter, 'Gondomar: Ambassador to James It, 
Historical Jo urnal, VII, 1964,194 writes of this 
grouping, Mos OT-them were, it is true, 
Catholics - but so were a good many other English 
men. The members of the "Catholic party" 
preferred that Catholics, including themselves, not 
be persecuted, but one searches in vain for 
religious zeal among them'. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. ), The Lady Falkland: Her Life 1861 
p-33- 
3. G. Albion, Charles I and the Court of Rome 1935, p. 162. 
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the Catholic relations on either side'. 
' 
They did not avoid William and Elizabeth 
Knollys and later Frances and her second 
husband, Somerset, were released from the 
Tower with a choice of residence of either 
Rotherfield Greys or Caversham. Whether 
William Knollys married or did not marry a 
fairly open Catholic, he clearly did not 
resent his wife's Catholicism in later years 
and, although he had sold Rotherfield Greys 
in 1631, he left Caversham and all his other 
property to Elizabeth. Trappes-Lomax further 
suggests that he may have been 'cajoled by 
bis young masterful: wife into tolerating a 
Catholic chaplain'. If William was, as has 
been plausibly argued, 
2 
the original of 
Malvolio, the irony is further heightened. 
Sir Thomas Knollys, William's younger 
brother, would seem to have been a Catholic: 
certainly his daughter was being educated at or 
1. D. Mathew, James I, 1967, p. 202. Essex was a man 
'of puritan sympathies' and 'oppressive to his 
Welsh tenantry', L. Stone, The Crisis of the 
Aristocracy 1558-16419196579p-. 3 3Öý 
2. o son, The First Night of Twelfth Night, 
1954, pp " 99 er seq. 
2I`1 
resident in convents in the Low Countries 
in the early thirties. 
' Sir Thomas had 
married '0dilia de Merode, Daughter to ihon 
Baron of Merode and count Dolen'. William's 
elder brother, Henry, married the daughter 
of Margery Willington and Ambrose Cave, who 
may or may not have been a Catholic, but who 
was related to the Middlemores, the Sheldons 
and the Catesbys. 
2 
After the death of Sir Francis, the presence 
of the Knollys or of Knollys property at 
Caversham need have been no embarrassment to 
the Brownes of Caversham. There is enough 
evidence to suggest that Lord Craven, the 
third major holder in the parish, 
3 
would also 
be a congenial neighbour, although certainly 
not a Catholic. His relations with Lady 
Falkland are dealt with elsewhere. 
4 His sister 
Elizabeth married William Herbert, Lord 
Powys, a Catholic. 
1. C. R. S. XXIV, 1923,17. 
2. WP. . . Phillimore and W. F. Carter, Some Account 
of the Fami1Z of Middlemore, 1901, pp. . 3. Ur-arven'shoouse n avers am, at any rate, was a 
substantial one, with thirty hearths, M. H. B. 
Weinstock, Hearth Tax Returns Oxfordshire 1665 
(O. R. S. XXI,! 91 e seems to have resided 
chiefly in Warwickshire. 
4. See page Sig, 
ZZc 
Vachell. 
Another son of Sir Francis Knollys, his 
sixth son and namesake, however, took after 
his father, as was demonstrated when he raided 
IIfton in Berkshire on 16 July 1599 and seized, 
amongst other things, 'the goods and treasure 
of Thomas Vachell, Esq. ', amounting to between 
one and two thousand pounds. In 1603 the 
Court of Exchequer ordered the return of this 
property and other property that had been 
legally seized by the Queen - to Sir Thomas 
Vachell, nephew and heir of the recusant Thomas 
who was still alive. There was another drawback 
to this official generosity: Sir Thomas, who 
was knighted on 11 May 1603, took as his third 
wife a daughter of Sir Francis Knollys the 
younger, though not till 1616.1 Thomas the 
recusant's father, also Thomas, had been in the 
service of Thomas Cromwell. He died in 1553 
and his son inherited the manor of Coley near 
Reading. In the 17th century Reading was 
dominated by the families of Vachell, Knollys 
1. I. and A. C. Vachell, A Short Account or His 
of the Family of Vac9 19 , pp 5. 
Z2-1 
and Blagrave, 
1 But Thomas the recusant, who 
had married Catherine Reade of Ipsden, 
Oxfordshire in 1564, spent the last forty 
years or so of his life at Ipsden, 
2 
possibly 
it was the furthest he could conveniently 
get from Caversham and Rothe rfield Greys. He 
also held a small property in Mapledurham. 
Thomas Vachell was not in England in 1575, 
which may explain his non-appearance on the 
earliest recusant lists. In 1585 he was 
charged £50 for light horse in Oxfordshire only 
to reply, 'Thomaas Vachell for Answere saythe 
that he hathe Allweyes bene Charged in berks 
in all services towards the Quenes majestie 
and that he was nevear Charged any waye in 
the Countye of oxon before thys present and 
further he saythe the yere laste paste he was 
Appoynted by the Councells order to have 
furnished one horse for the Quenes majesties 
service or else to supplye xxiiij 
li for the 
furniture of the sayde horse which he was then 
1. N. Higgins, The Bernards of Abington and Nether 
Winchendon, T8 
2. . an A. . Vachell, o . cit., pp. 45-46. 3. C_,. R. S. XIII, 1913,11 
ZzZ, 
redye to yelde vnto as the Justices of the 
devysion where he was then Charged Cane 
testyfye: and yt ys moche as his habylytye 
ys any wage hable to performe withowte 
Streynige himself e over depelye: Trustinge 
that the Quenes majesties Councell wylie 
accepte the furnishinge of one horse and haue 
Considerracon of my Smalle habylytye who wylle 
be redye to serve the Queues majestie with all 
that Lytle that I have in my possession 
whatsoever'. 
' The next month, he was certified 
as willing to pay £25 
2 
and in the list of 
offers to compound, May 1586, he offered £10, 
from a 'value certified' of 200 marks, as an 
Oxfordshire landowner. 
3 Three years later, 
the Crown was drawing £38 13s 7d from all 
his lands, £24 15s 3d from Berkshire and L13 
18s 4d from Oxfordshire, and his goods and 
chattels were also in the Queen's hands. 
4 
On 3 August 1588 Michael Blount of 
Mapledurham was ordered to arrest him. 
5 
From 
about the same time he figured prominently on 
1. SP 12 18 iii, 20 October 1585. 
2. " 3, "i . B. M. Lansd. MS. , art. 69 gives his 
x or s ire rends an revenues in November 1587 
as 20 marks. 
y.. B. M. Lansd. MS. 61, art. 30= June 1589. The lands in 






ight of his wyffe'. 
22-3 
the Pipe and Recusant Rolls. ' He was still 
paying on Mapledurham under James and 
2 
on Ipsden, despite the order of 1603, but 
had ceased to pay before his death in 1610. 
This might seem to support the suggestion 
made in the family history that he may have 
conformed 'after so many years of trial on 
account of his faith', 
3 but as late as 9 
February 1608/9 a grant was made of the profits 
of his recusancy. 
4 He was then still at 
Ipsden, but after his death on 3 May 1610, 
aged about eighty, he was buried at St. Mary's, 
Reading, the church to which he had shortly 
before made his confusing donation. 
5 
As a 
pendant to the great danger to the state 
that this old man represented in 1609, one 
might note that the Vachells were rebels 
in the 1640s. 
There was at least one other Catholic in 
the family, Sir Thomas' brother John, who 
owned property at Burghfield in Berkshire. This 
1. First in E_ 372/4 . 3? 2/4k records the 
seizure of hid-property innIpsden and Maple- 
durham: it was leased to Thomas Reade. 
2. E1. 
3. . an . 
C. Vachell, o . cit., p. 46. 
4 B. M. Add. MS. 46 , f9v. 
5. , ee page 
Z24 
John and his wife Mary Vincent were the 
subjects of a very curious epitaph, part of 
which runs, 'While they lived together they 
were living apart, and death itself has 
neither joined them together or separated them. 
They were both of them Catholics, she of the 
Anglican, he of the Roman faith. Both, never- 
theless lived temperately, piously, virtuously; 
and, which is a riddle, were friends with one 
another'. 
1 It would be interesting to know 
which species of 'Catholic' the composer of the 
epitaph was. Since it is in Warf seid church, 
Berkshire, one would imagine he (or she) was 
an Anglican. 
Dormer. 
The Dormers somewhat resemble the Knollys 
in that their religious history is confusing, 
though hardly in the same degree. The chief 
difficulty in the present context, however, is 
that they were primarily a Buckinghamshire 
family, though possessed of both estates and 
separate branches of the family in Oxford- 




' It is somewhat unfortunate also 
that they should have owned estates at two 
places of the name of Ascot, Ascot 'alias 
Wing in Buckinghamshire and Ascot in the 
parish of Great Milton in Oxfordshire. Sir 
Rohert Dormer took the title of Baron Dormer 
of Wing in 1615, but the other Ascot was the 
seat of successive branches of those Dormers 
who descended from Sir Michael, Lord Mayor of 
London, and who were Protestants. 
2 
To make 
matters worse, the Dormers' second important 
estate in Buckinghamshire was a Eythorpe, an 
estate used primarily for elder sons and widows 
and Eythorpe, especially if spelt Ethrop, 
3 is 
1. For the Dormers, see F. G. Lee, Thame, 1883, esp. 
pedigree pp. 503 et seq.; M. MacIagan, 'The Family 
of Dormer in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire', 
Oxoniensia %i-XII, 1946-47,90-101; T. B. Trappes- 
omax, ome Hoines of the Dormer Family', Recusant 
Histor , VIII, 1965,175-187. The last mentioned 
work naturally the most informative 
concerning the family's Catholicism. 
2. Sir Michael Dormer of Ascot and three of his 
servants were presented on 5 July 1619 'for 
not receaving the Comunon & seldome cominge 
to Church to devine service', O. R. S. X, 1928, 
154, but there are other possible explanations 
besides belief in Catholicism for such 
behaviour. Their reputation is that of 
Protestants. 
3- As it is for example in H. Clifford, The Life 
of Jane Dormer Duchess of Feria 91887 . 
'75- 
Zz(. 
very easy to confuse with Heythrop. Recusant 
historians are, for obvious reasons, those 
most likely to make the mistake. 
' 
The Catholic Dormers, then, though 
retaining certain Oxfordshire interests, concern 
us mainly in terms of their relationships 
and associations with Oxfordshire Catholics. 
Robert Dormer, later 1st Baron, was Sheriff 
of Buckinghamshire: it was his Protestant 
kinsmen who were Sheriffs of Oxfordshire. But, 
as we have seen, the Sheriff of Buckinghamshire 
might be concerned with Oxfordshire recusants. 
Similarly, the Wing household could employ a 
Betharn 
2 
or entertain a priest fresh from 
Oxfordshire. More intimately, Sir Robert 
married a Browne, 
aElizabeth 
daughter of the Ist 
Viscount Montague, was thus part of the Oxford- 
shire cousinage'i Jane Dormer, Duchess of Feria, 
for example, was in contact with the Brownes 
and the Chamberlaynes, and her biogra7her 
knew of the Stonors. One of Lord Dormer's 
daughters married Sir John Curson of Waterperry 
1. As does A. J. Loomie, The Spanish Elizabethans, 
1963, p. 96. 
2. The Bethams were themselves originally from 
Buckinghamshire 
2,7--7 
and later Dormers married into the Powell, 
Fettiplace and Plowden families; in the 18th 
century there were two Talbot marriages, one 
to the 15th Earl of Shrewsbury, reinforcing 
the confusion with Heythrop. There were even 
points of contact between the Protestant 
Dormers and Catholics, if not Catholicism: it 
would appear to be from them that the Sheldons 
purchased Steeple Barton, just as Sir Michael 
of Great Milton sold a manor at Pyrton to the 
Chamberlaynes in 1586.1 Sir John Dormer of 
Long Crendon and Dorton, Buckinghamshire, the 
father of Sir Michael's kinsman and heir, Sir 
Robert, married firstly a Giffard of Chillington 
and thirdly a Blount of Mapledurham. 
No Dormer, however, appears on the Oxford- 
shire recusancy lists that I have used, not even 
on that of 1612, the annus mirabilis. It may 
be convenient to sketch their Catholic record 
here as a framework to the incidental 
references made elsewhere. The Henrician Sir 
Robert Dormer of Wing was an opponent of the 
I. VCH. VIII, 1964,1S1. 
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Reformation, but expressed his opposithn by 
retirement. He was 'in a sort compelled' to 
purchase monastic property, 'In lieu whereof, 
his house was a refuge and entertainment to 
all distressed and persecuted Catholics'. 
' 
His grand-daughter, the Duchess of Feria, could 
afford to shew herself an open, even a militant 
Catholic. 
2 His grandson, the Duchess of Feria's 
half -brother, the 1st Baron Dormer was more 
cautious, but he was a Catholic and was known 
to be one. 
3 
For a Catholic, he achieved one 
rather curious distinction: he was the first 
man to buy a barony for £10,000 from James 1.4 
His wealth and birth combined made him a more 
suitable recipient of the honour than some, 
but it is possible that James also had in mind 
Dormer's relationship with a great Spanish house. 
5 
Lord Dormer's son predeceased him and when 
he died on 8 November 1616, Philip Herbert, Earl 
1. H. Clifford, op. cit., pp. *10-11. It should be 
remembered tbaEhis is, in Loomie's words, a 
vie edifiante. 
2. A. J. Loom ela. cit., pp. 94-128. 
3. See pages tss, 407. 
y.. L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy 1258-1641, 
19659P. 107-. - 
5. The suggestion had already been made to James in 
these terms, A. J. Loomie, oP. cit., p. 125. 
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of Montgomery and later 4th Earl of Pembroke, 
purchased his grandson Robert's wardship 
for 94,000.1 Montgomery brought him up at 
Wilton 'and it was undoubtedly as a Protestant 
that he eventually left Wilton for his own 
home'. 
2 He also married the young man to his 
own daughter and procured him an earldom, with 
the title of Carnarvon. The barony of Dormer, 
but not the earldom of Carnarvon, returned to 
Catholic hands on the death of the 2nd Earl, 
in the person of Rowland Dormer of Grove Place, 
Warwickshire. The Ist Earl, maugre the 
Herberts, died at the Battle of Newbury, 20 
September 1643, 'professing his happiness and 
content to die in the confession of the Roman 
Catholic faith and performance to his duty to 
his lawful king and sove'eign'. 
3 Born in 1610, 
he was too literally a cradle-Catholic for it 
ý. L. Stone, op. cit., p. 497 gives the figure. The 
Herberts anTthe Dormers were kinsmen, related 
through the Sidneys. 
2. T. B. Trappes-Lomax, 22. cit., p. 177. Wing itself 
remained a Catholic centre. In May 1621 the 
Archpriest William Harrison left bequests to the 
two Dormer widows, 6s 8d'to euery Catholick 
seruant in Winge-house', and his 'faire 
Corporall case... to the. Altar at Winge', A. A. W. 
A. Series, 16, art. 59,10 May 1621, 
3.1j. 1 ord, op. it., p. 1. 
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to be possible to argue that his Catholic 
mother's 
1 
education and the memory of his 
grandfather's pliancy enabled him to resist 
the new influence of his guardian. When 
released from the slavery of wardship, he 
may have come again under his mother's influence. 
Making the Grand Tour he visited the English 
College, Rome on 3 January and on 24 November 
1634.2 On the first occasion his fellow- 
guests included Walter Montague, diplomat, 
convert, courtier and proselytiser. The Rector 
at the time was Thomas Fitzherbert, widower 
of Dorothy East of Bledlow, Buckinghamshire, 
now a Jesuit. Apart from being a fellow- 
countryman, Fitzherbert had been a member of 
the Feria circle in Spain and had also, after 
his move to Rome, been asked by the Duchess to 
entertain and instruct her nephew William, 
Carnarvon's father, on his visit there in 1606.3 
In 1611, Anthony and Robert Dormer, writing to 
thank the clergy agent Thomas More for his 
1. Alice Molyneux. 
2. As, of course, any Protestant might. 
3. A. J. Loomie, R. cit., p. 108. 
2ýý 
kindness to them in Rome and to return money 
which they had borrowed, also expressed their 
thanks for the 'greate kindenes and courtesies' 
which they had received from Nicholas Fitzherbert. 1 
Carnarvon's sister Elizabeth married Edward 
Somerset and it was Somerset's father the ist 
Marquis of Worcester who provided the priest who 
reconciled Carnarvon in 1643.2 Given Carnarvon's 
conversion, if conversion is the correct word, it is 
easy to find a dozen contexts for it. The Herberts 
had their revenge in that his son was brought up 
a Protestant by his widow. As a final note of 
confusion, the 2nd Earl of Carnarvon died at the 




The religious history of another family 
more firmly rooted in Thame than the Dormers, 
4 
that of Wenman of Thame Park, is more typical 
of the age, though that does not make it any 
1. g. A. W. A Series, 10, art. 79,27 June 1611. Anthony 
anrRo'6ert were the 2nd and 3rd sons of the 1st 
Lord Dormer. Nicholas Fitzherbert, Thomas' cousin, 
had been secretary to Cardinal Allen; see D. N. B. 
2. The Venerabile, XVIII0958,230-1, where it is - suggest d th the priest may also have been 
Carnarvon's kinsman, a Huddlestone. 
3. F. G. Lee, 2p. cit., PP"513-4. 
4. See pedigree M- F. G. Leej22. cit., pp. 433 et sea. 
Like the Dormers, the Wenmans were an o3Ero shire- 
Buckinghamshire family; see also pages 44-4 6, 
23 2 
easier to unravel. The 2nd Viscount Wenman 
was a rebel in the Civil War but in the 
time of his father and of his grandfather 
the family might have seemed more likely to 
be Catholic. The 2nd Viscount's mother and 
grandmother were Catholics. Sir Thomas 
Wenman, who died in 1577, a victim of the Black 
Assizes, married Jane West, daughter of Lord 
De La Warr. Her curious history is related 
elsewhere, as is her daughter-in-law's ý_alleged 
complicity in the Gunpowder Plot and relations 
with the Jesuit John Gerard. 
1 
Gerard's evidence makes it quite clear 
that Agnes Wenman was more than technically 
Catholic, that she was devout and active. 
But she seems to have had no` influence on 
her husband or her eldest son, though she 
to 
survived to or/near his majority. Two of her 
daughters married into families that had at 
least similar Catholic associations. 
2 
Thomas 
Denman of Witney, probably an uncle of the Black 
Assizes victim, was listed as a Catholic in 1577.3 
1. See pages 5«3-4. 
2. The Dynhams and the Goodwins, both 
Buckinghamshire families. 
3. SP 12 1'i /. Thomas Wenman of Witney married 
ane Taverner. 
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And there was also a Thomas Wenman present 
at the funeral in Rome of Thomas More the 
clergy agent: More bequeathed him his breviary 
so that it is clear his presence was more 
than the casual courtesy of an English tourist 
to a fellow Englishman. More died on 11 April 
1625 and amongst those present at his death- 
bed were a Roper 
1 
and a Fettiplace. Besides 
Wenman and Fettiplace, Lord Windsor 2 and one 
of the Brownes were present at the funeral. 3 
Presuming that this Thomas Wenman was a member 
of the Oxfordshire family, it would seem 
that Catholicism lingered on for a while in at 
least one cadet branch. That also is typical. 
More surprisingly, in the 18th century, the 
7th viscount married a Catholic, Lady Eleanor 
Bertie, daughter of the 3rd Earl of Abingdon, 
and maintained a Catholic chaplain. 
4 
Clerke. 
Sir Alilliam Clerke of North Weston in 
Thame married Margaret, daughter of Sir John 
1. Elizabeth Vaux, who got Agnes Wenman into such 
trouble in 1605, was a Roper. 
2. In the 16bhcentury, the Windsors held land in 
Thane, V. C. H. VII, 1962,171. 
3. D. Shana an, 'rThe Death of Thomas More, secular 
priest, great-grandson of St. Thomas More', Recusant 
Histor , VII, 1963,23-32. Wenman acknowledged 
receipt of the breviary, 10 June 1625, A. A. W. 
A Series 19 art. 47. 




Bourne, the Marian Secretary of State, who 
was 'a strong opponent of the new religion'. ' 
Mary, daughter and heiress of Sir John 
Bourne's son Anthony, married Sir Herbert 
Croft. 
2 Anthony himself was in the Tower in 
1577 and shortly afterwards a fugitive overseas: 
he owned land in Oxfordshire, some or all of 
which was once conveyed in trust to William 
Clerke and others. 
3 Sir William does not 
appear to have been a Catholic, but Margaret 
was listed as a recusant in 1603 and again in 
1612.4 Like Agnes Wenman, she seems to have 
had no effect on the future religious loyalties 
of her family. Lee, who assumes that Sir 
William was a Catholic, records a tradition 
that up till 1624, there was Mass said at the 
chapel of Weston and supposes it to mean that 
Mass was said in the Manor-house. 
5 Lady 
Clerke did entertain priests. 
6 There was one 
other Clerke with a recusant wife in 1612, 
1. V. C. H. VII, 1962,211; see also S. Calista, 'Sir John 
Bourne of Battenhall, Holt and Wick', Worcestershire 
Recusant, III, 1964. 
2. .G . S. Croft, The House of Croft of Croft Castle, 1949 p. 82. -- 
3. SP 1 /158/59, one of a number of documents relating 
; FO- e comp ex affairs of Anthony Bourne and Sir 
John Conway. 
4. E 37 12; Trinity Col1e e, Cambridge MS. R. 5.14, art. 6. 
5, . . Lee, _oP"_", P. . 6. See page 404. 
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Henry, whose wife Mars was a convicted recusant, 
but I do not know what relationship, if 
any, he had to Sir William. 
Etheridge. 
The Etheridge family also came from Thame, 
where George, the Regius Professor and doctor, 
was born and educated. One member of the 
family, William, bought an altar canopy for 
£1 6s 8d in 1550, 'no doubt', says Lee, 'to 
preserve it from profanation'. 
' George himself, 
although he could appeal to Cecil 
2 
and 
dedicate a book to Mildmay, was a consistent 
recusant. 
3 In the Pipe Rolls he is usually 
described as medicus of St. Mary's parish, 
Oxford, but in 1577 he is listed as George 
Etheridge of Thame, M. A., along with his wife, 
his son Thomas and his two maids Margaret Wansell 
and Dorothy. 
4 He was worth 9100 according to 
this list. Thomas' wife Mary was on the first 
Recusant Roll, but alone. There was nothing 
more until Mary, her husband and George their 
1. F. G. Lee, 2P. cit., p. 527. 
2. B. M. L_ 
_"M2, art. 
83. 
3. See es 641- 1 
4. SP 13719/5i. He also appears on the town list, 
see page tip. 
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son were all three presented on 10 February 
1605/6 'for refuseing to come to the Church 
and also for not receuinge the Communion'. On 
22 May 1606 Thomas and Mary were again 
presented 
1 but it was George who found 
his way on to the Recusant Rolls. 
2 
It was an 
unlikely time to return to complete non- 
conformity: possibly the _'theridges had always 
been recusants, and only when the eye of 
central authority was drawn to Thame by the 
alleged complicity of the Wenuans in the Gunpowder 
Plot did the local authorities think it 
necessary to offer up their names. Certainly, 
the family then bowed out of the records again, 
only to turn up in the next major drive in 
1612, again in the person of George, a convicted 
recusant. But in the next major list, the 
first Caroline Recusant Roll, there were no 
Etheridges at all, so that one may reasonably 
but not definitely presume that they had 
c onf ormed. 
3 
1.0 . R. S. X, 
1928,174-5. 
2.14. 




Another Catholic don, Edmund Rainolds, 
founded no less than three recusant families 
in Oxfordshire. Yet Edmund Rainolds, although 
certainly a Catholic, one who might even be 
called 'a notorious Catholic', was not himself 
a convicted recusant. In 1577 Etheridge 
the receiver of priests was no longer a member 
of the University, but Rainolds lived on at 
Gloucester Hall until his death in 1630: in 
1577 Gloucester Hall was 'greatly suspected' 
but 'the principall there presenteth nothing'. ' 
Wood says Rainolds was 'of a modest and quiet 
disposition'. He was indeed. But his heirs 2 
emerged as open and convicted recusants, and 
that some years before his death. Edmund's 
more famous brother John had died much 
earlier. 
3 It would be interesting to know if 
he knew of the religious proclivities of his 
nephews; that is, it would be interesting to 
know if these had already shewn themselves. 
When John divided up his library, he left his 
1. Sp 12 118 . Por a fuller account of Edmund 
aino s see pages 644-6. 
2. At least one of them, William Rainolds, was also 
his pupil, Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) 
1420. 
3.21 May 1607. 
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own treatise on papist idolatry to William 
Rainolds and Calvin's Institutes to Matthew 
Cheriton. 
1 But if these bequests were intended 
to open the eyes of his papist kinsmen, it 
is rather surprising that they should have 
been accompanied by other, neutral volumes. 
Cheriton received some Plato, Cicero and Livy; 
Rainolds, Polydore Vergil, Camden, Suetonius 
and Stow. It is true that neither received any 
directly Catholic work, such as the volumes of 
Thomas More which went to at least three other 
legatees. But then, neither did William 
Rainolds, who may be presumed to have had 
historical tastes, receive any books on the 
Gunpowder Plot, such as went to Thomas Wilkinson 
of Balliol. There is ample room for speculation: 
it is even possible that it was the reading of 
their uncle's Protestant books that turned the 
young men to or confirmed them in Catholicism. 
The speculation is idle enough, but it is not 
fantastic: John Rainolds' copy of the Centuriators 
1. Bodl. Bood MS. D 10. There were also books left 
to another nep ew Charles Cheriton, including 
'My vncles conference with Hart. ' I know nothing 
else- of this member-of the family: he does not 
appear on the Recusant Rolls under Oxfordshire. 
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of Magdeburg in five folio volumes went to 
Christ Church library, where it seems to 
have helped make Humphrey Leech a Jesuit. ' 
Edmund Rainolds was 'a noted tutor' and 
'grew very rich'. Consequently, he was able 
to leave a farm at Wolvercote, next to the 
churchyard, to his nephew Matthew Cheriton, 
another at Eynsham to his nephew Richard 
Rainolds, and a third at Cassington to Richard's 
brother, William. 
2 
Richard and William were 
the sons of Nicholas, the youngest of the 
Elizabethan generation of Rainolds brothers. 
Nicholas had apparently stayed at Pinhoe, 
Devon, as did his other son James. The Cheritons 
were presumably also a Pinhoe family: 
Hieronimus Cheriton was vicar of Pinhoe and a 
Justice of the Feace in 1598, when he and his 
colleagues reported that one Giles Kirkham, 
who had been asked to pay towards light horse, 
was not in fact a recusant. 
3 
1. See page 4 5. 
2. Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, ff. 160-16ov. 
3. "Ata i___eI! -, VIU, 388. 
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Edmund Rainolds' heirs seem to have been 
living on their uncle's]ands before his death, 
though not necessarily on the land which 
they inherited: Richard was thrice on the 
Jacohean Recusant Rolls as of Cassington and 
Worton, 
l 
and then as of Eynsham from 1625. 
William appeared on the 1612 list along with his 
wife, both convicted recusants. But, despite 
their status as recusants convict in 1612, it 
was a few years before the family began to 
appear on the Recusant Rolls. Richard was the 
first and William's wife followed him in 1620: 
2 
William did not appear for another two years. 
Thereafter, both the Eynsham and Cassington 
families were persistent recusants, 
3 
as were 
the next generation: Margaret, spinster of 
Eynsham and Edmund of Cassirigton appear in the 
1630x. 
4 Later still, one of William's sons 
1. E . 26282 
2. is was not necessarily the same 
wi e: W lliam was married three times. 
3 E3 77 33,36,38-46. There is some confusion in 
an 2: 2:. possibly there was a third 
am y, perhaps of the next generation, at Culham; 
see also E 46 for Christian Rainolds, spinster 
of Culham, oug she is more easily identifiable 
as Richard's daughter. 
4. E 40 et _se g. 
Edmund appears once as of 
an _ or pröTabý Sandford-on-Thames). He seems t 
at any rate, to have been Richard's son; that is, 
one would have expected to find him at Eynsham, 
not Cassington, Wood, 91. cit., p. 305. 
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became a Bridgettine monk at Lisbon. 
1 
According to Wood, William died on 5 November 
1661. 
In the later 1630s James Rainolds of the 
parish of All Saints, Oxford was farmer of 
the sequestrated lands of Richard Rainolds: 
but these were in Cassington and Worton. 
2 
Cheriton. 
Matthew Cheriton, the nephew who inherited 
the Wolvercote farm, had also come to Oxford 
before his uncle's death. In November 1627, 
for example, Edmund Rainolds and Matthew 
Cheriton acquired a lease of certain land in 
Berkshire from one Humphrey Collen. 
3 Cheriton 
also had an interest in Warwickshire. 
4 His 
first wife, Avis, was a recusant 
5 
as, 
eventually, was Matthew himself. 
6 
Avis died on 
23 June 1636 
7 
and Matthew then married Jane 
1. Wood o . cit., p. 305i Trappes-Lomax. 
2. E-" 
3, i ouai eY _Scott 
Papers 96. Both Edmund and 
MattWew are described as of Gloucester Nall so 
that perhaps Matthew Cheriton, like William 
Rainolds, had been his uncle's pupil. 
4. Douai Abbe MS. Scott Pa ers 69,85. 
see a sso for an Avis 5" ' 
err ngton of East i e, widow. 
6. E 40444-47. His lands, too, were sequestrated. 
7. o Woo " -. 
'sue I 9f. 68 She was buried at Wolvercote, *T the ePiIa 'They are wise who are wise unto their owne soulesý'. 
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Gill: Edmund Napper of Holywell was one of 
the trustees of the marriage settlement. 
' 
There are two other Cheritons on the 
Recusant Rolls before 1640: Alicia, a spinster 
2 
and William, both of Adderbury. 
3 Matthew 
had a son William, but not, apparently, a 
daughter Alicia: 
4 
possibly she was William's 
wife. 
In the 1650s two members of the Cheriton 
family became Benedictine monks, which may 
explain the presence of some of the family 
papers in Benedictine archives. 
Pitts. 
The Pitts family might also be considered 
as in some sense a University family. Arthur 
Pitts, registrar of the diocese and arch- 
deaconry of Oxford, was a former Fellow of All 
Souls and the family leased some property at 
1. Douai Abbey MS Scott Papers 34,94. The sum Oper a-'num was oe raised for Jane 




ouai ey MS. Sccott Papers 90, a copy of 
w Cheer on s will, crated 9 June 1642 and 
proved ? August 1642. Other Cheriten papers, 
including a copy of Jane's will, are or were 
at Downside Abbey, Downside Review, III, 1884,249; 
IV, 1885,80,83,132. 
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Iffley from Lincoln College. Besides that 
property, they leased the rectory of Iffley, 
and 'inhabited the Rectorial house', 
' 
and 
also the manor itself, buying the lease 
thereof from the Lewes or Lewis family. 
Arthur was a schismatic, one of the most famous 
of the believing Catholics and practising 
Protestants, for 'Mr. Pitts... being a schismatic, 
and having two sons Catholic priests in his 
house, being often desired to come to the 
unity of the Church, answered that he could 
when he would; but as he went into Our Lady's 
Church at Oxford, he fell down dead'. 
2 it 
seems quite possible that he had 'sent 
diuers of his sones to be made prestes', 
3 that 
the initiative was actually his. His wife, 
Margaret, however, was an open recusant: in 
1577 she was listed along with her eldest son 
1. E. Marshall, An Account of the Township of 
Iffle , 2nd e1:, r, p. 6L 2. es on, The Autobio ah of an Elizabethan 
(ed. by P. Caraman), 1957, pp. 38, T3. T epassage 
cited is from a Stonyhurst manuscript. See also 
J. Morris, The Troubles of our Catholic Fore- 
- f athers , II - 
3. .. S. 
111,1961,212; see also p. 198. In 1581, 
a er (sic) and Arthur Pitts were described 
as being overseas 'with the priuity of their 
mother', SP 12/150/95. But by then Arthur the 
elder was dead. 
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Robert. 1 Arthur died on 16 May 1579 and until 
her own death on 14 April 1589 Margaret 
was one of the leading Oxfordshire recusant 
widows. 
2 Besides her sons, she harboured a 
priest called Smith. 
3 
According to the story, Arthur kept two 
of his sons, being priests, in his household. 
It is a little difficult to say who these 
might be: Robert was ordained in 1576, but 
Arthur the younger was not ordained until 1580, 
after his father's death. The youngest son, 
Philip, married. This leaves Thomas. Thomas 
became a Carthusian 
4 
and was presumably 
ordained, either before or after entering that 
order, but there does not seem to be any 
record of his ordination. 
With only the youngest son remaining in 
England as a layman, there was some difficulty 
1. SP 12/11 1. Robert was already a priest, 
aving been ordained on 7 April 1576. Also on 
the list were 'Johan the wief of John Lewes of 
Yestleye' and Mary Staples of Staunton St. John, 
a former servant of Arthur Pitts. Johanna Lewes 
was still a Catholic in 1596, willing to go to 
church but not yet satisfied in conscience as to 
the communion, E. Marshall, 0 . cit., p. 150. 
2. B. M. Har1. MS. 60, art. 30; B. Lansd. MS art. 69; 
___ 
3; 12/189/ 17/M4 
376,1 
4ý2 e sec 
3. ; see also page ADS, 
4. º rappes- omax. 
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over his inheritance. 
1 But a rather pathetic 
letter written to Cecil in October 1601 
shews that Philip was mainly successful: 
'By your Honour's means her Majesty granted 
to me and others the goods and chattels of 
certain fugitives, amongst the which one Arthur 
Pyttes and Thomas Pyttes are expressed; who 
being both unmarried, did leave certain leases 
which were given unto them, and departed this 
realm some twenty years past; since whose 
departure, one Philip Pyttes has enjoyed the 
profits. About seven years past one Ballard, 
one of the patentees joined with me in the 
grant, at his charges did first proclaim 
them fugitives, and after found the same by 
inquisition to be her Majesty's, and gave 
Philip Pyttes notice thereof. Who found another 
office in deceit of her Majesty, and got a 
lease from the Commissioners at 41.10s per annum, 
the land being worth a hundred a year. And 
now finding his office and lease void, a new 
1. E. Marshall, op. cit., pp. 63-68; V. C. H. V, 1954,193, 
195; Bodl. Rawl. MS. C 8651f. 29. The documents 
cited'^ v ars as hew that the family owned 
several other properties outside Iffley. 
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commission was lately procured, but said 
Pyttes hath made means to Sir John Fortescue, 
who has stayed our proceeding by law'. 
1 
That Philip was not himself a recusant no 
doubt made things easier. f or him. He was 
summoned before the Ecclesiastical Commissioners 
in London in 1580, as were his mother and 
sister, 
2 but after that he does not seem to 
appear on any lists, even that of 1612. He 
presented to the living of Iff ley in 1616,3 as 
his father had done in 1567. Such presentation 
is far from being proof of conformity 4 but, 
bearing in mind Philip's proximity to the 
University 
5 
and the uncertainty of his tenure, 
it is a very strong indication. 
Meanwhile, his brothers had not abandoned 
contact with the county. Early in 1594 one 
Thomas Bleke, then prisoner in the Marshalsea, 
confessed his activities as a messenger between 
the Catholics abroad and their friends and 
1. HMC Hatf ield, XI, 427-8. 
2. $: 1!. ar . 60, art . 30. 
3. rV". C. H. v, 1 . 
4. or example, the Fermors at Tusmore 'presented 
on at least two occasions', in 1612 and 1704, 
v. C. H. vI, 1959,337. 
, 1e proper patron 
if he was a Catholic, or rather, 
if he was a recusant convict. 
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kinsmen in England. He had come over first,. 
with a letter from one of the Scudamores to 
Herefordshire and another from Dr. Lewis to 
London, both about money, and had found the 
journey so easy that he made several more. 'I 
attempted of myselfe to retorne againe by the 
counsaile of the Prior of the Carthusians who 
gave me a lettre to his brother called T'Ir 
Thomas Pitts Dwellinge neere unto Oxford 
at a place called Staunton 
1a 
village, the 
contents whereof was that the same Thomas Petts 
should come ouer & helpe him to some parte of 
his childes portion'. Pitts then accompanied 
Bleke, as did several others, including William 
Clitherow. The Carthusian gave Bleke 
another letter for his sister, Mary Pitts, who 
'went accordingly And in her company came one 
George Tapper whose brother dwellethe in 
Oxford' and others. Bleke returned to England 
a fourth time and a fifth time, when he was 
taken escorting another small group, including 
Bridgit Wintershul. 
2 
1. The Pitts family owned property at Stanton St. 
John. Thomas was the Carthusian, either Philip or 
Arthur must 'be meant, unless, of course, the Walter 
mentioned in SP 12/150/95 was correctly so-called 
and was the Car usian. But I have found no 
evidence of this. 
2. SP 12/247/8,19 January 1593/4. 
AE 
The younger Arthur had a full career 
abroad 
I but he returned to England, 'f or 
health sake' according to Wood. He was 
archdeacon of London in 1625 and settled at 
Blount's Court in the house of Lady Elizabeth 
Stonor 'where dying about sixteen hundred 
thirty and four, was buried in the church of 
Rotherfield Pipard, commonly called Pepper 
near to Henley before-mention'd, as I have 
been informed by an antient Catholic Gentle- 
woman, who was born within a mile of, and well 
acquainted with him: yet in the register of 
that church his own name appears not'. 
2 These 
facts about Arthur Pitts' burial may conceal 
some interesting story of connivance or even 
of ecclesiastical banditry, though in the 
light of the Stonor connection connivance 
J, Slightly complicated by the presence of 
another priest, John Pitts, author of the De 
Illustribus Anglia Scriptoribus, both Arthur 
and jon ing deans of iver un. It is 
necessary, therefore, to point out that there was 
another Catholic Pitts family, of Alton in 
Hampshire. Moreover, Henry Pitts of Alton 
married Elizabeth Sander and her sister, also 
Elizabeth, a Bridgettine nun, was at Lyford, 
1579-80, J. R. Fletcher, The Stor of the English 
grid e¬ý ttines of S on Abbe , p: 60. John, Ilke several orte 'fits of f ley, had studied at 
Oxford. 
2. Ath. ox. II, 585. 
cl 
seems more likely. But they throw a more 
interesting light still on Wood's methods: 
he sought out both the official documentation 
and the private tradition and then evaluated 
and balanced them to perfection. Moreover, 
he sought the private tradition about a 
Catholic, as indeed he also sought documentation, 
where it was to be found, among Catholics. 
' 
The Pitts and Stonor families were known 
to each other before Arthur's arrival at 
Blount's Court. In 1622 Philip Pitts 
surrendered his interest in the Lincoln College 
lease to Sir Francis Stonor and William 
Wickham for 940Q. 
2 
There was one other recusant Pitts, 
Susanna of the parish of St. Peter's , Oxford. 
3 
1. Besides the 'antient Catholic Gentlewoman', 
a Benedictine gave him information about 
the posthumous publication of Pitts' 
In uag tuor Jesu Christi Evangelica et Acta ý"osolorum Go rnentar us . 2. arsball; op. cý" p. 131. 
3. E 377/14. '19. 
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Chapter III 
The General Distribution of Recusants. 
In the previous chapter a number of families 
were examined in detail; in the present chapter 
those places where recusants have been found 
are listed with some indication of the identity 
and character of their recusant population. 
The main source of information is the Recusant 
Rollsq1 supplemented by lists of Catholics in 
the State Papers and elsewhere, notably Trinity 
College, Cambridge MS. R. . 14, art. 6 and the list 
printed by A. G. Petti in C. R. S. LX, 1968. Since no 
useful purpose would be served by giving every 
possible reference for each persistent recusant, 
such references have been somewhat trimmed, 
though far from reduced to the minimum possible: 
for example, a family or individual might be 
described as appearing on the Jacobean Rolls, 
with no further detail. Similarly, it has seemed 
1. When it is stated that there were so many 
recusants in a parish, all that is meant is 
that so many names have been found in the 
Recusant Rolls or in similar lists: it may 
be that there were many more Church Papists; 
it may even be that there were other recusants 
whose names I have not found. 
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unnecessary to date each Roll. 
1 For the same 
reason - to make the chapter more readable - 
a number of gentry families which might otherwise 
have been dealt with in the previous chapter, 
have been, as it were, held over for this. Many 
recusants appear under more than one parish or 
hamlet heading and, although some cross-references 
are given, no attempt has been made to assign 
each individual to his or her true home. Some 
hundred and seventy-five places are dealt with; 
this figure would be reduced if each hamlet were 
included under its parish, but in this respect 
the manuscripts used have been followed. 
Adderbury 
There were five Catholics recorded at 
Adderbury in 1577: 
2 
Thomas More, gentleman and 
his wife Mary, Richard Turner, of unspecified 
status, but taken to be worth 9,100 in goods, 
Anthony Bustard, esquire and William Kinstone. 
1. E 377/19 the first Recusant Roll, is dated 
z. (i. e. 1? November 1591 to 16 November 
1592); James I's first regnal year was 24 
March 1603 to 23 March 1604, and Charles I's 
27 March 1625 to 26 March 1626: the first 
Jacobean Roll is referred to here as 1603 
and the first Caroline as 1625. 
2. SP 12/119/51. 
2'-1 
Both Bustard and Kinstone were then irregular 
church-goers. Mary more was Anthony Bustard's 
daughter and the Bustards were also connected 
with the popes and the Blounts: the 17th 
century antiquary Thomas Blount of Orleton, 
for example, was Anthony's great-grandson. 
' 
They owned or leased land in several neighbouring 
towns and villages, notably Deddington, where, 
in the 1580s, William Bustard, Anthony's heir, 
and John Bignell were 'farmers of the Dean and 
Chapter of the Cathedral church of Christ in 
the University of Oxford'. 
2 
A John Bignell, 
perhaps this man's son, was a persistent recusant 
in the 17th century. 
3 
The Bustards were also related to the 
Cheritons 
4 
and two members of the latter family 
appear on the Recusant Rolls as of Adderbury. 
5 
1. For the Bustard family, see H. J. Gepp, Adderbur , 1924, pp. 66-68; Harleian Society, V, 1871, -; 
H. M. Colvin, A sitorý of DeTd'inngton, 1963, assim. 
2. H. M. Colvin , op. Cit., p. 4. 
3. F 37 12 etc.; TR. S. LX, 1968,230. 
4. H. J. Gepp, oý,. cit., p. 68. The precise relationship 
is not known to me but the Bustards were 




E and probably also ý8; William, 
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Although several members of the Bustard 
family, including William, appear on the 
Rolls, the prominent recusants, in that 
limited sense, were Humphrey Joyner, gentleman, 
William Franklyn yeoman and Anne wife of 
William Budd, and Maria Harrison. ' 
A grant was made of the profits of William 
2 
Bustard's recusancy in 1608, a poor return 
on the part of the Crown for the donation 
of 925 that he had made 30 years before towards 
the expenses of the Spanish War. His brother 
John was a fugitive overseas in 1577 3 and 
another brother, Michael, was listed along with 
Thomas More as an Oxfordshire recusant in 
1592.4 An Anthony Bustard was discharged from 
the Marshalsea on 22 February 1578.5 
Adwell 
The Bethams of Adwell are dealt with 
elsewhere 
6 
and there do not seem to have been 
any other Catholics in this small village. 
1. E 16. 
2. ,L.. IS. 46 , f. 26v. 3. B3 1. Raw .A 2979f. 11,19 January 1576. 
4. Häýfie , 0. 
5. Z' -S-191905,719. 6. Ne-e--Pages 164-5. 
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Ambrosden 
Ambrosden produced only one Elizabethan 
recusant, a yeoman with the splendid name of 
Ezikias Churchill. 
1 But the manor passed 
from somewhat equivocal hands, those of the 
Dentons, to a more openly Catholic branch 
2 
of the Mildmay family. Sir Walter Mildmay 
was in possession in 1617 and died in 1623. 
His heir Francis seems to have married into the 
family of Brooke of Madeley, Shropshire. In 
and after 1640, several members of the Mildmay 
family entered religious orders. 
3 
Sir Walter Mildmay the Elizabethan Chancellor 
of the Exchequer married Mary, sister of Sir 
Francis Walsingham. Francis Mildmay of Ambrosden's 
wife was the daughter of George Brooke 
1. E 377/2, though given as Fgidius (Giles) in 
. K. S. , 1968,134. 2. V . E. V, 1954,17 et se For the Mildmay family 
in general see H. Ä.; ß . J. Mildmay, A Brief Memoir 
of the MildmaY Family, 1913; P. L. Ralph, Sir Vim-FireM 1 may. does not appear from either 
o these Worksthat the Mildmays were, as V. C. H. 
has it, 'a well-known Roman Catholic familTEut 
it is clear that not all of them were in sympathy 
with their most famous member, the Elizabethan 
Sir Walter. 
3. Francis, a Benedictine; George, a Dominican, for 
whom see W. Gumbley, Obituary Notices of the English 
Dominicans 1955, p. 34; e en, a armelfte professed 
In (not 1644, as Stapleton and V. C. l. have it), 
for whom see A. Hardman, English Carmelites in Penal 
77 mes, 
l936, p. 78; and, apparently, -- Ti pparen y, a-s-e-c-o-n-71 nun, 
. x. V, 1954,28. 
2Sti 
of White Knights, Berkshire, where the 
Englefields, driven from Englefield by Walsing- 
ham, had settled. Moreover, one of the 
Dentons, Anne, married a Walsingham connection, 
William Copley, grandson of Sir Thomas. William 
Copley's brother was a Jesuit and two of his 
sisters were nuns: 
I hence my description of 
the Dentons as 'somewhat equivocal'. 
Ascott 
There was one recusant here in 1603, 
John Ashfield, gentleman, who was soon joined 
by Francis Fountaine, gentleman and his wife 
Winifred. All three were convicted recusants 
in 16122 and Francis Fountaine was still 
appearing on the Recusant Rolls, among the 
farms, in the 1630s. By then, there were five 
other recusants: William Kenyon, gentleman, 
Elizabeth Woolye, Elizabeth Croke, a widow, 
Edward Sanders and his wife Mary. 
3 On 15 July 
1581 Thomas Palmer of Christ Church, Oxford, 
was bound in 9100 'to remane at the house of 
1. R. C. Christie (ed. ), Letters of Sir Thomas 
Cö 1e , 1897, P. xliii'. 
2. rani Colle e, Cambrid e MS. R. 5.14, art. 6. 
on As fie is here described as an esquire. 
3. E 377/ O, 43.45.47. 
2 95(. 
John ffountaine at Walton in the Countie of 
Buck till he haue Confermed himselfe in Religion'. 
Assendon 
Members of the Stonor family occasionally 
appear as of Assendon. In 1632 two other 
recusants were recorded, one Hicks, a yeoman, 
and William Harburie, gentleman. 
2 
Asthall 
The Kenyons were the chief recusant family 
in Asthall, first appearing there on the third 
Jacobean Recusant Roll. William Kenyon, 
presumably the same as the Ascott recusant 
mentioned above, was the most persistent: his 
father, Thomas, appeared onee. 
3 Thomas married 
Anne, daughter of William Tempest and a More 
of Haddon. 
4 Besides the Kenyons, there were 
only two recusants in Asthall: John Deverell, 
yeoman, and Ellen Headlam, a widow. 
Aston 
In the last years of the 16th century 
Thomas Hord of London and of Weston in Warwickshire 
paid or owed £27 14s 8d for his manor of Aston, 
3. . In fact, this is Thomas Kerriott: 
Thomas and Agnes Kennot appear in C. R. S. LX, 
1968,230, together with Margaret Kenyon. 
4. Harman Society, V, 1871,293. 
. 1. SP 9,159 
2. " 
3. ., In 
2'7 
and by the 17th century he was also paying a 
further 955 lsld and * of -d for two-thirds of 
the manor of Aston Brugges alias Bampton in 
Aston and of Golofers Farm. Aston itself was 
a hamlet in the parish of Bampton. Thomas seems 
to have been the first of his family to own 
the property and he seems also to have been the 
only Oxfordshire recusant. There may have been 
others in London, Warwickshire or Shropshire. 
Dorothy Hord, a Catholic in the service of the 
Brownes and Dormers, and then of the Sackvilles, 
was probably Thomas' sister. 
' 
When Thomas Hord died, the greater part of 
his estate seems to have consisted of money owed 
him, the sums ranging from £30 owed by 'a 
widdowe at Clerkenwell' to such sums as 1600 
owed by Richard Fiennes, Lord Saye and £1,000 
by Lord Cavendish. But by far the greatest debt 
was that of Ralph Sheldon, who was Hord's 
neighbour at Weston; from a basic £24,000 this 
had risen to 141,000, an astronomical figure. 
These debts passed to the Crown and were granted 
to the Queen, who was herself a Catholic. In 
1. Harleian Society, V, 1871,261, The spelling of 
the name varie-s.. 
zýý 
Hilary Term 1607 Sheldon's debt to the Queen 
was put at £21,000.1 I have been unable to 
discover how this debt was incurred. Sheldon 
suffered heavily for his religion but he was 
still able to buy land, notably at Steeple 
Barton in Oxfordshire, and even to give money 
away. 
2 On 26 March 1605 Sheldon made arrangements, 
through the mediation of Sir John Dormer and 
Walter Giffard, to repay the sum of £24,000; 
he was to convey to Hora lands of the yearly 
value of 9,600 
3 
and then to pay L1,000 yearly 
for twelve years at the house of Robert Atkinson 
in Chancery Lane. 
4 In his will, 
5 
made on 20 
November 1612, Sheldon alluded to 'the wilfull 
and hard dealinge of Mr Thomas Hoord' and to 
the passing of the debt to the Queen, but gave no 
further explanation. 
Since Thomas Hord is carefully, though 
not invariably, described in the Recusant Rolls 
as being of London and Weston, it may be presumed 
that he did not reside an his Oxfordshire estates, 
1. Sr 14 40 1,1608, which describes Sheldon's 
position but includes the other information on 
Hord'sfinances; see also SP 14/60/65, 
2. See page 694. 
3, It is interesting to note that these were not to 
include any properties which had formerly belonged 
to the Church. 
4. Birmingham Reference Library MS. 167897. Atkinson 
was also an Oxfor s ire man an- had a Catholic, 
see pages 
5. Pct 2e CQ-peLL. 
2tiq 
but his widow Frances seems to have died 
here on 2. July 1633.1 
In 1625 three members of the Allen family 
were recorded under Aston, but normally 
this family appears as of the neighbouring 
Brize Norton. 
It may be note also that Aston had once 
belonged to the Hungerfords and that Black- 
bourton, the home of Sir Anthony Hungerford, 
is less than two miles away. 
2 
Aston Rowant 
This large parish harboured several 
recusant families besides the Belsons, although 
with the removal of the Belsons in about 1614,3 
these seem to have conformed. The Pigotts 
were related to the Belsons and the Lenthalls: 
Juliana; widow of Bartholomew Pigott and 
daughter of Thomas Lenthall, was listed in 1577. 
Nicholas Pigott was a fairly prominent recusant, 
listed in 1586,1592 4 and 1612: the 1612 list 
also contains Nicholas' wife Margaret, and 
Elizabeth, Felix and Maria Pigott-5 The English 
1. Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, f. 6. 
2, . Giles, iA'sorý of the Parish and Town of Bam ton, 188. or Sir ony HungerYord 
see pages 540_x; 
3. It will be remembered that the Belsons retained 
property in the parish, but that, evidently, was 
not enough. 
4. Sp 12/189/541; HIIC Hatfield, IV, 270. 
5. s , 23U-. 
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family, who like the rigotts were gentry 
make an even more modest sheaving; Elizabeth, 
wife of John English, a recusant in 1588,1 
Thomas English and Anne English in the 1590s. 
One episode, however, both adds colour to 
these bare entries and suggests a more active 
and viable Catholicism. 
The arrest of Thomas Belson naturally 
drew attention to Aston Rowant, and two 
'servants to Mr. Topclyf', Richard Elsworthe 2 
and John Jackson, by virtue of their warrant 
'to apprehende certeyne popyshe preysts', 
searched 'the howse of one Mr Englyshe, dwellinge 
in Hollouridge, near to Watlington, and there 
found a recusante, namynge him self e Randall, 
whose sister is wyf to the sayd Mr Englishe, 
and the same Mr Englishe is my Lo: Chancelors 
3 
Servant, but his wyf and his mother in lawe 
beinge in house withe him ar bothe recusants'. 
Elsworthe and Jackson claimed that Randall had 
admitted to them that he was a priest. When 
2. sworthe had been responsible with John 
Bradforde for the arrest of Belson and his 
fellow-martyrs, E 31 42, mem. 128v. 
3. Sir Christopher Hatton. 
1. E 372/43. 
2. El-sworthe 
2 61 
brought before Sir Francis Knollys, Randall 
denied priesthood, though he admitted recusanoy. 
'Nevertheles afterwards he sayd amongest my 
men, that he was of my Lo: Mowntague his secte 
and as redye man to fyghte agaynste the Spanyards 
as my Lo: Monte was'. Knollys had to decide 
whether to commit Randall to Oxford gaol, 'in 
favor of the sayd bringers of the warraunte', 
or to send him to London, as 'my neighbor Mr 
Edmonds', who had also searched English's 
house 'for popishe books and writings', wished 
to do. To help in the decision, he intended to 
peruse 'a great Cofer withe books and writinges, 
suspected to be popyshe' which English said'dothe 
belonge to one Chamberlayne, vncle to Mr 
Chamberlayne of Shirburne'. Not that Sir Francis' 
heart was in this task. He went on, 'But, my 
good lorde, to be playne withe you, I do stand 
almost discoraged to serve her Majestie 
f aythfullye agaynste these popishe traytors, and 
trayterous recusants, because I do not fynde my 
selfe well backed nor Countenaunaed' in the 
struggle against 'f ovule Claymed superioritie of 
I 
byshopps " 
1. B. M. H "Ma. 6994, art. '106,30 August 1589. 
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Randall, incidentally, was already known 
to the authorities, and, indeed, was living 
at Aston by their order. 
1 It may have been 
Hatton's influence that procured him such 
congenial house-arrest. 
There were half a dozen other recusants 
in Aston Rowant: Margaret Gurney, Elizabeth, 
wife of Richard Buckland, Anne or Agnes Browne, 
Thomasina Alt(h)am, a widow, Maria Tuthbury 
and Agnes, wife of Thomas Ewster. Elizabeth 
Buckland's recusant history is of interest. She 
appears on the third and the thirtieth 
Recusant Rolls. Katherine Tempest, Maria 
Toucheborne and Joan Ward were recusants in 1612.2 
Bampton 
Besides Thomas Hord and the Aliens, the 
wife and son of Robert Bedall, gentleman, and 
Thomas Colley and Robert James were Bampton 
Catholics. All four were listed in 1577 and 
do not appear again. John and Richard Wise may 
have been the only staunch Catholics resident 
in the parish. 
3 Hord, however, was not the only 
Sp 12/2O/11, a bond taken in December 1586. 
ff-e-wa-S-Of-tTe Middle Temple and presumably not 
a priest. 
2 C. R. S. LX, 1968,230. 
3: 6. They seem to have been actually 
res en n ewe, one of the Bampton hamlets. 
2 C-3 
Catholic landowner. The Talbots, earls of 
Shrewsbury, held a fluctuating interest in the 
manor of Bampton itself. 
' 
Barford St-Michael 
There was one recusant, John Roberts, here 
in 1577 and later two either here or at Barford 
St. John, Thomas Bourne and Humphrey Joyner, the 
latter appearing normally under Adderbury. 
Barton 
There are three Bartons in Oxfordshire, 
Steeple, Middle and Westcott, all neighbours. 
Steeple Barton was a Sheldon residence. Otherwise 
there was only one recusant, John Poulton of 
Middle Barton, 
2 
until the 1630s when Robert Smith, 







Margaret Freeman was listed as of Bensington 
in 1612.5 
1. J. A. Giles, Hi-stor of the Parish and Town of 
Bam toa, 2nd e. , 4$; p: 3M-. '- 
" 2. B_ 2LLL-1 
3. ar ei an Soci tl, V, '1871 , 244. His father was of 
or s ire. 
4. E 377/4,45" Collingridge, a gentleman, if 
of-the family o the Franciscan Vicar Apostolic at 
all, seems-to be its only recusant representative 
at this period. 
5, C. R. S. LX, l968,230. 
QCN 
Bicester 
There were four Catholics here in 1577: 
William Hart, gentleman, John Bryan, John 
Sheldon and John Peake. Three members of the 
Hart family, John, Margaret and Elizabeth, 
were fugitives overseas at about the same 
time. 
' In the previous year, a William Hart of 
Eynsham had been indicted, along with his wife 
'whose name is not knowen', 'f or hering of masse 
at the howse of John Pynchin on Ester day last'. 
2 
Earlier still, in 1571, William Hart of Eynsham 
had been slightly involved in the affairs of 
Mary, Queen of Scots. 
3 He was to be summoned 
bef ore the Privy Council in 1586, as William 
Hart of Bicester 
4 
and was listed in 1592 as of 
Eynsham. 
5 John Hart of Bicester was known to 
entertain priests, 
6 'the same preists that Mr. 
Butler doth'. Emma Hart, a widow, was 'bound 
with her suerties so to remane at her house in 
Bicitur vntill such time as shee haue reformed 
herself in Religion'.? 
1. Bodl. Raw1. MS. A 2 , f. ii. 2, . M. Lan 
3" 
, art. 59. The Mass was said by an 
ex-mony-o1 Wes minster. 
3. HMC Hatfield, IV, 499-500. 
4. ar 60_, art. l. 
5. AM a ie1d, IV, 270. 
6.1 4. 
7.5 May 1581. 
a5' 
John Butler, John Hart's partner in crime, 
was also something of a fugitive. In 1585, 
when assessed for a light horse payment, he 
was 'not to be founde within this countie 
but makethe his aboade as I ame crediblie 
enformed at Ixhill lodge 
1 in the countie of 
Buck: '; he does not seem to have paid. 
Apart from Susanna Denton and Alice Boydon 
in 1592 and one Jackson in 1625, there were no 
other recusants at Bicester except the Blounts. 
The Blounts acquired a Bicester estate, the 
manor of Wretchwick, throggh the marriage of 
Sir Michael Blount to Mary Moore of Bicester. 
Lady Elizabeth Blount 
3 
and then Sir Charles 
and his wife appear first on the Rolls as of 
Bicester, not Mapledurhaw. 
The Blounts, therefore, may well have been 
in part resident landlords: the Stanley family, 
owners of the manor of Bicester itself, were 
non-resident and sold out in 1597.4 
1. That is, with or near the Belsons. 
2. On the death of Thomas Moore, his Bicester 
estate escheated to the Crown, but was regranted 
to the Blounts, J. C. Blomiield, Histor of the 
Present Deanery of Bicester, 18 ,. '-' 
3. Moore of Faw ey. 
4. v. c_H. VI, 1959,22. 
I U- 
Binf field 1 
Several recusants, John Bishop, Anne 
Langford, widow, Robert Carter and Emanuel 
Money, appear as of Binfield in the 1630x. 
2 
Bix 
Of the four Binf leid recusants, John 
3 
Bishop also appears as of Bix, which was a 
Stonor property. 
Bladon 
Only one Catholic is noted as of Bladon, 
John Meades in 1577 whose status is not given, 
but who was taken to be worth £200 in goods. 
4 
Bladon was, however, the parish church of Woodstock, 
where there was a small group of Catholics in 1625. 
Bletchingdon 
Besides the Poure family, the Coxes, a 
yeoman family, were persistent Bletchingdon 
recusants. William Braithwait offered to compound 
for ten shillings in 1586 and appeared several 
times on the Recusant Rolls. 
5 Twelve others appear 
1. Apparently then as now in Berkshire, but the 
persons named appear on the Oxfordshire 
rotulets of the Recusant Rolls. 
2. E 424 . 
3" 77727/-46131- 
4. i. 
5. ;E 377(3,12,29130; see also 
or Joan rai wai : three Braithwaits 
we recusants in 1612, C. R_ S. LX, 1968,230. 
2 6-7 
once only - Richard Smyth, John Writhington, 
Clement Foxe, Dorothy Langford, Nargery 
Elston, Elizabeth Drayton, Mary Tailor, 
Joan, wife of Anthony Crowdson, William, 
Robert and Andrew Tempest and Alice Grimshaw; 1 
once only, that is, under Bletchingdon, for 
some of them appear elsewhere. 
Bloxham 
John Danvers of Bloxham was a recusant in 
1577 and was summoned before the Privy Council 
a few years later. 
2 He may or. may not be John 
Danvers of Calthorpe, a hamlet in nearby 
Banbury, though that John Danvers was certainly 
regarded as an Anglican by Sir Francis Knollys 
in 1589.3 The Danvers were, unfortunately, 
a prolific family. Anthony Counser and John 
Gillett were among 'thos that have nott bin 
knowen to receve the Communion this yeare and 
more butt come sometyme to the church'. 
4 There 
was only one later recusant: John Gable, a 
yeoman. 
5 
1. E 377/11,13,14 , 17,29; C. R. S. LX, 1968,230. 
2. ar1. MS :3 60 -. a-R-. 1 ,. 3, ee page 215; see M. Lo"+, sd. NS"6tßwt . 47, 4. Sp 12/119/51,1 . 
5, __0 X, 8,230; E 377/26- 
ýý6 $ 
Bodicote 
Bodicote, also in the Banbury neighbourhood, 
produced one recuss. nt, Thomas Bradford. 
I It 
may be noted that this is the name of one of 
the few persistent recusants in Elizabethan 
Gloucestershire, a man also of yeoman status 
and possibly to be identified with Thomas 
Bradford of Bodicote. 
Brightwell Baldwin, Britwell Salome, 
"i well Prior 
The influence of the Symeon family, perhaps, 
made Brightwell a moderate stronghold of 
recusanc9, though most of those described as of 
Brightwell in the Recusant Rolls appear most 
frequently under, and no doubt were resident in, 
neighbouring parishes. These include Elizabeth 
Martin, of a Warborough family, Peter Ford of 
Garsington, James Bisley also of Warborough, 
Anthony Prince, of a Clifton family and Rose 
Adams of Latchford. Maria Goode, Joan Ovye, 
Maria Cowdrey, Edward Scattergood, Peter Cooke, 
John Fawkner, John Gardner, 
2 
Judith Reve and 
Maria Hedson, a widow, were also recusants, most 
1. E zu- 16. 
2ý o, In 1625, was described as a 
. 
cook, which 
suggests a possibility of confug ion. 
2b5 
of them appearing only once in the Recusant 
Rolls. 
The Oglethorpes held the manor of 
Britwell Salome from the 1570s till 1593.1 
Brize Norton 
The Greenwoods and the Tempests 2 were the 
leading recusant families in Brize Norton. 
In 1612 William Tempest and Elizabeth his 
wife and all their children were convicted 
recusants. In 1586 William and his wife had 
offered to compound for £2,3 and he was, in 
fact, paying 913 6s 8d a year on his Brize 
Norton property and, by 1607 at least, 
4 
a 
smaller sum, 96 13s 4d on property at Asthall. 
Thomas Kenyon also appeared as of both Brize 
Norton and Asthall. Anne wife of Abraham 
Allen, Maria and Francis Allen appeared here 
until 1625, in which year they were also said 
to be of Bampton Aston. Anne Allen appears on 
the 1612 list, as does Bridgett, wife of 
Francis Rathborne, gentleman, Henry Rathborne, 
1. y. C. H. VIII, 1964,46. 
2. or e . Tempest family see page tai, 
3. SP 1218 4. 
4. " 
. 2,1 0 
yeoman and Margaret Rathborne, spinster and 
widow were other recusant members of this 
family. 
1 Elizabeth Yate, a widow, 
2 
Maria Yate, 
Helen Twillye, William Woodward, John Bond, 
Maria Povy and Eleanor Messinger also figure, 
usually once or twice only, as recusants. 
Broadwel1 
Six members of the Thompson family appear 
on the Pipe and Recusant Rolls: Jane, John senior, 
Robert, Dorothy, John junior and William. John 
Thompson was listed as a Catholic in 1577,3 
and thereafter was one of the more prominent 
sufferers for his faith. He 'ever kept one 
priest at least' and the attention that this 
drew upon him led to a persecution sufficiently 
severe 
4 to drive him out of the county. He 
took refuge in the Forest of Dean and after some 
years was 'found out by the pursuivants', including 
Robert Alf leid, brother of the martyr Thomas, 
1. E 377/32 , 42,44. The name is spelt variously Ra orne, Rathbone and Rabond. 
2. Perhaps Elizabeth Yate of Kencott, widow of 
Francis. 
3, sp 12/11915i: he was taken to have land worth 
a year, making him, by this count, one Hbf 
the seven wealthiest recusants in Oxfordshire. 
4. It was not as severe as the Catholic account 
would make it. Otherwise he would hardly have 
left an inheritance in Broadwell. 
211 
and imprisoned in Gloucester, where he later 
died: he was taken before 1 April 1585 
apparently in the company of Thomas Haberley, 
a priest. 
1 Stephen Rowsham was his fellow- 
prisoner at Gloucester. 
2 
Thompson's daughter 
Jane married Ambrose Griffith and their son 
was born in Gloucestershire, though brought up 
in Hereford. 
3 Another daughter, Margaret, 
joined the Benedictine nuns at Brussels; she 
was professed on 21 November 1600, aged 26.4 
A son, Francis, became a Jesuit. When Francis 
entered the English College, Rome, he spoke of 
having three brothers and six sisters. 
5 One of 
these brothers was presumably Robert Thompson, 
listed as a recusant in 1612. John Thompson, 
junior, did not appear on the Rolls until 1625, 
which may explain James Griffith's statement 
that he was nephew to John. Thompson, a rich 
schismatic. 
6 The name Thompson figures on the 
2. ollen, Acts of English Martyrs 1891 lp. 333; 
see also J. N. Langs-Uon,, ' Rýýo er ieid, School- 
master, of Gloucester, and his sons', Transactias 
of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological 
ffocieT LVTO 34-1'757.3. 
IV, 1962,244; see also R. Mathias, Whitsun 
io , 1963, P. 15. 
4. . S. XIV110/149177- 5: . . LIV, 1962,72. Like his father, Francis had 
steered imprisonment, being taken for a, priest while 
still in fact a layman. Francis used the alias Yate. 
6. C`"LIVs1962,244. 
H51/2mem. 67' 
2, o en, Acts 
2-r z 
lists of grants of recusancy profits, but 
confusedly: in 1609 Thompson of Goring, Oxford- 
shire and John Thompson of Halton, Buckingham- 
shire were included in two such gifts. 
' 
Catherine and Thomas Bailie, Dorothy and 
Barbara Plott, Thomas Hopton, gentleman, Joan 
Wilks and Barbara Nevell were the remaining 
Broadwell recusants, mostly of the early 17th 
century. 
Bucknell 
Bucknell was bought by Edward Ewer about 1622 
2 
and in the 1620s his wife Margaret Poure and 
two of their daughters, 
3 Prudence and Helen, 
appear as recusants. Edward himself was a non- 
communicant in 1612: he died on 11 June 1638. 
It is natural to suspect that this family should 
be related, however distantly, to their neighbour 
Sir Francis Eure of Upper Heyford, that is, that 
they should be related to the Barons Eure. 
Although Sir Francis was not a Catholic, some of 
his relations were. If such a relationship 
existed, however, I have found no evidence of it. 
1. g M. Add. MS. 46 , ff. 39v, 42; SP 14/4/88; see är -o M=83/15- 
2. V. C. H. VI, ,. 
3, ee odl. Wood MS. E 1, f. 176 for the Ewer family; 
see a T, 5-0 ündir o isford and Launton. 
=`13 
It may be significant that the baronial 
family derived their name from Iver in Buck- 
inghamshire. 1 
An earlier lessee of the manor of Bucknell 
was also a Catholic, one Thomas Ashe: 
2 Susan 
Ashe was still a recusant in 1612. Other 
recusants were William Stanshion, Robert 
Warner, Anne Arden, Philip Mayle and Elizabeth 
wife of Henry Walker, the last, a recusant in 
1640, may have been a member of the Kirtlington 
family. 
Burcot 
The yeoman families of Tull and Philpott(s) 
were Catholic, though with the exception of 
Edward Philpotts, 
3 
only women appear on the Rolls. 
In 1624 .. a' Annis Tull the wife of Edward Tull 
was buryed in the Churchyard of Dorchester by 
Annie More Widdow once the wife of Thomas More 
of Burcoate & by others more with her whom 
we know not'. 
4 Augustine Ford, also a yeoman, 
and Frances his wife, were recusants throughout 
1. G. E. C. 
2. atfield, IV, 270; V. C. H. VI, 1957,79; see also 
E, w ere possibly this man's son is meant. 
3. T_j ; C. R. S. LX, 1968,231; see also S. A. Peyton, 
e urchwar ens' Presentments in the Oxford- 
re ecu cars of Dorchester, äme and Banbury 
0. . s. , X, 7T9: Edward was presee 'for 
standing excommunicate' and his wife 'for a 
recusant', see also pp . 139-141; B. M. Lansd. MS. , art. 58. 4. S. A. Peyton, oý. cit., p. 141. 
Z-1 14 
the 1630s. 
1 From 1597 to 1616 the manor was 
held by the Molyns family. 2 
Cassington 
Besides the Rainolds family, Cassington 
held a number of recusants and recusant 
families, especially in the reign of Charles I, 
possibly therefore influenced by the Rainolds 
family. The Boones, however, were recusants 
throughout the period: Maria, wife of William 
Boone, Robert Boone, esquire, Anne 3 his wife, and 
possibly another Anne. 
4 Mary, wife of Henry 
Clarke, gentleman was a convicted recusant in 
1612: 5 Henry Clarke, musician, was a Catholic in 
1586.6 These three families, Boones, Clarkes 
and Rainolds, together with Alice Townsend, were 
the only recusants until 1625, when they were 
joined by Johanna Smyth, spinster and Robert 
Smyth, labourer. Then in the 1630s Anne Jucklyn, 
Anna Emelyn, Maria Arden, Hester Gill, Agnes 
Heyward, Margaret Greenway, all spinsters, and 
John Hawkins, yeoman also joined them. 
1. See also under Garsington. 
2 V. C. H. VII, 1962,66-67. 
3. . Annein 
1625, otherwise Mary. 
4. E 40, spinster. 
5. ee a so E1 14. 
6. SP 12/182Z>4- 
21 
Caversham 
Thomas Crey was a Church Papist in 1577. 
There were two early Jacobean recusEnts, Thomas 
1 
Newport, gentleman, and Robert Wilson. Both 
were on the 1612 list, together with Frances 
Stephens. There were four Caroline recusants 
up to 1640: Francis Delavell and later his wife, 
Anne, Thomas Alder and Frances Alexander. The 
Brownes of Caversham do not appear as Oxfordshire 
recusants. 
Chadlington 
William Fox was a Church Papist in 1577. 




3 his wife Jane and Agnes, 
wife of Thomas Comber were recusants in the last 
Jacobean Roll. Agnes continued into the Caroline 
Rolls. John Chambers, gentleman, was the only 
other Chalgrove recusant, 
4 
Charlbury 
Richard Fitzhughes, gentleman, and Elizabeth 
his wife headed the list of Oxfordshire Catholics in 
1. See page 5go for Robert Newport. 
2. E 322Z-1.122. 
3,170-r -The Combers see also under Crowmarsh Gifford. 
4. E 327/39- 
Il (: 
1577 they were taken to be worth E70 a year 
in land, with £100 in goods. Both husband and 
wife were listed in 1586 and Richard again 
in 1592.1 Roger Fitzhughes, gentleman, was a 
recusant in 1604. The 1612 list gives five 
members of the family: Thomas, esquire, a non- 
communicant, and his convicted wife Lady 
Elizabeth Shelton, Elizabeth, a widow, Roger and 
Thomas, all three convicted. 
2 
After this proud 
display, they do not appear again. 
Of the remaining Charlbury recusants, the 
most persistent were Philippa, wife of Ralph 
Brayne, a butcher, William Trevis and his wife 
Mary and Eleanor wife of Thomas Clements, all 
from about 1620. Trevis was an 'innholder'. 
John Baskerfeld was a Church Papist in 1577 but 
did not become a recusant. Grace Snape, a 
fairly prosperous widow, was assessed at X25 
for a light horse in 1585 but claimed that she 
was 'vtterlye vnable to answere any suche charge 
havinge no manner goods in the worlde but the 
poore furniture of one chamber and hathe for her 
1. SP 12/189/54, he offered £3 6s 8d; HMC Hatfield, 
s" 
2. For Elizabeth, the widow and one of the 
Thomases, see also B. M. Add. t'i3.3476 , ff. 32,49v: both are there descried aas of Walcot (Wolvercot? ). 
2'1'1 
maintenaunce of her ffreinds twenty marks by 
the yere'. 
1 She offered Cl in 1586. Anne 
Fowler, Margaret Burnett and William Ensworth 
were recusants in 1604. Then Anne Beverley, 
Judith Raleigh, 
2 Margaret Bourne, Jane 
Tippinge, Eleanor wife of Anthony Tempest, 3 
Elizabeth Lake, Ralph Hatton and Arthur Tenant 
were the remaining Catholics, all save Arthur 
Tenant being on the Jacobean Rolls. A few 
others, who belong rather to other parishes, 
appear on the 1612 list. 
4 
Chastleton 
Apart from the gentry families, Throck- 
mortons, Catesbys, Annesleys and Osbastons, 
dealt with in the previous chapter, there was 
only one recusant at Chastleton, George 
Jennings, yeoman. 
5 The Osbastons, however, were 
mentioned there only in passing. Four appear 
on the later Elizabethan and early Jacobean 
Recusant Rolls, John, his wife Margaret, Brigit 
and Edmund. In 1612 George Osbaston, gentleman, 
1. SP 12/183/33i; see also B. M. Lansd. NS. , art .. 
2. E 37 415, a member of the Warwickshire family: 
see also under Shorthampton. She was on the 
1612 list. 
3. Possibly the same as Eleanor Tenant, widow, E 377/3-1. 
4. C. R. S. LX, 1968,231. 
5, = b. LX, 1968,133. 
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John Osbaston, gentleman, Margaret his wife 
'and twoo of their Children Edmunde and 
Bridgett' were all convicted recusants. 
Checkendon 
Richard Wintershul, junior, gentleman, was 
a recusant here in 1604 and 1612. Later there 
was Anne, wife of John Clarke, yeoman, and 
Thomas Ebington or Evington, gentleman, and his 
wife, Maria Astoll and Anna Tompson; and 
finally William Hildeslay, gentleman from 1625 
through to 1640. 
Chesterton 
John Bourne of Chesterton, a harbourer of 
1 
priests, was one of those recusants who could 
not be traced in 1585. He and Richard Davys 
alias Price of Wendlebury, 
2 both gentlemen and 
both 'notoriouse recusants and suche as fflye 
all kinde of processe', were said to be in 
London, but Sheriff Oglethorpe could not tell 
where. 
3 In 1587 Bourne was said to have £300 
4 
worth of goods. It has been claimed that, apart 
1. SP 1L 168 . 
2. E re on Bourne had recusant kinsmen, see 
below and Harleian Society, V, 1871,316. 
3. SP 1218 11. 
4, ans . MS. , art. 69; see also HMC; Hatfield, ßd, 2 d24. 
-) I c, 
from the Bournes, 
1 there is no further 
record of recusancy in Chesterton. 
2 
But 
Maria wife of William Maund, senior, a yeoman, 
was a recusant in the 1630x. 
3 
Chinnor 
Until 1607 Chinnor belonged to the Fermor 
family, but to the more Protestant branch of 
Easton Neston, Northamptonshire; in 1607 it 
was sold to the Dormers, again to a Protestant 
branch. 
4 However, until 1604 there were a few 
recusants in the parish, perhaps mildly 
encouraged by the Fermors. Several female, 
members of the Harper family appear on the Rolls 
and elsewhere until the early years of the 17th 
century. There must have been more Catholicism 
in the family, for Sir Thomas Shirley speaks 
of 'the Antient & Catholique ffamilie of the 
Harpurs of Rushall' and clearly identifies 
these Harpurs as the Harpers of Chinnor. Sir 
Thomas married one of them. 
5 
One of the Oxford- 
shire women, Mrs. Harper, attended a Mass 
1. John and his wife Winifred and his brother 
or nephew William. 
2. v. C. H. VI, 1959,103. 
3- E 377/40142 4. 
4.4,59. 
5" ý. arl. MS. 4 28, f. 108v. See HMC Hatfield, 
IV, 1 5 and V, for a John Harper. 
2 *o 
reported by Ralph Betharn 
1 
at Bledlow, Buck- 
inghamshire, which is, as Betham says, only 
a mile or two from Chinnor. Another female 
recusant at Chinnor was Anne, wife of 
Christopher Higges. 
2 
Edward Penn, gentle man, 
3 
was assessed at 
£8 6s 8d in 1585, though it does not appear 
that he paid. He offered, with Mary his wife, 
to compound for 92 13s 4d in 1586: in fact, be 
was later asked to pay f8 6s 8d and £10 13s 4d 
a year for two thirds of his Chinnor lands. 
Francis Gravenor, yeoman, and William 
Hawten, gentleman, were recusants in 1604. 
A Francis Gravenor, gentleman, later appears in 
the 1612 list. 
4 
Chipping Norton 
George Throcknorton, gentleman, Dorothy 
Eele, widow, and Dorothy, wife of Stephen Gadley 
2E 'Ld 4 
3, . An Agnes Penn, widow of Penn, Bucks. 
appears in B. M. Add. MS 3 765, f. 25,13 July 1608. 
4. Since the Harpers, as described by Shirley, were 
also a Shropshire family, it may be of interest 
that Richard Gravenor, gentleman, was a 
Shropshire recusant in 1586, SP 12/189/54. 
1. SP 121682 ii. 
3. .. An_Agn 
2! r- 1 
or Gatley were Chipping Norton's only 
recusants. 
1 The prof its of George Throck- 
morton's recusancy were granted away on 16 
December 1610 
2 
and he appears on the 1612 list. 
Edward Gage of Bentley, Sussex used Dart 
of a sum of £500 which he held in trust for 
his niece ElizabethT who had married Cresacre 
More, to purchase a rent charge of £50 per 
annum from Michael and Edward Chadwell, issuing 
out of their lands in Chipping Norton. It 
passed to Cresacre's daughter Helen who later 
became a Benedictine nun. 
Churchill 
Mary Horne was a recusant here in 1612. 4 
Claydon 
Henry Raleigh and his wife Rose were listed 
as of Claydon, Oxfordshire's most northerly 
parish, for several years after 1625.5 
Clifton 
Clifton recusants included one of the more 
I "E ýi A 
377/17,38 " 
2,6, f . 4? v; see also SP 14/11/25 
or a Üeorge rockmorton of Tew. 
3, PCC 52 Lawe, proved 18 May 1614. Gage noted 
that the indenture 'lyenge open in my Studdy 
bathe received some hurte by myce'. See also 
under Stanton Harcourt. 
4. C_ R. S. LX, 1968,231. 
5. See also under Shorthampton. 
2 $sz 
important yeoman families, the Princes, who 
at a later date intermarried with the Days 
and the Daveys. 
1 It is curious and perhaps 
significant that the Princes do not appear on 
the Rolls, or elsewhere, before 1604. Even 
after that date there are at first few entries. 
2 
only one member of the family need be singled 
out, George Prince, who was a churchwarden 
in the 1620s. It is suggested in V. C. H. that 
'this may have been a case of co-operation 
between the churches'. 
3 
The suggestion, as 
phrased, is absurd, but otherwise acceptable 
and interesting. George Prince, in fact, does 
not appear on the Recusant Rolls or in the 
churchwardens' presentments, but this may be 
explained by the grant of the profits of the 
recusancy of a George Prince of Clifton on 9 
February 1608/9.4 
There were gentry in the parish and Edward 
Hartley, gentleman and his wife Mary were both 
1. E. C. Davey, Memoirs of an Oxfordshire Old 
Catholic Fami y and ite Connections, l$ýý'%, pp. 
2. To supplement the Rolls and to clarify 
identities, see O. R. S. X, 1928,105 et sec. Some 
fourteen members-of the family are named. 
3. V. C. H. VII, 1962,2. 
4. dd. MS. 4765, f. 29v. 
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convicted recusants in 1612. Lady Anne Lake 
appears once, 
1 
presumably a member of the 
family of the Secretary of State Sir Thomas 
and therefore probably Anne Plowden, who 
married Sir Thomas' son Sir Arthur. 
Other Clifton recusants were Thomas Gamon, 
a carpenter, as constant as the Princes, 
Jane and Cecilia Carter, Thomas Langley, Joan 
Mosden, William and Christian Sanders, Helen 
White, Thomas Woolfe, Agnes Tull and Anne 
Philpott, 
2 Agnes Shickelman, Joan wife of 
Robert Weston, Anthony Tuchinder and John Weston. 
Comes 
In 1623 Edward Sleep, junior, gentleman, and 
Edward Sleep, labourer, were listed as of Cogges. 
3 
Cokethorpe 
The Easts of Bledlow had a house at 
Cokethorpe or Cockthorpe and Edward East and 
his wife were accordingly listed there in 1577, 
along with three servants. Although it is clear 
I" Zý_e. 
2. ee a so under Burcot. 
3. E 377 . 
2 814 
their house was used as a Catholic centre, 
' 
they were not again returned as of Cokethorpe. 
The only other recusants were Edith Sanders 
in 1612, Walter Haywood or Heywood in 1602, 
1603,1612 and 1625, his wife Margaret in 1612 
and 1625 and Anne Heywood, also in 1625.2 
The secular priest John Haywood was probably 
of this family and the Benedictine Gregory 
Hayward (sic) certainly was, being born at 
Cokethorpe in 1602. 
Coombe 
Alice Alder was listed as a recusant here 
3 in 1592. 
Cottisford 
The Fervors owned land here and so did the 
puritan Copes of Hanwell, but neither were 
resident. 
4 The Ardens were lessees of the 
manor and recusants, as were Anne Rowlands, 
Oliver Johnson and Thomas Walker. 5 
Cowley 
The Nappers, Cowley's leading recusant 
family, rented land to the Badgers, 
6 themselves 
1. Sp 12 168 2 ii, Betham's report. 
2. ee also un er Ducklington. 
3" E" 
4 I, 1959, i05. 
5. E41,40 . 
6. Bo " W_ .E, f . 183. See page 20S. 
n 
recusant until 1625. Walter Darby, Dorothy 
wife of John Collins, gentleman, Thomas and 
Elizabeth Francklyn, Maria Woodward, John and 
Anne Spencer were also recusants, though each 
appears only once on the Rolls, once only as 
of Cowley at least. 
Cowton Parva 1 
John Hamers, gentleman, was Cowton Parva's 
only recusa. nt. 
2 
Crawley 
Christian Hampshire, wife of John of 
Crawley in the parish of Witney, was a recusant 
from 1625. Her father-in-law, also John, had 




Besides the Hildesleys, another Berkshire 
recusant owned land in Crowmarsh Gifford, 
Thomas Hulse of Sutton Courtney. Crowmarsh is, 
in fact, within cannon-shot range of Berkshire, 
1. Not identified. 
g77414,40. 
. ar eiere oe iety, V, 1871,319. 
ý. ) $6 
Hulse paid £9 9s 6d on his property here and 
in r? ewnham. Other recusants were Anne Suasex, 
Grace Joyner, Mary, wife of Robert Williamson, 
gentleman, 
1 Cecily, wife and later widow of 
Walter Biggs, 
2 
Leticia, wife of Ralph Cheney, 
Helen, wife of William White, Christopher Cumber 
and his wife Joan, both of whom appeared first 
in 1625, Richard and Walter Martin and George 
Archer. 3 
Cuddesdon 
Two members of the Horseman family, Elizabeth, 
wife of Paul, and Maria, a spinster, appear 
as Cuddesdon recusants. 
4 Frances, wife of 
Edward Webb, Maria Slyman and Dorothy, wife 
of John Stampe, gentleman, complete Cuddesdon's 
scanty list. But the manor of Wheatley belonged 
to the Archdales, 
5 
a family that was at least 
partly Catholic in the 16th century. Cuddesdon 
manor itself passed to a William Child of London, 
possibly a member of the family related to the 
Shelddns and the Belsons. 
1. A doctor if identical with the Robert William- 
son mentioned under Queen's College in 
SP 12/118/37; see also SP 12/189/54. 
2. ere was also a Cecily igne in ßf612, possibly 
a confusion with Biggs; but see also under 
Adderbury. 
3. For the last three names see also under Mapledurham. 
4. E 377/12-A15 33; see also under Wheatley. 
5. 'ý , 10. 
2 fr7 
Culham 
At the end of the 1630s three members of 
the Rainolds family, Richard, his wife 
Dorothy and Christian, were returned as of 
Culham. The only resident and persistent recusant 
was Anne, wife of Andrew Stringer, Andrew himself 
appearing once. 
1 Anne Checkleman, a widow, 
appeared once also. 
2 The John Shekelman who was 
listed in 1612 was probably her husband. 
3 
Curbridge 
William and Elizabeth Tempest, with their 
son Andrew, and Robert Tempest were returned 
once as of Curbridge. ' 
Cuxham 
Cuxham produced only four recusants, all 
Elizabethan or early Jacobean: Richard Bourne 
and his wife Mary, Elizabeth Butler and Mary 
Laye. 
5 Richard and Mary Bourne appeared on the 
1612 list, as convicted recusants, together with 
Mary Laye. 
2.7-3 8; see also under Clifton. 
3, , 1968,232. 
4.26. 
5. 77";; 1 14; C. LX, 1968,135. 




John Edmonds, gentleman, was listed in 
1577, along with his servant, Arthur Blinco. 
Thirty years earlier Edmonds had acquired 
the Castle or Windsor manor, Deddington, in 
association with his son-in-law, Anthony 
Appletree. 
1 The Appletrees were a recusant 
family. The Bustard interest in Deddington 
has already been noted under Adderbury. Edmonds 
also leased the Bicester or Christ Church 
manor, Deddington from Sir Thomas Pope, 
2 
and the 
Sheppard family which later acquired a 
reversionary interest in this lease, also 
produced one recusant, Elizabeth, wife of 
Zachary Sheppard, gentleman. 
3 
Two members of the Yate family, Anthony 
and Margaret, wife of John, were Deddington 
recusants, as were two members of the Woolfe 
family, Thomas and William. Others were 
Florence Hall, a widow, 
4 Mary wife of Edmund 
Manning, Alice, wife and later widow of William 
Smith, Elizabeth, wife of Henry Walkett, 
5 Jane 
1. H. M. Colvin, A History of Deddington, 1963, 
pp. 28,43-44- st 
2. A few years later it passed to Christ Church, 
but Edmonds' lease was not affected. 
3. E 
4, or John Hall, a Warwickshire Catholic and friend 
of William Hart of Eynsham, see HMC Hatfield, 
1,499-500. 
5. See also under Oddington. 
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wife of Ralph Coxe, Margaret, wife of 
Ralph Wilcock, Henry Naylor and Thomas Smith. 
Dorchester 
in Dorchester, as in Clifton, recusancy 
centred around certain yeoman families; indeed, 
eventually around the same group of families, 
the Princes, the Days and the Daveys. Only 
the Days figure as Dorchester recusants before 
1640, though the Daveys, to whom 'the survival 
of Roman Catholicism in Dorchester was eventually 
due', had been in the parish since at least 
1566.1 Grace, wife of Walter Day, was the first 
and most persistent recusant in the family, and 
Walter himself, Richard, John and his wife 
Margaret also appear. Walter and Richard were 
both fishermen. One of the Days, like one of the 
Princes, served as churchwarden, which 'may 
simply be evidence for the family's predominant 
influence in the village'. 
2 
Emma, wife of Robert 
Coldrell, a mercer, 
3 
and Joanna, wife of William 
Coldrell, gentleman, were also fairly persistent 
recusants. 
1. V_. C. H. VII, 1962,62. The Daveys were also, it 
seems, increasingly prosperous. 
2. V. C. H. VII, 1962,62. The major landowners were the 
orreys family, succeeded by the Wrays; and Sir 
Edmund Ashfield, succeeded by the Fettiplaces 
of Swinbrook. 
3. C. R. S. LX, 1968,215. 
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Joanna Lewes, widow, had apparently moved 
here from Iffley by 1604 and there were two 
other recusants of this name in Dorchester, 
Margery and Anne. 
Besides these, Hugo Smith, tailor, Richard 
and Anne Mason, 
1 Anne, wife of Andrew 
Stringer, 
2 Ellen and Anne Bannister were also 
recusants. Bartholomew Manning 
3 
was presented 
by the churchwardens as a non-communicant, 
but never appeared as a recusant. 
4 
There was also one interesting gentleman, 
George Beauforest, who 
Beauforest, spinster. 
5 
list with 'some of his 
lies in his name, that 
Dorchester, Richard Be, 
was listed with Judith 
George was on the 1612 
Children'; his interest 
of a former Abbot of 
auforest, who died in 1512. 
1. Mason may have been a relation of Blessed 
John Mason, who, although apparently born in 
Westmorland, had been 'servant to Mr. Owen of 
Oxfordshire', J. H. Pollen, Acts of the English 
Martyrs 91891 , p. 110. ` 
2. See a so under Culham. 
3. See also under Deddington for Mary Manning. 
4. S. A. Peyton, The Churchwardens' Presentments 
in the OxforTs ire Peculiars of )Dorc ei stet, Tfiame a n,, Ba. n urn ( .' 
; X; '1'92) Several 
o fers appear in the churchwardens' presentments, 
and not elsdwhere. 
5.16; C. R. S. LX, 1968,232. 
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Drayton 
Under Drayton St. Leonard, V. C. H. records 
'There is no certain record of Roman 
Catholicism'; 
' that is to say, it has not 
proved possible to distinguish between the two 
Oxfordshire Draytons, the one near Banbury 
and the other near Dorchester. Edmund Tailor, 
Marian Spencer, widow, and John Werott, gentleman, 
were the Drayton recusants. 
2 
They were probably 
of Drayton St. Leonard in S. Oxfordshire: there 
were, for example, Spencers in nearby Toot 




Walter Hayward and his wife Margaret appear 
under Ducklington, as under Coketborpe. 
4 
Elsf field 
Thomas Holton, gentleman, was Elsfield's 
only recusant .5 
1. V. C. H. VII, 1962,80. 
2. Z744; E 
-M/33,39. 3. ." t1 
4. Spelt Haywood under Cokethorpe. 
5.14; _R.. S,. LX, 1968,232. 
2-92- 
Emmington 
Although both Thomas Sackville, later 
Earl of Dorset, and Sir George Peckham had had 
an interest in Emmington, 
1 the parish produced 




There were three Enstone recusants, each 
appearing once only on the Recusant Rolls: John 
Munck, Frances Ashfield and Anne Astrey. 3 
Thomas Bushell's waterworks brought at least 
one other Catholic into contact with Enstone, 
for the King and Queen visited them in 1636. 
Ewelme 
Despite the association of Ewelme with the 
Ashf ields, there was only one Ewelme recusant, 
Martha Gifford, widow, 
4 to whom may be added 
the wife of Merrer 
5 
of Ewelme, who was a 
Church Papist in 1577. 
V. C. H. VIII, 1964,93, where Sackville is 
escribed as Marquess of Dorset. 
2. E4. 
328. See also under Milton Parva. 
4. s: S" LX, 'I 968,232. 
5. tercet . 
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Eve and Dunsden 
Two recusants, John and Martha Higges, 
were listed here in 1612.1 
Eynsham 
Eynsham was something of a Catholic centre, 
perhaps through Stanley influence. James 
Annesley, 
2gentleman, 
and his wife, Thomas 
Hart, gentleman, Adam White and John Day were 
listed in 1577; Agnes Bomiell, widow, was 
another early recusant. 
3 
John Day, a tanner, 
was the most important of these. He 
4 
was 
assessed for 'the fourthe parte of a light 
horse' but the sheriff reported that he had 
'solde and dispersed all his goods and lands 
wbatsoeuer' and 'abydeth as it is reported for 
the most parte in the countie of Glocester'. 
5 
He was soon paying the Crown rent for his 
Eynsham property that started at £1 Os 8d and 
increased to £1 13s 4d. Robert Williamson 
6 
paid the much larger sum Of 933 6s 8d. 
1. C. R. S. LX, 1968,232. See also under Goring, 
ps en, Newnham Murren and, especially, Pyrton. 
2. For whom see also B. M. Harl. MS. 60, art. 30; 
HMC Hatf ie ld, IV, 27 7 
3" " 
4, n ac , ere seem to have been two John Days, 
presumably father and son. Both were recusants, 
see SP 12L189/54. It may be also that they were 
members or e orchester family. 
c. SP 12 18 /33ii. 
n Crormnarsh Gifford and Minster Lovell. 
I CfL4 
Three Owens, Agnes, wife of Walter, Dorothy 
and Henry, were recusants in 1603.1 Henry 
and Walter were carpenters, an indication, 
perhaps, that this may be the family of the 
Jesuit lay-brother Nicholas Owen. Other 
recusants in 1603 were Emma Gardiner, Richard 
and Joanna Weston, John Butler, 
2 
Rosa, wife of 
John Stacy, miller, Thomas Elmere, Richard 
White and John Howard. 
Emma Gardiner was again listed in 1604, 
along with Mary Barncott. Mary Barncott, 
although described as a spinster, was the widow 
of John Barncott or Barncote, who had died in 
1597. She was also the great-aunt of Anthony 
Wood. Mary and her sisters Emma and Alice had 
come to Eynsham from Lancashire as servants of 
the Earl of Derby, and had all married into 
Eynsham families. Wood notes that Emma died a 
papist, 
3 but neither she nor Alice appears as such 
on the Recusant Rolls. 
4 Mary's son Thomas is 
also not recorded on the Rolls, but he was ex- 
communicated in 1630 for helping to bury 
1. See also under Oxford, St. Peter le Bailey. 
2. See also under Bicester. 
3. On 1 April 1603. 
4. See Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) J923-16- 
Their father, accord ný g to the family tradition, 
became a priest after his wife's death. 
2I5 
George Prescott 
1 in 'the parke', although 
he claimed not to have known that Prescott was 
himself excommunicated. 
2 He was known to his 
cousin Anthony, who visited him in 1657. 
Apart from Prescott, 
3 there were no more 
recusants after 1604, until 1625, and the first 
appearance of the Rainolds family. The role 
played by Barncote and others in the burial 
of Prescott is a sufficient proof, if any were 
needed, that there were Catholics in Eynsham 
between 1604 and 1625, but they are not recorded 
as such on the Recusant Rolls. Two other late 
recusants were William Gould and Arthur Tenant, 
the latter a tailor. 
4 
Filkins 
Margery Amyes was the only Filkins recusant. 
5 
Forest Hill 
Although owned by the Bromes of Holton, who 
leased to the Powells in 1621,6 Forest Hill was 
2 .E';. 2. Bod . 1"15. T o. xon. c. 69f. 28. 
3, i ignoring Day an Williamson, appearing on 
the lists of farms. 
y. E; see also under Charlbury. 
5. ; C. R. S. LX, 1968,232. 
6. " , 19 5-6. It is suggested there that 
tTi'e 5owells of Forest Hill were related to those 
of Sandford: they were not, it seems, Catholics. 
2e 
not strongly recusant. John Plater was listed 
in 1577 and Mary, wife of Edmund Brome in 
1612.1 Alice Badger, Elizabeth Horseman and 




The Fermors held a manor here, but the 
only resident recusant family was that of the 
Hattons: Elizabeth, wife of Benedict, gentleman, 
Brigit and Anne all appear on the Recusant 
Rolls. 
3 Benedict Hatton was a non-communicant 
in 1612.4 Emma Watts, Joan Wells, a widow, 
Catherine Hall, Joyce Weston, Mary Smith and 
Catherine Lovell were also recusants. 
Garsington 
The Fords, a yeoman family, were almost 
Garsington's only recusants. Geoffrey Ford, his 
wife and their sons John, Augustine, Andrew 
and Peter were listed in 1577.5 Geoffrey, Peter 
1. Or Margaret; see E 16. In both places, 
the name is given as rowne. It is easy to 
confuse Brownes, Bromes and Baumes: indeed, 
an Edmund Burne, gentleman, appears separately 
on the 1612 list as a convicted recusant. 
2. V. C. H. V, 1954,133 stops short at Alice Badger, 
a er whom 'there is no record of any Roman 
Catholics in the parish'. 
5, etc. 3.7 
so 
oU 
, cF ee a so ne Oxford. 5, SP 12/119/51; see also SP 12/189/54. 
29-1 
and Andrew figure on the Pipe and Recusant 
Rolls, Geoffrey paying a rent of £6 to the 
Crown for his property in Garsington, paying 
through John Pollard as farmer. The only 
other Garsington recusant was William Spencer, 
1 
presumably related to the Toot Baldon family 
of that name: Pollard was also a Toot Baldon man. 
Geoffrey Ford's eldest son was a 'comon 
leader of preists about the Countrey'. 
2 
Gathampton 




Godfngton was another Fermor parish and 
has been described as 'an important Roman 
Catholic stronghold'. 
4 Margery and John Browne, 
Marian Mercer, Anne, wife of John Godbeheere, 
gentleman, Mary, wife of Richard Jackson, 
5 
Catherine Hall and John Hall, gentleman, Anne, 
6 
I. E 377/10- 
2,8 V. C. H. V, 1954,156 assumes that 
te Thomas Ford men ioned in H. E. D. Blakiston, 
Trinit Col'1898, P"79, that is, the martyr 
o May , was of this family. He was a Devonshire man, but that need not invalidate the 
argument. 
3. E2. 
4 , 1959,148 & 152. The description is 
per. iaps an exaggerated one. 
5. Richard Jackson was a servant of Thomas Fermor 
(d. 1580), PCC 30 Arundell. 
6. See also under Frýtwe ý12JcbSntHall and his wife Catherine are on he 
:1 -19 
wife of Hugo Godbeheere, Katherine, wife of 
Ralph Colyer, Jane, wife of William Gerrard 
and Christian, wife of Stephen Brinklowe 
were the Godington recusants. 
1 Paxton, 
Browne, Capper and Jackson were known as 
entertainers of priests. 
2 
Godstow 
Besides the Owens, Eleonora and John 
Day, 
3 
Alexander Curtays and John Holloway 
were Godstow recusants. 
4 
Go_n 
William Higges, Jbhn Paslowe, Robert 
Thompson gentleman; William Howse, gentleman, 
Susanna Weston, Florence Etheridge, Richard 
Paslewe, gentleman, William Morris, gentleman 
and his wife Jane, Richard Eradbrooke, gentleman6 
and Christian, wife of Edward Smith were the 
Goring recusants. Only Richard Paslewe appeared 
more than once but Robert Thompson, William 
Howse and his wife Bridget were on the 1612 list. 
1. E 377/1,3,12,17,29,30-33,43. 
2. SP 
3. ee also under Dorchester and Eynsham. 
4. E 14; C. R. S. LX, 1968,232-3. 
5. ee also unBroadwell. 
6. Or Braybrooke: see also under Kirtlington. 
25ci 
Hackhampstead 1 
William Chalf ord, gentleman, was Hack- 
hampstead's only recusant: 
2 he was on the 1612 
list, as William Chaford. 
Haddon 
William More, esquire, of Haddon in the 
parish of Bampton, was listed in 1577. He 
was still a recusant in 1592.3 His mother was 
Dorothy, daughter of John Lord Mordaunt and 
he himself married a Giffard. 
4 
William seems 
to have been the only recusant of Haddon, but 
the More family in general was certainly 
Catholic. When William entertained the priests 
John Payne and George Godsalf at Haddon in 
July 1581, his wife, his daughter, his brother 
Edward and two of his sisters were present at 
the Masses said by the two priests. 
5 Another 
brother, Henry, a recusant, was later said 'to 
3. ! MC a field, IV, 270. 
p arle an ociet , V, '1871 , 239. 5" " nsd , a, art. 60. Others present were 'fires empes , two servants and the spy George 
Eliot. Payne was later accused of having 
'trauailed with a traitors sonne, M. William 
Tempest', W. Allen, A Briefe Historie of the 
Glorious Mart rdom of . Reveren ries*f s, 
, p" 3 accor ing to Allen, this i iam Tempest was in Sir Christopher Hatton's service. 
1. Not identified. 
2. E 16 
3: Ma ield, IV 
iL T rte an ociet 
3cc 
have passed into Ireland, within these 7 
yeres'. 
1 One sister, Frances, married Ferdinand 
Paris, presumably the same who was later 
imprisoned at Broughton. 
2 
Edward 3 married 
Mary More, eldest daughter of Thomas More II, 
grandson of St. Thomas . The Mores of Haddon 
and the Lord Chancellor's family were not 
otherwise related. Edward was a prisoner in 
the Marshalsea in 1582 and 1584.4 One of Edward's 
daughters, Grace, born in 1591, became a 
Benedictine nun at Cambrai, 
5 
and his son Thomas 
was a Jesuit. 
6 Another daughter, Frances, married 
one Lusher, an apothecary, and was the 
mother of three Benedictine lay-sisters.? 
Hampton 
Catherine Moore, spinster, was Hampton's 
only recusant. 
8 
1. B. M. Harl. MS. 042, art. 8,31 December 1593. 
2. Bo l. Tanner MS. 18, f. 131v. 
3. knot, as is o en stated, John: see D. 
Shanahan, 'The Family of St. Thomas More in Essex 
1581-1640. A Correction', Essex Recusant, II, 
1960,44-45. John was perhaps the John Moore of 
Stretton North, Oxfordshire who was in Here- 
fordshire in 1605, C. R. S. II, 1906,297; see also 
E 3.2 42X426. 
4. "'" výýyQX231,234. 
5. C-R-S-XII"I, 1913,40. She is there described as 
a aughter of John More, but see above. 
6. D. Shanahan, o . cit., pp. 44-45; C. R. S. LIV, 1962,105-6. 




The leading recusant family in Handborough 
was again a yeoman family, that of Slowe. 
Roger Slowe and his wife Joan, their son 
Edward and his wife Anne, and then Richard, 
his wife Mary, Alice, and perhaps also another 
Joan and another Anne appeared on the Recusant 
Rolls. Roger and Edward were both weavers. 
Other recusants included Hercules and Mary 
Babington in the 1620s and 1630s and two members 
of the Poure family, Winifred and Elizabeth. 
Henry Rookes or Rowle, 
1 his wife Anne, Margaret, 
wife of Robert Styles, Arthur Welbecke and 
Mary, wife of Henry Kingston were also recusants. 
Hardwick 
Hardwick was a Fermor property and its 
leading recusant was a Fermor servant. Thomas 
Fermor, dying in 1580, left his manor-house in 
Hardwick Ardley to John Bulleyne for life, 
with remainder to Bulleyne's wife Joyce, also 
for life. 
2 Bullen was listed in 1577 and appears 
as a recusant in the Pipe Rolls and the early 
ý. Rookes paid 13s 4d and later El 6s 8d on his 
property. 
2. PCC 30 Arundell. 
ßo2 
Recusant Rolls. 
1 He was assessed at £25 for 
a light horse and in his answer to the 
assessment, taken at Oxford on 16 October 
1585, he reveals that, besides being 'vtterly 
vnable to page', he was 'in prison within the 
Gaole at Oxforde'. 
2 Agnes or Anne, wife and 
later widow of George Mercer 3 and Roger and 
Anne Smith were presumably related to William 
Mercer, who inherited a messuage in Godington 
from his master Thomas Fermor, and to Mercer's 
fellow-executor of Fermor's will, James Smith. 
Other Hardwick recusants were Alice, wife 
of David Cadwallader, 
4 
Dorothy Hodges, Mary, 
wife of Thomas Elmes, Alice Bathe, widow, 
Walter Heywood, 
5 Jane, wife of John Keale or 
Keate, gentleman and Jane Tomkin. 
4 
Apart from 
Anne Smith, none of these appear after the 
first Jacobean decade. 
E 377/6 lists him as owing £3 6s 8d and £6 3`s4 ,, and his widow Joyce as owing £3 6s 8d. 
2. SP 12 i8 ii; see also SP 12/200/61 ; SP 12/189/54; -97 ns , art. 69. 3. , 14. Mercer was a Fermor tenant, 
rune 
4. See also under Somerton. David Cadwallader was 
also a Fermor tenant. 
5. See also under Cokethorpe. 
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Haseley 
Besides the Lenthalls, the Horsemans of 
Haseley were recusants: 
1 
Abraham Horseman, 
gentleman, and his wife Eleanor and Elizabeth, 
wife of Paul Horseman were listed under Haseley, 
as was one Katherine, servant to Abraham Horseman. 
Richard Yonge, Frideswide, wife of Abraham 
Newe, Anne Leversage, Mary Bradbaw or Bradshaw, 
Anne, wife of William Hynton, Rose, wife of 
Bruce Adams, Agnes Moore, widow, Thomas Fawkner, 
Edward Johnson, Jane Cooper, Anne George, 
Christian Hampshire, 
2 
and Anne, wife of William 
Kate were also recusants. 
Headington 
Hugh Smith, a tailor, and his wife, Joan 
were Headington's only recusants, 
3 though Sir 
Christopher Brome held a manor here of the Crown. 
4 
Hey 
Cecily, wife of Thomas Thimlethorpe, Frances, 
wife of John Stephens and Christian Hampshire 
were listed as Henley recusants. 
5 
1. See also under Cuddesdon and Wheatley. 
2. See also under Crawley: she appears under 
Haseley in E3 42 44 46. 7 /38 
3. E 2 
, , , 
see also un er Dorchester. 
4, ekes er. 
5 E J jjý ý 33 . Stephens appears twice in : e second time as a gentleman. 
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Heythrop 
George Osbaston, gentleman, 1 was a recusant 
in 1603 and still appeared on the lists of 
farms in the 1630s. There were only two other 
recusants listed as of Heythrop in the Recusant 
Rolls, Anne Ashfield 
2 
and Robert Armstrong. 
The Osbastons and the Ashf ields were related 
3 
and Catholic. The profits of the recusancy of 
John Ashfield, gentleman, of Heythrop were granted 
away from the Crown on 4 June 1611: 
4 
he appeared 
as John Ashf ield, esquire in 1612. 
Holton 
The Bromes, who were Catholics, but not on 
the whole formal recusants, may have mangged to 
protect their Holton 
5neighbours 
and tenants. 
John Stamp was a recusant in 1592 
6 
and Anne 
Coxe in 1612,7 but no one from Holton appeared on 
the Recusant Rolls until the 1620s; and then Mary, 
wife of John Stacy, Joan, wife of Thomas George, 
8 
Anne, wife of Richard Astrey, 
9 Dorothy Stamp, 
1. See also under Chastleton. 
3, Ex 
os ire Monumental Inscriptions, 1825, p. 50. 
4. " _. _, ",. vV. 5, 
e 
äßo un . er eatley. 6, HNC Hatfield, IV, 270. John Stamp held land of Sir 
Chris oilier Brome and Simon Stamp of the Inner 
Temple was one of Sir Christopher's overseers, 
PCC 65 Leicester. 
C. R. S. Lx, 1968,233 - 
8.7"57/33; E 377/45 gives Joan George spinster. 
9, sw-e-also un gr i ton Parva. 
3CýA; 
John Stamp, 
1 Susanna and Thomas Wise. 
Holywell 
Apart from the Nappers and one appearance 
of Susan Pitts as of Holywell, Helen Brome, 
John Darser and John Rucliffe appeared in 1612.2 
Hook Norton 
The Dymokes of Scrivelsby, Lincolnshire, 
the Champions of England, held land in Hook 
Norton. 
3 Robert Dymoke died in prison as a 
Catholic in 1580. Having succeeded his father 
in 1567, he never acted as Champion. He married 
Bridget Fiennes, daughter of Edward, 1st Earl of 
Lincoln, and their son, Sir Edward, was involved 
in a long quarrel or series of quarrels with 
his kinsman, Henry, 2nd Earl of Lincoln. Lincoln 
accused Sir Edward of being at least a favourer 
of papists: he was Champion at the coronation 
of James I. 
4 Their Hook Norton property had 
1. E 377/2, L5,7 4 perhaps the son of the 1592 
recusan t. 
2 C. R. S. LX, 1968,135,235. 
3. ' i. ckins, 
A History of Hook Norton, 1928, pp. 
160-1. ""- 
y.. S. Lodge Scriveisby, 1893, pp. 72 et seq.; C. R. S. 
XXII, '19ý1, ;W . R. rimble, The CTEhMiic La-'it in Elizabethan England, 1964, p. 3 Ha VTI ,-. La yý'Ic Bridget was also a amt olic, 
B. M. Lansd. MS. O, art.? 7. For Lincoln, see also pages 
39-40. 
3, o6 
passed to the Crokers by 1650. The Crokers also 
produced at least one recusant: Lady 
Babington. The resident recusants were Margery 
Tasker, 
1 




Henry Nayle, shoemaker. 
Horspath 
According to V. C. H., the dramatist William 
Joyner or Lyde, a kinsman of the Nappers, 
4 
was 'the only Roman Catholic to be associated 
with Horspath'. 
5 But Agnes Hinton 6 was a 
Church Papist here in 1577. 
Horton 
John Sulley and his wife, Mary were Horton's 
only recusants.? 
Idbury 
The Gaynesfords of Idbury 8 were recusants, 
Margaret, wife of John Gaynsford, Christian 
and John 
9 
appearing on the Rolls. Other Idbury 
1, E 377, Ljý- For the Taskers, see M. Dickins, op. cit., 
pp "" 
2. E 377/0; M. Dickins, o . cit., p. 190; see SP 12/16? /4 
or sa el Wickham orox? ord. See also under 
Swalcliffe. 
3" E3 72M " 
4. "M7.7-I, 905 , 134. 5. "V, 1954,188. For Joyner see Gillow. 
6. See alb under Haseley. 
7. E 377 
gý ar elan Soc iýe ty ,V , 1871 , 154-5 . 9. Fr : ii// 1, al°f rgaret having appeared first in E 377/1- 
Z654-50 4 makes it more clear that ý and son. 
3 o`i 
recusants were John Yonge, 
1 John Fisher, 
Susanna, wife of John Harris, John Freeres, 2 Mary Giles 
and, in 1612, Mr-Berry and Helen Berry. 
Iffley 
After the Pitts and Lewes families, the 
most important Iff ley recusant was Mary, wife 
of Richard James. 
3 A Powell widow, Thomasina, 
appeared once, 
4 
as did the Cowley recusant 
William Badger. 
5 Robert Atkyns and Andrew Martyn 
were the remaining Iff ley Catholics on the 
Recusant Rolls and Elizabeth Johnson and Maria 
Sutton were listed here in 1612.6 
Ipsden 
The leading Elizabethan and early Jacobean 
recusant here was Thomas Vachell, joined by 
Francis Vachell in 1603 and 1612. The leading late 
Jacobean 7 and Caroline recusant was Ralph Hatton, 
gentleman, joined eventually by his wife, Joan. 
Hattons appear in several parishes. 8 In November 
1. See also under Haseley. 
2. Perhaps a member of the Fryer family. 
3. E 377/29-339 39 42,44,45,47; Joanna, wife of 
is and James and described as ' mortua' was listed 
in 1612, CR. S. LX, 1968,220. 
4. E 
6. ; C. R. S. LX, 1968,238. 
7. 
Wsunder 
8. ee a Fritwell, Islip and Oxford. 
, 'cog 
1610 Jane, daughter of a Buckinghamshire Ralph 
Hatton, entered the Augustinian convent at 
Louvain: she was a convert and had been helped 
to a priest by Mary Scudamore, Sir Richard 
Fermor`s niece. 
1 
Other Ipsden recusants were Katherine, wife 
of Richard Buckeridge, 
2 
William Higgs, Elizabeth, 
wife of Thomas Jevans 
3 
and Richard Bates. 4 
Islip 
There were four Islip recusants, John 








The Yates seem to have been/Kencott's only 
recusants. Francis Yate, gentleman, and his wife 
1. A. Hamilton, The Chronicle of the En lish 
Augustinian Z nonesses e u7ar of the ateran, at 
. Monica s in ouvain919-$ and see ý: R. uý. ý2ý, ý or a further slight connection 
between Fervor and Hatton. 
2. E 3-22L I-26. 
3. , or Jones E 377/46,47. 
4ý two references, one as yeoman, one as 
gen eman. 
5. E 77/13,1k, 43,; C. R. S. LX, 1968,233. For Hatton, 
see a so under Noke. 
6. E 372ZJ44. 
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were listed in 15771 and he was still a 
recusant, at liberty upon bonds, in 1592: He 
was required to pay 925 for a light horse in 
1585 and offered £12 10s. 
3 
His composition offer 
in 1586 on behalf of himself, his wife and 
two children was £10.4 The offer is a 
surprisingly large one in view of his circumstances, 
as described by himself in 1585, when he affirmed 
that 'by meanes of longe imprisonment, beinfixe 
so neare impouerished therewith was constrayned 
for lake of Abilitie to lye in the common 
gaoyle of Newgate ... and not longe after he fell 
moste greivouslye diseased with longe and 
tediouse sicknesse, whereof not as yet recouered... 
in provision for hys Poore wyffe and children 
beinge eight in number he enioyinge but a 
coppyeholde of xx s. of yearelye rent for the 
terme of his lyffe', he could not pay 9,25 but 
would pay ¬12 10s. 











' Two of his children had been joined 
with him in 1586 and are presumably the John 
and Elizabeth Yate 
2 
who appear on the Pipe 
Rolls. But if the family remained at Kencott 
at all, there is no evidence that it remained 
recusant after 1612. John Frances was also a 
Kencott recusant in 1612. 
Kiddin ton 
Neither the Babingtons nor the Brownes 
figure largely on the Recusant Rolls. 3 Their 
place was taken by the Mudds, a yeoman family, 
of whom nine appear on the Rolls, though only 
one, Robert, 
4 
after 1625. Other recusants were 
Joan, wife of William Spereman, William Headlam 
and his wife, Helen, Joan Slowe, 
5 Thomas 
Greene, Francis Winter, Thomas Betman or Bateman, 
Thomas Butler, Brigit Willson, Elizabeth Davys, 
Thomas Tuttman, Thomas Beames, Thomas West and 
Thomas Battinison. 
6 
1. E 377/3 has his wife Elizabeth a widow: she 
rater paid ¬1 6s 8d to the Crown on her property. 
2. Spinster, E 372/433. 
3E 14 Charles abington, E 3746 Sir 
Henry and Peter Browne. 
4. E 377/13129131 33as36_38 39. In the early 17th 
cep , paying £2 13s 4d to the Crown. 
One of the family appears as Elizabeth Mudnether 
of Kiddington, i. e. Elizabeth Mudd of Nether 
Kiddington, E 3 29, a forceful reminder that the 
names given in such sources are not necessarily 
accurate. 
5. See also under Handborough. 
6. E 377/26,29.31,33,43-46. 
I11 
Kidlington 
John Chamberlayne of Kidlington 1 was 
listed in 1577. There were two other recusants: 
Dorothy, wife of John Gadbury, 
2 
gentleman, 
presumably of the same family as the astrologer 
John Gadbury, and Agnes, wife of John Dewe. 
3 
A John Dewe, 'Borne in the Cyttye of Oxforde and 
Searvaunt unto Mr William Shellye of Michelgrove 
in the Countye of Sussex Esquire', was committed 
to the Clink on 17 August 1582.4 
Kingham 
Katherine Gilks was Kingham's only recusant. 
5 
Kirtlington 
Even without the Ardens, Kirtlington held 
a large number of recusants. These included 
Walter Walker and his wife Mary, Elizabeth 
Walker, Ursula Barrett q Margaret, wife of Thomas 
Woodward, Margaret Hedges, Anne Owen, Justinian 
Walker, Christian, wife of Henry Tredwell, Philip 
1. In fact, Cudlington. There are considerable 
possibilities of confusion between Kiddington, 
Kidlington and Kirtlington with such places as 
Deddington, Piddington, Oddington and Godington 
to make the confusion worse: see note on 
'Elizabeth Mudnether' above. 
2. E 12. 
4 7717* 
"22ý1906,227; see also pp. 230,234. 
5" 
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Sellinger, Alice Hore, Dorothy Martyn, Elizabeth 
Tredwell, John Prince, Alice Slowe, Richard 
Braybrooke, gentleman, John Rayer, Elizabeth, 
wife of Henry Day, Robert Smith, Frances 
Ballarde alias Ballowe, Dorothy Chamberlaine, 
John Boyer, Frances Baker, Anne Smith, Margaret 
Hill, Anna Haywood, Thomas Smith and his wife 
Elizabeth, Elizabeth Tempest, Mary Clifford, 
Christian Saunders, Richard, Maria and Margaret 
Rainolds, Thomas Hamond, gentleman, Maria 
Browne, John Benson and Edward Hawley, gentleman. 
Dorothy Nartyn 
I 
was on the 1612 list. 
Richard Braybrooke, 
2 
of a Berkshire family, 
was related to the Middlemores, through his 
mother and his wife. 
3 George Napper the martyr 
'was apprehended in one Henry Tredwells Bardinge 
in the towne of Kirtleton by Oxford'. 4 Justinian 
Walker paid 4s 5d and 6s8d on his property at the 
end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th century. 
Latchford 
Two of the recusants mentioned under Haseley 
also appear as of Latchford, Agnes or Anne 
2. ý, 'i; see also under South Stoke. 
3. illimore, Some Account of the F__aým_i_l 
of Middlemore of arwic s ire d rce! ershire, TO_, PP" 175 --74. - 
A, A: W. A Sergi, 9, art. 91. 





and Rose Adams. 
2 Latchford was in 
the parish of Haseley. 
Launton 
Francis Ewer, of the family related to the 
3 
Poures, leased the manor in 1600. Susanna, 
wife of William Ewer, was the only early 
recusant. 
4 The only later recusants were 
Robert Braybrooke, gentleman 
5 




Ledwell is in the parish of Sandford St. 
Martin. Anthony Appletree, gentleman 
7 
and 
Anne, wife of George Birche 
8 
were recorded as 
Ledwell recusants. 
Levee 
John and Richard Wise 
9 
were recorded as of 
Lewe, a Bampton hamlet. 
Lewknor 




y" 1; see also 
ý Bodl. MS. T . Oxon. c. 6, f. 9 
w ere, esides Susanna, -Tlinora Wins oe is noted 
as not having been to church. 
5" E 42. 
6. " 
7, . 
8" 22; Zgý 
9, or aon Wise see P. M. Briers, The History of 
Nuff ield, 1939, p. '103. 
10.7-7.772T7: the name is here spelt Botham. 
31 l. ý 
Chawf ord, gentleman were Lewknor's only 
recusants. 
Lillingstone Low 
Thomas Meade was recorded here in 1577. 
A John Meade of Oxfordshire was summoned to 
London in 1580.3 
Lower Iieyf ord 
There were three Church Papists here in 1577, 




Mapledurham presents a curious picture. 
Through its association with the Blounts, one 
thinks of it as a Catholic centre. One might 
then expect it to bulk large on the Recusant 
Rolls or else, if the Blount influence might be 
expected to extend so far, not to appear at all. 
Instead, it makes a modest but respectable shewing - 
ý. EA William Chappel and a William 
1arson a so appear in these two Rolls, Chappel 
in E 3/33 and Clarson in E 3? ý/35 ; 
re 
V. C. H. VIII, 
196E, 1 seems to assume that ey two 
different men, making three in all, but it seems 
more likely there was only one, William Chawford 
(or Chalford: see also under Hackhampstead). 
ý. Now in Buckinghamshire. 
3. B. M. Harl. MS. 60, art. 30. See also under Bladon 
and 7F6Ee--rT3-'e-TZ Greys. 
Al. . 
SP i 2/119/5 i. 
315' 
all in the 1630s: 
1 Sir Charles Blount, John 
Cooke, Walter Martin, 
2 
Edward Martin, John 
Bright, John Prince, 
3 Richard Martin 4 and 
his wife Mary, John Brothwart, 
5 
Thomas Isdel, 
Walter Martin, junior, George Archer, Ralph 
Hatton, 
6 Francis Poscott, John Bisley, gentleman 
and Anthony Burford. It is also curious that 
so many of these should need cross-referencing 
to other parishes, none of them neighbouring 
parishes to Mapledurham. Sir Charles himself 
had already appeared under Bicester. 
There is one clue to what may have been 
happening at Mapledurham. On 5 June 1630 
Thomas Allowaye, 'sydesman in the parish of 
Mapledurham', explained that he could 'neither 
1. E 377/39.40,44,46. The Salter list is somewhat 
confused a this point, leading M. H. Long, to 
speak of eight recusants in 1626, A Histor of 
the Manors of Ma ledurham Gurney and ýa e 
ýurFam Maze Zýxford B. 1,1 Et. iesi. s 5" T50. 
2. See a so under Crowmarsh Gifford and Warborough. 
3. See also under Clifton. 
4. Described as gentleman in E17. 
5. Braithwait? see also under Be c ingdon. 
6. See also under Ipsden. 
7. E 377/44. If he is the Warborough John Bisley, 
Fewas not a gentleman. 
:, ý 6 
write nor reade but his intent was to present 
Sir Charles Blunt' as a recusant, 'but he 
knoweth not howe to expresse it in f orme'. 
1 
If Allowaye was himself in trouble for failing 
to do his duty, he may simply have been shewing 
more ingenuity than the Essex churchwarden who 
excused himself for not submitting the names 
of recusants on the grounds that 'he must 
2 
present the whole parish which he wold not doe'. 
Marston 
John Bene and John Ewin, senior, were Church 
Papists in 1577. Sir Christopher Brome held 




About 1564 Robert Doyley of Merton married 
Katherine, daughter of John Tregian of Golden 
4 
in Cornwall. Neither was a recusant but the 
1. Bodl. NS 2.. Oxon. c. 6, f. 30; see also V. C. H. 47. 
2. M. O'Dwyer, 'Catholic Recusants in Essex c. 1580 
to c. 1600 ( on on . 




S0ciety, V, 1871,225, 
3n 
relationship seems worth mentioning. Francis 
Tregian's daughter Mary married Thomas Yate of 
Lyford in Berkshire. 
Midle 
One Merrick of Midley was a Church Papist 
in 1577.2 John Merricke of St. Thomas', Oxford 
was an 'obstinate person' at the same time. 
3 
Milton Parva 
Ralph Astrey, gentleman, and his wife Anne 
were presented as non-communicants in 1616, 
along with Humphrey Mullins. 
4 
Only Anne appears 
on the Recusant Rolls. 
5 Anne, wife of Edward 
Rippingale 
6 
must have been of the Milton near 
Adderbury, as she normally appears under Adderbury. 
Minster Lovell 
Three of the families that have already 
been met with occur under Minster Lovell; all 
around either 1603 or 1625. The individuals 
concerned were Robert Williamson and his wife Mary, 
7 
1. Not identified. 
2. SP i2/119/4. 
3" " 
y., . ey on, T e Churchwardens' Presentments in 
the OxfordsTir`e Peculiars of Dorc es er, ýThäme 
an3 an u_. 
64. 
6. " 
7. ; see also under Crowmarsh Gifford 
an ns am. 
Sig 
Thomas Tempest, gentleman, 1 Margaret, wife of 
Edward Ewer, esquire, Prudence, Jane and Anne 
Ewer, spinsters, daughters of Margaret and 
Edward, 




The Ardens were tenants of a manor here 
until c. 1590,4 but there were only two recusants 
recorded: Mary Pates, spinster and Mary, wife of 
Richard Greene, esquire. 5 Richard had been 
indicted by 1612.6 
Mongewe11 
There were four Catholics listed here in 
1577, Edward Drewe,? Christopher Willis, William 
Molyns, and Francis Spicer. 
8 
The Molyns family 
remained Catholic. The only other recusants 
were Margaret, wife of Griffin Doncastle, gentleman 
and John Keyne, yeoman. 
9 
1. E; see also under Brize Norton, 
ur ri ge and Witney. 
2. Bodl. Wood MS. E 1, f. 176. 
see also under Bucknell, Cottisf ord 3" 
a1d aun on. 
4. v. C. g. VI, 1959,254. 
5, E1. 
6. ee a so A. A. W. A Series, 5, art. 95 for a Mary 
Green in exile ink 
7. See SP 12 146/137 for John Drew of Oxford. 
8 SP 1. 
9: - 42. E 377/33 gives Anne, wife of 
Griffin Doncastle, a second wife or a slip. 
3 v'i 
Nether Worton 
There were a number of early recusants 
here: Hercules Babington, gentleman, Jane 
Babington, George Hastlett, 1 Nicholas Haule, 
John Wethman, Margaret Cheese and John and 
Christian Butler. 
2 But after that, there were 
only three more, Elizabeth Arden, Griffin Penn, 
gentleman and his wife, Anne. 
3 
Richard Rainolds, 
4 however, appeared under 






Only two Nettlebed recusants appear on the 
Recusant Rolls, Richard Cooper or Cowper, innholder 
and Jane Cowper, widow.? Jane Cowper was 
presented as 'a popishe Recusant' who 'never 
cometh to the Church as alsoe Richard her sonne' 
and three others from Nettlebed were also 
presented, Henry Sharpe 'for not cominge to 
Church in A quarter of yeare & upwardes' and as 
1. See also under Th ame. 
2. E 377/1; C. R. S. LX, 1968,132. 
3. E 'I$; see also under Wendlebury. 
4. See a so under Cassington. 
5. E; see also under Thame. 
6. E; see also under Cassington. 
7" 3- 
*ýc 
a non-communicant, and Joyce and Mary 
Bennett as non-communicants. 1 Mary, wife of 
Thomas Bennett, esquire, was a convicted 
recusant in 1612. 
Newington 
In 1577 Owen Oglethorpe and his father's 
servant Andrew were listed as recusants; John 
Oglethorpe, esquire, the father, was listed as 
a Church Papist. John, whose wife was Alice 
Goodwin of Winchendon, Buckinghamshire died 
shortly afterwards. Owen was sheriff of Oxford- 
shire in 1585 and responsible then for trying 
to find elusive recusants and, perhaps, fellow- 
Catholics. One for whom he was not in that 
sense responsible was Henry Oglethorpe, 
concerning whom the Yorkshire authorities 
reported that he was 'sayd to be in Oxfordshire 
with the sheriffe of that Countye'. 
2 
The 
Oglethorpes of Newington had moved from Yorkshire 
1. S. A. Peytonop. cit , ., pp. 47-49. The same source 
reveals that atonor was Nettlebed's 
'impropr. iat person'. Nettlebed, where the Stonors had held property for centuries, was in the heart of 'Stonor country'. 
2. SP 12 18 ; see also H. Aveling, Post- Pef ormaLion Catholicism in East 3eeik ire, 
19601p. b4. 
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earlier in the 16th century. 
' They were related2 
to that Owen Oglethorpe, Bishop of Carlisle 
and former President of Magdalen College, who 
alone among the bishops agreed to crown Elizabeth. 
The suggestion made in V. C. H. 
3 that Owen 
Oglethorpe of Newington, J. P. 
4 
and sheriff of 
Oxfordshire, was 'perhaps the one-time President 
of Magdalen' is an odd one: apart from any other 
considerations, it seems to be agreed that 
'the one-time President' died in December 1559, 
shortly after his deprivation. 
Apart from Henry, there does not seem to be 
any further record of Oglethorpe recusancy, 
nor of any other Newington recusancy, save that 
of Peter Hambleton, a yeoman. 
5 
Newnham Murren 
There were three recusants here in 1577: 
John Stampe 
6 
and his wife, and Edmund Smith. 
1Harleian Societ , 125. 2. ,o. o savor _-117, 
f. 67- 
3 v. Z. H. 4, This is in the section on 
ii well Salome, where the Oglethorpes had an 
estate until 1593. 
4. BB. N. . ý, art. 2. This office is probably 
a stronger indication than his shrievalty of his 
conformity after 1577" 
5. E3s40. 
6ý H ss ýs a us is given as yeoman, but Harleian 
Societ , V, 1871,121 gives a pedigree for the 
ampes (sic) of Newnham Murren; see also under 
Holton. 
X22 
Later recusants included a Molyns I and his 
wife and a Stonor; 
2 
and also Thomas and Martha 
Crouch, 
3 John Higges, Thomas Prince, 4 Henry 
Hyde, gentleman, and his wife, Catherine, 
Thomas Gamon, 
5 Thomas Hellier, gentleman, Frances 
Hellier and Anne, wife of Thomas Hellier. 6 
Thomas Prince of Newnham was included in a package 
of eight Oxfordshire recusants, the profits of 
whose recusancy were granted on 9 February 1608/9.7 
Thomas Crouch, gentleman, and his wife, Elizabeth 
were both on the 1612 list together with 
Isabel Crouch. The Hydes were probably of Berkshire 
rather than Oxfordshire. 
Noke 
There were only two Hoke recusants, both 
appearing in 1625: Joan, wife of Thomas Hatton, 
gentleman, 
8and Margaret, wife of John Day. 
ýE 0. Mongewell and Newnham are 
neig ouring parishes. 
2. E. 
3. The Crouchs were related to the 
onors. See R. J. Stonor, Stonor, 2nd ed., 1952, 
pedigree between pp. 24O-l; Foley VII, 1883,1476. 
y.. See also under Clifton. 
5. See also under Clifton. 
6. E 377/1351 9 40 4 46. 
7. , v. 8, gee To und-er slip. The Noke Hattons are 
described as of Noke in the parish of Islip. 
Thomas Hatton was a servant of Benedict Winch- 
combe and is mentioned in his will together with 
Benedict Hatton of Fritwell, PCC 47 Swann. 
S13 
However, the lords of the manor from at least 
1599 were Catholics: Benedict Winchcombe of 
Chalgrove, 
1 inherited on the death of his grand- 
mother Joan Bradshaw, and, dying in 1623, left 
Noke to his nephew Benedict Hall. 
2 Benedict 
Winchcombe's aunt Bridget Bradshaw married 
Thomas Fermor of Somerton; Benedict was one of 
the executors of Thomas' will. Other connections 
of the Rinchcombe family, which belonged to 




4 the Shirleys, 5 and the Ropers. 
6 
The presence of more openly Catholic kinsmen in 
Berkshire, including the Benedictine William 
1. Which also held only a handful of recusants, 
largely Caroline. 
2. V. C. H. VI, 1959,2? 0; PCC 47 Swann. The recusancy 
of the Hall family is noted in V. C. H.; of 
Winchcombe it is only said that he was a cousin 
of the Fermors, but not apparently a recusant 
himself. As much might be said also of the 
Bradshaws, who may therefore have been Catholics, 
though I have found no evidence that they were. 
Benedict Hall was executor of Winchcombe's will; 
the overseers were Sir Richard Fermor (to whom he 
had left 9100 and £20 to each of his children), 
Francis Plowden and John Winchcombe of Henwick. 
3. They were descended from Jack of Newbury. 
4. For whom see page 6N-. Henry Winchcombe married 
Mary Wollascot, J. B. Blakeway, 'History of 
Shrewsbury Hundred or Liberties', Transactions of 
the Shro shire Archaeological Society, n ser., ^ 
iß; 1 , }" 
5. See pages 74-eo. 
6. T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (O. H. S. XLIIi, 




makes it a little difficult 
to assess Benedict Winchcombe's own position. 
He is probably the Benedict Winchcombe the 
profits of whose recusancy, along with those of 
Edward Morgan of Swinnerton, were granted to 
Robert Hales by James I. 
2 
He is almost certainly 
not the Mr. Winchcombe of Henwick near Newbury 
at whose house Oliver Almond was at one time to 
be found. 
3 He must, however, be the Benedict 
Winchcombe, esquire, of the 1612 list, a non- 
communicant 'but promiseth to receaue'; his wife 
was a recusant, though not convicted as such. 
William Percy spoke of a William Winchcombe, 
esquire, of Noke as being among his Catholic 
relations, perhaps meaning Benedict. 
4 Benedict 
Winchcombe was sheriff of Oxfordshire in 1610. 
North Leih 
wert. 
James Barefoot and his wife/listed here 
1. Born Renwick, Berkshire, professed 1614, died 
1618. Another Winchcombe became a Benedictine 
in 1662. 
2. EP 14/17 82. Edward Morgan is mentioned in Wine com es will, PCC 47 Swann: he had married 
Winchcombe's niece, Cicely Hall. 
3, sp 124Q8/62, printed in Essex Recusant, IX, 1967, 
.s assumed that this ' r. ink ombe was 
Benedict in A. Davidson, 'The Conversion of 
Bishop King: a question of evidence', Recusant 
Histor , IX, 1968,253. 
4. . S" IV, 1962,320; and see page 73. 
3zti 
in 1577; Frances, wife of John Pollard in 1612. 
Northmoor 
There were several Church Papists here in 
1577: John Hearles, gentleman and his wife, 
Francis More, gentleman and his wife, Richard 
Butler and Thomas Orpwood. But there were no 
recusants later. 
North Stoke 
Besides the Stonors and certain of their 
relatives, William and : Nary Gibbes, a Hildeslay 
I 
and a Crouch, 
2 there were only two recusants 
at North Stoke: Katherine Lawrence and Thomas 
Greene. 
3 William Gibbes and his wife Mary 
were recusants in 1603 and 1612; 
4 they must, 
therefore, have been married long before the 
time suggested by Julian Stonor - 1615,5 unless, 
of course, the William and Mary Gibbes of the 
first Jacobean Recusant Roll are not Dr. William 
and his wife Mary Stonor, which seems unlikely. 
1. E 377 1 3. 
2. Z 377/. 51 " 
4. ;ÖR. S. LX, 1968 234. 
5. tonor, op. c t., p. 27ý. 
32 
North Weston 
John Green was the only recusant to appear 
on the Rolls specifically as of North Weston, 
1 
a Thame manor held by the Clerkes. 
2 
Nuneham Courtney 
Nuneham Courtney was held by the Pollards. 3 
The recusants were Joanna and Matilda Prince, 
Morgan Maye, Vary, wife of Henry Minors, 




and his wife Anne, Thomas 
Hunt, John Bisley and his wife Joan; 
6 
and also 




The Poure family had held land here since 
the 12th century. Other recusants were Elizabeth, 
wife of Henry Walkett, gentleman, Jane, wife of 
Ingram Fisher, John Foxe, gentleman, Agnes 
Sellinger, Philip Sellinger and his wife Anne, 
8 
and Robert Ironmonger. 
9 
Ralph Coxe of Oddington 
paid £2 4s 5d on his land in the early 17th century. 
1. E 377 1; see also S. A. Peyton, p. cit., pp. 175-8. 
2. ee pages 1-53-S. 
3. See also under Toot Baldon and North Leigh. 
4. See also under Clifton. 
5. See also under Warborough. 
6. E ; 77/ l` 26 44; C. R. S. LX, 1968,132. 
7" "-`" >" 8. And possibl another Sellinger family, Richard 
and 1°iar aret. 
9. E 377/11,14,16,21,30,31,33,39. 
32-1 
Oxford 
Oxford lends itself less easily to the 
cursory method employed in this chapter. There 
were too many recusants, many of whom, as usual, 
appeared also under other places. And there 
was also a large population of more obvious 
transients, by no means confined to the University. 
It is at least possible to divide the city into 
parishes. A few recusants, however, are not 
sufficiently particularised, being described 
simply as of Oxford. These are Nicholas Loreinge 
and, apparently, John Allen. 
' The last name is not 
a very distinctive one, but a John Allyn of 
Gloucester Hall figured in a story told by Robert 
Weston. 
2 
John Bankes and Anthony Copperthwarte 
were described as of Osney in 1577.3 
From 1566 till his death in 1607 the Recorder 
of Oxford was Robert Atkinson, whose father had 
4 
been five times mayor. Robert married Joyce, 
1. E 14 'I " Allen is in fact given no place of 
rest ence, but the last place mentioned was Oxford. 
2. SP 12/28/12611i. See page 4oo. 
3.1z, 11 i. 
4, . . Turner, 
Selection from the Records of the 
City of Oxfor` $$ýp, 31r; Wood oY Oxord, 
ed. A. Clark (O. H. S. XxXVII, 1899) 11 8. 
3QL, ý- 
daughter of Humphrey Ashfield of Heythrop. 
1 He 
sat in the Parliament of 1563 for Appleby in 
Westmorland and distinguished himself there 
by his opposition to anti-Catholic legislation. 
One of his arguments is worth noting here: 'For 
some shall you strike that are your near friends, 
some your kinsmen, but all your countrymen, and 
even Christian'. 
2 In 1569 he admitted, as a 
member of the Inner Temple, that he had received 
the Anglican communion 'ons about a xij moneth 
last Easter at Ethrop in Oxfordshere' and once 
at the beginning of the reign. 
3 The next year 
he was expelled from his Inn. 
4 He was still a 
Catholic in 1577 
5 but when he was asked to pay 
for a light horse in 1585 the sheriff of London 
and Middlesex reported on him: 'Robert Atkinson 
Counsailor at Lawe, alledgeth yt he is no 
Recusant, but as I vnderstand his wife is one, 
and yt he is charged with a light horse, in 
Oxffordshr. he is a man very rich and well able to 




4. .n erw ck, Calendar of the Inner Temple Records, 1 1896, ice-- - 
5. SP 12/118/69. 
1. Harleian Society, XXI, 1885,5. 
2_ ea e Elizza eth I and he 
ýý1 
pay'. In the same report to Sir Francis 
Walsingham, the Sheriff explained that Atkinson 
together with two other lawyers, one of whom 
was Arden Waferer, had asked him for time to 
procure letters of discharge from the Privy 
Council. He pointed out that if such men, 
who were at liberty and prosperous, were to be 
discharged in this way, he would hardly be able 
to impose the fines on prisoners. 
By the time he came to make his will, 
2 
Robert Atkinson had so far conformed that he 
made it a condition of certain bequests to his 
children that they should observe the newly 
passed statute against Jesuits, Seminary Priests 
and Recusants. 
3 Of these children, Henry 
married Ursula, daughter of Sir Francis Stonor 
and Martha Southcote, 
4 Anne married William 
Wentworth, Mary married Sir Francis Trappes, 
Joyce married Richard Jocelyn of New Hall, Essex, 
Eleanor married Thomas Bold of Bold, Lancashire 
and Elizabeth married Sir John Leake of Edmonton, 
1. SP 12/183/71. 
2. PCC 87 Huddleston, made 15 January 1605/6, 
proved 10 November 1607. 
3.1 and 2 Jas. 1. c. 4. 
4. See page (09. 
33a 
Middlesex. William Wentworth was Atkinson's 
favourite son-in-law and executor of his will. 
Atkinson left plate worth five marks to his 
grandson and godson Thomas Wentworth, later 
Earl of Strafford, and prayed 'god blesse hym 
and send hym grace to do his blessed will'. 
His Jocelyn and Trappes grandchildren received 
the same bequest but Susan Leake, daughter of 
Sir John and Elizabeth, received ¬200 as well 
as two gold ornaments. 
Atkinson had acquired the manor of Stowell 
in Gloucestershire, where his family seems to 
have settled. His religious history may not 
have been very unusual, especially for a lawyer, 
1 
but what is remarkable is that he retained 
the office of Recorder of Oxford throughout his 
life and whatever his religion. 
All Saints 
Stephen White, gentleman and Joan, wife of 
one Philipps were listed as of All Hallows in 
1. The High Steward of Oxford until 1605 was 
Sir Francis Knollys; he was succeeded by the 
lawyer Thomas Egerton who had once been a 
Catholic. 
33 
1577, as were Thomas Geff Bries, tailor and 
William Friar, gentleman in another list. 
2 
Gefferies came very seldom 'or never' to church 
and was 'a great receiuer of fugitiues', thought 
'by the help of them' to be worth £200. 
Friar, worth £2,000, was mostly resident 'at 
the signe of the Beare'. Later recusants 
recorded as of All Saints were Susan Denton, 
Agnes Hazlewood, Margaret, wife of John Johnson, 
Margaret and Helen Hitchmore, Thomas Hencock, 
tailor, Elizabeth, wife of John Green, Joan, wife 
of Matthew Harrison, mercer, Anne, wife of Hugh 
Godbeheare, 
3 Helen Smith, Roger Moore, painter, 
John Green, draper, Elizabeth Greene, Richard 
Dudley, carpenter, and his wife Margaret. 4 The 
most interesting of these was Joan Harrison: 
she was on the 1612 list and, as wife of the 
then Mayor of oxford, headed it, taking precedence 
over the knights and gentry of Oxfordshire. 
1. SP 12111_9Z5_1. 
2. , where Mrs. Phillips appears again. 
er bus an was a draper and she was 'thought to 
have a masse nowe and then in her house'. White also 
appears here: he was a Hampshire man 'with two 
men waiting on him'. Another Hampshire man called 
Blacke Foster, two Palmers, gentlemen, Clethero, a 
lawyer, Brooks, Edmonds, Mrs. Lovelace, sister to 
William Friar, all 'neither of the Townemor 
Vniuersitie' appear in the same paragraph though 
their parish is riot specified-They were 'open 
enemies', of the same sort as Yates and Vicars. 
3. See also under Godi 5 ton. 
4.3 372/433; E 377/6,1 , 14,16,19,33. 
33Z 
St. Aldate's 
Christopher Noke, John Ivery and his wife 
were listed as of St. Tolles in 1577,1 as was 
one Henslowe, N. A. of New College, 'who lyeth 
nowe at the signe of the Blewe bore at one 
Dastons'. 
2 Later recusants were John Drayton, 
Elizabeth Jewell, Helen, wife of George Crew, 
a University cook, 
3 Alice More and Alice Morse, 
4 
Joseph Copperthwaite, William Tredwell, baker, 
Arthur Crewe, George's son and Alice, wife of 
William Tredwell. 
5 John Drayton offered to 
compound for 13s 4d in 1586.6 
St. Clement's 
The Brownes held the manor of Bolshipton 
in this parish.? Robert Atkins, yeoman, Robert 
Atkins, musicus, Robert Wise, weaver, Alice 
Clarke, Philippa, wife of Robert Atkins, yeoman, 
Frideswide, wife of Robert Atkins, musicus, 
8 
Alice, wife of Robert Wise, Robert Powell, yeoman, 
1.12/112/5i. St. Tolles, or St. Old's, is an 
alternative name for St. Aldate's. 
2. SP 12/118/, 37. 
, 
4. Perhaps the same person. 4ý 
5" 12-14,15,19. For the Tredwells see al - so under x or ,, eter le Bailey. 6. SP 12/189/54. 
7. v. U , 261 . 8,1d; all four Atkinses appear in this Roll: 
ere may be still only one Robert Atkins. 
3 33 
Thomas C(r)ooke alias Bridgett, gardener, and 





John Cumber was listed in 15'77: 2 he was 
a brewer and a receiver of fugitives 'as Heath 
and others'. 
3 Besides Cumber or Comber, there 
was 'one Redshawe a pore daie labourer that 
never cometh to the churche'. 
4 Later recusants 
were Alice, wife of John Mosse, 
5 Joan, wife of 
Richard Peerse, Alice Founch, William Wrenche, 
and his wife Anne and perhaps, Elizabeth, wife 
of William Wallingford. 
6 
On 15 June 1581 John 
Cumber was bound in £'100 to remain at his 
house in oxford until he should conform; 
7 he 
had not long before been released from the Gate- 
house prison. 
8 Edward Cumber of St. Ebbe's was 
also a recusant. 
9 
1. E 610,121 34 . 2. i. See a so under Chalgrove and 
rowmars Gifford. 
3. SP 121118137 and E 72/431. 
4. . 
5. ee a so under Oxford, St. Aldate's. 
6. E3 /1,10712,3. Mrs. Wallingford's place of 
residence Is not given. 
7. SP 12 2000/9. 
8. r -T , , 62. 9ý . 
R-. 
inkworth, Archdeacon's Court: Liber Actorum, 




There were three recusants noted here in 
1577: John Stallocke, ' Mrs. Greenwood, widow, 
worth £2,000, and presumably a member of the 
Brize Norton family 
2 
and 'George Atkinson 
parson of Steeple Ashton worthe one thousand 
pounde' who 'lyeth in St. Gyles parishe and 
cometh not to the churche'. 
3 One other 
surprising thing about Parson Atkinson is the 
period of his Steeple Aston incumbency, 1567 to 
1579.4 Later recusants in the parish were 
Stephen Standishe!, Thomas Hall and another 
Hatton 5 and his wife Margaret. 
6 
St. Martin's 
John Blieth and James Huet were listed in 
1577.7 hater recusants were Mary, wife of 
William Bowne, 
8 Avice, wife of Matthew Wright, 
barber, George Willson and his wife Bridget and 
Elizabeth, wife of Robert Jones, also a barber. 
9 
1. SP 12/1197i. 
2, Bee also 12/150/95. 
3, Sp 12/118/f/. 
, y., roo es, A Histor of Steeple Aston and Middle Aston, T9 p. 
5. o iristiän name given, but presumably 
Christopher; see under Oxford, St. Peter le Bailey. 
6. E3'7 121 . 
7" NP21118157 " 8. Urourne. See also under Oxford, St. Mary's. 
9. E 377/19,33. 
13 5 
St. Mar 's 
Mary, wife of William Bourne and Alice or 
Avice Wright appear again as of St. Mary's. 
1 
Other recusants were Mary, wife of Edward Lapworth, 
Anne, wife of Thomas Davies, glazier and John 
Stacy. 
2 An Edward Lapworth, M. D. of Oxford was 
the father of Anne who married William Lyde alias 
Joyner: they were the parents of the dramatist 
William Lyde. 
3 
St. Mar Magdalen's 
Another doctor was listed under St. Mary 
Magdalen's in 1577, Dr. Barnes, 'his wife cometh 
seldom'. Besides these, Poison 'bachilar of lawe 
a proctor in the archdeacons court' and one 
Transham were listed; Transham was a receiver of 
'Lovanists'. 
4 Transham or Stransham was presumably 
the father of the martyr Edward, 
5 
and his 
brother Thomas. Alice Filby, mother of the 
martyr William and his brother John, was also a 
recusant. 
6 Other recusants were Anne, wife of 
1. E 377/3,6,1 . 14. 
2. " 
3. Si low. William the dramatist was born in the 
parish of St. Giles': he was a convert, however, 
not a Catholic by birth. See also under Horspath. 
4. SP 124118a7. 
5. Torn in the parish of St. Mary Magdalen of honest 
and orthodox parents, A. A. W. A Series, 4, art. 12; and 
see page 654. 
6.37ge 4I. . For their father George, a currier, see 
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John Barber, ýýargery, wife of Philip Huett, 1 
Roger Huett, Susan, wife of Richard Lloyd, Joan 
Welbecke, 
2 Robert Dudley, carpenter 3 and 
Elizabeth Holley. 
4 John Barber was probably 
the man who received Thomas Alf ield's books. 5 
St. Michael's 
Margaret, wife of Thomas Williams, alderman 
and J. P., 
6 
and their son Alexander, Catherine 
Lake, one Graye and her sister, William West and 
his wife were all listed in 1577.7 The Williams 
family owned the Star inn. According to some, 
Mrs. Williams did not come to church at all; 
according to others she came once a year 'and 
that on tuesdaie before Easter and secretely 
receiueth the communion' - presumably Catholic 
communion, or there would be no need for secrecy. 
Thomas Williams came to church but was 'a common 
receiuer of professed enemies, as of Marshall 
1. See also under Oxford, St. Martin's. 
2. See also under Oxford, St. Peter's. 
3. See also under Oxford, All Sainth' for Richard 
Dudley, carpenter, see also under Oxford, t. 
Michael's and St. Ficholas'. 
4. 2/433; E 77/3,4,6 ýý4 1 For Elizabeth 1 volley see a so under x or , t. Nicholas'. 5. See pager679-4o. Edward Stransham used the alias 
Barber; see also SP 12/ 168/33. 
6. A Richard Williams was Mayor -in 1571 and 1578 (0.19. S. XXXVII, 1899,32). 
7. Ste' %1"19/Si. 
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a priest, of Chamberleine of orenamed, 
1 Powel 
of Sandford, Owen of Godstoe, Palmer, Cletheroe 
and a number moe'. Alexander Williams seldom, 
or never came to church. Alderman Williams' 
daughter, married to Dr. Marbecke, 'being of St 
Maries parishe was by the Jurie presented... 
for an obstinate person in religion'. 
2 
Thomas and Ralph Williams, sons of Anne 
Williams of St. Michael's parish, Oxford were 
reported as overseas without licence in 1581: 
Thomas had been abroad for twenty-six years, 
Ralph for only one. 
3 An Edward Williams, 
gentleman, offered to compound for £3 in 1586.4 
Other recusants were John Weston, carpenter, 
Arthur Fearne, gentleman, Anthony Fearne, 
yeoman, and Robert Dudley, carpenter and his 
5 
wife Margaret. Anthony Fearne was later 
described as 'a poore man and longe tyme a prisoner'. 
6 
St. Nicho as', alias St. Thomas' 
Henry VIII, it seems, ordered a change in 
the name of this parish as part of his campaign 
against the saint whom he regarded as a traitor.? 
3. p'fz 1U y. Thomas Williams was probably the 
Jesuit of that name; see page 31$. 
4. SP 12/189/ 54. 
- 5* 2 . . . 19. 
6. .., 
7. Memoir of 5 
the Church of St. Thomas the martyr in Oxford, 
_ - T : p" ; see also S FT raT; 19z1- . 
Ä: Wärner, x oäCa C 6 
1. Late of St. Aldate's, then of Godstow. 
2. SP 12/118/37. 
Thomas Williams was prc 
sui of at name : see nage 39$_ 
33 $ 
The campaign in general enjoyed a mixed success, 
and in this particular instance the parish 
seems to have been, by our period, indifferently 
either St. Nicholas' or St. Thowas'. It was, 
for example, St. Nicholas' in the 1577 Oxfordshire 
list, and St. Thomas' in the 1577 Oxford list. 
Either way, it held a number of Catholics at 
that time, including the Gunnells. 1 Others in 
the Oxfordshire list were Joan Greenwood, 
Fabian Humfry, 
2 Thomas Barlowe, John Dexey and 
his wife, Roland Jenks' wife and two Church 
Papists, Hugh James and Richard Atwood's wife; 
3 
and in the Oxford list, besides some of these, 
John Mericke, Roland Shrimpton and John Barlowe. 
4 
Later recusants were Peter Missen, Roger 
Moore, painter, 
5 Thomas Sheprey, carpenter, 
5 
Lady Margaret Clerke, 
6 Robert Dudley, carpenter, 
1. See page zos. 
2. There was a priest, John Humphrey, of the 
diocese of Oxford. 
3 SP 1211 i. 
4. ." 5, E 3777-9 in which their parish is not given; 
14 19, 
_33. 
See also under Oxford, 1.11 
'Saints'. 
6. See pages 2: 5,3-4.. 
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Margaret Moore, John Weston, weaver, Edward 
Hazelgrove, weaver, Robert Powell, glover, 
Margaret, wife of Robert Dudley, Elizabeth 
Hollye, Margaret Day, widow, John Day, fisherman 
and Katherine Osbaston. 
1 
St. Peter le Bailey 
There was only one Catholic here in 1577, 
the wife of one Sergeant, taken to be a poor 
man. 
2 Later recusants were Michael Foster, 
gentleman, 
3 Rose, wife and later widow of John 
Stacy, miller, Joan Welbecke, 
4 Richard Hewett, 
Mary Sheprey, John Butler alias Eaton, Susan 
Pitts, 
5 William Tredwell and his wife Alice. 
Elizabeth Sheprey6 and James Saule. 7 Appearing on 
the 1612 list ae of St. Peter le Bailey and elsewhere 
simply as of St. Peter's were John Butler's wife 
Joan, John Eaton, Thomas Ellemere, John Howard, 
Alice Mosse, Henry, Agnes and Dorothy Oven (or 
Owen), Mary Smith, Margaret Mansell, Margaret 
1. E 377/1 12-14,19,33,35. 
2.1 . 
3. ter aps e Hampshire man mentioned above. 
4. See also under Oxford, St. Mary Magdalen and Oxford, 
St. Peter in the East. 
5E 14 in which her parish is not given; 
6, see also B. M. Lansd. MS. 68, art. 67. 
7 10 11 1 14 . 
ý4o 
Wantige, Richard and Joanna Weston, and Robert 
and Joanna Weston; Charles Babington, gentleman 
and Katherine Stacy appear simply as of St. 
Peter's. 
I 
In 1666 old Mr. Christopher Hatton was 
buried 'under the Communion Table', 2 which does 
not suggest Catholicism. But a grant of the 
recusancy profits of Christopher Hatton of Oxford 
was made on 14 January 1608/9 
3 
and Christopher 
Hatton, gentleman and his wife Margaret were 
convicted recusants in 1612. 
St. Peter's in the East 
In 1577 there was 'one Yates gent. a 
straunger that came not to the churche til nowe 
of late' when bound till the next sessions 'to 
the good a bearing for suspicion of religion 
and words that he spake'. 
4 
Later recusants were 
Edward Kale, Edward Chettle and Elizabeth his 
wife, William Badger, mason and Elizabeth his wife. 
6 5 
1. C. R. S. LX 1968,235; E 377/'14-17,19,33. 
2. Wöodd,, Li e and Times 11,80. 
The Christian-name as been supplied by the 
editor, A. Clark. 
3. B. M. Add. MS. 4 6r, f. 29v. 
4.1 1 
5, o er family that appeared first without a 
parish, 12 14. E 377/19, give Edward 
a wife, an en widow,, ccaý'ýTfce Katherine, perhaps 
a second wife. 
6. E 377/10,12-14,19, y3. The Badgers (E 377/33) 
are described, as o St. Peter's, but see Bodl. Wood _l, f. 183. 
2)Li 
Piddington 
Katherine Dynham, widow of John Dynham, 
held the manor of Muswell in dower, and was a 
recusant. 
1 She was on the 1612 list, as were 
John Fulwood, esquire, a non-communicant, and 
Katherine his wife, a convicted recusant. 
2 
Other 
recusants were John Mullyns, yeoman, Grace, wife 
of William Welch, Elianora Vynes, Elizabeth 
3 
H±ckford and Ralph Vynes. 
Pishill 
Pishill was a Stonor parish, and the family 
held the advowson and often presented. 
4 
Pyrton 
Pyrton was a Stonor and Symeon parish. 
5 
Other recusants were Richard Clark, 
6 John Higges 
and his wife Martha, Agnes, wife of Thomas 
Follett, John Ford and his wife, Elizabeth Hobstrowe, 
7 
William Harba, gentleman, William Rainolds, 
1. V. C. H. V, 1954,253; E3 ; B. M. Harl. MS. 360, 
ar . 0. 
2. Katherine Fulwood appears in E 16, where 
her husband is called gentleman. John Fulwood 
later appeared as a recusant, but as of Lettiswood, 





5. .. . 
VIII, 1964,138 ef 
ýseg . 6, asAxlake, E 37'7 , `tFiere described as gentleman. 7. ar urie? See a so under Assendon. 
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1 gentleman and his wife Elizabeth and John Cable. 
Rotherfield Greys 
There were three recusants in this Knollys 
parish: Margaret, wife of Richard Wells, Nicholas 
Meade and Zacharias Sarney. 
2 In 1626 Edward 
Hobbes of Warborough was presented 'for fame of 
in Contenents withe one margere welles widow late 
of Wallingford'. 
3 The Hobbes family of Warborough 
were Catholic, though Edward himself is not on 
the Recusant Rolls, and it may be that this was 
a case of clandestine marriage and not 'in 
Contenents'. 
Rotherf ield Peppard 
Blount's Court in Rotherfieid Peppard was a 
Stonor residence. Arthur Pitts lived in the 
house of Lady Elizabeth Stonor. Other recusants 
were Henry Wintershul, a Stonor kinsman, Thomas 
Reewly, 
4 
yeoman, Mary, wife of Richard Bourne, 
gentleman, Richard. Deane, Mary Curson, Thomas 
Fawconbridge, Henry Curtis and Anne, his wife, 
Mary Biggs, Jane Cowper, 
5 Martha, wife of Edward 
East, Thomas Croft 
6 
and William Gould. 
1. E1 16 1064. 
2. . 
3. eyon, og. cit., p. 85. 
4. Raleigh? 
5, See also under Nettlebed. 
6. E 37 ý4 ý5,18,33,35,3639, ý+L 47; C. R. S. LX 
s enry ur is wa. s Fie most persistent. 
3L? 
Sandford 
Sandford-on-Thames, near Oxford, and 
Sandford. St. Martin, near Deddington, are un- 
fortunately not often distinguished one from 
the other in the Recusant Rolls. The Powells, 
of course, were of the Oxford Sandford, and 
the Appletrees 
1 
were presumably of the Deddington 
Sandford. Beyond that, it is less easy to be 
certain. John Brown, George Walson, Mary Digweed, 
Hugo Higges, William Winter, William Gold, 
Mary Craft and Edward Rainolds, gentleman were 
probably of the Oxford Sandford; 
2 
and Lucy, wife 
of George Birche, Katherine, wife of George 
Brickville or Bucknill of Groveash and Katherine, 
wife of Henry Smith, also of Groveash, were of 
the Deddington Sandiord. 
3 
John Ludiatt, gentleman, 
and his wife Anne, Margaret Bradbrooke 
4 
and Robert Boone, esquire may have been of either. 
5 
A grant was made of the prof its of the 








Thomas; E 37743,45,47, Anthony; 
Katherine. 
Eiii 
, 7,55- roo 
38-40 4 46 4. 
3 L+4 
Sarsden 
James Burnett was Sarsden's only recusant. 
1 
Shil l ingf ord 
Several of the Warborough recusants appear 
as of this nearby hamlet: Richard Bartholomew, 
Thomas Bisley, John Bisley and Joan his wife, 




Alice, wife of Jerome Stevens was listed 
here in 1577,3 and Abraham Allen in 1612. 
Shiplake 
Besides the Plowden family, the Shiplake 
recusants were Paul Wilkinson, gentleman and his 
wife Margaret, 
4 
George Rainolds, Christopher 
Baylie clericus, Elizabeth, wife of John Carter, 
John Higgins, gentleman 
5 
and Elizabeth Evans. 
6 
Wilkinson was imprisoned in Oxford gaol 'for 
matter of recusancy', but his friends, 'who are 
knowen to be well affected in Religion', procured 
his release.? 
1E 377/43. 
2. . . 
39 . 42. 
3" 1" 
4, e was rlargaret Holmes, formerly a servant to 
Edmund Plowden the lawyer, PCC 54 Brudenell. 
5E 46 bis: thesecond time, John Higges, yeoman. 
6" . 
2-7r33; E 377/1,14,33,46. 
7.5712/25572777, 
gar 
see also SP 12/189/54; ß. M. Lansd. 
, 345 
Shipton-on-Cherwell 
Myles Ley and Agnes his wife, and Robert 
1 
Passiter were listed here in 1577.2 
Shipton-under-Wychwood 
Thomas Yate, gentleman and Bridget his 
wife, Thomas Parsons, gentleman and Elizabeth 
his wife and another Elizabeth parsons, widow, 
3 
were the Shipton-under-Wychwood recusants. 
4 Thomas 
Yate may have been the youngest brother of the 
Jesuit John Yate alias Vincent. 5 
Shirburn 
Shirburn was the home of the Chamberlayne 
family 'and the village, largely composed of 
their tenants, was strongly Roman Catholic'. 6 
There seems no reason to doubt the truth of this 
statement, backed as it is by the presence of 
twenty-four listed Catholics in 1676, 'a large 
number for so small a parish'. However, in 1577 
there was only one Shirburn recusant, Jerome 
Baglande, 
7 
and thereafter only one more, William 
Tayler, 
8 before 1640. It is the final reductio 
1. Perhaps identical with Anne Leighe of Shipbon, 
listed in 1612, C. g S. LX, 1968,236. 
2. SP 1211 i. 
3 'ß(i on in the parish of Shipton. 
4. E 377/9 12; C. x. S. LX, 1968,132,236. 
5. P! " 




. 3LJ 6 
ad absurdum of the belief that the formal 
lists provide an adequate guide to the strength 
of Catholicism. 
Shorthampton 
The Raleighs, the leading recusant family 
here, were of Farnborough, Warwickshire, but 
since several of them appear on the Recusant 
Rolls as of Shorthampton, it is probable that 
they were for a. while at least actually resident 
here. Those appearing were Sir George and 
1 Elizabeth his wife, Christopher, Henry and John, 
all of whom, with Judith, George and Edward 
Raleigh, 
2 
appear on the 1612 list. Other 
recusants were Anthony Hoskins or Hodgekins, 
gentleman, Elizabeth Howell, Francis Ashfield 
3 
and Elizabeth Hoskins. Richard Hoskins 'and some 
of his Children' andýAnthony Hoskins 'Anne his 
wife and three of their Children' also appear on 
the 1612 list. With the Raleighs in mind, Edward 
Morgan, who was also a recusant in 1612, was 
perhaps a member of the Warwickshire 'Morgan family. 
1. E 14,16. 
2. Bee a. so under Charlbury and Spelsbury. 
3. E 377/13,14', l '61 22 2. Francis Ashfield appears 
in- E 22 as a yeoman, and in E 377Z23 as 
Francis ye alias Ashfield, gen eman. 
3uß 
Somerton 
If we apply the test of counting recusant 
heads, Somerton was easily the largest 
Catholic centre in Oxfordshire. 
' This is, perhaps, 
surprising in view of the skill shewn by the 
Fermors in avoiding such a count: only Lady 
Cornelia appears on the Rolls. 
2 
The recusants 
were Thomas Bond, 
3 Nicholas Rand and Catherine 
his wife, Elizabeth, wife of James Smith, gentleman, 
Joan Rand, Elizabeth Hall, widow, 
4 Mary, wife 
of Simon Messie, Peter Ford, 
5 John Bayley, Dorothy 
Hedges, Anne, a servant, Anne Roe, Francis 
Capper, 6 Richard Capper,? John Recke, James 
Smith, Joseph %ruyntyn, James Allwood, 8 Thomas 
Browne, Robert Ward, Mary Brookes, Agnes Bayley, 
Philip Cadwallader, Mary Smith, Anne Smith, 
Katherine Wall, Thomas Tompkins, Alice Mynn, 
Robert Wood, 
9 Henry Day, John Goslinge and 
Dorothy his wife, Bennet Clyfford and Mary his wife, 
10 
1. Another test is applied in V. C. H. VI, 1959,300. 
It is a remarkable one. 
2E 377/17. 
3: 77 i. There must, of course, have been more 
than one Catholic here in 1577. 
4. E 372ZL3 has Elizabeth, E 377/14 has Isabel. 
5, See also under Garsington. 
6. A Francis Capper Fermor's servant in 
1580, 
7. See also under Goddington. 
g. A James Allwood received an annuity of 40 shillings 
under the terms of the will of Thomas Fermor. 
9. Perhaps the same as Robert Ward. 
10. Perhaps also a John Clyff ord, 1377/39. 
ýýý 
Anne Grove, Margaret Mynne, Thomas Smith and 
Elizabeth his wife, William Tempest, 1 esquire 
and Elizabeth his wife, Katherine, wife of 
Thomas Williamson, gentleman, Christina, wife 
of William Taylor, Maria Stinton, Marmaduke 
Servant and Katherine his wife, Richard Todkill, 
schoolmaster, Alice Lapington, Elizabeth 
Collett, Mary, wife of Walter Lapington, William 
Buller, Elizabeth Fox, John Horne, Walter 
Lapington and Christian Saunders. 
2 
Nicholas Rand, his wife and his mother 
offered to compound for £2 in 1586; Thomas 
Browne and his wife offered C1.3 
Souldern 
Nearby Souldern was also a fairly strong 
Catholic centre. Part of the manor had belonged. 
to the Arundells of Lanherne and was sold by 
them to John Stutsbury, Robert Weedon and his 
son John. Robert Weedon married Stutsbury's 
daughter and on his death in 1598 held three- 
1. See page 411" 
2. E 37244 ;E 377/1 ,1 , '14,3 , 39142 3,45 , 47 .A ew o them appear also under Hardwick. 
3. sP 12/189/54. 
3L4 -I 
quatters of the manor; his son John held the 
whole manor by 1615" 
1 
Both families were 
Catholic. Stutsbury was required to pay £25 
for a light horse in 1585, and paid 010,2 explaining 
that 'beinge a prisoner within her Majesties 
Gaole at Oxforde and diseased withe the ralsey 
and an olde mann', he could pay no more. 
3 
Neither 
Robert nor John Weedon appear on the early Rolls, 
but Eleanor, John's wife, does, 4 and the 1612 
list shews that John was in fact a convicted 
recusant. John, indeed, may appear in the 1630s, 
along with Bernard, paying on their lands. Other 
recusants were James Herne or Horne, tailor, 
and Anne. his wife, John Tompkins, John Penn: 
and Alice his wife, Mary Volett, r"ary Smith, 
Katherine, wife of John Hall, Katherine Lovell, 
Thomas Smith, Prudence Poore, ? i'lizabeth Poore 
and Richard Poore, esquire and Mary Draper. 5 
3. sY ýý 'iss li" see also SP t is 
i; B. M. L ns , art. 69, where is rents and revenues 
are given as X66 13s 4d; HMC Hatf ield, IV, 270; 
E 372L427 et sea. 
4.7-377/1 L, 1 4T2 . 5" ! 377/12,14,1,29... 31 3 8-40 4 4. 
1. V. C. H. VI, 1959,305. 
2.12/183/33i. 
3, ii; se 
Lans . , art. 6c 
"3SL 
South Holton 




Elizabeth Sara, John Skynner, esquire and 
his wife Mary, John Mayne, 
2 
11-athew Coleman, Frances 
Skynner, Francis Skynner, gentleman, Bridget 
Moore, Joan Holloway, John Reeve and his wife Mary, 
John Prince, 
3 John Byrde and Robert Jones were 
the South Leigh recusants. 
4 
John and Mary Skinner 
were both convicted recusants in 1612, though 
John desired 'tyme to be aduised to receaue'; a 
grant of the profits of his recusancy had been 
made on 29 May 160'. 
5 
The Skinners had bought 
their South Leigh property from the Harcourts, 




There were five recusants listed as of South 
Newington, near Deddington: Henry Shakerley, 
1. E 72/4.33. See also under Holton. 
2. ee also under Thame. 





0,33,35,36,3809,4C, 43; C. R. S. LX, img 
$2 
5. B. M. Add. MS. 46 , f. 18v; see also Bodl. MS. Top. xon. c. 
6. B6 T. Woo MS. E 1, ff. 55-55v; see also Bodl. Wood MS. F-3T) rr - /6v- and SP 14/3/13 for the Skinners. 
psi 
Richard Appletree, Anthony Appletree, all 
gentlemen, 
I 
and, in 1612, George Throckmorton 
and Thomas Fitzherbert. It may be that this 
last was a member of the distinguished recusant 
family, but I have not been able to identify him. 
South Stoke 
There were a number of South Stoke recusants, 
all save four appearing only in the first 
Caroline Roll: Simon Yates, Richard Braybrooke, 
esquire, and Christian his wife, John Coxsie, 
John Prince, Mary James, Francis Cooke, Lady 
Anne Curson, widow, 
2 
William Smith, Joan wife 
of John Owen, Arthur Ford, Austin Ford, gentlemen 
and Edward Wollascott, gentleman. 
3 This Richard 
Braybrooke's wife was a daughter of Barton 
Palmer of Cassington, lessee of South Stoke. 
Other daughters of the Palmer family married into 
the Arden and Wollascott families, both of which 
at one time held the lease. 
4 Edward Wollascott 
1. E 72/21.33; E 377/ 2" 
2, ae Cursor probably lived in North Stoke, 
V. C. 1i. VII, 1962,109. 
3, E6 8-40. 
; Harleian Societ , V, 1871,278. 4ý eeýalso SP 12/118/37; 2; SP 12/151i-/25; 
sP 12 200 or Catholic a mers in x or s re, 
per aps o is family. See also pages 64,26s, 
,ý 
5Z 
was the third son of William of Shinfield, 
Berkshire, whose eldest son, also William, 
married Mary daughter of Dr. Fryer; 
I Mary 
daughter of William Wollascott and Mary Fryer, 
married another Catholic doctor, John Hawkins of 
Nash Court, Kent. 
2 
Another P ary \'lollascott, 
sister of Edward of South Stoke, married Henry 
Winchcombe. Edward of South Stoke and his 
brothers had all studied at Oxford. 
SSpelsbury 
There were five recusants here in 1612: 
three Raleighs, Alice Ingram and Margaret Poure. 3 
Standlake 
Mallyn Yate, wife of James Yate of Standlake, 
and daughter of Andrew Hulse of Sutton Courtney, 
Berkshire, 
4 
was listed in 1577 5 and 
1. Harleian Society, V, 1871,278; J. B. Blakeway, 
His ory of Shrewsbury Hundred or Liberties', 
Transactions of the Shropshire Archaeological 
ocie ,n series I,, calls her Susan, 
aug er of Dr. Henry Fryer. 
2. So Blakeway. Gillow gives John Hawkins' wife as 
a Poore of Bletchingdon. Of course, Hawkins 
may have married twice. Gee lists Hawkins, two 
of the Fryer family and a Palmer among his Popish 
Physicians. 
3. C. R. S. LX, 1968,237. 
4. Harleian Societ , V, 1871,158, The Hulses were a 
ao is ami y, and owned land in Oxfordshire: see 
also under Crowmarsh; see SP 12/183J1; SP 12/200/59. 
Mallyn's brother Thomas married Dorothy aeo 
Lyford. 
5, SP 12/119/51. 
3. ') 
1612, and was still a recusant in 1625.1 Neither 
James Yate nor his son and heir Francis were 
recusants, but it is fairly clear that the 
family remained Catholic. Other Yate recusants 
were Francis' wife Mary, and probably another 
Mary, Florence and John. 
2 Besides the Yates, 
the Easts of Bledlow owned land in Standlake, 
which is not far from Cokethorpe. On this land, 
the manor of Gollofers, they paid £4 a year under 
Elizabeth. 
3 Other recusants were Beatrice, wife 
of John Snappe, 
4 George Streete alias Bruer, 
Robert Fawkner, and his wife Mary, Thomas Lord, 
Winifred Come or,. more probably, Bourne, Francis 




Having noticed the presence of a gravestone 
asking for prayers for the soul of Elen Camby 
1. E 377/1 et se g.; see also SP 12/189/54; SP 12/200/59. 
2. E 37 6,26 1- 6--. 
3. It would appear at the Fas property here and 
at Cokethorpe passed to Sir David Williams, 
Justice of the King's Bench, in the early 17th 
century, J. M. Davenport, Oxfordshire Annals, 1869, 
p. 64. Sir David was inclined to clemency towards 
recusants , see SP 14449/26. 
4. For the Snappes, see Har eian Society, V, 1871,135; 
see also under Charlbury. 
5. ; _I R4/1 7±7 
14 16,26 2q-33,35,36.39,40__t44-47; 
ýý 4 
and set up in 1566, that is 'after religion 
had been reformed 7 yeares', Wood goes on, 
'Without Cdoubt 7 most, if not all, of this 
towne were Catholicks divers yeares after the 
Reformation. The Harcourts were'. 
' It is the 
sort of matter on which one would expect Wood 
to be well informed. Moreover, blood was himself 
related to the Harcourts, and Stanton Harcourt 
is only six miles from Oxford. And yet there 
were not very many recusants listed, and those 
mostly in 1625. 
Robert Harcourt the Guiana explorer, of 
Stanton Harcourt, Oxfordshire and Ellenhall, Staff- 
ordshire, was a Catholic. On 8 November 1609 
Robert Campbell received a grant of the profits 
of the recusancy of 'Robert Harecourt sonne 
and heire to Sir Walter Harecourt of Stonton 
Harecourt Esquier'; 
2 
in 1612 he was listed as a 
non-communicant. Frances Harcourt, Robert's 
first wife, was the only member of the family to 
appear on the Recusant Rolls, 
3at least so far 
as Stanton Harcourt is concerned: she was a 
1. Ilood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XIX, 1891) 11220. 
2. B. M. A=. S. , . 42v; see also f. 39; SP 14/49/15. 3. escri ed as a spinster; see also 
oT . Oxon. c. 6, f. 24. Robert's : vecond 
or acor ng to some accounts, first) wife, was 
Elizabeth, daughter of John Fitzherbert. 
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daughter of Geoffrey de Vere and grand-daughter 
of John, Earl of Oxford; one of her brothers 
was secretary to Cardinal Allen, another was 
the soldier Horace Lord Vere of Tilbury. The 
next generation of Harcourts, that of Sir Simon, 
also a soldier, and Archdeacon Vere, was protestant. 
Earlier generations seem to have been Church 
Papist. Robert's grand-father, another Sir Simon, 
was one of the victims of the Black Assize. 
1 He 
had married three times, to Mary, daughter of Sir 
Edward Aston of Tixall, Staffordshire, Grace, 
daughter of Humphrey Fitzherbert of Upsal, Hereford- 
shire and widow of William Robinson of Drayton 
Bassett, Staffordshire, and Jane, daughter of Sir 
William Spencer of Wormleighton, Warwickshire and 
widow of Sir Richard Bruges of Shefford, Berkshire. 
2 
All these Women belonged to partly Catholic 
families. Robert's father Sir Walter was an 
Elizabethan M. P., sitting for the county of 
Staffordshire. It might seem unlikely, therefore, 
that he should be a Catholic. However, two of his 
kinsmen, Thomas Pershall and Antony Greenway, 
declared that he was a schismatic. 
3 
1. Bod1. Ta ýM. 
79, f . 182. 2. 
N. d-$arcourt,, 
TTe Harcourt Papers, I, 1880,80. 
3. C. R. S. LIV, 19627 , 155. 
35, 
Edward Gage of Bentley purchased a rent 
charge from Robert Harcourt, issuing from 
Stanton Harcourt. It passed to Bridget More who, 
like her sister Helen, became a Benedictine nun. 
' 
There were other Catholic Harcourts, 
including in the mid-17th century two Carmelite 
nuns, Anne and Mary, daughters of Francis 
Harcourt, but these belonged to a different branch 
of the family. 
2 In the 19th century the Protestant 
head of the family considered it worthwhile to 
declare in his will that certain property should 
never descend to a Catholic. 
3 
Other Stanton Harcourt recusants were Joan 
Barnard, Alice Buttle, Frances, wife of Nicholas 
Roberts, esquire, Edward Parker, George 
Brewer 
4 
and Mary, wife of Francis Wolfe. 
5 
Stanton St. John 
The most interesting recusant here was 
Richard Milton, grandfather of the Puritan 
poet and the Catholic judge; 
6 the most important 
1. PCC 52 Lawe and see also under Chipping Norton. 
2. A. Hardman, Palish Carmelites in Penal Times, 
1936, pp. 79,8 70=; see als o -o=rs ire 




3. E. W. Harcourt, op. cit., p. 110. 
4. See also under Stacn lake. 
5. E 32244 E 
6C1ý. 
ýS1 
were Ambrose Edmonds and his wife, Frideswide. 
Both Ambrose and his wife were listed in 
1577.1 Ambrose was in Prison in 1580 
2 
and 
died soon afterwards. His widow was assessed 
for one light horse in 1585 but had gone to 
Hampshire; 3 she offered to compound for £1 
in 1587.4 Other Stanton St. John Catholics listed 
in 1577 were Anne Lovelace, gentleman (sic), 
Isabel Harris, Mary Staples, a former servant 
of Arthur Pitts, and two Church rapists, John 
Stacye and Bartholomew Benford. The Stacyes 
became a recusant family: Thomas and Joan his 
wife, Margaret, Helen, Thomas, junior, John and 
Mary his wife appearing on the Recusant Rolls. 5 
Thomas paid £4 8s 9d on his property and apart 
from this farm, appearing as late as 1630, there 
were no Caroline recusants. Other Elizabethan 
and Jacobean recusants were Richard Ainslow and 
Thomas Bennett, gentleman, 
6 the latter appearing 
also in the 1612 list. Henry Rooke(s) 
7 
1. SP 12/119/5i. 
2. N. Harl. MS. 60 art-30; E 372/426,428,430; 
see a 
ý29 78, discussea on page 6 wj. 
3. SP 12 18 ii; see also SP 12Z200/61. 
4. ; see also B. M. ans . S. , art. 69; z 9724433. 
5,10 12-14. Six Stacyes were listed in 
nc u ing Rose, C. R. S. LX, 1968,237. 
6. E 37M0.14. 
7, ee also under Handborough and Swyncombe. 
35 S- 




George Atkinson of Steeple Aston is dealt 
with under the parish of St. Giles', Oxford. 
Stoke Iýyne 
Mary, wife of John Kitchyn, 
2 
gentleman and 
William Goddard, gentleman were Stoke Lyne's 
only certain recusants. 
3 Ralph Willis was 
4 
listed simply as of Stoke, so that North Stoke 
or South Stoke might as easily be meant: there 
are obvious possibilities of confusion. The 
Ewers held property at Stoke Lyne. 
S 
Stokenchurch 
Stokenchurch was a hamlet in the parish 
of Aston Rowant. Margaret, wife of Nicholas 
Pigott, gentleman, 
6 
William Davye and his wife 




Margaret Maunsell, spinster 
8 
and Jane, wife 
HMC Hatf ield, IV, 270. 
See also under Wend. lebury. 
3. E 377/3,47. 
4. " 
5, . H. , 1959,316. 6. Tee also under Aston Rowant. 
E 3Z2/43 E `77/39. 
10. 
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of George Owen, gentleman 
I 
were listed as of 
Stonesffield. 
Swalcliffe 
Thomas Hunt, clericus and Frideswide 
Wickham were Swaicliffe's only recusants. 
2 
Swyncombe 
Henry Rooke(s) gentleman3 and Agnes Deane, 
widow were the Swyncombe recusants. 
4 
Ta nton 
Thomas Read and Joan his wife, John Ardge, 
gentleman, Matilda, wife of Edmund Pray, 
esquire and Elizabeth Tempest were Taynton 
recusants. 
5 Matilda (or Maud) Bray wes a convicted 
recusant in 1612 but otherwise there was no 
recusancy after 1604. One Grace Bray who 'had 
long served the Lady Dormer at Wing' became 
a Franciscan nun in 1621.6 
Thame 
Apart from the Etheridges and the other 
families dealt with elsewhere, there was only a 
1. C. R. S. LX, 1968,134. 
2. C. R. S. LX, 1968,237. 
3, ee also under Handborough and Stanton St. John. 
4. E 372/431, E 1,33,38.140. 
5" " 6. . .., 23,8. 
.! -) 
6c 
handful of Thame recusants: John Gardenett, 
George Haslett, brewer, Thomas Stones, John 
Mayne, gentleman and Dorothy his wife, Joseph Mayne, 
gentleman and Jane Mayne. 
1 
The Maynes continued 
to pay on their property into the 1630s. John 
Green of Weston in Thame was also a recusant. 
2 
Toot Baldon 
Philippa Pollard, sister of Ralph Sheldon 
and widow of Anthony Pollard, was the leading 
Toot Baldon recusant. Anthony, brother of Sir 
John Pollard of Nuneham Courtney, was another of 
the Black Assize victims; 
3 Philippa died on 
23 December 1606.4 She was one of those who 
entertained Edmund Campion 
5 
and John Pollard, 
esquire was present when Campion was at Toot 
Baldon, 
6 
perhaps the heir to the Pollard estates, 
John of Horwood, Devon.? Philippa was assessed 
at £8 6s 8d in 1585, the third of a light horse, 
1. E 372/434; E 16 1. See also S. A. Peyton, 
op"+, ", PP" 174 e se 4. w ere a few more names are 
also given, as IF acrd Molinex, Peter Willmot and 
Christopher Waklin who were found drinking at 
prayer time. 
2. E" 
3. Tanner MS. , f. 182. His widow appeared on the 75r list ,S 19/51. 
4. F. N. Davis, aroc hi_al Collections (O. R. S. XI, 1929) 
III, 236. 
5. A. P. C. XIII, 164,185,200,285. 
6. AeP- . XIII, 200. 
7. Vv. 5 . V, 1954,52. The pedigree given by F. G. Lee in 
o "MS"T "Oxon. c. 6, f. 64v records a John Pollard, 
son OF-An ony an ilippa, but he does not seem to 
have lived long. 
3ýi 
which she paid1; and offered to compound for 
£5, for herself and her maid, in 1586.2 
Other recusants were John Spencer, senior, 
tailor, John Spencer, junior, husbandman 3 and 
John Young, gentleman. 
4 
The Spencers paid £1 
6s 8d a year on their property into the 1630s. 
Warborough 
Three yeoman families made Warborough an 
important Catholic centre in the 17th century, 
the families of Martin alias Bartholomew, 
Bisley and Hobbes. Those who appeared on the 
Recusant Rolls were Alice Martin alias Bartholomew, 
5 
John Bisley, weaver, Thomas Hobbes, Richard 
Martin and Mary his wife, Walter Martin, Joan, 
wife of John Bisley, William Hobbes 
6 
and Agnes 
his wife, Joan, wife of Thomas Hobbes, Agnes 
Hobbes, Thomas Bisley, Mary, wife of Walter 
Martin, William Hobbes and Agnes, wife of William 
Bisley. 
7 Mary Martin was presented in 1624 'for 
not baptisinge her childe, or causing it to bee 
baptized in the Chappell of Warborough being 
1. SP 12/183/331; SP 12/200/61; see also B. M. Lansd. Rff--53, art. bV, 
2.18 4. 
3. etc.; see also SP 12/189Z24. 
7/31; see also S. A. Pey on, op. ci ., pp. 11-12. ee also SP '12 18 4. 
6. Twice descri e as gentleman, ý'-4U', Lý. 
7. E 377/1,18,24,26.28-31,33,35,3 ___, " 
3ýZ 
deliuered of the same in the parish', and her 
husband was presented for the same offence in 
1626. In the latter year Thomas Bisley, junior, 
of Shillingford was also presented 'for 
concealing his marriage soe that wee knowe not 
whether they are married or noe and besides 
hauing a Childe'. 
1 
Other Warborough recusants were Thomas 
Porter, who was listed in 1577,2 Isabel Webbe, 
Nathaniel Coles, Thomas Janes (or Jones) alias 
Phelpes, Thomas Bull, 
3 Thomas Leach alias Bulie, 
Thomas Holle, Joan, wife of John James alias 
Phelpes and Elizabeth, wife of Anthony Moulder. 
4 
Mrs. Porter of Warborough entertained a Marian 
priest. 
5 Thomas and Mary Bullie were 'buryed 
by night' in Dorchester churchyard in 1621.6 
Waterperry 
Apart from the Cursons, most of the Water- 
perry recusants belonged to the Spencer family:? 
1. S. A. Peyton, op. cit., pp. 79_85 provides much 
further detail on these and other Warborough 
families. 
2. SP 12/119/5i. 
3. er 
2ps 
vere Thomas Bulie or Bullie. 
4. E1 1821 2428 0 4. 
5. P; see also SP 12/189/54. 
6. . TA. e9 on, op. cit., p. 11 . 7. That is, the f wily noted under Toot Baldon. 
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Anne, wife of John Spencer, tailor, Richard, 
Philip and Joan his wife, John the tailor, 
John, junior, Sibil and Anne. 
' Other recusants 
were John Butler, Anne, wife of Thomas Coxe 
and Mary, wife of William Woodward. 
2 
Watlington 
Several Catholic gentry families held land 
tonors and the Symeons. here, including the3 
Robert Hoptrowe and Rose his wife, Roger Hoptrowe, 
Jane Hoptrowe, William Robinson and Margery 
his wife, Elinor Hoptrowe, 
4 John Jenks, John 
Jefferies, John Ford, John Lloyd, Agnes Johnson, 
Thomas Bennett, gentleman and Mary his wife, 
Juliana, wife of Richard Lovejoy, Mary King, 
Philippa Horne, Joan, wife of John Ford, Philip 
Horner, Joan Dohinson and Richard Barker were, 
apart from members of the Stonor and Molyns 
families, the Watlington Catholics who appeared 
on the Recusant Rolls. 
5 
Besides these, 
Thomasina Altam, Marian Benwell, Arthur and 
Joanna Welbeck were listed in 1612. 
6 
1. E 77/1'1a10212 14 44. 
2. " 
3.11964,243. 
4. econd wife of Robert? 
5" 024 , 7? /12,14-17,23,26,28-30,32,33,35, 4. 
6. S. LX, 196S, 237; see also p. 133 for the wife 
o Ralph Benwell. 
3ýq 
Wendlebui 
Richard Aprice, gentleman alias Davy and 
his wife Alice were listed in 1577.1 He was 
assessed for a light horse in 1585 but could 
not be found; 
2 
and offered to compound for C1 
in 1586.3 John Bourne, gentleman, frorn nearby 
Chesterton, appeared once as of Wendlebury, 
4 
where his brother William lived. Both William 




as was their son William.? John and William's 
sister Elizabeth married John Eden, gentleman 
of the Inner Temple, and appeared once on the 
Recusant Rolls as of Wendlebury. 8 Other 
recusants were William Berkely or Beckley, 
Jane, wife of Thomas Hitche, Joan Smith alias 
Hadden, Mary Jackson, Emma, wife of Thomas 
Paxton, Helen, wife of Henry Oven, Henry Oven, 
John Hitche, gentleman, John Kitchinge, gentleman, 
1. SP 12/1"/5i; see also E 37203 3, E 377 77/1,12 16. 
2. ii" see also under eser on, an 
3.9/54; see also B. M. Lansd. MS. , art. 69. Al.. " 
5. ar eian Societ , V, 1871,316. 6. E1 12. 
7. E. E also records a Margery 
life o 
As 
rown, usbandman, and E 377/5 a 
Winifred wife of Thomas B(o)urne gen eman. 
8. E 1. 
3615 
Griffin Penn and Anne his wife, and Mary, wife 
of William Carter, tailor. 
' John Hitche 2 
and the Penns were all convicted recusants 
in 1612. 
Weston-on-the-Green 
Richard Poure, gentleman and his wife Joan 
were listed as of Weston in1603 
3 
and John 
Greene in 1612.4 
Wheatley 
Mary Archdale, widow, John her son, and 
the wife of one Goldwier were recusants in 1577; 
5 
John Archdale was still a recusant in 1592.6 
Elizabeth Horseman was also returned as of 
Wheatley. 
7 When she died in 1630, she was 
buried 'privatly' in Holton church, the church 
door having been forced: amongst the many 
questioned in the area who denied all responsibility 
was Edward Powell of Forest Hill. 
8 Mary James 
and Anne and Mary Stratford were also recusants. 
9 
2. ice continues o appear in 'the farms long 
after the other*Wendlebury recusants had faded out. 
3. F 377/12. 
4. .. , 
1968,237. 
5 x' 11 i. 
6, a 1e , IV, 270; for the Archdales see also 
Un er Chu c. eý"sdon and V. C. H. V, 11954,110. For Tars. 
Goldwier see pages 
7 S'j77/ý 29 39. 
.0 
1`1 ox 8 on. c. 6, ff. 40-57. 
9.7T__. 
P 
1. E 372/-433- ,E 'i ,9 10,12,17. ý. ice continues to auDear in 
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Whitchurch 
William Howse and Bridget his wife were 
Whitchurch recusants in 1603 and 1612. Four 
members of the Hide family appear in 1625, Francis, 
gentleman and Anne his wife, and Richard, gentle- 
man and Mary his wife. Francis was possessed 
of no little ingenuity: in 1621 he excused 
his non-appearance in the bishop's court by 
explaining that he was 'a convict recusant & soe 
hee hatte beene this 40 years & that they are 
bound not to goe aboue flue miles from theire 
owne house'. 
1 He continued to appear on the 
Recusant Rolls, among the farms. Other Whit- 
church recusants were Thomas Stone, John 
North and Nicholas Bennett. 
2 
Witne1 
Richard Cuff e, John Jones, Roger Dekins, 
Robert Ostler and Thomas Wenman were all 
Church Papists in 1577.3 Apart from Christian, 
wife of John Hampshire, 
4 the only later 
recusants were members of the Tempest family. 
1. Bodl. MS. To . Oxon. c. 6, f. 25. 
2.7-577M 73 . Nort also appears later among T'Ee arms. 
3. SP 124119/51. 
4.. ; see also under Crawley. 
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Wolvercote 
Richard Owen of Godstow, who occurs 
occasionally as of Wolvercote, and the Cheritons 
of Wolvercote are dealt with elsewhere. 
Other recusants were Margaret, wife of John 
Jynke, Joan, wife of John Betterton, Dorothy 
Goodyer, a widow, Alice, wife of Richard Goodyer, 
Henry Adkins or Atkins, carpenter, Alice 
Bullyn, Helen, wife of Henry Adkins, Elizabeth 
Fitzhughes, Richard Wead, William Bell, Christopher 
Hatton, gentleman, Mary Goodyer, Mary, wife 
of John Messenger, Mary Messenger, spinster, 
Anne and Mary Stratford, and Margaret Lewis 
1 
Elizabeth Fitzhughes of 'Walcall', widow had the 
profits of her recusancy granted to Richard 
Rice on 4 June 1611 
2 
and was a convicted 
recusant in 1612. 
Woodstock 
Three Woodstock recusants were recorded 
in the first Caroline Recusant Roll: Ursula 
Babington, widow, Adri(an)a Dingley, widow and 
Joan Slowe, spinster. 
3 Only Mrs. Dingley appeared 
1. E 46, j0,12,13, '16,28-3045; C. R. S. LY, 
38. Dorothy Goodyer appears among the 
farms. A Robert Goodyer, servingman, offered to 
compound for five shillings in 1586, SP 12/189/54- 
2. B. M. Add. NS. 46 , f. 49v. 




' her Christian name should perhaps be 
Audrey, Audrey, wife of Adolphus Dingley, 
coroner, being a convicted recusant in 1612.2 
Yarnton 
Gertrude, wife of Thomas spencer, esquire, 
was a recusant, 
3 
as, indeed, Finch says all 
this branch of the Althorp family were, 
4 though 
Laud claimed to have converted Sir William. 
According to Wood, William Spencer, eldest 
son of Sir Thomas of Yarnton, who died in 
September 1683, 'Professed himself a papist'. 
5 
1. E4. 
2. u according to C. R _S. LX, 1968,216 she was then of Yarnton. 
3. E3 ? 1,4 . 
y. nc , The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Families 15 5=1 o'rTh, amptonshire scor 
ocie y, XIX, 1'9 7175. 
5. Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXVI, 1894) I1I, 73. 
Chapter IV 
Priests in the Oxfordshire Area. 
While it is comparatively easy to identify the 
priests of this period, it is very difficult sometimes 
to trace their careers. Records were fairly carefully 
kept of their training and ordination in the seminaries 
abroad, but no such care could be applied to their 
work in England: that work was criminal, and a burp; lar, 
for example, is not likely to keep accounts. The police, 
however, will try to keep them for him: and it is 
possible to learn a certain amount about the activities 
of the priests from the state and local records. But 
not every item of information received by the authorities 
about a criminal, even today, is necessarily accurate, 
whether it comes through official channels or from a 
copper's nark. Some of the information received by the 
authorities in Elizabethan and Stuart England is very 
suspect, and most of it must simply be recorded for what 
it is worth: X, a man of known had character, says that 
y, a priest, was at A, B and C at such and such a time, 
saying Mass at each place. After all, it probably is 
true. That is the main problem, but it is a background 
problem: one can, in practice, virtually ignore it, save 
at any rate where the evidence is very suspect indeed. 
But there are other more practical problems; most 
3 ýc 
priests used various aliases, for example, and in general 
1c 
contrived to muddy their trail as far as possible. 
X may know that Y is a priest, but he may have only 
a very confused knowledge of who Y is; and even where 
he is well informed he is very unlikely to 
differentiEte between two priests of the same name, 
perhaps of the same family. 
Then there is that major note in the lives of the 
priests of this time, that they were more or less 
peripatetic. Henry T°ýore, the Jesuit writer, said that 
the priests could be divided into three classes: 
those who were completely stationary, confined not 
only to a single house but even, if they were unlucky, 
to a single -room within that house; those who were 
completely peripatetic; and those who partook of 
the nature of both the stationary and the peripatetic, 
enjoying a centre, a resting-place, a home, but 
from it covering a fairly wide tract of countryside. 
In the earlier period, there was greater mobility: 
stabilitas loci was too dangerous 'for there is no 
long tariaunee in one place for a Priest, but he must 
shifte styli, least he be taken'. 
1 Campion retraced 
his steps for a single night and was caught. But 
throughout the period covered in this thesis, few 
1. A. Munday, The 'English Romayne L. yfe, 1582, reprinted 
1966, p. 25. 
11 2 
priests probably confined themselves for life to a 
single area, even to a single county. In the Oxford- 
shire area, then, one can usually assume that a 
priest who worked in, say, Buckinghamshire or Berkshire 
will have had some contact with Oxfordshire, though 
it may be that Oxfordshire Catholics will have 
gone to him rather than he to them. This is 
particularly the case in places that lie on county 
borders: a priest might work in Mapledurham which is 
in Oxfordshire or he might work at White Knights in 
the parish of Sonning which is in Berkshire. In 
either case, he might say Mass for the Blounts or 
the Englefields. As Brigadier Trappes-Lomax put it, 
'Between them the two families may truly claim the 
parentage of the Catholic life of the Berkshire 
capital' of 1? eading. 
1 
In writing the history of one 
county only, one can do little more than trust that 
such priests will sort themselves out, that there will., 
in fact, be some record of a visit to an Oxfordshire 
village or family. 
A further problem to be faced in the study of 
the Catholic priests in a particular area arises out 
of the two other problems, those of inadequate records 
T. B3. Trappes-Loma., 'The Fn. glefields and their 
Contribution to the survival of the Faith in Berkshire, 
Wiltshire, Hampshire and Leicestershire', Biographical 
st1s, I, 1951,139. 
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and peripatetic priests. Since the evidence is 
scrappy and the priests move about a great deal, it 
often happens that the historian's spotlight is directed 
upon a particular priest in a particular area in a 
manner that conveys or may convey a totally false 
impression. A priest may enter an area and be caught 
immediately - he may even be caught while travelling 
from one missionary centre to another; very probably 
in the circumstances of actual capture there will be 
some detailed evidence about him and one will learn 
not simply that he was in the area but exactly what 
he did there, and with whom he associated. There may 
be some particular point, something spectacular. 
Finally, his capture may lead to his martyrdom. 
Another priest may work for five, ten or twenty years 
in a county and nothing be known about him and that 
county save that they were so associated for that 
period of time - or there may be no period of time 
known, merely a point in time. The -martyrs, ironically, 
can often serve as examples of both types of disproportion 
in the evide. -ace. Nichola and Napper both worked 
for some time in the Oxfordshire area and virtually 
nothing is known of their work. Both were taken and 
executed and a good deal is known about their taking 
and execution, from Catholic and Protestant sources. 
3-13 
But no more is known about Nichols than is known about 
Yaxley, whose association with Oxfordshire is (before 
and apart from his martyrdom) relatively slight. 
The priests, in short, divide into another three 
classes besides those noted by More. There are those 
who worked for a long period more or less on the 
same spot, within a single county or group of counties, 
but about whose work very little is known, though 
some part of their career, usually its end, may be 
well documented. Then there are those whose assoc- 
iation, with the area is limited but who may well be 
as important to its recusant history as the more 
permanent residents: in large part, this group consists 
of those few outstanding priests whose very presence 
in an area for a few days or weeks could provide the 
inspiration of years. Allen, 
I Campion, Persons, 
Weston and Gerard all spent some time in Oxfordshire. 
Lastly there are those whose influence and residence 
are alike slight, but who very often bulk large in 
the records. Only the vaguest of patterns can be 
expected to emerge from the data available: any attempt 
to impose a pattern would probably be disastrous. 
1. Allen exercised considerable influence in Oxford- 
shire in the 1560s, but, although he had been a 
canon of York, he was not yet a priest. 
31 tß 
Some distinction has to be made between the 
Elizabethan and early Stuart periods in this chapter. 
The Elizabethan priest was 'public enemy number 
one' 
1 
and the public records of the day are 
consequently full of his activities. The Stuart 
priest was a proscribed criminal but he was 
no longer 'public enemy number one'. " 
(a) Elizabethan Priests. 
It is especially difficult to describe in a 
few lines the activity of the priesthood before the 
arrival of the seminary priests and the Jesuits, 
This is the period in which, at least at first, it 
is claimed Catholics 'had Mass said secretly in 
their own houses by those very priests who in 
church publicly celebrated the spurious liturgy'. 
2 
Whatever did happen, it was not a thing the 
authorities pressed too hard against: priests with 
Catholic sympathies and Catholic orders would die. So 
would the Catholic bishops. Meanwhile, they were not a 
1. The phrase (in the form 'A 1 public enemy 
unto the State of England') was actually used 
of one Jesuit, though in the 17th century 
R. Macaulay, They Went to Portu al, 1946, p. 
201. 
2. N. Sander, Rise ancd owthof the Anglican Schism 
ubliehed Äm'; 1'ý wta on I ua on of the 
s or b E. R 
g 
on. Träns. witb introdüctTn 
an notes b9 D. w s, 1877, p. 267. 
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serious threat to the Elizabethan settlement. The 
formalities, the subscriptions and rarer resignations 
and ejections, of the early years of Elizabeth's 
reign may be studied in a series of articles in 
the Oxfordshire Archaeological Society volumes. 
' Does 
it mean anything that John Dalby, rector of Heyford 
Warren from 1557, Fellow of New College, and more 
briefly rector of Marsh Baldon, was the last 
conforming priest to commend his soul in his will, 
ma4Q February 1585/6, 'into the hands of Allmightie 
God, Our Ladie Saint Marie, and all the companye of 
heaven'? 
2 Probably not. 
The one certain sign that even the conformist 
priests contributed something to recusant history 
is their occasional emergence into full recusancy 
and an active apostolate, sometimes under the influence 
of the priests from abroad. 
3 Parson Horn of Cornwell 
near Chipping Norton, a Marian priest, was sufficiently 
attached to the old order to give such an education 
to his nephew that the nephew, William Spenser, went 
overseas and returned as a priest. Spenser worked 
1. Oxfordshire Archaeological Society, Reports for 
}9 19 920.. 
2. The will was made in November 1582, Oxfordshire 
Archaeological Society, Report for 19 , p. . 3. ee araman, e_n_rý a_rnett, 1964, p. 109. 
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in Yorkshire, where he was executed in 1589,1 but 
he seems to have made a brief visit to or to have 
passed through Oxfordshire, for he converted his 
uncle: Horn resigned his benefice in 1586 or 1587 
and went to live with a Catholic gentleman, 
presumably as a priest. He may, unobtrusively and 
timidly, have done other things besides imparting the 
rudiments of Catholicism to his nephew, or he may 
never have dared. 
A little group of Marian priests gathered 
around Persons and Campion and helped especially in 
the setting up of Persons' press. When the press 
was set up at Lady Stonor's 'Mr Wm Maurice priest was 
procurator to buy the paper and other necessaries'.? 
Simpson records the presence of six others: 
Chambers, Blackwell, Tirwhit, Jury, Norris and Birkett. 
3 
Others, of course, had not waited for the 
Jesuits: the 1577 report 
4 
notes under Alban Hall 
that 'Marshall an olde Master of arte and a priest, 
never commeth to the church, and is thought to saie 





, 29. 3. .u meson, Edmund Camý, 1867. p. 184. 
4. SP 12 118 . 
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the houses of Alderman Williams, Widow Hartoppe and 
Mr. Napper. At Edmund Hall another 'old priest', one 
Ruckwood, was simply described as not himself comg 
to church: he was 'estemed to be worthe one hundred 
poundes' which may have made him more cautious. 
We know more about Gregory Gunnes alias Stone 
who was arrested at Henley on 7 June 1585 and examined 
on June 8th before Sir Henry Neville and William 
Knollys. Gunnes claimed that he had never been out of 
England; 
1 he said that he had been ordained by Bishop 
Hopton of Norwich 'about the later ende of Quene 
Maries tyme', that he had been a chaplain at ; Magdalen 
College and then 'beneficed at Elforde 
2 in the 
Countie of Oxon which he saith he gave ouer for his 
Conscience about vii yeres paste since that he hach 
bene noe where conversaunt but vagrant heere and there'. 
At the time of his arrest he had just returned to 
Oxfordshire from London: at the sign of the Bell, in 
Henley, he met Evan Arden who was, although Gunnes 
presumably did not know it, 'servaunt unto Mr Treasorer 
of the howshold'. 
3 According to Gunnes' version, 
was 
1. He/reported at Rheims a little while before, 
SP 12/168M. 
2. Yel or . 
3. Sir Francis Knollys, William's father. 
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they had 'noe conference concerning any matters 
of religion or state', but Arden was able to 
produce the necessary two witnesses, Richard 
Davison and William Whetely who had heard Gunnes 
praise Edmund Campion as 'the only man in all 
England'. Arden had asked how a traitor could be 
so praised: 'o sage not so for the day will come, 
and I hope to see yt, and so may you to, that there 
shalbe an offeringe where Campion did suffer. 
Then said Arden what shall we offer vnto the 
Gallos? Noe not so said Gunne, but you shall see a 
religious howse buylte there, for an offeringe. 
Then Arden answered noe not soe for bee did Teache 
vs The decrees of men. ' For good measure, Gunnes 
had also, according to the witnesses, called the 
Queen and all her bishops heretics: he stuck to 
stout denial. 
1 
One may presume that Gunnes had returned to 
the exercise of his priestly functions and that 
he had only recently consecrated the two hosts 
1. SP 12/179/71 and ii. See also C. A. Newdigate, 'rThe Tyburn Proph y of Gregory Gunnes', The 
Month, CLXIV, July 1934,56-61. Gunnes, who cleärly had a firm belief in the policy of stout 
denial, als© claimed that the Agnus Dei and 'twos 
consecrated hosts' found on him had been in his 
possession since Mary's reign, even though he 
had conformed and both ministered and received , the sacrement of the Lords supper' for some twenty years. 
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found on him. But one cannot say how active he had 
been: after the examination he disappears into the 
Marshalsea and is not heard of again. There could 
hardly be a better illustration of the difficulties 
of building up a coherent and adequate picture. Here 
is a man twenty years a Protestant minister, who 
becomes reconciled to the Roman Church for reasons 
which we do not know and in a manner which we do 
not know. We do not know what sDrt of a Protestant 
minister he was; nor do we know what sort of a 
missionary priest he was. The day on which he met 
Arden may even have been his first day back in 
Oxfordshire since his resignation and reconciliation. 
Then there is the emphasis on Campion. Even 
though dead, Campion is still 'the only man in all 
England': etiam Campianus mortuus adhuc mordet. 
Campion, deems, then, a suitable foundation for a 
survey of Oxfordshire Priests. In an academic context 
it is as well to avoid excessive praise or dispraise, 
save where, as in Gunnes' words, one is simply recording: 
C. II, 1906,240. Perhaps one should add that 
Gunnes' prophecy has now been fulfilled, though 
neither he nor Arden lived to see it. 
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Campion, at the very least, is 'the one really 
attractive figure among the products of Douai'. 
On their way back to England, Campion and 
Robert Persons were helped at St. Omer by George 
Chamberlayne, a younger son of Sir Leonard and father 
of the Bishop of Ypres, who gave them advice and a 
military disguise for Persons. As missionaries, both 
visited Oxfordshire 
2 
and when Persons set up his 
secret press, and when it was moved to Lady Cecily 
Stonor's, 
3 Oxfordshire became, briefly, a main 
centre of their multifarious activities. It is un- 
necessary to examine them in detail here, 
4 but some 
of the persons involved may be noted. Thomas 
Fitzherbert was employed to check the references in 
the Decem Rat_ s: he had access to certain 
London libraries. 
5 Fitzherbert, who was son 
and heir of William of Swynnerton, Staffordshire 
married in 1580 Dorothy East, daughter of 
1. N. Williams, Elizabeth Queen of England, 1967, 
p. 254, a hostile an no a toge er accurate critic; 
cp. his remarks on Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel. 
One wonders what Williams finds unattractive 
about, say, John Gerard. 
2. Campion was originally to be indicted for bis 
priestly activities in Oxfordshire, B. M. La nsd. MS. 
3, art. 64. 
3. ecily Stmnor, widow of Sir Francis, was a Chamber- 
layne of Shirburn by birth and sister to the George 
Chamberlayne who helped the Jesuits in St. Omer. 
4. See R. Simpson, Edmund Cam ion, 1867; E. Waugh, Edmund 
Campion (Penguin e 1ý T952J. 
Stonor, St onor, 2nd e3., 
" 
5. J. H. Pollen, Acts of English Martyrs, 1891, p. 37; Fitzherbert's recollections of Campion. 
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Edward of Bledlow, Buckinghamshire and Cokethorpe, 
Oxforddhire. They were married 'at a masse'. 
After her death, Fitzherbert became first a secular 
priest and then (1613) a Jesuit: he died at Rome in 
1640. William Hartley, the priest who had been 
instructed to take the University as his mission field, 
and who distributed the Decem Rationes there, was 
also a Derbyshire man and had been chaplain of St. 
John's College: he was taken with the press in August 
1581. He was imprisoned in the Tower for a year and 
then in the Marshalsea: on 24 August 1582 he was one 
of several priests taken saying Mass there, and among 
his exiguous congregation was one 'Joan Watts a 
stranger of Oxfordshyre'. 
1 He was later exiled, 
returned and was executed on 5 October 1588. Another 
Driest who helped in the distribution of the Decem 
Rationes was John Curry, once a Fellow of Exeter 
College and later (1583) a Jesuit. 
The point most a~. -gued where priests are concerned 
is the extent to which they were available and 
accessible: how easy was it for a layman to find a 
ý. s 12 168 2 ii; see below. 
He is actually called Thomas Hartley 
in is ocument. John Jacob, another o ampion's 
companions, was present at a Mass in Pierrepoint's 
chamber. For Jacob see also J, Gerard,. The Autobiogra 
of an Elizabethan, ec. by P. Caraman, 1956, pp. 4-5. 
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priest when he needed one? A rather odd light is 
cast on this problem by the circumstances of 
Campion's arrest 
1 
on 17 July 1581: there were two 
priests, John Colleton and Thomas Ford, in the Yate 
household already. Moreover, Campion was actually 
on his second visit in the course of a few days when 
he was arrested: after his departure with the lay- 
brother Ralph Emerson and Colleton on July 12th, a 
number of Catholics came to Lyford and Ford rode 
after Campion to ask him to come back. He found him 
at en inn near Oxford. George Eliot's immediate 
catch was thus three priests, along with a number of 
laymen, women and nuns, 
2 including William Hildesley 
of Benham, Berkshire. A fourth priest, William 
Filby, an Oxfordshire man who had studied at Lincoln 
College, was taken afterwards, while on his way to 
see Campion. 
3 Filby, who had only recently been 
ordained, was probably one of 'the party of priests 
1. At Lyford in Berkshire. There were oxford men 
present. C. R. S. IV, 1907,19.2. 
There are said to have been c .. ght Eridgettine nuns 
at Lyford; R. Simpson, op. cit., p. 220. Apparently the 
story originated with Persons, but only two seem to 
have been arrested with Campion, S. Juliana (Gillian) 
Harman and Catherine Kingcmill (A. P C. XIII, p. 136): 
they *ere imprisoned in Reading g of where they 
pr6bably died, in less 'purple pomp' than Campion. 
For the Bridgettine nuns see J. R. Fletcher The Story 
of the English Brimettines of Syon Abbe , 
IIj 
, pp. -62. 
3. Eft er at Hen ey or on his way to Ly or : the 
authorities differ. 
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who were still at work at Stonor; '1 his brother John 
was also a priest and enjoyed an apostolate of 
thirty years or more, part of it at least in the 
Oxfordshire area. The brothers have been confused. 
Ford and Filby were executed but Colleton was 
able to prove that he was in England when he was 
surposed to be plotting at Rheims, and the proof 
was accepted: it is impossible to say why. Where 
is no need to discuss the fairness of the trials: 
when Sir Christopher Wray, the presiding judge, 
saw Edmund Plowden enter the Court, he sent a 
message asking him to leave: 
2 
clearly Wray had no 
wish for the proceedings to be reported. 
Robert Alf ield, Thomas' brother, had not yet 
taken up Eliot's way of life, so Persons escaped. 
3 
Eliot, however, also saw to the capture of John 
Payne, making his score five, or, if one counts. 
Hartley, six. He had met Payne at Lady Petre's and 
'The said priest Payne went abowt once to persuade me 
1. R. J. Stonor, op. cit., p. 22. 
2. R. O'Sullivan; ` dmund Plowden, l 18-1 8,1952, p. 22. 
3. C. R. S. 1191906130; T; , angs on, Robert Alfleld, 
c oolmaster, of Gloucester; and his eons, ' Transactions 
of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeo o ica SocUZ i Lý1I1 3r+, 'I'4 Thomas Al l was 
execu ed with Thomas Webley, possibly the same as the 
William Weblin who was taken with Campion, and who, like Alf leid, was at first prepared to conform, 
A. P. C. XIII, 145.. 
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to kyll (the Lord Preserve her) the Q. Matie. ' He 
was able to report also that Payne had said Mass at 
William Moore's 
1 
at Haddon, in Oxfordshire, on 
2 July 1581 and that George Godsalf had said Mass 
there on July 4th. 
2 
One notes the presence of two 
priests again. Both priests were captured in 
Warwickshire but only Payne was executed, on Eliot's 
evidence. 
Among those tried with Campion, or rather with 
Colleton and others in the second batch, was John 
Hart of Eynsham who had been captured at Dover and 
had then accepted Walsingham's offer of a conference 
with John Rainolds at Oxford. 
3 After his condemnation 
to death, he again wavered, this time offering to 
act as a spy: he repented, became a Jesuit while 
in prison and eventually (19 July 1586) died in Poland. 4 
The Jesuit missionaries form a very small. 
proportion of the total number of priests in 
1. The Moores of Haddon were not related to St. Thomas, 
but they did, at about this time, marry into that 
family. Thomas More, the etaint's grandson, married Maria Scrope of Hambledon, Bucks. and his daughter 
Mary married Edward Moore, William's brother. It 
has been suggested that this Thomas More may have 
assisted Persons in his printing, D. Shanahan 
'The Family of St. Thomas More in Essex, 1581--i640', 
Essex Recusant, I0959,68. Stonor is only two miles from Hamb eo 
2. B. Lansd. MS. 
n, 
, art. 60. 
3. Seeº' 12 6. 
y.. . Morris, Tror of our Catholic Forefathers, 1872-7, II, 28-34. 
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England under Elizabeth, and there were never at 
any period so many of them as some have thought. 
Garnet when he became Superior in 1586, after 
Weston's arrest, had just three . 
'aubjects, and of 
these, two, Weston and the lay-brother Ralph 
Emerson, were in prison; 
1 by 1593, there were 18 
(four of them in gaol); by 1610,43; and by 1625, 
152.2 They fill so large a part of the picture partly 
through the exaggerated opinion held then and 
later of their numbers; 
3 but even more, because 
they were well organized and left more copious 
records behind them, including autobiographies. 
Those records have been well used by modern Jesuits, 
from Foley to Caraman and even the secretive lay-brother 
Nicholas Owen occupies more than twenty pages in 
Foley. One cannot paint the picture, even as an 
abstract, without paints, and the secular priests 
although they far outnumber the Jesuits are far more often 
1. P. Caraman, Henry Garnet, 1964, p. 38. 
2. B. Basset, Te jRsl es, 1967, p. 140. 
3. So far as contemporaries were concerned, of course, 
anyone might be a Jesuit. It should be possible 
today to avoid such absurdities as 'It rCatholicism 7 died more thoroughly in England 
an in any other province in Christendom, for 
no one except the Jesuits, who faced torture 
and death under William Cecil, actively defended 
it after the collapse of the northern revolt' , H. Belloc, Elizabethan Commentary, 1942, p. 198. 
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unknown: they made no reports, wrote no annual 
letters. It is possible, however, to discover, 
though with slightly more difficulty, a great deal 
about many of the secular priests, and it is also 
possible to know very little about the more obscure 
Jesuits. There remains one factor: namely, that in 
Campion, Persons, Weston, Garnet, Southwell and 
Gerard, and perhaps also Holtby and Blount, the 
Jesuits had the best of the Elizabethan priests, the 
most active, the most constructive, the most 
attractive. If they were 'so passing vain-glorious 
a Societie', 
1 they had at that time some justification. 
It is very different after the execution of Garnet 
and the escape of Gerard: 
2 
the records and the 
organization remain, but there are no more great men. 
All of these great Jesuits had or may credibly 
be supposed to have had some contact with Oxfordshire, 
though with Holtby and Blount that contact was 
only education at the University. After Campion 
and Persons, only Gerard had any important influence, 
but it is worthwhile to mention Weston, Southwell 
1. A. Copley, An Answere to a Letter of a Iesvited 
Gentleman, -'T6 p Cop eey was oüt we s 
cousin. Despite his protests against the political 
ambitions and methods of the Jesuits, he was 
himself a conspirator. 
2. See B. Basset, . cit ., P"139" 
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and Garnet. Weston, who had obtained and read the 
Jesuit Annual Letters while a student at Oxford, ' 
tells us that when he left Richard Bold's house in 
Buckinghamshire where he had taken the newly arrived 
Garnet and Southwell for ten days he 'went off 
immediately to Oxford. An urgent call had come from 
a family that was in great distress and needed comfort 
and whatever advice and assistance I could give'. 
2 
The family is not named, and it is idle to speculate 
as to its identity, but perhaps less idle to note 
that Weston's whereabouts were apparently known to 
them and that he came immediately: it can hardly 
have been his only visit. 
Southwell was in Buckinghamshire in 1586. He 
was in Warwickshire on several occasions. There is 
no evidence that he was ever in Oxfordshire but in 
1588 he rode through 'a great part of England' and 
may have visited areas 'like Leicestershire and 
south Oxfordshire, rich in ancient Catholic houses 
1. J. Morris, op. cit., Il, 12. 
2. W. Weston, The-Xutobiora by of an Elizabethan, ed. and 
trans. by äraman, 19559P-ri"77 Hur ey or , Bold's house, was on the Buckinghamshire - Berkshire border (Morris, op. 2it., p. 140says it was in Berkshire). 
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and in memories of Campion'. 
1 There is one fact 
behind such speculation: his sister Frances had 
married William Lenthall of North Leigh. Meyer has 
written 'Once in England, the priests had to avoid 
their homes and the dwellings of their parents and 
kindred, lest they should expose both themselves and 
their parents to manifest danger', 
2 but this is not 
true. If there is any rule or pattern (and I do 
not believe that there is), priests were more likely 
to seek out home ground, as the Pitts brothers, 
George Napper and Thomas Plowden did: it is true that 
John Gerard found visits to his kinsmen and their 
friends in the North unprofitable but he did make 
the visits, and was not molested. 
3 
The Lenthalls would 
have been an attraction for Southwell. 
Garnet's movements are equally difficult to 
trace. 
4 He was much in the area, in Buckinghamshire, 
1. C. Devlin, The Life Of Robert Southwell, Poet and 
Martyr, 197p. 186. 
ever, Enn land and the Catholic Church under 
Queen Elizabeth,, T9 , p. 
n?. is is one of several 
totally false judgments made by Meyer on the actual 
position of Catholics in England. There are two 
sorts of recusant history; one is based upon 
essentially local records, the other on national and, 
more especially, international records. Meyer's is 
definitely of the latter class and where he turns to 
the former, he can be surprisingly careless. 
3. J. Gerard, The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, ed. and 
trans. by araman, 2n ec. , 
'1 55; p. 4. P. Caraman, He_ n2 Gar, 1964, p. 159. 
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Northamptonshire and Warwickshire. His modern 
biographer will go no further than to suggest th<3. t 
when he met Abbot and Barlow on his way to prison, 
the meeting may have taken place at Oxford. 
1 At any 
rate, such a visit would hardly have affected Oxford- 
shire Catholicism. His friendship with Robert Catesby 
and his employment of Nicholas Owen may have provided 
contact with Oxfordshire. 
: Presence in a neighbouring county could, as 
has already been said, lead to presence in Oxford- 
shire itself: it is sometimes hard to pin a man down. 
2 
There was a large and not altogether creditable 
gathering of priests at Sir George Peckham's house at 
Denham in Buckinghamshire. 
3 
The Warwickshire martyr 
Robert Dibdale was there in 1585, acting as chaplain 
to Sir George's son Edmund, 
4 but also practising 'the 
5 
off ice of an exorcist'. It seems unlikely that he 
1. P. Caraman,. cit., p. 246. They met 'at an inn'. 
2. Later this becomes very difficult where the Jesuits 
are concerned. The Oxfordshire District or Residence of 
St. Mary set up by Richard Blount as Provincial, 
included Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire and 
Northamptonshire. 
3. See W. Weston, op. cit., p. 29 seq. for 'the somewhat 
nauseous subject oT the exorcisms'. Weston was the 
chief agent. 
4. E. H. Burtonaand J. H. Pollen, Lives of the English 
Mart rs 1914, p. 236. - 
5. series 4, art. 1. Ex relatione D. Dauis Presbyteri 
a .4 2L. avis ad met Dibdale at Denham and also 'at 
the old Lord Vaux his house who then liued by London'. 
His brief account of Dibdale also gives a footnote to 
the exorcism story which one may, according to taste, 
regard as amusing, malicious or hysterical, namely that 
one of the allegedly possessed girls later 'became 
Concubine to Bancroft called Nrchbishop of Canterburie, 
0.000 
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should be the Robert Dubdeale who appears as a 
convicted recusant in the Pipe Rolls in 1580-1 
under Oxfordshire, but that Robert may be a kinsman. 
1 
The Cornish martyr John Cornelius, who was technically 
a Jesuit, 
2 
was here about the same time, and is 
said to have worked also in Oxfordshire. Alexander 
Rawlins, an Oxfordshire man, was at Denham as an 
apothecary before his ordination: 
3 in June 1586, he 
was arrested with Christopher Dryland, a priest, and 
another future martyr, Swithin Wells. As 'an obstinate 
papist and a follower of Semynaries'4 he was banished 
and became a seminary himself, returning in 1590, but 
to the North, where he was captured at the end of 
1 594 and martyred the next year. To keep the balance, 
Richard Yaxley, who was reported in Cornwall in 
... and had a childe by him as I haue heard'. Both sides indulged in such absurd scurrilities; see HMC Hatfield 
XI, 364 and the better known and more obviously cheap 
and malicious sneer of Salisbury against Garnet. 
1. E 372/426. Robert, the future priest and martyr, would 
appear to have been overseas at this time. He has often been confused with his brother Richard, as he is in the 
document cited in the previous note. 
2. He was received into the Society just before his 
execution. 
3. S. Harsnet, A Declaration of egregious Popish 
impostures, 'I O , 
p- 
4. Z___. H .S. II, 1906 , 264. 
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1587,1 was at Denham, or at least predent at Lady 
Peckham's sickbed, at the end of 1586, along with 
Richard Sherwood and Earthe alias Lee, 'who said that 
she was possessed with a devill & therefore toke vpon 
them to exorcise her'. 
2 
Presumably he had been 
attracted there by Robert Dibdale, a friend and fellow- 
student at Rheims and he was led into Oxfordshire as 
a direct consequence of his presence at Denham, 
because, shortly after Dibdale's execution (8 October 
1586) Sarah Williams one of the exorcised was 
imprisoned at oxford 'for recusencie, where she 
remained about xiiij. weekes. At what time Na: Yaxley 
caused diuers to make earnest sute for her: much 
venison (as she kath heard) was bestowed vpon the 
80hollers, and at the last she was called bef ore a 
Doctor, and after some fewe speeches deliuered'. 3 A 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. , art. 58, f. 168v. C. x. S. XXII, 1921,127 To reports him in Cornwall, bu-must be noted that 
the Lansdowne MS. already cited, f. 169v, lists Earthe 
alias Yaxey as being about London, which would appear 
to be a confusion with Earthe alias Lee who was at 
Denham at the same time as Yax eý y. 
2. SP 12/195/58,13 December 1586, Richard Young to 
walsing am. Lady Peckham died during the exorcism. 
Sherwood was later employed in Italy by Robert 
Dudley. Yaxley is here given the alias Saer. 
3. S. Harsnet, op. cit., p. 205. Yaxley is reported as dis- 
approving o wie exorcism (p. 192), and also as robbing Williams (p. 205). 
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final connection and link: John Gerard's sister 
was married to Edmund Peckham and he was here also, 
in May 1586, shortly before he left England for 
the English College, Rome. 1 
John Gerard, who had worked successively in 
Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex before his arrest in 
1594 - not to mention journeys and visits elsewhere, 
including Baddesley Clinton in Warwickshire, 
established himself at Harrowden after his escape 
from the Tower on 4 October 1597, in the household 
of Elizabeth Vaux. Roger Lee, who became a Jesuit 
in 1600, was much with him at this time, in London 
and in Northants. 
2 Lee was, in Gerard's words, 
'called to higher things than catching birds'. 
3 As 
a Jesuit priest, he was Mary Ward's confessor. 
4 A 
1. J. Gerard, op.. c_i-t., p. 217. 
2. Lee was tiki. ng the spiritual Exercises under Gerard's 
instruction; in London and in Northants. (Caraman 
suggests Kettering) they were interrupted by the 
arrival of some justices of the peace. 
3. J. Gerard, op. cit., p. 151. Cp. Jane Owen's view that the 
priesthood was a more agreeable alternative for 
younger sons than going to seed 'with a Marlin or 
Sparhauke on their fist, & a Grey-hound, or water spanell 
following them (the very badge, or armes of most 
younger brothers in diuers Shyres) hiding themselues 
for the most part of the day, in some base Ale-house; 
and often becomming (through dissolution of life) 
Fathers, before they be Husbands', An Antidote 
against Pvr ator , 1634, p. 220. 4. ,O.. 
am ers ,Te Life of Mary Ward 1585-1645,1882, 1,286. His nephew Henry wee was T associated with 
Mary Ward, 2p. cit., p. 486. Mary's brother, George, a 
Jesuit, wasin-Tfie Oxford District in 1645. 
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Buckinghamshire man, Roger Lee was a younger son of 
Edmund (or Edward) Lee of Pitstone and his wife Avice, 
daughter and coheiress of Sir Edmund Ashf ield of 
Ewelme. Avice was a widow by 1585 when she was 
summoned to pay for or towards a light horse: she 
answered that she was not a recusant. 
1 Two years 
later, however, she again appeared in a list of Buck- 
inghamshire recusants, as being worth £200 a year. 
2 
Her sister married Sir John Fortescue and was the 
mother of Sir Francis; another sister Elizabeth married 
William Fettiplace of Swinbrook, who was also a 
relation of the Fortescues. Avice's daughter Elenor 
married John Lenthall of Latchford. 
3 On his father's 
side, Roger was a kinsman of Sir Henry Lee of Woodstock 
and Ditchley, a Protestant with a possibly Catholic 
wife, Anne, daughter of William Lord Paget. 
4 Roger 
was thus well qualified to assist Gerard in making 
contact with Catholics and likely converts in his 
new mission field. 
'First of all', writes Gerard, 'he took me to see 
1. Sp 12 18 2ii iv; see also SP 12- /200Z61. 
2. ans , art. 69, f. 142,8 November 1587. 
3, 
i-. 70--0-6 ý. E 'I, f. 138v-159. See also F. G. Lee, Thame, 
T883, PP 6 
4. For Sir Henry, see E. K. Chambers, Sir 
ýHenry 
Lee, 1936. 
Sir Henry's great-niece was ElizäTeth, 1 s-t 777y 
Falkland. Lady Falkland, therefore, had, though at some 
remove, a number of Catholic kinsmen, including the 
stonors. 
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one of his relatives whose father was a member of 
the Council'. This was Francis Fortescue. Somewhat 
surprisingly, however, it was Francis' wife, Grace 
Manners, who was Gerard's target: Francis himself 
'was a schismatic (that is, a Catholic by conviction), 
but there was no hope of converting him'. Grace 
Fortescue became a Catholic without much difficulty: 
she was presumably already something of a 'schismatic' 
herself. Gerard then placed the Jesuit Anthony 
Hoskins in the house (presumably Salden, Bucks. ): 
Francis made no demur and, later, would even prepare 
the altar for Mass. Iahen Gerard wrote in 1609, there, 
so far as he knew, the matter rested. 
1 In 1612, as we 
have seen, Sir Francis had at least become a non- 
communicant and known encourager of papists. 
2 It is 
an intemsting story: in Gerard's eyes, the gulf 
between a Catholic and a 'schismatic' was clearly 
very great indeed. 
3 
Lee also introduced Gerard to a completely non- 
Catholic family, his neighbours the Digbys. The 
1. J. Gerard, op. cit., pp. 161-3. 
2. Trinit College Ca bride MS. R 5.14, art. 6. His wife, 
o ou 1 vie mim, s no --------- . presumably as who- having at the time at least no direct contact with 
Oxfordshire* 
3. A 'schismatic' risked his life - endangered by the 
elements and the law - to help Gerard escape, J. Gerard, 
op. cit., pp. 132-7. This rnan, forTerly Gerard's warder in the CTink, clearly did not lack physical courage: he 
had a wife and family and would not risk poverty, 
J. Gerardjpk. cit., p. 102. 
.3et I-). 
Digbys on conversion, also received their resident 
Jesuit, John Percy alias Fisher, who later converted 
Chillingworth. The Digby example, their arrange- 
ments for worship, was followed by many Catholics in 
the neighbourhood: 'They founded congregations 
centered round their own homes... ' And amongst them 
was 'a lady who lived near Oxford', identified by 
Caraman as a Curzon of ; WWaterperry. 
1 
The identification 
is, at least, plausible, and the lady would there- 
fore be lady Anne, wife of Sir Francis (d. October 
1610). She was a daughter of Judge Southcote and 
certainly a Catholic. Gerard describes her husband 
as a Catholic, 'but his interests were worldly'. Roth 
welcomed Gerard and the priest he sent them, Fr. 
Edward Walpole, who is probably the priest whom 
Humphrey Leech -met when he was still somewhat bemused 
at the realization that the Church of England was 
not, as he had conceived it, Catholic. 
2 
There was also Lady Agnes Wenman, a friend of 
Elizabeth Vaux, and wife of the Protestant Sir 
Richard of Thame. She could not have a priest in 
her house permanently, but arranged to support one 
1. J. Gerard, op. cit., p. 169, following Foley IV, 574. 
2. Foley IV, r4 
39, 
'who could visit her regularly in her husband's 
absences'. Gerard also visited her, and it was at 
Thame that he had his famous meeting with George 
Abbot, who was, at least as Gerard tells the story, 
roundly trounced in argument by the disguised Jesuit. 1 
It must have been an odd household. 
Gerard also maintained successive houses in 
London, and he took one in 1599 which was nominally 
let to Roger Lee's nephew, whom Gerard had received 
into the Catholic Church with his wife, again 
plausibly identified by Caraman as Edmund Lenthall 
of Lhford and Haseley. The wife was Elizabeth 
Stonor: it seems a little odd that she should have 
needed to be received. Perhaps Gerard exag: Terated 
a little or had forgotten the details. it is less 
likely to be Lee's other nephews. 2 Whether it was 
Lenthall or another, 'People did not know he was a 
Catholic and consequently the house was above 
suspicion'. 
3 Lee now left England to join the 
society, but before he left he introduced Gerard to 
his friend, Nicholas Hart alias Strange and Hammond, 
1. J. Gerard,. op. c., pp. 1? p_1 
2. F. G. Lee, jp. c t 
T., 
pp. 561-4. 
3. J. Gerard, o .ct., p. 172. Gerard's housekeeper was 
'a schismatic, a good and honest man'. 
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a Kentishman, born either in 1577 or 1581, who had 
been at Oxford. Hart was converted by a Franciscan 
I 
but under Gerard's influence became a Jesuit 
(1604/5). He later worked in the Oxford District. 2 
The greater part of Gerard's activity, one 
suspects, still lies hidden: even in what he tells 
there are perhaps too many uncertainties. Caraman 
gives us two more besides those already dealt with: 
a lady, whose Catholic husband 'was one of the 
principal officers in the Irish war' arranged for 
Gerard to hear the confession of Richard de Burgh, 
later 4th Earl of Clanricarde. The lady's husband 
may have been Sir Henry Norris, son of Lord Norris 
of Rycot. 
3 As Caraman points out, Sir Thomas 
Norris' wife became 'a great Catholique'. Secondly, 
the brother-in-law, son and brother of an earl 
converted by Gerard may be either Francis Planners 
1. William Stanney. Perhaps godfather of John Napper 
of Holywell, Oxford, born 16 January 1618, C. i. S. I, 
1905,135. Certainly the Nappers lad Franciscan 
contacts: two, William (b. 1615) and Francis (b. 1623) 
became Franciscans. 
2. And may have been godfather to Francis Napper, John's 
Franciscan brother ;C . I, 1905,135" John died in infancy, otherwise I suppose he would have been the 
family's second Jesuit. For Hart see Foley VII, 337. 
3. J. Gerard, 22. cit., p. 175, Clanricarde acquired Engle- 
field near re-Ring by his marriage to Frances 
Walsingham, widow of Sir Philip Sidney and the Earl 
of Essex. 'She was a heretic, but he made her a 
Catholic', 0'0. cit., p. 178. For Englefield and the 
Clanricardes see T. B. Trappes-Lomax, Biographical 
Studies , 1,1951 , 132. 
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or the poet and Oxford resident William Percy. 
1 
Besides these leading Jesuits, the following 
also came from or came to Oxfordshire. Thomas 
Williams was born in Oxford in 1539 and became a 
Jesuit in 1557: he did not work in England, but at 
Vienna and Olmutz, dying in the latter place on 
" 11 December 1613. His father was 'a leading 
merchant' of Oxford 
2 
and it is therefore probable 
that he was of the same family as the Church Papist, 
alderman and J. P. who held the Star Inn in 1577.3 
1. J. Gerard, op. cit., pp. 180,258-c, '. William Percy, son of 
the 8th Earl of Northumberland, was 'a singular 
character'. He entered Gloucester Hall in 1588, was 
often in prison and was an admitted Catholic - his terms in prison were not for religious reasons. 
He retired to Oxford and lived there, drinking 
nothing but ale, till his death in 1648. See 
G. Brenan, A History of the House of Percy, 1902, II, 
36,207-8. His CathöTicism iss not very apparent in 
his writings. There is an assault by fairies on a 
bishop's pursuivant in The Faery Pastorall or 
Forrest of Elues, p. 139 --Vu was well known that 
the fairies were of the old profession'. The 
following advice is given in The Cuck-Queanes and 
Cuckolds Errants or the Bearing; down te Inne, --p-. 78, 
'Item you shall carry in one of your Pockets, 
Geneua Psalms, in the other Lady Mattens; If you 
be taken by Spaniards, you shall shewe them your 
Lady tlattens, If by the English, you shall produce 
them your Geneua Psalrnes'. (Both works cited from 
the Roxbur he Club editibn, 1824). 
2. Foley IV, 572. 
3. The alderman might be the Jesuit's father or he 
might be his brother or some more distant relation. 
What is certain is that the Jesuit was not the son 
of that William who held the Star Inn in 1641, as 
Mrs. Stapleton suggests, Post-Reformation Catholic 
Missions in Oxfordshire 06, p. , n. . 
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Thomas Rand of Oxfordshire 
1 became a Jesuit in 
1600, so that his mission belongs rather to the 
Stuart period. 
William Warford may have been in Oxford in 
about 1591: 
2 
a curious letter says of him 'you shall 
shortlie enioye the societie of oure welibeloved Dr 
Reynolldes cheife Jesuitt of oure Englishe Colledge 
at Rhemes with ye companie of Dr Wallf orde and 
Gerat Bellamie latly by oure sellfe created preist... 
for Dr Wallford he will be well provided for in 
Oxf orde with Mr Napper, a renowned and vertuous 
catholicke'. Every one who has noticed this 'Coppie 
of a letter written from D. Allen vnto Mr White 
3 
a Seminary preist in ye Klinke especially and to 
ye rest of ye preistes in Newgate the ffleete and 
ye Marshaliseas' 
4 
seems to have accepted it without 
question. But it is curious that the Cardinal 
should have used the locution 'oure aunciente 
Catholicke Apostolicke and romishe church'; called 
1. Though in one place described as of Warwickshire. 
2. Ordained in 1584. Warford did not become a 
Jesuit till 1594. 
3. Not identified, but conceivably John Green, a priest 
who had worked in Buckinghamshire and was in prison 
from 1587. 
4. SP 12/238/126ii. No other date than 10th March. 
The covering letter is dated 20 April 1592. 
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Rainolds 11 cheif e Jesuitt... '; and signed his 
own name, John Allen. Moreover, even if the 
Cardinal had been consecrated, that he should speak 
of the creation of a priest seems a little odd. 
And the document is in odd company. SP 12/238/126ii1 
tells a very curious story about one John Allyn of 
Gloucester Hall. SP 12/238/126iv describes how a 
convert must accept seven sacraments, and then 
lists uix as follows: baptism, matrimony, consecration, 
extreme unction, orders of the church and the 
sacrament of priesthood. Part at least of the 
bundle was information supplied by one Robert 
Weston, taken on his travels. 2 It need not be 
dismissed out of hand. Even the item on the 
sacraments supplies useful information as to the 
extent to which they had been forgotten, even to 
their very names. And Mr. Napper was 'a renowned 
and vertuous catholike' 
3 
entertained Warf ord. 
and could therefore have 
Finally, some light is 
1. Presumably William Rainolds. There were no 
Jesuits of this name except an 18th century lay- 
brother, though Richard Blount used Richard 
Rainolds as an alias. 
2. Weston was found to have a letter addressed to 
Francis Babington in his possession. His father 
was a lawyer and 'a notable recusant dwelling in 
Clerckenwell'. 
3. Warford's name is again linked with a Napper, 
presumably George, in Sp 12/239/114. Unfortunately, 
Weston is still the iniorman . 
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thrown on the reliability of the information 
received by the authorities. 
Edmund Smith met two future Jesuits, John 
Greaves and Francis Young who 'were the means of 
first opening to me the way to Christ'. 
' Young 
at least was at one time in Oxford 
2 
where he bad 
come to see friends. 
The other religious orders are best left till 
we come to the 1? th century. Godfrey Anstruther 
lists some thirty Oxfordshire secular priests: 
3 in the 
1. Foley I©, 608. Born c. 1577 at 'Cromish' (Crowmarsh 
Gifford) Smith was educated at Burford and Oxford, 
and was himself ordained on 24 May 1603. 
2. As a priest, that is, for both were Oxford men. 
Young had been at St. Mary's Hall and Trinity, and 
after his conversion by Oldcorne, was a tutor in 
Robert Dormer's household for some years. 
3. G. Anstruther, The Seminary Priests, 1968, p. 402. 
Strictly, OxforT'diocese,, ut at this time diocese 
and county were more or less coterminous. The 
actual number listed is 32, but Robert Charnock 
seemsto-be a Londoner and one or two came on the 
Mission too late to be properly Elizabethan 
priests. They are Oliver Almond, Henry Ansley, 
John Appletree, Giles Archer, George and Gregory 
Bell (there is no George or Gregory Bell in the 
text), George Chamberlain, Robert Charnock, Henry 
Clinch, John Clinch, John Filby, William Filby, 
William Flekney, Owen Fletcher, Michael Gardiner, 
Thomas Green, John Hart, John Haywood, John 
Humphrey, George Napper, George Nichols, John 
Owen, Walter Owen, Thomas Pierpoint, Arthur Pitts, 
Robert Pitts, Alexander Rawlins, Roger Ridley, 
Henry Rook, Stephen Rowsham, Edward Stransham, 
Thomas Stransham and Richard White. 
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province of Canterbury, only the dioceses of Lichfield 
Lincoln and London produced more secular priests 
at this time, and each of these dioceses covered 
more than one county. But of the thirty odd, 
nearly half may not have worked in Oxfordshire at 
all, and of the seven martyrs ,1 only two were taken 
and executed in Oxfordshire, though William Filby 
was, as we have seen, taken at or on his way to 
Lyford, and Edward Stransham, although taken in 
London, had worked in Oxforddhire. 
John Owen, one of the Trinity men taken over- 
seas by Etransham, might have been the eighth 
martyr. He was taken at Winhhester on 28 February 
1584/5 and sent up to London. Although he gave 
his name as John Gardiner, he admitted his Oxford 
birth and education, that he had left England 
'aboute midsonmer last was twelvemonth' and that he 
had been ordained on 'Trinitie eave last' by the 
Bishop of Soissons: Prebendary Harwood of 
Winchester Cathedral, and formerly of Corpus 
Christi College, recognised him as John Owen. 
2 
1. William Filby, Thomas Green, George Mapper, George 
Nichols, Alexander Rawlins, Stephen Rowsham and 
Edward StrEnsham. 
2. SP 12/17' 1. Owen had been at Corpus Christi 
before entering Trinity. 
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He had left London on February 13th and had 
journeyed towards capture in Winchester via Kingston, 
Guildford and Alton. 
1 
His examiners report that 
he, and two laymen taken with him, had fled from 
London upon the detection of Parry. Owen refused to 
say anything of his lodgings and activities. He 
was banished but 'sailing between Dieppe and Callais 
was by tempest as he sayeth driven into England' 
and again taken, this time in Sussex. Imprisoned 
in the Marshalsea, his refusal to say he would take 
the Queen's part in a war for religion ensured his 
being included in a group of four priests to be 
tried and executed at Chichester, part of the large 
number of 1588 post -Armada executions: the other 
three were Ralph Crockett, Edward James and Francis 
Edwards. 
2 The Bishop of Chichester was present at 
their trial, and 'dealt most with John oven, whoe in 
his youth was knowne to the Byshop and had receyved 
exhibition of him'. After sentence, Owen agreed 
1. One of his captors, the pursuivant Stephen Cheston, 
was reconciled soon afterwards, J. E. Paul, 'Hamnshire 
Recusants in the Time of Elizabeth I, with special 
reference to Winchester', Proceedin Ls of the 
Ham shire Field Club , X1ý: I, n . ii, J4; see also S" 
2. E M. IIarl. .6ß, f. 235; C. x. S. V, 1908,162. A list in 
C. R. N. V1129 says Owen was n the Clink. Crockett 
n ames were Oxford men, Gloucester Hall and St. John's. 
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'to take the oath appoynted by the Statut of Anno 
primo' and did so publicly the next day (Tuesday, 
October 1st), also making certain declarations of 
loyalty appointed by Thomas Bowyer: he then passed 
into the custody of the Bishop. Francis Edwards 
yielded after the execution of Crockett and James 
(October 1st). 1 
It is not clear who was the 'Mr Oven'who was 
with Lady Clerk in Oxfordshire some years later. 
2 
John's brother Walter would seem to have been dead. 
The general body of the priests are perhaps 
best approached through the laity, the general body, 
that is, as distinct from those who, usually through 
capture, have left more extensive documentation. 
A list of those who entertained priests compiled 
in February 1583/4 gives, for Oxfordshire; 
'Mr Borne of Chesterton grange neer to 
Biseter a recusant harborethe theis preists folowinge 
moste comonlie: Smythe alias Partrige: Chapman, 
Anslowe alias Transhame: Dewe: Filbye: and anie 
other preists that come from the Semynarie. 
Mr Butler of Bisiter entertaineth: Askewe alias 
1. SP 1221 1. 
2. " 
4o, 
Nutter: ffylbie alias Leye with the reste before 
named, and anie other seminarie preist that comes 
Mr Harte of the same towne entertainer 
of the same preists that Mr Butler dothe 
Paxton: Browne: Capper: and Jackson of Goddington 
scismatiks entertainer of all those preists before 
named 
Mr Owen of God. stowe harde by Oxforde kepeth one 
Hynde a preist continuallie in his howse and receuethe 
anie other that will come 
Barber and Sampson of Oxford they themselves 
scismatiks and their wyves recusants receiue in 
like manner anie preists that are sent to them 
Mistress Pitts of If lye harde by Oxforde 
kepeth continuallie in her howse one Smythe a preist. 
ffordes eldest sonne of Garsington iiij miles 
from Oxford beinge a recusant leadeth vp and downe 
in the Cuntrey anie preist that cometh to him'. 
' 
of these, Nutter and Filby are also noted in 
Berkshire; Chapman, Filby, Nutter and Stransham in 
Buckinghamshire; and Nutter in Hampshire. 
2 The 
picture is obviously not complete: it represents the 
1. SP 12/168/346. cp. SP 121168Z . This is the list 
misprinted by Foley and Stap eton, see page 14. 
2. Also in 'Southampt Com' was Stone alias Gunnes, 
with Nutter and others at Lady West's. 
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best the authorities could do at the time, no 
more and, quite possibly, a little less. But it 
is clear that there were at least some Oxfordshiie 
Catholics in 1583/4 who had fairly easy access 
to priests. 
A more individual picture is presented in the 
same year by Ralph Betham, then 'mynister of ye 
worde & Curate of Shepperton in Mydlesex' who had 
been reconciled by William Harris. Some of the 
information he provides has been used already, but 
it seems worthwhile to give it all in one place. 
Betham was appa±ently an Oxfordshire man: his 
uncle Christopher was of Adwell and married Margaret, 
daughter of Edmund Symeon of Pyrton. 1 Ralph's 
sister Sybill was in the service of Mistress 
Dormer when Campion was in the area: 
2 
a Sybil 
Betham, probably the same, married Humphrey 
rliddlemore of they Warwickshire recusant family. 
3 
Ralph himself was reported to have first 'for feare 
dyssembled that he chaunged his oppynyon in matters 
1. SP 12/185/5. Betham reports in 1585 that his 
unc e Christopher had told him some 2 or 3 years 
earlier that Persons was in England. For Christopher's 
marriage see F. G. Lee, Thame, 1883, p. 155" 
2 SP 12/1 6A 2 'i i. 
3. , 
: Phi more, Some Accounts of the Famil of 
Middlemore of Warwýckshire an örcesterm ire901 , p 53. Two oirHump reyts s sus married into the 
Sßudamore and Braybrook families; his elder 
brother married a Brooke of Madeley. 
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of Relygyon' but to have become, in tract of time, 
'whollie altered' and a loyal Protestant, the 
proof being the report in which he betrayed, besides 
1 many priests and gentlefolk, his own sister. 
Here is a synopsis of the report that his 
'bounden duty bothe towarde god and Z-his 7 country' 
called forth, dated 10 February 1583/4. William 
Harris the priest of the diocese of Lincoln who 
reconciled him some six years previously was then 
with Edward East of Bledlow, Bucks. Betham saw 
him there and arranged to meet him again at Arthur 
pttts' house at Iff ley, where he found also Arthur's 
son Robert who had been ordained at Cambrai, 7 April 
1576.2 From Iffley, Betham went with Harris to 
Cokethorpe where East had a house: there he was 
reconciled. 'Afterward aboute Easter was three 
yeares I was present with ye saide Harrys when he 
said masse in ye Lady Babyngtons house at Twyf ord in 
Buckynghamsheere'. Harris also took Campion to 
visit the Dormers at Wing, Buckinghamshif'e'as I 
vnderstoode by one Sybyll Betham my syster who 
wayteth on Mystres Dormer': Betham was present. 
1. SP 121682 . 
2. -VA wise, earned, obstinate papiste' who 'comethe 
often to his mothers howse at Iseclye iij myles 
from Oxforde'% SF 12/154/76. Betham says one mile, 
my guide-book says two, and I suppose that it is 
now part of Oxford. 
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He knew Richard Norris in London 'aboute 
Christmas was foure yeares'. Norris, a. Somerset 
man, had taught three of Lord Windsor's brothers at 
Gloucester Hall 'under one Mr Allen' before 
becoming a Fellow of Trinity, 1 and after his ordination 
at Laon on 13 June 1579, he taught Owen of Godstow's 
children in his Holborn house. When Betham met 
2 
him, he was in company with Thomas Stamp, a priest 
'remayninge then (as this Norys tolde me) with 1)ir 
George Peckham'. Norris heard Betham's confession 
in a house in Holborn belonging to Sir Christopher 
Hatton ! He several times heard Mass said by 
Norris in a house belonging to a Queen's pursuivant 
in Fetter Lane, 'Mr George Gilbert, & one Gyfforde, 
& one Perpointe' being present. There were also 
Hasses attended by members of the Inns of Court: 
Betham forgets the name of another priest who said 
one of the Masses, 'I beseeche you pardon my 
forgetfulness'. He is always careful to say when 
he is not sure or when he forgets: he might have 
forgotten his sister. 
1. Not in Foster. 
2. Betham's report is summarised under Norris in G. 
Anstruther, ob. cit., pp. 25k_5, though his name is 
given as Ben ham. (It is correctly given as Betham 
under Robert Sutton). Anstruther further suggests 
that Norris' pupils may have included Bl. Nicholas 
Owen and his brothers, but these were not the Owens 
of Godstow. 
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Then there was John Colleton, who was captured 
with Campion. He 'at Whitsontide was three yeares' 
was at Mr. Braybrook's in Berkshire, presumably 
James of Bright Waltham, a noted recusant related 
to the Middlemores. Colleton had also been at 
'Accon' (Iron Acton) in Gloucestershire with Sir 
Nicholas Poyntz, and on his recommendation Betham 
now entered Sir Nicholas' service. Earlier he had 
hoped to enter the service of Yates of Lyford where 
'there was dayly papishe masse sounge'. % 
Also about this time he knew 'one Sutton a 
Master of Arte & sometymes fellowe of Trynitie college 
in Oxford' in Sir Thomas Gerard's house in Fleet 
Street. There were three Sutton brothers, all 
priests: William Sutton who taught John Gerard Greek, 
Robert, a martyr who had also stayed at the Gerards', 
and Abraham. Those who were present at the Masses 
Sutton said at Gerard's Fleet Street house included 
Sybill Betham and Ursula Hoorde, perhaps of the 
family of Thomas Hoord to whom Ralph Sheldon owed 
£24,000, and which had various connections with 
Oxfordshire. One notices the way in which, outside 
the county, the associations formed in the county 
are kept up: Oxfordshire men and women in, say, 
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London would go to Mass together, the Mass being 
said on occasion by an Oxfordshire priest. 
Then there was a former Lincoln College man, 
Chapman, who also 'aboute Mydsommer was three 
yeare' was at Edward East's in Bledlow. Again, 
there is a choice, either John or Richard. But 
John, although Anstruther assigns him to Lincoln 
1 College on Betham's authority only, was not ordained 
till 4 March 1581, whilst Richard was ordained in 
1576; moreover, Anstruther more plausibly accepts 
Richard as working in the Oxfordshire area some 
years later. 
2 Probably, then, it was Richard's Mass 
that Betharn attended, in company with the -East 
family and the future Jesuit Thomas Fitzherbert; 
it was 'Jane Goldewyer nowe a prysoner in ye Clinke' 
who told Betteam of Fitzherbert's marriage to 
Dorothy East. 
3 Among those present at the Mass was 
'one Mr Tempest sonne vnto yt Tempest (as I thinke) 
1. Not in Foster. 
2. SI 12/222/Z8; for which see below. R. Lloyd attributes 
this activity to John, Dorset Elizabethans, 1967, p. 
109. John, however, did have an indirect Oxford 
connections he carried messages to Pinhoe, Devon 
to 'one Mr Reynolds brother to the man that read 
the Lecture at Reymes', SP 12 15 /8,8 August 1582. He 
was an ex-minister, convert ey reading, and had 
gone to London, to the Marshalsea 'and there 
enquyered for Catholiques'. 
3. A Joan Goldwier of Oxfordshire, widow was before the 
Ecclesiastical Commission in April 1580, B. M. Harl. P'IS. 
6Q, art. 30, along with several other Gxf or TFi sire 'men 
and women mentioned in this chapter, as the Owens, 
Margaret Pitts and James Braybrooke. Braybrooke is 
described as 'of Oxfordshire'. 
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which was in ye rebellion in ye Northe. One Mr 
Robert Pelson of Aston in Oxfordesheere maryed his 
sister (as I thinke)'. The rebel was Robert Tempest 
of Holmeside in Durham, sheriff of Durham in 1561: he 
went into exile after the failure of the Northern 
rising with his heir Michael, but a younger son 
William settled in Oxfordshire and a daughter Anne 
married Robert Belson. 
I William's wife was present 
at the Mass said by John Payne at Haddon: she was 
Elizabeth, daughter of William Moore of Haddon. 
2 Also 
present at this Buckinghamshire Mass were Mrs. Harper 
of Chinnor, Oxfordshire 'twoe myle from ye saide 
Bledlowe' and Dr. Sherwood's brother. 
3 
Chapman used also to say hass at Aston Rowant in 
Robert Belson's house, as Margery or Margaret Betharn 
told Ralph, and at Cokethorpe, before a similar 
congregation. Bethain was on sufficiently close terms 
with Chapman for the priest to take him to one 
Filby's house, 'a Curryer in Magdalene parishe in 
Oxforde' , that 
is George Filby, father of the martyr 
William. George's other priest son, John, was in the 
house at the time: Betharn saw him later in 1583 in 
1. A. Hamilton, The Chrorjcie of the En liph Au ustinian 
Canonesses ate u ar o he Ißä ran, a t. onica sin 
Louva n, 93b=8. 
2. B. MLa d. M , art. 60. 
3. For the Sherwood family see J. A. Williams, Bath and 
Rome, 1963, PP"12-14. 
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Southwark; to the best of Betham's knowledge, he was 
then mainly with John Goodwin of Nether Winchendon, 
Bucks., Sir John Goodwin's heir. Chapman also took 
him to 'one Transhams house' in the same parish of 
St. Mary Magdalen, presumably the father of two more 
priests, Thomas and the martyr Edward. 
Walter Stokes, who had been porter at t. John's, 
said Mass at Mr. Thompson's in Berkshire 'within 
three myle of Cockeruppe aforesaid... aboute Sainte 
James tyde was three yeares', the congregation 
including Mrs. East, her daughter, Thomas Fitzherbert 
and Jane Goldwyer. Betham also saw Stokes at 'Mr 
Plorrice his house', perhaps the Mr-Morris who 
entertained Campion. In 1583 he came across him in 
the Clink, with Jane Goldwyer and Shelley, but she 
told him he was not a prisoner: 'I coulde Keare 
nothinge eis of him there, but that he came to see 
his frendes there'. 
There was a Marian Priest, Renalde Aldrige, at 
Robert Dormer's; also Edward East's brother Henry 
and Dorothy Hoorde. 
1 
Betham next moves north, where we need not 
1. There was a Dorothy Hoorde in Lady Margaret 
Sackville's service in 1583 who had previously been 
in that of 'the lord Mountagues soons wief', SP 12/164/48 
26 December 1583. 
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follow him, save to note that the move was 
presumably in some way connected with Margaret 
Dormer's marriage to Henry Constable, at whose 
house Betham met yet another priest. 
He knew of one Vycars who taught Sir Edward 
Herbert's children in Middlesex and then moved 
to Lord Compton 'to teache his children'. Norris 
had told him of a Vicars, once of Lincoln College, 
who was made a priest overseas, but Betharn will 
not say for certain that this is the man. Whoever 
he was, he is presumably the same man who was 
listed in Oxford in 1577 as 'a Lovanist who lieth 
in corners'. 
1 About that time (1577), Betham 
was in Bristol. 
He ends with two paragraphs on lay recusants. 
Thomas Gifford of Claydon, Buckinghamshire married 
'at a masse' John Chamberlayne's daughter. This 
was Cecilia, daughter of John Chamberlayne and 
Elizabeth Owen. 
2 
What conclusions may be drawn from Betham's 
account of his life as a Catholic? As one reads 
the document or as one writes it out, there seem to 
. 1. SP 12/11813 
2. o oo .P1, ff. 76v-77. John's sister 
orothmarr e omas Hb(o)rd and may be the 
Dorothy Hoord mentioned above. 
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be countless priests, readily available to him, 
but the total count is only a dozen odd spread 
over some six years. Betham can have experienced 
little difficulty, while he was a practising 
Catholic, in receiving the Sacraments several times 
a year, but it is less certain that he could have 
had regular, daily, weekly or even monthly, access 
to them. Sir Nicholas Poyntz while Betharn was with 
1 him does not seem to have had a priest in his house: 
perhaps it is significant that there Betham had 
moved out of the Oxfordshire-Buckinghamshire-Berkshire 
area, perhaps not. It may also be significant that 
Betham himself was peripatetic. Of an apparently 
more desolate area (from the recusancy point of view) 
it has been said that at the end of the 16th century, 
, over large areas of Wiltshire, Somerset, Dorset, 
Devon, and Cornwall, it became literally impossible 
for poor men without horses, and bound by their 
work to the soil, to come within reach of the 
Sacraments'. 
2 This can hardly have been true of 
many people in Oxfordshire either at the same period 
1. 'And during the tyme yt I remayned there Sir Nycholas Poynes on a tyme asked me, whether I could helpe him to a priest or not'. 
2. K. H. Beck, Recusancy and Nonconformity in Devon and Somerset, I- Zris o esi-s7,1961 ; p: 2. 
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or later; there were more priests and more Catholic 
gentry. It might be more true in the northern 
part of the county, in Hanwell, Broughton and 
Banbury. What is true is that very few people, if 
any, could guarantee access to the Sacraments at 
any given moment: Mary Ward had a priest with her on 
1 January 1645, but not when she died on 3anuary 20th, 
for 'they are dear things, and not to be had but 
at dear rates'. 
' Nearer home, Arthur Pitta' two 
priest sons in his house did not prevent his dying 
outside the Roman Catholic Church and (literally) 
inside the Anglican. 
2 Had he died the death he 
expected and banked on, however, it would seem that 
Pitts could have drawn on as many priests as he might 
reasonably have hoped for if there had been no 
persecution at all. 
If one must remain undecided upon this major 
question, Betham's account at least makes it clear, 
if it was not clear already, that the county barrier 
is artificial. It must be adhered to for the 
purposes of ordered study, but one must bear it 
constantly in mind that that adherence is no more 
1. M. C. E. Chambers, The Life of Mary Ward 1585-16-45, 
18821119494-8. Me words are Mary P'oyntzTand. the 
imagery follows on the use of the expression 'a 
silver pin' to describe a priest. 
2. 'God's anger against the schismatics is shown by 
their being generally deprived by sudden death, or 
other obstacles, of sacramental confession' (Annual 
Letters 1608), Foley VII, 990. 
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than an academic convenience. 
Another document 1 listing nine priests 
serves to make the same point. Chapman 'one of the 
Auncientest of this societie and longest continuing 
in the Contrye'2 had been fourteen or fifteen 
years'in divers sheres, but chefely in thes iii, 
vizt Buckingham, Oxenf ord, and Barkeshere'. In 
Oxfordshire, he was most at Kirtlington; and in 
Bucks. at Addington with Mrs-Windsor. John Filby 
'whoe goeth vnder the name of Byforeste' was in 
Oxfordshire and Berkshire, originally with 'Mr. 
Ambrose' at Stanton St. John, that is Ambrose Edmonds, 
and then, after Ambrose's death, with 'Mr Belsory 
of Ixell fforrest in Buckinghamsheere', that is 
Mr. Belson. At this latter residence, 20 marks' 
worth of 'Churchstuffe, and Bookes' was found by a 
pursuivant: after this, Filby avoided the house for 
a while. 'He hath frequented Oxford and Buckingham- 
sheere any tyme then xii or xiijtene yeres'. John 
Stransom, 
3 having been much in Oxfordshire and 
Buckinghamshire had left for the North 'for want 
1. SP 12/229/? 8, no date, c. 1590. 
2. Ä description that suits Richard rather than John. 
3. Sic. Probably Thomas Stransham. 
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of harbore and enterteynement'. Hopton 1 was 
usually at Buckland, in Berkshire 'at one Mr Yates 
his place, whose wife (as I here) is a recusante'. 
2 
There was a search here, when Hopton hid with 'noe 
more but the bare seelinge betwixte the Pursivaunte 
and him'. He had been about Oxford ten or twelve 
years. Oliver Almond, an Oxfordshire man, 'haunteth 
most in Oxfordsheere' and had stayed 'at a place 
within twoe or thre miles of Oxford called Borschyll 
where dwelleth one Goodwife maiowe'. The sixth, Francis 
alias Eaton 
3 
worked mostly outside the area, but 
it is interesting to note that he had visited Dr. 
Sherwood at Bath 'under culler of Phisike', as did 
other priests and recusants. John Fixer was said 
to be in Hampshire. 
At Mrs. Vaux's in Warwickshire there were some- 
times 'at one tyme v or vj prests'. There was a 
Marian priest called Jackson 'in and aboute Oxford'. 
And another Marian priest called John Ryne used to 
live in George Etheridge's house and at Mrs. Porter's 
near Dorchester. 
1. 'But I surmise that his owne name is otherwise'. 
This is presurnably Anthony Hungerford's political 
priest, see page 54.5, 
2. Edward Yate of Buckland's wife was the sister of 
Gilliam Gifford, later Archbishop of Rheims, SP 12/245Z33., 
3. probably Reginald Eaton who had called himself 
Francis Burroughs at Rheims. 
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Returning to the priests' side of the story, 
Anthony Sherlock studied at Oxford for eight or 
nine years; 
' in 1596 he crossed over to France, 
'being then no recusant', was ordained at Rouen, 
'and retourned Into England agayne within the same 
yere & within foure monthes of my departure thence'. 
If true, there could hardly be a better illustration 
of the deficiencies of the secular organization: 
one did not become a Jesuit so easily. It is not, 
however, certain that Sherlock's statement is true. 
He claimed to have been ordained by the Bishop of 
Ross, but it is not at all clear that the bishop 
was in France at the time. 'Was he, ' asks Anstruther, 
'perhaps the only known bogus Elizabethan Driest? ' .2 
Sherlock went first to Lady Stonor 3 and stayed 
with her 'for the most part e of thre or foure 
yeres saying masse in her howse many tymes'. That 
also is a feature of the period: one had often to 
make do with the priests one could get, a Campion 
one day and then a Sherlock for years. He moved to 
Warwickshire and Margaret Bishop of Brailes, with 
whom he stayed two or three years; then to 
1. Not in Foster. 
2. G. Anstruther, The Seminary Priests, (1968), p. 311. 
3. RJ. Stonor, 2. ciý:; p. _ says 
ýfie came to 
Stonor in 3$; but his only authority seems to 
be the document used here. 
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Worcestershire for about the same time, staying with 
several people including Lady Windsor, and making 
at least one trip back into Warwickshire. After a 
visit to Staffordshire he returned to Warwickshire 
at Easter 1605, but seems to have found no lodging, 
spending 'many dayes & nights lyinge without dores 
harberlesse & comfortlesse' until he was captured 
on 27 January 1605/6 at Yardly in Worcestershire in 
the house of a poor man named John Greene. Had the 
Ladies had enough of him? He had had enough of 
them, and conformed, saying 'for all this course 
and ordre of my lyffe so dysorderly led I haue 
nothing but sorow remayninge'. 
1 It was Sherlock 
who identified Henry Garnet: 'I hope', comments 
Gerard, 'rather out of simplicity than malice'. 
Apparently it had been Garnet who directed Sherlock 
to Stonor. 
2 
Robert Nutter, the Dominican martyr, worked in 
OxfordshiDe as a secular priest before 1585 when 
he was captured at Oxford: while there he converted 
and sent to Douai Thomas or Edward Dodwell, who 
turned out to be a spy. 
3 
There may have been another 
1. Sp 14/18/51. See also Foley IV, 75-76. 
2. araman, Fienry Garnet, 1964, pp. 342-3. 
3. G. Anstruther, A Hun e Homeless Years, 1958, p. 44. 
Nutter was martyred a Lancas e on 26 July 1600. 
See also SP 12/'168/34 quoted above, and HMC Hatfield 
IX, 283-4. 
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martyr in Oxford in 1584: in that year a curious 
Scot, George Douglas, wandered about England, 
from London to Oxford, from Oxford to Northampton, 
and then to Rutland. In Oxford he 'talked with 
doctor Omfrey and desiered a pasport of him and 
sent a sadler a scotte dwelling in the same towne 
to Mr Vicechauncellor to procure A pasport, but 
Could gett none'. 
1 It seems an unpromising 
identification, but it has been suggested that this 
may be the Scots priest executed at York in 1587.2 
(b) Early Stuart Priests. 
Twelve Oxfordshire men entered the Society of 
Jesus during that part of the 17th century with 
which we are concerned, two of them as temporal 
coadjutors or lay brothers. The lay brothers were 
George Bartlett or Barklett (1570-1645) who entered 
in 1612, and Robert Rage (1591-14 January 1634) who 
entered in 1615. To these two, one might add 
Thomas Horne (1602-14 February 1652) who did not 
enter till 1641 and Ralph Crouche (1620-1679) who 
1 SP 12/172/65,13 August 1584. 
2. . 
E. - . ur on and J. ti. Pollen, Lives of the English 
llartr 4, PP " 319-320. 
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entered in 1658/9. There was also William Browne, 
third son of Anthony Browne, son of the ist and 
father of the 2nd Viscount Nontaque, and Mary Dormer: 
Browne was born in Buckinghamshire and became a 
Jesuit lay brother in 1614. 
Francis Thompson alias Yate (1577-1614) was 
the son of John Thompson of Broadwell and became a 
Jesuit in 1606, three years after his ordination. 
William Flexney, Flekney or Flexen (1575-1632) was 
ordained in 1600 and became a Jesuit c. 1611. William 
Carleton (1577-1622) and Thomas Plowden (1594-1664) 
both became Jesuits in 1617; 1 John Grimston alias 
Lane (1576-1649) in 1620; John Nelson (1593-1670) 
in 1622; John Turner (1604-1681) in 1623 and 
Francis Turner (1612-1659) in 1635. 
Adrian Fortescue alias Talbot (1601-1653) 
was the fourth son of Sir Francis and Grace Manners: 
2 
he was therefore of Buckinghamshire as much as of 
Oxf ordshife, but he entered the English College, Rome 
in 16219 as of the diocese of Oxford, and is 
described in a 1642 catalogue of the Province as of 
1. Unless otherwise noted, all information on Jesuits 
is taken from Foley. B. Plowden, Records of the 
plowden Fýamil , l887, p. 46 says Thomas entere Tfte 
society In 1626. 
ý. Lord Clermont in his history of the Fortescue family 
has no record of Fr. Adrian's career, thout he notes 
that his sister Frances was a nun at Louvain. 
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Oxfordshire. He became a Jesuit in 1624; John 
Lovell (1604/5-1683) in 1629. 
Fortescue illustrates the usual artificiality 
of the county restriction: a Thomas Hildesley, 
described as being of the Berkshire branch of 
that family, died in Rome on 20 July 1605, and was 
admitted to the Society on his death-bed. Francis 
Bruning alias Simeon, whose mother was a Symeon 
of Britwell, became a Jesuit in 1641 and presumably 
his doing so had some influence on his kinsman 
Edward Simeon, who was nine at the time and 
himself became a Jesuit in 1656. 
However, of these nine priests, only three, 
Plowden, Lovell and Francis Turner, are recorded 
by Foley as having worked in the Oxfordshire 
District; and of these three, only one, Thomas 
Plowden, was there before 1640.1 This is not to 
say there were no Jesuits in the area, however, 
Unfortunately the Oxfordshire District, more formally 
known as the Residence of St. r1ary, with the Mission 
of Northamptonshire, covered Oxfordshire, Buckingham- 
shire, Bedfordshire and Borthamptonshire, while 
1. So at least one may presume from his being much 
with his brother Francis at Shiplake, B. Plowden, 
2p. cit., p. 46. His official connection with the 
Dis rict dates from after 1640. 
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Berkshire was in the London District or College 
of St. Ignatius and Warwickshire in the '. torcestershire 
District or Residence of St. George. The Jesuit 
records provide the information that at such and 
such a time a priest was in the Oxfordshire District: 
they do not usually say which of four counties he 
was in. He may, of course, have been in all four, 
or two or three; and most operated in several 
Districts. The following served in the Oxfordshire 
District at some time before 1640: 
1 
Peter Benlos or 
Benlow, alias or vere Benson, alias Simpson (1628), 
Edward Bentley aliasWalker; John Crathorne, John 
Falconer, 
2 Thomas Fermor or Farmer alias Baker and 
stillington, William Gage alias Howard, 3 John 
Gardiner, Henry Gascoigne or Gaskins, Anthony 
Greenway, 
4 Nicholas Hart alias Strange and Hammond, 
1. The Civil War seems to have brought a larger number 
into the district: some of them, like Plowden, may have 
been there before. Since dates are not always given 
in Foley, a few post-1640 missionaries may have 
slipped in. 
2. He was chaplain at Wardour Castle during its siege. 
The younger Lady Arundell was the widow of John 
Fermor of Somerton, which may indicate that Falconer 
had been in touch with the Fermors while in the 
Oxfordshire District. 
3. Brother of Colonel Henry, Governor of Oxford. Their 
apostate brother Thomas was an ex-Dominican not, as 
Foley has it, a Franciscan. The latter witnessed 
against Thomas Holland, S. J., who had contacts with 
Lady Falkland and Chillingworth. 
z-. His mother was a Harcourt and Anthony owed his 
conversion, after about nine years at Oxford, partly 
to his kinsman Robert Harcourt. 
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Guy Holland alias Holt, Thomas Lister, 1 Edward 
Mainwaring alias Latham, John Tiannock alias Browne, 
Giles Poulton alias Palmer, Thomas Poulton alias 
Brookes and Underhill, John Radford, Francis 
Rogers, Albert or Norbert Sadler, John Sweet, 
Thomas Talbot, Charles Waldegrave alias Flower, 
Edward Walpole, Richard Whitmore, Henry Wilkinson, 
William Wolfe. 
The last of these, William Wolfe, alias Lacey, 
deserves special mention: he was reconciled while 
at Magdalen by a secular priest, Morgueen alias 
Dowiton, according to his own account of himself 
when he entered the English College, Rome in 1608, 
aged 24. He was a Yorkshireman but spent the 
greater part of his missionary career in and around 
Oxford, lodging first with 'two Roman catholic 
virgins of mean condition, named Mary and Joan 
Meakyns' and then in the Dolphin Inn, in Magdalen 
parish, oxford 'the hostess of which was one of his 
persuasion': he died there in 1673. Before the Civil 
War, and presumably after it also, he was on excellent 
1. Lister was the most unfortunate priest in England: 
he suffered from claustrophobia. He was Superior 
of the Oxfordshire District in 1621. 
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terms with certain members of the University 
'especially... Thomas Masters and other ingenious 
men of New College'. 
1 The Ivdgment of an 
Vniversity-Man concerning M. Wiilliam Chillingworth 
his late Pamphlet appeared under his name in 1639. 
There were fewer Benedictine priests. Francis 
Stamford of the diocese of Oxford was admitted to 
the College at Valladolid in November 1602 and left 
it in October 1603 to join the Benedictines, but 
he did not persevere. 
2 
Gregory Hayward of Cock- 
thorpe was born in 1602, professed in 1621 and ordained 
in 1628, but he died on 27 June 1632 at Douai. 
3 
Joseph Prater, born in Somerset, was probably the 
son of Richard Prater and his wife Margaret Ashfield 
of Heythrop: he was 'Primus missionis vicarius in 
Anglia'. 
4 But if the Benedictines did not at this 
period 
5 tend to be born in Oxfordshire, they shewed 
1. Wood, Ath. Ox., III, 994-6. Wood makes the further 
commencetat at the time 'the men of the church of 
England had a respect for papists'. 
2. Downside Review, XLVI, 1928,144. 
3. H'N. B , Obit Book of the English Benedictines, 1913, P. 13" 
4. Downside Review, XLVI, 1928,31-49. 
5. Perhaps one mig t add, slightly later, the Carys 
and the Cheritons, though the Carys', Renry and 
Patrick, did not even persevere as Catholics leave 
alone as monks. Patrick considered a vocation for 
a short time o*ly, but Henry (Placid) was a 
professed monk: Birt notes as the date of his death 
what must be roughly the date of his leaving the 
Order and the Church. 
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rather more enthusiasm for dying there, presumably 
after a certain amount of missionary activity. 
Lawrence Lowick died at Little Stoke on 13 October 
1633: he was a Yorkshireman, professed in 1620. 
Little Stoke, where the Hildesleys owned property 
seems to have been a Benedictine mission. George 
Bacon died there in 1663. 
The Londoner Lewis Justus Edner alias Cook or 
Rigge who became a Benedictine in 1603, died on his 
own property at Temple Cowley on 23 April 1635. Prynne 
speaks of a lawsuit that followed on his death 
concerning the Order's right to this Property, which 
he says was eventually settled by the Order's 
compounding with Edner's brother for £300.2 But he 
says that Cook died in 1634 and that the land had 
been purchased, and not inherited, as is suggested 
by Gilbert Dolan. 
3 In the same year, on June 20th, John 
Maurus Curre, a Berkshire man, who had been a 
Benedictine since 1613, died in Oxfordshire. He was 
ý. Both Weldon and Dirt assume that Lowick's Little 
Stoke was in Gloucestershire and Birt places 
Bacon's Little Stoke there also. 
2. W. Prynne, The Popish Ro all Favourite, l643, p. 64. 
3. G. Dolan, 'CEapters in the History of the English 
Benedictine ]fissions: Chap. XIX About Oxford and 
Oxfordshire' , Downside Review, XXIV, 1905,85-103. This 
article conta n3 ome rather startling inaccuracies, 
such as the invention of a bishop, so that Dolan and 
prynne are well matched. 
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'a painful missioner, who, banished by the King's 
edict yet returned again'. ' Henry Paulinus Green- 
wood, born in Essex in 1586, might perhaps count 
as an Oxfordshire Benedictine, since he is said 
to be of the Greenwood family of Brize Norton. 
2 
Certainly he died at oxford, on 27 November 1645, 
though it does not seem to be known how long he 
had been there. Unless the supposed connection with 
the Brize Norton family had drawn him to the 
county earlier - he became a Benedictine in 1611 
and was in England before 1620 - he must be 
regarded as a Civil War visitor. Similarly, 
Robert Sherwood of Bath came to England as a 
Benedictine priest in 1624 and died at Kiddington 
in 1665, where he may, as Dolan claims, have lived 
for many years. 
Finally, John Barnes was in oxford in the 
mid-1620s, making use of the Bodleian. 
3 
A prominent Franciscan has a similar connection 
with the county. It was at a somewhat later date 
that Christopher Davenport, Franciscus a Sancta Clara, 
1. B. Weldon, Chronological Notes, 18819p. 172. 
2. G. Dolan, op. c,., p, . 3. See page 7o7. 
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'pervaded' Oxford, 1 but it must have been in the later 
1630s that he came into contact with Jeremy 
Taylor of All Souls. They may have met elsewhere, 
of course, though Taylor's biographers assume they 
met in Oxford. 
2 
Taylor is said to have been on 
the verge of becoming a Catholic during, and no 
doubt as a result of, his intimacy with Sancta 
Clara, but there is very little evidence to support 
the story. George Rust, who preached at Taylor's 
funeral, said that in youth 'he met with some 
assaults from popery; and the high pretensions of 
their religious orders were very accomodate to his 
devotional temper' but that he was too reasonable 
to go Sirther. 
3 As he did with Goodman, Sancta Clara 
must have got hold of the wrong end of the stick: 
it seems appropriate that he should have had a 
foreign-seeming name, wandering as he did through 
the labyrinth of Anglican theology and applying to 
it and its exponents standards of logic which were 
1. E. Gosse, Jeremy Ta lor, 1903, p. 14. 
2. E. Gosse, loc. Cit.; " .J Stranks The Life and 
Writings-57 e remy Ta lor, 195ý, Pý+5" 
3. J. Ta9 or, Wor s, e. y R. Heber, I, 1822,22. Taylor 
was not, n Fact, very reasonable, as his own 
inconsistencies shew. Coleridge, cited by Stranks 
(op. cit. 9p. 84), remarked that Taylor's position, 
art-Min uP in The Liberty of Prophesying led 
either to papal 11nfälli or agnosticism. 
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1 quite out of place in the English climate. 
Davenport was himself educated at Oxford and 
became a Catholic either there or in Warwickshire 
shortly after graduating. 
2 He was related to, 
but not necessarily the brother of, a famous 
Puritan, John Davenport. Besides this friendship 
with Taylor, he disputed in writing with Chillingworth. 3 
John Day, Nicholas Day in religion, was born 
at Holywell. and became a Franciscan before 1630. 
He died at Oxford in 1658. Two members of the 
Napper family were Franciscans, William, born in 
1615, and Francis, born in 1623, but their missionary 
life, even if it lay in Oxfordshire, lies outside our 
period. As we have already seen, William Stany 
may have been the godfather of another Napper, 
and so presumably in the area. Thomas Bullaker, 
who was martyred in 1642, was Titular Guardian of 
Oxford in 1640, which may or may not mean that he 
had some contact with the county. 
4 
The Carmelite Christopher Leigh or Lee, in 
religion Francis of the Saints, was a Sussex or an 
1. For Taylor's 'conversion' see the authorities 
already cited and also Wood, Ath. Ox. III, 782; 
J. B. Dockery, Christopher Davenpor 1960, pp. 59-61. 2. J. B. Dockery, 
_o, _p .c,, ppa 
q5 
3. R. Simpsn(e 
18611p. 80. 
d)'ý"The Lady Falkland: Her Life, 
4. See pages 95-qý, 213-y: 
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Oxfordshire man. His mother was Elizabeth 
Hat(t)on, which is an Oxfordshire name. Born 
about 1600, he came on the Mission in 1631. Two 
years later the Vicar-Provincial of his Order wrote 
'Fr. Francis is 30 miles from London; there are 
so many priests in this country that it is not 
an easy task to find shelter for them all', an 
interesting comment upon the situation. He. lived at 
Kiddington with Sir Peter Browne but died in London 
in 1641, 'in the prison commonly called King's 
Bench'. His brother was a Dominican. ' 
John Rudgeley, in religion John Baptist of 
Mt. Carmel, was born on 27 April 1587 and died on 1 
March 1669 in London. It is not stated where he 
was born but he was related to the Stonors, the 
Lenthalls and the Atkinsons. There is no evidence 
that he ever visited his kinsmen as a priest. 
2 
Matthew Francis Hodgson, in religion Bede of 
St. Thomas Aquinas, was born about 1630 of parents 
then living in Oxford: his uncle the martyr Robert 
Watkinson was a Yorkshireman. 
Besides Nutter, no Dominican seems to be 
connected with Oxfordshire at this period. George 
B. Zimnerman, Carmel in England, 1899, pp. 108-111. 
2. B. Zimmerman, .ct., p`p. l . 
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Mildmay was not born till 1638.1 But another 
Dominican Arthur Geoghan, who was executed on 25 
November 1633 for treasonable words, was chiefly 
prosecuted by Henry Lord Falkland, until the latter's 
death. It throws an interesting light on the story 
that Falkland became a Catholic on his death-bed. 
The secular priests become harder to trace 
with the change of dynasty. In Elizabeth's reign, 
wrote Sir Robert Cotton, 'the bountifull hand of 
Sir ffrancis Walsingham made his Intelligencers soe 
actiue, that s Seminary could scarcely stirr out 
of the gates of Rome without his privitie'. 2 
In the 17th century the priests were, one might almost 
say, more likely to inform Sir Francis Windebanke 
of their movements, so that they should not be 
molested. One must not exaggerate: the Walsinghams 
and the Cecils did not know everything, and the 
Stuarts were not prepared to tolerate everything. The 
Vindiciae Caroli R_e=must be read alongside The 
popish Royall Favourite. But it is undeniable that 
the authorities became progressively less concerned 
with and less hysterical over the movement of priests, 
with the natural consequence that they failed to 
1. B. M. Add. MS. 244.6, f.? 2. 
2. $ýdl"nes if . 33v. 
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record them. Both James and Charles were prepared 
themselves to receive priests; neither could 
reasonably continue to class that act along with 
'coniuration of wicked spirits' or 'the sinne of 
Buggerie committed with a beast'. 
1 Even Sir 
Robert Cotton's mild ferocity is rather startling, 
for he too had priests among his friends. 
2 
In fact the best accounts would appear to be 
two Catholic ones, one in the Archives of the Old 
Brotherhood and the other in the Archives of the 
Archbishop of Westminster. 
3 
These give lists of 
the priests in the Oxfordshire district in August 
1610, as follows: Oliver Almond, an Oxfordshire 
man, who, as we have seen, had been working in the 
diocese under Elizabeth. He became a member of the 
Chapter in 1623 though it is not clear that he 
was, as Anstruther claims, archdeacon of Oxfordshire 
and Berkshire. In September 1622 he wrote an 
interesting letter on the alleged conversion of 
Bishop King, shewing that he was in touch with the 
Benedictine Preston. 
4 
1. W. Lambard, Eirenarcha, 1594, p. 223, a list of 
felonies agilnat"t1 body' of the commonwealt r. 
2. See page 705. 
3. G. Anstruther, The Seminary Priests (1968) uses 
these lists, MI ro er ood, , 
f, 26; A. A. W. A Series, 
100, p. 286. 
4. A. A. W. A Series, l6, art. 138,10 September 1622, 
mond to =ei-son. The following note has been 
added to the letter, '0liuer Almand Assist. who 
amongst many of his worthy labours conuerted the 
Lord Stafford and liued with him till his death #. 
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John Appletree, also of Oxfordshire I and 
presumably of the Deddington family came on the mission 
in 1579, one of the many ex-Trinity men. He 
escorted Willi-am Spenser, William Warford, John 
Fixer, Anthony Shirt and Edward Stanford overseas 
in 1582: Warf ord describes him as 'one of the oldest 
of those who have laboured in England, and a man 
who has rendered the greatest service to the whole 
Catholic cause'. 
2 
Nothing much is known of him 
thereafter until his appearance in Oxfordshire in 
1 610 when he was described as 'vere Appletree alias 
Yates'. Anstruther identifies him as the John 
dn. d. 
Yates who was in Newgate/the Clink in 1615 and who 
petitioned to be allowed to live at Buckland, 
Berkshire on account of age and infirmity. 
3 
Lewis Barlow and Reginald Bates have no other 
connection with Oxfordshire apart from their 
appearance in 1610. William Bishop, who became 
Bishop of Chalcedon in 1623, was of the Brailes, 
Warwickshire family, a member of which was among 
Anthony Sherlock's hostesses. Thomas Butler and 
Edmund Cannon are names only so far as Oxfordshire 
i* At least, of the diocese of Oxford. 
2. J. H. Pollen, Acts of English Martyrs, 1891, pn. 2'74-5. 
3 A. P. c. 1615 x, 27 }I " 
.ý 
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is concerned, but Henry Clinch was of the diocese 
of Oxford, and had been on the mission since 1581. 
John Clinch, also of Oxford diocese, and perhaps 
Henry's brother, was in the Yorkshire district in 
1610. Francis Foster or Forster wes born at Tonge 
Castle in Shropshire. His sister was Countess of 
Stafford. Later he became a Benedictine. It is 
possible that his connection with Tonge Castle 
brought him into contact with Sir Edward Stanley of 
Eynsham, Oxfordshire and Tonge, Shropshire. 
Samuel Lovell is only a name, unless he is to 
be identified, as Anstruther suggests, with Samuel 
Kennet, once a warder in the Tower and later a 
Benedictine. Francis Montford and his brother 
Thomas were both Norfolk men. 
Richard Sheldon's presence in Oxfordshire in 
1610 brings upon our stage a man who left more 
evidence for the use of the historian. According 
to D. N. B., he was probably a member of the Sheldon 
family, of Beoley and elsewhere. This would provide 
an Oxfordshire connection, but there is no mention 
anywhere in his writings of such a relationship, 
nor does there seem 
to be any mention of a Richard 
Sheldon, with suitable dates, in the records of the 
family. He was a Staffordshire man and had been 
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ordained in 1593.1 After his Oxfordshire stay or 
visit, he was banished, but returned the next year, 
only to be imprisoned almost immediately. While 
in prison he wrote a book arguing the lawfulness of 
the Oath of Allegiance: 
2 
the 'aduertisement' 
described him as 'a moderate Priest' and in his 
preface Sheldon claimed that the book was written 
for a friend and only by chance fell into the hands 
of the Archbishop of Canterbury. It was dated, 
'From the Clinke the first of Aprill'. Sheldon 
gave the same explanation, 'yt ye Ar_. had got his 
papers & had set it forth', to his fellow-prisoners. 
3 
Whatever the truth may have been, by 28 February 1612, 
when he received a pardon, Sheldon had become a 
protestant. 'Mr Sheldon', wrote a Catholic on March 
2nd, 'is become a moste repbate Apostate hee bath 
pointed his splinatiue spirits in a booke of his 
1. Staffordshire birth suggests a relationship with 
Archbishop Sheldon rather than with the Sheldens 
of Beoley. 
2. Certain General Reasons, rovin the Lawfulnesse 
of theQauu 01 fiance, wri en by R., 3. ries , to 171s priuat Frien . erevnto is added, the Treatise 
of that learned man, r'. Wiiliam Barclay, concerning 
the temporall power of the Pope, And with these is 
Ioyned the Sermon of M. Theophilus Higgons, Preached 
at Pauls Crosse the third of March last, because it 
containeth something of like argument, 1611. 
A. A. W. A Series, 1O, art. 36: this writer says Newgate, 70-t "7he Clink. 
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motiues... feare wante Rancore and an ouerflowige 
pride haue brought him in to those desperate 
tearmes'. 
1 The book, 2 with a prefatory letter 
addressed to the Archpriest George Birket dated 
January 26th, traversed the doctrine, laws and 
character of the Catholics, ranging from papal 
infallibility to Pope Joan, from Catholic image 
worship, with the inevitable reference to Aquinas, 
to the drunkenness of 'Saint Henry Garnet'. 
4 
1. A. A. W. A Series, ll, art. j1. The letter goes on to deal 
w the 'falll'orone Collier and John Copley, the 
poet-conspirator's brother and ends on the slightly over-optimistic note, that the King is resolved to 
take no more blood. 
2. The Motives of Richard Sheldon Pr. f or his u st, 
voluntary, anl-free renouncinR orcommunion with the 
ho of Rome, Pavl the fiis Church, -161 
3. Protestant writers a ThisTime always assumed that 
papal infallibility was a Catholic tenet, and a 
fundamental one. Anthony Hungerford, for example, wrote 
that 'this principle of the Popes pretended in- 
fallibility' was 'the steere all religion in the 
Papacy', Memorial of a Father, 1639, p. 58. Catholics 
answered, soý meWhat ün'air y, at it was not. But they 
were often justified as Cressy was as against 
Chillingworth, to the extent that the Protestants 
assumed that the widest possible infallibility was 
claimed by the Pope. An anonymous Catholic writer 
cites one Protestant who argued that the Church could 
not be infallible, leave alone the Pope, since if 
it were 'wee must bee obliged to beleeue, whatsoeuer 
it sayes, and soe should bee in danger of new faith 
& new Religion euery age', Bodl. Rawl. MS. C 221, ff. 5,5v. 
4.. Drunkenness is perhaps too strong a word eldon 
says Garnet was 'much giuen to drinke hot Sacks', 
Motives, p. 124, and that he was 'tipsie a very few daies 
of ore is end', p. 27 (vere 187). Caraman says that 
Robert Abbot 'spread thecalurrny that Garnet was a 
habitual drunkard'in a book published in 1613, P. 
Caraman, Henry Garnet, 1964, p. 365, n. 2. Is it possible 
that he tooOk-t a from Sheldon? It had, however, a 
factual basis-More interesting is Sheldon's prompt 
adoption of a standard mannerism of -. r: rotestant writers, 
the claim that the martyrs and especially Garnet, 
06066 
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Soon afterwards he preached and published his First 
Sermon at St. Martins in the Field, on Passion 
Sunday, 1612: he half-promised a copy to Thomas 
James, Bodley's Librarian. ' In the sermon, from 
about page 30, he again attacked Catholics and 
Catholicism on a fairly wide front, but concentrating 
on the Jesuits and their 'Ignatianed' followers. 
Naturally, one wonders whether the Catholics 
were right to speak of fear, want, rancour, and 
pride as his motivation, or whether Sheldon himself 
was right when he wrote 'in regard of the sincerity 
of my conuersion-from out of Babylon, I dare boldly 
stile my seife, j Nathaniel in whom there is no 
'. 2 Inevitably, one is left wondering. Sheldon 
did not change his mind, which argues sincerity. 
But in the very book in which he claimed to be 
without guile, he lied, which argues insincerity. 
3 
Finally, as he told Birket, he was not one 





other ex-priest even 
canonized. 
repeats the 
'accusation against Cardinal Fisher immediately 
after quoting Persons' statement to the contrary, 
The Jesuites Antepast, 1608, p. 110. It is ironical 
TFat now many of-them have been beatified or 
canonized, it is unusual for a non-Catholic to say so. 
1. G. W. Wheeler, Letters addressed to Thomas James, 
19339p. 5k. For e on and James see pages 706-7 
2. R. Sheldon, A Sermon preached at Pavles Crosse: 
la in men i i--11-east , and his Maarks, 16 Epistle De cator9. 
3. See page 707. 
Was, S 
left you, but are also become open afflicters of 
you, by discouering your Priests, searching your 
houses, & pretending thereby, as you know, to 
make a liuing, being in conscience & faith (such 
1 
as it is) still yours... ', which argues sincerity. 
This generous refusal to lay information, 
however, deprives us of the knowledge of his Oxford- 
shire contacts. It is possible he had been there 
for some years with some Catholic family. It is 
also possible that he was already wavering and had 
gone to oxford itself to consult James. 
Returning to our lists, James Taylor was in 
both Oxfordshire and S. Wales in 1610. Anthony 
Tuchiner seems to have been a more permanent 
resident. In 1604 he was 'apprehended at Oxford... 
with all things ready prepared to say Masse'. 
2 
At about the same time Adam Green, who had matric- 
ulated at St. Mary's Hall in 1584 and been ordained 
in 1591, was arrested and imprisoned in Oxford. 
Released into exile, he turned up at Oxford again 'and was 
1. R. Sheldon, Motives, 1612. His fellow convert, 
John Copley, ma e the same point in his Doctrinall 
and Morall Observations, 1612, Aduertisemen s to 'Eile Reader, an cited. eldon as an example of 
a virtuous convert. Copley shewed his own 
sincerity by suffering sequestration in 1643. 
2. Foley IV, 571. 
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there taken in the same house which he haunted 
before'. He was condemned but not executed. 
Green fades away, but Tuchiner emerges later 
as Archdeacon of Oxfordshire and Berkshire. 
' 
Finally, there was Hugh Whitoif of the diocese 
of Chester. 
Besides 'the class of 16101, a few other 
17th century priests may be mentioned. Henry 
Vines alias Lee entered the English College, 
Rome in 1606. He had been born at Piddington in 
Oxfordshire and brought up mainly in Buckinghamshire. 
His parents were Protestant and he was 
converted by his uncle Fr. Roger Lee. 
2 
Thomas 
Aldington, a Yorkshireman, was ordained and 
set out for England in 1611; a spy reported on 
July 4th that Aldington intended 'uerie shortly 
to be at Nr. Owens in Oxfordshire'. 3 Arthur 
Pitts returned to Oxfordshire to stay for a few 
1. A. A. W. A Series, 19, art. 59" Stapleton, somewhat ünhelp? ullýy Opines that Green and Tuchiner, 
or, as he is described, 'one Tuckiner a Jesuit', 
may have been the same person. Since she is 
quoting from Foley, and since Foley clearly 
differentiates between the two, there seems 
little excuse for the suggestion. 
2. C. R. S. LIV, 1962,248. 
3. E. H. Turton, 'Handlist of Secular Clergy 1559- 
1800', Biographical Studies. II, 1953,76. 
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years until his death in 1634 in Lady 
Elizabeth Stonor's home at Blount's Court. 1 
John Rigby, John Skinner, Richard Todkill 
and Francis Wright were also of Oxfordshire. 
** 
There is, as has already been said, no 
deciding, save in the most general terms, 
whether or not the Catholics of a particular 
area at a particular time had an adequate supply 
of priests, sufficient access to the sacraments. 
My own feeling is that in a county such as 
Oxfordshire, once the seminary priests had begun 
to flood back into the country, a determined 
Catholic would usually have been able to meet 
with enough priests to maintain rather more 
than the minimum sacramental link with his 
Church and God. 
There is one other factor of importance. 
One has in mind the modern Catholic ideal, daily 
Mass available, weekly Mass the usual practice, 
and so on, and it is quite clear that only the 
1. R. J. Stonor, 2k. cit., p. 272. 
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wealthy and daring could hope for this, and 
even they could not rely on it. But ideals 
can be deceptive. One should also consider, 
however inadequately, what the contemporary 
position was for the devout Anglican or the 
conformist. An exact comparison is impossible, 
the function of priest and parson being so 
different, but it is possible to make one 
broad comparison. 
1 If it was not easy for a 
Catholic to attend Mass weekly, it was virtually 
impossible for an Anglican to attend the Communion 
service weekly. 'Communion services, ' writes 
Tindal Hart, of the early 17th century, 'were 
still comparatively rare events in many parish 
1. For the Anglican clergy see D. M. Barratt, 
The Condition of the Parish 
ýClýerý 
between 
Re f orma on a_nT166O, wigs ecial fie reTerence to t e3oceses of x or =9 
orces er änd-'ýIouces er (ýfo . Phil. thesis, 
. This 
is a very valuable study, but one 
cannot help a certain irritation at Dr. 
Barrett's failure to provide a coherent and 
logical background: if, one must say such 
things as, 'A rapid decline in numbers of men 
entering the church appears to date from 
Edward VIs reign' (p. 5) then one should 
include within one's purview the seminary 
priests. Indeed, even if one recognises that 
one is dealing with two different churches, 
there might seem to be some advantage in 
including some mention of Catholic priests in 
such a survey. When dealing with social 
origins, for example, it would be useful to 
have before one some sketch of the Catholic 
position. 
4.4, z 
churches; and were celebrated often simply for 
the sake of conformity'-' And he goes on to 
say that extremists like Nicholas Ferrar 
were trying to bring in monthly communion. 
Another Anglican writer has made the same point 
even more forcefully, saying that 'the more 
pious, priests and laymen alike, were debarred 
from Communion altogether, except on rare 
occasions. To George Herbert a monthly 
celebration seemed to be the limit of possible 
frequency, and he thought that six in the year 
would be as much as could be hoped f or'2 
A Catholic looked to his priest for the Mass and 
Communion, for Confession and, to a lesser degree, 
3 
instruction or preaching, and the priest may 
not always have been there. An Anglican looked 
to his pastor for (not to enter on controversy) 
similar things, and the pastor was more or less 
1. A. Tindal Hart, The ry Clergy in Eliz- 
abethan ad Stuar mes - 0; 'ý9T8 p. 71. 2. . cey, T eAný1v- coca , 1926, p. 147. Canon Lacey cads "=e usual Anglican 
service of the time 'the Dry Mass'. 
3. One should not minimise this: it was because 
Catholics were so eager to hear him preach 
that Campion was caught. 
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always there, but the Communion itself was 
not and, in the Elizabethan period at least, 
neither was the preaching. 
' 
This situation is of relevance also to 
the attitude of mind of the Church Papists. 2 
It is sometimes assumed that because a Church 
Papist attended services in the Anglican churches, 
be therefore, however unwillingly, conformed 
in every external respect. But such attendance 
does not mean that he necessarily received the 
Anglican communion. More important, it is clear 
that the question of communicating arose 
relatively infrequently. 
1. For example, the Puritans reported of 
'Wotton Hundred and Woodstocke Deanrie' that 
out of 31 benefices, 22 were held by 'Dumbe 
Ministers' or 'Idoll Shepheardes' and 
remarked further, 'The rest either of Colledges, 
nonresidents, or negligent in their callinges, the like is to be thought of all the rest 
omitted though Oxford be under their noses', A. Peel (ed. ), The Seconde Parte of a 
_R_egister, 11,1915,93. ThIj is no place"'to analyse 
the whole statement but one notices that 
Mr. Plowden could have heard no preaching at Shiplake, Lady Stonor 'litle' at Bix and Mr. 
Napper (as patron of Iffley) and Sir 
Christopher Brome (patron of 3 benefices) none, 
o . cit., pp. 130 et sec . 2. fee ä? so P. Hughes, ome and the Counter- 
Reformation in la', 1W, p. T49. 
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Chapter V 
Martyrs in Oxfordshire. 
One surprising feature of recusant history is 
the relatively small number of persons actually 
put to death for their religion. There were only 
1 
five in Oxfordshire during this period: George 
Nichols., Richard Yaxley, Thomas Belson, Hum'hrey 
Pritchard and George Napper. The first four were 
arrested together in 1589 as a result of official 
initiative, but Napper was arrested in 1610 
through private initiative and nearly procured 
an official pardon. Yet all the priests in 
Oxfordshire had committed the same crimes as 
Nichols, Yaxley and Napper, and the authorities 
were well enough informed as to their identity 
and movements, one would imagine, to have caught 
and executed more than three of them. 
2 And most 
of the Catholic laymen were as guilty as Belson 
and Pritchard. 
That, of course, is part of the answer: to 
decimate the population, whether in Oxfordshire 
or elsewhere, was, as one Elizabethan Protestant 
put it, 'as hard and difficult, asimpious and 
Those from Oxfordshire who were martyred 
elsewhere are dealt with in the chapter on 
priests. 
2, See pages y, Q4-5. 
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vngodly'. 
1 The same person pointed out, moreover, 
that if the Catholics were driven to despair, 
'there is now way but to kill the desperate'. 
Persecution would have to be more subtle, 
designed to reduce rather than to enrage the 
Catholics, if, indeed, persecution answered at 
all: this writer favoured a more assiduous use of 
preachers and schoolmasters. Even to execute 
a few as an example to the many who were spared 
was, though it may have been official policy, 
widely regarded as a mistake. 'For noe way', 
said the same Elizabethan, 'doe I accompt death 
to lessen or diminish them, since wee fynde by 
experience, that death works noe such effect, 
but that like Hydraes heads, vpon one Cutt off, 
seaven growe wpp'. Sir Robert Cotton said the 
same in 1613, '1e shall finde, that by taking away 
of one, We haue confirmed and invited many, 
wherof I could giue particular instances, if I 
thourtht any scruple were made in that point'. 
2 
Apart from the question of policy, there 
was an equally widespread feeling against 
1. Bodl. Perrot MS. 7, f . '142 et seq. A Proiect against wieJesu s Schoole-hostäges, and League with Spaine 
deliuered in a speech to Queen Elizabeth. 
2. Bodl. Jones MS. 28, f. 19v. Cotton's solution was to 
imprisnThe 
priests and to see to the better 
instruction of the laity. See also B. M. Add. MS. 23 095, 
Z57-58 for a similar discussion da e 1b77. 
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persecution to the death as improper 'before 
some act done'. 
1 All three sovereigns in this 
period disavowed any desire to persecute for 
religion. When judging their sincerity and that 
of their ministers, we might remember that, if it 
is difficult for a historian today to unravel 
the complexities of the situation, it was no 
easier for contemporaries. The Oxford-born 
martyr William Filby shewed himself 'a villainous 
traitor' in the possession of a cross. 
2 
But this 
sort of thing, the possession of a crucifix, the 
hearing of Mass, simply was not treason: there 
must be some proof of overt treason or felony. 
But perhaps the worst element of confusion 
and the strongest dissuasion to persecution was 
that the Catholics were still very much a part 
1. Bodl. Perrot MS.?, f. 144. 
2. This was, of course, the private judgment of 
a minor official at the scaffold. Filby was 
executed for a fictitious plot, another example 
of unwillingness to persecute to the death 
'before some act done'. But the Bishop of 
Coventry reported the arrest of a Catholic in 
1605 in these terms, 'I have founde aboute him 
an Agnus Dei with a nayre of hallowed beades, & 
a lytle wooden crosse, which I thinke doeth tende 
to Treason'2Bodl. Ashm. MS. 1729, f. 196,29 April 
1605; cp. HMC Fa ale I- 13 One should not pay too much ten. ion o the laws as they stand on the 
statute book: few recusants paid £20 per mensem; no 
priest ever profited from the claim 'for that intent'; 
see P. McGrath, Papists and Puritans under 
Elizabeth I, 096 79p. 176 an w. i zgera , Treason e is a ion in En land 15k7-1603 (London M. A. 
esis 31Pp. '15- 
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of society - friends, neighbours, relatives. The 
Bishop of Lincoln in 1623, somewhat absurdly, 
plotted to procure the execution of a hunted criminal, 
Dr. Bishop, Bishop of Chalcedon. 1 Yet Charles I 
wrote to that criminal's successor in title and 
offence, Dr. Smith, politely asking if his wife, 
the Catholic Queen Henrietta Maria, might be 
allowed to eat meat in Lent. The laws might be 
inspired by the dictum constantly hammered in by the 
clergy that Catholics were ipso facto traitors, 
'The more proselytes to Rome, the more aliants 
from England. The gaine of the Pope, is the losse 
of the King'. 
2 But as late as 1677 many Catholics 
were still 'esteemed by their Protestant Neighbours 
honest wellmeaning men, and such as they could 
not use hardly without much reluctance'. 
3 It was 
perfectly well understood that there was 
persecution 'which doth concerne religion and noe 
1. B. M. Add. MS. 34727, f. 48. 
2. =ingý, is Palatina, A Sermon a Dointed to 
be nreeac se 
at 6ý ie all-uron the ues aý after 
t Se mama e of e La ie ETiza'Set-her Grace, rT4, p. 
3, B. t`1. Add. MS. 32095, f. 60. 
Lu 
matter of State'1 and equally well understood 
that it might be unwise, improper and unpleasant 
to persecute to the death in such circumstances. 
Even the notion that the English were too amiable 
to persecute, were naturally tolerant, had already 
appeared. Hugh Cressy spoke of 'Englishmen, 
who (though violent enough in their passion when 
it is provoked, yet) are apt in a short time to 
relent', a character which in his view made the 
persecution 'the more inexcuseable'. 
2 
Cressy might not have gone so far but it is 
worth commenting on the recurrent belief that the 
English were more tolerant than other nationalities, 
the myth of toleration as 'that singularly 
English invention'. Henry Piers, an Anglo-Irish 
convert whose father-in-law was the Archbishop 
of Dublin, travelled across Rurope in the late 
16th century and wrote down his experiences in 
1605. Of the Low Countries he says, 'the 
Catholicks in those Contries haue libertie of 
1. B. M. Add. N5.35832, f. 79, August 1622, a letter 
orMer! ng- fhe-rilease of recusant prisoners imprisoned for religious causes only, listed 
as 'any Church recusancie, whatsoever or... 
refusing the Oath of supremacye or... hauing or dispersing of Popish bookes, hearing of Nasse'. 2. H. Cressy, Exomologesis, 2nd ed., 1653, P. 17. 
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Conscience and soe haue all Religions whatsoeuer'; 
and of the Germanies, 'All these uingdoms before 
named stande in Germany; and are Governed for the 
more parts by Lutherans, but the Catholicks 
amongest them haue free liberty of Conscience'. 1 
A 17th century Carmelite, John Hiccocks, also a 
convert, said much the same about Holland, 'The 
Catholic religion is anything but flourishing 
in Holland, which is under Protestant government. 
However, no one is punished on account of his 
religion, neither have Catholics to pay higher 
taxes.. There is only a fine of 1000 florins to 
be paid by a priest'. 
2 
One of the clearest and best known statements 
of the position was that of an Oxfordshire 
Catholic, Nicholas Williamson, writing to Lord 
Burghley from Liege on 24 August 1597.3 Williamson, 
'leavinge Oxf ordshyer wheare his lyvinge lyeth 
for recusancye' went to Derbyshire and there 
ý. Bodl. Rawl. MS. D. 8 , ff. 8,21. This document has 
een masc. e Me subject of an Oxford B. Litt. thesis, 
T. Frank, An Edition of A Discovrse of HP his 
Travelles wýi ,_ an InTröduc on on _' 
ýIis_ 
Trave ers 'n Rome urig eAeo, izabeth, 1954. take the ident f ication 377H röm tFlis nesis, 
pn. 89-95. 
2. B. Ziminerman, Carmel in England, 1899, p. 9Q. Cp. 
Beauchamp Planhag eTTs account of the New 
Albion regime, see page 72, ' 
3, HNC Hatfield VI1,363-4. 
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entered the service of the Earl of Shrewsbury, 
becoming 'his next man in chief Accompt with him & 
great dealer in his pvrchasses & his weightiest 
causes in daarbyshyer'. 
1 
As such he was deeply 
involved in Shrewsbury's dispute with Sir 
Thomas Stanhope and, this having drawn attention 
to his recusancy, was eventually forced to leave 
England. 
2 He begins his letter with the details 
of his personal history, 
3 the affair of Sir Thomas 
Stanhope's weirs, his estrangement while abroad 
from the Jesuit Holt, and then continues: 
'England, I know, standeth in most dangerous 
terms to be a spoil to all the world, and to be 
brought into perpetual bondage, and that, I fear 
your Lordships and the rest of the Council will 
see when it is too late. Would to God, therefore, 
her Majesty would grant tole ration of religion, 
whereby men's minds would be appeased, and 
1. SP 12L241/25,25 January 1592. This was 
Gilbert, Yva Earl of Shrewsbury. 
2. W. T. MacCaffreY, 'Talbot and Stanhope: an Episode 
in Elizabethan Politics', Bulletin of the 
Institute stitute of Historical Resea`-`cl , XXR! IIý'i960, 
esp. pp. 8b,; see a soeld, V, 138 et seq. 
-`- 227-9,526-8. 
3. It is these details which enable us to identify 
Williamson as the author of the letter. 
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join all in one for the defence of our country. 
We see what safety it hath been to France, how 
peaceable the Kingdom of Polonia is where no 
man's conscience is forced, how the Germans live, 
being contrary in religion, without giving offence 
one to another. Why might not we do the like 
in England seeing every man must answer for his 
own soul at the Latter Day, and that religion 
is the gift of God and cannot be beaten into a 
man's head with a hammer. Well may men's bodies 
be forced but not their minds, and, where force is 
used, love is lost, and the prIT"e and state 
endangered'. He then brought forward certain 
classical examples, and concluded: 'If a man does 
a lawful act, yet against his conscience (as 
thousands in England do to avoid the penalty 
of the law) he damneth his own soul.. Therefore 
men that have a care of their souls, will 
rather suffer their country to be a spoil to 
the enemy and themselves brought into bondage, 
than their souls to be led daily to damnation, 
so great are the torments for the damned where, 
as Job saith, sempiternus horror inhabitat'. 
Far, indedd, from toleration being an English 
invention, it is the opinion of one modern 
45Z 
scholar that, 'Among all the countries that 
were divided by the Ref ormation.., Englnn. 
comes last in so fas as tolerance is concerned'. 
But in every age and in every country, the extent 
of toleration and the nature of the persecution 
are governed by a multitude of practical circumstances. 
Finally, one might remet_ber that in Ireland where 
these considerations which applied in England 
either did not apply at all or applied with 
greatly lessened force, the persecution was much 
more intense. Irish bishops, for example, were 
put to death. 
**** 
The story of the four victims of 1589 is 
told in a pamphlet published the next year in Rome 
and immediately translated into French. Indeed, 
the original Italian version was itself aimed at 
a French public, to rouse Catholics to support 
the League in order to prevent such happenings 
in France. This pamphlet remains the prime source 
1. J. Lecler, Toleration and the Reformation, 
1960, II, 4 
(4 5: 3 
for the story of the 1589 martyrs. 
1 
1. Breve Relatione del Martirio di doi reverendi 
sacerdoti et dof aici dito länno MDLXX IX. 
in Oxonio, "itýa di studio in In terra, . Äppar enemyhere was another a ian edition in 
the same year, published at Brescia, W. C. Hazlitt, 
Bibliographical Collections, 4th ser., l903, p"282. 
On 19 February '1590 Ro ert Bef]_armine wrote to 
Joseph Cresswell, Rector of the English College, 
Rome: 'Ringratio la R. V. dell'amorevolezza sua 
in salutarmi con lettere, et, mandarmi il martyrio 
de quei quatro santi copatrioti suoi. ci ha 
consolati tutti la constanza loro, et per animare 
i nostri franzesi, presto si stampara qua l'istessa 
relazione voltata in franzese: perche si Dio presto 
non ci aiuta, dubito grandemente the Francia non 
verghi al termine, in the hors si trova 1' 
Inghilterra'. (The Venerabile 1,1923,158-9, 'I 
thank your Reverence for your kindness in writing 
to me and sending me the account of the martyrdom 
of your four holy fellow-countrymen. We have all 
been consoled by their constancy and in order to 
encourage our own French Catholics the account 
will soon be translated into French and published; 
because if God does not soon help us I greatly 
fear that France will reach the extremity in 
which England stands at the present moment. ') 
Bellarmine was then in Parisas adviser to the papal 
legate Cardinal Cajetan, J. Brodrick, Robert 
Bellarmine, l928, p. 204: Brodrick also gives the 
above letter in a somewhat inaccurate English 
translation. It is possible, therefore, that Cresswell 
may have been the author of the pamphlet, though 
the facts themselves must have come from some 
person (probably a priest) in Oxfordshire at the 
time. The dossier on these four Oxford martyrs at 
the office of the Vice-Postulation in Mount Street 
suggests that the information might have been 
transmitted through Verstegan, cp. C. t. S. V, 1908,168-9. 
On the other hand, the application the moral to 
France, even in the Italian, and the barbarous forms 
in which English names appear - as 'Vliese' for 
Willis and 'Walsinganth' for walsingham - presuming 
that they are not the fault of the printers, both..... 
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Agents of the central authorities 
1 
were sent 
down from London to Oxford to hunt for and 
apprehend priests. They went first to the house 
of one Mr. Ronchey 
2 
on the night of 18 May 1589. 
Finding no one there, they went next to the 
Catherine Wheel 'oü ils sSauoient estre le 
refuge de tous les Catholicques qui arriuoient a 
... suggest a non-English authorship. 
The Trench 
translation did appear, with an assurance, dated 
7 March 1590, from two 'Docteurs en Theologie de 
la Faculte de Paris' that it was a faithful one and 
contained nothing otherwise objectionable: Discours 
Veritable du Martyre de deux Prebstres et dem 
a cz, advenu T'a -m11 ying tens uatre ruin fs`neuf, 
Ux ort niversi d77n lu re nourraýservir 
jux Cacho i ues e la 'rance ar 1 exem e 
ur en avoir comas i. orges Asc-61 notes a 
Gnot er r edition at yon, wi a somewhat different 
title, including a reference to the tyranny and 
cruelty 'de la seconde Jesabel, ä present regnant 
en Angleterre', and he points out that it shews a 
change in the French attitude to England and 
Elizabeth since the execution of Queen Mary Stuart, 
G. Ascoli, La Grande-Bretagne devant 1'o ion 
fran aise, r9 1 55 -6. It isle Rome and Paris 
ei ions that I have seen and used: both are in 
the Bodleian, despite the English College's alleged 
possession of the only copy of the Italian and 
there is a copy of the Discours Veritable Paris ed. ) 
in the British Museum. Since e wor was aimed at 
a French audience, it has seemed more convenient to 
quote from the French, thus avoiding the need to 
provide a translation. Challoner says they were arrested 'by the Officers 
of the University'. 
2. possibly Henry Rooke. 
list; ' 
Oxfort'. Since it was nearly midnight, their 
arrival caused some confusion, the landlady, a 
widow of over 60, taking them for thieves. There 
was thus ample time to warn the two priests, who 
were able to conceal the proofs of their priesthood 
and present themselves as gentlemen lodging in 
the house. The authorities would have gone off 
with no better catch than a young scholar of 
the University (unnamed) who was presumably 
visiting the priests and who, presumably, could 
have been disciplined for some minor infraction 
of college rules, had not a spy (also unnamed) who 
was with the authorities and who may have 
accompanied them 
from London urged a more careful 
search. The altar furnishings were then found; the 
two priests, George Nichols and Richard Yaxley, 
were arrested and with them, a lay gentleman 
Thomas Belson and an inn servant, Humphrey 1'ritchard. 
1 
ý. Onfrey Griffith in the Discours; Humphrey ap 
Richard in Challoner: hefi served there 12 years 
'magna in deuotione et fide', A. A. W. Anthony 
Charpney, Annales Flizabethae Re ae, p. 869. For 
Belson see pageT76. jc o _s was born 
in Oxford and had 
been educated at Brasenose; he was at Rheims 20 
November 1581, where he was ordained 24 September 
1583, returning to England the next year and working 
in and around Oxford till his capture. Yaxley was 
of Boston, Lincolnshire and although a contemp- 
orary of Nichols at Rheims, where he arrived 29 
August 15821was e. much younger Tnan. He was ordained 
21 September 1585 and went on the oxford. mission 28 
January 1586. He had not been so confined to the 
Oxford area and was reported in Cornwall in Narch, 1588, 
o. . S. X 'T121921 , 127. 
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The next day they were questioned before 
various officials, including those of the 
University, such as the Vice-Chancellor, Martin 
Heton, and Dr. Willis, President of St. John's 
'homme assez corpulent et massif, mais rien plus'. 
Only Nichols confessed his priesthood, but 
Yaxley remained under suspicion, and these two 
were separately imprisoned in Bocardo, whilst 
the two laymen were imprisoned in the Castle. 
Nichols and Yaxley were visited by a minister who 
was so roundly trounced by Nichols 'to the 
great Advantage of the Catholic Cause' that 
'it was thought proper to let disputing alone'. ' 
Next day all four were brought before the Vice- 
Chancellor at Christchurch for a further 
interrogation. They were then sent to London 
2 
'upon Rosinantes, with their Hands tied behind 
1. R. Challoner, Memoirs of Missionary Priests, I, 
1741,242. This is, o course, e Catholic view 
of the dispute. 
2. Under the charge of Richard Elesworth and John 
Br, cldford who would seem to be the nursuivants 
originally sent by the Council to arrest them, 
E 351/54-2- mem. 128v. Yaxley appears in this 
ocument as 'Taukarde' and Belson is described 
as 'a Conveyer of letters from beyonde the 
Seas'. There is also mention of a fifth prisoner: 
this might be 'Ellesius', not properly a 
prisoner, for whom see below. 
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them, and the two Priests also, for greater 
Disgrace, with their Legs tied under their Horses 
Bellies'. 
I On the way, people came out to see 
if the priests were monsters, and one said: 'Ce 
ne sont point la des monstres, mais beaux 
personnages, patiens, at comme il semble, 
vertueux, lesquels ne deburoient estre si fierement 
et si rudement traittez'. They were accompanied 
also by a young Magdalen M. A. named 'Ellesius': 
2 
on reaching London he was imprisoned in Bedlam 
'en ce lien auquel il eat encore de present'. 
3 
The four were taken before Walsingham who, 
on Nichols' again admitting his priesthood, accused 
him of being a traitor. When Nichols pointed out 
that St. Augustine had not been reputed a traitor, 
Walsingham replied, 'Tu es traistre non seulement 
1. R. Challoner, op. cit., p. 243. The Discours has the 
same except Poor` Me 'Rosinantes there are no 
very serious differences between the two accounts, 
but Challoner does not give the 1590 works, in 
either language, as his authority. 
2. i cannot find 'Ellesius' or anyone of sufficiently 
similar name (Challoner, although he tells the 
story, gives no name). Presuming it to be Ellis, a 
Hilary Ellis of Hampshire, 'cler. fiL', matriculated 
at Magdalen 24 November 1581, aged 17, and took his 
B. A. in 1585: it might be he, although there is no 
record of his taking his M. A. G. Anstruther, 
Seminar Priests-09681p. 251 says that he is 
ev en l card Ellis - who took his M. A., 
however, in 1591. 
3. This was not a unique punishment, see C. R. S. IV, 1907,143. 
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pour ce que tu es Prebstre, mais pource que tu 
fail soublever et rebeller la populace, enseignant 
une Joy contraire aux Ordonnances de Sa Maieste'. 
1 
The two priests were imprisoned in Bridewell and 
tortured, and an attempt was made to trick them 
into disclosures by sending a pretended convert 
to the prison: Nicholas, whether he saw through the 
man or was simply disinclined to take risks, gave 
him religious instruction but disclosed nothing 
of interest to the authorities. 
2 
They were then returned to Oxford for trial - or 
rather, sentence. They were escorted by Thomas 
Wright and Henry Godwin 'messengers of her Matie 
Chamber' 
3 
and Sir Francis Knollys was sent down 
to oversee matters. His first action was to 
imprison the landlady of the Catherine Wheel, who 
was later 'cast in a Praemunire' and sentenced to 
1. Challone r gives the same account. Similarly both 
Challoner and the Discofuss place the two priests 
in Bridewell and do no say where the laymen were 
taken; Challoner adds that Yaxley, whether because 
his priesthood was not yet certain or because it 
was hoped he might prove the weaker, was later 
separated from Nichols and tortured in the Tower. 
2. According to the letter of 19 October 1581, C. H. S. 
v, 1908,168-9, they were confronted by 'Tyrell and 
Tyllart, appostate priests', the latter identified 
as Francis Tyllotson. 
3. E 352 42, mem. 145. There are now only four 
prisoners, a further indication that 'Ellesius' 
may have slipped in as the fifth man. 
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lose all her goods and to suffer perpetual 
imprisonment. 
1 The priests were sentenced, as 
traitors, to be hanged, drawn and quarteredg the 
laymen were sentenced, as felons, to be hanged. 
The sentences were executed on 5 July 1589. Both 
priests were out short in their speeches from the 
scaffold. Pritchard, saying that he died for being 
a Catholic, was twitted with his ignorance of the 
meaning of the word, to which he replied that he 
meant what the Holy Roman Church meant and was come 
to testify the same with his blood. 
The author of the Discours ends his account with 
the reflection that the heretics, knowing Oxford to 
be full of impressionable Young men, had not dared 
to provide them with the example of martyrs; but 
that, this policy failing, they had resolved 'de 
donner terreur'. But, as was said above, this 
policy threatened to fail even more disastrously: 
'Dieu vueille qu'ainsi soit'. Certainly the 
experiment was never repeated. 
2 
1. But the Catherine Wheel may well have remained 
in Catholic hands, see page 573. 
2. Napper's death, as has been pointed out, was 
brought about by private enterprise. 
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Both Challoner and the Discours tell the 
story of the highlight of Nichols' missionary 
career, the reconciliation of a condemned robber, 
'a noted Highwayman', one 'Harcot'. 
1 Harcot was 
actually converted, or brought to desire 
reconciliation, by certain of his fellow prisoners, 
Catholics imprisoned for religion. These notified 
Nichols, who, on the very morning of Harcot's 
execution, procured admission to the prison 
'together with a Crowd of others, whose Curiosity 
brought them to see this famous Malefactor'. 
2 
Drawing Harcot aside, Nichols heard his confession, 
and the man died 'comme un autre bon larron'. 
3 
1. Though Challoner does not give the name, perhaps 
an indication that he did not know the Discours. 
G. Anstruther, 2. cit., p. 251 places this episode 
incorrectly during the period of Nichols' own 
imprisonment. 
2. R. Challoner, op. cit., p. 240. The Discours says the 
crowd included undergraduates. 
3. The story is described by Falconer Madan as 'an 
impossible story' Oxford Books, II, 1912,29, 
presumably on the groun that it would not have 
been possible so to enter a prison in the 19th or 
20th centuries. It should, however, be a common- 
place that the aPostolate of the Catholic ptiests 
in the 16th and 17th centuries was very successful 
in the prisons. Some priests even claimed that, 
once imprisoned themselves, tbey were more 
successful. Thomas Bell and companions are said to 
have penetrated York prison to sing High Mass. One 
man, writing on 29 December 1586, to Walsingham, 
warned 'if you meane to stoppe the Streame, chok 
the springe: for beleve me, the prysones of England 
are very noursseryes of Papists. bannisshe them 
(for gods sake) or Lett them remayne close 
prysoners, that they may not dayly poyson others', 
B, M. Har?.. MS. 286, art. 60. 
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The interest of this story lies rather in the 
identity of 'Harcot', which was seemingly not 
known either to Challoner or the author of the 
Discours. Such conversions were relatively common, 
but only rarely is the name of the felon known, 
and even more rarely is it at all significant 
once known; indeed, the case of Claude Duval, the 
17th century Robin Hood, may be the only other 
one of interest. 
1 'Harcot' was Harcourt Taverner, 
youngest son of Richard Taverner of Woodeaton, 
clerk of the signet, 1537-53, sheriff of Oxford- 
shire, 1569, and a distinguished Protestant. His 
mother, Richard Taverner's second wife, was 
Mary Harcourt, daughter of Sir John of Stanton 
Harcourt; the Harcourts were a partly Catholic 
family. Harcourt Taverner was hanged in the 
Castle Yard at Oxford in October 1587.2 His 
1. Wood, Life and Times, ed. by A. Clark (O. H. S. %XI, 
1892) II, 185: 'he received extreame unction upon 
the ladder by a popish priest'. The Duval literature, 
while recording his Catholic birth, says nothing 
of his living or dying a Catholic. 
2. Oxfordshire Archaeiolo ical Society, report for 1917 
p. 70. Curiously enouother Harcourt on 
the mother's side, Harcourt Leighton, was outlawed in 
1633, W. A. Leighton, 'On Three Ancient Rings found 
in Shropshire', Transactions of the Shropshire 
Archaeological e__ý $? ý; 2 But e gh on 
was not aa olic. _ 
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sister, Penelope Taverner, was the grandmother 
of Anthony Wood, who sometimes shews a certain 
reticence as to his great-uncle's fate but admits 
it baldly in the pedigree printed by Clark: 
'suspensus fuit' .1 
If Nichols and Yaxley were unfortunate 
among Oxfordshire priests, so also was Taverner 
among Oxfordshire gentry. When attempting to 
assess the contemporary attitude towards crime 
and punishment, it should not be forgotten 
that the average gentleman of the day was a 
potential criminal and not infrequently fulfilled 
his potentiality. Foren the gentle, peace-loving 
Lord Falkland suffered a few days imprisonment 
as a would-be murderer; Lord Danby actually 
was a murderer; Lord Lincoln's behaviour was 
'not amongst the heathens to be matched', though 
his brawling does not seem to have led to murder. 
Lincoln's cousin, Lord Stourton, author of a 
Catholic treatise on the Blessed Sacrament, was 
another unlucky one: he was executed for murder 
under Mary. 
2 
1. Wood, Life and. Times, ed. A. Clark (O. H. ß. XIX, 1891) 1,40. 
2. See aIeoýp`age8 -Tgj -7" 
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On Wednesday 18 July 1610, two young men 
saw an elderly man enter a house in a village 
near Oxford 
1: 'one of the knaues said to his 
other companion, that there was a priest gone to 
such a howse'. 
2 The Young men then proceeded to 
set in motion a chain of events that culminated, 
1. Kirklington. 'The blessed martyr Mr Napper was 
apprehended in one Henry Tredwells gardinge in 
the towne of Kirtleton by 0xford', A. A. I. A Series, 9, 
art. 91. Whoever his host was, it does not appear 
that he or she was arrested. Napper was taken after 
leaving the house (see below) but it should have 
been possible for the two young men to identify it. 
2. Bodl. Rawl. MS. ý, f. 213 et seg. This is a letter 
written n foa priest by a man who had been George 
Napper's fellow-prisoner in oxford Castle. The 
writer was either a layman or a singularly discreet 
priest, since he alludes to 'good men' who managed 
to visit Napper to hear his Confession, one of 
whom is nowe gone to heauen vnto him'. If the 
letter was written not too long after Napper's 
death, and if this priest 'went to heaven' by way 
of martyrdom, as is very probable, then it must he 
either Thomas Somers or the Benedictine John 
Roberts, both of whom were executed at Tyburn on 
10 December 1610: Roberts was an Oxford man. The 
letter was used by Challoner and, indeed, f orms by 
far the greater part of his notice. of Napper. 
According to B. Camm, For otten Shrines, 1910, p. 161 
the manuscript used a loner was one now (1910) 
at Oscott: Carom prints the letter in full. There 
are a number of documents mentioning Napper in the 
Archives of the Archbishop of Westminster, including 
three full accounts, one in Latin, one in Italian and 
one in English, A. A. W. A Seriee, 9, art. 89,90,91, the 
last being another copy of the Rawlinson letter, 
while the Italian (a letter from Richard Banks, S. J. ) 
may also be found among the Doua Abbey MSS, Martyrs 
papers 6, dated 26 November 1 No -a empf has been 
made to collate these with thetawlinson letter, 
but the incidental references in other documents 
have been used. Richard Broughton speaks of a 
'relation of Mr Na ers death written by one of our 
Coro who was ye last man yt gaue him any comYt, 
00a 
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on 9 November 1610, in the hanging, drawing and 
quartering of the elderly man, George Napper or 
Napier, a seminary priest. One of them went to 
the vicar's house 'to lett him understand that 
there was a Priest in such a howse'. This choice 
of authority with whom to lay an information 
might have led to Napper's escape, for, if Napper's 
fellow-prisoner is to be believed, the vicar's 
daughter at first refused to admit the young man 
as 'there had passed many words betweene the 
fellows and her father a little before'. He 
managed, however, to shout his message through 
the door and, the two having 'united themselues 
in frendship', it was agreed that they should 
apprehend the priest in the morning. And so, 
early on July 19th, Napper 'supposing all quiet 
at that early Hour', was met by three sturdy 
young fellows, 
1 
who brought him before the 
Constable, charging that official to take him to 
.A was present 
at his death & now dwelleth 
ostiatim', A. A. W. A Series, 10, ärý. 3. This would 
not appear to- b any ofthe accounts used here. 
ý. This and the 'early Hour' are in Challoner only, 
Memoirs of Missions Prieste, II, 1742,41. The 
aw nsön says e was a en by 'one of the 
naues . TTe early part of Challoner's narrative 
is professedly an 'abridgment' of the MS. letter: 
such details as this may be drawn from other 
authorities, may be in Challoner's copy only, 
or may be inaccurate. 
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the nearest justice of the peace, Sir Francis 
Evers or Eure. 
George Napper had been born at Oxford in 
1550, presumably at his father's house in Holywell. 
He was the son of Edward Napper, formerly fellow 
of All Souls, and Anne Peto, a kinswoman of 
Cardinal Peto. According to Wood, 1 George himself 
was a fellow of Corpus Christi, whence he was 
ejected in 1568, along with files Windsor, 
Edmund Rainolds, and other Catholics. Although 
this story was accepted by the College historian 
and Preei&ent Thomas Fowler I2 it has since been 
argued (by Gillow) that there is a probable 
confusion here with another Napper, though that 
other Napper has not been identified. Whatever 
happened, in 1579 he went overseas to Rheims, but 
returned the next year and was shortly afterward 
imprisoned: 
3 
on 30 September 1588 he appears on 
a prison-list under the heading, 'These persons are 
1. wood, Annals, II, 164-6, 
2. T. Fowler. 
ýistorr of Corpus Christi (O. H. S. XXV, 1893) 125- , Doti tfiTsis no more -Mai an a quotation from Wood. Thomas WoVrt, hington says 'Georgius 
Napperus Oxonij natus, et educatus, eum postea Duaci studia preeequeretur.. ', Catalo us Mart rum, 1614, p. 50: but this is no very elpful 
either* 




1 In June 1589 he made 
submission in the following form: 'I George 
Napper unfaynedly professe".. with my whole harte, 
that I am thorowly & altogether perswaded & doe 
verely thinke in my conscience that the Lady 
Elizabeth the Queenes maiestie that now is, is 
our Lawefull, true, neturall, & rightefull Queene: 
& that she kath & of right oughte to have all 
Superioritie, Jurisdiction. . . which any other 
prince hath... '2 BJV Whitsun 1594 he was again 
overseas, at Douai, where he was ordained in 1596. 
He left Douai on 15 January 1598, and 
somewhat surprisingly, spent the nett few years 
at Antwerp 'meliorem expectans opportunitatem 
redeundi in patriam'. 
3 The opportunity came in 
1603 and he had thus, notwithstanding Foley's 
remark that he 'soon fell into the hands of the 
enemy, '4 been seven years on the mission at the 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. 8, art. 13; printed C. R. 8. II, 1906,283-4. 
2. $r12 224- . G. AnstrutherI, cam. p. 243 says he 
0o the oath of supremacy. eýössier in Mount 
Street contains the comment, 'the careful wording 
of his declaration does not seem to have 
compromised his faith in any way. ' 
3 . T. Worthington, 




time of his capture. Nor does Dodd's view that 
he was caught as the result of 'strict search' 
during 'a great persecution' 1 altogether 
agree with the account given above. On his 
missionary journeys 'he did allwayes go on foot 
with a wallet or a bagg upon his neecke or 
shoulders in very homelie manner & poore array'. 
2 
While at Douai he cared for six scholars suffering 
from the plague. 
3 
His constant prayer that 'if ever hee should 
Palle into the hander of his enemies bee might 
not be taken in his freinds howse' had been 
answered, but it is doubtful if Napper made any 
thanksgiving as he was escorted through the 
1. C. Dodd, Church Hiss toz , II, 1739,373" In justice to these a of cs, their account is less in- 
accurate than that of the Protestant Jeaffreson, 
who writes of Napper's spending 'the later 
decades of Elizabeth's long reign' in England as 
a priest, administering the sacraments, it is true, 
but also assisting 'in hatching conspiracies' 
throughout the country, J. C. Jeaffreson, Annals of 
Oaf ord, I, 1871,282-3 . It is also true that t ere "' 
was as great persecution' at this time described 
in A. A. W. A. Ser , 9, art. 85 and 10, art. 
ý6, two 
letters which also mention Napper. 
2. A. A. W. A. Series, 1O, art. 36. 
3" " 
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early morning diizzle. to-Sir Francis Evers, 
for 'hee called to mynd a Picks which hee had 
aboute his necke with a copple cf consecrated 
hostes'. 
1 
All he could do, so carefully was 
he. guarded, was remove the pyx and with it a 
small bag of relics from around his neck and let 
them slip through his clothes to his knees. Sir 
, Francis had him searched by the constable 
'from tope to toe, pulling of his showes' but 
only such things as 'his seruice book and a 
booke of notes a litle ogle!:, his needle case, 
thimble, and thread' were found. The letter- 
writer assumes, of course, a minor miracle, but 
there is a natural explanation: the constable, 
whose fingers many times. touched both the pyx 
and the bag, may have had a fairly shrewd 
idea what a priest might hide so carefully. 
As we shall see, it ie-not quite true to say 
that Napper had fallen among enemies. 
Certainly Sir Francis was no enemy, Sir he 
It was, naturally "novgh, not a common practice 
for priests to carry the Blessed Sacrament 
about with them, H. Aveling, 'The Catholic 




'vsed him very kindly and so did my lady', 
giving it as his opinion 'that he was but a 
poore priest, and in his conscience he was noe 
statesman'. The next day, July 20th, he was 
brought to Oxford 
I to await trial at the next 
Assizes. He was tried before Sir John Croke, also 
an Oxfordshire man. 
2 Of the trial our letter- 
Writer, who was not present and 'never hard him 
1. Wood introduces as Napper's original examiner, 
a J. P., one Chamberlains. Some later accounts (as 
Dodd) make I ft the J. P. Who actually committed 
Napper to Oxford gaol though few are so confusing 
as Mrs. Stapleton's tale of how Napper was 
apprehended 'in the house of a friend, Mr. Eure, at 
Kirklington; he was taken to Oxford before a 
magistrate, Mr. Chamberlain, and charged, with being 
a priest', C. R. S. XXII, 1921,97, but see also p. 10. 
He is not mentioned in the Rawlinson MS. or in 
Challoner. Yet Wood, both here and IF fie Corpus 
Christi matter, had ample opportunity to acquire 
the exact facts from the Napper family themselves. 
2. Sir John Croke 1553-1620, eldest son of another 
Sir John by Elizabeth Unton. He does not seem to 
have been a Catholic sympathiser: see his charge 




owever, married a dau'"g er o1 Sir Michael Blount 
of Mapledurham, a family with a somewhat puzzling 
religious history that later emerged into full 
Pecusancy. 
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make repitition of it', has little to say, but 
that little does not shew Sir John as a very 
virulent enemy, as over-zealous: 'if he will 
saye he is no Priest', he told the jury, 'I wil 
beleeue him'. However, shortly after the trial 
and condemnation, another man was hanged at Oxford, 
a felon named Falkner, and he revealed on the 
scaffold that he had been reconciled in prison 
by Napper. 
1 
This action of Napper's, 
2 
naturally 
enough, created a party in the University who 
were determined that the sentence on Napper should 
be carried out or, as the letter-writer puts 
it, 'made diuers malitious ministers fret 
against the blessed man'. Some of them rode after 
the Judges to Abington to ask 'that the good man 
1. Dodd maintains that this was revealed by Falkner 
at Na er's trial and was the cause of his 
condemnation. But the letter-writer, who knows all 
about Falkner, can hardly have been that ignorant 
of the course of the trial. Falkner may not have 
been Napper's only convert at this time. Broughton 
related the story of the execution as told him by 
'Mr Na pars oun est sonne which he begott a litle be? ore-äfs-dea , . A. 
W. Series, 10, art. 36. 
According to Edwar "oý'fin, e esuit, Mapper made 
converts among the University men who visited him, 
Stonyhurst Anglia III, art. 103, f. 207 here cited from the transcript In Mount Street dossier. 
2. Which he admitted, offering to do as much for 
the Judges. 
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might be executed out of the waye or ells he 
would doe greate harme'. Croke was prepared 
to expedite the execution, but the sheriff was 
not. 
1 He and the Vice-Chancellor, Dr. King, 
2 
examined Napper at Christ Church 'about the 
poore man his Reconciliation and by whom it 
proceeded'. Dr. King urged him to take the Oath 
of Allegiance, which he refused save in so far as 
it concerned temporal allegiance. Both Vice- 
Chancellor and sheriff assured him his life 
would be spared if he would teke it, but all they 
managed was to persuade him to take away and read 
'Mr Blackwells book concerninge the oath'. The 
book had no effect, however. 'And as I thinke 
bee tould mee he sent the vizchanceller a draught 
of that he would take if it would please him to 
1. According to the Rawlinson IMS., the sheriff twice 
refused to carry out Fie execution on Croke's 
orders alone. The sheriff at the time of the 
execution was Benedict Winchcombe, a Catholic, for 
whom see page324. But the sheriff who refused to 
carry out the execution must have been Sir 
Michael Dormer of Ascot and Great Milton and a 
member of one of the Protestant branches of the 
Dormer family. 
2. See pagesSh. 4-67. King's latest term of office as Vice- 
Chancellor had opened on July 14th with the 
reading of a letter from the Chancellor, Arch- 
bishop Bancroft, ordering all heads of colleges 
and halls to assist the Vice-Chancellor especially 
in suppressing Popery and faction. Wood, Fa_ ti 1610. 
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accept of it, but they would accept of no other 
forme but that which was sett downe by acte 
of parliament'* 
1 
Meanwhile, his family exerted themselves to 
procure a pardon or, at the least, some 
reprieve. The letter+writer's account is some- 
what confused: indeed, if he is to be believed, 
Napper was actually executed on the day before 
that named in his final reprieve. His sister, 
Mrs. Gunwell, 
2 delivered one petition to King 
James who 'promised he would consider' it. One 
of Napper's nephews went to London and 'procured 
Coronell Ceysell 
3 to goe to Justice Croke for 
a Repriue and with much adoe he procured it for 
one day longer which was the tenth of November 
and in the mean ty-me he should cent err with 
some learned men'. In the absence of the Vice- 
1. There had been some trouble at Hereford 
assizes the previous year when Sir David 
Williams accepted an alternative form of the Oath of Allegiance from four principal recusants. 
The President of the Council in Wales complained 
of the matter to Salisbury, SP 14 4 26. He was Ralph, Lord Eure, a kinsman or r rancis. 
Williams acquired Oxfordshire estates. 
2. Margaret Napper, youngest daughter of Edward. 
Her husband was a Catholic, see page tos, 
3. Edward Cecil, later Viscount Wimbledon? But he 
was no longer a Colonel and was probably not in England at this time. 
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Chancellor and divers others, 'doctor Hamon being 
at home was willed to doe him what pleasure 
he could'. Birket wrote on 2 November 1610, 'Your 
old frend Mr Georg Napper lyeth in Oxford gaole 
condemned but repriued, and might haue escaped 
for taking the oath. It is thought he shal be 
banished. 
I Another of Napper's nephews appealed 
to Dr. King who said 'if he would take the Oath 
of Alegeance he would doe what he cold to saue 
him otherwise he would not doe anything'. This, 
while cold comfort, hardly represents the indecent 
malice found by Foley and Gillow in the behaviors, 
of Dr. King and the other officials of the University 
2 
though it also hardly represents the 'strong 
intercession' that Dodd says Dr. King made for Napper. 
On Thursday November 8th Napper 'caused 
a breast of mutton to be rosted' and supped 
with two poor Catholics - and a priest. It may 
have been through this priest who visited him in 
prison that Napper conveyed to the archpriest 
Birket his views on those fit to be bishops in 
A. A. W. A Series 9, art. 85. 
2, ie eäth of rchbishop Bancroft gave them 
something else to think about. 
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England. 
1 He himself ate only a little pigeon 
pie and a few stewed prunes 'which one of his 
sisters had brought him'. Fr. Banks tells of 
this sister's visit to Napper, of her grief 
2 
and how he consoled her. He said that those 
who had condembed him were really his greatest 
friends in that they were sending him to heaven 
by the shortest route, offering him eternal 
life in exchange for a brief torment. Afterwards, 
he made his confession to the priest. 
Early next morning, the news was brought 
that he was to die 'betweene one and twoe in the 
afternoone'. The keeper's wife, who received the 
message from the undersheriff, could not 
bring herself to tdll Rapper: the letter-writer 
did it. Napper's immediate response was to ask 
, if he might not serue god that days' - that is, 
say Mass, which he did. Two M. A. s called on him, 
1. A. A. W. A Series, 9, art. 88; they were sent 'the 
as y be? ore he died'. His 'vote' is given in A. A. W. A Series 11, art. 253: he recommended the 
archpriest himself, William Gifford, Matthew 
Kellison, William Bishop and Arthur Pitts. 
Birket commented, 'yf the testiaonie and petition 
of such will not be hard, what can we. doe more'. Birket also obtained 'a peece of Mr Ida ers 
shert lipped in his blood', A: Ä. W A 
, 10, art. 2. 2. Because Napper had been told he was to die. But 
the letter-writer did not deliver the message till the next morning. 
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but he asked that he might not be troubled 
'and they like honest mynded men stayed theire 
speeches seeinge they weare sorg for him'. 
The proproctor 
1 
came and spoke to him of the 
oath, but he also did not persist. Napper 
dressed with care, borrowing the keeper's gown 
, to saue his owne from the hangman'. 
2 
The 
letter-writer was allowed to take his leave of 
him; 'the Procter asked what I was: I hard one 
answer that I was a gent: and a prisoner for 
my Conscience'. 
Napper twice refused the proproctor's offer 
to pray with him. If that gentleman was 
offended, he did not show it and, as they 
left the Castle, he said 'Mr Napper if you will 
yet take the oath of alegeance I make no doubts 
of gor life' .3 Nepper laid himself on the hurdle, 
1. The proctors, Robert Pink and Samuel Radcliffe, 
were in Loadon, according to the letter-writer, 
though during the lest of the narrative he 
refers to the proproctor as proctor. 
2. But he gave money to all responsible for his 
death, including 10 shillings to the executioner, 
A. A. W. A Series, 10, art. 36. 
3. See G. Ins ru er, vp. cit., p. 243 for a comment on 
this offer which was made so often to Napper. 
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unbound: the letter-writer 'gote from the 
throng of the people and more than this I 
cannot sett downe of m9 own knowledge'. 1 
At the scaffold, a minister bade him confess 
his treason, 'Treason Sir I thank god I never 
knewe what treason ment'. The minister gave 
a reply that shewed how little he too understood 
what treason meant, 'be advised what you say 
doe you not remember what the Judge tould you 
that it was treason to be a priest'. As to the 
Oath of Allegiance, Napper said he was ready to 
offer to his Majesty all that homage which a 
true Christian could give to his Prince, but 
could not accept the Oath which contained many 
points contrary to Catholic religion. 
2 
He 
confessed he was a Catholic priest 'and withall 
protested that none but Chatholiques could be 
saued'; he prayed, however, that God might 
bless the King 'and make him a blessed Saint 
in heaven'. After praying some little while, 
ý. What remains, he learnt from a Mr. Charles whom 
l am not able to identify. 
2. Douai MS. Martyrs Papers No. 6. 
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against that minister's interruptions, he 
was turned off. The crowd, as sometimes 
happened, spewed their sympathy for him by 
pulling on his legs to ensure that he should 
be dead when castrated and disembowelled. 1 
According to Fr. Banks, the death of such a 
priest gained to the Catholic religion many 
students and graduates of the University who 
had been able to visit him whilst he was awaiting 
execution. As we have seen, in one form or 
another, this was a common boast or lament. 
2 
And there is sufficient evidence, even as late as 
this, as to the possibility of Oxford men turning 
Catholic: when, in 1617, Richard White, an Oxford- 
shire priest imprisoned in Oxford, petitioned that 
he might be transferred to the Clink for reasons 
of health, the Privy Council granted his request 
because it would remove him from 'the resorte 
of young studentes. '3 
I. Douai MS. Martyrs Papers No. 6. 
2. esi es the views already given, see C. R. S. 
IV, 1907,43 where Robert Persons speaks of certain 
martyrdoms as a 'great blow' that even 'the 
dullest and most callous' of the Protestants feel. 
3. A. P. C. 16'16-7, P. 331. 
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Chapter V-j " 
Oxfordshire Converts. 
Richard Carpenter gave several reasons for 
appealing to the House of Commons in 1642 to take 
action against 'the pride and prophanenesse of 
the Church of Rome' and the fourth of these was 
'that they win souls to them, every day in 
England, and almost, in all parts of it: hoping 
greatly, to undermine us by little and little; 
and grow up (wee not minding them) to the greater 
number'. 
' Exaggeration is almost mandatory in 
such a context, and although Carpenter might be 
regarded as an expert witness, since he bad 
already become a. Catholic once and was to do so 
at least once and probably twice again, he was 
hardly unprejudiced. Most of the estimates of the 
number of converts to Rome at this period are 
governed by such prejudice. Puritans and Catholics 
exaggerated; Anglicans minimized. But there can 
be little doubt that this was a significant 
feature of the religious landscape in the 17th 
century. , While a county study hardly provides an 
ý. R. Carpenter, erience, Historie, and Divinitie, 
1642, To the Honorable House of Commons. 
Carpenter was a Buckinghamshire man. 
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adequate foundation for any precise estimate 
of its significance, Oxfordshire, largely 
because it contains the University of Oxford, 
does provide an exceptional opportunity to 
single out a number of articulate converts, 
whose stories can be told in some detail. 
Their stories also supply a certain amount of 
background detail on the religious issues of 
the day. 
Eight persons are examined: Humphrey Leech, 
Francis Walsingham, Theophilu. s Higgons, Lady 
Falkland, William Chillingworth, Herbert Croft, 
Anthony Hungerford and John Zing. Of these, all 
save lady Falkland have some contact with the 
University, but what is most important about 
them in the present context is that they were 
all writers, although only Leech, Walsingham, 
Higgons. and Hungerford actually produced books 
themselves about their conversion. Hungerford 
from being a Catholic became a Protestant, for 
conversion was by no means always to Rome. It 
was, however, unusual for a Catholic gentleman 
to conform and write a book setting out his 
motives. Most such books were written by priests. 
Higgons, Chillingworth and Croft all became 
4crc 
Catholics for a brief period only and 
then returned to Anglicanism. Higgons 
returned to obscurity; Croft became a bishop; 
and Chillingworth became a leading Anglican 
controversialist. None of the eight, indeed, 
can be considered as altogether representative 
either in history or in character, and they 
have therefore been treated here as individuals, 
although wherever possible their lives have 
been used to illustrate wider issues. 
One such wider issue may be considered by 
way of preface. Conversion to Rome was a new 
phenomenon. Those who, in the 16th century, 
had conformed to the established religion 
and who later became recusants, sometimes 
priests and even martyrs, cannot as a rule 
properly be called converts. They were 
reconciled not converted. 
' To take an extreme 
case, Edmund Campion may have been an Anglican 
deacon, but he was never a committed Anglican. 
Thomas Fitzherbert later said ä Campion at 
this time, 'although he was not then a Catholic, 
1. In the 16th and early 17th centuries it is 
of flan difficult to determine a Catholic-minded 
persorfs exact status as Anthony Hunaerford's 
example will shew. 
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yet he was held for no enemy to Catholics but 
rather a friend'. 
1 Such men were still very 
close to Catholicism. If William Cecil had 
been reconciled, one might perhaps use the 
word 'convert' of him, but he would have been 
returning to a faith he had already twice 
professed. There is obviously wishful thinking 
in Henry Garnet's claim, made in a letter of 
26 August 1587, 'If it were only possible for 
us to approach the dying, there is hardly a man 
who would not die a Catholic: for it suited 
them all to live as heretics, but to die Catholics'. 2 
But the claim has some valic, ity at this time. 
The Elizabethan Englishman, if at all religiously 
inclined, might be a Calvinist or Puritan, but 
if his reaction to Calvinism was that of Humphrey 
Leech and Lady Falkland, 3 then he was a Catholic, 
whether he openly practised his religion or not. 
Speaking of Benet Canfield, received into the 
Catholic Church on 1 August 1585, Professor Birrell 
remarks, 'Anglicanism, as we understand and admire 
it, did not exist for men like him. The via media, 
1. J. EPollen, Acts of English Mart rs, 1891, p. 35. 
2. P. Caraman, TFe her Face, , p. 284. 3. See pages 4g5 Soo, 
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the theological structure of the Anglican 
Church, was a seventeenth-century creation'. 
1 
This has been expressed even more strongly in 
an Oxfordshire context by H. E. Salter: 'There 
can be no doubt that, almost without exception, 
people of real religion in the days of Queen 
Elizabeth were either recusants or ruritans'. 
2 
One obvious indication of the change 
that the 17th century brought is the very 
appearance of books such as those we are about 
to examine. Whatever else those reconciled 
to Rome under Elizabeth may have written, they 
did not write works that properly belong to 
this specialist genre. The account written by 
Humphrey Leech, 
3 therefore, may be said, like 
that of Tobie Mathew, to stand 'almost at the 
head of the long series of recitals of such 
4 
conversions. ' 
Humphrey Leech was born at Market Drayton 
in Shropshire and was a Cambridge graduate, 
ý. A. Birrell (ed. ), The Lives of Ange de Joyeuse 
and Benet Canf iel , 
-1 
. 
xxiv. Birrel also 
mentions 'the c ose physical proximity of 
Catholicism in Fr. Benet's days'. 
2. V. C. H. II, 1907, p. k7. 
3. Týrivet Lýh of Truth, 1609. Since my account foýws 
Teech's story as e tells it, detailed page 
references are unnecessary. 
4. D. Mabhew, Sir Tobie Mathew, 1950, P"9. 
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though he had originally entered at Brasenose, 
and became a minor canon of Christ Church, 
Oxford, shortly after taking his Cambridge M. A., 
and it was at Oxford that he finally entered 
on the course that was to lead him ihto the 
Catholic Church. Leech's printed account of his 
conversion makes no .. reference to the fact that 
he had already been almost persuaded to become 
a Catholic by Roland Bulkeley, Dr. Bishop and 
a Jesuit. 
I 
In 1607 Leech preached a sermon before a 
Christ Church congregation that included Dr. 
King the Vice-Chancellor on the text 'I saw the 
dead, both great and small, stand before God', 
interpreting it to mean that those were saved 
without judgment who had followed the Evangelical 
2 
Counsels of perfection. There was no immediate 
public reaction but 'certaine of a purer strayne... 
secretly murmured', which provoked Leech to 
1. C. R. S. LIV, '1962,215-6. The failure torefer to 
this in his book was misleading if not 
consciously dishonest. 
2. Even to defend these Counsels - to voluntary 
poverty and chastity - was to fly in the face of 
the religious establishment. 'Voluntarie, or 
rather wilfull pouertie... is neither a thing 
acceptable nor commendable before God, nor any- 
where commaunded in the 6criptures... he is an 
enemie to. the glorie of God, that changeth his 
rich estate, wherein he may more glorif ie God, 
for a poore', A. Willet, Synopsis Papismi, 3rd ed., 
1603, p. 296. 
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preach again on the Counsels. This time he 
was summoned before Dr. Hutton, 1 a canon of 
Christ Church and Pro-Vice-Chancellor in the 
absence of Dr. King, who attacked him for 
preaching scandalous and erroneous doctrine. 
Leech protested that he had preached the doctrine 
of St. Gregory. 'Cannot Gregory haue his errours, 
but you must broach them here to infect this 
place with POPERY? ' What seems to have angered 
Hutton was Leech's diatinction between 'Precepts' 
and 'Counsayles', the double standard that the 
Reformation had rejected. Leech claims that 
he reduced Hutton to silence by asking, if 
coundels are precepts, 'why do you, or any other 
marry, or possesse any of the worlds goods? ' 
And there the matter rested till 'Easter 
terme following' when one Benefield, an 'initiate 
Doc-tour', attacked 'that eroneous Popish doctrine'. 
Leech, forewarned, was present and heard Benefield 
reject the Fathers as 'bewitched, deceiued, and 
1. To the kitchen, since it was supper-time. In his lively account of what transpired, Leech dubs Hutton 'the culinarian Doctour', to the 
great indignation of Dean Price and the anonymous 
author of Somnia- ondus-habent or Leeches 
looking-G1 asse Bös. awl 317 22 et seg), 
an amusing pl yle-f'compose in Aug ust 1609 - 
against Leech and Theophilus Higgons. The 
characters are two Christ Church scullions and the 
god Mercury. The playlet contains nothing save 
abuse, but it is lively and inventive abuse. 
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caried away as men with the errours of the 
time wherein they lyued' in favour of such 
'carousing Almans (nay rather Ale-men)' as the 
Centuriators of Magdeburg and also 'two -English 
pamphlets'. Leech took up the gauntlet, moved 
by various considerations, including 'the 
perfit hatred, that from my innermost Soule, I 
euer conceiued against Puritanisme (the very 
bane of ancient Christianity)'; and preached 
again on 27 June 1608, reiterating that only 
those who followed the Evangelical Counsels 
were sure of salvation. He was again summoned 
before Hutton and found him closeted with Dr. 
Kilby and Dr. Benef ield. To the charge of 
preaching Popish doctrine, Leech replied that the 
Trinity and 6t her doctrines might as easily be 
'branded with the imputation of POPERY' and 
later commented 'But such is the temerity of 
some men, that they will rather disclayine a 
manifest truthe, then they will concure in opinion 
with the Church of Rome'. 
Again, no conclusion was reached, and when 
Dr. King returned from London, Leech repaired to 
him and was immediately attacked. When he argued 
L4 f; p (- 
that his doctrine was held by 'the best learned 
in Oxford', 1 King re plied: 'yea... there are 
many of Zou, that will Play with ?? 0''ERY, as the 
f lye doth with the candle: you hoouer, ouer 
and about it, as neere as you dare, but you 
will be sure to keepe your winges from sindging'. 
And further condemned him for 'preaching such 
doctrine in these reuolting times, when there is 
such generall Apostasy from the gospell vnto 
POPERY', whether the doctrine were true or false. 
On the vigil of St. Peter's Leech was 
called before King and a board of doctors. 
2 
Dr. Airay asked him what was his rule of faith. 
Leech answered that it was that of St. Vincent 
of Lerins: canonical scripture and ecclesiactical 
tradition. On being told that this was Popery, 
he returned the question and Airay replied: 
Scripture alone. But how interpreted? By the 
Spirit. 'What Spirit good Sir? The spirit of 
1. Presumably those identified in C. R. S. LIV, 
1962,215- 
2. Henry Airay, John Aglionby, Leonard Hutton, 
Harding and Sebastian fenefield: all save Harding 
are in D. N. B., where both Airay and Benefield 
are described as Calvinists. Aglionby was the 
father of George Aglionby, whose widow became 
a Catholic. Bishop Goodman spent his last 
years in her krause in Westminster, G. I. Soden, 
Godfrey Good aan, 1953, p_F . 428_31 . 
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God only which priuate men thinke they haue'? ' 
Airay then unsuccessfully desired King to 
question Leech on the royal supremacy. Instead, 
King, as Vice-Chancellor, silenced Leech as a 
preacher, and as Dean of Christ Church, suspended 
him from commons and from his functions in 
the college. Leech eventually appealed to 
Archbishop Bancroft but was 'fedde with delayes'. 
The next section of Leech's book gives 
his twelve 'motives' for becoming a Catholic. 
He leaves out the intermediate stages, but he had 
apparently been helped by a Jesuit to cross 
the Channel. 
1 Most of the motives concern the 
Protestant rejection of Catholic tradition as 
contained in the Scriptures and the Fathers. 
The seventh is a protest against Erastianism: 
Leech describes the Protestant position as 'Pipe 
state; & dance Churche. Religion must haue no 
coate otherwise, then measure is taken by the 
State'. The last three motives are protests 
against the persecution of Catholics in England, 
an interesting comment on the effectiveness of 
1. C. R. S. LIV, 1962,216. 
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that persecution if it is true that these 
were Leech's feelings before he became a Catholic. 
It is not necessary in the present 
context to examine the theological side of 
Leech's book in any detail. ' but one point 
ought to be made. The original cause of Leech's 
quarrel with the Anglican authorities was 
his attachment to the Evangelical Counsels. A 
generation later a former fellow of t^: erton who 
was also a member of the Falkland circle became 
a Catholic. In his Exomologesis "HTugh or 
Serenus Cressy writes of Protestantism that, 
'renouncing all Evangelicall Counsells of 
perfection, as voluntary poverty, chastity, Lc... 
they both want such effectuall helps thereto 
[that is, to meditation and contemplation 7, 
and dare not for fear of being censured as 
half Catholiques, commend or practise the means 
proper and conducing to it, insomuch as the 
very name of Contemplation is unknown among 
them, I mean in the mysticall sense'. 
2 
Leech 
1. I have therefore ignored the answers to 
Leech brought out by Price and Benefield. 
2. H. Cressy, Exomologesis, 2nd ed., 1653, p. 465. 
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seems to have been more affected by the attack 
on his authority for the doctrine than by 
attachment to the doctrine. But it is worth 
noting that Anglicanism could offer to neither 
Leech nor Cressy anything of the mystical or the 
numinous. Clarendon unconsciously clinched the 
argument when he thought he had answered Cressy 
by pointing out that England, if it had no 
monasteries, did have Oxford and Cambridge. 
1 
Leech, like Barrett at Cambridge, preached 
'Anglicanism' at the wrong time and, like 
Barrett but unlike Laud, he had no patron to 
protect him. 
2 Many may have shared their views 
but were never challenged. The Laudian movement 
brought them into prominence and the Civil War 
made some of them Catholic converts who might 
otherwise have died Anglicans. The meeting with 
a Jesuit helped of course: disillusioned with 
the via media, Leech must have been an easy prey. 
1. E. Hyde, Animadversions von a Book intituled, 
Fanaticism . ana ica _1 
T"mputed to the Ca Bolick 
C urc ,n ed., , pp, _. He wenE on to say TUFF ressy could have read St. Teresa 'and even his own Sancta Sophia. if any other man would have taken e pains to have put it together' 
at Merton. Cp. A. L. Rowse, The England of Elizabeth, 1959 , p. 437" 2. See pages 63Y S. 
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Leech was not the first disturbed 
.!,. nglican 
to take his problems to Bancroft. Francis 
Walsingham, apparently a kinsman of the 
Elizabethan Secretary, was born at Berwick, 
Northumberland, but brought up in London. Despite 
his relationship to Sir Francis, his mother and 
one of his sisters were Catholics and he had a 
schismatic cousin. After brief service as a 
soldier under Sir Robert Sidney, he became a 
schoolmaster and, about 1603, an Anglican deacon. 
He was appointed to teach at Kingsbury, Middlesex, 
by the Warden and Fellows of All Souls College, 
Oxford, at which latter institution he had 
himself studied 'per aliquod tempus'. 
1 While 
at Oxford he wasted his time 
2 
reading heretical 
authors and he continued to read them afterwards. 
He used to lend out his books and one of his 
friends 
3 
offered him in return -Persons' A Defence 
of the Censure giuen I Mon two bookes of William 
Charke and Meredith Hanmer. He accepted it and 
1. C. R. S. LIV, 1962,169. Wood, who cast his net 
very wide, does not include Walsingham in the 
Athenae Oxonienses. 
2. The expression Is his own. 
3. A schismatic, C. R. S. LIV, 1962,170. 
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began 'presently to play with it, as with a 
trifle' 
1 but its argument troubled him: 'I do 
not see (for examples sake) why I should 
belieue a Charke, or a Fulke comming but yesterday 
from the Grammar Schoole before a Cyprian, a 
Tertullian, a Basill, a Hied, a Chrysostome, 
an Ambrose, or an Austen, especially in matter 
of fact, as our case is, seeing they liued more 
than 12. or 13. hundred yeares neerer to the deed 
doing then these Ministers do, and yet to this 
extremitie am I driuen'. 
2 
He resolved to submit 
his troubles to 'Gods Lieftenant and Substitute 
in all causes and affayres whatsoeuer'; 
3 but he 
failed to see the King on 6 April 1604 and was 
instead sent to see Bancroft at Lambeth. There 
followed a series of meetings and conferences, 
at several of which the ex-Jesuit Sir Christopher 
Perkins was present: Walsingham was lent some 
of the books of Thomas Bell. 
1. F. Wals ingham, A Search N ade into Natters of 
Reli ion, 2nd MOM, pisstle to We eater. 
2. . Wa singham, o . cit., p. 2i; cp. Leech's indignation aftfie replacement of the Fathers 
by 'two English pamphlets'. 
3. F. Walsingham, op. cit., Epistle to the Reader. 
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The result was that he was received or 
reconciled by a Driest in prison, Edward Tempest, 
1 
and went overseas, entering the English College, 
Rome in October 1606. Early in 1609, he 
joined the Jesuits, and in the same year first 
printed A Search Made into Matters of Religion. 
2 
Another Oxford graduate went overseas 
about the same time as Leech and produced an 
account of his change of faith, 
3 
one 'remarkable as well 
f or its sound learning; as for the force of 
its arguments, and the pointed nature of its 
comments' and one that 'created considerable 
interest amongst the Oxfordshire clergy'. 
4 Dr. 
Lee, an impetuous writer, gives no reference for 
that second comment, but certainly Theophilus 
Higgons' defection did provoke books from 
Thomas Morton, the famous controversialist, one 
of the targets of Higgons' book, and from Sir 
Edward Hoby. 
5 Higgons' main concern was the 
1. For whom see page 173. 
2. Persons has been credited with the authorship 
of this important controversial work. 
3. T. Higgons, The First Motive of T. H. Maister of 
Arts, and lä ly"ý' finis er, to svspec`F7Te 
Inte rT 0=3-s Reýon, 'I; U9. 
4. ee, T hame, 'f8 , 
$ýj p. 66 n. 
5. T. Morton, irect Answer unto the Scandalous 
Exceptions-) w is TefiohilusHi ons a aely 
obreccte a ainst D. Mor on, 0; E. Hoby, r.. Letter 
to . r. . H. ae inister. now ýFu itiue, 160Zf. ForTon's work was e ica end to Lord Eure, Hoby's 
to 'all Romish collapsed Tadies, of Great Britanie'. 
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doctrine of purgatory and, like Leech, he 
argued that the Protestants had rejected the 
teaching of the Fathers: 'wherefore though 
Luther did basely esteeme of a thousand 
Augustines, and Cyprians if they were repugnant 
vnto his iudgement in the Scripture, yet I saw 
necessary reasons, why I should preferr one 
Augustine before ten thousand Luthers. Fields, 
and all such, as are exorbitantly carried against 
the streame, and course of the ancient 
Catholick Church'. 
Higgons was born about 1578 at Chilton, 
near Brill, in Buckinghamshire and educated at 
Thame Grammar School, from which town his 
mother came. He proceeded to Christ Church, 
taking his M. A. in 1600, and some four years 
later entered the service of Bishop Ravis, 
2 
later becoming lecturer at St. Dunstan's, Fleet 
Street. According to Boby, his reputation at 
Christ Church Riad been that of a puritan, 
'violently aduerse... to all such, as were suspected 
to fauour the Romish Sea' and he was responsible 
1. T. Higgons, The First Motive, 1609, p. 33" Higgons 
also tilted agar 't e enturiators, p. 138. 
2. A letter from his father, Robert, appended 
to Hoby's book. 
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for putting down a May-pole there, 'because you 
thought it came out of a Romish forrest'. 1 Higgons 
promptly brought out a reply to Hoby 
2 in which 
he denied the charge of Puritanism and other more 
damaging charges. Hoby claimed that Higgons was 
in debt, lacked preferment and was unhappily married 
3 
and he accused him of acting upon the reasoning, 
'If there be not a golden mine in heauen, you will 
trie what you can finde by digging into the 
suburbs of hell'. 
Then, on 3 March 1610/11, Higgons preached 
a sermon 'in testimonie of his heartie reunion 
with the Church of England'. He now admitted that 
before he became a Catholic 'sundrie difficulties 
did incompasse' him but maintained that the 
first motive of his return had been his acceptance 
of the oath of allegiance. 
4 
He was presented to 
Less colourful phraseology than that applied by 
a later Puritan to a may-pole in Holywell, Oxford: 
he who set it up was 'desirous to looke backe to 
the Garlicke and Onions of Egypt', A Sad Warning 
to all Pro have, Malignant Spirits, -1S47, "5-3- 
2,7Higgons, The Ao0 of rT ego Tilvs Hi ons, 1609. 
3. 'His Poperle came from fie iscon entmen , by his vnhappie mariage', Robert Higgons' letter. 
y.. T. Higgons, A Sermon preached at Pauls Crosse the 
third of March 1 , pp. 47,37-_7. sermon 
was printed ogether with Richard Sheldon's Certain 
General Reasons rovin the Lawfulnesse of the Oath 
( Allegiance an a- m treaE se untie empora power of the Pope. Sheldon (for whom see 
pagek'3t. )was still technically a Catholic and Barclay 
was 'now dead, but in his life time professing the 
Roman Religion'. Richard Broughton mentioned Higgons' 
sermon in a letter, saying that he had1 ld. some 
Catholic points and inveighed against others: 'he was 
misted of m, =: ' , A. A. W. A Series, 1O, art. 36. 
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the rectory of Hunton near I°laidstone, Kent 
and settled down to the life of a country cleric, 
enlivened by such occasional outbursts as the 
publication of a work on the Mystical Babylon. 
He may well have been auritan at heart: it was 
the contention of those who disliked both, that 
a Puritan and a Jesuit had much in common. 
The converts were not, however, drawn 
entirely from the ranks of dons and clerics. 
There were enough converts in high places to 
underline the shrill warnings of such as Prynne. 
Many of the statesmen and courtiers - the men 
at least - were connected with Oxfordshire 
through the University and the Civil War was to 
bring many to Oxford again: Lady Purbeck, 1 a 
convert whose husband and whose lover were also 
converts, was to die there in 1645. But two of 
these great ladies have a direct connection with 
the county, one marrying into a great Oxfordshire 
house, that of Knollys, the other being born 
at Burford. 
1. She was the daughter of Elizabeth Cecil and 
Sir Edward Coke, and married John Villiers, 
Viscount Purbeck, brother of the Duke of Buckingham. 
Li `i 6 
Elizabeth Howard, daughter of Thomas, 
Ist Earl of Suffolk 
1 
married William Lord 
Knollys, later Earl of Banbury, who was forty 
years her senior. A match had been under 
consideration for her with Edward Lord Vaux, 
when the Vaux family was caught up in the after- 
math of the Gunpowder Plot. 
2 
On 10 April 1627 
Lady Banbury's first son, Edward, was born 
at Harrowden Hall in Northamptonshire, the home 
of Lord Vaux. It is therefore not certain that 
Edward and her second son Nicholas were Banbury's 
sons but there is no need to discuss the question 
here. On Banbury's death in 1632, Lord Vaux 
promptly married his widow, who had already 
become a Catholic. 
One possible reason for such a conversion 
was noted in the case of Lady Purbeck. George 
Garrard, an Anglican clergyman, wrote to Viscount 
Wentworth, later Earl of Strafford, in 1637, 
'Another of my familiar Acquaintance is gone over 
to that Popish Religion, Sir Robert Howard, which 
1. She was the sister of Lady Purbeck's lover, 
Sir Robert Howard, and of Frances, Countess of 
Somerset. See also pages 217-s. 
2. G. Anstruther, Vaux of Harrowden, 1953, pnc. 287, 
456-8. 
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I am very sorry for; My Lady Purbeck left her 
Country and Religion both together, and since 
he will not leave thinking of her, but live in 
that detestable Sin still, let him go to their 
Church for Absolution, for Comfort he can find 
none in ours'. 
I To such as these, not perhaps 
a large number in any county but better known 
at Court, Puritanism could offer very little. 
And Anglicanism could offer little more for, 
despite what has been said of the Laudian 
revival, a minor cause - though it has been 
called 'the proximate cause' - of Lady Falkl8nd's 
conversion was the refusal of/Laudian 
Churchman to hear her confession. 
2 
Born in 1585 or 1586 at Burford, Elizabeth 
Tanfield was the daughter of Sir Lawrence 
Tanfield of Burford and Great Tew, later Chief 
ý. W. Knowler (ed. ), The Earl of Strafforde's 
Letters and Dis a cfies, II, 9739%73. A year 
later Garrarr`wro e on the same subject, '0ur 
great Women fall away every Day'. 
2. it is not, of course, suggested that Lady 
Falkland, a devoted wife and mother, would 
have had the same need for a religion that 
provided absolution. 
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Baron of the Exchequer and his wife Elizabeth 
Symonds, niece of Sir Henry Lee. 
1 Although 
she wrote and published other work, Elizabeth 
Tanfield did not write an account of her 
conversion. But one of her dauR: hters wrote a 
biography of her motter, giving full details of 
her religious history. 
2 
Normally such a vie 
edif iante is more edifying than informative, 
3 
but this presents a lively and credible picture of 
a real human being. 
1. E. K. Chambers, Sir Henry Lee, 1936, p. 206. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. rT he Lad Y Falkland: Her Life, 
1861: it is not known-whiicfi dauber £hoügh 
certainly one of the four who became nuns. Patrick 
Cary, her son, added a few points. Lady 
Georgiana Fullerton produced a version of this 
work in 1883, which, while slipshod in many 
respects, presents an interesting picture of 
Lady Falkland as seen by a Tractarian convert: 
The Life of Elizabeth Lady Falkland, 1585-16 . 
3. Ada y Fa? k1-an s äußiter-In- aw, etticce orison, 
wife of Lucius, 2nd Viscount Falkland, was the 
subject of such a study, J. Duncon, The Retvrnes 
of Spiritual comfort and grief in aevout pul, Imo. T euere wereurrt e ec ition n 1649 
anT-1653 and a modern edition in 1908. The claims 
made for Lettice, Lady Falkland, however, are 
not so large as those for Alice, Duchess 
Dudley, of whom another Anglican cleric wrote, 
'The Town of Stonel , in which our Illustrious Dutchess was orn, as more reason to glory in 
that She breath'd her first breath in it than the 
seven Cities had in Homer the Prince of Poets', 
R. Boreman, A Mirrour-of Christianit , and a Miracle of Shari y, 1M7, p" " 
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Elizabeth Tanfield was eceentric, intelliCent 
and precociously learned, but lacking in all 
ability to cope with ordinary life: she could 
not handle money and she was 'apt to confound 
time strangely'. 
1 She was capable, not out of 
bravado, but out of sheer forgetfulness, of 
asking a priest met in the street for his blessing. 
2 
A comýaent of her son Lucius on her financial 
incapacity is -perhaps more just than some of 
her husband's strictures; he spoke of 'my Mother 
hauing no ouer-frugall Disposition, (which is the 
most that it will bee fitt for Knee to ssy of any 
expense of hers)'. 
3 Yet she could, and did, live 
on the shortest commons, her trouble being 
'that whatsoever she had had in the 'u! orning, she 
would have had nothing left at night, unless she 
should have found none that did need or would ask'; 
4 
and she herself wrote: 
'with friends there is not such a word as det; 
Where amitie is tide with bond of truth, 
All benefits areýhere in common set'. 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), o2-cit,, p. 115. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 117. 
3. SP 16 40, Dec-em-Be r 1636. 
4. R. Simpson Ced. ), oP. cit., p. 83. 
5. The Tragedy of Mari am, 1613, II, lines 648-650 
(Malone Society r' e'p 'nt, 1914). 
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In 1602 Elizabeth Tanf ield was married to 
Henry Cary, son of Sir Edward Cary of terk- 
hamstead, Hertfordshire, ' but did not immediately 
leave Burford and her parents. 
2 
Her first 
children, including Lucius, were probably born 
at Burford. She had already made her first 
advance towards Catholicism: when she was twelve, 
her father had given her Calvin's Institutesto 
read. She read it and rejected it, her father 
commenting, 'This girl hath a. spirit averse 
from Calvin'. 
3 Now, aged about twenty, she 
read herself 'into much doubt of her religion" 
impelled to this partly by Hooker, whose 
Ecclesiastical Polity 'seemed to have left her 
hanging in the air'. 
4 
At this point her brother- 
in-law Adolphus Cary, who had returned from 
Italy 'with a good opinion of Catholic religion' 
1. There were several families of Cary at this 
time and several Henrys. For the Cary family, 
Viscounts Falkland, see T. Longueville, Falklands, 
1897; J. A. R. Marriott, Life and Times o ucius 
Car , Viscount Falkland 1907, F. arrison, The Devon arys, 920; - . ýMurdoch, The Sun at !6n, 
1939; K. Weber, Lucius Car Seconnc -Viscount 
Falkland. 1940. WeVe-rts ok'is the most useful 
u somewhat unsympathetic towatds Lady Falkland. 
2. But see K. Weber, o . cit., pp. 11-15. 3. R. Simpson (ed. ), ý. ýp. 7. 4. R. Simpson (ed. ), o:.., p, 9, 
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persuaded her to read the Fathers. Several 
secondary authorities state that as a result 
she became a Roman Catholic: there is no 
contemporary warrant for such a statement. 
1 
Instead she was persuaded, partly by her own 
reasoning and partly by divines met in the 
London house of Bishop Neile of Durham, that 
'she might lawfully remain as she was, she never 
questioning for all that but that to be in the 
Roman Church were infinitely better and securer'. 
In 1622 her husband, now Viscount Falkland, 
was appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland. Lady 
Falkland accompanied him and in Ireland met her 
first Catholic, 'at least knowing one'. 
2 Three 
years later she returned to England 
3 
and 
1. Save that 'at two several times she refused to 
go to church for along while together' (R. 
Simpson, ed., 2p. cit., p. 13), which makes her, 
strictly, a recusant, but to become a Catholic 
recusant, having been brought up a Pro ant, 
one needed to be received into the Church by 
a priest. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. ), 2. cit., p. 23: the 5th Lord 
Inchequin. There was also an ex-Jesuit, one 
Hacket, among the Lord Deputy's chaplains, whom 
she questioned about his former religion, for 
which he seems to have entertained no great 
animosity. 
3. There does not seem to be any evidence to support 
the Rev. Joseph Mead's claim, made on 17 November 
1626, that 'she was called home out of Ireland 
for her grievous extortions', R. F. Williams (ed. ), 
The Court and Times of Charles the Fir t, I, 
7948,170; FP-R: impsön e 7a. cIt., pp. 19-20. 
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Burford with some of her children, leavin[-c the 
rest with Falkland 'who was so tenderly 
careful that he could supply the part both of 
father and mother'. 
1 At Burford her eldest 
daughter, Lady Home died in childbed, aged 
sixteen: 
2 lady Home had a not unfavourable opinion 
of Catholics, since she reproved one who spoke 
against them saying 'she could know nothing of 
them but what the Scotch ministers said, which 
nobody with sense could believe'. From Burford, 
Lady Falkland removed to London, frequenting both 
Anglican and Catholic circles: the one centering 
on John Cosin 
3 
and his High Church ladies, the 
other on Lord Ormond's 
4 house, where she met 
Frs. Dunstan Pettinger and Dunstan Everard alias 
John Jones, two Benedictines known as black 
Fr. Dunstan and white Fr. Dunstan. She was soon 
willing to be received, but was nearly deflected 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 24. 
2. R. Simpsom (ed. ), o . c., p. 25. Her husband was James, 2nd Earl Mme; the 1st Earl had 
been a Catholic. 
3. About this time domestic chaplain to Bishop 
Neile. 
4. 'Walter of the beads and rosarie', the 11th 
Earl of Ormond. His grandson and successor was 
a Protestant. 
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by another High Church lady, Lady Denbigh. 
' 
Lady Denbigh declared her own willingness to be 
received into the Roman Communion, later, when 
certain difficulties had been resolved, in a 
very short while; and promising to be received 
with Lady Falkland, managed to delay the latter's 
own reception 'for little less than half a year'. 
But at length Lady Falkland was received by Fr. 
Everard 'in my lord of Ormond's stable'. 
2 Charles 
was informed by Buckingham and ordered her 'to 
remain confined to her house during his Majesty's 
pleasure'. The next day she was visited by 
Cosin. His chief argument seems to have been that 
her conversion to Rome would discredit 'their 
company', which, however true, was hardly likely 
to influence her after she had abandoned that 
company. Her husband used a much more cogent 
argument; he had her children taken from her, 
with all her servants, save one Bessie Poulter, an 
Oxfordshire girl, plus the household beer, coal, 
1. Susan, Lady Denbigh, was the Duke of Bucking- 
ham's sister. Her irresolution was the subject of 
a famous poem by Richard Crashaw. She became a 
Catholic in 1651 and, according to her Capuchin 
confessor, 'died with all the marks of a pre- 
destined soul' R. F. Williams (ed. ), op. cit., II, 401. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. 
j, 
oa. _., p. 29. 
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wood 'or whatsoever else was movable'. 
I 
Ormond supplied her with meals and, after six 
weeks, Lady Carlisle procured her release 
from house-arrest. It is interesting to note 
that the King 'wondered she was still confined': 
the order had clearly been the result of his 
immediate anger, and not in any sense the result 
of policy. The King did what he could to re- 
convert her and sent her a theological paper 
composed by a bishop, which she passed on to the 
Benedictines. There was also a disputation at 
the house of Edward Barrett, Lord Newburgh who 
had married Falkland's sister Jane. Nothing 
moved Lady Falkland, so the King devoted his 
energies and those of his Privy Council to 
persuading Lord Falkland to contribute to her 
support. Everybody about the Court rallied round, 
including Lady Banbury, 
2 
the two Lady Buckinghams, 
Lady Denbigh and the Newburghs, either with 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ) 
.2 . 
cit. , p. 31. 2. 'In this time of erÜe ing first a Catholic, 
my lady of Banbury (being herself one) shewed 
herself her great friend (who had been long 
well acquainted with her), relieving very much 
her necessities', R. Simpson (ed. ), 2j. cit., p. 33. 
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money or letters of recommendation to various 
men of influence and Falkland himself. 
Lord Falkland's attitude remained un- 
compromising. He poured forth his feelings in a 
letter to the King of 8 December 1626,1 lamenting 
his wife's fall into 'that most leprous infection'. 
'For how can your throne be long well-established, 
or your sacred person safe in it, whilst these 
locusts of Rome... be permitted to -ass at liberty... 
If no man can serve two masters, when the heart 
of any of your subjects is fulfilled with the 
love of the Pope, what place is left for the 
love of you, their King? '. And he asked that his 
wife should be sent home to her mother. 
2 Lady 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 137. 
2. Sir Tawrence Tanfiei3Tlad died in 1625. He 
had left Burford and Great Tew to his grandson 
Lucius, bypassing his daughter and son-in-law. 
Lucius was to succeed on Lady Tanfield's 
death. Lady Falkland said that this was his 
reaction to her selling of her jointure to 
help her husband, SP 16 58/19. Lord Falkland 
claimed that Sir Lawrence foresaw his daughter's 
conversion, and he has been followed b many 
later writers, some of whom (see above) 
have written as though Lady Falkland were 
already a Catholic at her father's death. 
But if Sir Lawrence cared for Lucius he may 
well have thought it wiser to keep his estates 
out of Falkland's hands, for the Lord Deputy 
was in constant difficulties over money. 
5OE 
Falkland, writing to Lord Conway, pointed out 
that her mother had said she would 'neuer 
giue mee the least releefe either now, or at 
hir death', and asked that, if she must be 
confined in this way, it should be at the Essex 
home of the Newburghs. 
1 She does not seem to have 
been confined in this way in either place. 
Meanwhile, instead of writing an account 
of her conversion, Lady Falkland set herself 
to translate Cardinal du Perron's controversy 
with James I2 and waited. Lord Falkland 
returned to England in 1630 and the couple were 
eventually reconciled by the Queen, though 
financial troubles still prevented their setting 
up house together. 
3 Then in August 1633 Falkland 
1. SP 1658Z! 2- The Duchess of Buckingham 
supported er plea, SP 16/58417. In justice 
to Lady Tanf ield, she did make provision 
for her daughter in her will, see SP 16/337Z40 . 2. The Reply of the most illvstriovs Car ina 
3 Perron to Me Wnsweare of -ie mos xce en Kin of Great riTaine, 1650. 
was edica eT-to 7enrie a . aria, daughter 
of France and daughter-in-law of James I, a 
Catholic and a woman, 'therefore fittest to 
protect a wemans worke'. The book appeared 
anonymously. Two of the prefatory poems point 
out that the translation was done in thirty 
days. Its publication adds point to the 
claim made for Lady Falkland that, '0f controversy 
it may be said she had read most that had been 
written' (R. Simpson, ed., op. cit., p. ll3). 
3. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 4T 
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was mortally wounded in an accident; Lady 
Falkland was summoned to his bedside. According 
to the Life, he asked in French if her man 
were there; Lady Falkland failing to understand, 
he repeated the question, more emphatically, 
and was told that he w^s not. 'He then asked if 
there were no way but 11 There is no 
reason to reject this story as told by Falkland's 
own daughter: such rejection can only be based 
on the dogma that all nuns are either credulous 
or dishonest. The story is, at any rate, too 
circumstantial to be a pious invention. Moreover, 
the Life informs us that Falkland had obtained 
and read his wife's translation of Perron 
2 
and 
had also conversed with one of her Catholic 
friends, a Mr. Clayton. And when they had at last 
planned to set up home together again, he had 
designed accommodation for a chapel and priests. 
3 
And one minor sign is left to us in the Life 
that shews how thoroughly he had recovered from 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), op cit., p. 48. 
2. As Lucius would seem Eo have done. 
3. R. Simpson (ed. ), Op. _. 1p. 46. 
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his earlier hostility: Lady Falkland, who 'always 
much esteemed and loved order, when she 
remembered there was such a thing', 
I 
naturally 
desired to observe the fasting laws of her new 
Church and naturally could not remember them, 
especially when dining out: Falkland used to 
remind her. 
2 
The very absurdity of Falkland's first 
reaction might be held a major reason for accepting 
the Life's account of his death. To write 
such words as have been quoted above to the King, 
a man whose own wife was a Catholic, was un- 
reasonable. As with the Scots minister, 'nobody 
with sense could believe'. The point clearly 
has a wider implication. The violence and 
crudity of the extreme Protestant arguments 
3 
meant that a man of any honesty and sense upon 
actually meeting Catholics, in ordinary social 
intercourse, through the conversion of a relative 
or friend, or through travel, was more likely 
to be attracted to Catholicism if he had ever 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), 2. cit., p. 42. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. ), o . c1 ., p. 53. 3. Against Anglicanism as well as Catholicism: as 
J. W. Allen notes, 'to read Prynne and Burton is 
to be influenced irrationally in favour of 
Laud', English Political Thought 1603-'1660,1939, 
1,181. 
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succumbed to the propaganda than if, like 
Charles or laud, he had always held to a more 
urbane opposition. Bessie "Oulter, for example, 
who followed her mistress into the Catholic 
Church, had, as the servant of Lady r ome, 
learned from the Scots minister that Catholic 
priests were all witches and Fr. Dunstan Evera. rd 
disabused her with relative ease. 
1 If she had 
been taught that Fr. Dunstan, though a good 
Christian, held a mistaken view of the Scriptures 
and the Fathers, there the matter might well 
have rested, for there is no reason to surpose 
Bessie capable of studying patristic theology. 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 35. Elizabeth 
or Bessie Poulter became a Carmelite nun 
in 1642, A. Hardman, English Carmelites in 
Penal Times, 1936, pp. 66_67. I 1-'s assume3- 
ere that Master', who had put 'the 
little she bath' out at interest and who 
was expected to help her, was Lucius, 
Lord Falkland. This may be so, but there 
was an Elizabeth -L'oulter in the service of Basil Feilding's wife Anne Weston, Cecilia 
Countess of Denbigh, Royalist Father 
and Roundhead Son, 1917 , pp. 100- s the 
son of Lady Denbigh, Basil, later 2nd Earl 
of Denbigh, could well have taken Bessie 
over from Lady Falkland. 
51o 
A more serious objection would be that 
the Life also says of lady Falkland's elder 
sons, Lucius and Lorenzo, that 'there is greEt 
hopes they both died Catholics'. 1 No evidence is 
given. But since this is one of Patrick 
Cary's additions to the original account by 
his sister, it need not destroy all confidence 
in the story of the 1st Viscount Falkland's 
desire to become a Catholic. 'ýieber's comment 
on the statement as it affects Lorenzo, that 
'there is no more evidence than there is for his 
father's conversion' is unfair. 
2 
If Lucius and Lorenzo remained rrotestants, 
four of Lady Falkland's surviving daughters 
and her two youngest sons became Catholics. 
3 
William Chillingworth who was later an intimate 
friend of Lucius, 2nd Viscount Falkland, was 
very much involved in the conversion of the Cary 
daughters. 
1. R. Simpson (ed. ), 22. cit., p. 1'12. 
2. K. Weber, op. cit., p '. r . 3. For the subsequent history of the two sons, 
see K. Weber, p. cit., pp. 3o1_321. The 
daughters became $enedictine nuns, C. R. S. 
xIII, 1913944-45. 
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Chillingworth1 was born at oxford in 1602 
and educated at Trinity College. His father 
was later "ayor of Oxford and t" illiam laud 
was Yns godfather. He came under the influence 
of the Jesuit John Fisher, Laud's opponent 
in the famous conference held before Lady 
Buckingham. 
2 Fisher 'was often conversant in 
these parts'. 
3 Chillingworth's reasons for 
becoming a Catholic are clear and known, though 
he did not incorporate them in a book at the 
time of his conversion. The mechanics of his 
conversion and his life as a Catholic, however, 
are far from clear. It is not known with any 
1. Chillingworth has been the subject of three 
recent theses: R. R. Orr, Truth and Authority: 
the Development of William iMin w- orth s 
c! eas on Re i ions o era ion (London Ph. D. 
esis)1 , published 117n -s shortened 
version in 1967 under the title Reason and 
Authority: the Thou ht of William Chillin worth; 
H, H. ro, WITliam ilTrn wo (1602-1644): 
Churchman and on roversia is (Ed inbur 'h 
. esis 
71 The it wa. s a Cambridge 
thesis, see J. Waller, 'William Chillingworth: 
a Study', Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 
vz, 1955,175- - . None of these works is 
altogether satisfactory, especially from the 
viewpoint of recusant history. Orr, for example, 
writes of 'another Jesuit, the ex-Anglican 
named St-Francis a Sancta Clara', Reason and 
Authorit , 1967, p. 68, and repeats the title 
in his bibliography. He is also under the 
impression that Richard Crashew, who was born 
about 1613, had already become a Catholic 
by 1628, - cit., p. 2. 
2. W. Laud, Works, II, 1849. 
3. Ath. Cx. III, 87. 
5 (-)- 
certainty when he became a Catholic, where 
he went as a Catholic, or when he returned to 
Anglicanism. He certainly went overseas but 
some authorities say he went to St. Omer, and 
others say he went to Douai. Wood, Laud and 
Clarendon say St. Omer; Aubrey and Lucius, Viscount 
Falkland's sister say Douai. All these should 
have been reasonably well informed, especially 
Clarendon as an intimate friend of Falkland. 
Chillingworth himself later spoke of having 
known 'a young Scholar in Doway'. 1 He might, 
of course, have been at-both places, and the 
matter is not of any great importance, especially 
in the present context. But it does serve to 
shew how elusive Chillingworth can be. 
The question of timing is more important. 
The usual date given for Chillingworth's conversion 
to Rome is 1628; certainly it cannot be earlier, 
because of the role he played in the affair of 
2 
Alexander Gill. He might have become a Catholic 
1. W. Chillingworth, The Pell ion of Protestants 
a safe wa to Salva ion, , p7 9 2. ic page 5zz, 
E5 13 
immediately after that affair, that is, at 
the end of 1628 or the beginning of 1629. 
But it seems to have been much later, probably 
in 1630, that Sir Edward Dering, Lieutenant of 
Dover, was warned to observe very carefully 
the company of . "r. Sheldon. Sheldon had a 
pass but it was suspected he might try to 
carry over with him 'a scholler of Oxford, who 
for his person is low, and of a middle posture, 
betwixt leane and fatt; his hair is brownish, 
and his beard picked; his forehead high, of a 
middle age. His name... is Shillingworth'. 
1 
Before dealing with his return, and his 
beliefs at that time, - it will be as well to 
examine his reasons for becoming a Catholic. 
He gave one reason in a letter that he wrote 
to his friend Gilbert Sheldon, later Archbishop 
1. N. Wiseman, 'Passports in the Olden Time', 
The Nonth, II, 1865,389. I have not been able To trace the original of this letter, which 
was presumably from the Earl of Suffolk, 
Warden of the Cinque Ports. Dering's letters 
as Lieutenant at this time are in T. M. Add. 
MS. 47 88-9: they contain nothing on ChiTling- 
wor . Mr. Sheldon was probably Edward, third 
son of Edward of Beoley, only son of Ralph. 
This younger Edward was roughly Chillingworth's 
age (b. 1599) and had been at Gloucester Hall. 
IL. 4 
of Canterbury: 
' 'Partly mine owne necessities 
and feares, and partly charity to some others, 
haue drawne mee out of London into the Country: 
One particular cause and not the least was 
the newes of your sicknesse, which had I found, 
it had contineued with you with any danger, no 
danger of my owne should haue kept mee from 
you... f°Ieanewhile, lett mee entreate to consider 
most seriously of these two quaeres: 
1. Whether it be not euident, from Scripture, and 
fathers and reason, from the goodnesse of God, 
and the necessetye of mankind, that there must 
bee some one Church infallible in matter of faith. 
2. Whether there be any other society of men 
in the world besides the church of Rome that 
eyther can upon good warrant, or indeed doth 
at al [torn 7 to it seife, this priuiledge of 
infallibility in matter of faith. 
When you haue imployed your most attentiue 
consideration upon these questions, I doe assure 
1. Bodl. Tanner MS. 72, f. 3. The letter is undated: 
a copy, cited by Orr, is headed 1628. It 
was clearly not written at the time of Chilling- 
worth's conversion, but whether written weeks 
or years afterwards it is impossible to say. 
The future archbishop was not related to the 
Sheldons of Beoley. 
S7i, 
my seife your resolution will be Affirmative in 
the first, and Negative in the second and then 
the conclusion will bee, that you will 
approue and follow the way whereinto I haue 
had the happinesse to enter before you... ' 
He also drew up ten more detailed reasons, 
which were first printed by a Catholic after 
Chillingworth had returned to Anglicanism and 
later acknowledged by him as genuine. 
1 They 
follow the normal pattern: 'perpetuall visible 
profession' is a basic requirement of 'the 
Religion of Christ' and is 'apparently wanting 
to Protestant Religion'; Luther and his followers 
in separating 'from all Churches' are either 
'damnable Schismaticks' or else God's promises 
have failed; the Catholic side is supported 
by miracles; many of the Protestant doctrines 
are 'the damned opinions of Hereticks'; the Old 
Testament prophecies are fulfilled in Rome; 
Rome agrees, and the rotestants do not, with 
the doctrine of the Fathers 'even by the 
1. E. Knott, A Direction to be observed 




confession of Protestants themselves'; the 
reformers had nog extraordinary commission 
from God; Luther, in preaching against the 
Mass was directly inspired by the devil, 'So 
himselfe nrofesseth in his Book de Nissa 
Privata'; Protestantism is maintained 'with 
grosse falsifications, and Calumnies'; authority 
is necessary to suppress heresy and restore unity. 
And yet certain papers in the Bodleian I 
suggest a very different and far more original 
approach to the claims of Rome. Here Chilling- 
worth's argument concentrates upon the 
catholicity of Rome in the more ordinary sense 
of that word. He sees Rome as being the 
comprehensive church, that which includes all 
shades of opinion, and that which should there- 
f ore include all Christians. It is perhaps not 
surprising that, after his return to Anglicanism, 
the sincerity of his conversion to Rome should 
have been doubted. 
His stay abroad was short. One Catholic 
complained of him later, 'would any man thinke 
1. Bodl. Tanner MS. 233. They are discussed 
B=y and Authority, 1967, pp. 14--19. 
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that this man was neuer C2tholique aboue 
two months at once, who knower the Tesuites so 
well? '1 He was a Catholic for much longer 
than two months, but he may have left Douai or 
=t. Cmer after that time. He did not become an 
Anglican a^ain immediately on his return to 
England. On 12 : larch 1631/2 Juxon wrote to Laud 
that he had received a letter from Chillingworth 
who wE! s then 'not farr from Oxford' : 'hee 
speakes in it somewhat moderately, &, as long as 
wee can have entercourse of letters the case is 
not desperate; yet a great desire hee expresseth 
still to goe over & conferr with Grossius'. 
2 A 
week later Juxon wrote, 'The busines touching 
MMr Chillingwoorth is brought so farr on againe 
that hee is content to putt himself upon us as 
before, & come to conference'. 
3 Juxon's optimism, 
which was at any rate somewhat qualified, may 
have been misplaced. Two years later, on 20 July 
1634, Laud was writing to the King that two 
1. W. Lacy, The Ivdgment of an Vniversity-'lan 
concerning P'I. i lam Z°'Fiil? in site 
Pamphlet in Answere to CEarit Maintayned, 639, 
2. SP 16/21/8. 'Grossius' was Hugo Grotius. 
3. . 
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of the Cary ir1s, Ann and TPlizabeth, who 
had recently become Catholics were 'willinge 
to be taken of againe bye anye faire waye'. 
1 
It seems to have been in 1634 that 
Chillingworth entered Lady 'Falkland's household, 
as a. Catholic - at least, Lady Falkland herself 
believed him to be a Catholic. Her daughter, 
however, speaks of him as though he were not: 
having left Douai, she says, 'he returned to 
Oxford a Protestant - at legst no Catholic - 
where having, as it was said, preached at St. Plary's, 
and there again becoming a Catholic, or towards 
it, coming to London he much frequented this 
house, and calling Protestants we, and in his 
clothes being like an Oxford scholar, he was 
secretly a Catholic, if not more secretly neither, 
but what he was known to be after; 
2 for in him 
there seemed to be a kind of impossibility of 
agreement between his heart and his tongue'. 
3 If 
it is true that Chillingworth became a Catholic 
twice (or perhaps more than twice), this would 
explain much of the confusion, but Lady Falkland's 
1. SP 16/272/29. 
2. Socinian. 
3. R. Simpson (ed. ), 2g. cit., p. 55. 
St c 
daughter is, as she admits, speaking only from 
hearsay evidence. 
Chillingworth's role in the Falkland house- 
hold and Lady Falkland's final discovery that 
he was not a Catholic are matters too complex 
to be examined here. Two points, however, should 
be noted: first, that it was a Protestant, Lord 
Craven, who first warned Lady Falkland that 
Chillingworth was no Catholic 'and that he 
would not let his brother (whom Mr. Chillingworth 
pretended to be making. one), be anything in 
quiet, but having drawn him to resolve to be 
Catholic, he would there stop him'. Secondly, that 
it was the claim of the Falkland family that 
Chillingworth was discovered in certain direct lies. 
He left in a flurry of controversy with, amongst 
others, John Fisher and Franciscus a Sancta 
Clara, and retired to Great Tew in Oxfordshire and 
the post of tutor to young Patrick and Henry Cary. 
Before turning to the question of Chilling- 
worth's character, one might note that he was 
an enthusiastic participiant in conferences. Lord 
George Digby reminded his kinsman Sir Kenelm of 
an argument much insisted upon by Mr. White when 
Chillingworth did George Digby the favour to give 
51o 
him a meeting for conference at I; enelm Digby's 
lodming. 1 But the most important of Chilling- 
worth's conferences is described in a Bodleian 
manuscript 
2 
which gives a full account of 
Chillingworth's religious odyssey. Unfortunately, 
it is not at all clear how that account agrees 
with the rest of the evidence. 'Mr. Chillin_gworth 
of Trinity Coll: Oxon turning Catholique went 
bejoand Sea I thinke to St. Omers, being a 
pregnant and Ingenious ? person, many young men 
of the Vniversity began to take up his opinions, 
and to talk also of reconciliation and Boeing 
bejoand Sea. to prevent which Dr. Lawd (Bishop of 
London) haueing sent to him by Mr. Skinner 
(Chillingworth's Tutor) a coppy of the reasons 
Chillingworth Left behinde him, comunicated them 
with the whole flatter to the Fing, who presently 
ordered him to haue them very well answered 
and sent over to Chillingworth the Bishop for his 
purpose made Choice of Dr. Wedderburne a Scottish- 
man prebendary of Ely, and that time Risident 
upon a Living he had In Hampshire, who presently 
1. Letters between the Ld Ge_oýr e Di b, and Sr 
Yene m Dig, b_ý Yý , concerning 2. B =awl. NS. B1p. -1. 
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upon the Bishops notice Came up and received 
the Kings Com. lands to answer that paper. the 
which he did In a few daies and the Archbishop 
sent it over to Mr. Chillinp; worth who first 
returned answer, that there was more reason In 
that Answear then ever he had seen for the 
Protestant Cause, yet that in some things he was 
still vnsatisfied, wherefore aftE-r a while he 
Came over and applyed himself to Dr. vVedderburne 
and the : Bishop by whose Command was apointed a 
Conference betwixt them 2: the onely Speakers 
(tho none prohibited to be present) at Mr. Eadger 
the Printers house In Stationers hall the conference 
Lasted six weeks. 3. daies in a weeke, and the 
Success was that Chillingworth was reduced 
publickly acknowledged his Error, rendering thanks 
to god upon his knees for the discovery thereof, 
as also did Dr. Hart, who had been present all the 
while at the Conference, and together with Dr. 
Wedderburn received the communion at the Chapel 
of London house q the papers of this conference are 
In Dr Coles hands as he saith'. It may, of course, 
relate to Chillingworth's alleged first reconversion. 
There is considerable evidence of what Weber 
has called 'Chillingworth's apparent inclination 
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to double dealing'. ' When Alexander Cill 
was arrested in eptember 1628 for speaking 
against the King and for drinking the health 
of Euckingham's assassin, Chillingworth was 
'thought to bee his accuser': 
2 he had certainly 
been --resent. Juxon shewed his distrust of 
Chillingworth in the letter already cited: 'yet if 
it bee so that his ambition will bee your 
Lordships Convert or no mans (for it sticks still 
with mee that all his motives are not spirituall, 
protest hee never so much) I comend the mans 
weaknes to your Lordships charitie'. 
3 The opinion 
of some Catholics as to his sincerity in 
religion has already been given. They came to 
question the reality of his various conversions 
and in this they were followed by contemporary 
puritans. The major Puritan opponent of Chilling- 
worth was Francis Cheynell, also an Oxford man, 
who wrote: 'It is too well knowne that he was 
once a professed Papist, and a grand seducer... 
4 
1. K. Weber, o . cit., p. 170. 
2. SP 16 11 9 Samuel Fisher to William Pickering. 
or Gi an Fisher see D. N. B. H. H. Munro's 
statement (2k. cit., p. 4) Eat 'the students in 
their desire to get ahead were often quite 
willing to spy and report on one another', needs 
documentation. 
3. SP 164214/49. 
4, i 'ngworth was said to have converted his mother 
and to have at least influenced the conversion of John Lewgar, for whom see Gillow. See also Foley, 
VI, 635 for a possible inaication of further 
Catholicism in the Chillingworth family. 
X23 
and I have good cause to beleeve that his 
returne to England, commonly called his Conversion, 
was but a false and pretended Conversion: And 
for my owne part, I am fully convinced that he 
did not live or dye a genuine Sonne of the 
Church of Fngland'. 
1 In surprisingly similar 
vein, though with very different motives, Clarendon 
wrote of Chillingworth that he had never 
'declared himself a Catholick, except being at 
S. Omers amounts to such a Declaration' 
2 
one explanation of such an attitude as 
Cheynell's might be found in Chillingworth's 
position when he had definitely and unequivocally 
abandoned Catholicism. When he had reached this 
staEe, he did not immediately conform to the 
established Church. An late as 21 September 1635 
1. F. Cheynell, Chillin. wý orthi Novissima, or, The 
Sicknesse, e$res , Deathan . urialt 
-67 wniam 
Chilli gworhis own prase Clerk of 
x or , an in t1 conceit o his fellow - 
ou fers, 7ESe nueens .. rc 
- n7ineer an Grand- 
e i. encer, l pagjna e. C eyeeh was 
presen roughly in the capacity of jailor, at 
Chillingworth's death. It has become almost 
de rigueur to introduce him as 'the bigot Cheynell'. 
Flis wo Z s, however, though as trenchant as those 
of any other Puritan, should not leave so un- 
pleasant an impression. His political activities 
added to his contemporary unpopularity. 'Che nellin 
a University out rifles Cromwell in an Abby 
T. Winyard, Midsummer-11oone, +, p. Z. 
2. E. Hyde, Animadversions upon a Book intituled 
Fanaticism Fa 
y , p. 1 
Imputed to the Ca olick 
urc ýn e. , p, 
gý 
Sý4 
he wrote from Tew to Gilbert "heldon, 'T am at 
length firmly and unmoveably resolved, if I 
can have no Preferment without Subscription 
/-to the mhirty-line Articles 
_7, 
that I neither 
can, nor will have any... if I Subscribe, I 
Subscribe my own Damnation'. 
' He subscribed on 
20 July 1638 when he was made chancellor of 
Salisbury and prebendary of Brixworth. 
2 
as 
It was/a member of the Fslklan. d circle and 
resident or regular visitor at Great Tew that 
Chillingworth produced in 1638 his magnum opus, 
The Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation, 
the work which has earned him his very high place 
in Anglican history. Clarendon later described 
it as being, together with Laud's Conference 
with Fisher, the finest work produced on the 
Anglican side since the Reformation. The juxta- 
position of Laud and Chillingworth is slightly 
ironical since laud had still suspected Chilling- 
worth as late as March 1637 and had made 
arrangements for the book to be carefully censored. 
3 
1. Two Letters of the Reverend and Leanned 
li m Chi1Tinewor 
, M. A, 
, 1' , p. . 
2. PDes Naizeaux, The Life of William Chill 
worth, 1863, pp. 266, ý282. 
3, aud, Works, V, i, 1853,165. 
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Archbishop Tillotson spoke of 'that incomparable 
Person r°r. Chillingworth, the glory of this Are 
and Nation' and Edmund Calamy of 'the 
greatest champion the Protestant cause ever had'. 
2 
It has been pointed out, however, that Chilling- 
worth's fame rests 'almost, if not altogether, 
on a single paragraph', 
3 
namely, his statement 
that the Bible and the Bible alone is the 
religion of Protestants. 
In his prefatory letter to Edward Knott, 
Chillingworth admitted the authenticity of the 
motives for his conversion es printed by Knott, 
and gave ten counter-motives. But 'Edward 
Hawarden is surely justified in claiming, 'Mr. 
Chillingworth has never been able to answer 
the ten Motives, which he brought for the 
Catholick Religion'. 
4 Chillingworth, in fact, did 
no; more than negative the reasons he had given 
for becoming a Catholic. For example, his ninth 
reason had been that the Protestant cause was 
1. P. Des T". aizeeux, op. ýit., p. 372. 
2. E. Calamy, A Hist'o`rical Account of own Life, 
2nd ed., 1830, pp. _ 
3. E. H. Plumptre in A. Barry (ed. ), Masters of English 
Theolo , 1877, p. 113. Plumptre goes on to say 
a the statement is 'obviously inaccurate'. 
Cp. LA. Selborne, Letters to his Son on Reli; yion, 
1898, p. 11. -" -' 
y.. E. Hawarden, Wit against Reason, 11735, p. 108. 
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maintained by 'grosse falsifications, and 
Calumnies': he now pointed out that Catholic 
writers 'are more guilty of this fault then 
Protestants'. It does not matter here whether 
either of these statements is true or false. 
What matters is that Chillingworth, as an Oxford 
don, steeped and expert in the studies of the 
day, must have known that 'Catholic literature 
had become a system of falsehood and imposture'. 
1 
It cannot have come as a revelation to him at 
Douai. It was an Oxford dogma which he had rejected. 
It would be necessary, therefore, to 
examine the book as a whole to find. Chillingworth's 
reasons for not being a Catholic and it is 
impossible to do that in the present context. 
It should be pointed out that it has been 
maintained that the book also provides reasons 
for not being an Anglican. Catholic writers 
naturally seized upon this point and one might 
therefore suppose the charge to be no more than 
a controversial canard, were it not that it is 
1. M. Pattison, Isaac Casaubon, 2nd ed., 1892, p. 314. 
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repeated also by such as Hobbes, who said of 
Chillingworth 'that he was like a lusty 
f iFhting fellow that did drive his enimies 
before him, but would often give his owne 
party smart back-blowes' 
1 
and Cheynell who 
wrote, '0 what a ridiculous Church doe the 
Licensers /-of the Religion of Protestants 7 
make the Church of England. to be'. 
2 The Catholic 
Hawarden argues that Chillingworth, 'the 
greatest Sophister of his age', 'sets out by 
un-churching the PROTESTANT' CHURCH OF ENGLAND' .3 
And again, in the most valuable reply to the 
Religion of Protestants, appropriately by 
another member of the Falkland circle, Cressy 
cited 'the generall Character given of himselfe 
and his booke... "That he has had better luck in 
pulling down buildings, than raising new ones, 
and that he has managed his sword much more 
1. J. Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. by O. L. Dick, 1949, 
p. 64. 
2. F. Cheynell, op. cit., To the Learned and 
Eminent Friends of Mr. Chillingworth. Of 
course, a Puritan could have said as much 
about more orthodox Anglicans since they 
did not 'intend to maintaine Calvinisme, 
I mean pure Protestant Religion , F. heynell, The Rise, Growth-and Unger of Socinianisme, 
+36 . 
3. E. Hawarde, p. cit., pp. iv, vii. 
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dexterously than his buckler*. '1 
The same was true of other members of 
the Falkland circle. Falkland himself, 
according to his mother's biogra, hy, confessed 
that her writing on the Catholic claims was 
'a sufficient answer to his, though not 
satisfactory to him; and that it wn s certainly 
enough to confute a Protestant clearly; and to 
answer it again it would be necessary to go 
further, and deny more than he had done in his'. 
2 
Clarendon, who defended the Tew circle against 
the charges of Cressy, again providdd their 
final condemnation, for he wrote that 'that 
1. H. Cressy, Exomolo esis, 1653, p. 88. B. H. G. 
Wormald, Clarendon: olitics, Histor and 
Religion 1640-1 , 19,51tp. 263 _escri es 
This 
work as an extremely effective and damaging 
attack on the doctrine of Tew'. R. R. Orr, 
Truth and Authorit : the Development of 
William Chi in worth' I e< ason Religious 
Toleration (London Phi.. esis), 1I , inks 
is 'an exaggeration' since 'De Cressy never 
tackled the core of Chillingworth's argument, 
viz. his theory of knowledge'. But this is to 
overlook Cressy's view - and 1Jormald's - that 
Chillingworth was not an orthodox Christian 
at all; as Anglo-Roman apologetics, Exomologesis 
is all that Wormald claims it to be. 
2. R. Simpson (ed. ), op. cit., p. 1I14. Falkland's own 
writings are beyond-Tie scope of the present 
thesis. It may be noted that he regarded 
Cardinal du Perron as the most admirable of 
Catholic writers, A Discourse of Infallibility, 
2nd ed., 1660, pp. 59,72. "ý e same volume con aTins 
an answer to 1, 'alter Montagu, convert son of the 
Earl of Manchester. Montagu's mother was a 
Spencer of Ys. rnton, Oxfordshire. 
S zct 
may be a truth and fit to be retained in 
France, where it bath the aTnr-roba. tion of 
church and state, which is a great error in 
England, where it is rejected and condemned 
by both'. 
' Clearly more is involved than 
Sir John Suckling's glib claim that 'the fear 
of Socinianism at this time renders every 
man, that offers to give an account of religion 
by reason, suspected to have none at all, '2 
however difficult it may be in such a context 
to determine quite how much more. 
Both the career and the writings of Herbert 
Croft resemble those of Chillingworth. He 
was born in the house of Sir William Green at 
Great Milton near Thame, on 18 October 1603. 
Wood 
3 implies that this Oxfordshire birth was 
an accident. But his parents had various 
connections with the county: his mother was the 
daughter of Anthony ºýourne of Holt, Worcester- 
shire, who owned land in Oxfordshire and whose 
1. Quoted by B. H. G. Wormald, o . cit., p. 319 from Clarendon's Essas II, 207 ¶ormald couples 
the quotation wi one from Chillingworth that 
'there was not any certainty in matters of 
religion'. 
2. An Account of Religion b Reason, 1646, reprinted in . a-m ton Thompson ZedýTli Works of Sir 




sister Margaret, a Catholic, had married Sir 
William Clerke of North Weston in Thame. 1 
There is no evidence that Herbert's mother, 
Mary Bourne, was herself a Catholic but his 
father sir Herbert Croft of Croft Castle, 
Herefordshire, although an Elizabethan and 
Jacobean "ember of Parliament, became one. In 
or about 1617, he made open profession of 
Catholicism and retired to the Benedictine Abbey 
at Douai, where he died on 10 April 1622. It 
is usually said, therefore, that Sir Herbert 
became a monk; more precisely, he lived for 
some years at Douai 'in paupere cella tanquam 
monachus' 
2 
and was received into the confraternity 
of the Order before his death. 
3 He seems to 
have been a convert in the fullest sense, since 
he wrote, 'I have changed my religion wherin I 
was borne and bredd, and in which I lived and 
made profession of, for above 53 yeares'. 
4 He 
printed eight copies of a work addressed to his 
I. See pages 233-4. 
2. From the epitaph on his tomb, quoted by O. G. S. 
Croft, The House of Croft of Croft Castle, 
1949, P"5 Tý iPTa PE alsö points ou at 
Sir Herbert was following the example of his 11th 
century ancestor, Bernard de Croft. 
3. B. Weldon, Chronological Notes, 1881I p. 164. Weldon 
misdates Sir , er er s de m 
4. O. G. S. Croft, a. cit., p. 84., 
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wife and others, which no doubt would give 
further details. 
1 
Sir Herbert's grandfather 
was sir James, the Elizabethan -Privy Councillor: 
Sir James may be added to the list of 
Elizabethan officials whose children or remoter 
descendants turned or returned to Rome. 
Sir Herbert's third son, namesake and 
eventual heir, the Herbert Croft who wes born 
in Oxfordshire, was the only one of his nine 
children who also became a Catholic. At the 
time of his father's conversion, he was at 
Oxford, though in 'what house of learning 
therein, unless Christ Church, I cannot tell, 
for I do not find him then Matriculated'2 
and the accepted and natural story is that he 
was summoned or taken by his father to Douai. 
There are some anomalies even in this accepted 
story. Thus, one would suppose that a youth 
educated at Douai, St. Omer and, eventually, 
Rome, would be throughout a Roman Catholic. 
According to James Wadsworth, 'Mr Herbert 
Crafts 
.. L 
sometimes of the Vniversity of Oxford,... 
1. Ath. Ox. II, 317. Wood was lent one copy by TFe- 'renedictine Edward Sheldon; see Appendix 1j. 
2. Ath. Ox. IV, 309. 
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trauailling to )t. Omers to visit his Father 
who liued in the Towne, w:? s by him and 
Father lohn Flood, brought to the Romane 
obedience'. 
1 
'Wood follows ': Wadsworth, though 
the context 
2 leads him to remark that Wadsworth 
is 'an author of little or no note', and then 
has the young Herbert return to England for a 
while, until after his father's death. The 
modern editor of one of Herbert Croft's works, 
however, states that he was not received into 
the Catholic Church until four years after his 
father's death, when he himself was twenty-three. 
3 
However, there remains to be examined 
Herbert Croft's own evidence. when he entered 
the English College, Rome in 1626, either in 
the year of or some seven or eight years after 
his formal reception into the Roman Catholic 
Church, Croft was required to answer the usual 
questions as to his status, education, health 
and religious history. His first answers are as 
1. J. Wadsworth, The ; nglish Spanish Pilgrim, 
2nd ed., 1630, p. 1 -"- 
2. According to Wadsworth, Sir Herbert warned his 
son never to turn Jesuit0 
3. H. Croft, The Naked Truth, 1919, ed. by H. H. 
Henson, p. ia.. ro t, 2P. cit., pp. 94-95 
follows Bishop Henson. 
ýý j 
expected: he was born near Oxford and educated 
in various places; 
1 his father was the only 
other Catholic in his immediate family; he 
studied at St. Omer and Paris. But when he 
comes to describe the circumstances of his own 
conversion, they seem to bear no relationship 
to the account given above. He became a 
Catholic under the influence of one Newton, a 
layman, whom he used to visit 'in carcere Londini 
gravissima', and was received into the Church 
by a priest named Chadwick, 'in qua,. Laus Deo, 
iam 7 annis perseveravi'. 
2 
There is not one 
word here of his father's example, let alone of 
his father's initiative. There is the inherent 
improbability of the story. What was a Protestant 
youth of fifteen or sixteen, who should, it 
seems, have been at Oxford, doing visiting a 
Catholic in a London prison? 
And yet, however improbable the story 
sounds and however much it clashes with the 
usually accepted story, Herbert Croft himself is 
surely a more reliable witness than are James 
Wadsworth, Anthony Wood and later writers. 
1. 'locum educationis nominare difficile, plura 
enim sunt'. 
z. C. R. S. LV, 1963,390. 
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This account would also explain why only one 
of Sir Herbert Croft's children, and that not 
the youngest, joined him in the Catholic 
Church: otherwise, if Sir Herbert simply carried 
his third son off, one is left wondering about 
at least his fourth son, Robert, and some of 
his daughters. Wadsworth was in a position 
to be well-informed, if malicious and unreliable, 
and Wood was conscientious and careful, but 
it may be that neither knew more of the matter 
than Samuel Pepys, who noted that Croft was 
'by birth a Catholique'. 
1 
There is no doubt about the essential fact 
that Herbert Croft, having been a Protestant, 
became a Catholic. Nor is there any doubt about 
the fact of his later return to Protestantism: 
there is about the details. He left the English 
College, Rome on 8 September 1628. Even if he 
became a Protestant again almost immediately, it 
would still not be true, as Henson claims, that, 
'His career as a Roman Catholic was a brief one'. 
S. Pepys, Diar , ed. by Lord Braybrooke, 1879, p. 3']0, 17 March 
ý7. 
1535- 
And it is not at all clear that he did return 
to the Church of England so promptly. He 
was reconverted by Bishop T-orton 
1 
and, under 
Laud's patronage, returned to Oxford, where 
on 21 November 1635, he supplicated for the 
degree of Bachelor of Divinity on the strength 
of his studies abroad: 
2 
he received it the next 
year. If he became a'rotestant in, say, 
early 1629, what was he doing before 21 November 
1635? 
In the same year as he received his B. D., 
Croft acquired two benefices, one of them in 
Oxfordshire. In 1640, the year of his doctorate, 
he was made a royal chaplain, in 1641 Canon 
of Windsor, in 1644 Dean of Hereford and finally, 
in 1661, Bishop of Hereford. He had been an 
active Royalist during the Civil War 
3 
and he 
wrote in favour of the reading of James II's 
1. Ath. Ox. IP, 310. Henson's praise of "Zorton 
as 'a recoverer of lapsed Anglicans', while 
in large part justified, should be modified 
slightly: the controversialist, John Sergeant, 
became a Catholic while working as Norton's 
secretary. 
2. Henson comments that at Douai, St. Omer and Rome 
he had 'received a theological education which 
was more protracted, thorough, and extensive 
than fell to the lot of most English clergymen, 
H. Croft, oP. c., p. ii. 
3. 'He was more a man of the world than the average 
English ecclesiastic, and Charles found him 
useful', H. Croft, oR. cit., p. ii. 
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declaration in the churches 'for 'tis impossible 
a True Son of the Church of England should 
have any Disloyal thoughts in his Heart'. 
1 By 
that time, Croft had been the subject of a 
controversy within the Church of England in 
which it had been questioned whether he himself 
was 'a True Son' of that institution. 
The controversy is relevant here on two 
counts. Firstly, the work with which Croft 
provoked it can be read, as Henson has pointed 
out, as shewing his reasons for leaving the 
Church of Rome. Secondly, Croft now revealed 
himself as in the tradition of Chillingworth. 
2 
The work in question, The Naked Truth, appeared 
anonymously in 1675.3 Its author, whose identity 
was an open secret, was attacked, also anonymously, 
as 'utterly ignorant of Ecclesiastical Antiquity'4 
1. H. Croft, A Short Discourse concerning the 
Readin His Majesties ae Dec ara ion in the 
urc esT88sF-15. Tut seeAth: Öx. IV, 3T7. 
2.1777-roft7The Naked Truth, ed. by TT. THenson, 11919, 
p. xii. 
3. Wood owed his knowledge of Sir Herbert's work 
to the Sheldons. Now, on 8 June 1676, Ralph 
Sheldon wrote to him, 'I haue somewhat in chase 
to send you concerning a booke calld Naked Truth, 
but I haue it not yet, Bodl. Wood MS. F 44, f. 58. 
4. Lex Talionis; or, The Author or DT ated-ýruth 
ip_ Na e , is was attributed to 
Pie eery Gunning, who preached openly against the 
book before the King on 20 February 1675/6, 
J. Evelyn, Di_ , Everyman ed., 1937,1I, 108. 
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and as one who seemed to be 'some Youngster 
that had been dabling among the Socinian 
Writers' 
The aim of the author of The Naked Truth 
was to resolve differences, to settle discords; 
his method was the Chillingworthian one of 
simplification. 'Nothing, ' Croft wrote, and it 
might be Chillingworth, 'hatte caused more 
mischief in the Church, than the establishing 
new and many Articles of Faith, and requiring 
all to assent unto them '2 His view of the 
simplified, essential Church may be judged from 
the following: the original Reformers, Luther, 
Melancthon, etc. were at first prepared to admit 
the Fathers of the first three or even six 
centuries, 'whereby they were reduced sometimes 
to great streights in their Disputations'; the 
'Superstition of the Cross and Chrysms was in 
use in the second Century'; the English Reformers 
retained services 'carrying some resemblance to 
the lass, then the peoples delight, which being 
1. Animadversions U on a Late Pamphlet entituled 
the Na Truth, 
_n ed., 1 , p1. (attributed tö Francisuner). Evelyn records that 
Turner, Gunning's successor as Bishop of Ely, had 
written against the book. He was one of the 
Bishops sent to the Tower in 1688, but was 
later a Yon-juror. 
2. H. Croft, oP. cit., p. 8. 
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now become the peoples hate, should for the 
same resemblance, according to the same rule 
of reason, be now taken away'. However 
repugnant such notions might be to the 'Anglican', 
it was probably his attitude towards his own 
order that brought most odium upon Croft. He 
would not abolish the bishops - the Chillingworthians, 
the Falkland circle had never wished for that - 
but he made it clear that they were in his view 
not a distinct order from priests. 
2 
The problem, as with Chillingwortb, is less 
why he returned to Anglicanism, than why he 
became a Catholic in the first place. If one 
knew more of the circumstances in which he riet 
Newton, one might find the answer. It is 
certainly easy to imagine him moved by sympathy: 
The Naked Truth has a strong pastoral element. 
3 
He was not an intellectual. 
4 
His absurdities are 
more obvious than Chillingworth's, and therefore 
more pathetic. Thus, he attacks the Jesuits for 
1. H. Croft, a. cit., pp. 23,24.46. 
2. H. Croft, op. cit., pp. 65_66. 
3. H. Croft,. c ., pp"45,50 et se 8., 57,60,99,113. 
4. The family astorian spea cis of-his 'confused 
and troubled intellect' and 'simple and kindly 
disposition', O. G. S. Croft, op. cit., p. 98, though 
it is only fair to point out fiat the remarks are 
inspired by his Short Discourse of 1688, written 
when he was eigh ive. O. G. S. Croft, however, 
regards this work as 'eminently characteristic'. 
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using their mathematical skills to further 
their mission in China, 'Why did they not send 
for some also well skilful in Puppit-Plays? 
Ridiculous creatures shall I say, or rather 
impious! who think to support the dignity, the 
majesty, the Divinity of the Gospel with such 
humane toys! 'I There is much one might say in 
the proper place against this attitude of Croft's; 
here it is enough to wonder at the foolishness of 
an Anglican bishop who could raise such an issue 
in 1675. Croft may have known all about the 
appropriate and dignified way to convert the 
Chinese. It was Matteo Ricci and Adam Schall who 
had gone to do it. 
2 
But Croft was by now virulently anti-Jesuit. 
Perhaps it was natural enough that he should 
believe in the Popish Plot, but he added his own 
refinements. 'My bloudy Enemies', he claimed, 
'the Jesuitical Priests are resolved as soon as 
1. H. Croft, o . cit., p. 54. 2. But see röechnica Loyolana, Ignatian 
Fire-Works, or, e fier Jesuits Temper and 
e aviour, 1667, pp '1 
fý'LA 0 
they can find opportunity, to hasten my death'. 
1 
And there was his connection with, perhaps even 
authorship of, A True Relation of the Knavery of 
Father Lewis, The Pretended Bishop of Llandaff e, 
a work so absurd that even the judge at David 
Lewis' trial rejected it. 
Conversions to Catholicism, such as that of 
Chillingworth, gave Laud a great deal of trouble. 
With an irony typical of recusant history, a 
conversion that gave him even more trouble was one 
to Protestantism that had taken place when Laud 
was about fifteen. Sir Anthony Hungerford of Black 
Bourton 
2 
had published a controversial treatise 
during his life 
3 but he left an autobiographical 
treatise unpublished at his death in 1627. When 
eventually published, the latter was prefaced by 
1. H. Croft, The LeEacy of the Right Reverend 
Father inZ öd_, Her'6er-E oord 1s 0o eref ord, 
ed. -1767-1p-5- n is wor , Croft emphasised the need to search the Scriptures and to stand 
by them alone. 
2. Anthony Hungerford also owned land in Berkshire, 
Gloucestershire, Somerset and Wiltshire. He 
eventually settled at Black Bourton. He was a 
r: enber of Parliament for Marlborough in 1593 and 
for Great Bedwyn in 1597,1601 and 1604 and was 
knighted in 1608. 
3. A. Hungerford, The Advise of a Sonne, 1616. 
Sul 
a note dated 7 April 1627 in which Sir Anthony 
explained that what followed was to have been 
left to his 1i children but that his friend 
and physician Dr. Clayton had persuaded him 
to publish. Some years later, in about 1635 
according to Prynne, Sir Anthony's son Sir 
Edward determined to carry out his father's 
declared intention and carried the two works to 
Laud's chaplain, Dr. T3ray, for a licence. Bray 
refused to license them as they stood on the 
ground that they were not suitable for 
publication at that time, since, as he claimed, 
the Anglicans 'were now in a faire way to win the 
rapists, ists, and therefore we must not use any 
harsh phrases against them'. The objectionable 
passages were mostly in the alrei'dy published 
Advise. Sir Edward refused to make any 
alterations and, after an unsuccessful appeal 
to Laud himself, later managed to secure a 
printing in Oxford 'without these expunctions, 
or the Arch-bishop's priuity'. 
1 
'I. The Advise of a Sonne professing the Religion 
esýa is ed in the rpest urc of 'n aýýn 
to his eare o ie`r a 1ýoýman a oliTe ,w erevnto i Me ee eri r al äß'a er Eö is ea re cEi ren, con aiming an acknow1ee emenýo 
Go Sr a_merc in bringing im o tie 
rofession oT rüe ei ion, at this present 
es a is ed inne Church of England. y An. - 
__unger or OT-Bäck oG tonin com. Oxon. Knight, 1639. See also B. M. Add. MS. 42504. W. Prynne, 
Canterburies Doome, 6, pp. - -4,524-5 gives ....... 
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The original treatise, The Advise of a 
Sonne, is of no great interest in the present 
context. The second treatise, The "7e iorial of 
a Father, however, gives fairly full details of 
Sir Anthony's unbrinpin -, his standing as a 
Catholic and his final conversion to Frotestantism. 
1 
He was the son of Sir Anthony 
2 
of )own Amn. ney, 
Gloucestershire and Bridp; et Shelley. The 
Hungerfords of Down Amnney were a younger branch 
of the baronial family of Farleigh, Somerset, 
that had suffered attainder twice in the hundred 
years before Anthony's birth, but had managed 
each time to regain their ancestral home: it was to 
,.... the story of 
it Edward and Dr, Rray. Prynne 
writes as though a single book was involved, 
and says nothing of the prior publication of 
The Advise. L. M. Roberts, '>Sir Anthony 1Tunrerford's 
eTor ial" ', English Historical Review, XVI, 1901, 
292-30? makes the same assumption. Tiere is a micro- 
film copy of the 1616 edition in the P. rit ish 
Museum; it may be noted also that The Aunswere of a 
Grived Mother to hir Sedviced Sonnes Le er, cafl= 
ogue sere un7er Hund; er or 's -name, was not 
written by his mother and has nothing whatsoever 
to do with the Hungerford family. It does contain 
(pp. 14-16) an attack on voluntary poverty relevant 
to Humphrey Leech's position, the author, of course, 
being a Protestant. Richard Carpenter found 
himself in a similar position to Sir Edward in 1637, 
B. rl. Stowe MS. 743, ff. 163-4, but cp. Lambeth Palace 
S. 9 ,7 an indebted for this latter re erence 
to Fr. Anstruther). 
1. The two treatises were, as stated above, published 
together in 1639. For convenience, they are separately 
referred to as Memorial and Advise in subsequent 
footnotes. 
2. This Sir Anthony's mother was a Fettinlace of 
Swinbrook. 
5L4 3 
pass to our ir Anthony's son. 
The elder . it Anthony had not only f., iarried 
a `,, helley of l'ichelgrove, he had also, since 
his affairs kept him from home, allowed her to 
bring un his two sons, Anthony and John, and 
' havinm recovered himself e out of the st or me of 
troubles', when Anthony was about sixteen, was 
grieved and discontented to find that they were 
Catholics. 
1 Anthony writes of their urbrin , ing, 
'even in our tender yeares we were accustomed to 
the rites and practise of that Religion, which being 
full of ceremonies pleasing to the eye, and : asked 
with the workes of seeming charitie and devotion, 
did first winne my liking by the outward sense'; 
the boys had ready access to priests, either 'at 
home or in the houses of such friends of mine, as 
were wholy carried with a Roman bias'. 
2 
The elder Sir Anthony soon succeeded in 
making; John, 'who was ever carried with more 
judgement and moderation then my seife', conform 
and wind himself 'out of the snares of the cunning 
hunters'. But Anthony, though he conformed to the 
1. A. Hungerford, TMemoria1,1639, pp. 41-45. 
2. A. Hungerford, :. ci ., pp. 42,44. 
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extent of going to church, remained a Catholic 
in sympathy, 'wholely addicted to the Roman 
religion': 
1 he accepted the argument laid down 
by Campion 'that the whole body of the Protestr. nts 
doctrine was a stranr; er to Scriptures, to Councells, 
and all the ancient and approved Fathers'. At 
about the age of twenty he resolved to abandon 
his status of Church Papist and be formally reconciled 
to Rome. I? e was apparently now at St. John's 
College, Oxford 
2 
and he consulted Thomas reale 
who refused to help on the ground that, as a 
T'iarian Driest, he 'might not medle with any r: )an 
in that kinde'. George Tther dp"e introduced him 4 
to 'one Twiford a Priest or Zesuit (I wot not 
5 
whether)*, who reconciled him. ? Towever, very 
1. A. Hungerford, op. cit., p. 47. 
2. Anthony Hungerford matriculated at St. John's 
College on 12 April 1583. 
3. See pages G4E-7. 
4. See pages 647-4. 
5. Samuel Twyford of the diocese of London was 
ordained on 18 April 1579 and sent to 
England on 7 January 1580. He was reported 
in Berkshire in 1 84, G. Anstruther, The 





1 'about the ye, -? re 1584' 
he suffered from certain doubts which 'a friend 
of mine yet living'2 advised should be written 
down and shewn to Neale at Cassinpton. T? eale 
made a. very unsatisfactory reply 'so that my 
scruples remained, yet were they not of any 
points essentiall', and Anthony remained a Catholic. 
Then 'about the beginning of the yeare 1588' 
he asked a priest's opinion of a match proposed 
for him by his father with the daughter of a 
local gentleman. The priest, one I'opton, 
3 'a 
man witty, well spoken and of a plausible 
demeanor', discouraged him, 'affirming there was 
a time at hand wherein men well affected in 
religion might have hope to receive great 
advancement in the state'. Since Anthony did not 
understand this 'riddle', Hopton explained that 
1. The chronology of Sir Anthony's account is 
not always clear: he does not even p'ive the 
date of his final adherence to Protestantism. 
His reconciliation and his doubts seem to have 
occurred about the same time. In the sarge oara- 
graph, incidentally, he doubts Neale's status, 
calling him 'a Priest (as I take it)' and goes on 
to say that he already knows i'? eale as a 
Marian priest. 
2. The friend is not named: Sir Anthony's 
reluctance to cause trouble to any living 
Catholic shews his courtesy and moderation. 
3- See page 417. 
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a Spanish invasion was inrreparation, which much 
amazed Anthony: 'I thought my j:: hostly Father 
had only beene busied in godly med. itations'. 
1 
Having learnt that the Pope claimed the right 
to depose monarchs, he proceeded to investigate 
the warrant for this doctrine and the investigation 
led to his rejection of Catholicism. What is 
puzzling is that an educated Catholic, one living 
in a Protestant family and community, should claim 
never to have heard of such matters: a, shocked 
realization that the charges brought by the 
government against the seminary priests were, after 
all, true, is one thing; to imply he had never 
heard of the charges is quite another. There is no 
reason to doubt his word as to what Hopton told 
him, save for this slight lack of verisimilitude. 
It raust be placed against outhwell's claim that 
'not any Priest or Catholique in England was 
acquainted with his coming, or sure of his intent, 
till the common voice bruited it, and our home 
provisions ascertained his purpose'. 
2 
1. A. Hungerford, 2p. cit., pp. 47_49. 
2. R. Southwell, An Humble Supplication to 




Sir Anthony, led by patriotism to examine 
his position, 
1 found his major objection in 
papal infallibility, 'the steerer of all religion 
in the Papacy'. 
2 
He could find no warrant for 
any special Petrine authority in Scripture or in 
the early Church, and was gradually revelled by a 
doctrine that could lead to 'the treacherous 
killing of Christian Princes'. In the Advise, 
in an effort to find the argument that will 
convince his mother, he casts his net much wider, 
over tradition, images, Our Lady and the Saints, 
the Mass, good works, the open Bible, as well as 
infallibility. Alexander VI appears in both 
treatises, as proof that 'the Pope may be as wicked 
a man in life, as any other in the world', 
3an 
illustration, perhaps, of the neglect of Dante 
in 'J'lizabethan England. 
4 Sir Anthony's dwelliing 
on this point is all the more surprising in that, 
in another context, he cites with approval Harding's 
saying 'it is no good argument to reason from 
manners to the doctrine'. 
5 
But his own arguments 
1. 'His ultimate 
Protestantism 
is the outcome of 
his patriotism', L. M. Roberts, o . cit., p. 302. His son, Sir Edward, was a Parliamentarian soldier. 
2. A. Hungerf ord, op . cam. ,p. 58. 3. A. Hungerford, wise, '1$39, p. '14. 
4. See page 68r2_ 
5. A. Hungerford., op. cit., p. 20. 
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do not depend upon such casual false logic, and 
his authorities range from the Scriptures 
and Fathers through Aquinas to Bellarmine. 
1 
Moreover, he was willing to maintain his case 
before his mother and 'in the presence of any 
one of my masters of Rome, that would oppose it, 
promising that he would 'surrender my iudgement 
to mine eies, and take them for such, as their 
habit should declare them'. 
2 
When conversions were not infrequent, it 
was natural that rumours of conversions and 
alleged conversions should also be frequent. 
Casaubon was supposed by his own co-relip'ionists 
to be at least ready to go over to Rome, and 
Baronius heard that he had actually done so. 
It is a little hard, though, to accept that 
an oxford don could have believed and announced 
from the pulpit of St. Mary's that the same 
Baronius had turned Protestant and was 'now 
marching with an army of forty thousand men' 
1. The authorities cited in the more argumentative 
Advise include, as L. M. Roberts points out, 
some not available till the second decade of 
the 17th century, and so not only help to 
date the treatise but are all the more evidently 
not relevant to Sir Anthony's own conversion. 
2. A. Hungerford, Ad_v_, 1639, p. 36. 
.5 
rk 
against the Pope. 
1 The passage of time normally 
shewed the truth or falsity of such stories. 
But where they concerned death-bed conversions 
it was and remains difficult to be so positive, 
2 
as in the case of the 1st Viscount Falkland. 
Obviously no rules can be laid down; each case 
must be considered on its own merits. It is 
worth considering one famous case in detail as 
an illustration of the problems that arise and 
their possible solution, but it must be emphasised 
that the person concerned is not claimed as a 
convert. His story, in f act , forms a sort of 
appendix to the present chapter. 
John King was born at Worminghall in Buck- 
inEhamshire, the son of Philip king of ', °lorminghall 
1. Aubrey tells the story of Henry Slymaker, 
Fellow of Trinity 1596-1610, Brief Lives, ed. 
by O. L. Dick, 19 -9, pp. 186-7. Cp. r7 mit Trifle in D'Avenant's Yews from Plymouth who 
gave out that the Pope hhac turne Brownist 
after the Dutch had taken Rome, 'Here's a letter 
From the matron of the courtezans that confirms 
it', Works, IV, 1873,170. See also E. Sandys, 
A Relation of the State of Religion, 1605, pp. 71-72. 
2. Save is aleai-ems' conversi on from 
Catholicism is so rare as to be harýIy worth 
considering. Wood speaks of one - though the 
man, previously a convert from Anglicanism, re- 
covered and again declared himself a Catholic. 
Moreover, Wood noted et the same time a report 
that the Duke of York had 'retracted his opinions', 
Wood, Life and Times, ed. by A. Clark (O. H. S. 
XXI , 1892 T 1T? 87=79'Ü. 
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and Thame. 
I His great-uncle Robert had been 
the first Bishop of Oxford. John entered 
Christ Church in 1576 and became Dean in 1605; 
from 1607 to 1610 he was Vice-Chancellor of the 
University; and in 1611 he became Bishop of London. 
As Dean and Vice-Chancellor, he had had to deal 
with Humphrey Leech. King died on Good Friday, 
30 March 1621. On 7 April 1621 John Chamberlain 
wrote to Dudley Carleton, 'Wold you thincke the 
papists were so impudent as/Ito publish that the 
late bishop of London died a Romish Catholike, 
and yt goes for current among them, of which 
there is no manner of ground nor shadow but that 
out of charitie (both before and in his sicknes) 
he relieued some priests that were in prison 
and want: but this is one of their vsuall 
courses which thay haue learned of the 
2 
father of lies'. Before the year was out the 
1. The story of King's alleged conversion is 
discussed at greater length in A. Davidson, 
'The Conversion of Bishop King: a question 
of evidence', Recusant Histor , IX, 1968,242-254. Since writing That ar-ic e, have been 
informed by S. Frances Agnes Onslow that King's 
daughter married into the largely Catholic 
Holt family. Three or four of her cousins by 
marriage were Franciscan nuns. 
2. SP 14/120/Z4. Carleton had been a pupil of 
King's at Christ Church. 
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claim had been made in print by'Richard 
Broughton 
1 
and answered in a sermon by King's 
son Henry, the poet and later Bishop of 
Chichester. 
2 
Broughton offered no proof and 
Henry King admitted that he had 'nothing to 
conuince them but a plaine vnglost deniall'. 
When Henry's sermon was printed, there was added 
to it the examination of Thomas Preston, taken 
before the Archbishop of Canterbury on 20 
December. Preston had apparently been named as 
the priest who had reconciled Bishop King. He 
denied the charge, saying that the report could 
only have been spread 'to disgrace him, or 
vndoe him'. Such a denial was of no significance, 
of course: Preston was being asked to plead 
guilty to a serious offence. But he made the 
a 
same disclaimer to Catholics., 
1. R. Broughton, English Protestants Plea, 
1621, p. 19. 
2. H. King, A Sermon preached at Pavls Crosse, 
the 25. o? Novem er. 21. U on occasion 37 that älse anc scandalous e ort (la e rimed) 
ouc in t the supposed Apostasie of ter grit 
Reueren Father in God, lohn Kiný ,I eLord 
is ýo ofýöndon! 'ý671 see pp. ý5O, 51 ,6. 3. A. A. W. A-7eries, 6, art. 138. Oliver Almond to 
Kellison, iO eptember 1622, 'Mr Preston neuer 
confessed vnto me but denyd yt ever he reconciled 
or in yt kynd dealt with the b. of london'. 
ýýý 
In 1623 another book appeared, The Bishop 
of London, his Legacy, attributed to George 
Musket. This work came to dominate the whole 
controversy. John Gee, for example, writes as 
though his first knowledge of the story came 
from it. 
1 But it adds nothing to the discussion 
and it should be noted that it was not meant to. 
Musket believed that King had died a Catholic, 
but his book is straight apologetics, King's 
name being introduced as a legitimate literary 
artifice. As Musket points out, Xenophon, James 
I, Homer, Plato, Aristotle and Thomas More had 
all, in varying degrees, used the same 'trick' to 
hold the reader's interest. 
There is no positive and incontrovertible 
evidence to prove that the bishop did or did not 
die a Catholic. If there had been, such evidence 
would have been put forward by the contemporary 
disputants. It is possible, however, to examine 
his life to see whether there are any indications 
that he was at all likely to become a Catholic. 
1. J. Gee, Foot out of the Snare, 1624,4th ed., pp. 77-78. It is Gee who says that Musket wrote 
the book. 
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Since it is a 
, 
conversion that is in question, 
one cannot, of course, search his life for 
evidence that he was too staunch an Anglican 
to consider such a step. There is his relationship 
with Catholics to consider and there are his 
writings. "post of those who wrote of the alleged 
conversion pointed out that there was an 
evident contrast between ring's life and the 
Catholic story of his death, the Catholics to 
shew how great a miracle God's grace had worked, 
the -Protestants to shew the impossibility of any 
such change. Some pointed out that Iring: had 
been an active persecutor of Catholics. It is 
true that he had an exceptional experience of 
Catholic martyrdoms 
1 but there are certein aspects 
of his experience that deserve closer examination. 
King was junior Proctor at Oxford in 1589 
when four Catholics were nut to death. There is 
no evidence that he played any part in the 
even 
executions, there is no evidencelthat he was 
present. He might well have deliberately avoided 
1. King was also the last bishop in England to 
burn a heretic according to H. L. Thompson, 
Christ Church, 1900, p. 47, although Wightman 
seems to have been burnt later. 
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such involvement, for one of the lay victims, 
Thomas Belson of Brill, was his kinsman, 
his uncle Edmund King of Shabbington, Buck- 
inghamshire, having married Joan, daughter of 
William Belson of Brill. 1 John King's parental 
home, Worminghall, was near to Brill, so that,. 
the two families had at least the opportunity 
to be on close terms. As chaplain to Archbishop 
Piers of York, King came into contact with at 
least two martyrs, William Spenser in 1589 and 
Henry Walpole in 1595. He had known Spenser 
at oxford and sought to bring him to some 
compromise after his condemnation. 
2 He asked 
Walpole by what authority he was a priest and 
did offer up sacrif ice, 
3 
a question that may 
have been harmless but one that was to acquire 
greater significance when the subject came up 
again in 1612. His role in 1610, when George 
Napper was executed, is dealt with elsewhere. 
4 
1. Harleian Soc'LVIII1909,146; F. G. Lee, 
ame, 8 , p. . 2. Foley III, 740-2. 
3. SP 12/248/51. 
4. see pages 471-3. 
'SSS 
In 1612, as Bishop of London, he was 
involved in the trials of three martyrs, William 
Scott, Richard Newport and John Almond. 
The writer of one contemporary account of the 
trial of Scott asked what must lie on the 
consciences of men who passed such sentences 
and held that the answer might be seen 'en 
1'Euesque de Londres vn des Juges lequel plus 
agite de furies que ne fut iamais Oreste sortit 
du siege plus Palle et deffait qu'un l'on 
meine au tombeau'. 
1 
It was `S'cott who had 
answered King's question, Are you a priest? with 
one of his own, Are you a priest? and who had 
greeted the bishop's indignant denial with the 
words, No priest, no bishop. 
2 Almond, perhaps 
forewarned that this was the bishop's weak 
point, made a similar response to the same 
question, 'I am not Christ; and unless I were 
Christ, in your own Grounds, yours, yours I 
mean I cannot be a_ riest. '3 Finally, King seems 
1. A. A. W. A Series, 11, art. 89. 
2. R. ialTorer, Memoirs of Missionary Priests, 
II, 1741,67; Downsi e view,. ,g L-'8, O8. 3. R. Challoner, oP., p'6; 
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to have made a sincere attempt to save the 
life of Thomas Maxfield in 1616 by persuading 
him to take the Oath of Allegiance, a sincere 
attempt, that is, in that it was motivated by 
genuine compassion. 
1 
The writings are less suggestive. King's 
last printed sermon, for example, contains such 
passages as, 'Their speech bewrayeth them (as 
they sayd to Peter) to bee of Asdod or AFgypt, 
that bring into the Church of Christ, the name 
of merit' and 'I know how proudly they write of 
Italy (for there, if anywhere, is the chaire 
of pride, and throne of Sathan himself)'. 
2 
The 
writings cannot, as has been pointed out above, 
prove that he did not become a Catholic on his 
death-bed. They contain nothing to suggest that 
he was likely to do so. They do contain certain 
points of interest. For eicample, he had written 
of the seminary priests, 'let that eye want sight 
1. Downside Review, XXXIV, 1915,34" 
2. ing, A Sermon at Paules Crosse, on 
behalfe öf sau es'7hu' c; Marc 6, '1 20, 
SS 7 
that pittieth them, and that hearte be destitute 
of comforts, that cryeth at their downefall'. 1 
And yet Chamberlain wrote that the rumour 
of his conversion had no better foundation than 
that 'he relieued some priests'. Such charity 
and consideration may have been unusual. It 
was not unique and can hardly be regarded as a 
sufficient explanation of the story that King 
had died a Catholic: such stories were not told 
of any other bishop in like circumstances. 
There may be other explanations that have not 
survived or that have not yet come to light, 
but the simplest explanation available to us 
now is that the story may have been true. 
1. J. King, Lectvres vpon Ionas, delivered at 
Yorke, in the Bare of our Lor +, 1771$ 
p p. 7 " TU 
s wor was 'isst published at 
Oxford in 1597. 
Chapter VII 
Treason and Plot. 
Whether to be a priest was, as 4i'alsingham 
told Nicholas, to be a traitor and whether to be 
a lay Catholic was at the least to be a potential 
traitor are questions we may very well never cease 
debating. Conyers Read has remarked, 'Our judgment 
of the rights and wrongs of the matter will probably 
be determined by our religious affiliations' 1 and 
has proved his point as to the difficulty of 
impartiality by himself describing - and, therefore, 
by implication, dismissing - the relatively impartial 
Lutheran A. O. Meyer as 'the eminent Catholic historian'. 2 
A confessional bias can even lead the student to 
ignore some relevant aspect of his own position. 
Catholics in their eagerness to justify the martyrs 
have sometimes forgotten the Catholic principle 
that the end contemplated by the agent, the persecutor, 
is not the major factor in martyrdom: it is enough 
if the end of the action involves oppression of 
8 
1. C. Read, Lord Bur hle and Queen Elizabeth, 1960, p. 255" 2. C. Read, oo. oit., p. .I ossy s intFo-duction to the T567-edition of A. O. Meyer, En land and the Catholic Church under Queen E . za e' 
7 or 
tfie weight given or latively' . Feye r, had, in 
Bossy's words, 'rather a German than an English 
axe to grind', and where his prejudices are involved, 
as in the passage on p. 84, noted by Bossy, he 
becomes merely ridiculous. 
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the Christian religion. 1 Protestants in their 
eagerness to condemn the principle upon which 
the political Catholics acted have sometimes 
forgotten that the basic principle, that an 
heretical sovereign must be barred the throne, was 
not only acted upon by English Protestants but 
was made (and remains) a part of English law. It 
should at least be the student's ideal and 
endeavour to base his theories and judgments 
upon facts. Whatever may be felt about Nicholas 
Sander's action in Ireland, there should be no 
religious affiliation capable of making a man 
describe him as 'the most courageous andforthright 
of all the English Jesuits'. 
2 
And when a 
historian begins by stating that 187 priests are 
said to have suffered death under Elizabeth and 
that the Elizabethan persecution 'concerned, by 
definition, only the priests and not their 
followers', his conclusion that 'the persecution 
cannot be described as religious in the real sense'3 - 
1. It is, for example, much easier to justify the 
position of the Roman Empire than that of the 
English government. The Roman case against the 
Christians - Nam et essimi exem li nee nostri 
saeculi est (T 1"n-y, Le erg, X, ýj-was base 
upon ruTF. 
2. C. Read, op. cit., p. 243. 
3. G. R. Elton, TFe Tudor Constitution: Documents and Commentary, T O, p. z 2, n. For a re ua ion oT 
e statement that the persecution concerned only the priests, see G. R. E1ton922. it., pp. 422,425. 
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whether it is a true or false conclusion - cannot 
inspire confidence in the reader. 
But even when the facts are accurate, the 
questions remain difficult in the extre"ne, and one 
is driven back upon one's convictions - or prejudices. 
The situation was created by the Reformation in 
general and the Elizabethan Settlement in 
particular, and one's views as to the position of 
the Catholics will be, and should be, at least 
partly governed by one's attitudes to Reformation 
and Settlement. The problem has been obscured 
by the false emphasis placed on later events, 
notably the bull directed against Elizabeth by 
Pius V. The offence of the Catholics, their 
refusal to accept the state as final arbiter in 
religious matters, was created by the Acts of 
Supremacy and Uniformity. 
1 
In the words of one 
Catholic commentator, 'if the Elizabethan religious 
settlement be the true religious system, 
1. The statement that 'if Catholic priests were to 
avail themselves of her ('Elizabeth's 7 toleration, 
they must be genuinely unpolitical... They must 
accept the fact of the Reformation and enjoy - 
unlike the Protestants of Spain or Italy - "a Mass 
in a corner", ' is completely meaningless in the 
Elizabethan context, H. Trevor-Roper, Historical 
Essa s, 4th impr., 1963, p. 114. On the one occasion 
when toleration was (very tentatively) offered to 
a section of the Catholic priesthood, it was offered 
only on condition that the priests should not 
exercise their functions. See J. Bossy, 'HenrTIV, 
The Appellants and the Jesuits', Recusant History, 
vIII, 1965,89-90. 
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Christianity is treason. If, on the other hand, 
Christianity is true, then the Elizabethan , 
settlement cannot be acce7)ted'. 
1 The thesis is 
expressed forcibly and starkly, but is not thereby 
invalidated. Its one serious flaw, as an historical 
commentary, is that by 'Christianity', 'xoman 
Catholicism' is meant. Whether this be true or 
false theologically, it presents a distorted 
picture of the Elizabethan position, for on this 
one point, which is the essential point where 
loyalties are in question, Catholics and Puritans, 
if they did not actually stand together, at least 
thought alike: neither could accept that religious 
beliefs should be subject to the State and 
governed by the needs of the State. Conyers Read 
reverses the error, ascribing the 'developing 
consciousness of a higher law to which roan's first 
allegiance was due' to the Puritans. 
2 It was this 
that the Presbyterian Robert Baillie meant when 
he remarked, 'The Romanists have a foundation of 
ý. H. Harrington, 'The Climax of the Persecution' in 
B. Camm (ed. ), The English Martyrs, Papers from the 
summer School ö Cc Su ies held at 
Cambridge, July 28-Aug. 6,1928,1929, p. 193" 
2. C. Read, Social and Political Forces in the 
En liste e or , 195 -757- ti 
5t, - 2 
belief, though the wrong one' and not, as R. R. Orr 
has it 'the similar quality of the authoritarianism 
he is defending to that of Rome' .1 
The Catholics and the Puritans differed, on 
this level, in only one respect: the Catholics 
could not take the Oath of Supremacy, the 
Puritans could take it and break it. In so doing, 
the Puritans laid themselves open to a charge 
of hypocrisy, and it was brought home to them later 
by Catholic and Royalist writers, but it is 
doubtful if it is a just charge. 
With these theoretical considerations as a 
somewhat tenuous background, 
2 
we may now proceed 
to examine the incidence of actual and alleged 
3 
treason in Oxfordshire. 
There had been a rising in Oxfordshire in 
1549 'by instigation of sundery preists... f or... 
1. R. 1t. Orr, Truth and Authorit : the Development 
of WilliammC 1i1Tin wort s Ideas on Religious Tolera on, on on .. the si 19T5$, p 4--If Charles 's famous remark tha Anglicanism 
is no religion for a Christian has any deeper 
meaning than that of a cynical bon mot, this 
will be its meaning also. 
2. A background equally relevant to the chapter 
on martyrs. 
ý. Actual and alleged treason, that is, in the 
sense: of acts actually or allegedly committed 
or planned: the 16th-17th century definitions 
of treason are here set aside, save in the 
case of John Owen. 
5 ý3 
matyers of religion'. 
' Afterwards fourteen men, 
including several parish priests, were ordered to 
be hanged. John Ab Ulmis wrote to Bullinger from 
Oxford on August 7th, 'The Oxfordshire papists 
are at last reduced to order, many of them having 
been apprehended, and some gibbeted, and their 
heads fastened to the walls': 
2 
later he wrote 
that in the country as a whole about five thousand 
papists had been slain. But however many were 
killed throughout England, they did not include all 
those ordered to be hanged in Oxfordshire, for some 
were certainly spared. 
3 The ringleaders of this 
rising were priests and yeomen, and not gentlemen: 
on the contrary, Sir William Rainsford, Leonard 
Chamberlayne, William Fermor, William Dormer and 
John Ardene (Arden) were amongst those appointed 
by Lord Gray of Wilton to oversee the eitecutions. 
It may be presumed, therefore, that unlike, say, 
the Pilgrimage of Grace in the North, the Oxfordshire 
1. Somerset to Russell, 12 July 1549. N. Pocock, 
Troubles connected with the Prayer Book of 1549 
Cam en Soc e -IN-. S--TM=jTM4 16. or-Fhe 
rising see A. V. Woodman, 'The Buckinghamshire and 
Oxfordshire Rising of 1549', Oxoniensia, XXII, 1957, 
78-84. See also Bodl. To . Buc . sk. . 
c. p. 11 for a 
shorter and more g 
Ic-5T-3uredaccount 
by F. G. Lee. 
2. H. Robinson, Original Letters (Parker Society, XXVIII, 
1847) 11,391. 
3. The execution of Richard Thompson is mentioned 
in W. Potts, History of Banbu , 1958, p. 100, although according to ooc m-'a`ný'op. c., 
alive in 1554. 
) he was still 
. 
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rising of 1549 had little influence on the 
subsequent history of recusancy in the area. 
But the memory of social injustice seems to 
have lingered, and when some of the common people 
of Oxfordshire again rose, even more abortively, 
in 1596, their ringleader, Bartholomew Steere, a 
carpenter of Hampton Gay, recalled 'that there was 
ons a rising at Enslowe Hill by the Commons and 
they were perswaded to goe downe, and after were 
hanged like dogges'. 
1 This rising, was not religious: 
indeed, its only direct association with 
recusancy lay in the identity of one of the rebels' 
main targets,. Mr. Power or Poure of Bletchingdon, 
a Catholic and an encloser. Steere had declared 
that he would cut off all the gentlemen's heads 
but only Poure and Vincent Barry of Hampton Gay, 
with his daughter, were, it seems, singled out for 
immediate execution: Sir Henry Lee, Sir William 
Spencer and others were simply to have their houses 
raided and spoiled. However, the first reaction 
1. E. F. Gray, 'The Midland Revolt and the Inquisitions 
of Depopulation of 1607', Transactions of the 
Royal Historical SocietY, N. Iff,, 974 esp. 
ppes 49238; LT i11-1 "The Many-Headed Monster in 
late Tudor and Early Stuart Political Thinking' in 
C. H. Carter (ed. ), From the Renaissance to the 
Counter-Ref ormation: ssa s in honour o Garrett 
a=ngly+ , pp" 97,30'+" 
ýEL7) 
of Vincent Barry on hearing of the intended rising 
was to say 'that it must come rather from Papists 
and enemies of the State than the poor': his 
second was to warn his Papist neighbour Poure. 
During the Midland Revolt of 1607, which 
sprang from the same social conditions and was also 
directed at, amongst others, a Catholic landlord, 1 
the Earl of Kent wrote 'it is reported that some 
3 or 4 popish priests or Jesuites are lately fledd 
from some of those rebellious people in Northampton- 
shire... theis & such like popish persons theire Ring- 
leaders and cheife Captaynes'. 2 It was, naturally 
enough, a suspicious age. 
3 
These were primarily social rebellions. The 
major political rising of the period, the Northern 
Rising of 1569, touched oxford in that all young 
men at the University who were related to the rebels 
were ordered to be 'stayed'. 
4 
On 30 June 1594, the confession of one Henry 
1. M. E. Finch, The Wealth of Five Northamptonshire 
Families jT4T orthampt shire Record 
oc , 6,87. 2. E. F. Gray, oP. cit., p. 241. 
3. It should, perTiäps, be noted that two gentlemen 
were charged with offering to be leaders of the 1596 rising, John Harcourt of Cogges and Mr. 
pudney of Elsfield. Harcourt is a Catholic name. 
4. sp 12/60/4. Persons suspected for religion were 
a so to be stayed. 
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Young revealed a projected rising in North Wales 
which Ralph Sheldon of Beoley was to be induced 
to finance at the request of his nephew Richard 
Williams. 
1 Sheldon was an Oxfordshire landowner 
and there was also another Williams involved in the 
plot, Edward of Oxford, who had formerly been in 
Sheldon's service, and who was now in that of 
Allen at Louvain, having left England on pretence 
of fetching hawks from Ireland, but really with 
letters to Allen. 
2 
Young also claimed that 
Sheldon's contribution of £500 and 20 horsemen 
'when the Campe was' had been 'more to ayde the 
Spanyards then the Quene'. 3 It is not necessary to 
follow out the plot in all its details, which 
include a plan to poison Cecil: the Sheldon 
historian E. A. B. Barnard has aptly summed these 
details up in the words, 'Mostly twaddle'. 
4 
Sheldon was again in trouble in August 1603 
when letters sent by him to Francis Plowden, his 
5 
1. SP 12L24 41,42. 
2. SP 12/241)/64. Sheldon 'maintaineth the wyfe and 
Children of Willyams in his absence', SP 12/249/87. 
3. SP 12/24 92. 
4. Bernard Papers 76 b7 (Birtingham Reference 
L rary). 
5. Somewhat unusually for this period, he is described 
as of Plowden, but his confession speaks of 
Shiplake. 
(C-7 
nephew, were opened by the bailiff of Ludlow. The 
bailiff found them 'somewat misticall and dark' 
I 
and Sent them to Sir Richard Lewkenor, Chief Justice 
of Chester and one of the Council of Wales, who, 
in his turn, forwarded them to the Privy Council, 
saying, 'in respect of the religeon and disposition 
of the gentlemen from whom & to whome the inclosed 
came and of the contents of the letter I am in sum 
doubte that the hastye conferrence myght tend to 
sum ill & vnfytting purposes'. 
2 
The enclosure (one 
letter only) gives news of one Anthony Skinner. 
3 
Francis Plowden at once came forward to clear 
himself and explained that Skinner, a Warwickshire 
man, had been at Shiplake with his wife and that 
both he and Plowden had been lately at Court with 
other Catholics in attendance on the Privy Council, 
plowden being 'mutche used & imployed in that sute': 
he had no other business save this with his uncle, 
Ralph Sheldon. He could not certainly say that 
Skinner was a recusant. 
4 
It may have been such 
events as these that led Plowden to apply for a 
I. sP 14 2i, I August 1603. 
2. ,2 August 1603; see also SP 14.12/85, and 
for another suspicious Oxfordshire character-in the 
same year, Sir Edward Stanley of Eynsham, see SP I4. /1/. 
3. SP 14 ' 211, I August 1603. It is addressed rom 
Sis, Warwickshire. 
y.. SP 14/3/13,6 August 1603. 
Sýý 
licence to travel, along with his kinsman William 
Sheldon, Ralph's grandson, and Humphrey Berry: 
however, that the licence was granted suggests 
that his explanation was accepted. 
1 
Four years after Sheldon's Welsh rising, John 
Stanley, accused of complicity in the Squire plot, 
claimed that he was to find the Oxfordshire priest 
Oliver Almond either about Eynsham or at Scotney 
and Almond would bring him to 'some other papists' 
who would help him. 
2 
Of the Squire Plot, Hugh Ross 
Williamson, after citing the Catholic Lingard and 
the Protestant Jessop, writes 'To-day, there is no 
historian who would take it seriously': the latest 
writer to deal with it, however, N'evill'a Williams, 
does take it seriously. 
3 Fortunately for Almond, 
he was not called upon to attempt disproof of a 
charge of complicity in a possibly nonexistent 
plot: he was not captured till 1613.4 
1. CSPD 1603-10, p. 110,16 May 1604. 
2.12/268/82. 
3, H Williamson, The Gunpowder Plot, 19519p. 45; 
N. Williams, ElizabetCuee_n of n land, 1967, p. 327; 
see also PP-M-79 "j--6 , but 
äp. p. . Neither Williamson nor Williams inspires confidence. Martin 
Hume accepted the plot, but as directed against the 
secular priest Bagshaw, not the Queen or Essex, 
Treason and Plot, l901, p. 525. A. L. Rowse accepts the 
plo , but 
not the complicity of Walpole and the 
Jesuits Shakespeare's Southampton 1965, p. 132. 
4. E. H. Burton "st o ecu ar 
lergy, 1559-1880', 
Biographical St udies, II, 1953,79" 
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Before turning to the Gunpowder Plot, the 
most important of all the plots, both in general 
and so far as Oxfordshire is concerned, we must 
consider the Essex rising of 1601. The connection 
between the two is obvious enough - Catesby, 
Tresham, the Wrights, Monteagle, Charles and 
Jocelyn Percy and others justifying Trevor-Roper's 
description of the Gunpowder Plot as 'the last 
fling of the old Essexians, the idiot-fringe of the 
indebted gentry'. 
1 But the later conspirators were 
by no means the only, nor even the most important 
Catholic followers of Essex: along with Francis 
Tresham, Cecil singled out Sir Christopher Blount, 
Essex's step-father, and Sir John Davies as 
Essex's 'chiefest Counsellors' who, by their 
religion, proved his. 
2 To these might be added Sir 
Charles Danvers. Blount, Davies and Danvers all 
have Oxfordshire associations and are also amongst 
the most intereat'i. ng Catholics of their day. Blount' s 
Oxfordshire connection was the most remote: he 
1. H. R. Trevor-Roper, Historical Essa s, 1957, P. 149. 
2. B dl. Tanner EL-7-6-J-75; see a sI. 9 for a list of 
EssexT8 followers. For a discussion of some espects 
of the Essex rising and Catholicism see B. N. de Luna, 
Jonson's Romish Plot, 1967, pp. 98-111,243-7. For 
e Catholic e ement in the rising, however, see 
also P. Caraman, Henry Garnet, 1964, pp. 282-3. 
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was a very distant kinsman of the Blounts of 
Napledurha. m, In practice the distance may not 
have been so great: he was in much closer contact 
with his Essexian kinsman 
1 
11', Tountjoy, and there 
were business relationships between Mountjoy and 
the Oxfordshire Blounts. His career has been very 
plausibly reconstructed by Christopher Devlin, 
2 
who says that he was reconciled to the Catholic 
Church in Ireland by the Jesuit Fr. Fitzsimon in 
1598. In his speech at the scaffold, he said 'I 
haue led a lyfe so farre from his precepts, as noe 
synner more, god forgive it me... And I beseech 
you all beare wittnes, that I dye a Catholick, 
yet so, as I hope to be saued only be the death & 
passion of Christ & by his meritts ... '3 
Davies had been at Gloucester Hall in 1574 
'under the tuition of one that was much inclined 
to the Rom. persuasion', 
4 but he does not appear to 
have lived as a Catholic, and after the failure 
of the rising, attributed his conversion principally 
to the influence of Blount. 
5 He was not executed, 
1. Not brother. 
2. C. Devlin, Hamlet's Divinit , 1963, pp"115-127. 3. Bodl. Tanner'T ý'f. . 
4.70-0-39 Äth. Öx" , 373. He was also instructed in mathematics by Thomas Allen. 
5. Sp 12/278/46. 
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and later (1613) settled at Bere Court, Pangbourne, 
Berkshire, where he died, according to Wood, on 
14- I1ay 1625. He seems to have played an obstructive 
role in the foundation of Wadham College. 
1 In 
this case, thexfore, the threat of the scaffold, 
preceded by contact with more forceful Catholiqs 
among the followers of Essex, elicited evidence of 
what, at the very least, must have been a life-long 
velleity towards Catholicism. 
Danvers, who had been drawn into the affair 
by his affection for the still Catholic Southampton, 
2 
also concealed his faith: even Davies did not 
know that he was a Catholic till just before the 
rising. 
3 His family had been settled in Oxford- 
shire since the 12th century, 
4 
although the 
branch to which Sir Charles belonged had, since the 
late 15th century, been associated rather with 
Dauntsey in Wiltshire, without, however, losing 
all contact with Oxfordshire. His mother was 
daughter and co-heiress of John, last Lord Latimer, 
1. N. Briggs, 'The Foundation of Wadham College, Oxf ord', 
Oxoniensia, XXI0956,61. The statement on p. 81, 
Davis, up to the time of the Essex rebellion, seems 
to have been regarded as a recusant, but it is hard 
to test the validity of such accusations', does not 
seem to conform with the evidence. 
ý: ý12288 . 
y. F. N. ilacnamara, Memorials of the Danvers Familý, , 1895; for Sir Charles and his brother see p. 284 
et seq. 
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which makes Sir Charles a cousin of the Wizard 
Earl of Northumberland. He was the eldest son, an 
M. P., a murderer and a colonel. His brother and 
fellow-murderer, Henry, was created Baron Danvers 
in 16C3 and Earl of Danby in 1625: he died, a 
Royalist, in 1643.1 The youi: gest brother, Sir 
John, was a Regicide and George Herbert's steo- 
father. Dünby was Keeper of t^fychwood Forest and 
Cornbury Park (1615) in Oxfordshire and lived at 
2 
Cornbury" Sir John was M. P. for the University of 
Oxford in four parliaments. That the eldest 
brother should have been a follower of Essex and a 
Catholic and the youngest a Regicide bears out 
Trevor-Roper's suggestive theory of a continuity 
of opposition betwwen the Catholics (1569-1605) and 
the Puritans (1605-1640). 
3 
To pay his fine after the Essex rising, Robert 
Catesby was forced to sell Chastleton 'the last 
1. According to Aubrey, Henry Danvers had been page 
to Philip Sidney in his youthful travels, Brief 
Lives, edited by O. L. Dick, 1949, p. 278. Fas he a Prague? 
2. . J. Watney, CornburZ and the Forest of W chwood, 1910, p. l03 et se, 
ý. 
It woulýbeeresting o know if Sir Charles anvers' brother interfered with the 
officers of Wychwood and Cornbury who under Sir 
Francis Fortescue were mostly 'conuicted recusants 
or non comunicants', Trinit College, Cambridge MS. 
R. . 14, art. 6. He is to e found fining ro erb 
. owar 
'' for offences against the revived forest 
laws and his niece Elizabeth married Howard's 
putative son, Robert Villiers. 
3. H.. R. Trevor-Roper, Historical Essas, 1957, p. 182. 
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estate which he could call his own', 
1 to Walter 
Jones of Witney. But the sale, completed before the 
death of Elizabeth, does not seem to have driven 
Catesby from Chastleton, for in January 1605 
Thomas Winter wrote to John Grant asking him to 
come there, assuring him 'your acquaintance with 
my cosen Catsby will nothing repent you'. 
2 A year 
later, on January 17th, Robert Winter confessed 
'that he knoweth the signe of ye catherine whele 
in oxford and that he was there about this tyme 
twelvemoneth. And that he was sent for thither 
by Mr Catesby and that he and John Grant cam 
thither and nowe confesseth vppon his knees that 
there he was acquainted by Mr Catesby in the 
presence of his Brother Thomas Wynter with the 
proiect of the powder, and so was John Grant also'. 
3 
It is unnecessary to recount again the events 
1. M. W. Jones, Chastleton House and Gun owder Plot, 
1909, preface. e esta eýhaäbeen in atesby 
hands since the 15th century. Even before the sale, 
Catesby had raised so much money on Chastleton 
that 'the Sheldons were virtually owners of it', 
M. Dickins, Chastleton House (1935) P"9. Sir 
Robert Dudley, Sit Thomas Leigh and others were 
also his creditors, M. Dickins, A History of 
Chastleton, 11938, p. 19. Leigh was fa er- n=law 
to both Dudley and Catesby. If a Protestant, he 
was clearly accident-prone. There is however one 
very slight indication that he may have had Catholic 
sympathies, see SP 12/245/28- 
2. SP 14/12/39. 
3.69; for Grant see SP 14/18/25, also 
17 January 1605/6. 
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and characters of the Gunpowder 'lot. 
1 But it is 
impossible to pass by quite without comment on its 
morality. So far as their Catholic subjects 
were concerned, Elizabeth and James I were tyrants 
rather than legitimate sovereigns. Consequently, 
the conspirators may be held to have owed no 
allegiance to James and the Plot may be regarded as 
an act of war, legitimate or otherwise. Cnly 
the divinity that doth hedge a king could protect 
James. But since it is an accepted axiom of 
English historiography that that divinity ought 
not to be invoked in favour of other members of 
his family when they were attacked by Protestants, 
it is difficult to see why the Gunpowder 
conspirators should be especially condemned 
simply because they were Catholics. 
i. See S. R. Gardiner, What Gunpowder Plot Was, 1397 for 
the traditional view. Gar finer was prow Ted into 
writing by the modern John Gerard, but the Catholic 
re-interpretation of the Plot is now best 
represented by Hugh Ross Williamson. Another work, 
although somewhat slipshod and inaccurate, is well 
worth reading, since it supplies more biographical 
detail than usual, The Great English Treason for 
Religion known as Gun ow er Prot and the ake 7 
Mira-culous Manner o its ublic-Discover Oth its EITHerto Un nown Greater Betrayal, In the year 'fbZ5ý, 
Revealed beörge ac r T-Torgan, 2 vT. 1 1, There is a copy in the British Museum. Morgan's 
villain is Thomas Percy, He is not a Catholic. See 
also C. Devlin, Hamlet's Divi_nity, 1963, pp. 141-15?. 
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Catesby's Oxfordshire connectioi}, joined 
with that of other conspirators to neighbouring 
counties, made it inevitable, when the authorities 
set themselves to drawing in all those relations, 
associates and friends of the conspirators who 
might have been involved, that certain Oxfordshire 
names should appear. Eventually these included 
one of the most important of Oxfordshire Catholics, 
the Jesuit lay-brother and constructor of priest- 
holes, Nicholas Owen. He was taken with Garnet 
at Hindlip, and died under torture. 
One of the first alleged culprits to be 
apprehended was Henry Percy, 9th Earl of North- 
umberland, the Wizard Earl, 
' the conspirator Thomas 
Percy's cousin. Northumberland was not a 
Catholic, but several of his brothers were and 
two had been followers of Essex. 
2 After the murder 
of his father, it was not to be expected that 
the Earl should feel any great affection for the 
Elizabethan regime and, at that time (1585), he 
was actually safe overseas, in Paris. It was then 
1. As 'Wizard' he was a patron and associate of 
the ubiquitous Thomas Allen. 
2. Northumberland had married Essex's sister. For 
the Percy family see G. Brenan, A history of the 
House of Percy, 2 vols., 1902. Öne o e-INTiolic 
brothers, the dramatist William, was an Oxford 
resident; see nage 398. 
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rumoured that he had become a Catholic and joined 
Guise in a projected enterprise against F, gland. 
Instead, he returned to England and conformed. 
Some years later Paul Crushe reported to BurleiTh 
that Thomas Pigott of Buckinghamshire and many 
other Catholics 'are credibly informed that the 
Earle of Northumbr that nowe is, doth stand verse 
well affected to the Sea of Rome, & that he 
contineweth muche discontentedfbr his ffathers 
death' and that there were hopes of his being 
seduced from his allegiance 'as to to manie of that 
most honorable house haue alreadie been'. 
' Towards 
the end of the reign he acted as self -appointed 
representative of the English Catholics to James VI. 
Although the Earl had owned property in 
Banbury, 
2 he is, of course, hardly an Oxfordshire 
man. Two of his servants, however, were. When 
1. SP 12/241/112. Calendared under 1592. Crushe 
a lately come from Oxfordshire. 
2. Which he sold for 2140 in 1603. it was part of the 
Latimer inheritance, a very small part as other 
sales in the area shew; see G. R. Batho, 'The Finances 
of an Elizabethan Nobleman: Henry Percy, Ninth 
Earl of Northumberland, (1564-1632)' Economic 
History Review, 2nd series, IX, 1956-5'7,55. 
Persons of Northumberland's rank and wealth often 
owned odd parcels of land all over the place and it 
may as well be mentioned that, as a result of the 
Gunpowder Plot, rionteagle' acquired a few shillings 
worth of property in oxford, G. B. Morgan, op. cit., 
II, 175- 
47-7- 
Thomas Percy came to obtain from John Whynniard 
the house previously leased to Henry Ferrers of 
Baddesley Clihton, he was accompanied by several 
gentlemen belonging to the Earl of Northumberland, 
including the Earl's secretary, Dudley Carleton. 1 
Dudley Carleton (later Viscount Dorchester) was 
the son of Anthony Carleton of Brightwell Baldwin, 
Oxfordshire. There is no evidence that he was 
ever a Catholic and what evidence there is suggests 
that he was not. But his sister Bridget, who 
married Sir Hercules Underhill of Idlicote, 
Warwickshire, was a recusant. 
2 
Several members of 
the Idlicote Underhills were Catholics and 
Bridget might therefore be supposed a convert. 
This is the impression given also by the Chamberlain 
letters, though in a letter of 27 September 1608, 
John Chamberlain, writing to Carleton, speaks 
of a pilgrimage that Carleton's two sisters 
were making to St. Winifred's Well. 
3 For any 
share he might have had in the Plot, Carleton 
1. SP 14 2'16 9,6 November 1605. 
2. orrison, The Underhills of Warwickshire, 1932, PP"154-5. 
3. SP 14/36/40. 
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was summoned from Paris and imprisoned, but cleared 
himself sooner than his master. By 13 December 
1605, he was under house-arrest only, though 
he complained that 'the feare I haue to transgres 
my honorable LLords commandements keepes me in 
stricter gard then before', 
1 
At this time Carleton had one other great 
friend besides Chamberlain, Tobie Mathew. Mathew 
did not become a Catholic until March 1606,2 
and his conversion, once revealed, led to some 
lessening of their friendship, most apparent, 
perhaps, in Carleton's letters to Chamberlain. 
Carleton had been with Mathew in Oxford during the 
latter's illness early in 1598 and his letters of that 
time shew the elder Tobie Mathew, the 'barbarouse 
Bishopp', in the poorest possible light. 3 That 
1. SP 14 1'' . In this letter to Salisbury, he also complains that rumour was making confessions 
for him, and removing him from prison to prison. 2. D. Mathew, Sir Tobie Mathew, 1950, p. 44. A. H. Mathew 
and A. CaltHrop, The Life of Sir Tobie Mathew, 1907, 
p. 50 write that F Is recepEIon cannot hav ooccurred before June 1606, At about the same time one Saunders, a cousin of Carleton's became a Catholic, A. H. Mathew and A. Calthrop, o . cit., p. 65. 3. See especially a letter ofanuary 10th to Carleton, SP 12 266 1; A. H. Mathew and A. Calthrop, 
a. cit - 'PP" 13 -. 
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Mathew was still a Protestant prevented his coming 
under suspicion for the Plot. 
1 Twenty or thirty 
years later his reputation would have been 
enough to hang him. Since he figures here as 
nothing more than a friend of Carleton, this is 
a convenient place to mention certain other 
friends. Apart from his University career, his 
friendship with Carleton and his somewhat vague 
association with the Falkland circle, there would 
not seem to be any real reason for placing Tobie 
Mathew among the Oxfordshire Catholics. But his 
will 
2 
suggests otherwise: in it he names three 
executors and three substitutes: one of the 
executors is Francis Plowden the younger of 
Shiulake, one of the substitutes is John 
Chamberlayne of Sherborne and another is Francis 
plowden's son Edmund. Moreover, Lionel Wake 
of Antwerp is an executor and his son Richard a 
substitute, and Lionel Wake's daughter Mary 
married Edward Sheldon of Stratton, Gloucestershire, 
Besides his connection with Carleton, Mathew 
was also a friend of Carleton's friand Sir 
Alan Percy, one of Northumberland's Catholic 
brothers, who seems to have been responsible for 
admitting Thomas Percy to the Gentleman Pensioners. 
2, A. E. Mathew and A. Calthrop, OP. cit., pp. 337-3'l-l " 
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brother of William Sheldon of Beoley and Ralph 
Sheldon of Steeple Barton, Oxfordshire. In 
assessing the extent of Catholic influence in any 
one county, it is very easy to overlook such 
evidence. It is quite possible that the arch- 
proselytiser Sir Tobie was, like Anthony Skinner, 
once a guest at Shiplake. After all, he had, 
ad. cording to his legend, a genius for appearing 
in unexpected places. 
Another servant of Northumberland passes more 
mysteriously across the crowded canvas of the Plot. 
On November loth Vincent Earle gave evidence 
before Coke that he had heard two gentlemen near 
Northumberland's house speak of 'one Robert 
Newporte that doth serue his Lordship that was as 
arrante a papists as any was in England & that 
they thoughts that he knewe much of this Conspiracy'. 
Earle made enquiries about Newport and found 'that 
he is with one William Mydwarde of Caversam nere 
Redinge & bath bens there almost this tow yeares & 
never came to the Churche, & in all this tyme he was 
never complayned of by the Mynister & as he saythe dare 
not because yt Mydwarde kath the disposition of 
the parsonage'. 
I It is curious that the minister 
Sp 14 16 6i. Caversham, now in Berkshire, was 
en In x ordshire. 
ý Fei 
already in possession should have offered this as 
an excuse and it is possible that this information 
may have served to remind the government to prevent 
Catholics controlling the patronage of Anglican 
benefices. 
I 
It is also curious that, although Newport's 
only real connection with the Gunpowder ! lot may 
have been his Catholicism and his service in iorth- 
umberland's household, he should have been resident 
in Caversham. For Sir George Browne of Shefford 
in Berkshire owned land at Caversham, a branch of 
the Browne family later settling there, and the 
Brownes, through their relationship with Catesby, 
were very much implicated in the Plot. Sir Henry 
Browne of Yiddington 
2 
had married Anne Catesby, 
Robert's sister; and a servant of Ambrose Rookwood, 
Robert Warren, reported that he went to Rushton 
'for sir Henrie Brownes Child 3& another of Mr 
Catesbies & brought them to Ashbie Ledgers & left 
them with my Ladie Catesbie & more he cannot sale'. 
4 
1. So far as an Act of Parliament could prevent it. By 
the Act of 3&4 Jac. l, cap. 5 Catholic patronage was to be divided between the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. 
2. Although the date given by T. Warton, History and 
Antiquities of Kiddington, 1815, p. 45 seems to 6e too 
late, the Brownes were presumably not yet settled 
at Kiddington. 
3. A daughter, Margaret. 
4. SP 14/216/7711i. 
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This direct link between Sir Henry and 
Catesby notwithstanding, the chief suspect seems 
to have been the head of the family, the 2nd 
Viscount Montague, who was the nephew of the two 
Oxfordshire knights. He was arrested immediately 
and placed first under the care of Sir Thomas 
Bennett and then (November 15th) in the Tower. 
On October 15th he had met with Catesby and had 
some conversation with him about attendance at 
Parliament. 
1 More embarassingly still, as he was 
going to bed on November 12th, Montague heard 
for the first time'that the miserable fellowe that 
shoulde haue ben the bluddy executioner of that 
woefull Tragedie, was called Guie ffaux', and 
hastened to get in first with the information 
that 'he shoulde see: ne to haue bin my seruant once', 
though not more recently than 1592.2 
None of the above stories is very complicated. 
But there was one matter, a letter, or rather a 
1. SP i/216/7k. Montague to Dorset, November 12th. 
Here Montague says the meeting took place a 
week later: he corrects himself the next day, 
SP 14L216 86. Dorset was Montague's father-in-law. 
2. S. Montague to Dorset, November 13th. 
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sentence in a letter, in which 'the Earl of 
Salisbury and Lord Chief Justice Popham were to 
show far more interest... than in Guy Fawkes and 
all his barrels of gunpowder'. 
1 Fortunately, 
Godfrey Anstruther has dealt exhaustively with 
the affair, printing large extracts from the 
relevant documents, 
2 
and it is therefore possible 
to avoid following through the business in all 
its details. Very briefly, Elizabeth Vaux had 
written, the previous Easter, to her kinswoman 
Lady Wenman and, after speaking of the projected 
marriage of her son, Edward, 4th Lord Vaux, to 
Elizabeth Howard, had concluded 'pray, for Tottnam 
may turne Frenche; or words to the like effecte'. 
3 
The letter was opened by Lady Wenman's mother-in-law, 
Lady Tasburgh, who made some trouble at the time 
and more later: for the moment the Plot was revealed, 
4 
she rushed to Popham to lay an information 
1. G. Anstruther, Vaux of Ha en, 1955, p. 287. 
2. G. Anstruther, op. c t., pp. . 3. SP 14 216 22 , examination of Agnes Wenman. She 
was e wile of Sir Richard of Thame, later 1st 
Viscount, and daughter of Sir George Fermor of 
Easton Neston. For Elizabeth Howard see page 496. 
4. Anstruther points out that she must therefore 
have been in London at the time. 
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against Elizabeth Vaux. Popham's report to 
Salisbury explains why this casual sentence caused 
such a furore :' and both Gerrard and Wally 
1 the 
Iesuyts make that the chefest place of their 
accesse and therfore lyke she may knowe somewhat'. 
2 
Indeed, the first question asked of Elizabeth 
was whether she knew Gerard. 
3 
The rest of the 
story may be read in Anstrutier. Others were 
drawn into it, including Sir George Fermor, 
Henry Huddlestone, 
4 
and also Sir George Sy. meon 
of Brightwell Baldwin, who had recently married 
Mary Vaux, Elizabeth's daughter. After Lady 
Tasburgh had opened the letter, Lady Wenman and 
Elizabeth Vaux met at Symeon's house and 'had 
speache concerning that letter and howe this 
examinate had not bene well vsed by the Lady 
Tasburghe in the opening of it'. 
5 
One last and curious point remains to be made. 
Sir Richard Wenman was not a Catholic 
6 
and 
3. SP 14 , November 18th. She said she did not. 4. Son of Sir Edmund of Sawston. The Huddlestones 
of Hasely, although included in Stapleton, were 
not Catholics: see Trappes-Lornax. 
5. SP 14/21f/ 156, examination of Agnes Wenrnan, 
December 1 3th. 
(. J. Gerard, Autobi ra h of an Elizabethan, edited by 
P. Caramanj end e ., , 
P"17. 
1. Garnet. 
2. SP 14/215/10. 
.SE 4_ Son o Sir 
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objected to his wife's dealings with Elizabeth 
Vaux 'in respect he euer Conceaved that Mrs. 
Vaux dxrryng his absence in the lowe cuntryes had 
Corrupted his wyffe in relygion'. 1 Put what 
was Lady Tasburgh? Her present role strongly 
suggests that she joined a vigorous Protestantism 
to a mother-in-law's traditional cantankerousness. 
Lady Tasburgh was born Jane y'est, daughter 
of William, Lord de la Warr. Sir Thomas Wenman 
was her first husband and after his death on 22 
July 1577, she married first James Cressy, who 
was buried at Twyford, Buckinghamshire on 23 June 
1581, then (; jir) Thomas Tasburgh and finally 
(after the events described here) Ralph Sheldon. 
2 
Tasburgh's first wife had been Dorothy Kytson, 
widow of Sir Thomas Packington of Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire, whose brother, Sir Thomas Kytson, 
was Sir Thomas Cornwallis' son-in-law. Of Jane 
West's four husbands, two, Cressy and Sheldon, were 
Catholics. One might therefore expect her own 
religious history to be curious. Fortunately, 
that history is readily available. Her father was 
1. SP 14/216/141, examination of Sir Richard by 
Coke and op am, December 3rd. 
2. F. G. Lee, Thame, 1883, pß,. 435-6. 
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'a great Protestant' and when she fell in love 
with the Catholic James Cressy 'who, being a 
gentleman, yet waited upon the Lord Delaware', he 
promptly married her to Wenman. On Wenman's 
death she married Cressy 'before her father had 
knowledge thereof, and this Mr Cressy having 
been beyond seas, was become a Catholic, and so 
made bis wife one too'. 
' But after her marriage 
to the Protestant Tasburgh, 
2 
she seems to have 
conformed, 
3 
only to emerge as a Catholic again 
after his death, a change presumably connected 
in some way with her marriage to Ralph Sheldon. 4 
Here is one more illustration of the dangers of 
judging a person's faith in the 16th and 17th 
centuries from circumstantial evidence alone. 
At times one cannot help feeling that the only 
1. A. familton, The Chronicle of the 
ýEn_g _l_iýeh Augustinian Canonesses Re_ular of e Lateran, 
a on ca s in ouva ! '2' =6. 
2. rFcording to one account preserved in a notebook of Richard Symonds, she was blackmailed into this 
match, B. M. Harl. MS. 1 f. 38" 
3. SP 12/2517522; INC a ield, V, 61,62,198. 
4. have dealt wig ay as urgh in 'The Second Mrs. Sheldon', Worcestershire Recusant, XIv, 1969, 
15-21, an article which serves as an appendix to 
an earlier one in the same journal on Ralph Sheldon. 
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safe test is martyrdom - for even a man's own 
confession of faith may be the prelude to conversion 
or apostacy. Unfortunately, one must either 
suppress the feeling or abandon the study of 
recusancy. 
Early in 1606, on January 2nd, two servants of 
Viscount Howard of Bindon came to arrest Henry 
Carey the younger, son of Henry Carey of Elmworthie 
in Dorset. Their knocks were answered from a 
window by Honour, the elder Carey's daughter, who 
at first refused to open to them, but at last 
came to do so with her husband, Walter 'Elsley', 
1 
a Berkshire and Oxfordshire landowner. 'The 
aforesaid Walter Elsley ys the man which sold 
Roockwood the Traytor a horse for 301i to haue ben 
paid for the same in London the last Michalmas 
t*arne'. 
2 Carey had known Percy and seen Catesby 
and had been in London on November 6th 'for lawe 
businesses'. He had visited the Earl of Devonshire 
and offered his service to him 'hearing he was to 
goe into Warwickshire Thearle saieing he should 
be welcome vnto him': Carey bought armour for that 
purpose. 
3 Devonshire as Lord Mountjjjoy had been a 
1. I. e. Hildesley. 
. 2. SP 14/18/1 
3" " 
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follower of Essex, though he had not been out 
in 1601, and his wife, Essex's sister, Penelope, 
died a Catholic. 
1 Like his brother-in-law 
Northumberland, he favoured toleration. 2 Unlike 
Northumberland, he was in favour at Court; or at 
least not in such disfavour as to make it convenient 
to raise suspicion about him. As Master-General 
of the Ordnance, he shared in the control of the 
Government's monopoly of gunpowder. 3 
These are some of the ways in which the Plot 
directly concerned certain Oxfordshire Catholics 
and their kinsmen. It is also worth considering 
what effect the Plot had in general on the 
position of Catholics in England. To what extent 
was it 'the Gunpowder Plot which turned the tide'? 4 
Certainly it strengthened the opposition to 
Catholicism, providing it with a popular rallying 
point, slogan and mythus which was, unlike the 
1. They were not married till 26 December 1605, 
but she had long been his mistress and mother of 
his children. Laud married them in the lifetime of her first husband, Robert, 3rd Lord Rich. Gerard 
records her death-bed conversion, o,. cit., pp. 34-36. 
2. C. Falls, Mountjo: Elizabethan Gener r 1955, p. 122. 
Falls goes SO Faras o say at 'Like many of the Blounts, he had experienced a tendernessibr the 
Roman Catholic faith in youth... ' 
3. H. R. Williamson, The Gunpowder Plot, 1951, p. 252. 
4. H. Belloc, A history of Enand, 1931, IV, 448. 
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earlier attempts in that line, based upon fact. 
Upon this solid base, any edifice could be built. 
as the later history of the 17th eentury sheaved. 
John Rawlinson told an Oxford congregation in 
1610 that the Gunpowder Plot should engender 
'A Detestation of that shanelesse, enticing, sanguin- 
coloured, Catholike, cor` whore of Babylon' and 
'A Caution and Circumspection, to walke wisely and 
warily... and to trust neither fiat Recusants' 
nor Church Papists, whom he calls, in a fine 
phrase 'the ; °toone-calues of that Lunaticke 
Religion, hauing Fidem menstruam'. 
1 The message, 
repeated in every pulpit, promulgated in countless 
books, sank in. Oxford ran its own plot in 1641, 
when some 150 or 200 'domineering Papists' 
terrorised the town on January 9th, but allowed 
their 22 barrels of gunpowder, 2 barrels of shot 
and bullets, and other muniments of war to be 
found and taken in the Star Inn (an Oxford inn 
again! ) on January 13th. So at least the story 
went. The Oxford authorities, town and gown, 
1. J. Rawlinson, The Romish Ivdas. A Sermon preached 
at Saint Mari-i's--i-n- x orT the FTft o. ``-Novem er, 7910,161 , Z. See also o inning's Novel rr 5th 
sermons of 1607 and 1608. B. N. de Tuna, Jonson's 
Romish Plot, 1967 makes considerable use of suc 
iterature.. 
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printed a refutation: there was some store of 
powder, etc. at the inn, but it had been placed 
there by the Lord Lieutenant of Oxfordshire and his 
deputies. And Thomas Williams, Landlord of the 
Star Inn, was a good Protestant, 'no way addicted 
to Popery'. 
I 
The direct effect upon the Catholics is harder 
to estimate. One often reads of families or 
individuals who were supposedly led to abandon 
Catholicism by the Plot. 
substantiate this claim. 
But it is very hard to 
Catholics shared the 
protestant horror of the Plot, of course, but before 
assuming that their horror led them out of the 
Catholic Church, one requires evidence. Jonson 
wrote to Cecil that they are All so enweav'd 
in it, as it will make 500 Gent: lesse of the 
Religion within this weeke, if they carry theyr 
understanding about them', 
2 
but in his own case it 
was a long week. Tohie Mathew seems to have been 
1. A true Relation of a Divelish Desi ne, b the 
rýapists blow- 
ýp 
he City o Oxford witFº Gun owder, 
on Thuxsd T aietP3Xeen of-Tanuar ,1,1 Ä True Confutation of a False in let 
entitled, etc., 1641; see also Wood, Anna s, l II, 425; 
but see page'5%6for the Williams faniTy. - 
2. B. N. de Luna, op. cit., p. 131. De Luna, in fact, doubts 
the sincerity o jonson's Catholicism in 1598 as in 
1605. But the reason given on p. 115, n. 1, at least, 
is inadequate. 
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quite unaffected, though Bacon entreated him 
to meditate upon the Plot. Carleton, even 
Northumberland, may have had their Catholic 
1 
sympathies checked. But it is speculation to 
suppose that they ever had such sympathies. 
One reaction is recorded. From the very 
start many Catholics expressed their conviction that 
the Plot was not properly to be regarded as 
their responsibility. Henry Carey the younger, 
when ar. r"ested, said 'that the late horrible 
treasons wer plotted by a protestant and discouered 
and made knowne by a papist' and being asked 
who the Protestant was, 'answered it was Percey'. 
2 
Richard Broughton also denied the Catholicism 
of the Plotters: they were men 'whom many 
Protestants tearmed papists; although the true 
Priests and Catholikes of England knew them not 
to bee such, nor can any protestant truely say, 
that any one of them was such a one, as their 
lawes and proceedings against vs, name Papists, 
1. On his release from the Tower, Northumberland 
joined the opposition to the Crown and his son, Algernon, the 10th Earl, though Lord Admiral and Captain General, was a Parliamentarian in the Civil 
War: another support to Trevor-Roper's thesis. 
The 11th and last Earl is said to have been a Catholic. 
2. SP 14, /18, /l_; see also SP 14/216/232. 
S tz 
Popish recusants, or the like'. And again, 'And 
if any of these were Catholikes, or so dyed, they 
were knowne Protestants not long before, and 
neuer frequenters of Catholike Sacramentes with 
any Priest as I could euer learne: & as all the 
Protestant courts will witnesse, not one of 
them a conuicted or knowne Catholike or recusant. 1 
The legislation that followed the Plot is 
another matter, though one must ask whether it 
followed the Plot in any other than the temporal 
sense. The Plotters themselves believed that 
the persecution was going to be intensified: 
2 
two Catholic laymen were executed for 'persuading 
to Popery' in 1605, before the discovery of the 
Plot, and the next execution (apart from those 
connected with the Plot) was not till 1607. The 
new legi3lation, whatever its cause, might have 
seriously depleted the Catholic numbers - if it had 
been inforced. Instead, the more anti-Papist part 
of the nation had frequent occasion to 'complain 
1. R. Broughton, n__ glish Protestants Plea, 1621, pp. 56,58. 
Broughton also po'inte to ion eagle's (somewhat 
equivocal) Catholicism. Moreover, he emphasised 
that, whatever the plotters were, they were 'one 
priuate kindred, or acquaintance', not a religion: the 
Proclamation of 7 November 1605 had said as much. 
2. Catesby 'well knewe ere the Parlyament ended, there 
would be soche laves made as should bringe all 
Catholiques within premunire at the leaste', 
SP 14/216/176. 
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bitterly about the increase of Papists and the 
failure to enforce the law'. 1 It is even possible 
that certain sections of the two Acts of 1606 
favoured the Catholics. This must be a matter for 
speculation, but the clause in the second Act 
which ordered the defacing of crucifixes could 
well have shocked some devout Anglicans out of their 
via media. And if this be too wild a speculation 
measures of this sort could hardly produce the 
desired result, for the sight of a defaced 
crucifix might well stiffen a recusant whose 
resolution had been weakened by the thought of 
a depleted rent-roll. 
The Gunpowder plot put an end to the more 
or less real plots: in future they were to be of 
the nature of the Oxford Gunpowder Plot and the 
Popish Plot. 
2 The last of the Oxfordshire 
traitors to be dealt with in this chapter, John 
Owen of Godstow, alias Collins, was not accused 
for a plot but an opinion. He was still condemned 
to be hanged, drawn and quartered, and heard 
Coke say 'His blood for ever after is to bee 
1. P. McGrath Pa ists and Puritans under Elizabeth I, 
1967, p"372. - 
2. But see SP 14/57/92 for an echo of the 
ElizabetEa p ot s. 
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corrupted and of noble is now by this his soe 
hainous fact become ignoble. '1 His trial, 1615, 
proceeded on the somewhat barbarous principle, 
stated in somewhat barbarous language that, 'En 
cases de high treson wordes spoken of or against 
the the [sic 7 King though they bee conditionall 
and haue reference to a future time - yett by 
these wordes hee shall bee adjudged to bee by 
the Law a present Titaitor I. SeverEil precedents 
were given by Attorney-General Bacon in proof of 
this and all of them, it may be noted, were 
Tudor, though not all were post-Reformation. 
'This Owen was sent to Civill in Spain 2 120 
Seminaryes at Rome in the Low Countryes and 
elsewhere haue poisoned the head of this young 
man, But for what Cause I know not'. And on his 
return to England, he expressed at Sandwich his 
belief 'That the King being excommunicated by the 
Pope may bee lawfully deposed by his Subiects and 
bee killed by them'. 
3 At his trial he first urged 
1. B, . 1. Harl. TýS. 8 , art. 14, f. 45v; see also T. B. Howell, ätate Trials ,, 816, II, 879-884. 
2. av ng, accörding to the same authorities, been three 
years at Douai: Coke's speech, B. c1. Harl. IS 8 , art. 14, ff-44v-45. Coke runs through aIr the Con inental 
houses that occurred to him, including one nunnery, 
but for what cause I know not. 
3. B. t. Harl. MS. 83, art. 14, f. 40. At this point Owen Is descri as a priest: it seems he was not. 
595- 
the conditional form 
1 
of his declaration and later 
'disclaimed his opinion the same being as hee 
sayd Lather held by some then defended by any'. 
The sentence was not carried out and after three 
years' imprisonment, Owen was released and exiled, 
at the request of the Spanish Ambassador. 
As a postcript to this chapter on plots, we may 
examine the case of Robert Creighton, Lord Sanquhar, 
who was arraigned at Westminster on 27 June 1612, for 
the crime of murder - not the genteel manslaughter 
of the duel, nor the semi-baronial manslaughter of 
the clash between great men and their retainers, nor 
even the brutal, drunken sadism of a Monmouth or 
a 7th Earl of Pembroke, but simple murder. In 
1604 
2 Lord Sanquhar lost an eye to a fencing- 
master, one John Turner. Some years later, provoked 
by an idle taunt of Henri IV, he procured Turner's 
murder, was found out, tried 
3 
and hanged. In the 
meantime (1608) he had married Mary, daughter of 
Sir George Fermor of Easton Neston, thus providing 
1. Bacon accepted this plea, but regarded it as irrelevant. 
Coke claimed that, as the Pope every Maundy Thursday 
excommunicated all heretical princes, the speech was 
not conditional and hypothetical at all, but actual 
treason, S. R. Gardiner, Histor of En land, 16 , 1883, 11,304-5. Gardiner coins ou tFa-t Coke was 
publicising a fact that it was in the interest of the 
state to conceal. See a]soC. D. Bowen, The Lion and the 
Thro4e, 195?, P. 335" 
2. So G. E. C., but Bacon, in his speech at the trial, says 
it is nowe five yeares... ', B. M. Harl. MS. , f. 277v. 
3, As a Scotsman he was denied trial by his peers. 
PS 9 (:; 
Sir Richard Wenman with another discreditable 
relative. On his arrest it was 'reported that 
he shall vndouptedly be executed; yet some say 
that he standeth vpon his purgation as not haueinge 
beyn accessarie thervnto but that beinge a 
Catholike this is framed agaynste him'. 
' But bis 
Catholicism had not been much in evidence: on 
the scaffold (June 29th) 'he professed himself 
to die a Catholique & desired to be prayed for, and 
yt he was so educated, but thes nyne yeares he 
had not performed ye dutie of a Cath: in in 'sic 7 
any sort, & therfore god did permitt him to fall 
into diuers wickednesses, & if he had continued 
a Cath: he had neuer consented to ye murther'. 
2 
According to the account in State Trials, 3 this 
profession of faith lost him the compassion of the 
crowd, a fact that Gardiner considers characteristic 
of the time. 
4 In fact, the crowd often sympathised 
with condemned Catholics, as they had, for example, 
with Henry Garnet: there is no rule in the matter. 
1. A. A. W. A Series, 11, art. 96. According to the same 
ocumen'f He had not actually been arrested, but had 
yielded himself to the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
2. A. A. W. A Series, 11, art. 104, R. Clapham alias 
roug ion or Rouse to West alias More, 5 'July 1612; 
see also SP 14/7O, Chamberlain to Carleton, 
2 July 16 . 
3. T. B. Howell, o2. c_., II, 743-763. 
y.. S. R. Gardiner , op. c_. , II, 133" 
c, 11 
There are two lessons we can learn froýr: 
Sanquhar. The first is the usual one that only, 
as it were, an accident enables us to list him 
as a Catholic. However he died, he would probably 
have died or wished to die a Catholic, but if 
he had died a natur&l death attended by a Driest, 
we might very well not know it: he was not a 
recusant. The second is that a Catholic, whether 
practising or not, could remain a normal member 
of society - marrying, trading, farming, murdering, 
exploring, committing adultery, writing, enclosing 
as his neighbours did. 
5-1 ss 
Chapter VIII 
Two Prisoners for Religion in Oxfordshire: 
Rowland Jenks and Sir Alexander Colepeper. 
A number of recusants underwent a period of 
imprisonment. This is a fact of their lives to 
be noted in various contexts throughout the 
present thesis. But two recusant prisoners, 
Rowland Jenks and Alexander Colepeper, demand 
separate and more extended treatment. Colepeper 
was an important recusant, one of the leading 
papists to be laid by the heels at every moment 
of crisis, but what is exceptional about him 
is that he left a careful and detailed record of 
his various imprisonments. Jenks was a man of 
no great importance. He would be only a name 
on recusant, lists were it not for what happened 
when he was brought to trial; but that happening, 
the Black Assizes, made him one of the most 
famous, of English recusants. 
There are many accounts, old and new, of the 
Black Assizes of 1577. Fortunately, they all 
agree in substance. Rowland Jenks, an Oxford 
15 9q 
bookseller or bookbinder, ' was arrested for 
seditious words, tried at the summer Assizes 
in July 1577 and sentenced to lose his ears. 
When that sentence was passed 'on a sudden, 
happened a strange mortality', 2 of which several 
hundred persons died. All accounts 3 agree 
in associating together Jenks and the sickness, 
although there must have been others tried or 
to be tried at the Assizes. 
Similarly, there is general agreement asso 
the number, type and identity of the victims. 4 
There is a list of the major victims which seems 
to have been used by most of the authorities. 
5 
There were both the Judges, Sir Robert Bell and 
1. Bookbinder seems to be more correct. But he in 
called bookseller in A. C1ark, Re ister of the 
University of Oxford (O. H. S. X, 1 II, pt. "T 154. 
ac oner'; fiis"de äription in A. P. C. IX, 347 
suggests the same. Fuller, indee , says that it was for 'dispersing of scandalous pamphlets' that Jenks was tried. 
2. T. Fuller, Church Hintor , ed. by J. S. Brewer, 1845, IV, 399" 3. For examp -e tow, onicles, 1580, pp. 1190-1; 
W . Camden, Annals, 163 ,,; N. Sander, Rise and Growth of ' ie'Anglican 8chiaa, 1877, pp 707 $; 
¶Juller, 'loa. c .; oo , 
j: ale, II, 188-192; J. Webster, Zhe"'ý's 1a in of u osed Witchcraft, 1677, 
pp " 245-6; 
ýPi. For Modern 
accounts, see C. a let HIstor of the University of Oxford, II, 1924, ý109-110; Bo oE. Öxon. S. e. , . 15° e seý . ; C. Oreighton, A History of demics 
-n 
Britain, grid e ä. , 1965 s pP " 376-385 : -'-" 4. For the differences, and in particular for a misreading 
of Etheridge by Wood, see C. Creighton, op. it. esp. pp. 379-80- 
5- Bodl. Tanner MS. 22, f . 182 , 'The note of such as ar dad h4-* 'ion in Oxenford'. 
ýýý 
Nicholas Barham, the Clerk of the Assizes, the 
Coroner, the Sheriff, the Undersheriff, Sir 
Robert Doyley, 
1 
Sir William Babington, Simon 
Harcourt, Messrs. Danvers, Wenman, Pollard, 
Fettiplace, Stevens, Massy, Greenwood, Stampe, 
Archdall, Forster, Nash, Ravening and Weston, 
Mr. Cooper's eldest son, Mr. Taverner 'confessor 
to the prisoners', Mr. Kirle, Mr. Ambrose Dormer 
'with many other gentilmen'. Besides these, 'of 
the grand Jurye but thre deed', and 'of another 
Jury but ij alive'; 'of the fre holders many dede 
& ye most part of the rest of seruinge men such 
as attended on them in the Sessions full many 
dede & the rest Sicke'; also 'Such Scollers and 
Townsmen which ar ded in Oxenford to the Number 
of one hundred & xl... ' The list ends with a 
depressing, 'And yet remainge many Sike and Like 
to dy'. 
The bare list, though it must interest any 
local historian and though it has, as we shall see, 
The sheriff was Mr. Robert Doyley, sometimes 
confused with Sir Robert, as he is on the 
memorial to the Black Assizes set up at the 
County Hall, Oxford in 1875. This memorial 
describes Jenks as 'a saucy foul mouthed 
Bookseller'. Sir Robert Doyley was Lord Keeper 
Bacon's son-in-law. 
6oi 
another and particular interest in the present 
context, is not itself very startling. 'That 
which is most to be admired', says Wood, 'is, 
that no women were taken away by it, or poor 
people, or such that administered physic, or any 
that came to visit'. This is an exaggeration if 
serving men were dying, but, again, something 
of the sort is remarked on by all the authorities. 
Stow says 'one of them infected not another, 
nor any one woman or child died therof'. In 
short, the sickness was not a natural disaster, 
striking down the innocent and the guilty alike: 
it was a judgment of God upon the persecutors 
or, if it was not that, then it was a popish 
plot, arising 'ex artificiosis, diabolicis at 
plane Papisticis flatibus, e Lovainiense 
barathro excitatis, at ad nos clam emissie'. 
1 
John Webster, a doctor and presbyter, produced 
the finest version of this latter explanation, 
from, he claims, a manuscript. Jenks was allowed 
out of prison; visited an apothecary and asked 
1. From crafty, diabolical and wholly Popish 
arrogance, sprung from the cesspool of Louvain, 
and sent secretly to us. Quoted by Wood, Annals, 
11,191 from the Merton College register; see 
also B_. M,. Add. MB29, f. 26. 
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him for rat-poison; this he received in the form 
of a wick or candle, which he lit: 'and this 
in him in regard of the use and end was meerly 
Diabolical, though the agency and effects were 
meer natural'. *' 
In that age it was natural to seek an 
unnatural explanation. Thirty years later when 
John Lambe was imprisoned in Worcestershire the 
local authorities petitioned for his release 
on the ground that 'the high sheriff, foreman 
of jury, and divers other of the justices 
gentlemen then present of the same jury died 
within a fortnight'. 
2 
There is no record of any 
such reaction to the Black Assizes. Jenks did 
not have Lambe's reputation. But there were 
men who refused the unnatural explanation. 
Fuller, following Bacon, claimed that it was a 
natural sickness, and he gave other instances, 
as at Croydon, where 'no papists were arraigned 
to amount it to a popish miracle'. 
George Etheridge the Catholic doctor was 
presents was consulted as a physician and later 
recorded his opinion. He regarded the sickness as 
1. Webster does not identify the apothecary: 
perhaps Alexander Rawlins? 
2. D; N. B " 
6c, 
a sickness not a judgment or an enchantment. 
He even thought he could cure it: at least he 
attributes one death to the patient's refusal 
to try his prescription, taken from Galen and 
before him, Dioscorides. However, Etheridge 
does make it clear that the doctors were unable 
to agree about the sickness, 'De hac pestilenti 
febre cum duo doctissimi medioi mecum multa 
colloqueretur, et de contagionis huius genere 
multis inter nos disceptaremus. 0. '1 
The curious thing about the Black Assizes 
as a judgment of a Catholic God upon Protestant 
persecutors is that the victims were not 
necessarily Protestants at all. No doubt 
Bell and Barham were, in Wood's words, 'both 
stiff enemies to the R. Cath. Religion' 
2 
but it 
would hardly have been possible to assemble a 
large number of Oxfordshire gentry in 1577, for 
whatever purpose, without their being some 
Catholics, of varying sorts, among them. It is 
1. G. Etheridge, In libros aliquot auli Aeginetae 
. 231, 
lam me y]2omnemaa seu o seruat nes 
58untag na ed. ap. 35 
e Curatione morborum populariter grassantium 
et de peste. 
2. Annals, II, 189. Both, especially Bell, could 
e described as Puritans. 
(, r4 
true that one cannot easily identify the 
Catholics: they died too soon. But the names 
are suggestive: Babington, Harcourt, Wenman, 
Pollard, Fettiplaee, Greenwood, Archdale... 
It is impossible that all these should have 
been Protestants, though it is their widows, 
children and cousins who later appear as recusants, 
some, perhaps, partly frightened into it by 
the disaster of 1577, 
Sir William Babington's widow, who came of 
a conforming family, was one of the leading 
recusants in the county at the time of Campion's 
mission. Anthony Pollard's widow, a Sheldon, 
Ralph of Beoley's sister, was a recusant in 
1577.1 This was not the only Sheldon connection: 
the Wenman victim was Sir Thomas of Thame Park, 
who died on 22 July 1577, leaving as widow 
Jane West, daughter of Lord Delaware, who later 
married, as her fourth husband, Ralph Sheldon. 
2 
Wenman was not a recusant himself and the 
circumstances of his marriage suggest that he 
1. SP 124119/51. The following names also appear 
on this 11st: Damvers, Stampe, Archdale (a 
widow), Greenwood (a widow), Wenman. 
2. See pages -505'-G. 
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was not even a Catholic. There were other 
victims who had Catholic relations. Mr. 
Taverner, for example, 'confessor to the 
prisoners' 
I 
was John, third son of the vigorous 
Protestant Richard Taverner and rector of 
Woodeaton. But his step-mother was a Harcourt 
and his step-brother, Harcourt Taverner, was 
the robber 'Harcot' reconciled by George 
Nichols. The Taverners were also related to 
the Wenmans and the Yates, no doubt to Protestant 
members of those prolific families, but it is 
still clear that even for the actual Protestant 
victims there might be Catholic mourners. 
Recorder Fleetwood wrote of the Assizes 
to Burleigh on 30 July. He had been quaffing 
Rhenish wine at a legal junketing and had 
afterwards met one Edmund Downyng at St. Paul's: 
Downyng told him that Bell was dead 'at Sr John 
Huband's howse'. The letter goes on, 'Mr 
Solicitors sonne and heire beinge brought home 
to his ffathers howse at Woodstock lyeth at 
the mercy of god. Mr Attorneys sonne and heire 
ý. A curious description: it seems unlikely 
there should have been euch an office and to 
call Taverner, as he has been called in one 
modern account, Rowland Jenks' confessor tout 
court is fantastic. 
6 t. 
was brought very sick from Oxon to his fathers 
howse at harrow'. 
1 The Solicitor-General, Sir 
Thomas Bromley, is dealt with elsewhere. The 
Attorney-General, Sir Gilbert Gerard, was a 
cousin of Sir Thomas Gerard of Bryn, father of 
John Gerard the Jesuit, and his own line ended 
with another Jesuit, the 7th Baron Gerard of 
Gerard's Bromley. Moreover, in 1586 one of 
Walsingham's correspondents claimed that Sir 
Gilbert was 'A protestant at London, and A papist 
in Lankyshyre' and that there was no man 'that 
so much shifteth papistes from the danger of 
the lawe as he doth'. 
2 
The matter has been dealt with at such 
length not out of any very serious desire to 
know whether God did intervene but as yet 
another illustration of the ubiquity of Catholics 
and Catholic connections. 
1. B. M. Lansd. MS. 24, art. 79. They were obvious ictims, as both the Solicitor-General and the 
Attorney-General had been concerned with Jenks' 
case, A. P. C. IX, pp. 347,368-9. There is some 
slight mystery about Mr. Attorney's son and heir. 
He was a Cambridge man, entering Gonville and 
Caius in 1580. Fleetwood was certainly not mis- 
informed as to the illness, since he rode over to 
Harrow and found all in health 'saving the gong 
gent who I trust is on the mending hande'. It 
may seem possible, therefore, that the pedigrees, 
are at fault and that, having lost his heir at Oxford, Gerard later sent his second son and 
eventual heir to Cambridge. 
2. B. M. Harl. MS. 286, art. 60. 
äe-7 
Jenks lived on. In the 1577 list of 
Oxford Catholics we read, 'the wife of one 
Rowland Je nkes absenteth her seife from the 
church. The said Rowland lyeth in prison 
condempned to lose his eares by the L. chefe 
Baron that dead is or eis to paie a pece of 
money for words that he spake against the 
state. He findeth manie friends and never 
lived better then he Both nowe'. 1 It is 
usually assumed that he did lose his ears, but 
nominal croppings were not unknown. He was 
again or still in prison the next year, being 
committed to the Poultry on 20 August. 2 Three 
years later he was helping Persons, as a 
bookbinder. 
3 By 1587 he was an exile, meeting 
with the future martyr Robert Morton, who 
recommended him on 17 June 1587 to William 
Holt at the English College, Rome, as one 
'desirous to serve in the colledge with youe 
at Rome as porter, and to bynd bookes or 
dictates to helpe him towardes something that 
1. SP 12/118/37,24 November 1577. Mrs. Jenks To appears on the Oxfordshire list, as of 
St. Nicholas' parish, Oxford: Joan Greenwood, widow 
was in the same parish, SP 12/119/5i, 3 December 
1577- 
2. C. R. S. I, 1905,65. 
3, _R. . II, 1906,182; see also Bodl. T_ MS, f. 53. 
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he live thoughe porelye... '1 He reached Rome 
on 12 November 1587. Later he went to Flanders, 
where about 1590 he was reported as the printer 
of two Catholic books. 
2 According to Wood, 
he became baker to the English College at 
Douai and died '1610 and upwards, as I have 
been informed by one that knew him there'. 
One last comment is perhaps in order. Jenks 
was one 'who in his familiar discourse would 
not only rail against the Commonwealth but the 
Religion now established, and sincerely by the 
generality in the University embraced. He 
made it also his chief employment, to vilify 
that Government now setled, profane GOD's WORD, 
speak evilly of the Ministers, and absent himself 
from the Church'. 
3 
This must have been rather 
annoying to the University authorities 
4 
but the best that these learned divines could 
think of to deal with the man was to set in 
1. C. R. S. V, 1908,139; E. H. Burton and J. H. Pollen, 
ves of lish Mart rs, 1583-1588,1914, p. 380. 
2. SP 12/240/1420 
3. oo ,as, , 188. Even if copied from earlier 
authorit ies, this harsh view of Jenks is rather 
surprising in Wood. But he had a personal 
interest in the Assizes, being descended from 
the Taverners. 
4. Jenks was a citizen not a scholar of Oxford, but 
his occupation made him 'privileged', i. e. a 
tradesman in the service of the University; see 
A_. F. C. IX, PP"368-9. 
C-e, q 
motion the judicial processes that led to his 
ears being cut off. Even without the Black 
Assizes, this persecution could hardly have 
produced the desired effect. With how many 
members of the University did Jenks hold 
familiar discourse? Was it with any? 
As it was, the fame of the bookbinder 
spread across-the country, and it was the 
fame of a martyr. To some, no doubt, it was 
the sickness itself, Death, that was the real 
hero of the story, as in the much quoted 
poem beginning, 'Thinke you on the solemne Sizes past 
How sodenly in Oxfordshire, 
I came and made the Judges all agast.. 
" 
But the future martyr Richard Gwyn or White, 
the Welsh 'jesting fellow', began his poem 
on the Black Assizes with very similar 
words, 'Angau an yn y Sefaiwn Mawr, 
A swrn ar lawr Rhudychen 
Fo ddug bym cant dan i raw, 
I yrru brew yw berchen'. 
1. See Wood, loc. cit. and B_. Top. Ox_. NSe. 224, 
t. 19. 
(-sic 
'Death is at the Great Session, 
And his fetlock on the ground of Oxford 
Five hundred have been brought under his spade, 
To strike terror in their owner'. 
' 
Whatever the emphasis, the message was un- 
mistakable. The authorities took action 
against such publications. 
2 
This first failure at bloody persecution, 
though stopping well short of death, may 
explain why there were so few death sentences 
exacted in Oxford. At any rate, the University 
authorities did not take the initiative again, 
either in 1589 or in 16'10.3 
*** 
Alexander Colepeper was of Bedgebury in 
Goudhurst, Kent, but he was imprisoned for 
a time at Broughton in Oxfordshire and in the 
story of his sufferings for religion 
4 he gives 
1. C. R. S. V, 1908,97; see also pp. 93-9k for a 
versification by White of Persons' arguments 
against church-going. 
2. A. P. C. X, p. 25. 
3. hapter . 4. Bodl. Tanner MS. 118, ff. 128 at sec . 'A note of =such troýIes-as I SirÄlexander Colepeper 
of Bedgeburie haue had for the Catholike 
Religion since the second yeare of the Raigne 
of our Soueraigne Ladie Queene Elizabeth. ' 
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a detailed account of the conditions of his 
imprisonment. He was, moreover, through the 
Brownes, a kinsman of many Oxfordshire 
Catholics. For that reason, and because 
Colepeper's 'note' contains so many points of 
general recusant interest, it seems justifiable 
and worthwhile to give his story in full. 
The Elizabethan Settlement touched Colepeper 
first in the shape of an order from Archbishop 
Parker for the defacing of the rood-loft in 
the church of Goudhurst 'where I then dwelt'. 
The churchwardens proceeded to obey the order, but 
Colepeper '(pretending the safegard of my seate 
which ioyned thereunto) went thither with my 
men, and draue the woorkmen awaye'. Perhaps the 
important point to note is that, when Colepeper 
was summoned to Lambeth, the excuse he offered 
was accepted, though it may not have been believed, 
and the rood-loft remained. 
Seven or eight years passed and Colepeper 
was complained of 'diuers tymes' to Parker for 
recusancy. 
1 Parker sent for him: he did not go 
1. In c. 1580 he and his wife said they had not been to church for 'about sixteene yeares'. 
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and the local justices of the peace were 
ordered to arrest him. 'But Mr Gildford, 
1 like 
a loving kinsman and a verse frond, secretelie 
aduerticed mee thereof, aduising mee speedelie 
to departe, for that they were to apprehend 
mee the next morning if I were not gone before 
their coming, and therefore willed mee to 
signifie vnto him by what howre I would be 
gone, lest he should happen to come before, 
which hoe was loth to dooe'. 
Colepeper and his wife fled to Cowdray 'to 
1. The Guildfords were a prolific and partly 
Catholic family, see V. C. H. Kent II, 1926,87; see 
also pagetiL Colepeper's friend might conceivably 
be Thomas Guildford of Hemsted in the parish of 
Benenden, who was knighted on 12 August 1573 in 
company with Colepeper. The Queen had stayed with 
Colepeper on 7-8 August and with Guildford on 
8-11 August, Sussex Arch. Collections, V, 1852,191. 
Thomas Guildford was a Tote ätant , 
as his will 
(made on 1 November 1574) shews: he willed that 
there should be no ringing of bells nor any 
other superstitious ceremony at his burial; 
required his wife 'as she will answer the matter 
before the terrible seat of god' not to bring any 
of his children up as Catholics (an indication, 
one imagines, that she was herself a Catholic), 
asking Leicester and Burghley to assure that she 
should not; and left two of Bishop Jewel's books 
to his daughter and son-in-law. But he also left 
'a George to weare aboute his neck' to Lord 
Montague and his executors were Sir Thomas Shirley, 
John Shelley, Edward Gage of Bentley and Richard 
Guildford, while the witnesses to the will included 
a Caryll and a Scott, PCC 32 Pyckering. 
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my good Lord Mountague to whom I was alwaies 
much beholding' and Montague procured him a 
pardon. Colepeper's wife was Maria, daughter 
of William Lord Dacres, 
1 
which explains Lord 
Montague's interest: she was a sister of 
Magdalen, Lady Montague. 
Although a known Catholic, Colepeper was 
knighted on 12 August 1573, a fact of no 
significance had it been a Stuart knighthood or, 
for that matter, an Essex knighthood, but of some 
interest as one of the comparatively rare 
Elizabethan knighthoods. 2 
When next in trouble, this time for keeping 
a priest, 'one Sir Thomas Crooke', as his 
'Steward', Colepeper took refuge with another 
of his wife's sisters, the Countess of Cumberland, 
3 
with whom he stayed for some years, returning 
at intervals to Bedgebury. But with the arrival 
of the Jesuit missionaries 'to the greate offence 
of her Majestie and the Counsell', Sir Alexander 
ran out of friends powerful enough to protect 
1. Harleian SocietY, XLII, 61_63. 
2. Ste page above-. 
3. Margaret, Countess of Cumberland, whose husband, 
the 2nd Earl was a Catholic, was the mother of 
George, 3rd Earl, 'il piu gran Corsaro del mondo'. 
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him, although Lord Montague continued to do 
what he could. In and out of prison for the 
rest of his life, on 26 March 1590 Sir 
Alexander was sent to Broughton. Before that he 
had been in 'the Pallace of Elie' from 15 July 
1588 with, amongst others, Sir William 
Catesby and Richard Owen. 1 For it is one of 
Sir Alexander's chief merits that he lists all 
his fellow prisoners. 
Sir William Catesby and Richard Owen of 
Godstow, therefore, were among the Catholics 
imprisoned at Ely who were required to swear 
that Elizabeth 'is our lawfull and right Queene, 
and that shee hath and ought to haue all 
superiöritie, iurisdiccon preheminence and 
auctoritie ouer all persons aswell ecclesiasticall 
as temporall within England and Ireland, & 
all other her Majesties domynions, which anie 
other Prince hath,... and that no forreyne 
Prince, prelate, estate, or potentate may or 
ought anie waye to preiudicat the foresaid 
superioritie... ' 
1. In 1590 Owen was again sent to Ely, A_ C. XVIII, p. 415. 
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'To which Protestacon', says Sir Alexander, 
'they all refused to subscribe'. Each was 
ordered to write separately the oath he would 
take. Naturally, Sir Alexander only gives 
his own in which he accepted Elizabeth as 'our 
true and lawfull Queene' and swore to 'spende 
his life landes and Goods' in her defence 
'against all Princes Pope and Potentate her 
Majesties enemies whatsoever'., 
1 The others, he 
says, proferred 'the like in effects'. The 
privy Council insisted that a clause should be 
added to the effect that the swearer would still 
acknowledge Elizabeth regardless of any papal 
action 'that hath ben, is, or may be to the 
contrarie'. All accepted this, and, though they 
expected release, they were then confined to 
house arrest about London. After a shoat interval, 
Sir Alexander removed to Sir William Catesby's 
house at Lambeth, 'who with the good Ladie his 
wife 
2 
gaue him verse good entertayment'. 
His companions at Broughton, as listed by 
himself, were Sir Thomas Fitzherbert of Norbury, 
Derbyshire; Sir William Catesby of Ashby, 
Warwickshire; William Browne of Elsing, Norfolk; 
1.23 October 1588. 
2M Anne Throckmorton. 
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John Talbot of Grafton, Worcestershire; William 
Tyrwhitt of Kettleby, Lincolnshire; Thomas 
Throckmorton of Coughton, Warwickshire; 
Ferdinando Paris of Linton, Cambridgeshire; 
John Thimbleby I of Irnham, Lincolnshire; 
Edward Sulyard of Wetherden, Suffolk; John 
Towneley of Towneley, Lancashire; Samuel Love 
of Sevenoaks, Kent; Gervase Pierrepoint of 
Holme Pierrepont, Nottinghamshire; and 
John Gage of Haling, Surrey. 
Their imprisonment was 'in the same manner 
both for dyet and other things' as at Ely. 
That is, they were close prisoners; locked 
up at night in their chambers; not allowed to 
send or receive letters 'but their Warden 
must first peruse them', nor to communicate 
by word with any person save in his presence. 
The knights 'and the cheefest Squyere' were 
allowed two servants, and the rest 
2 but one. 
They paid for their keep, the knights 33s. 4d. 
a week, the squires either 26s. 8d. or 20s. 
'Euerie knight was allowed a pinte of wine at 
1. Thimbleby had been a Member of Parliament as 
late as 1571, sitting for Great Grimsby. 
2. Sir Alexander, rather unkindly, unless the 
idiom has changed, calls them 'the residue'. 
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euerie meale, and euerie squyer half a pynte'. 
Their wives might not come to them at any time; 
there were certain occasions on which even the 
most officious warden would not have been able 
to be present. That was the Ely regime but at 
Broughton they were, after three months, allowed 
, to goe and ride abrode twoo or three myles 
with a keeper' and their wives were allowed to 
visit them provided they stayed at least one 
or two months. 
I 
They were all bound in £2,000 to be true 
prisoners although at first the Privy Council 
had required them to be bound to their good 
behaviour generally, a thing, they said, 
'meeter to be offered to Roages and Vagabunds, 
then to Gentlemen'. 
The principle is that of the concentration- 
camp. But these were very genteel camps. Sir 
Alexander gives one startling proof of this. It 
has been remarked that he lists all his fellow- 
prisoners and he even gives their arms, in neat 
shields not all of which, however, are 
1. Arp_C. XIX, p. 366. 
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completed. He also gives, in the same places, 
the name and arms of the warden, the jailor, the 
camp commandant. At Broughton this was 
Richard Fiennes. 
The name Fiennes suggests, like those of 
Cope and Knollys, a vigorous Protestantism. 1 
One might therefore suspect that, despite Sir 
Alexander's quaint courtesy, the lot of the 
Broughton prisoners was a hard one. Clearly 
in such circumstances a great deal would 
depend on the character of the warden. However, 
on 9 April 1592 Fiennes wrote a letter to Cecil 
which suggests that he was a sympathetic 
jailor. 'Right honorable', he writes, 'for that 
some Recusantes seeke to have me to accept of 
them if they cowid procure to be committed to me: 
I beseache your Lordship that not one of suche 
their suites may prevaile. for my Lady my wife 
dayly comynge to prayers and the last Sonday receavinge 
with me at Islington Churche the Communion I hoope 
if suche persons repair not to my howse of her 
encreas of good disposition the rather for that 
1. V. C. H-II, 1907,47 n. 
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we now live contentedlye... '1 If Catholics 
regarded Fiennes as an agreeable jailor, it 
seems unlikely that, despite the implications 
of the last phrase quoted, he and his Catholicly- 
inclined wife had waged religious war on each 
other. Apart from having a Catholic wife, his 
mother was a Fermor of Easton Neston. 
Sir Alexander and his companions were 
removed from Broughton on 19 October 1590. 
The rest of his career need not concern us, 
save in one detail that reflects back upon 
his previous imprisonments. When imprisoned 
at Ely in 1594/5 the recusants, including Sir 
Alexander, were disarmed. In other words, at 
Ely before and at Broughton, these desperate 
characters, fourteen gentlemen and twenty odd 
servants, who could not be suffered to remain 
at liberty, had worn their swards. 
2 
When asked 
to bind themselves to their good behaviour 
generally, the recusants had explained 'that 
1. SP 12/241/120. In 1597 Sir Richard again expressed 
e desire to be 'freed from having charge of the Recusants', HMC Hatf ield, VII, 347. But in this 
case, as in 1617i was probably rather the general bother of the task that he wished to avoid. The Privy Council, it may be noted, objected to the 
presence of Fiennes' family in 1590, APC. XIX, p. 11. 2. The order for their disarming at Ely suggests that the servants were also armed. A. P. C. XIX, p. 62 
suggests that the prisoners were also sarmed in 1590. 
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they being but men of flesh and blood as other 
are, might happen to fall out, and strike 
one another, and then should their bands be 
forfayted'. They would certainly have been 
able to protect themselves against maltreatment 
by their jailors. 
Broughton and, as we have seen, Banbury 
continued to be used as an occasional prison 
for recusants. Two years later, for example, 
on 24 September 1592 the Archbishop of 
Canterbury was told that Edward Rookwood, 
ordered to prison at Broughton, did not want 
to go. He had 'an ulcer broken fourth in 
his head'. The Archbishop's informant added 
a list of those who were at Banbury: Michael 
Hare, George Cotton, Thomas Draycott, Robert 
Fryer, Thomas Wilford, Gilbert West, Richard 
Owen and Thomas Gawen. 
l 




The story of the first impact of the Elizabethan 
settlement on Oxford University has often been told. 
Edward Rishton, himself said to be a graduate of 
Brasenose, summed it up in these words, 'The very 
flower of the two universities, Oxford and Cambridge, 
was carried away, as it were, by a storm, and scattered 
in foreign lands'. 
1 
By about 1580 it might be 
supposed that the storm had subsided: Oxford was not 
a quiet country manor where Catholics might live 
undisturbed, nor a metropolis where they could 
submerge themselves in a teeming crowd. It was a 
small town with a fairly rigidly controlled academic 
population, and a town of which the authorities took 
especial care. 
Before going further, one might pause to note one 
of the most startling features of Oxford Catholicism. 
Oxford produced a large number of the Elizabethan and 
some of the early Stuart priests, and wherever these 
priests went, they ran the risk of meeting with fellow- 
Oxonians. Thomas Pilchard, a Balliol man who took his 
M. A. in 1579, and reached Rheims on 20 November 1581 
1. N. Sander, Rise and Growth of the Anglican Schism, 
with a continuä on he hTh ory by E. Rfshton, 
trans-with introduction and notes by D. Lewis, 1877, 
p. 261. See H. N. Birt, The Elizabethan Religious 
Settlement , 1907, pp. 253 9G; 
J. B. Wainew h 
za e an Recusant Fellows of Oxford Colleges', 
Downside Review. XXXII. 1913" 
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in company with George Nichols, was recognised in 
London by an Oxford acquaintance. 
1 
John Bost, expelled 
from his fellowship at Queen's on 5 October 1580, though 
he had been at Rheims since August 4th, was caught 
through his former 'chum' or chamber companion, Henry 
Ewbank, then (1593) rector of Washington, Co. Durham. 
2 
But there were no such recognitions and captures in 
Oxford itself. In one case, that of Thomas Ford, former 
fellow of Trinity, we are explicitly told that while 
he worked as a priest in Oxfordshire 'although his 
residence was known to many in his College, yet on 
account of his unassuming conduct he was never informed 
against until he was apprehended with Father Campion. '3 
It is difficult to believe that the presence and 
activities of such priests can have been known only to 
their more or less active sympathisers in the University. 
There is also something odd about those to whom 
the University, usually under some pressure, entrusted 
the final control of its affairs, the Chancellors. 
Cardinal pole was the Marian Chancellor, and he was 
1. E. ti. Burton and J. b. Pollen, Lives of the English 
Mart rs, 1914, pp. 265 and 267. I lcfia had worked in 
uc ng amshire. 
2. g. H. Ho4gkin, Six Centuries of an Oxford College, 
19L+9, pp " 77-78. 
3. J. H. Pollen, Acts of English Martyrs, 1891, p. 251, 
quoting Warfo` rPs"Rela on. 
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succeeded by the Earl of Arundel who resigned 12 June 
1559, being replaced by Sir John Mason: Sir John, a 
privy councillor, had been fellow of All Souls', and 
like Sir William Petre, also of All Souls', was a 
Catholic who held office under all administrations. He 
resigned 26 Deolmber 1564, and Robert Dudley, Earl of 
Leicester was elected five days later. on Leicester's 
death, Sir Christopher Hatton was elected 20 September 
1588: then Thomas Sackville, Lord Buckhurst and later 
Earl of Dorset (17 December 1591); Archbishop Bancroft 
(16C8); Thomas Egerton, Lord Ellesmere and later 
Viscount Brackley (1610); the Earl of Pembroke (29 
January 1616/17) and finally Archbishop Laud. One 
must be careful not to exaggerate. There is at this 
period nothing comparable to the University's later 
deliberate flaunting of High Church and Jacobite 
sentiment in their consistent choice of Chancellors from 
the Ormonde family: 
1 
such defiance, even if intended 
by a sufficiently large party in the University would 
not have been possible under Elizabeth, and would have 
been difficult under the early Stuarts. But it is 
surprising how many of these Chancellors can be regarded 
ý. The first Ormonde Chancellor, James Ist Duke of 
Ormonde, was a Catholic until kidnapped (for he 
was not properly a royal ward) by James I and 
Archbishop Abbot. 
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as suspect in their allegiance to the Established Church. 
Leicester is the most complex. He was 'a great 
favourer of the Calvinistical Party', but so was his 
stepson Essex. Indeed, Essex, on Hatton's death, 
was the choice of the Calvinist pa:: -ty in Oxford, and the 
Queen intervened in favour of Buckhurst. 
2 But if Essex 
ended his career under some suspicion of being a 
Catholic, Lester had begun his somewhat in the same 
manner: his willingness to join in plans for a 
restoration of Catholicism need not be examined in 
detail here. 
3 No one has ever supposed that he was, 
at any time, motivated by Catholic faith, and many 
would deny that he was ever a sincere Protestant. 
There were times when he thought he might profit from 
a Catholic restoration, and of one such time C. G. 
Bayne has written 'If Dudley, s influence had prevailed 
Elizabeth would have accepted the council /-of Trent2 
on the pope's terms 
4 
Bef ore turning to Hatton, we may note that when 
Leicester appointed a deputy during his absence in 
the Low Countries, that deputy was Sir Thomas Bromley 
1. Wood, Annals, II, 16?. 
2. HMO Ha e d, IV, 162 and 165. Essex did become high äaeward of he town of Oxford. 
3. C. G. Bayne, Anglo-Roman Relations tions `1558-1565,1913, passim. 
4. C. G. Bayne , oý. c_,, p . 29. 
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the Lord Chancellor. Bromley married Elizabeth 
Fortescue, youncrest daughter of Sir Adrian, the 
Henrician martyr. 
Hatton's Catholic sympathies are not in dispute. 
His biographer, Eric Brooks, writes that 'he was almost 
certainly brought up as a Catholic', which is not surprising 
as he was born in 1540. But he goes on to say that 
Hatton was probably 'a crypto-Catholic if not an open 
one' as late as the Ridolf i plot. As presented by 
Brooks, Hatton's religion is somewhat confusing - or 
rather his religious sympathies, for despite Brooks' 
occasional use of locutions that suggest otherwise, it 
does not seem that Hatton was ever a recusant or any- 
thing near a recusant. 'By the time of the Armada we 
find him voicing a full-blooded hatred and contempt of 
the pope and all his works'; yet 'though his position as a 
statesman of/country threatened by enemies fostered by 
Rome, forced him to say many hard things of the Pope, 
there is no evidenve that he felt any of that prejudice 
towards Catholicism that Walsingham and Leicester had'. 
1. D. N. 13. notes of Bromley that 'In spite of the 
temper of the age, he was free from religious 
bigotry': in Elizabethan England this is more 
likely to mean Catholic sympathies, however vague, 
than an actual belief in religious toleration. 
r. 
Though some of the confusion may be in Brooks' mind, 
it is more than probable that most of it was in Hatton's 
mind also. 
1 And Brooks has faithfully collected an 
impressive list of Hatton's Catholic connections and 
relationships, the simplest comment upon which is that 
it remains incomplete. For example, Hatton's 'friend 
and legal adviser', 
2 Arden Waferer, is known as a 
Catholic by other means than deduction from his place 
in 'an intensely Catholic circle'. 
3 In 1569 he was 
reported as not having received communion since the 
beginning of the Queen's reign 
4 
and in 1577 he figured 
on another list as 'notoriouslye suspected to be 
obstinately bent to- papestrie', and in company with 
Robert Atkinson of Oxfordshire, one Thomas Bawde, and 
ý. E. St. John Brooks, Sir Christopher Hatton, I946, pp. I98, 
208. Brooks belieTe-s that Cardinal Allen was a 
Jesuit (p. 324) as well as Sanders (p. 318). It might 
be pointed out also that Sir Robert Naunton is not 
the earliest source of the story that Hatton danced 
his way into Elizabeth's favour: Anthony Munday 
reported it in 1582, quoting a Catholic priest in 
Rome. A. Munday, The English Romane I 'fe, 1582 
(reprinted 1966), p. 2 . 
2. F. Brooks , 2P. cit., p. 301. 
3. E. Brooks, o. cit., p. 359. His mother, Mary Arden, was 
an aunt o' Ed iird Arden the "conspirator". 
4. Sp 12 60''0: he 'vseth to come to the temple Churche, 
an walke about the Roundes there'. 
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James Braybrook 'of the Countie of - ', 
1 he was 
'expulsed'. 
2 It does seem a somewhat odd choice of 
legal adviser for a future Elizabethan Lord 
Chancellor. Again, Brooks notes that Sir Christopher's 
sister Dorothy married, as her second husband, 
William Underhill of Idlicote, Warwickshire, and that 
Hatton obtained the wardship of Underhill's son. 
3 
He might have gone on to explain that the ward, another 
William, whose father was probably a Catholic, was 
imprisoned on suspicion of Catholicism in 1579. The 
younger William's elder son, Fulke, poisoned his 
father and was succeeded at Idlicote by the younger 
son, Hercules. Sir Hercules, who married Bridget 
Carleton, was a Catholic. 
k 
Sir Christopher held several Oxfordshire estates, 
including Churchill manor and the Duchy manor at 
Deddington: I have not been able to discover whether 
he was at all related to the recusant Hattons of 
Oxfordshire, but it seems not unlikely that there was 
1. Either Oxfordshire or Berkshire. 
2. C. K. S. XXII, 1921,104, from SP 12/118/69. 
3, rooks, 2p. cit., pp. 27,55" 
4. C . 0. Stopes, Sh kes eare's Warwickshire Contemporaries, 1907, Pp"228 -e ceder illiam, atton s 
brother-in-law, had 'upon whose souls Christ have 
Mercy, Amen' inscribed on his tombstone, though he 
died in 1570. I do not know whether Fulke Underhill 
was a Catholic; Sir Hercules' sisters were, see 
J. H. Morrison, The Underhills of Warwickshire, 1932, 
p. 158. 
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some distant cousinship. 
Buckhurst is said to have been received into the 
Roman Catholic Church or perhaps, rather, reconciled 
to it, by Richard Blount, S. J. in 1608, shortly before 
his sudden death. 
1 Persons believed him to be 'at heart 
a Catholic' and, if there was contact between Buckhurst 
(by then Earl of Dorset) and Blount, Persons may have 
initiated it. Persons gave his reasons for his belief, 
claiming that Buckhurst's faith mi¬-, ht be 'known for 
certain by his deeds', citing the marriages he had 
arranged for his children. 
2 But Buakhurst led a 
busier life than this letter might suggest: he performed 
other deeds besides the arrangement of his children's 
marriages, and even then he had tried to arrange a 
marriage alliance with Lord Burleigh. 
3 Persons' 
argument depends on the hypothesis that, even 
in the 
reign of Queen Elizabeth, Catholics and non-Catholics 
did not intermarry, and that hypothesis remains unproven. 
Buckhurst's other deeds do not suggest Catholic 
sympathies, and they include the laying of an information 
1. J. Morris, Tý Troubles of our Catholic Fotefathers, 
1872, I, 
2. L. Hicks, 'Sir Robert Cecil, Father Persons and the 
succession 1600-1601t, Arch.. 8ist. Soc. Ies. XXIV, 1955, 
115, n. 74. Persons was writing in TbZ50 -Te had known 
Buckhurst in his Oxford days, C. x. S. II, 1906,23,39. 
3. B. M. 
Lansd. MS. IZ, art. 19. See als=. Mathew, Ja 1919671 
p f6ö: 
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against his Catholic son-in-law Lord Montague for 
secretly baptising his (Montague's) daughter. 
1 So 
far as the activities of a lifetime are concerned, there 
might well not seem to be any reason to doubt George 
Abbot's statement, 'There are arguments most euident to 
demonstrate vnto all men, that his faith was agreeable 
vnto the word of God, and according to the profession 
of the renowmed Church of England'. 
2 And yet the report 
of his reconciliation, the Catholic marriages and the 
temporary Catholicism of the Sackville family after 
his death are suggestive. 
Archbishop Bancroft, once Hatton's chaplain, 
must have been a Protestant, and that without any 
qualification. But some contemporaries doubted even 
his loyalty, and for his part in the attempt to foment 
discord among the Catholics, he was accused of treason 
in the House of Commons, and the penalty thereof 
demanded. 
3 It was not imposed. 
The same series of reports on Catholicism in the 
1. B M. Harl. MS. 6 8, f. 154v. It is not absolutely clear 
That-Ms =s th-e meaning of the letter, but see f -153v. 
For Buckhurst's acting as a papal emissary in his 
youth, see C. G. Bayne,, oý . cit., p. 
205 et seq. 
2. G. Abbot, A Sermon Preaciea at Westminstýerý'IM 26th 1608 
at the Fvnera So emni es o the g Honor-a e- Som Earle o Dorset, 8, p 't8. 
3. '? 8. Ani see B. where it is stated that the 
allegation that Bancro t inclined to Catholicism 'rests 
on no adequate evidence'. Incidentally, five 16th 
century Chancellors of Cambridge were executed for 
treason, including St. John Fisher, C. E. Mallet, A History 
of the University of Oxford, 1924, II, 115. 
-: ý), O 
Inns of Court that was mentioned in connection with 
Arden Waferer also names Bancroft's successor, Lord 
Chancellor Ellesmere. 'For not cominge to devine 
service, nor Receavinge the Communyon, and for usinge 
unlawfull rightes & serimonies', Thomas Egerton and 
four others were in 1569 'excluded from ye said fellowshipp 
of Lincoln's Inn- 7& from their practice of lawe, 
untill they shoulde reconcile them selues': by 1577 
three of the five, including Egerton, had done so. 
1 
Four years later he was solicitor-general: he prosecuted 
Campion and Arundel, In 1600 he married as his third 
wife Alice Spencer, widow of Ferdinando, Earl of Derby, 
although the circumstances of the marriage make it 
clear that the Catholic associations of both Spencers 
and Stanleys had no significance for him. 
2 
With the third Earl of Pembroke, we seem at last 
to have come to a Protestant without a stain on his 
character. It is true that his niece married the 
Catholic Earl of Carnarvon, but that is the sort of 
thing that, as we constantly see, might have happened 
1. C. R. S. XXII, 1921,101. 
2. . evlin, Hamlet's ýivi_nýity, 1963, p"1oy. This Spencer 
marriage also Connected Egerton with the Sackvilles, as 
Robert Sackville (later 2nd Earl of Dorset) married 
as his second wife Anne Spencer: Persons (see above) 
says she was a Catholic - they were married at 
Tarnton, Oxfordshire. 
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to anyone in the 17th century. And at the time of the 
marriage, Carnarvon, then Robert, 2nd Baron Dormer, 
was supposedly a Protestant: Chancellor hembroke's 
brother, Philip, Earl of Montgomery, later 4th Earl of 
Pembroke employed the ViOe-Chancellor of Oxford to 
catechise him. 
1 It is true also that Pembroke was 
associated as friend and patron with Donne, Jonson and 
Inigo Jones - and, perhaps, Shakespeare: but again, this 
proves nothing and suggests almost as little. 
On Pembroke's death ('1630) the Chancellorship 
was disputed between his brother Philip and Bishop Laud: 
Wood tells us that the Calvinists, the Welsh and the 
four Colleges of which Bishop Williams was Visitor, 
Balliol, Oriel, Lincoln and Brassnose, supported Philip 
Herbert. 
2 Laud was elected and he is the only one of the 
oxford Chancellors at this period who was seriously 
(though, of course, unjustly) attacked as a papist, and, 
moreover, as a Papist who had used his influence in 
Oxford to further the Papist cause. While admitting that 
the charges were unjust, it must be remembered that they 
were not simply invented by his Puritan opponents when 
1. T. B. TDappes-Lomax, 'Some Homes of the Dormer family', 
Recusant Hisao VTII, 1965,177" 
2.0 o2,65. 
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Laud was the chief representative, with Strafford, 
of everything in government that the Puritans hated. 
In 1606, according to Wood, 'such was the report that 
they raised upon him, as if he was a Papist, or at 
least very popishly affected, that it was a scandal for 
any person to be seen in his company, or to give him 
the usual compliment or time of the day as he passed 
the streets'. 
1 Prynne later charges him, amongst 
much else, with maintaining a priest at oxford 'to 




There is no need to repeat more of Prynne's 
charges: the subject is raised here not so much to fit 
Laud into the pattern of dubiously Protestant 
Chancellors as to chew that that pattern is an 
exaggeration. It has been presented here for what 
it is worth and no moresthe Oxford Chancellors were 
men with certain Catholic Connections and associations. 
They seem to have performed the duties expected of 
them and not to have offered serious protection to 
any Catholic influence within the University. After 
1. Wood, Annals, II, 288-9; see also pp. 321-2. 
2. W. Prynne, Canterburies Doome, 1646, p. 448; see also 
pp. 39,427- , an 5'5. In these last pages Laud denies that St. Giles and also Sancta Clara 
were Englishmen. 
3 
all, it did Campion no good to be prosecuted by one ex-1 
Catholic and judged by another. 
Leicester waited till the 1580s to initiate a 
really vigorous campaign against Catholics in the 
University. On 17 June 1580 Convocation ordered all 
scholars in the city to reside in Colleges or Halls - 
though it is typical of the time that the Catholic 
John Case was allowed to continue to keep scholars in 
his house. 
2 The next year Leicester wrote a series of 
proposEls, from which Convocation drew further decrees: 
subscription to the Articles of Religion and the taking 
of the Oath of Supremacy was to be a necessary preliminary 
to entry into any College or Hall. Leicester went 
on, 'Secondly, that for as much as sundry rarents being 
themselves Recusants, or knowne or suspected Papists, 
have sent their suns to the Universitye and dayly do 
and are desirous to have their sunns by all likelyhood 
trayned up in the same Religion, and for that purpose 
have as it may appeare certaine select Tutors among you... 
no Tutor [should_7 be slowed hereafter, but auch as 
be of sound Religion'. Leicester's 'Sixthly' again 
alluded to the presence of 'many Papists' in the 
1. Sir Christopher Wray. 
2. Wood, Annals, II, 200. A. Clark, Re ister of the University 
of Ox or O. H. S. XI, 1887) II, pr-1194> sayrune . TFe cmporary motive was clear, but the idea was not 
altogether new, nor even post-Reformation. 
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University and made evident references to those Cxf ord 
men who had been with Campion at Lyford. 
1 
In 1582 Leicester wrote in the same terms of 
'secret and lurking Papists amongst you, which seduce 
your youth and carry them over by flockes to the 
Seminaries beyond Seas. This is so evident, that it 
cannot be denied... ' He pointed out, not quite 
accurately, that Cambridce was 'untouched'. 2 
Hatton wrote likewise, as did Buckhurst, at last 
causing Anthony Wood 'to think that it is rather matter 
of form than truth, and merely to put the Academians 
in mind of danger, when there is no sign of it'. 
3 It 
may have been 'matter of form' in another sense also: 
and nothing much was done. In 1594 Buckhurst was still 
demanding 'that no justly suspected person or known 
Papist at the least may be suffered in any wise to 
have the tuition and teaching of young Schollers'. 
4 
Bancroft's warning - for one has come to assume that 
there must have been such a warning - is not recorded 
by Wood: Ellesmere's (1611) is less frantic. 5 After 
1. Wood, Annals, II, 206-7; Three M. A. s, Russell, Stubbes 
and Tate, were known to the Privy Council as having 
been at Lyf ord, and also 'one Jacob, a musitian', 
A. P. C. XIII, 170. 
2. Woo , oB. cit., II, 212-3. 
3. Wood, op.., II 248. 
4. Wood , 
öp. c ., II, 
259. 
5. Wo od, op. cat . , 11,307 . 
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Ellesmere it seems to have been recognised by the 
Chancellors, though not by everybody else, that Oxford 
was safe - as safe, that is, as anywhere, for everybody 
knew that the Jesuits were still 'lurking there', as 
everywhere. 
of more private patronage of Catholicism, there is 
equally little sign. There are a few exceptional 
cases, but they are those which prove the rule: there 
is the fantastic story of early Elizabethan Lincoln 
College, where the second intruded Rector was Leicester's 
chaplain; 
' there is Leicester's patronage of the 
Catholics Thomas Allen and Christopher Bagshaw. Hatton 
intervened in Cambridge in favour of Richard Swale 'a 
man of Catholic sympathies' who went on to become 
a Master in Chancery, an M. P. and a knight, and no 
2 
doubt he would have done as much in Oxford. Buckhurst 
intervened in favour of Laud in 1606 " but it has been 
pointed out that the intervention was not very vigorous: 
he recognised that Vice-Chancellor Airay's behaviour 
1. Ldcester was not yet Chancellor. After the ejection 
of Christopher Hargreaves, Francis Babington was 
imposed upon the College; he resigned in 1563 and two 
years later was deprived of all his benef ices as a 
Catholic. His successor was John Bridgewater who was 
deprived in 1574 and is sometimes said to have become a 
Jesuit. These were the men that the Elizabethan author- 
ities imposed on a recalcitrant College to bring it 'to 
a right way of thinking', S. A. Warner, Lincoln 
_Colleg_e_, Oxford, 1908, p. 8. See also A. C1ark, Linco no el ege, 1898, 
pp. 
2. L Brooks, og. cit., pp. 336-7. Swale was Hatton's legal 
adviser as Lord Chancellor. See also J. Venn, Caius 
College, 1923, p. 77 et seg. 
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had been 'discrete iust mild and favorable'. 
' Laud, 
of course, went on to become a sort of Anglican saint 
but in 1606 it could easily seem that he might go the 
way that William Barrett 
2 had gone and that Humphrey 
Leech would soon go. 
Buckhurst (Dorset) in appointing Airay Vice- 
Chancellor, had said, 'It bath been my care & desier 
ever sins I was made chauncelour of your Vniuersity... to 
prefer vnto places of government men of lerning & 
integrity & such as haue ben conformable to all 
ecclesiastical discipline established in this land': 
3 
and Airay was a Calvinist. Abbot, in the funeral sermon 
already cited, praised Buckhurst for having 'to the 
vttermost of his power... depressed the Priests and 
Iesuits, which haue vsed too much to that place'. 'In 
that place' he never 'openly nor secretly did euer giue 
countenance vnto any that was backward in religion'. 
4 
ý. Bodl. Rawl. MS. A 28 , f. 78. Burghley was less favourable to Barrett (see elow): Whitgift wished him to be 
treated more leniently, H. M. C. Hatfield V, 247,268,465. 
2. Of Gonville and Caius, Cämbrýidge. ee . H. H. Green, Religion 
at oxford and Cambrid ea history c. 1160-1960,, 1 Wg6 , pes. '123. This ýoök, wie it deserves praise for at it is, is 
not a history of religion at oxford and Cambridge, for the 
most important of all the religious movements in the 
Universities is dismissed in a few contemptuous and in- 
accurate phrases p. '103. 
3. Bodl. Rawl. MS. A 2A ; f. 76. see also SP 14/27/63 for his 
appointmenT o ray's successor. 
4. G. Abbot, op. cit., p. 18. It was the city not the University 
that Abbot accused the priests and Jesuits of using too 
much to. 
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There were other men - and women also, having 
authority in Oxford, whom we ought to notice. St. John' College 
and Trinity College were both founded in Mary's reign, 
the one by Sir Thomas White, the other by ^ir Thomas 
Pope, St. Thomas More's friend, and in the reign of 
James I Wadham College was founded by Dorothy, widow 
of Nicholas Wadham. Sir Thomas White was a Catholic: 
1 
he died on 12 February 1567 and left as visitors of 
his College Sir William Cordell, Master of the Rolls, 
and William Roper, St. Thomas More's son-in-law. Roper, 
after his youthful Lutheranism, was always Catholic, 
living and dying 'a stoute and valiant Champion thereof's2 
he died in 1578, having for ten or eleven years provided 
an almost direct contact between the College and the 
greatest of the Catholic martyrs3 
1. W. ti. Hutton, St. John Bap ist Co1,1898, maintains that 
he was, presumably like Hutton imself, an An, -lo-Catholic 
or Tractarian: 'To him there seemed no breach of the past', 
p. 40. 
2. Cresacre Nlore, quoted in E. v. Hitchcock (ed. ), T_he Iyfe of 
Sir Thomas Moore, Kni hte, written b William Rý er, Esquire, (Early English Tex oc ej, ýý. xliii. For 
Ropers Catholicism see CQPB 1547-80, Y-011; C. tt. b. XXIY, 
1821,1010LBirt, 22. cit., pp 4,517,51 , 553" According to W. H. Hutton, 2p. cit., pp. 17$751, he was a Protestant: certain 
contemporaries of Hutton barely restrain themselves from 
saying as much of St. Thomas More himself, see J. H. Marsden, 
Philomorus, 2nd ed. 9l878, p. 176, and A. Galton, The Message 
an Position of the Church of England, 1899, p: '. 
3, IF presentedFiss own copy öY Fore' s works to the College. 
C. E. Mallet, a. eit., p. 193. More had been High Steward of 
both oxford anlambridge. A St. John's graduate, Nicholas 
Hill (B. A. 1592), corrupted and seduced Sir Robert Basset, 
a distant connection of the more family, and Sir Robert 
may be Ro: Ba:, author of another life of More: see E. v. 
Hitchcock and P, E. Hallett (eds. ), The Lyfe of Syr 
ý 
Thomas 
12 e, SometYmes Lord Chancellor of grand by o; Ba: 
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Sir Thomas Pope died on 29 January 1559 but he left 
his founder's right to nominate fellows and scholars 
to his widow Elizabeth, daughter of Walter Blount of 
Blount Hall and Osbaston. Although in 1560 she married 
Sir Hugh Poulet, a strong Protestant, Elizabeth herself 
remained a Catholic, and provides us at last with a 
clear example of intervention in support of Catholicism. 
In a letter dated 25 June 1583, William Hill, Edward 
-Wickham and John Bayly, all of Balliol, told of the 
latest exodus to the seminaries, which had inclu&ed 
'Sir Blunte, lately chosen out of our Colledg contrary 
to the counsels letters to be probationer of Trinitye 
Colledge. The man stoode for prefermente in our howee, 
and for suspition of his religion was worthilye 
repelled. Yet he founde such fauour with ye Lady Paulett 
yt one Trinitye Sunday last he was elected as a member 
of Trinitye Colledge. '1 If this intervention was a 
woman's, thus conforming to the theory that the women 
were stauncher in their faith than the men, it must 
..... 
(Early English Text Society, 1950), Appendix I, by 
A. W. Reed esp. pp. 305-6. Hill, a scientist of some little 
famewas also an associate of the Wizard Earl of 
Northumberland. 
ý. SP i2/161/1. For Lady Elizabeth see P. x. Knell, 'Lady 
Elizabeth aulet - Recusant or Church Papist', 
Essex Reousant, VIII, 1966,1-6. For Elizabeth and the 
general tone öf Trinity at this period see M. E. D. 
Blakiston, Trinity Colle e, 1898. 
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be admitted that Richard Blount, later the first 
Jesuit Provincial, was not only a Catholic: he 
was also Lady Paulet's nephew. 
Then there is Dorothy Wadham. Wood tells a 
fantastic story of how Nicholas and Dorothy Wadham 
had originally intended to found a Catholic seminary 
at Venice 'they themselves being of that persuasion' 
and of how they were dissuaded by a chance word from 
a friend. 
1 There seems to be no reason to accept this 
story, and it even seems to be false to say that 
both the Wadhams were 'of that persuasion'. But Dorothy, 
who as executrix of her husband's will was the 
effective founder, was at one time 
2a 
recusant: she 
was a daughter of Sir William Petre. Perhaps Nicholas 
had some Catholic sympathies also: if he married a 
Petre, his sister Margaret married into the Catholic 
Martins of Athelhampton, Dorset, thus making Nicholas the 
uncle of Chidiock Tichbourne. 
3 If Dorothy conformed 
1. Wood, Colleges and Halls, 1786, p. 592- 
2. J. Wells, Washamýö_lleeý 
_ee, 
1898, p. 4 says she died an 
Anglican but we have seen that the evidence of 
College historians is not always reliable. A later 
Wadham writer, besides expressing the opinion that 
'No Oxford man is to be entirely trusted when 
writing about his own College', points out that the 
religion of the Wadhams was 'by no means clear, 
possibly even to themselves', P. A. W. Henderson, The 
Life and Times of John Wilkins, 1910, pp. 4,93. 
3. Lloy7T" Dorset-21 za e ans, 967, pp. 90-91. 
Chidiock is ourne a een in Christopher 
Hatton's service. 
Cho 
before her death, it must have been very shortly before, 
and therefore exceptional, as she had not been able 
to reclaim the 100 marks' worth of arms seized from 
her as a recusant in 1613: 
1 
she died on 16 May 1618. 
Dorothy Wadham's father, Sir William Petre, had 
made himself almost a second founder of Exeter College 
by more than doubling its endowment. 
2 The College was 
partly Catholic until nearly the end of Elizabeth's 
reign. The first Rector for life, John Neale, was 
appointed in 1560 and deprived in 1570; according to 
Strype, as late as the Visitation of 1578-9 there were 
'but 4 obedient subjects' in a College of 80. Finally, 
in 1592 a strong Protestant was appointed Rector, Thomas 
Holland. Of Holland, Richard Kilbie tells us, 'His 
common farewel to the Fellowes of his College, when he 
tooke any longer iourney was this Commendo vos dilectioni 
Dei, & odio Papatus & superstitionis, I commend you to the 
loue of God & to the hatred of all Popery and superstition'. 
3 
-1. SP 14/124/1091 undated. A petition for the return 
the arms to the heirs of the Wadhams. 
2. W. K. Stride, Exeter College, 1900, p. 43. His gifts 
included a num er ofOxfordshire properties. 
3. R. Kilbie, A Sermon Preached in Saint Maries Church 
in Oxford parc at the funeral) of Thomas 
hol aI nd, Doc or ! Me-fi'a ire in i- nitre, and Rector of e er-ý'ooflegge b'e' p. 1$. "-ý 
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Presumably Holland was at first an object of hatred 
to his own College, but he was eventually to impose 
his ideas and from his time Exeter was 'characterised 
by a curious blend of Royalism and Puritanism'. 
1 
The Petres had themselves gone to. Exeter: one, William 
Petre, son of John, Ist Baron Petre, converted his 
Protestant cousin (Sir) George Petre while they were 
both at the College. 
2 Another William Petre in the 
next generation migrated to his great-aunt's new 
foundation of Wadham. How far this second William 
needed his great-aunt's protection it is impossible to 
say, but, at Oxford in 1612, he was almost certainly 
a Catholic: born in 1602, he was, of course, not 
yet of an age to take the oaths. In 1629 he 
married Lucy Fermor. 
The general picture is one of a very slow Protestant- 
ization. College histories contain such statements as 
the following: 'Balliol in fact became Catholic to the 
core, so that many years of Elizabeth's vigilant 
regime barely sufficed to make the College Anglican 
again', and 'The leaven of secret Romanism continued to 
3 
1. W. K. Stride, Exeter Co11e e, 1900, p. 54. 
2. H. A. Kautman, 7onscien ous Cavalier, 1962, p. 17. 
3. H. W. C. Davis o oe e, , p. 89. There is 
a modern (1963) ed1tjon or this study, but the 
Elizabethan and Stuart sections remain 
substantially unaltered. 
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work in the College long after the Reformation was 
definitely settled, - certainly throughout the reign of 
Elizabeth and not improbably throughout the whole or the 
greater part of the two earlier Stuart reigns'. 
' The 
simplest way to illustrate the situation, before 
descending to a few more general details, is to examine 
the position of five eminent Catholics or Catholic 
sympathisers: namely, Thomas Allen, John Caae, Edmund 
Rainolds, Thomas Neale and George Etheridge. 
Thomas Allen (1542-1632) became a Fellow of Trinity 
in 1563, taking his M. A. two years later. In 1570 
'being much inclined to live a retired life, and averse 
from taking holy orders', he 'receded to Gloucester hail': 2 
he was much respected by Leicester who 'would several times 
have procured him a Bishoprick, but the desire of a 
sedate life, and the good wishes he bore to the Church 
of Rome, would not suffer him to accept of it' .3 For 
a man who desired a quiet life, quieter than Trinity 
could offer, he lived a surprisingly active one. 1570 
was, in fact, a year in which considerable pressure 
was placed upon Trinity, upon Lady raulet's College, 
1. T. Fowler, Corpus Christi 
Catholic influence. 
, 1898, p. 63. No particular evidence is---g3v-en or is alleged prolongation of 
2. Wood, Ath. Ox., II 542. 
3. wood, Ännýas, Il, 
232. 
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to conform to the new order. The future martyr, 
Christopher Wharton, had left for Douai in the previous 
year, and 1571, the year after the destruction of the 
altars, saw the resignation or ejection of six fellows: 
among them, Thomas Ford went overseas immediately; 
George Blackwell retired to Gloucester Hall for a few 
years and then went overseas; Thomas Allen retired to 
Gloucester Hall and stayed there till his death in 1632.1 
The occasion seems a sufficient proof that Allen's 
good wishes were directed, as wood claims, towards Rome, 
but he was never a recusent: he represents in Oxford 
what was originally the majority, those who were waiting 
for a day, or, in Richard Simpson's phrase, 'waiting 
like the drunken man for the door to come round to them'. 
2 
He was a great man in the University, and a magician. 
John Case (d. 23 January 1600) was another whose 
'syr:; athies were Catholic, some people thought Romanist': 
3 
Wood calls him 'a moderate Catholick' and 'Popishly 
affected'. 
4 Like Etheridge, he was an Oxfordshire man, 
born at Woodstock. He became a scholar of St. John's in 
1. H. E. D. BlaWston, Trinity College, 1898, pp. 77-80. 
2. R. Simpson, EdmundZ'ampi'on, p. 6. Simpson is speaking 
of the earls, u "rd, above all other places, 
provides ample evidence that this attitude persisted at 
least throughout Elizabeth's reign. 
3. C. E. Mallet, A Hi_etorg of the University of 0xford, 1924, II, 
188. 
4. Wood, Annals, II, 269; Ath. Ox., I, 685. 
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1! 164 -a physician, philosopher and musician, he has 
been called 'the most brilliant light of the first 
age of the foundation'. 
' As a schoolmaster or private 
tutor he is said to have mostly instructed Catholics. 2 
But as late as 1589 he received an Anglican benefice 
which he still held at his death: he is said, however, 
to have been assisted on his death-bed by a priest. 
After his ejection in 1568 from Corpus Christi, 
Edmund Rainolds retired to Gloucester Hall, where he 
lived for sixty years next door to Thomas Allen on No. 
8 staircase: 
3 he died on 21 November 1630, aged 92. 
One brother, William Rainolds, Fellow of New College, 
left for Rome in 15? 5 and was a translator of the Bible; 
another brother John, President of Corpus Christi, was 
a leading Calvinist and a translator of the Bible. 
These two are the best known of five brothers but it 
I. W. n. Hutton, St. John Baptist College, 1898, p. 64. His 
S haera CiviýaEis, 1 was required reading for B. A. s; 
bis study on music was praised by Byrd. 
2. Wood, Ath. Ox., I, 685. See above for his examption ivm the 
new 93ve-rsity rules. According to +. utton, there is no 
evidence for his teaching mainly Catholic pupils. A. C. F. 
Beales has accepted him as a Catholic schoolmaster, 
'A Biographical Catalogue of Catholic Schoolmasters in 
England from 1558 to 1700, Pt. 1: 1558 to 1603', Recusant 
Histo , VII, 1964,271. One of his pupils was Edwar 
; des on, formerly of Lincoln College, who left Oxford c. 
1583 to study abroad and become'a priest, Wood, Ath. Ox., 
11,573-5- 
3- 3. T. Fowler, Cor us Christi, 18''8, p. 90; C. H. Daniel and W. R. 
Barker , Worces er-TgI1ee, 1900, p. 98. His fellow ejectees 
in 1568 " nc und Miles Windsor who 'lived afterwards 
for the most part in Oxfordland became not a little 
eminent for his Learning in that way he professed' and 
who 'died a moderate Catholic, or such as we call a 
Church Papist, an. 1624', and George Napper, Wood, Annals, 
II, 165-6. rapper's being at Corpus Christi has been 
disputed however: see page 465. 
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was said that Edmund was their equal: 
1 
according to 
Wood, in January 1584/5 Edmund disputed with John 
before Leicester and 'it was difficult to tell which of 
them carried the bell away'. Wood goes on, 'John we know 
was famous in his time for the admirable writings which 
he published to the world, but Edmund being of a modest 
and quiet disposition would not shew his parts that way, 
choosing rather to live obscurely and enjoy his opini'n, 
than hazard his person by publishing matters savoring 
of the Church of Rome'. 
2 
He was, however, despite his 
opinions and the new University rules, a successful tutor 
and died a wealthy man, leaving various Oxfordshire 
properties to his Catholic nephews. 
If in most respects Edmund Rainolds' career parallels 
Thomas Allen's, they differ on one important point: 
Rainolds, although never a convicted recusant, was 
caught dealing in Catholic books. That story belongs 
to another chapter, but here we may note his 'aunswer 
to such things as he is charged with'. The answer is 
worth quoting at length: 'What the cause is of this 
ý. The remaining two, Jerome and Nicholas, seem to 
have been Catholics. 
2. Wood, Annals, II, 224. This is presumably the origin 
of theory that John and William, disputing 
together, converted each other. See also Edmund's 
epitaph at Wolvercote; Annals, II, 224; Bodl. Wood rß. 
E1, f. 68; etc. Alabaster w ote a poem on the alleged 
cross-converstion: there is a copy in Bodl. Rawl. 
IS - 3991f-199. 
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mislike of me, truelie I knowe not. If bicause I 
studie sometymes divinitie; and will not enter into 
the ministerie: the charge is to greate and daunger, 
if the sheperde by negligence or ignoraunce misleade 
his flocke, whome god will require at his hands, I 
will rather studie divinitie no more. If bicause I 
teache scollers: at your honors commaundement I 
will leave them. If bicause I live in Oxforde, 
assone as I can take order and sell such things as 
I have there I will departe thens... 
And whereas without iust cause of my parte 
ministred, I am vniustlie suspected to be an enimie to 
the state of religion in this realme estableshed, my 
frequentinge of divine ®rvice, receavinge of the holte 
communion, & whole trade of life maie be sufficient 
witnesse to the contrarie'. After testifying that 
Christ is the only mediator and so on, he ends 'I 
vtterlie mislike all superstitious and fooleshe 
ceremonies & opinions devised and invented by men... '1 
Thomas Neale (1519-1590? ) would probably have 
responded in much the same way to any direct challenge 
to his freedom or life. He had been a Fellow of New 
College and Regius Professor of Hebrew (1559-69): he 
1. SP 12/178/69.25 May 1585. 
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was also a priest. 
1 Resigning his professorship in 
1569, and being then already a member of Hart Hall, he 
built himself a lodging opposite the Hall, but later, 
finding even this too dangerous, retreated to Cassington, 
a village six miles from Oxford. 2 Although an occasional 
conf ormist, 
3 in at least one case he was consulted as 
a priest while at Cassington. Anthony Hungerford, 
wishing to be reconciled, sought out Neale 'who tould 
me that he being a Priest of Queene Tiaries time, might 
notmedle with any man in that kinde, but for this 
purpose I must resort to some 11suit or Priest of a 
4 
latter edition'. Some time later Neale resolved 
certain scruples of doctrine for Hungerford, or rather 
offered to do so, for the scruples remained. Neale 
is also the supposed originator of the Nag's Head 
fable. 
Neale failing him, Hungerford was eventually brought 
to a priest by 'one Eth erid ea phidtion then living 
in oxford'. Etheridge or Edrych was born at Thame, 
became a Fellow of Corpus Christi in 1539 and Regius 
1. Foster opines he may have been father of Thomas 
Neale, demy of Magdalen College in 1572. 
2. C. Plummer, Elizabethan Oxford (O. H. 6. VIII, 1887) 
PP. xvii-xvi[i. Ra no s purchased property at 
Cassington, F. N. Davis, Parochial Collections (O. R. S. 
11,1920) 77. For Neale see also-'Woo , ns nnna__, 
II, 144. 
3. Wood, Ath. Ox., I, 577-8. 
4. A. Hungerf'ord, The Advise of a Sonne ... Wherevnto is 
added the Memort i of a F-aTher'r . ; 1639, p.. '-'- ` 
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Professor of Greek in 1553; he was ejected soon after 
Elizabeth's accession and turned to medicine and school- 
mastering. As a doctor, he practised in and around 
Oxford 'especially among those of his opinion Cand 7 
gained a considerable stock of wealth' and as a 
schoolmaster, he taught amongst others William Gifford, 
later Archbishop of 'heims. But, despite his professor- 
ship in Greek, it is clear that medicine was no mere 
alternative profession and he had taken a medical d6gree: 
Archbishop Heath was his patient for many years. 
1 He 
himself has left on record his debt to, amongst others, 
George Owen, John Clement and John Fryer '& alios etiam 
praestantissimos ac perissimos medicos'. 
2 Owen was 
the father of Richard Owen of Godstow; several generations 
of the Fryer family were doctors and Catholics; Clement 
was of St. Thomas More's circle. Perhaps it was this 
last, the indirect influence of More, which made 
Etheridge a recusant. 
3 As such, he heads the 1577 list 
for the University and town of Oxford: ' Mr Etheridge an 
1. N. Moore, A Memorial of George Edr ch and his friends 
in our COTle e-ý 11. a Ts, We College 
PEys c ans. era- e became a 'Batchelor of Physic' 
in 1554. Jerome Rainolds was also a doctor, see Wood, 
Fasti, 1563, p. 162. 
2. . ryah, In libros ali uot... 1588 
(unpaginated). 
This work , 
`cfe ca ed- or Waiter Mildmay, contains 
an account of the Black Assize of 1577. 
3. See J. G. Milne, The Earl History of _C_o_rp_us 
Christi 
Colle e, 1 6tpp. 'a7'= or a minor Pro Tan ep sode 
In eridge s youth. 
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Auntient Mr of arte worthe 20011 in goods and leases 
commeth never to the churche nor his householde, he 
receiueth preistes in serving mens apparel disguysed, 
besides a great number of the towne and contrey that 
suspitiousely resort to his house to heare a masse'. 
1 
He was later imprisoned. A report on the Oxfordshire 
area in 1589 speaks of his house at Stanton St. John 
in the tenure of one 'Mr Ambrose... a Lawyer', 
2 
where 
John Filby alias Byforest and John Ryne a Marian priest 
used to come. 
3 That house passed to Dr. Cole, President 
of Corpus Christi, though there remained persons of 
Etheridge's faith and family in Oxfordshire. 
It is worth noting that most of these give had 
strong Oxfordshire connections apart from their being 
1. SP 12/118/37. This list is printed with the others =0-577 in CýR. 
e 
S_. XXII, 1921,97-101, but the notes 
there added ar not trustworthy; the reason for this 
is given on p. 10 but it is an inadequate one. It 
was presumably Etheridge who suggested to Twyford - the 
priest who reconciled Hungerford - the role of 
physician as a disguise, see SP 12/238/62: un- 
f ortunately, it does not seem to have worked very well 
for this report runs 'Mr Twiforde who goeth for a 
phisicon whose descripcon you need not'. 
2. Ambrose Edmonds of Stanton St. John. 
3. SP 12 22 8. The report speaks of Etheridge as 
dead: he is usually described as 'living in 1588'. 
A list of recusants in EMC Hatfield includes 
'Geore Etheridg of 0xfo-Tcr, physician' , and is dated 1592 (IV, 270); but since 'Ambrose' is also spoken 
of as dead in the report and appears in prison in 
the list, it seems probable that the list has been 
misdated in the calendar, or else contains two 
quite unnecessary errors. 
Ecc 
members of the University. It is fortuitous that 
Case and Etheridge were born in Oxfordshire, but 
Etheridge, Rainolds and Neale all acquired property 
outside the University town. And it is worth noting 
also that the University itself was a part of the 
county, in that many colleges owned property in the 
county, and especially houses not too far distant from 
Oxford which could be used as refuges from the plague. 
One recusant family had property links with several 
colleges, for the Owens of Godstow, George the 
physician and his son Richard the recusant, sold various 
parcels of monastic land to Sir Thomas White and others. 
1 
If it is difficult to assess the precise standing 
in religion of such permanent features of the Oxford 
scene as these five worthies, it is even more difficult 
to assess that of the transients, even when their 
briefer Oxford residence ended with their setting 
1. There is an interesting entry in the St. John's 
history under the year 1583, 'Item gauen in rewarde 
to Godyere Mr. Owens man or searching of rowles 
in his Mr's custodye... v ', W. H. Hutton, St. John 
Baptist College, 1898, p. 60. One would 1TFe know 
which of the Fellows of St. John's knew the Owens : 
a likely candidate might be the burser George 
Russell, who entered the service of the Archduke 
and who may or may not have first embezzled the 
College funds: see. W. H. Hutton, op. cit., p. 46; 
H. N. Birt, op. cit., p. 267. Russelitook the degree 
of Bachelor 0)7-Law as late as 1599. 
(ýS 1 
out for the seminaries. The hardest problem, perhaps, 
is to decide why this last group had gone to Oxford. 
at all. Are we to suppose that all these young men, 
even when possessed of strong Catholic antecedents, 
held or tried to hold the position that Campion had 
held or tried to hold? 
1 
There is a certain amount 
of evidence to support this. William Spenser, Fellow 
of Trinity and martyr, was always Catholic, having 
been instructed in the rudiments of that faith by his 
uncle the conforming Vicar of Chipping Norton, Oxford- 
shire, and, according to William Warf ord, was fairly 
open in his profession of Catholicism about the 
University. But he too waited till the 1580s, until 
1582, when he crossed overseas with John Fixer, 
Anthony Shirley and Warford himself, all of Trinity, 
and others. Warford writes of Spenser, 'When asked, 
fspecially by friends at Oxford, why, since he was so 
devoted to Catholics and the Catholic faith, he 
continued living so long with heretics, and conforming 
to the times, I have often heard him answer: "True, if 
I die in this state, I know right well that I shall 
suffer eternal punishment" '. It was not, and perhaps 
was not meant to be, a very satisfactory answer. 
Meanwhile, he continued, while (as he believed) 
I. See pages 4to-s. 
G S'2 
imperilling his own salvation, to instruct the younger 
members of his College in that Catholic faith he could 
not himself completely and openly profess: 'In fine, 
he laboured so hard that I have often doubted whether 
he gained more souls after he became a priest, than 
he did before'. Perhaps when he read 'nearly all 
the books of controversy he could obtain' he was 
searching against hope for the argument that would 
keep him at Oxford, enable him at least to follow the 
example of Allen and Rainolds: instead he can only 
have accumulated in his 'special book' all those 
arguments which took him at last to the scaffold at York. 
1 
In the 1580s we are in the last stages of the 
great exodus overseas. Presumably the new legislation, 
in the University and in the country as a whole, made 
the position of such Catholics as Spenser untenable; 
and presumably the example of the new martyrs, and 
particularly Campion, gave them the courage and 
enthusiasm needed to go. Several Balliol men went in 
and about 1580, leaving suspicions behdnd them, 'It is 
thought', ran a report of that year, 'yt some of then 
have lefte theyr resignations of their fellowships with 
ý. J. H. Pollen, Acts of En lash Martyrs, 169l, pp. 273-8, 
ion arfo sRelation of quoting in Eränslat rd 
Mart rs 
(Stonyhurst 
MS3. Collect anea FI). 
C-. 5.1 
thayr scollers whom they haue traynCed 7 up As Bagshaw1 
to Elis his Scoller & Staverton to his Scoller Blount, 
which two yf they be fellowes of the Colledg will 
remayne in his deserved name of suspicion of papistrie'2. 
Blount was not elected to a Balliol Fellowship, being, 
as we have seen, 'for suspition of his religion... 
worthilye repelled', 
3 but was later elected to Trinity 
in 1583, where he stayed only three weeks. On 25 June 
1583 the three Balliol men in their letter 'to Mr 
Wentworth at Burnham Abbey' told how on June 15th 
'certaine students of Trinitye Colledge and certaine 
of other Colledges' 
4 departed for Rheims. The full 
list is worth giving: John Atkins of Trinity, former 
chaplain to Francis, 2nd Earl of Bedford; Richard 
Blount of Balliol and Trinity; John Owen of Trinity; 
Walter Owen his brother, also of Trinity, aged 15; 
William Morgan of Trinity; Edmund Cecil of Merton; 
Charles Persall of St-Mary Hall; Nicholas Frankish or 
Frankize, 
5 Edward Thwing, 5 and Edward Cole. 
5 These 
1. Bagshaw had. not yet gone overseas, though this 
letter assumes he would go. He had gone as 
principal to Gloucester Hall as Leicester's nominee, 
C. H. Daniel and W. R. Barker, Worcester College, 1900, 
p. 102. 
2. SP 12 146 10. 
3. Once again, why did a man like Riclwd Blount want 
a Fellowship at either Balliol or Trinity? 
4. SP 12/1§1.111. 
5. Vot in Foster. 
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ten Oxford men were escorted to Rheims, where they 
arrived on July 22nd, by Edward Stransham, 
1 himself 
formerly of St. John's: Stransham, when captured in 
1585, could truthfully answer that 'not any priests 
went over with him'. 
Stransham, who was both town and gown, having 
been born 'of good, honest Catholic parents, in the 
parish of St. Mary Magdalen, near the north gate, which 
is called Bocardo', 
2 
had been working in Oxfordshire 
3 
and these were some of the fruits of his mission: 
even though we know that several of them at least were 
already more than sympathetic towards Catholicism, 
he seems to deserve Worthington's praise: 'Qui cum 
naturals quadam facundia praeditus esset, zeloque 
animas Deo lucrandi flagraret, dulci sua conversatione, 
et frequents sacri verbi praedicatione (erat enim 
insignis concionator) quam plurimos ad fidem traxit 
orthodoxe, conuersos quoque corroboravit... '4 
1. For Stransham and the 1583 expdus see E. H. 
Burton and J. H. Pollen Lives of the English Mart rýs 
1914, pp"17l et sea.; 
ýJ. H. o1T n, 7 c ssoof ng . ish Mart rs, 1891, pp. 2` 4-7; C. R. S. V, 19O8,120-5. 
2. See also SP 12 118 37, 'raps am also of the same 
parishe ag a en cometh not to the churche, and 
receiuet Lovanists. I knowe not his wealth'. See 
also SP 124168/2511. 
3. SP 12 . 4, rann: nce he was endowed with a natural eloquence 
and burned with zeal to offer up souls to God, 
both by conversing quietly and by many public 
proclamations of the sacred word (for he was a 
distinguished orator) he led as many as he could to the orthodox faith and strengthened those already convdrted, T. Worthington, Catalogus Mart-yrum, 1614, p. 35" 
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One would like to know how the thing was done. 
Did Stranshazn come to Oxford, and, if so, did he ever 
have to duck down a side-street to avoid, say, Tobie 
Mathew, now Dean of Christ Church and formerly 
President of St. John's, Stransham's College? Or did he 
make contact with his future converts somewhere outside 
Oxford? 
Thereafter, Oxford students, with or without their 
degrees, slipped away less dramatically, or rather, 
since the drama was nearly always there, less often. 
John Jones, scholar of St. John's in 1591 and chamber- 
fellow of William Laud, left 'tho' then fellow and bach. 
of laws standing', to take his doctorate at Douai. 
1 
George Brown, also of St. John's, took his B. A. in 1600 
but 'sson after changed his religion, went beyond 
the seas, and I think was made a R. Cath. priest'. 
2 
Some of the more prominent converts of the 17th 
century have been dealt with elsewhere. After 
Chillingworth at Trinity came Henry Birkhead, a scholar 
from 1635 to 1638, who in May 1635 was 'carried to St. 
Omert, by one who called himself by the name of Kemp, 
1. Wood, Ath. Ox., II, 603-4. 
2. Wood, 16001p. 285- 
c-5E 
a priest of that college of St. Omer's': but Laud soon 
'found means to get him back and settled him'. 
' 
Indeed, he settled Birkhead so firmly in a Fellowship 
at All Souls that he retained it throughout the Common- 
wealth; 
2 his re-conversion, therefore, was either 
insincere or did not last - not that is in the form 
hoped for and intended by Laud. The latter explanation, 
besides being the more charitable, is the more probable, 
in the sense that Birkhead, if he conformed to the 
pattern of Chillingworth, Graunt and it is impossible 
to say how many others, may not have known what he 
believed or whether he believed anything. 
Balliol, a little earlier, sent overseas Eliot or 
Elias Farljy who took his B. A. in 1620, but left 
without his M. A., of whom Henry Savage wrote that he 
had shewn 'a levity of Nature so incident to those 
that change their religion', 
3 but as Wood said, Savage 
1. W. Laud, Works, 1853, V, pt . i, 115. 2. M. Burrows, ýfr orthies of All Souls, 1874, p. 190. Birkhead 
was a Latin poet of some distinction and founded the 
Professorship of Poetry. Curiously enough, 'the post 
noted Latin poet' of a slightly earlier period in 
Oxford was another of the Gloucester Hall Catholics, 
Edward Michelbourne, a Hampshire Catholic who came to 
Oxford (first to St. Mary Hall) in 1579 at the age of 14 
and died there in 1626, without ever taking a decree. 
See Fa sti, 1626, p. 428 and D. N. B. 
3. H. Savage, Balliofergus, 16SU-9p. 117. 
X51 
was'a writer of no great credit'. 
) Savage was kinder 
and more restrained when dealing with another Balliol 
priest, John Clabrook 'now at last advanced to the 
dignity of a Chanoine in some of the farther parts of 
France or Flanders': he was 'a great Opinionatre', 
but 'so conscionable, that he took order for the least 
of his Debts here'. 
2 
If men left the University as Catholic converts, 
it is also true that, at least in the 16th century, 
they continued to enter it as born Catholics. The 
regulations of 1581, even if strictly adhered to, 
did not prevent students under 16 from studying there. 
In March 1581 five members of the FitzJames family 
of Redlynch, Somersetshire matriculated at Gloucester 
Hall, the youngest aged 7 and the eldest 12.3 The 
youngest of the FitzJames brothers, NichoMs, became 
1. Wood, Fasti, 1620, p. 393" In this context Wood was 
provoked by the remark that Farly was 'in likelyhood 
to be the next Cardinal', which was presumably 
Savage's own invention. 
2. H. Savage, op. cit., p. 118. Savage's View that Clabrook 
became a Cat olic Taute de mieux having failed to 
obtain a Fellowship is com-mo orm. Cp. J. Gee, The Foot 
out of the Snare, 1624, p. 69. As a general explan 'ion, =sTs ö? course absurd (though H. W. u. Davis Balliol 
Col ege, 1899, p. 121 thinks it shrewd), but there 
Is no reason why it should not be true in an 
individual case. Clabrook waited for his M. A. 
Savage's treatment of Persons is also restrained, 2j. 
cit., p. l12. 
3. . H. Daniel and W. R. Barker, Worcester Col lege, 1900, 
p. 258. 
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a Benedictine in 1607, having then already worked as a 
priest on the English Mission. 
1 Gloucester Hall may 
not have been so safe a refuge as in 1577 when William 
Cole reported 'The house is greatly suspected, and yet 
the orincipall there presenteth nothing to me', 
2 
but it must have remained fairly safe: Allen and Rainolds 
remained there till their deaths. Robert Catesby and 
his brother came up in 1586. 
Other Halls, where the restrictions were less 
severe than in the colleges, attracted Catholics also. 
Hart Hall, for instance, where Philip Rondell 
3 
played 
the same role as William Stocke in Gloucester Hall, 
was equally suspect and equally recalcitrant in 1577: 
1. H. ir. Birt, Obit Book of the En lish Benedictines from 
1600 to I , 917-, pp-752=37. There Bixt dates c colas' birth as c. 572, but see H. iv. Birt, 'A Statesman and his 
Maps', Downside Review, XXV, 1906,19: Nicholas FitzJames 
was 'our first novice' (Downside Review, XLVII, 1929, 
185) and figures fairly frequently in that periodical. 
2. SP 12J118/37. Presumably of his own knowledge, Cole 
reported 'One Sir Willm Catesbir lyeththere'. Diaring 
the '70s several Catholics, not otherwise connected 
with the University, lodged in Gloucester Hall: Lady 
Catesby actually gave birth to a daughter there and the 
child 'was not christened by the said VicarL of St. 
Thomas_7, but by a Popish priest', C. H. Daniel and 
W. R. Barker, op. cit., p. 09. it was in November 1577 also, 
but indepencfent3y of the of' icial report, that William 
Meredith of Gloucester Hall was presented as one 
'whom we suspecte to be an horrible papiste', SP 12/1,18/24 
Rondell died in 1599. When his successor John .. ee! died of the plague in 1604, Buckhurst (Dorset) appointed 
Theodore Price. Price resigned in 1622 and died in 
1631 'a reconciled Papist to the Church of Rome' 
according to Prynne, but Prynne was relying on 
Williams and Williams was getting at Laud, Wood, Ath. x., 
119512. " 
E-ti ý 
Rondell was 'verie muche suspected' and would not 
'present anie thing vpon his othe', though Cole 
managed to fill in a few names: Richard Holtby had 
been a tutor there. John Donne aged 11 and his 
brother Henry matriculated in 1584. More surprisingly, 
Buckhurst sent his three sons there. 
1 This may be 
an indication of the Catholic sympathies Buckhurst 
does not ordinarily seem to have had but it is un- 
fortunately true that the more aristocratic students, 
even when Protestant, sometimes share the attributes 
of the Catholic students. They often came up young, 
they often preferred the lax&r Halls, they often did 
not trouble to take a degree; and, to make matters 
even more confused, they often had traceable Catholic 
kinsmen. Against this background to which one may add 
the difficulty of obtaining information as to a young 
man's religious belief and practice while actually 
at the University, 
2 
one can see that to reduce the 
Catholic element in the University at any time to any 
sort of statistical form is a task comparable to that 
of compiling statistics as to present day Oxford drug- 
addiction or sexual promiscuity without the help of 
1. S. G. Hamilton, Hertford Col____le . e, 1903, p. 24. 2. C. t1. Daniel and r. x. arker, oa. cit., pp. 101-2 claim 
that Gloucester Hall's three Jesuits were 
Protestants while at oxford, even though one of 
them, Francis Geoffrey, alias John Fowler was 'a man 
of a good Catholic family'. 
rho 
modern sociological devices and relying solely on 
gossip, printed and verbal: it cannot be done. 
A typical case is that of George Calvert, later 
first Lord Baltimore, who entered Trinity College in 
1594 and who later represented Oxford University in 
the House of Commons. 
1 Calvert also sent his son, 
heir and fellow 'convert' to Trinity in 1621. It would 
seem at first sight absurd to describe either 
Calvert as an Oxford Catholic: it may be difficult 
to say exactly when George became a Catholic but 
surely it was not while he was Robert Cecil's 
secretary or when he became secretary of state. However, 
in 1592, two years before young George reached 
Trinity College, it was discovered by the High 
Commission in Yorkshire that he and his brother 
Christopher were pupils at a Catholic private school. 
In the course of the proceedings that resulted from 
this discovery the boys' father, Leonard Calvert, 
conformed, whereas their mother, after some hesitation, 
went to prison in 1593, and remained a Catholic. 
2 If 
1. One of the two first Oxford University M. P. s, Sir 
Thomas Crompton, had once been refused his doctorate 
'because he was suspected to have something of a 
papist in him', Wood, Fasü, 1589, p. 249. 
2. H. Aveling, Northern a lolics: the Catholic Recusants 
of the Nortfi Rn of or s ire`'I"5 -, p"17%. 
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Catholicism had never been heard of in the family 
again, apart from the mother, one might set this 
evidence aside, but since George Calvert 'became' 
a Catholic in, say, the 1620s, one must bear it in 
mind in trying to assess his religious position as 
an undergraduate. 
Even harder to place in an easy statistical 
framework is Keneim Digby. Wood assumed that, despite 
or perhpas rather, because of his notoriously 
Catholic origins, Digby was brought up a Protestant. 
Later writers added that he was partly so trained 
under Laud, then Dean of Gloucester. Faced both 
by these 'facts' and by the evident signs of 
Catholicism in Digby's life long before 1635 or 1636, 
when he made a final decision in favour of open and 
active Catholicism, several writers, notably his 
first modern biographer (and descendant, ` Thomas 
Longueville, have described Digby, flntil 1635/6, as 
being, 'strictly speaking', neither Catholic nor 
Protestant. He may, says Longueville, have suited 
his religion to his surroundings. 
I Digby's own 
evidence, however, makes it quite clear that he was 
1. T. Longueville, Life of Kenelm Digby, 1896, p.? 8; 
cp. p. 254. 
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not a Protestant until his formal apostacy in 1630 
, in the Chapell at Whitehall... which gave great 
scandall to the Roman Catholiques'. 
1 He speaks of 
himself as being a Catholic when with his cousin 
Sir John Digby, Earl of Bristol, in Spain. 
2 
When 
Digby was charged c. 1641 with trying to convert the 
Earl of Downe, an Oxford undergraduate, to Catholicism, 
his speech before the Commons contained, or was 
intended to contain, the following statement: 'I 
must not deny Mr. Speaker but that j am a Catholike: 
my education from my infancy bath bin such'. 
3 
Laud's famous letter to Digby, 
4 
written when Digby 
returned to the Catholic Church, is, as Longueville 
points out, a somewhat absurd production if Digby 
instead of making a deliberate choice of the Anglican 
Church at the age of 27, had been forced into it at the age of 
1. J. Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. by O. L. Dick, 1949, p"98. 
Cp. a Venetian letter of 27 December 1630 quoted 
by E. W. Bligh, Sir Kenelm Digby and his Venetia, 
1932, p"165" BlI 's further comment-Mat Digby 
must have been a Protestant at least by the time of 
his subscription to the re-building of Gloucester 
Hall chapel may be questioned: a Protestent he 
presumably was, but a Catholic could equally well 
have made such a gift. 
2.1617 and 1623. Digby was born on 11 July 1603. 
3. E. W. Bligh, op. c t., p.? 5, quoting B. M. Add. MS. 41846. 
Downe was a Pope of Wroxton, the Tim3Ty founded 
by Sir Thomas. It is not clear that he became a 
Catholic; Laud's references to him suggest rather 
that he had been infringing University discipline as a 
nobleman might. The case, theref ore, serves as an 
illustration of the point made above concerning the 
similar status or attitude of Catholics and noble- 
men where University rules were concerned. 
4, W . Laud, Works, VI, 1857,7-55" 
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2,10 or 15ý. 
Kenelm Digby was therefore a Catholic when he 
came to Gloucester Hall in 1618, to study under 
Thomas Allen. He cannot have lain very low if he 
impressed Allen as 'the Mirandula of his age'. 
1 Allen 
eventually left him his manuscripts. Sir Kenelm, as 
he had then become, passed them on, with many of 
his own, to the Bodleian: at that time he was a 
Protestant, in name at least, but he continued to 
send gifts to the Bodleian after his return to 
Catholicism. But what sort of Catholic was he in 
1618, aged 15 but already a travelled : man? Did he 
go to Mass in Oxford? Why did he choose Allen as his 
tutor? As E. W. Bliph, his latest and in some respects 
best biographer$ engagingly admits, Sir Kenelm 
Digby still awaits a definitive and scholarly biography. 
2 
He took no degree; he was hardly in Oxford long 
enough. It is difficult to say when the last Catholic 
received an Oxford degree. Richard Deering supplicated 
for the degree of Bachelor of Music in 1610 and he was 
1. J. Aubrey, oP. cit., p. 97. 
2. Bligh has actually omitted that part of Sir Kenelm's 
career which 'would involve me in theolo: ical 
questions for which I should have little patience 
and lees capacity ', og. cit., p. xi. Little is ever said 
of Venetia Digby's religion; presumably she was a 
Catholic, see page 135. 
4. (, ý 
'always a Rom. Catholic' but although Wood assumes 
that he received the degree, there seems to be no 
actual evidence. 
1 There was, at any rate, something 
special abdut music: it had charms. 
2 
The relative 
immunity of Catholic musicians, headed by the greatest 
of all the musicians of the day, William Byrd, 
3 is 
well known. Later, as organist to Queen Henrietta 
Maria, Deering might have had less difficulty in 
obtaining a degree. 
Then there were honorary degrees: James Alban 
Gibbes received, not very appropriately, an M. D. in 
return for his gift to the University in 1670 of 
his Imperial poet laureate's medal and chain. 
4 That 
sort of gesture must have remained possible throughout 
the Stuart reigns; nobody, for example, would query 
the position of a courtier receiving a degree on a 
royal visit. 
Digby and Calvert serve as a useful stopping 
1. See Wood, Fasti, 1610, p. 337, and D. N. B. 
2. See Wood Life and Ti_es, ed. by"' Clark (O. H. S. 
RIX, 1891 j 1; ý4. 
3. Asusual, there are fugitive associations of Byrd 
with . t- least the Oxfordshire area, though direct 
contact seems to be rather with Berkshire and 
Bucks.; see E. H. Fellowes, William Byrd, 2nd ed., 1948, 
pp. 12,40-42,247. He compos da maa rigal as 'A 
gratification unto Master John Case, for his learned 
booke, lately made in the praise of Musicke'. 
4. W. D. Macray, Annals of the Bodleian Librar , 2nd ed., 1890, p. 135. o£6er was a onorM. D., though 
inappropriate, must have been welcome as Gibbes had 
been private physician to Cardinal Spada and Prince 
Giustiniani, R. J. Stonor, Stonor, 2nd ed., 1952, p. 273. 
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point, demonstrating the futility of the attempt 
to pick out all the Catholics or even all the types 
of Catholics at Oxford at this period. 
There remains the problem of the priests, who 
frequented Oxford to 'seduce' the students. The 
October 1580 meeting of Campion, Persons and other 
missionaries 
1 had decided that William Hartley and 
Arthur Pitts should devote themselves especially 
to the University. The choice was a somewhat dangerous 
one: Hartley had been chaplain at St. John's, from 
which post he had been removed by Tobie Mathew, 
2 
and had only reaehed Rheims on 23 August 1579; Pitts 
had been born at Iffley and educated at Brasenose. 
Both were soon captured - but not at Oxford. From 
that date there was usually a priest or more than one 
priest available in Oxford: the University man 
wishing to find a priest to advise him or receive him - 
or even simply to argue with him - could find one if 
he tried hard enough. 
Francis Marsh, a student at Hart Hall, who 
matriculated and died in 1580 was visited on his 
deathbed by 'an Evangelical minister, well disposed 
1. R . Simpson, Edmund Cam ion, l 867 9 pp . 178-180. 2. J. H. Pollen, c sö 
quoting Warfor . 
E_Ish Mart7rs, 18; 1, p. 271, 
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to the Catholic faith' who promised to take 
1 him to 
a priest 'whom he knew to be in hiding close by the 
city'. 
2 Hungerford, as we have seen, knew of those 
reputed Catholic in the University who could be 
expected to assist him to a priest. 
There is ample room for imaginative speculation: 
3 
Kenelm Digby, for example, might very well have had 
some vague introduction to the Catholic Nappers of 
Holywell from his friend the Protestant Richard Napier, 
their distant kinsman. 
4 There were those who speculated 
incessantly. Laad continued the complaints of earlier 
Chancellors. 'You cannot', he wrote to the Vice- 
Chancellor on 15 September 1637,5 'carry too careful 
1. His illness was nervous not physical. 
2. W. Weston, The Autobiography of an Elizabethan, 
trans. and ea. b9 araman, 95j, pp. 178-184. Marsh 
himself knew no way to find a priest, but then he had 
only been in Oxford a short time. Caraman suggests 
that Weston's informant, the 'Evangelical minister', 
was Thomas Bramstone ordained a Catholic priest in 
1585, but Bramstone had been a consistent Catholic 
and his career hardly allows of his being at Oxford in 
1580; see H. N. Birt, The Elizabethan Reli ious 
Settlement , 1907, p. 29Ö, ä, , quoting S 46. 
3. Bu not too imaginative. Dame Rose Macau ay s novel 
They Were Defeated presents a false and perverse 
picture of the ac ivity of priests in a University 
(Cambridge). 
4. See A. Macdonell, The Closet of Sir Kenelm Di b 
Knight Opened,, xv for Tg'by rs friendship with 
arson aper. 
5. W. Laud, Works, V, pt. i, 1853,184. Richard Pulley 
(pulling-St-John's was suspected (unjustly it 
seems) of acting as an agent of the seducers; see 
pp. 180-2. 'The sheets' were those of Chillingworth's 
Religion of Protestants. 
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an eye, either ever Pullin or the rest; for certainly 
some are about that place to seduce as many as they 
can. And particularly Dr. Potter writes me word, 
that Knott is now in Oxf ord, (I would you could lay 
hold of him, ) and hath the sheets from the press, as 
they are done... ' Again on 7 February 1638/9, 'You 
had need to be very careful of the university, for while 
none of you think it, the Jesuits and their instruments 
are busy thereabouts'. 
1 In this case, he gives examples 
of their activity, in the conversions of Bennet 
We. ale of Exeter and Robert Lugge of St. John's and 
names '-Cherriton; 
2 for that I hear is his name, who 
seduced them'. Later in the same yeer, on November 16th, 
the Vice-Chancellor, Accepted Frewen, reported the 
curious apparition 'at the examinations' of a gentleman 
with three or four servants, who had stayed an hour, 
without in any way disclosing his identity. 'May it 
be', replied Laud, 'some Jesuit attended with three or 
four novices, that came to see what this new business 
is in the university? '3 This reply serves as a reminder 
that not all the rumours were necessarily true and 
1. P. -cit., 
2. There does not appear at this time to have been any 
Jesuit or priest of any sort of this name, even as 
an alias, but it is the name of a Catholic family in 
the neighbourhood of oxford, related to Edmund 
Rainolds. 
3. W. Laud, 2p. cit., p. 242. 
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provides a suitable point at which to notice the 
most curious of all statements about 17th century 
Oxford Catholicism. It has been said that 'a 
single year of James' unilateral toleration gave 
to Rome 10,000 proselytes, including 200 students 
from oxford which, during the whole reign of 
Elizabeth, had only lost two or three converts to 
Popery'. 
1 The figures are obviously false, being 
both 'too round and too large', and must come from 
'a partisan source'. 
2 
And this must be a Puritan 
source, since the Catholics would neither make claims 
so easily controverted nor admit to having gained 
only two or three Oxford converts under Elizabeth, 
and the Anglicans would hardly invent figures that 
told against themselves. It should be a pamphlet 
after the manner of Prynne, perhaps even by Prynne 
himself, 
3 though it is not in any of his works that I 
1. H. R. Trevor-Roper, Archbishop Laud, 2nd ed., 1962, 
p. 26. Unfortunately, Professor Trevor-Roper, 
although kind enough to reply to my query concerning 
the original source of these figures, was unable to 
remember it. It is not stated which was the 
single year in question. 
2. Professor Trevor-Roper's letter. 
3. There is no necessity for the figures to be 
invented at the time: they would sound better after 
a lapse of twenty years or so. They would fit very 
well, for example, into the same context as the 
'near 100 Jesuits and preists in Reading' of 1642, 
Journal of Sir Samuel Luke (O. R. S. XXIX, 1950) 1,18. 
mss,, ifl Tden ally-as neither a pamphlet nor 
a speech, but an intelligence report. 
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have read, or else an alarmist speech in the House of 
Commons. 
There was such a speech in April 1640, that of 
Sir Edward Littleton 'whermin he said that Mass 
was commonly celebrated in Oxford'. 
' Such a charge 
had to be answered, but had first to be investigated. 
If, as Wood assumes, it proved to relate to the 
case of the Mitre Inn, the charge wad, in part at 
least, shewn to be true. On 1 June 1640 Frewen wrote 
to Laud 'We have an inn in the High Street called 
the Mitre, which is the general rendezvous of all 
the recusants, not in this shire only, but in the 
whole kingdom, that have any business to Oxford. 
Seldom are they there without some scholars in their 
company, upon pretence either of alliance or 
acquaintance, which have ever passed for warrantable 
excuses at seasonable hours. What they do there 
I cannot say... 
2 
The inn-keeper, Charles Green, was 
'a professed papist' and there followed some dispute 
as to whether it was the town's or the university's 
fault that he had been allowed to obtain his licence. 
3 
1. Wood, Annals 11,421. 
2. I, aud, Wos, 1 53, V, pt. i, 269" Accordin to Frewen, the 
whole area (the parish of Allhallows was full of 
recusants. 
3. Laud, op. it., pp. 269,273,275-7. Green had acquired the 
Mitre during the minority of his son-in-law' by 
marrying the late inn-holder's widow. 
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But that was somewhat of a side-issue compared with 
the unpleasant fact that the Mitre was the property 
of Lincoln College and had 'a back gate towwrds' that 
college 'where most of the guests privately enter': 
1 
Littleton and others could with some justice charge 
the University itself for this. Oddly enough, no one 
seems to have suggested that there were Jesuits at 
the Mitre, and, as we have seen, Frewen would not 
even commit himself to a suspicion that Mass was said 
there. 
Instead of proceeding vigorously against Green, 
the University satisfied itself with a solemn 
declaration 'that we are so far from conniving at the 
celebration of mass here, or knowing of any such matter, 
that we neither know, nor can probably suspect any 
member of our university to be a papist, or popishly 
addicted'. 
2 It seems an apt conclusion to this study: 
by December 4th, or it may be December loth, the 
1. W. Laud, op. cit., p. 269. Cp. A. Clark, Lincoln College, 
1898, pp. 31, ; S. A. Warner, Lincoln College Öxforc , 1908, pp. 6,99: both Clark an arner mp_t a reen 
was by no means the only Catholic lessee. Unlike the 
Catherine Wheel, the Mitre still stands. 
2. W. Laud, . cit., p. 298. It is there dated December 4th; 
Wood, followed by Clark, says December 14th. Both 
Wood and Clark seem to be incorrect in claiming that 
all the Heads save Rogers of New Inn Hall, a Puritan, 
signed: the Warden of ]Tew College and the Deon of 
Christ Church did not sign either. 
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University of Oxford was at last clear of Catholics. 
Unfortunately, the next forty or fifty years shewed 
how very false (in judgment at any rate) the December 
1640 declaration was. When the Civil 'g'ar and the 
Commonwealth scattered the loyal Oxonians across 
England and Europe, a number of them became Roman 
Catholics. As it is impossible to discover whether 
they were at all 'popishly addicted' before the Civil 
War, there is no need to make any careful study of 
them here; but it may be noted that they included men 
of some distinction, as Thomas Heath, Stephen Goffe 
1 
and Thomas Read. After the Restoration, it is the 
Elizabethan conditions that are restored so far as 
Catholicism at Oxford is concerned, though on a far 
smaller scale: several Heads of Colleges and Hall and 
mzny lesser members of the University, notably 
Anthony Wood himself, 
2 
were then suspect. One such 
suspect, Timothy Nourse, Fellow of University College, 
was at length ejected in 1674, but another Fellow of 
1. Goffe was not only Laud's chaplain, which throws an 
interesting light on the declaration, he was also the 
brother of William Goff e, a Regicide and Cromwellian 
peer. 
2. Wood's importance as a source of information for the 
period actually being studied here is such that an 
examination of his alleged Catholicism seems 
necessary: see Appendix II. 
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university, Abraham Woodhead, 'though by this time 
well known to be an admitted member of the Roman 
communion, seems to have escaped any similar censure, 
and to have remained in possession of his Fellowship 
to April 23,1678, a few days before his death'. 
1 
To a large extent, this new proliferation was 
a reaction to the double crisis of the Civil War 
and the conversion of the Duke of York. It is very 
likely true, as is often said, that Crashaw, who 
may represent the movement although a Cambridge 
man, would never have become a Catholic without 
the Civil War, despite his obvious Catholic 
sympathies. It is very likely true even of Hugh 
Cressy. 
2 But at least it proves beyond all 
possibility of doubt that the Catholic history of 
Oxford did not end in 1558,1580 or even 1640. 
1. W. Carr, University College, 1902, p. 133. Nourse, 
who died ni 1699, l his books to the College. 
In 1679, Obadiah Walker blandly reported that 
there were none 'either Papists, or popishly 
inclined' in University College, Wood, Life and 
Times, ed. by A. Clark (O. H. S. XXI, 1892) IS O. 
2. at might have happened if Chillingworth had 
read Cressy's Exomologesis? 
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Chapter X 
Catholics and the Respublica Litterarum in Oxfordshire. 
When Robert Persons left England after the capture 
of Edmund Campion, one of the reasons that he gave for 
doing so was the need to have his books printed. This, 
he explained, 'could no longer be done in England, since 
the press in Stonor Park had been recently discovered'. 
And he went on to describe how the books in question were 
printed and how his example was followed so that 'good 
books, apt to the purpose and in sufficient numbers, 
became a most efficacious means of helping Catholics'. 
' 
That such books did have an influence, whether in 
strengthening those already Catholic or in converting 
Protestants and waverers, is quite certain. Some examples 
are given in the chapter devoted to converts in the present 
thesis. Many other examples might be given. Humphrey 
Cartwright 'became a Catholyk in the L. Buckhurst house 
by reading Catholik bookes'. 
2 Sir Thomas Copley, 'a hot 
heretic in the time of Q. Mary' read himself back 'into 
the right way even then when most part of the realm went 
ý. C. R. 8. IV, 1907,27-29, As usual, Persons attributes a little too much to his own efforts: the apostolate 
of the press was hardly a new idea. 
2. SP_, 12/; I6 /59,1583. 
``1 ýS 
volumes of Bellarmine in the library of Trinity College, 
Oxford, one of which he read. John Faulkner was influenced 
by Catholic friends who lent him books; Henry Lanman, a 
schismatic, was converted by books lent him by a Catholic 
friend; while Thomas Kemys, also a schismatic, had his 
faith shaken by Jewel 
1 
and restored by Harding. John 
Browne was convinced by a single passage in St. Augustine; 
Charlao Yelverton was repelled by Calvin's Institutes 
and lent Catholic books by his uncle; Henry Clyffe was 
converted to schism by books lent him by a cousin. Thomas 
pennant, Richard Garnett, Francis Walsingham, James 
Rosier and Thomas Poulton were all influenced by Persons' 
books, particularly The Christian Directory, *2 
Campion's Dew Rationes was the most important 
work produced at the Stonor press. 
3 'Put together by 
the labour of such leisure as [[he 7 could snatch on 
the road', 
4 it was not a very weighty work, although, on 
1. That is, he was swayed from Catholic to Protestant 
belief: 'schism' in this context was largely a 
matter of practice not belief. 
2. C. x. S. LIV, 1962,3,5ý, 62,63,66,71,88,96,98,103,128, 
50,170,207,236. There are other examples here 
and in the companion volume, C. x. S. LV 1963. 
3. For the press, see T. E. Stonor, ' 'ie Private Printing- 
Pvess at Stonor, 1581', Philobiblon So c iety, I, 1854; 
W. H. Allnutt, 'English pröv nc"a eases , Biblio- 
ra hica, II, 1896,161-5; J. H. Pollen's introduction to 
the Catholic Library edit. and trans. of Decem RatTones, 
1914. 
4.. E. Campion, Ten Reasons, 1914, p. 144. His adversaries 
claimed thaLT`' ea prepared it with great deliberation 
and brought it into England from Rome', R. Stocke (trans. ) 
William Whitaker's Answere to the Ten Reasons of 
Edmund Camp ion, 1606, p. .- 
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persons' insistence, all the references were carefully 
verified by Thomas Fitzherbert. But it was a gay, 
challenging, witty and, above all, confident work: Campion's 
original title had been Heresy in Dea pair 
. It would 
probably have been less effective directed at a purely 
Protestant audience, but directed as it was to the members 
of the University, 
2 
many of whom were still Catholic in 
sympatb7s it was successful. Bombinus gives a vivid 
description of the immediate reaction, worth quoting at 
length for the picture it gives of the University at this 
time-3 William Hartley carried several hundred copies to 
oxford and distributed them at and before the Act: 
4 
some 
he seems to have handed about but most he left overnight 
in St. Mary's 'as if they had bene scattered there by 
chance'. In the morning, 'all the Academians, (contrarie 
to their vsuall custome) throughout all St. Maries "were 7 
silenced & hushd, allmost all their eyes intentively 
reading, as it were by slealth... Some you might see outrage 
agaynst Campion; of which kind of men were partly they, 
ý. 'What induced that crime-laden apostate Luther to 
call the Epistle of James contentious, turgid, and a 
thing of straw, and unworthy of the Apostolic 
spirit? Despair', E. Campion, o . cit., p. 92. 2. The book was addressed to both Öx? ord and Cambridge, 
but it was dis ri ue at Oxford. 
3. It is, of course, not an unbiased picture. 
4.27 June 1581. 
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who having obstinately embraced heresie, clave fast to 
yt rocke of their ship-wracke: partly they, who taking vpon 
them to be maisters of heresie, were mightily grieved to 
see those Reasons, so favourably entertayned, which had 
galled them so much. Another company you might see laugh 
at ye vayne raging agaynst our men, by their Ministers (a 
people which for ye most part they comtemne) telling how 
handsomely their tr"ickes were discovered and prevented. 
These kind of persons were, as one may terme them, certayne 
idle lookers on, men ready, rather to approve ye manner, 
then ye causes of ye controversies, so yt seldome shall 
you see them absent from any of these great businesses. 
Others there were, ambiguous & wavering in matter of 
Religion, whom you might observe, with a pensive silence, 
hummingly to revolve ye matter with themselves, & rather 
mutter amongst their friendes, then speake their mindes 
playnely. Another sort of men there were, sound Catholikes, 
who either playnely & sincerely would reioyce to see 
their cause so constantly defended: or else with a setled 
countnance, sparing of their speech, would put themselves 
into ye companie of heretikes, yt knew them not, & asking & 
hearing by turves, gather, as it were, vnderhand, both ye 
feare of their adversaries, & ye credit & commendation of 
their cause ... Many men, having but once read it, layd aside: - 
their heresie, many were enflamed with a desire to see ye 
0 9- 
writer... ' 
1 It was that desire to see Campion that led to 
his capture. 
The same method for the distribution of Catholic 
books was used at least once again in Oxford. Writing in 
1625, Thomas James speaks of 'a late accident that fell 
out here in Oxford', of 'diuers bookes, that were lately 
scattered in the night about our Colledges and Halles, 
and in the Cities and fields (bookes that we haue heard of 
long since, whereof some of them are throughly refuted)'. 
2 
It is unlikely to have been a common technique. It was 
too dangerous, too expensive and, by the sixteen-twenties 
at least, almost certainly too wasteful. John Gee spoke 
of 'the swarmes of their books, which you may hears 
humming vp and downe in euery corner both of City and 
Countrey' and also of their excessive price, five or ten 
times that of other books. 3 
In appendices to he Foot out of the Snare, Gee gives 
1. Bodl. Tanner t; .2, ff. 51-52v, an early translation 
of }3ombinus, a et mart rium Edmundi Cam iani, 1618. Although the oo 'wen ur' er from, hand to hand, 
amongst many', Bishop Aylmer found it difficult to 
obtain a copy, B. N. Lansd. MS. , arts. 17,19. 2. T. James, A Manvdvc ion or Tribroduction unto Divinitie, 
1625, p. 114. ommen ing on one or ese, Jämes, who 
has been described as 'a humourless man', says, 'I 
perceiue by the casting away of his booker, that hee 
is weary, or ashamed of them' (p. 116). 
3. J. Gee, The Foot out of the Snare, 4th ed., 1624, pp. 23-24. 
Gee at c bu eE expensed extortionate greed, 
but the Catholics had special overhead charges to 
cover. 
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lists of Catholic books and also of those who printed and 
distributed them. The latter list includes 'Henry Ouen, 
brother to that Ouen who ript out his owne bowels in the 
Tower, being imprisoned for the Gunpowder Treason'. 
According to Archbishop Abbot, this Henry Oven had once been 
apprenticed to Joseph Barnes, the Oxford printer. Since 
it has been suggested that the first productions of the 
Barnes press were suppressed or withdrawn by the University 
as being too trenchantly anti-Catholic, the association 
of Barnes and Owen is somewhat ironic. 
2 
The examples cited at the beginning of the chapter 
shew how necessary it was for the authorities to do every- 
thing possible to prevent the production and dissemination 
of Catholic literature. The question is then, how successful 
were they? Naturally, the records that survive tend rather 
to shew their successes and the extent of their failure 
can only be guessed 
Iat. 3 One major success involved Oxford. 
Thomas Alfield was executed on 6 July 1585 'for 
1. Bodleian Quarterly Record, II, 1917-19,99. The 
suggestion may nom be a correct one, but it indicates 
the nature of some of Barnes' work. See also Wood, 
Annals, 11,1792,222-3. 
2.5-FO wen see P. x. Harris, 'The Reports of William 
Udall, Informer, 1605-1612', Recusant History, VIII, 1966. 
3. See A. C. Southern, Elizabet an eousan rroose 1- 
1 2,1950, esp"pp. 3 " 
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bringinge into the Realure and utteringe of a certen 
slaunderous & lewed booke against her maiestie and the 
Realme, devised by one Doctor Alen'. 
1 He had brought, 
and admitted bringing, 'ffyve or syx hundreth' of Allen's 
True, sincere and modest defence of English catholigues, 
1584. One of his deliveries had been made to Oxford, to 
Edmund Rainolds and John Barber. The delivery to Rainolds 
was a personal one: he received only two books, one a copy 
of Allen's and the other a copy of his brother William's 
2 
book 'agaynst Whittakers'. And Rainolds explained 'that 
the said Alfeild delivered those twoe foresaid bookee unto 
him from his said brother as sent unto this examynate, and 
saithe that he payed nothinge for them': he burnt Allen's 
3 
work 'and the other he hathe in his owne Custody'. John 
1 B. M. Lansd. MS. 45, art. 74, printed C. R. S. V, 1908,117-120. 
Buck urst was one of his judges. For Alfield, see 
J. N. Langston, 'Robert Alfield, Schoolmaster, of Glouces- 
ter; and his sons', Trans. of the Bristol and Gloucester- 
shire Arch. Soc., LVI, l.. - h7oomas eT came äTatbolic 
wie at dings College, Cambridge, of which College 
he was a Fellow 1571-5. Consequently, as has frequently 
been pointed out, the charge, made at the end of the 
Lansd. MS. that he 'appered to haue noe skill att all 
ytheer-Tn the old or newe Testament, there appeared 
noe manner of learninge in him', cuts both ways. See 
SP 12/13/78 for a further notice of Alfield, involving 
Row an e the prynter in Smythefild', perhaps Rowland 
Jenks. 
2. A refutation of sundr rehensions, cauils, and false sle .ý tes; 
ý, 
_, 
ý iäh 1. Ahrea er 
llabouretfi 
to deface 
ateT IET anla. on an_ C_ aýe annoT-aons o ' ieNew es amen ,. 3. DE -another occasion, a Catholic claimed to be delivering 
books from William to John Rainolds the Puritan, 
SP 12/15? /68. 
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Barber, on the other hand, received 'a tronke... to be 
conveyed to Gloucester'. He opened it '& saw therin 
one booke agayRst the Execucion and shutt the Tronke 
agayne and carried it himselfe to one Joyners howse and 
so it was sent (as he thinkethe) to Gloucester'. His 
story now becomes a little confused, for he goes on to 
say 'that his wyffe opened the Chest as she wrytes and 
and conveyed the bookes into a Privye'. From the privy 
they were retrieved by Dr. John Underhill, Vicechancellor 
of the University, who conducted the examination, '& 
after burned in the open strete'. 'The sayd examynate 
saythe that he knowethe not whear his wiffe lyethe or 
remaynethe'. 
1 
Still the books continued to come in, often to find 
their way into non-Catholic hands. Indeed, most persons 
who possessed a 'library' would seem to have possessed 
some Catholic books, however obtained. 
2 
1. S 12Z179,0_69 1 May 1585, printed C. R. S. Vi1908,108-9. 
See pages or a fubther notice of Raino ds, not printed 
in C. R S. V 
2. See MM.. S . Clare Byrne and G. S. Thomson, "My Lord's Books": 
The Library of Francis, 2nd Earl of Bedford, in 15841, 
Review of lish Studies, VII, 1931,385m405; J. E. 
or mer, ' e Library Catalogue of Anthony Higgin, 
Dean of Ripon (1608-1624)' Procs. of Leeds Philosophical 
and Literar Soc. X, June I9- ep. i9b . In this latter, Two es an , am 
; 
atholie authors seem to be fairly 
evenly matehed': a copy of Sander's De lustificatione was 
given to Dean Higgin by a Henry Conga e, w o, as Mortimer 
says, may be the convert son of Sir Philip Constable of 
Everingham. Bodl. Wood MS. D. 10 lists the books bequeathed 
by John Raino cs: they include works by Baronius, 
Stapleton and More, and a Vita Francisci Xaueri . John 
Stow, although not a recusant, got--into trouble for the 
.... 0. 
ýýI 
But before turning to the non-Catholic owners, tt 
will be as well to give a few further examples from the 
Catholic side. When several priests, including William 
Hartley, Campion's distributor, were caught saying Mass 
in the Marshalsea, 'theyr supersticieux stuff theyr 
abominable relikes and vile bookes' were taken away. 
' it 
is not improbable that a fuller search would shew that 
the prisons provided some of the best Catholic libraries 
of the day. 
2 John Barber might seem a timorous man from 
the account given above, but in December 1586 he was again 
found to have a good supply of Catholic books, despite 
his experience of the previous year. 
3 A little earlier 
in the same year, 1586, John Croke sent up to the Privy 
Council a list of the books found in the Brone household 
. -.... possession of 
Catholic books in 1569, B. r1. Lansd. MS. 11 
arts. 2,3,4. It was held that their possession declared 
him to be 'a great fautor of papistrye', though even 
in 1569 it was accepted that an antiquary might need 
to possess certain 'old phantasticall popishe bokes'. 
1. SP 12 12,24 August 1582. The congregations 
include oan Watts and John Jacob. 
2. SP 12/18/9 gives a full list of books found in 
Winchester gaol, including two copies of Allen's 
treatise on Purgatory. In 1615 the Wisbech gaoler 
wrote that the priests in his charge 'think themselues 
greatlie wronged to haue theirs bookes taken from them': 
by that date, however, such books were 'to be brought 
in Paules Churche yard', BO. d1.. Ashm. MS. 826, f. 219. 
3. SP 12/122/77. It is possible , 
however at the list 
refers a to the previous year and the Alf ield 
affair: no details of any further search are given. 
(- si b 
'and twelve of the worst of them and most portable'. 
' 
The list, 
2 headed 'The Catalogue of the supersticious 
books and reliquies founds in the lodgeinge and 
Studie of George Brome and in the lodgeinge of 
Elizabeth and Briget Brome sisters to the said 
George and lodged in Borstall house... ', opens with 
Persons' Brief Discours and includes the Decem 
Rat iones, 'Sir Tho: Mores Vtopia and other his 
woorks', 
3 St. Peter Canisius' catechism and a 'booke 
written in Italian verse, de Inferno Purgatorio 
at Paradiso'. 
Hugh Davies was not the first minister to be 
lent Catholic books: George Eliot, reporting on 
the activities of Payne and others, records that 
two books by Campion and Persons reached the 
household of Thomas Roper in Kent and that one or 
both of them were lent to the vicar of Orpington. 
k 
By far the largest collection of the period was 
the Bodleian Library, where the range of Catholic books 
1. SP 12/192/5k, 28 August 1586. See pages 141; -e. for au account of this episode. 
2. B. M. Lansd. MS. 0, art. 76. 
3. TE volume a once belonged to Nicholas 
Roscarrock and Brome had it of Henry Ferrers. 
4. B. M. Lansdd. MS. 3, f. 148v. 
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and manuscripts, even in Jbs earliest years, was astounding, 
When Edmund Campion had written his Decem Rationes, 
Persons entrusted the manuscript to Thom,, is Fitzherbert, 
a layman who had access to certain London libraries, to 
check Campion's ref erences1'which without any doubt would 
be carefully examined by the adversaries'. 
2 It is not 
at all improbable that in similar circumstances thirty 
or forty years later, such references would have been 
checked in the Bodleian. And yet the Bodleian, as its 
modern historian G. w. wheeler insists, was 'designed from 
the first as a bulwark of extreme Protestantism'. 
3 
The statement is not false, but it does not tell 
the whole story: there was a Catholic contribution to 
the foundation of the Bodleian. 
4 Indeed, Wheeler and 
other writers on the subject have supplied all the 
evidence needed to estimate and describe this 
contribution,; -: in that they have faithfully listed the 
early donors of money and books; but they have not 
.. R. Simpson, Edmund Camýn, 1867, p. 200. 
2. C-n. h. Iv, 19O7,17. 
3. . ww. Wheeler, The Earliest Catalogues of the 
Bodleian Library, '28 p_-_57. 
4. Par owso lows has been incorporated in a 
short article, 'Catholics and Bodley', submitted 
to and accepted by the Bodleian_ Library Record, 
but not yet printed. 
ý ý4 
singled out in any way the names of the Catholic donors. 
1 
But before doing so here, it would be as well to 
consider the more generally accepted part of the story. 
Although Thomas Bodley would probably himself have 
subscribed to Wheeler's view of his aims, 
2 it was his 
first Librarian, Thomas James of New College, who mainly 
set the stamp of militant Protestantism on the Library. 
James 'was borne of Honest and Religious Parents, that 
are (I hope) now blessed Saints in Heauen, sometimes 
glorious Confessors here vpon eatth, and exiles for 
Religion', 
3 
and had at an early age 'become convinced that 
Roman Catholicism was an enemy to be attacked with all 
the arms he could bring against it'. 4 He was one of the 
1. Wheeler's invaluable editions of Bodleian letters 
are simply annotated and the above remarks imply no 
criticism of him for not performing a task that lay outside his intentions. 
2. On 22 July 1601 he wrote to Thomas James, 'Ny hope 
was and is that the greatest part of our Protestant 
writers will be giuen: but whether they be or no, 
they shall all be had, before the place be 
frequented', G. W. Wheeler, Letters of Sir Thomas 
Bodley to Thomas James , 192 , p. . 
t'ost of"Bodley's 
Ieters-fiave been ca ed for the first time by Wheeler). 
Hearne once elaime d that this meant the Library 
was otherwise ill-stocked T. Hearne, Remarks and 
Collections (O. H. S. L, 19073 VIII9262. "-" 
3. T. JaM_, _ n Ex lanation or Enlarging of the ten 
Articles 
We 
u Citation of Doctor I ma es 
ex__b edro e_ e` o ,n lanc , 
35, 
PP" 32-35. o eY s parent were also ar an exiles. 
4. G. W. Wheeler, 'Thomas James, Theologian and Bodley's 
Librarian', Bodleian Quarterly Re cord, zV, 1923-5,92. 
is 
foremost controversial writers of his time 
1 
and had 
particuarly devoted himself to the purging of the 
Fathers from Catholic corruptions, 'to place them pure 
in our hands, not purged per Indices expositorios, as 
the Papists vse them, but the chaffe seperated from 
the wheat, and that they shall not have those books 
fathered vppon them which they never begatt... '2 In 
this he had naturally much support and encouragement, as 
the Letters shew, but never enough: Sir Thomas Bodley in 
particular made it clear that, excellent though James' pro- 
ject might be, the Library must come first. He even doubted the 
1. For example, James seems to have had an influence on 
Henry Yaxley who gave his reasons for leaving the 
Roman Catholic Church in Morbus et Antidotus, 1630, 
and who thrice cites James recTIy= a short 
work, pp. 21,30; he also cites Richard Sheldon and Theophilus Higgons, p. 4. 
2. Thomas Aiseley to Thomas James, 11 November 1607. 
G. W. Wheeler, Letters addressed to Thomas James 
First 
ýKee 
Keeper of o eis Li rar , 1ý5. James 
himself rarely se pen to paper without touching 
on the subject: he had been particularly incensed 
by certain examples of censored books, mainly from 
the library of the Bishop of Faro, which he 
said had been 'brought together by Gods especiall 
prouidence, into the Publi ue Librarie of Oxford' 
Treatise of the Corruption of Sc ripture, oZu cell, 
a'nd Fathe e eTats-pa" e 
s, 
and ars 't e lurch of ome , for ma n3 
penance 37 Poo ery ändirreliýön-, T6iT', ppt. J7, p. .e bishop said they a een rought by pirates - or rather, since he does not seem to have known their final 
destination, that they had been taken from him by 
pirates, 'piratae non minus ab humanitate quam a 
religione abhorrentes'. See Bodleian Quarterly 
Re cord, III, 1920-2,239-241. 
ý ýF 
efficacy of that part of the work which James managed 
to produce, 
1 
writing on 30 October 1610, 'you should 
haue produced some two or three examples, to shewe that 
some of those corruptions, are in pointes of moment, 
or in mater of controuersie: which is onely auerred, & 
not confirmed'. 
2 In some ways a reluctant librarian, 
James was still a great one: he was, for example, 'a 
pioneer in the art of cataloguing'3 and it was he who 
suggested the famous agreement with the Stationers 
Company. 
4 
Moreover James did not confine himself to weak paper- 
shots, experience having taught him to use stronger 
1. There is a list of James' published works in 
Bodleian Quarterly Record, IV, 1923-5,138-141. 
Information concerning James is, of course, scattered 
throughout this periodical and its continuation, 
Bodleian Library Record: on this subject see 
especially 1ý. er, ", Thomas James' Collation of 
Gregory, Cyprian, and Ambrose', Bodleian Library 
Record, IV, 1952-3,16-29. 
2. G. W. Wbeeler, Letters of Sir Thomas odley to 
Thomas James, 19267. 
3. feeler, The Earliest Catalo ues of the Bodleian 
Library, 1928, p. j. - His prin e catalogue OF-1505 
wase first general catalogue of any European 
public library', G. W. Wheeler, op. cit., p. 34. Although 
no doubt James deserves all possl51e praise for this 
achievement, it should be remembered that there 
was only one other public library in Europe: see 
W. D. Maeray, Annals of the Bodleian Library 2nd ed., 
1890, p"58, n. l. s 
4. W. D. Macray, op. cit., p. 40. 
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weapons .1 Three letters addressed to him by John 
Doyley, alocal J. P., shew that he was an active 
persecutor as well as a controversialist: the 
third letter, dated 14 September 1612, runs: 
'Good Mr James, the great care & paines that you 
take in furthering vs in this great service of his 
Maiestie, wee the Justices of Peace are much 
beholding to you for: and I doubt not but in conuenient 
time those of greater authoritie, being now assembled 
together at London, will condescend to ioyne you in 
authoritie with vs for the finding out of these 
Jesuits & Seminaries, Enemies to the State and 
perverters of his Maiesties subiects. For searching of 
those places which in your note you mentioned, I 
will take a convenient time very shortly, & will send you 
words 
1. T. James, An Ex lanation or Enlarging, 1625, p. 33. 
'this wea c%-paper-s of ofours'mmay overthrow 
'the Man of sin, that Antichrist'; previous 
publications have made a breach and drawn 
blood 'but I shall re-enforce the battell ere 
it be long; experience kath taught me to vse 
stronger weapons. ' 
6 ýT, ss 
beforehandfor your good companie... '1 His impact ought 
to have been considerable: he was a very busy man and 
he had a stentorian voice. 
2 
In the respublica litterarum neither Sir Thomas 
Bodley nor Thomas James could have been nor would have 
wished to be so concerned about a run's religion: Sir 
Thomas, I feel sure, would willingly have accepted 
signed copies of his works from Bellarmine himself, and 
would have been prepared to write a dozen letters to 
remind the Cardinal if the volumes had been slow to 
arrive. He had given as the third of his four qualifications 
1. G. W. Wheeler, Letters addressed to Thomas James..., 
1933, P. 30. Compare the dedice. tIontoo the judges and 
J. P. s of Oxfordshire of James' The Iesuits 
Downefall, 1612. Earlier, in a le er July 
written to Lord Ellesmere, Thomas Chamberlayrne had 
suggested that Jame. s could be useful 'for that hee 
knouieth how to discover the Jesuites and preistes 
lying and lurking within the said cittie', C. x. S. 
LXIII, 196 , 208-9. This drive against recusants 
produced, one may supLLos e, the list which is now 
Trinity Colle ;e, Cambridge. 1M18. R. . 14, art . 6. It is by 
far the most exhaustive list; o Catholic gentry that 
we possess for Oxfordshire, including several persons 
who do not appear elsewhere in such records, and it iricy 
be that Jaiaes, a fanatic who was not connected with 
the Oxfordshire Catholic gentry by any ties of blood 
or friendship, is responsible for their inclusion: 
certainly he would not have deserved to be made a 
J. P. had he proferred no more than a list of half 
a dozen Oxford citizens and Oxfordshire yeomen. On 
7 May 1614, John King, Bishop of London thanked him 
'for the large informations which I have receaved from 
you' and promised to send a pursuivant, G. W. Wheeler, 
o . cit., p. 40. It is unfortunate that we do not possess 
et er side of the correspondences of which 
Wheeler has been able to publish one side only. 
2. Bodleian i uarterly Re_ cord, VI, 1929-31,12. He rnay, then, 
have originated the tradition that librarians should 
be the noisiest occupants of their libraries. 
Ciq 
when setting up his staff at the Library door in Oxford, 
that he had 'very great store of honourable friends to 
further the designe. 
1 But whatever his definition of 
a friend might have been at that time, it soon came to 
be anyone who possessed books (in print or manuscript) 
or money and who was prepared to donate some part or all 
to the refounded Library: for one thing, there was no 
religious test. Many people who had no personal link 
with Bodley were prepared to make such donations: as 
Dudley Carleton put it, writing to John Chamberlain on 
6 March 1598, 'the matter is generally approved here 
in the shire, and every man bethinks himself how by 
some good book or other he may be written in the scroll 
of the benefactors. My cousin Dormer would have been 
reckoned among the first, but his wife dissuaded him, 
and told him it would be ascribed to some planet which 
possessed all men with a sudden humour'. 
2 
Bodley in his letters to the University, 3 gives a 
number of lists of donors, and in the first such list 
4 
1. The Life of Sir Thomas Bod1e written by himself, 
priv. ptt . 
T$9W, p. ho 
2. C. S. P. D. 1598-160'1 , p. 35. 3. G. W. Wheeler, Letters of Si Thomas Bodley to the 
University o Ox ord", -T 1E11,1927 " 4. r-w-wheeler, op. c., PP "-. 
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the third name is that of Viscount Montague who gave 
'three score and six costly volumes in folio all bought 
of set purpose and fayrly bound with his Armes (and) 
who hath also an intent to augment his gift'. The 
next name is that of John, 6th Baron Lumley, who from 
1559 till his death in 1609 was High Steward of the 
University of Oxford. Lumley's father had been executed 
after a Catholic rising, and he himself had spent 
four years in the Tower, 1569-73, 'but he was never 
convicted as a recusant'. Dean (later Bishop) William 
James of Durham, who was a kinsman of Thomas James, 
claimed kinship with the Lumley family, 
2 
which may 
have helped Bodley's Librarian to bear the sight of his 
gift of forty volumes; it may also have helped that 
three of them had formerly belonged to Cranmer. 
3 Of the 
1. G. E. C. 
2. D. N. B. under Lumely. King James' comment was, 'I na ken Adam's name wes Lumley'. Stone reads 
this differently, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 
1 8-l641,1965, p. 2 
3. acray, op. cit., p. 20, n. 2. Lumley was a great 
collector a'n E F3 inherited the books of his 
father-in-law, Lord Arundel. The Cranmer volumes 
came to Lumley from Arundel; see Bodleian Library 
Record, I, 1938-41,58. Note also that en 
op ey described on the same page was a Catholic, 
though the description rather suggests he was not. 
Godley may have hoped to inherit part or all of 
this collection, - (G. W. Wheeler, Letters of Sir 
Thomas ýBodle to Thomas James, 1926, pp. 2-22 but 
passed by p_urc F se to -royal family (and 
so to the British Museum). 
C-- `1 1 
two other peers in this list, Essex and Hunsdon, the 
first later laid himself open to the charge of being a 
Catholic sympathiser 
I 
and the second, though a 
Protestant, yet included in his gift of 100 volumes one 
that had formerly been in the possession of Nicholas 
Rosearrock. 
In the next list2appears Mr. Georre Shirley of 
Astwell, ? orthants. who gave £40. Mr. Shirley (created a 
baronet in 1611) was what one might call a strong 
Church papist: one uncle of his had attended the English 
College, Rome, an aunt was a nun in the convent of St. 
", Ionica's, Louvain; both his wives were Catholic and he 
himself, after a somewhat uncertain life, died a 
Catholic (27 April 1628), naming in his will, in various 
capacities, Francis Plowden, John Talbot of Grafton, 
Lady Arundel the widow of Philip Howard, Richard Fermor, 
Benet Winchcombe, Lord William Howard, etc. On the same 
3 
1. 'For indeed your Religion appears by Blount, Davies 
& Tresham, your chiefest COunsellors for the present; 
and by your promising Liberty of Conscience here- 
after'. Sir Robert Cecil to Essex, Bodl. Tanner M8.76, 
f-73- 
2. G. W. Wheeler, og. it., pp"9-10. 
3. E. P. Shirley, Stemmata Shirleiana, 2nd ed., 1873, pp. 83- 
101. He was Sheri o or ans . in 1603: both Richard Fermor and Benet or Benedict Winchcombe who 
were his 'cousins', were Catholics and Sheriffs of 
Oxfordshire. 
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list are Robert Chamberlayne of Sherborne, Oxon. whose 
£40 was given posthumously, and who was certainly of a 
strongly Catholic family; and Lady Fermor, wife of Sir 
George Fermor, of the Northamptonshire branch of that 
family, which, while less Catholic than the Oxfordshire 
branch, was not free from suspicion. 
In the next list, of contributors between the two 
Acts of 1602 and 1603,1 we find Sir Richard Fermor of 
Somerton who gave 'II volumes of which the greatest 
part are in fo. and manuscriptes'. Sir Richard's original 
offer, made through 'Mr Tho. Cornwallis of the Court', 
had seemed to suggest more, 
'fie bath a cart-loade of bookes, of which you may 
make your choice which he will cause to be newe bound at 
Oxon. '2 Later Bodley described his promise as '50 good 
volumes'. 
3 Bodley earned every one that he managed to 
procure, 
' for Sir Richard's books appear in no less than 
1. G. W. Wheeler, op. cit., pp. 16-17. 
2. G. r. Wheeler, Le rs of Sir Thomas Bodleý to Thomas 
Ja, 1926 p. and p. -38. "J'ames was ovisi: E 73-35-F `Eon 
to do the choosing. Sir Richard appears on the 1612 
list as a non-communicant with a recusant wife. 
Thomas Cornwallis gave £4 and his name, too, has at 
least Catholic associations. 
3. G. w. Wheeler, o. cit., p. 42.. 
4. See SC-2233,222 2317,2370,2482,2491,36444. They 
range from an anonymous summa,, through 240 epigrams of 
Martial, to a Latin abbreviation of a medical work 
by Muhammed ibn Zakariyya al-Razi. Wood also has a 
reference to another Fermor manuscript: see Ath. Ox. 
1,674. 
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nine of his letters. A letter of Robert Plot's may 
throw light upon the fate of these volumes which 
escaped Bodley's grasp: 
'I found in Mr Farmers House at Sommerton 
betwixt the cieling of an upper room and the slats 
(where they had been hid ever since the late civil 
war) a good number of MSS. (most of them folios)' 
with Henry Chichele's name 'which whether they 
antiently belonged to All Souls College, or not, is 
not certaine I rather believe they might be the books 
of the dissolved College of Higham Ferrars... '1 
Besides these, there are other names upon the 
lists or mentioned by Bodley in his letters to James 
which while not all of recusants or suspects do not 
sit well to the conception of the Library as a 
militantly Protestant institution: as, Northumberland, 
Abergavenny, Paget, Scudamore, 
2 Fortescue, Oglethorpe, Burdet, 3 
1. Bodl. Rawl. MS. D 42, f. 52,2 August 1694. 
2. PhiIipScu amore 0.50 vols. G. W. Wheeler, Letters 
of Sir Thomas Bodley to the University, 19 , p. . If Ms Philp be the ' Sirr Philip' , cousin to 
Sir John Scudamore of Holme Lacy, mentioned by 
Bodley in two letters to Sir John, then the 50 
volumes may help to explain the somewhat genial 
tone of those letters. H. R. Trevor-Roper, 'Five 
Letters of Sir Thomas Bodley', Bodleian Libra 
Record, 1111941-9,134-9. Sir John wamse a 
onor; and also a friend of Thomas Allen: see 
J. Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. by O. L. Dick, 1949, p. 5" 
3. See pages 189- 90. 
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Braybrook, Roper, Danvers and Windsor. There is the 
University's Chancellor, Lord Buckhurst (later Earl of 
Dorset) who is supposed to have died a Catholic. And 
there are Thomas Allen and John Case. Allen was on '- 
the committee deputed to consider how best Bodley's 
offer might be carried out and there is a reference in 
1 
Bodley's letters to him as a collaborator with James. 
He donated 20 manuscripts and srme books. 
2 Most important 
of all, by leaving his collection to his pupil Sir 
Kenelm Digby, be made possible the largest Catholic 
donation - though by no means all Sir Kenelm's 
collection (1634) came from Allen. 
3 
Lastly, there was Bodley's employment of the Icheine 
man' of Ralph Sheldon, 
4 
one John Smith. 
5 Sheldon 
also gave £50 towards the extension of the Library that 
was begun in 1610.6 He is probably the most obviously 
'Forgette not in any wise, to ioine with Mr Allen, in 
selecting those bookes of Worcester Lib. as will be for 
our turne'. G. W. Wheeler, Letters of Sir Thomas Bodle o 
Thomas dames, 1926, p. 31. 
2. Macry, op . cIt., p. 23. 
3. Sir KenelmT s name is now inscribed on a plaque outside 
the Duke Humphrey Library. To reach the Library, one 
must pass by a bust of Bodley donated by Dorset. See 
pages 3 for an account of Digby. 
4. G. W. Wheeler, 232. cit., p. 17.26 August 1601. 
5. G. W. Wheeler, o . cit'., p. 43; see also pp. 47,133,138. 
6. Macray, op. ci, p 7, n. 1. See also Wood, Annals, II, 936. 
What makes such generosity even more surprising is 
that Sheldon died three years later (30 March 1613) a 
relatively poor man, see E. A.. L. Barnard, The Sheldons, 
1936, P"39. 
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Catholic of all the Bodleian contributors (for 
Montague's Catholicism was covered by his peerage), one 
of the relatively small number who. seem to crop up 
in every plot and every prison in the last two decades 
of the sixteenth century. And yet he is almost a 
collaborator of Bodley's. 
The content of the Library also needs some 
description, but this is difficult to express in a 
brief compass and impossible to analyse properly in 
terms of 'party content'. As a Protestant arsenal, it 
was important that it should contain large quantities 
of Catholic books, for one cannot attack a position 
without knowing what it is: Bellarmine and Baronius, 
for example, were essential. Thus the mere presence 
of Catholic books has no particular relevance to our 
enquiry, though it is important to remember that this 
great Protestant Library was also a great Catholic 
Library. However, there are two headings under which 
we do need to glance at the content of the Library: 
the nature of the more esoteric Catholic works, and 
the provenence of some of them, 
James, writing in 1611, boasted that already the 
Library possessed 'The best booker that can be gotten 
in the Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriack, Arabique, Aethiopian, 
614 
Persian, 
1 Tartar, Armenian, Mexico, Ohina, Loegrien, 
Brasile, Nalauar-Tamul, Latine, French, Spanish, Italian, 
Sicilian, Greek, Noscouian, Sclauoni. an, Bohemian, 
polonian, High-dutch, Lowe-dutch, Vn-dutch, Saxon, 
Danish, English, Scotish, Welch, & c. languages ... by 
Protestants or Papists, or anie other!. 
2 Which seems 
the simplest way of shewing that nothing 
3 
was barred 
from the shelves: so far as language problems were 
concerned Bodley made 'no doubt but in processe of time, 
by the extraordinarie diligence of some one or other 
student they may bee readily vnderstoode, and some speciall 
vse made of theire kinde of leerninge in those partes 
of the worlde'. 
4 Thus part at least of the money donated 
by Northumberland and Sir Charles Danvers was used to 
buy Chinese books. In 1615 the Library acquired a 
Jesuit catechism in Tupi or Guarani, the language, it 
seems, of the Brazilian Indians. More startling, 
5 
1. In 1611 Bodley wrote that certain of the Persian works 
had been translated (or at least described) by the 
Secretary to Sir Robert Shirley, the Persian Ambassador. 
G. W. Wheeler, LetterE- of Sir Thomas Bodle to the University 
of Oxford, l59 -loll, -19'27 p. 21. Sir Vo erT-(T 
knig ood was Imperial not English) was a Catholic. For 
a sketch of his career and that of his brothers Sir 
Thomas and Sir Anthony, see E. P. Shirley, The Shirie 
Brothers, 1848: they range through IrelanT., t e Indies, 
ers a, ssia, France, Italy, Bohemia, Morocco, Spain, India, 
Portugal - and Berkshire. 
2. T. James, A Treatise of the Corruption of Scri ture, 1611!, 
pt. V, p. 1?: t ee list ol na `uages Is a marginal note. 
3. Nothing erudite that is: Sir Thomas Bodley, like the 
Third Fellow in the Three Pigeons, couldn't abide 
anything low. 
4. G. W. WheelRr, op. cit., p. 21. 
5. Bodes Que-MYT-y Record, I II , 1920-2,27 . Now M . Godley 61 
69-7 
though less esoteric, in 1624 Richard Brown, Fellow of 
Merton, presented a Spanish poem on Edmund Campion and 
his fellow-martyrs, written by a missionary in the 
P=hilippines, Francisco de Herrera. 
1 It is true that the 
atmosphere was calmer in 1624, but what would Stephen 
Vallenger have thought of this, for he was severely 
punished in 1582 for printing just such a poem ? Indeed, 
the first recorded manuscript acquired by Bodley was a 
modern (1591) Catholic life of St. John the Baptist, 
presented by Essex in 1600 and presumably part of the 
spoils of the Cadiz voyage. 
2 
Then there are gifts of interesting provenance, such 
as a manuscript Book of Hours that had once belonged to 
Queen Mary, which the donor gave (1615) 'not for the 
religion it contains, but for the pictures and former 
royall owners' sake. '3 Sir John Fortescue gave 
(1601) 
a manuscript which had, 'according to a tradition which 
goes back to Archbishop Usher', once belonged to Cardinal 
1. Now MS. Bodley 513 (SC 2183). 
2. Essex, incide_nt'ally, was not the only source of such 
pirated books: James bought a Bible 'of a Souldier, that 
was at the sacking of Cales, whose bootie was bookes', 
T. James, 2p. cit., pt. III, p 28. 
3 . w. D, Macray, op. cam: 
", PP " 52-53. 
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Pole; and Sir John's brother Sir Anthony had been 
comptroller of the Cardinal's household. 
1A 
more 
intimate Fortescue manuscript, in the handwriting of 
the martyr Sir Adrian, passed through Sir Kenelm 
Digby's hands to the Bodleian, Sir i<enelm being a friend 
2 
of the Catholic grand-children of sir Adrian. The 
kinsman of another Catholic martyr gave that martyr's 
works, to Bodley's great satisfaction: 'Sir, I sent 
in this last collection of bockes Sir Tho. roores Workes 
of the gifte of Sir William Roper, whose booke ,I had 
rather keepe, then that which you had before, because 
be was of his kindred'. 
3 But the most intere9ting 
Catholic work in the Library is the copy of Gregory 
Martin's A Treatise of Schism 
4 that 'was fovnd. e at 
Wm Cartirs in his hovse at the Tower hill with the 
J. Now MS Auct. E 1.16 (SC 2877). gee The Bodleian Library 
in tie Seven een Century, Guide to an Exhibition held 
Türen the Fes val tain, 19 f, p"3 This 
0o et cToes nom poiET ou iat Sir Anthony, who 
married a Pole, was, unlike his brother, a Catholic. 
2. Clermont, A 
_H_istory of 
the Family of Fortescue in all 
its branches, 2nd ed.; pp. -S. Te manuscript 
t 
. 199 
includes the copy of the earlier Sir John 
Fortescue's On the Difference between Absolute and 
Limited Monarch y tba was firs pr n ed in 71 , and 
also such proverbs as 'A King sekant treason, shall 
fynde it in his land' and 'Obey well the good kirke, 
and thow shall fare the better'. 
3. G. W. Wheeler, Letters of Sir Thomas Bodley to Thomas 
James, 1926, p. . June 160 . 
`- 
4. Press Mark: Th. 8C95. Carter 'confessed he hathe 
printed of theis bookes 1250'. The manuscript notes 
quoted here are in Topcliffe's hand. 
6479 
Origenall Coppy sent from Rhemes allowed vnder doctor 
Alleins ovne hand nayme subscribed thus: hic tractatus 
est plane catholicus... Willm Allanus : against the 
Judith passage is written, 'A Tratoriis meaning of ye 
Auctor, & prynter, to gentil women catholicke, to becum 
like Jvdeth... ' Carter was executed on 11 January 1584.1 
In the appendix to his article on James' collation 
of Gregory, Cyprian and Ambrose, 
2 
N. R. Ker has listed the 
manuscripts used by James: setting aside those given 
by Thomas Allen, there is one that was probably one of 
Sir Richard Fermor's eleven volumes3 and another4 given 
to the Bodleian in 1610 by one Jane Owen. It is not the 
most distinctive of names, but there was a Jane Owen 
of Godstow who as a member of a family that had obtained 
monastic lands might well have owned such manuscripts, 
which might come to her hands rather than to those of 
any male member of the family because she had written 
1. The original cause of his arrest in July 1582 seems 
to have been the possession of 'bookes, Copes, 
vestments, crosse, chaleses' etc. which, according to 
his wife, were the property of Lord Lumley, C. R. S. 
V, 1908930- 
2. Bodleian Library Record, IV, 1952-3,16-30. Ker writes 
amens harping ac nauseam on the faults of the 
Papist editions oT tea ers is, no doubt, a bore' 
(p. 23). 
3. MS. Bodley 534 (SC 2252). This manuscript fits 
e description of one given by Sir Richard, 
otherwise unknown. 
4. MS. Bodle210 (SC 2037 and not, as the article has it, 263y), a 12th century copy of treatises and letters 
of Cyprian. Jane Owen also gave a 15th century copy 
of Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, MS. Auct. F. 1.1 (SC 3045). 
Teo 
a book. If it be she, the inscription, in the volume 
'D. D. Jana Owena Bibliotheca Publicae Oxoniensi amoris 
ergo 1610,280 Apr. ', is interesting. James, as we have 
seen, devoted himself to proving that the Catholics 
corrupted the text of the Fathers, concealing the truth. 
One cannot help feeling that he might have made some 
recognition of the willingness of certain English 
Catholics to help him to establish the true text: it is 
a pity also that the modern writers have not noticed and 
corrected his ommission. 
This is especially so in that the post-Reformation 
Catholic contributors to the college libraries have been 
dealt with. ',; - N. R. Ker in three lectures published in the 
Bodleian Library Record 
1 
gives some very interestinf 
details. Not very surprisingly, in view of the religious 
conservatism of the University, he notes that the college 
libraries were slow to acquire Protestant books; 
2 
and 
Catholics, such as Bishop Pole (d. 1568; gift to All 
1. N. x. Ker, 'Oxford College Libraries in the Sixteenth 
Century' (Sanders Lectures in Bibliography delivered at 
Cambridge), Bodleian Library Record, VI, 1957-61,497- 
515; see Lecture IIT. 
2. 'Andrew Kingsmill of All Souls was, no doubt one of 
those members of the University who thought 
It 
scandalous that twenty years after the accession of 
Elizabeth one could go into some college libraries in 
Oxford and find no evidence that the reformation 
had occured or that England was a Protest9. nt country', N. R. 
Ker, 2p. cit., p. 501. 
'7oi 
Souls received 1575). Thomas 71'aynell (1563-4) and 
William Marshall (1583), 
1 helped by their gifts, often 
made in their wills, to maintain this state of afjhirs. 
One Catholic made a magnificent present during his 
lifetime to St. John's College: this was 190 volumes 
riven in 1598 and succeeding years by Sir Thomas Tresham. 
Ker gives a full account, printing the letter, 
addressed to Dr. John Case (also a Catholic), in which 
Tresham offered to purchase books. Though Tresham was 
careful to say 'My meaning in no wyse is to glue any 
bookes that may proue offensiue for me in geving or for 
yee in receauing', he promised not only the Fathers, 
but also more obviously Catholic works, including 
Aquinas, Baronius and Suarez. All this was 'not 
geuen forthe of my plentye, but rather as the widdowes 
mite', for Sir Thomas had not escaped the financial 
and other penalties for his faith, and indeed was in 
and out of prison at this very time. 
2 That such a 
man should have been prepared to make such a present to 
1. Some of Marshall's manuscripts passed to Allen 
and so to Digby and the Bodleian. 
2. Though not always as a recusant: see G. Anstruther, 
Vaux of Haarrowden, 1953, p"233" For a study of his 
nances see N. E. Finch, 'The Wealth of Five Northampton- 
shire Families 1540-1640', Northam tonshire Record 
Society Publications, XIX, 19 6. Dr does not 
 meention the donation to St. John's. 
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an Anglican institution at this date is really rather 
astonishing. Part of the explanation probably lies in 
the feeling shared by many Catholics that England would 
soon return to the Catholic faith, and that the colleges 
and churches would again be theirs. Before the accession 
of James (whom Tresham proclaimed at Northampton), the 
feeling was very strong: and it lingered on throughout 
the 17th century. One famous illustration is the passage 
in which the monks of St. Gregory's, Douai promise to 
requite their benefactor Abbot Caverel, 
'And whemas, finally, they offer in their own name 
and that of the English Congregation that, when the 
Catholic faith is brought back to England and the 
monasteries are restored, they will receive in the 
University of Oxford, or elsewhere, those of our religious 
whom we or our successors shall send to England, thus 
rendering us to the best of their power an answerable 
goad turn: considering the fluctuation of human affairs, 
we deem that this is not to be rejected. '1 
lioreover, even apart from this hope, it must be 
1. H. Connolly, 'Abbot Caverel's Foundation for St. 
Gregory's', Downside Reývie_w, LVI, 1938,209. 
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remembered that the recus: -: nts were not altogether a 
Bens lucifuga, however much later writers, both friendly 
and hostile, have loved to dwell on their exclusion 
from English life or their actual lack of Englishness. 
1 
Such a social gesture as Tresham's never became altogether 
impossible, and was quite natural in the century of 
Kenelm Digby and Henry Howard. Books are a special 
case, but recusants were also prepared, and indeed 
sometimes required as landowners, to make donations 
to parish churches. Leighton Fullan concludes an 
exaggerated version of the friendly relations obtaining 
in 17th century Oxfordshire, 'as late as 1660 Mr. 
Thomas Stonor, a recusant, presented a bell to the 
parish church of Watlington'. 
2 Ralph Sheldon in his 
will, written in 1612, saidthat he did 'proteste to 
live and by gods grace and assistance doe hope to die 
in the unitie of the Catholicke Church' but desired to 
be buried 'in the North Ile of the Church of Beoley 
1. See especially Newman's Second Spring sermon. It is 
the main thesis of M.. u. it. eys Catholics in En land: 
a social history (1961) that this view -of-re cu 
fiistoory is-falsee: 'Catholics remained an integral 
part of English society in all classes' (p. 212). 
2. L. Pullan, Religion since the Ref ormation, 1C23, p. 41. 
The Stonor-family also prö ie an examples of 
obligatory relations with a church: see E. J. 
Climenson, The History of Shiplake, Oxon., 1894, p. 230. 
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aforesaid lately erected and builded by me. 
" John 
Case left £5 to St. Mary Magdalen's to buy a pall; 
2 
Edmund Rainolds gave s to the chapel fund in 
Gloucester Hall. 
3 
The relations between scholars and book-lovers 
are generally suddiciently close to overcome a 
certain amount of sectarian or political difference: 
the don who regretted that a student should learn his 
mathematics from Clavius was surely an oddity. 
4 No 
doubt the 'moderate Catholics', as Wood calls them, 
who lingered on at the University until the 17th 
century, owed some part of their relative immunity to 
this fellowship of letters. The friendship between 
the Spanish Ambassador Gondomar, Sir Robert Cotton 
5 
and Isaac Casaubon, based upon a shared love of books, 
1. PCC 28 Capell. There are three Beoley bells with 
a Sheldon name inscribed, presumably, as donor, 
dated 1601,1622 and 1708: E. A. xs. Barnard, The 
She ons, 1936, p"85; see also p. 82 for an example of 
Protestant reciprocity. 
2. Wood, Annals, II, 269. 
3. C. H. Dniel and W. k. Barker, Worcester College, 1900, 
p. 110. 
4. J. Aubrey, Brief Lives, ed. O. L. Dick, 1949, p. lxxxvii. 
It was a Cam rige-7on. 
5. Bodleian Quarterly Re cord, IV, 1923-5,76" 
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was one reality that lay behind Thomas Scott's charge 
against Gondomar that he made it a principal part of 
his employment 'to, buy all the manuscripts & other 
ancient and rare Authours out of the hands of the 
Hereticques', that he had tried to obtain Casaubon's 
library, but was prevented by King James, and would try 
for Cotton's: 'Nor had the Vniversitie of Oxford so 
triumphed in their many manuscripts given by that famous 
Knight S. Thomas Bodly, if eyther I had been then imployed, 
or this course of mine then thought upon'. 
1 
Cotton did not confine his friendship to Catholics 
in the Ambassador's privileged position: he cooperated 
with Lord William Howard in the study of Roman 
antiquities 
2 
and was on such close terms with the 
Benedictine Augustine Baker, that the priest not only 
used his library but asked him in 1629 if he would send 
old books to the nuns at Cambrai 'either manuscript or 
6aCý.. g 
printed/in English, containing contemplation Saints 
lives or other devotions. '3 Hearne writes of Cotton, 'And 
indeed by this free and open Communication with Papists 
1. T. Scott, Vox Doovli or Newes from Spayne, 1620, un- 
paginated. 
2. H. Mirrlees, A 
, 
Pl in Amber, 1962, p. 84. Naturally 
Cotton had Cat holic k nsmen: his mother was a 
Shirley of Staunton Harold. 
3. See two articles by D. Rogers in Downside Peview, LVI 
and LVII, 1938-39; also C R. S. XXXIII, 1935,28Ö 'for a 
facsimile of the letter. 
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(as well as other learned men) which however was 
carried on with all imaginable Caution and Prudence, 
and without any Offence, he obtained many of those 
Lives of Sts. and other Legendary stories, which otherwise, 
in all probability, would not have been imp)6arted to him', 
There is a sentence in one of his books that 
suggests that Thomas James was himself capable of such 
relationships, for he writes that he now knows that 
the author of Grounds of Old Religion is one Nay, a 
priest, 'This I learned of a Popish Priest. '2 But the 
picture conjured up of James sitting, perhaps, in one 
of those Oxford public-houses kept by a Catholic, 
exchanging gossip about books with a Catholic priest 
is not likely to be a true one, and the priest mentioned 
is almost certainly Richard Sheldon, who conformed in 
1611. In his account of his conversion to Anglicanism, 
Sheldon alleges of one controversial point, 'This 
standeth recorded in Oxford, as M. Thomas James hatte 
affirmed vnto me very lately', 
3 
and there is a letter 
from him among those printed by Wheeler, dated 23 April 
1612, in which he says he may be in Oxford 'about the 
1. T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (O. H. S. XXXIV, 1897) 
IV, 208. 
2. T. James, A Treatise of the Corrvption of Scripture, 
1611, App-en xoe Rea. er. 
3. The Motives of Richard Sheldon Pr. f or his Just, 
voo'untary, , and free renouncing 
` comet on w th the 
ow- of R e, Pavl-7 e , an 
Fits 
, 
urc , 61. 
'(' '7 
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time of your Actes'. 
1 
If Sheldon did visit James, he no doubt also 
entered the Library. He would not have been the only 
17th century priest to do so. The Library may have 
been used quite openly by priests in the latter half of 
the century, unless the case of Franciscus a Sancta 
Clara is exceptional. James may have exercised a 
sterner guard, or the general atmosphere may have been 
unfavourable, but under his successor John Rowse, at 
least two priests are said to have used the Library: 
namely, Richard Broughton, whose name is entered 
in 1626 as 'a minister of God's word', and, the 
next year, John Barnes. 
2 
1. G. W. Wheeler, Letters addressed to Thomas James, 
1933, P. 53. In -a- later work Sermon reached at 
Pavles Crosse: laying open the Be st, and his 
Ma r s, 16 5) Shel on attacks e CatholTc refusal 
to read or allow the reading of Protestant books 
saying, '0n the contrary, Truth goeth on so confident 
(like a Lion) and couragious, in all Protestant 
States, or most of them; that welnigh an infinitie 
of Popish Authors are therein permitted; and yet, 
notwithstanding such an infinite libertie (which in )' a true sense may be called a toleration of Popery... 
few are converted by the reading of Catholic boo s 
(p. 44). Since such 'toleration' did not exist, the 
man who spoke of it was either ignorant, which does 
not seem possible, or a liar. It is, however, true 
that Sheldon had by then received severe and ironic 
provocation. See S. R. Gardiner, History of England 
from the Accession of James I to e wrethe 
vil War, -, I$ý 1$83 4b-r(Tiou-g7`it may' e TEat tee sermon printed in 1625 is the one of which 
Gardiner speaks)Desp-ite the connection, through 
James, with Oxford, Sheldon received a Cambridge 
honorary doctorate. 
2. See Wood, Ath. Ox. II, 500-1 for Barnes and Wood, 
Faýstii, 162971-p. 78 for Broughton. 
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Chapter XI 
An Aspect of the Life of Oxfordshire 
Catholics Abroad: Colonial Enterprise. 
There was never an English recusant Diaspora. 
Professor Trevor-Roper, commenting on the achievement 
of the Huguenots in France and in exile, has 
written 'Is there anything like it among the recusant 
exiles under our Queen Elizabeth? The question 
only has to be asked to be dismissed'. 
' But the 
question ought not to be asked at all. A relatively 
small number of Catholics went overseas and of these 
only a tiny handful can properly be described as 
exiles. The overwhelming majority had their 
attentions still firmly fixed on England: they 
would return when their education was completed or 
when they had been ordained or when English affairs 
were a little more calm. Perhaps the only 
complete exiles were the nuns and even they produced 
a Mary Ward. 
The main achievement of the recusants, therefore, 
their most striking contribution to English society 
and European history, was simply their survival, 
their very existence. They devoted their energies 
and talents to the conversion of England, not 
ý. FI. R. Trevor-Roper, Historical Es_ ays, 4th An ., 1963, 
pp. 229-230. 
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caring to carve out careers for themselves 
abroad. It is not enough to say of Robert South- 
well that 'had he chosen a less hazardous vocation, 
great tomes about him might have graced our 
library shelves'. It is also true that he could 
have exercised both his faith and his talent 
abroad. 
2 
Campion, who was at first to be indicted 
for performing priestly functions in Oxfordshire, 
had already begun a promting missionary career in 
Bohemia 
3 
when he was summoned to the English 
Mission. 
All priests spent some part of their lives 
abroad but most of them were confined to those 
little English enclaves, the seminaries. A few, 
however, like Campion, did play a larger role 
in the Church life of their host countries, 
1. B. Basset, The En lish Jesuits, 1967, p. 115. 
It does not follow ta wý e should have the 'great 
tomes': turning his back on England, he might well 
have written in Latin and not in either English or 
any Continental vernacular. Another exile, 
Elizabethan Weston, became to Czechs 'the star of 
our Latin poetry', J. Polisenaky; England and Bohemia 
in Shakespeare's Day' in Charles Univeý 
Shakes eare, edited by Z. on7, , p. . 3, `Me published pamphlets for the Catholic cause and 
was a clever propagator of the St. Wencelas cult', 
J. Polisensky, op. cit., p. 71. 
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and some, like Benet Fitch or Canfield, played 
a very large role. 
1 It is neither feasible nor 
proper in this context to attempt to hunt down 
and detail the career of every Oxfordshire Catholic 
who, denied preferment in England, found a 
temporary or permanent niche abroad. But not all 
need to be hunted down. William Gifford was 
at Oxford under the care first of John Bridgewater 
and then of George Etheridge. As he was a 
Catholic he could not proceed to a parsonage, 
a deanery or a bishopric in England. He went into 
exile and became, amongst other things, Chancellor 
of the University of Rheims and then in 1621 
Archbishop and Duke of Rheims, first Peer of France. 
Another bishop, George Chamberlayne, Bishop 
of Ypres, although born in Ghent, was heir to 
the family estate of Shirbourn in Oxfordshire. 
2 
The laity have a less impressive record - and 
it is probably the laity that Professor Trevor- 
Roper had in mind. To begin with, there were 
1. For Canfield see T. A. Birrell (ed. ), The Lives of 
W An e de ýJo Buseand Bonet Canfield, y-J. ßr4 s se , ; see also D7ownsJ4e Re x, 1951,323-332. 
2. See page Ills . 
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not very many of them: William of Orange could 
form five strong and very well officered regiments 
of Huguenots; Philip of Spain probably found 
his few English soldiers more of an embarrasinent - 
they were pensioners rather than effectives. 
1 
Moreover, few of the English exiles, at least 
in the Elizabethan and early Stuart period, seem 
to have thought of themselves as permanently exiled: 
the Elizabethans may have plotted and schemed to 
overthrow the l wlish regime, but they also 
devoted considerable attention to their efforts 
to retain a hold on their English estates and, 
in :: iany cases, to their efforts to obtain 
permission to return to England. Sir Francis 
Englefield and Sir Thomas Copley, 
2 both very 
prominent exiles, are typical in this respect 
and both managed to pass their estates, or a good 
1. Ireland, of course, did suffer a mass exodus and 
provided soldiers to many European states. It is 
with the Irish that Professor Trevor-Roper should 
have compared the Huguenot exiles. An O'Donnell 
governed the Netherlands; an O'Hi; gins liberated 
Chile; a MacMahon was victor of Magenta and second 
president of the Third Republic. There is very 
little of this in the English story, nor could 
there be. 
2. He wasknighted and created a baron by Henri III: 
neither title was officially recognised in England, 
but he was always styled Sir Thomas. See R. C. Christie, 
Letters of Sir Thomas Cople , l897, p. xxxii. 
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part of them, to their Catholic heirs. When 
an exile did settle abroad, resigning himself 
to a foreign career, there was usually some 
element besides Catholicism in his decision. 
This was the case with a man who was in many 
respects the greatest of all the early exiles, 
Sir Robert Dudley, Leicester's son, who 
settled in Tuscany in 1607. 
Leicester had been Chancellor of Oxford 
University and died at Cornbury on 4 September 
1588. He could not leave his royal office there to 
Robert but he did leave him what he described 
as his house and manor of Langley with his lease 
of Witney. Leicester, indeed, left most of his 
estate to his allegedly base son, including 
Kenilworth and the lordships of Denbigh and Chirk, 
though with a few exceptions he was only to come 
into possession after the death of his stepmother 
Lettice Knollys or his uncle the Earl of Warwick. 
2 
1. For Sir Robert Dudley see A. G. Lee, The Son 
of Leiceater, 1964. He went overaeasTh T05. 
2. PUC-'i`Leicester. There had been a lawsuit 
over one of these estates, Cleobury Mortimer 
in Shropshire: Leicester had employed Edmund 
Plowden to defend his case, Transactions of the 




studied at Oxford. His second wife, 
whom he repudiated when he went into exile, 
claiming that she was not lawfully his wife, 
was Alice, daughter of Sir Thomas Leigh and 
sister of Robert Catesby's wife Catherine. In 
may 1598 Catesby borrowed L600 from Dudley with 
Chastleton as security. 
2 
Dudley had the versatility of Sir Kenelm 
Digby, without his superficiality. It may 
not have been the least of the mistakes of the 
Stuarts to deprive him of his father's title. 
3 
He commanded an expedition to the West Indies 
when hardly out of his teens, and sent an 
expedition to China in 1596. He sent out a further 
West Indies expedition from Tuscany, but it 
was not followed up; instead he turned to the 
1. Again some comment is needed on his title. 
I have used the common form, but Charles I 
admitted that he was rightfully Earl of 
Leicester and Warwick. Dudley himself claimed 
his grandfather's dukedom, to which he had no 
right, but Charles I further confused the issue 
by granting his 'wife' (she was only his wife 
by English law) the title and precedence of a 
duchess. He was also a Roman Patrician. 
2. M. Dickins, A Histoa of Chastleton, 1938, p. 19. 
3. Horace Walpole regards-c ass happy mistake 
for England and Dudley himself, H. Walpole, 
Woý, I, 1798,476. 
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development of Tuscan shipping and played a 
major role in the development of the port of 
Livorno. 
1 If a Dutchman drained marshes in 
England, it was this Englishman who drained them 
in Tuscany. Deprived of the wealth and opportunity 
needed to voyage himself, he devoted himself to 
the theory of the sea, and has been called 'by 
far the greatest of the early English chart- 
makers'. Despite his comparative success in 
exile, he did not forget England and fought the 
usual battle for the preservation of his estates, 
or, at the least, for compensation for their loss. 
He sent letters of advice to James I, one of 
which involved the Earls of Clare, Bedford and 
Somerset and Sir Robert Cotton in serious 
trouble in 1629: it was later attributed to 
Strafford. 
Sir Robert was not the only Eng lish Catholic 
to break into that preserve of the sturdy Protestants, 
2 
1. Wood, Ath. Ox. III, 259; cp. H. R. Trevor-Roper, 
o . cit, p. M, where Dudley is not mentioned. 2. The great adventurers who had exploited new 
opportunities under Elizabeth had been sturdy 
Protestants, - Drake, Grenville, Raleigh, and Leicester, ' H. R. Trevor-Roper, Archbishop 
Laud, 2nd ed. +1962, p. 99" 
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colonial expansion: several Catholics from 
Oxfordshire, or with strong links with the 
county, either preceded or followed him. 
The study of this field is the most profitable 
for our purpose: it takes the English Catholic 
into an area where, to some extent, the 
restrictions placed upon him in England on account 
of his faith did not operate, while it does 
not remove him from the English scene. It 
concerns a few prominent individuals only, and 
is thus relatively easy to study and to compress. 
it is significant; and, apart from its purely 
secular interest and importance, it also 
occasionally throws a (somewhat undertain) light 
upon the explorers and colonial projectors 
as Catholics. 
In 1572 one of the lodgers in Gloucester 
Sall was Sir George Peckham of Denham, Buckinghamshire. 
1 
1. C. H. Daniel and W. R. Barker, Worcester Col lege, 1900, 
p. 96. Peckham and his colonial venture are 
dealt with in R. B. Merriman, 'Some Notes on the 
Treatment of the English Catholics in the Reign 
of Elizabeth', American Historical Review, XIII, 
1907-8,480-500. on p. 9 err man wr es that 
'when Queen Elizabeth visited him eckham % at 
Denham in 1 570, the cautious sovereign - remembering the Catholic traditions of the place - took care to have a new door made for her bedchamber'. This 
is correct but what Merriman omits to say is that 
Elizabeth took the same or similar precautions when 
visiting at the same time the houses of the Earl 
of Bedford and Sir Henry Norris and her own at 
Ewelme, Bodl. Rawl. MS. A 195C ff. 318v, 319v, 325-6. 
See also pages 3sq-392. 
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Two years later Sir George began his association 
with Sir Humphrey Gilbert: he was Sir 
Humphrey's chief backer in 1583,1 and afterwards 
constituted himself chief Newfoundland 
publicist. His True Report 
2 
presents several 
features of interest. It was an accepted 
feature of such works that a prime function of 
the empire-builders should be the conversion 
of the heathen, the savages. Consequently, 
it is not always : easy to estimate what weight 
should be placed upon these moral exhortations: 
and indeed, nothing very remarkable came of them 
within the English sphere of influence. To 
some extent, they may be discounted as excuses: 
'if in respect of all the commodities they can 
yeelde us (were they many moe) that they should 
but receive this onely benefit of Christianity, 
they were more than fully recompenced'. 
3 There 
was also, as Sir George noted, useful precedent 
in the Old Testament: he dwells on chapters of 
1. R. Hakluyt, The Principal Navig ations Voyages 
Traff iues Tbisc over es or _ýgli 
Nations, 07+, V II, $1i': "'-- 
2. R. Hak uyt , op. cit ., viii, 89-131. -cTf 3. R. Hakluyt, og.., VIII, 119. 
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blood-curdling military history with such 
relish that the reader feels it is perhaps 
fortunate that Sir George adventured his pen 
and purse, and not his person: with Old 
Testament in one hand and sword in the other, 
he might have created an Anglo-Saxon leyenda 
negra. Perhaps with the Spanish example in mind 
(and Sir George had it very much in mind), that 
is not very surprising even in a Catholic: for 
Sir George was a Catholic, as his choice of 
Gloucester Hall for a home suggested. 
But his general approach to the question 
of conversion of the savages is rather surprising. 
One of Sir Humphrey Gilbert's first actions 
in Newfoundland was to decree that Religion 
publiquely exercised, should be such, and none 
other, then is used in the Church of England': 
there was to be no religious toleration even 
for the 'Spanyards' and 'Portugales' over whom 
he was asserting the Queen's authority. 
I Sir 
George has not one word to say in condemnation 
of such a course, nor has he anything to say 
1. R. 8akluyt, a. cit., VIII, 20. 
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elsewhere as to the nature of the Christianity 
which should be preached to the heathen: they 
are to 'be brought from falsehood to trueth, 
from darknesse to light, from the hie way of 
death to the path of life, from superstitious 
idolatrie to sincere Christianity, from the 
devill to Christ, from hell to heaven'. I it 
is true that if Sir George had written what 
presumably, as a 16th century Catholic, he 
believed about Anglicanism, his writing would 
have done little service to the Newfoundland 
project and even less to himself personally. 
Even bearing this in mind, he seems, in this 
context at least, to have very successfully 
sunk his religion in his nationality. And one 
is almost surprised to learn that he did have 
some vague plan for a Catholic settlement. 
2 
Robert Harcourt of Stanton Harcourt, Oxford- 
shire, held similar views. He voyaged to 
Guiana in 1609, founding a settlement under his 
brother Michael which endured for some three 
1. R. Hakluyt, ýo it., VIII, 119. 
2. A. L. Rowse, Wee Elizabethans and America, 1959, 
p. 40. 
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years. He published his Relation of a Voyage 
to Guiana in 1613, but failed to attract 
sufficient capital to continue his venture. 
He retained his interest, however, and after 
an attempt on the part of Captain Roger North 
1 
brother of Lord North, to poach upon his rights 
(with Privy Council approval), he joined forces 
with North to found the Guiana Company in 1626, 
reissuing the Relation. Harcourt sailed himself 
in 1628 and probably died in Guiana in 1631.2 
His Relation has its interest as a colonial 
document: for example, Harcourt shewed indifference 
to the 'greedy desire of Gold' which, in that 
particular area, must be regarded as amazing: 
he looked to sugar and cotton for his profits. 
As his modern editor puts it, 'Not only regarding 
botany and zoology but in respect of the 
agricultural and commercial value of the products 
of Guiana, Harcourt. 's treatise is more complete 
and businesslike then other accounts of the same 
1. worth's backem, it is interesting to note, 
included the Earls of Arundel and Dorset, 
and Lord Petre, J. A. Williamson, En lish 
Colonies in Guiana and on the Acn_ azon, 04- '66891923, P. 0 2. . A'0 Nilliamson, on,. cit. , pp. 123-t+. 
`1 20 
period'. 
' As a religious document, however, 
the Relation not only makes the same points 
as Peckham's Report, it even appeals specifically 
for 'Diuine Preachers that wil imitate the 
glorious examples of the Apostles' and promises 
them that they 'shall haue such worthy shares... 
as shall giue them good content'. 
2 Sir 
Alexander Harris discusses these passages, 
'There is very little material for judging what 
manner of man Harcourt was, but one question 
naturally rises in the mind as we read such 
passages as that with which he begins his preface: 
was he sincere? was he really a religious-minded 
man? or is all this a sort of common form? 
it would possibly help us to decide if we had 
any letters of his'. 
3 It would also help to 
remember that Harcourt was a Catholic. 
In the same year in which our well-beloved 
Robert Harcourte' received his licence to travel 
1. R. Harcourt, A Relation of a Voyage to Guiana (Hakluyt SocTe yýnd seer. , 
tX, 1 25. 
2. R. Harcourt, o . cit., p. 139. A number did later join the GuIni"Company, including Dt. Henry 
King, J. A. Williamson, 2. cit., p. 111. And in a 
disagreement that arose between Harcourt and 
North, a leading clerical adventurer, Rev. 
Richard Thornton, supported Harcourt. 
3. R. Harcourt, op. cit., p. 34. 
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and exercise discipline on board ships (1609), 
Robert Campbell received a grant of the 
benefits of the recusancy of Robert Harcourt. 
In 1612, however, he appears as a non-communicant 
only 
2 
and it is possible that he had ceased to 
be a Catholic before his second Guiana venture. 
Lord Baltimore operated in a more tolerant 
atmosphere and the Maryland venture was soon 
linked with a Jesuit mission. The leading 
Jesuit, Andrew White, acted as Lord Baltimore's 
secretary for a while. 
3 Later the secretary and 
Maryland representative of Cecil, 2nd Lord 
Baltimore was John Lewgar, a Trinity man, who 
had been rector of Laverton, Somerset, before 
his conversion to Rome under the influence of 
4 William Chillingworth. Otherwise Maryland, 
that 'receptacle for Papists, and Priests, and 
Jesuites', need not concern us. 
Sir Edmund Plowden, a younger son of Francis 
Plowden of Shiplake, Oxfordshire, and Mary 
1. B. M. Add, MS. 46 , f. 42v; J. A. Williamson, 
, 
o, 2, . c3 , PP" ; see also pp. 97,132,134-5. 2. Trim Colle e, Cambrid e MS. R. . 14, art. 6. 3. asset ý "Z_ s es p. 184. 21 9 4. There seems'-to have been some intellectual 
relationship between Chillingworth and the 
Lord Baltimores. See R. R. Orr, Truth and 
Authorit : the Development of William ''hillin - worth'deas on Religious Toleration on on 
Ph. D. thesis, 1958) P"33. 
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Fermor, sister of Sir Richard, seems to have 
operated his American grant more on the lines 
of a Baltimore than a Peckham or a Harcourt. 
Unfortunately, his colonial activities survive 
rather as an episode in peerage history. Charles 
I created him Earl Palatine of New Albion and 
Earl in the Irish peerage in 1634, 'For he is no 
Alien Earl made by an Alien King, as Copply 
by the French King, Duke Dudley, and Count 
Arundell by the Emperour, but by our own King, 
the fountain of Honour'. 
' Even the red 
revolutionaries of the Commonwealth addressed 
him as Earl of Albion. 
2 Charles II, setting 
aside the Charter of 1634 and ignoring Plowden's 
title, conferred New Albion on his brother James. 
3 
1. B. Plantagenet, A Description of the Province 
of New Albion 114 , repr inted-'P-. 
Tor-c e, Tract s 
and er ýa ers..., II, 1838,14. Plantagenet 
ýescribes- Ducl e 's dukedom as an Imperial 
creation: alternatively (and more correctly) 
the Emperor recognized a title alleged to exist 
already. G. EC.. has solved this problem in the 
best academic tradition: under the heading 
'Dudley' the Emperor created the title, and 
under the heading 'Northumberland' he 
acknowledged it. 
2. Bodl. Rawl. MS. A 24 gives a copy of Sir Edmund's 
or final patent and the onion of a number of 
lawyers as to the validity of his claims to a 
hereditary Irish peerage, all favourable. He is, 
however, admitted on sufferance only into G. E. C. 
and has no entry in D. N. B. 
3. B. M. Plowden, Records he Plowden Family, 1887, 
pp. 40-46. 
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Plantagenet sums up the religious position 
in New Albion, 'But it is materiall to give 
a touch of Religion and Government, to satisfy 
the curious and well-minded Adventurer. For 
Religion it being in England yet unsettled... 
I conceive the Holland wey now practised best 
to content all parties. ' Namely, a broad 
establishment, 'But no persecution to any 
dissenting, and to all such as to the Walloons 
free chapels; and to punish all as seditious, and 
for contempt as BITTER, rail and condemn others 
of the contrary... '1 Plowden first went out to 
America in 1620 or thereabouts, returning to 
England about ten years later. He went out 
again in 1641. 
Finally, Sir William D'Avenant, son of an 
Oxford inn-keeper, poet-laureate and Catholic 
convert, planned a Virginia venture in 1650: but 
he was taken by insurgents on his way and, 
according to one story, only saved from death 
through the intervention of Milton. 
ý. B. Plantagenet, op. it., pp. 29-30. 
APPENDIX I. 
Trinity College, Cambridge MS. R. 5.14, art. 6. 
The Knightes Ladies Esquiers and gentlemen in the 
countie of Oxon. conuicted or indicted recusants or 
non comunicants 
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Nathewe Harrison Mayor Joane Conv. 
of the Cittie of Oxon his wiefe 
Conv. Sir George Raleighe kt. Ladie Elizabethe 
his wiefe Conv. 
Ind. Sir ffrauncis Stoner kt. Ladie Martha Conv. 
desiers tyre to be his wiefe 
aduised to receaue 
Non-com. Sir Richard ffermor kt. Ladie Cornelia 
but he bath promised his wiefe Conv. 
to receaue before 
Michaelmas next 
Non-com. Sir Richard Blunt kt. Ladie Cicelye 
his wiefe Conv. 
Non-com. Sir Henrie Stoner kt. Ladie Elizabethe 
his wiefe Conv. 
Non-com. Sir Edward Stanley kt. 
but the minister saieth 
that hereafter he haue 
promised to shoe all 
christian dueties 
Non-com. Sir ffrauncis ffortescue kt. 
and most of the officers 
under hirn neare the fforrest 
of Whichwoode & corneburie 
parke conuicted recusants 
or non comunicants 
Non-com. Sir John Curson kt. Ladie Rec. 
his wiefe 
Non-com. Sir Henrye Browne kt. Ladie Rec. 
his wiefe 
Sir Richard Wenman kt. Ladie Anne Rec. 
his wiefe 
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Conv. Sir George Simons kt. 
Non-com. Sir Edmonde Lentall kt. Ladie Rec. 
his wiefe 
Sir Wm Clearke kt. Ladie Margarett Conv. 
his wiefe 
Ladie Anne Conv. 
Curson widowe 
Non-com. Thomas ffitzhughe arm. Ladie Elizabethe Conv. 
Shelton his wiefe 
sic 
Conv. ffrauncis Plowden arm. Geav. 
his wiefe Rec. 
Conv. Austen Belson arm. Mildred Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. John Skinner arm. Marie Conv. 
desiers tyme to his wiefe 
be aduised to 
receaue 
Non-com. George Owen arm. Jenevosa Conv. 
his wiefe 
Ind. Richard Greene arm. Marie Conv. 
his wiefe 
Non-com. ffrauncis Poore arm. Prudence his Conv. 
but promiseth wiefe and most 
to receaue of his Children 
Non-com. John ffullwood arm. Katherine Conv. 
his wiefe 
Non-com. John Symons arm. Anne Conv. 
his wiefe 
Edmunde Braye arm. Iiawde Conv. 
his wiefe 
Non-com. Edward Powell arm. Cicelye Conv. 
his wiefe 
Meriall Babington 





Non-com. Wm Mowlins arm. divers of 
his Children 
Non-com. Benedict Wincb(clombe arm. his 
but nromiseth wiefe 
to receaue 
Conv. John Ashefield arm. 
Non-com. Edward Napper arm. Joyce 
his wiefe 
iron-com. John Lenthall arm. 
Non-com. Robert Harcourte arm. Elizabethe 

























Conv. Willm Chaford gent. 
ffrauncis Rathborne gent. Bridgett Conv. 
his Briefe 
Edmunde Browne gent. Marie Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. Christopher Raleighe 
John Raleighe gent. Judith Raleighe Conv. 
Henrye Raleigh* 
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Conv. Robert Thomson gent. 
Conv. Christopher Hatton gent. 
Conv. John Stoner Sent 
Conv. James Arderne gent. 
Conv. George Etheridge gent. 
Conv. Edward Hartley gent. 
Abrahame Allen gent. 
John Hidesley gent. 
Conv. John Arden gent. 
Conv. Henrye Wintersall gent. 
Conv. Richard Bourne gent. 
Conv. Thomas Bennett gent. 
Conv. John Poore gent. 
Henrie Clearke gent. 
James Yate gent. 
Conv. Richard Hoskins gent. 
Conv. Thomas Newporte gent. 
Conv. Thomas Crowche gent. 





















Anne his wiefe 













Conv. Roger ffitzhughes gent. 
Conv. Thomas ffitzhughe gent. 
Conv. ffrauncis Gravenot gent. 
Conv. James Stoner gent. 
Ind. Thomas Wolfe gent. 
Conv. John ffoxe gent. 
Edolphe Dingley Coroner 
Pawle Horseman gent. 
Conv. John Weedon gent. 
Conv. Henrye Rooke gent. 
Conv. Walter Heywood gent. 
Conv. John Arderne gent. 
Thomas Heitche gent. 
Conv. John Hitche gent. 
Thomas Parsons gent. 
Conv. John Stoner gent. 
Conv. Henrye Stoner gent. 
Conv. Nicholas Pigott gent. 
Conv. Richard Poore gent. 








































Abrahame Allen gent. 
Non-com. Benedict Hatton gent. 
Conv. Griffith Penne gent. 
Non-com. Thomas Napper gent. 
Conv. Charles Babington gent. 
Conv. Wm Reynolds gent. 
Conv. Thomas Ewington gent. 
Conv. George Throckiporton gent. 
Conv. Robert Bethame gent. 
Conv. John Tate gent. 
Non-com. John Keyte gent. 
Non-con. John Hale gent. 
Non-com. Edward Ewer gent. 
Conv. Thomas Appletree gent. 
Edmunde Ansley gent. 






























Margarett his Conv. 
wiefe and twoo 
of their Children 
Edmunde and 
Bridgett 
Conv. Edmunde Burne gent. 




Conv. John Weedon gent. Elynor Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. Henrye Rooke gent. Anne Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. Walter Eeywoode gent. 
Conv. Willm Tempest gent. Elizabeth Conv. 
his wiefe 
and all their 
Children 
ffrauncis Yate gent. Marie Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. George Bewforrest gent. and some of Conv. 
his Children 
Conv. Wm Howse gent. Bridgett Conv. 
his wiefe 
Conv. Thomas Churche gent. Isabell Conv. 
his wiefe 
The number of recusants within the 




non Comunicants -------- 12 
Gentlemen convicted----49 
non Comunicants--------- 6 
Ladies Convicted-----------8 
recusants------------------4 
Esquiers wiefes convicted--13 
Esquiers widowes convicted-7 
Gentlemens wief es convic. --4i 
7; 1 
knightes Ladies and gent----------156 
Parishes in Oxford------16 
4hereof infected with 14 
recusants and in the 
same are recusants 
Convicted whereof the 
nowe Mayors wiefe is one-7 
Of yomen and their 
wives with other 
comon persons within 282 
the Countie of Oxon 
recusants convicted 




Born in 1632, Anthony Wood does not properly 
belong within the period studied here. He is, 
however, the source of so much information used 
that a short appendix on his suspected Catholicism 
seems justified. 
Where there is no certain evidence of 
recusancy or of Catholicism, the historian in 
forced to rely on circumstantial evidence. We 
may properly suspect that a man was himself a 
Catholic if he married a Catholic, if other members 
of his family were Catholic, if some of his 
friends were Catholic, if he is known to have 
expressed some opinio* or performed some act which, 
in the contemporary context. 
' 
might fairly be 
judged Catholic. But, as is well known, circum- 
stantial evidence may prove decoptive. According to 
1. The question of context is important: a non- 
Catholic was unlikely to be found attending Mass 
in the 1580s; but in the quieter years of the 
last two Stuart reigns he might well do no, 
as did Pepys, out of curiosity. 
ý7 33 
most of the tests that it is possible to apply 
Anthony Wood was a Catholic. He claimed 
I 
descent from a Lancashire Marian priest, ordained 
after his wife's death, who had died in prison 
for his faith. This man, whose Christian name 
Wood thought to be Richard, left a son and three 
daughters. The daughters were 'menial servants' 
in the household of the Earl of Derby and followed 
him to Eynsham, and at least two of them lived 
and died Catholics. 
2 
The son, Richard Wood, was 
Anthony's grandfather. Anthony's father, 
Thomas, a graduate of Corpus Christi, married 
Mary Petty, daughter of Penelope Taverner who 
was the sister of Harcourt Taverner, George 
Nichols' convert. 
3 
His friendships are even more striking. 
It is impossible to list here all the Catholics 
with whom Wood was on friendly terms; two or 
three outstanding examples must serve for all. On 
1. Whether rightly or wrongly is immaterial. 
It should be remembered that Catholics frequently 
omitted the more notoriously Catholic members 
of their families, such as nuns and priests, 
from their pedigrees. 
2. See pages CLg4-s. 
3. For this pedigree see Wood Life and Times, ed. 
by A. Clark (O. H. S. XIX, 18915 1,23 see 
also Wood, Ath. Ox. II, 407. 
'7--l LA 
29 August 1669 he was 'with Mr. Hugh Cressey 
at Somerset house... Thence he was conducted by 
Will. Rogers of Linc. Inn to Mr. Davenport 
(commonly called Sancta Clara) who also had an 
apartment in the same house... He found him a 
complaisant man, very free and discoursive. 
Which made him, when he went afterwards to 
London, to visit him often'. 
1 Through Cressy, 
he was introduced to Ralph Sheldon in 1671 
2 
and it became his custom to spend part of every 
year with Sheldon at Weston in Warwickshire. 
He went to Weston even at the time of the Popish 
Plot; that is, he went to stay with a man whose 
house had been searched, a man who had been 
imprisoned; to stay, moreover, for four months, 
from July 4th till 6 November 1679 'at what 
time Mr. Sheldon sent me home - pretended then 
to goe to London but returned in three days 
after'. 
3 
As for his writings, and particularly the 
1. Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXI, 1892) 11,168. 
2. Wo od, o. oIt 9I , ß'2'f =8. They met first at the Mitre, anýwould meet there later, Bodl. 
Wood MS. F 44, ff. 44,83. 
3. Wood,. c___. , II, 455. 
T315, 
Athenae Oxonienses to which I shall largely 
confine my remarks, Camm has described his 
as the first Protestant writer to deal fairly 
with the Catholics of the 16th and 17th 
centuries. 
1 This was also the contemporary 
view: the first known review of the Athenae 
claimed 'The Roman Catholics are not worse 
used by him than the Protestants of the Church 
of England; and if he seem to have less spar'd 
2 
any Party, it must needs be the Dissenters'. 
1. Another Catholic writer, whilst saying much 
the same, speaks of Wood's 'patronising' 
attitude towards the Catholics. This presumably 
relates to Wood's frequent qualification of 
his praise of Catholics - as, amongst those of his own religion he was accounted learned. 
But this is due to Wood's professed dependence 
upon others for his judgments: they are 
'domestic testimonies of the reputation which 
each man. had or bath among his own', Wood, 
Ath. Ox. I, cly. Moreover, it seems that the Catholics 
were-The most willing and helpful to supply 
information of the three parties, Anglican, Non- 
conformist and Catholic, Wood . oit. 21 cxxviii; Life and Times (O. H. S. gxVI 189UoIII 396. 
2. Bo leim uar erl ecord, 
+III, 1935-X, 206 
from The ors o tRearned, Aug. 1691. His 
dislike ot-M- Mesenter--s, the Presbyterians, the 
Calvinists ('Damn'd presbytery: they pretend to 
love the King... ') introduces a complicating 
factor. But that he should, in Calamy's phrase, 
'spitt his Venom against ye Poor Dissenters' (Bodl. . hist. Mg. c. 2 , f. 64) is not surprising 0-7-17T sen uryr after that party had cut 
off the head of the King, and need not be 
taken as a sign of Catholicism. 
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Again, it is not possible to skew this at any 
length, but it may be noticed how often in 
the Athenae he demonstrates the intimacy of 
his Catholic knowledge. He has been promised 
a copy of an epitaph by the Jesuits, though he 
has not yet received it; there are only eight 
copies of a book by Sir Herbert Croft printed, 
and one is lent to Wood by Edward Sheldon; 
' 
a certain priest was living in 1633 'as I have 
been informed by Pranc. a S. Clara'. 
2 
1. It was probably Edward Sheldon who first 
told Wood, through Ralph Sheldon, of the book: 
'he printed a little book (which I haue at 
present in my chamber, of Controuerey, dedicated 
to his wife and children being Protestants; 
intending it as he there declareth only for them; 
therefore not permitting any more copies to be 
publish, or indeed printed; for I can not fynd 
that wee haue any more then this one in our 
howse', Sodl. Wood M8. F 44, f. 147; see also Bodl. 
Tanner 'f6, ß' `: 1 j. Týe position with regard 
to a olic books would seem to have changed 
considerably since the days of Alf ield. Although 
Wood occasionally notes that many of a Catholic 
author's works 'being done and pointed beyond 
the seas' are unknown to him, he seems to have 
had access to and to have owned a considerable 
Catholic library. On one occasion he even 
'received from Mr. Sheldon 3 dozen of "The Rule of 
Catholic faith" to be sold in quires at 6d apeice', 
Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXI 1892) II, 253" 
Wood also rem te money on Sheidon's behalf to 
various Catholics in Oxford - and to himself, 
Bodl. Taaner 1'S. '41, f. 190; Bodl. Wood MS. F 44, 
2. Wood, Ath: 0x. I, 516, II, 317,575. 
1'--l 
It is easy enough, therefore, to see why 
people should have suspected that he was a 
papist. On 6 March 1690/1, Arthur Charlett, 
later Master of University College, wrote to 
Wood, with reference to the Athenae, 'Several 
Passages relating to Cranmer Parker Scory &c - 
ye first reformers, savour so much of ye spirit 
of Sanders &c and Popery, that it will note be 
beleived that a Protestant could be ye Author. 
Mr. Pearce ye Bedle always sayd, You rail as if 
Hired by ye Papists 
1 to abuse all ye Great men 
concerned in ye Reformation and to excuse all 
those, that opposed it, even down to Bonner... '2 
He concluded, however, that the imputation that 
Wood was 'Popishly affected' was false. The 
charge was often made 
3 
and culminated in the 
formal report, 'In Merton coll. there is only Mr. 
Anthony Wood who bath beenauspected to be Popishly 
1. Ralph Sheldon had, in fact, promised to 
finance the printing of the Athenaa, Wood 
Life and Times (O. H. S. XXVI, 189 III 82,123; 
see aIi Bodleian Library Record, I, 1ý38-41,120; 
Hearne's accoun o oo , Woo , th. Ox. I, cxxix; Bodl. Wood MS. F 44, f . 160. 2. Bod1. nnerý' . 114, f. 54. 
3. See Woo Life and Times (O. H. S. XXI, 1892) II, 228,27598'14. 
I3ý 
affected. Tho. Clayton cust. coll. Mert. 'I 
But two months before (2 December 1678) 
Wood had waited on the Vice-Chancellor 'where, 
after some discourse, he offered me the oath 
of supremacie and allegiance, both which oathes 
I tooke, he and I being onlie togeather. 
After which he told me that I should have a 
certificat of it' .2 And Wood's own reaction to 
his reputation is strongly expressed in such 
sentences as, 'Now Mr. Sheldon being a zealous 
Papist, and A. W. afterwards being often in his 
company, must be esteem'd a Papist also, as he 
was by many sniveling saints... ' and 'A man 
that is studious and reserved is popishly 
affected'. 
3 To take the oaths was one thing, 
but it was another to die a Protestant, and yet 
1. Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXI, 1892) 11,440. 
February 16 Cp. the report from University 
College given on the same page. 
2. Wood, op,. cit., II, 425. The certificate survives, 
see Bodl. Bodle MS. 4, f. vi; Bodl. Wood MS. F 44, 
f . 96. He took the oaths again in lbß Wood, Life and Times (O. H. S. XXVI, 1894) III 418. 
3. oood, Ife an Times (O. H. S. XXI, '1892j II 228,424. 
There are also certain passages in the Life and 
Times which seem altogether inconsistent even w=that degree of sympathy with Catholics 
that Wood certainly possessed, see Wood, oP. cit., 
12,93,95,125. 
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it is recorded that that is what Wood did. 
To the relief of Dr. Smith he made a pious end, 
dying 'in the Communion of our Church'. 
' 
Charlett even recorded that 'there was no Papist 
come to him during all the time of his Sickness'. 
2 
He received the sacrament of the Anglican 
Church from a Mr. Mart in. Perhaps if Sancta 
Clara had been alive to visit him, we would have 
been left the lame puzzle as he left us, through 
Wood himself, over Bishop Goodman. Certainly, 
it cannot be an exaggeration to say of Wood that, 
however he died, he had lived at least some part 
of his life 'in animo Catholicus', to use the 
phrase that he himself applied to many Oxford 
men of the type of Rainolds and Allen. He 
may also serve as a warning not to take too 
seriously any evidence other than formal 
conviction for recusancy. 
1. '. Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ed. by 
C. E. Doble . afl, 111977. 2. T. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (O. H. S. II, 1884) 
1,7; see also-S571 .. nný sc. . 10 ff-3-4. It is ironical thatýearn ,ew bad also, with far less justification, been suspected of 
Catholicism, should have been visited by a 
Catholic friend, the visit giving ris e to the 
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